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CASES
DECIDED

THE SUPKEME COURT,

IN

Maynabd
Ord.

6,

1843,

§

124.

Givil

Ceole.

vs.

imprisonment.

decree pending monthly payments.

— Suspension

—

of

Clerk.

Application under the 124th section of Ord. 6, 1843, for
of the respondent,
the civil imprisonment
an uncertificated
^
^
insolvent.

The applicant was the

trustee

and largest creditor in the

insolvent, who was a clerk of Messrs. Twentyman &
and in receipt of £250 per annum, surrendered his
The estate surrendered by him consisted
estate in 1856.
of assets to the amount of £3, and a life policy valued at

The

Co.,

£15, the furniture, &c., of his house being stated to belong
The debts proved amounted to upwards of
to his wife.
£200.

The

insolvent had become indebted to the applicant in
:

— One

Shaw, a connection of the

had fallen into difficulties, and the insolvent
prevailed upon the applicant to satisfy Shaw's creditors to
the amount of upwards of £100, undertaking himself to
repay the amount so advanced. He subsequently borrowed
£30 or £40 from the applicant for himself. Previous to
his surrender he undertook to pay off the amount in which
he had so become indebted, in instalments of £5 per month,
but some time before his surrender he ceased paying this
amount, stating that he could pay no more than £2 or £3
per month. Upon proceedings being taken by the appliinsolvent,

VoL.

III.

—

Maynard
croie.

estate.

the following manner

'^5'^

B

vs.

185J.

-^
'

croie.

'

cant, who threatened him with civil imprisonment, he
surrendered his estate. It appeared further from the proceedings that a considerable portion of the amount advanced
to Shaw had been paid by Shaw to the insolvent, but a

very small portion of this was repaid to the applicant.
The respondent tendered £3 per month, and made
affidavit that he was unable to do more, having to provide
for a wife and four children, and also supplying £2 per

month

to his father in England.

Porter, A.G., for applicant.

Brand,

The

C. J., for respondent.

Cotjet held that being in receipt of

£250 per

annum, the insolvent was bound to make better provision
for the payment of his debts than he seemed inclined to
Taking his circumstances and his conduct into condo.
sideration, an order was made for the decree as prayed
under the 124th section, to be suspended during the
monthly payment of £10 to the trustee, for the benefit of
the creditors.

Fleck and Anothee (Teustees of Oeange Eivee Mining
Company) vs. Focking.
Trust deed of Company.

—Powers

and

duties of trustees

and

directors.

of a Company the trustees were authorized
and sued defendant for the payment of certain
instalments due by virtue of a call made under the terms
of the trust deed : it was provided in the deed that if it
appeared to the directors at any time that the losses of the
Company had exhausted the surplus fund and one-half of
tJie paid-up capital, the directors
should call a general
meeting and submit a full statement of the Company's
affairs, and that the Company should be dissolved, unless a
majority of shareholders decided to continue and indemnify the minority : a plea that the affairs of the Company were in sv^h a state prior to the meeting at which

Under

the trust deed

to sue,

—

was resolved upon as to reqwire proceedings
taken for the calling of the general meeting, held
no answer to the action brought by the trustees.
the call

to be
to

he

This was an action brought against the defendant, a
shareholder of the Orange River Mining Company, who
had already paid three instalments of £5 each on his shares,

payment of a fourth and fifth instalment of £2 10s.
per share, making altogether a call of £5 per share, on five
shares numbered from 641-645.
Of this call payable on
the 22nd of September, 1856 notice was duly given by
the directors of the company as required by the trust deed,
in the Government Gazette and other newspapers.
The defendant pleaded, 1st, the general issue 2nd
for the

—

—

;

annual meeting of the
company, on the 15th of September, 1856, the affairs of
the company were in such a state in consequence of ex(specially), that previous to the first

haustion of capital and losses, as to require of the directors,
under the 51st section of the trust deed, that they should
a special general meeting of the proprietors, and
submit to such meeting a full and general statement of
the affairs of the company, for the purpose of the dissolution of the company, or of continuing the company with
an indemnity to dissentient proprietors, and, that this not
having been done, and the true circumstances of the company having been withheld from the knowledge of the
proprietors, and the directors having in other ways represented the affairs of the company to be in a favourable
position, when the exhaustion contemplated in the 51st
section of the deed had taken place all further expenditure was to be and remain at the risk and responsibility of
call

;

who had illegally incurred these liabilities,
and could not be charged against the defendant and other
shareholders who had not consented to a continuance of
the company after a full knowledge of the exhaustion of
the funds of the company, and that therefore he was not
liable for the amount of call now claimed from him.
The part of sec. 51 of the trust deed relied on by the
the directors

defendant, was as follows
"Provided, however,

tliat

:

if

at

directors, that the losses of the said

any time

company

it

appear to the
have exhausted all

shall

shall

the surplus fund, and also one-half of the paid-up capital, not being less
B 2

:86r.

Feb.

13.

Fleck and

Another
(Trustees of

Orange River
Mining Company) vs.
Fooking.

1867.

lj_i

Keck and
(Trustees of

MinmgCompany)

vs.

Focking.

than
with

upon each

share, then the directors shall forth-

five

pounds

call

a special general meeting of the proprietors, in

sterling

manner provided

the 43rd section of this deed, and shall submit to such meeting a full
and general statement of the affairs and concerns of the said company,
^'^ thereupon the said company shall be dissolved, unless a like
\,j

majority of the proprietors present shall resolve,

by

their votes, to con-

tinue and carry on the said company, and shall then and there undertake,
in writing, to indemnify the dissentient proprietors against all the
existing debts or engagements of the said

company, and to purchase the

shares of such dissentient proprietors," &c.

Evidence on the above plea was stopped, the Cotjet
upon the defendant to shew how, even if the facts
charging misconduct and neglect of duty on the part of
the directors were admitted, this was an answer to the
trustees, who on behalf of the shareholders sued this particular shareholder, to contribute for the purpose of liquidating the liabilities of the company.
calling

Brand, for the defendant, in support of the plea, contended that the trustees represented the directors, and if
the latter acted improperly in calling up an instalment
instead of calling a general meeting, defendant was not
liable.

Denyssen (with him

Cole),

for

the

plaintiffs,

were not

called upon.

The Cotjet held that whatever right of action such conduct of the directors, as alleged, might give to the defen.dant, against the persons individually, whose misconduct
had caused him to pay what he would not otherwise have
been called upon to pay, under such circumstances as to
make them individually liable, it was not an answer to a
call for instalments otherwise duly made under the trust

—

—

deed.

Evidence on above plea accordingly refused.
The. defendant consented to a judgment against him

with

costs.

:

5

Kelly
Interdict.

vs.

—

,

Kiekwood and Another.

Co-proprietors.

—

Lessee.

— Timher.

K. leased the imdivided half of a certain farm for five years
it was alleged that dwing the cowse of the lease K. had
cut down more timber than his lessor was entitled to
three months before the expiry of the lease the proprietors
of the other half of the farm obtained an interdict restraining K. from cutting down any more timber pending
action to be brought at the next Circuit Court, the proprietors giving security to K. for
to

damage he might

shew he had sustained by reason of the

Application to set aside an interdict.

be able

•

interdict.

Kirkwood and

—

j,^!"-,

Clairmonte, proprietors of one-half of the undivided farm
" Buffel Fontein," in the division of Uitenhage, obtained Kirkwood and

an interdict from Wateemeyee,
January 81, restraining Kelly, the

Chambers

on
under a lease
to expire in May next, of the other undivided half, from
cutting down and removing any more timber and brushwood from the farm until the further order of the Court,
or the result of an action to be instituted at the ensuing
Circuit Court, to try his right.

J.,

in

lessee,

The

affidavits for appli-

cants for the i%erdict had stated that Kelly, whose lease

was granted on May 10, 1852, for five years, by the proprietor of the undivided half (now deceased), at the annual
rent of £30 for the first year, rising to £50 during the
last, had, during the existence of his lease, cut down far
more timber and brushwood, &c., than his lessor, as prothat for the
prietor of half of the farm, was entitled to
last six months especially he had redoubled his efforts,
employing thirty men, and having established several
depots for wood, in Port Elizabeth and elsewhere, with the
declared object of denuding the farm of all timber and firewood of any value before the expiration of his lease that
if he were permitted to proceed at this rate the farm would
be very much reduced in value, and the applicants be irrethat Kelly had admitted that during
parably injured
his tenancy he had cut down timber, &c., to the amount of
;

;

;

£4000.

;

Fd? 'ij
Keir~Ds

KiAwOTdand

Kirkwood and Clairmonte had purchased the undivided
^^^^ °^ *^® t&Tm on January 19, 1857.

On behalf of Kelly, who now applied that the interdict
should be set aside, answering afSdayits were produced to
the effect that the lease which Kelly had entitled him to
cut timber to an unlimited extent on all parts of the farm
that other persons, who had now purchased that half leased
to him, also cut down timber, &c. ; that the farm was sold
and others by Kelly's lessor, subject
and that Kirkwood and Clairmonte purchased
from Botha's executor.
The lease authorized Kelly "to
chop, cut down, and carry away firewood from and off any
in 1853 to one Botha
to the lease,

part of the said undivided farm."
Cole, for applicant, maintained that inasmuch as the lease
was to expire in May, the continuance of the interdict
would be most unjust to him, in the supposition that in the
action to be tried at the next Circuit Court he would
establish his right to cut down timber as he had done, and
that the interdict should therefore be dissolved, leaving
the respondents to their remedy by action of damages,
should it appear at the trial that he had exceeded his legal

rights.

Porter, A.G., contra.

The Couet

ordered that the interdict should be conby respondents to amount of
;
£100, for any damages, applicant might sustain, if it should
appear at the trial that he had not exceeded his legal rights.

tinued

security being given

Respondents to proceed within fourteen days to serve the
Circuit Court summons, costs to be costs in the cause.

& Co.
B. Alexander.

Trustees op George Geeig

Provisional sentence.

vency.— Ord.

6,

—

Set-off.

1843,

s.

vs.

— Liquid

B.

Noeden and

document.

Plaintiffs, the trustees in the insolvent estate of G.
A. dt N. for provisional sentence on two bills

amouMting

to

—

Insol-

28.—Notice of sequestration.

& Co., sued
of exchange

£879, payable seven months after date,

—

—

& Go. and aeeepted by N. At
N. was a creditor of G. & Co. to the
extent of £3000 on an overdue document in, the form of a
'promissory note signed byG.& Go., who thereby promised to
pay the £3000 within twelve months, " being an amount of
loan by N. to P., and fwrther secured to N. by a mortgage
bond to that amownt on the bark Vigilant." The bills
of exchange were given for goods purchased by A. from
G. & Go. at a time when G. & Go. were in difficulties, of
which fact N. was aware. On the insolvency of G.& Go.,
two months after the acceptance, N. was appointed one of
the trustees, and the bills were not discounted.
N. now
claimed the right to set off the £3000 due to him against
the amount of the bills, and stated on affidavit that he did
not expect to get more than £1000 from the sale of the
Vigilant. Held, that provisional sentence must be refused
on the ground that N. could maJce the set-off, as the document was liqudd. [Bell, J., dubitante.']
drawn

by A. in fammur of G.

the time of accepta/nce,

In this case the plaintiffs, trustees in the estate of
Greig & Co., claimed provisional sentence on the two following bills of exchange drawn by the defendant Alexander
in favour of Greig & Co., and accepted
by the defendant
X
./

-fc-r

-I

.Norden:
" Capetown, June 16, 1856.
" £439.
" Seven months after date, pay to Messrs. George Greig & Co., or
order, the sum of four hundred thirty-nine poimds, for value received.
" (Signed)

B. Alexandek.

" To Benjamin Norden, Esq.,
" Capetown."

Accepted by B. Norden and endorsed on the back by
D. Thompson, B. Norden, W. Y. Eldridge, trustees in
estate of Greig & Co.
The second bill was for £440 in identical terms.
The bills became due after the insolvency of Greig & Co.
The defence was that the estate was indebted to the deJ.

fendant Norden at the date of the sequestration in the
sum of £3000, and that the amount thus claimed was
settled by compensation.
AflSdavits were read alleging the following facts
In the beginning of April, 1856, information was received
:

from England that Greig

&

Co. had stopped payment.

issir.

—^
George Greig
b. Norden and
g^ Alexander.

—

—

r™'i9

,^—-

'

lYustees of

& Co. to
May fol-

Instructions were also received to compel Greig
On the 8th of

estate.
surrender their Capetown
-t

iiii/

•

lowing a meeting of creditors was held, when (a compromise
B.Nordenand of 7s. 6d. in the £, which Norden amongst other creditors
had signed, having fallen through) it was agreed that the
business of G-reig & Co. should be continued for the benefit
To this agreement it was sworn
of the creditors generally.
GeoiKc Greig

Norden was a party.
In June following the defendant Alexander bought the
principal part of the remaining stock of Greig & Co., and
in payment gave the two bills in suit, which Norden agreed
to accept. At this time Norden was a creditor of Greig & Co.
for £3000 on the following document
:

" We hereby hold ourselves responsible to, and promise to pay to
Mr. Benjamin Norden, or order, within twelve months from this day, the
sum of three thousand pounds, amount of loan by him to Mr. A. J.
further secured to Mr. Norden by a mortgage bond to that
Phillips

—

amount on bark

Vigilant, Capt. Davies,

now

in Table

promising to renew the note this day given by

him

Bay

;

Mr. Norden

to the cashier of the

Association for Estates for £3000, advanced

"'by "the Association on'shares
belonging to Mr. Norden, which shares or their value to be returned to

Mr. Norden when this transaction

is completed.
" (Signed)
Geoege GsBia

& Co.,

" Per William John Gkeig.
" Capetown, Feb. 20, 1854 "

On

the back of this document was written

:

I*

"

We

acknowledge to have received from Mr. B. Norden a bill of sale
him by Mr. A.' Phillips as security for a
sum of £3000 advanced to him, and for which we are responsible as
further appears by our engagement under date Feb. 20, 1854, and which
loan Mr. Norden promises to continue for a further time of one year by
the pledge of his shares on the same conditions.
of the bark Vigilant granted to

" (Signed)

"Capetown, Feb.

Geo. Gebig

In August, 1856, Greig

Norden was appointed one

&

Co. surrendered their estate.

of the trustees, to

assets in the estate, including the bills in suit,

over.

The

& Co.

16, 1855."

whom

all the
were handed

Norden proved

bills

his claim on the estate for £3000.
remained in the estate without being discounted.

Benyssen (with him Brand,
for nro visional sentence.

J. E.), for the plaintiffs,

prayed

Porter, A.Q., for defendants

no claim

if

:

—By law

the plaintiffs have

there be compensation or mutual

principle of compensation

is

set-off.

The

the same in cases of insolvency

As to question whether bill of exchange
is extinguished by compensation
Pothier, sees. 584, 585';
Van der Keessel Thes. 623 Van der Linden (bk. 4, ch. 7, § 19,
as in other cases.

:

;

p.

695)

;

Story on Promissory Notes,

Bills of Exchange, p. 753..

knowledge of

As

&

state of Greig

sec.

647

;

Thompson on

to question of Norden's
Co.'s

affairs,

sec.

35 of

Ord. 64, which refuses set-off to a creditor having notice
of actual sequestration of the estate, was by Ord. 6 of 1843
extended to cases where the creditor had notice of the act
of insolvency

granted.

by virtue of which the sequestration was
is required, not mere knowledge

But actual notice

on the part of the

creditor.

—

:Only liquid debts can be opposed in
compensation to liquid claims Van der Linden, Qrotius, &c.
This was not a liquid document, because it depended upon
completion of certain things between Norden and Phillips.
Norden had mortgage on bark Vigilant. Completion of the
transaction depended on value of bark. Pothier says compensation cannot be claimed if party claiming is not clear to
what amount he can do so. Document was given to Norden
as security, consequently he must first go against Phillips.
As to notice, Norden knew of meeting of creditors and
agreement made. Act of insolvency dates from that meeting. Norden was party to the agreement that estate should
be carrie(^ on for benefit of creditors generally, and thus
waived every right he had in law. As trustee, Norden, to
serve his own ends, and to the injury of the estate, does not
Denyssen, in reply

:

:

discount the

bills.

—

Bell, J., said: The impression on my mind is that
nothing has been prove4 by defendants to the effect that
they cannot obtain payment of this sum of £3000 from
Phillips.
But Norden became liable and gave securities to
make good this amount, which undoubtedly was given to
Phillips for his own use and the use of Greig & Co. Greig
not being able to raise the money, got Norden to do it, who
became liable to the Association, and Greig to him. Matters
being in this state, the firm stopped payment. A compromise was proposed, which came to nothing. There was an

^.^^"^9

^r^Ss of

^^^ *^j*'s
b.

^'^°|J^'*i

10

1857.

affidavit, in

vague and general terms, to the

effect that it

^!^''-

carried
was agreed that the business of the firm should be

G^^%

every
on for the creditors; but if it cannot be proved that
After
effect.
no
has
it
this,
to
agreed
oue of the Creditors
and paid
^j^.^ ^.^^ ^ ^^^^ ^f ^^^^^ ^^g ^^g^^ to Alexander,
by Norden.
for in bills drawn by Alexander, and accepted
discounted
and
market
the
into
gone
have
Greig could
There is no
those bills, so Norden's liability was perfect.
imputation against him so far. The estate is next surrendered. Norden was elected one of the trustees. Find-

B.

Norfenand

B. Alexander,

ing that his
lawyer.

had not been discounted, he consulted a
speaking, he ought to have resigned his

bills

Strictly

could hardly be expected
of him, but his duty was to resign. It might be said that
it was his duty to endorse these bills first, but on this I will
not now give any opinion. The question may be tried in
another form. I will go with the majority of the Court,

office of trust; to assign his reason

£3000 is a liquid
not very clear upon the matter,
and give judgment for the defendants.

who

are of opinion that Greig's note of

document, although I

am

—

In this case the plaintiffs have proCloete, J., said
duced two liquid documents amounting to upwards of £800.
The defendants produce a promissory note for £3000, and
This note appears on the schedules
claim compensation.
of the insolvent estate, so that it is acknowledged to be due
The only question on my
to Norden, and not yet paid.
mind is whether Norden might not receive another amount
from the sale of the Vigilant. But Norden swears that he
only expects £1000, which will not affect this case at all.
If these bills had got into the hands of third parties, it is
perfectly clear that Norden would have had to pay them,
and his claim of compensation could not have been pleaded.
Bat as the case stands I think it both law and justice that
:

provisional sentence should be refused.

Watekmeyek, J. :— I quite agree that provisional sentence should be refused. The documents on which the
claim of provisional sentence is made are clearly liquid; the
document in answer is also liquid. Norden has made a
loan to Phillips, for the repayment of which Greig &
Co.

11

and which they promise to pay. The fact
is mentioned does not destroy the

are responsible,

that further security

liquidity of this document.

Then

i-eb"i9.

xrnst^of
'^^ElU'^'^

whether the sale of goods having
taken place at a time when Greig & Co. were in failing circumstances, which .Norden knew, this does not change the
legal rights of the parties.
Unless there was an express
obligation of Norden to that effect, he cannot be expected
as to the question

|-

fj^^^le"**

up any legal rights which he, as well as other credimight possess. He is in the same position as if Greig
Co. were solvent. It is further argued that Norden had

to give
tors,

&

no right to plead compensation, because it was his duty, as
one of the trustees, to discount these bills. This cannot
change legal rights in a question of provisional sentence.
At the same time this shews the inconvenience of a divided
responsibility among three trustees.
If there had been a
single trustee, and he had acted contrary to the interest of
the estate for his

from him the

full

own benefit, the creditors could obtain
amount which they had thus lost.

Provisional sentence refused.
[Plaintiff's

Attorney, J. A. Trdteh.]

In the Insolvent Estate of

Ebden

vs.

Stfeet, Tkustee op

A

J.

F.

Long & Co.
Long & Co.

—Mortgage
—"Joint and several"

Partnership and separate
tion.

J. F.

estate.

bond.

—Begisira-

liability.

bond executed by J. L. and C. L., who were partners trading
as L.

& Co.,

"jointly

and

severally " hypothecating certain

property of which they were the registered Joint owners,
held to give no preference in insolvency on the partnerestate

of L.& Go.

This was an application for the amendment of the account
Long & Co., on the ground
that the applicant had not been ranked as a preferent
in the insolvent estate of J. F.

creditor.

It appeared that the applicant held a mortgage bond
executed by John Francis Long and Christopher Charles

Feb'is

int^eli^oivent

^f^^

"H'o*^-

Ebden vs.
Tmstee^^rf j. f.

^°^ ^ ^'

12

—

135?.

'

In the Insolvent
Estate ot J. F.
LoDg & Co.

Ebden

vs.

TrosfS^rfj.ir.

Long & Co.

Long, jointly and severally, specially hypothecating certain
property of John Francis Long and
property,
J' the registered
^ r
J?il,
each being proprietor oi tne unLong
Charles
Chnstopher
^
t
p
1
i
divided half— and containing the clause of general mortgage,
the debtors, jointly and severally, binding their persons

,,-rTi—
,

•

j.

.

property according to law. There had previously been
litigation regarding this bond, and the trustee of the
partnership estate of J. F. Long & Co., consisting of the
g^jj^

some

two debtors mentioned above, now ranked the claim of
applicant on this bond, in concurrence, while the applicant
held that he had a general mortgage on the partnership
estate, besides having a general mortgage over the separate
The bond was registered as against
estates of the partners.
J. F. Long and C. C. Long, but not as against the firm of
J.

F.

Long &

Co.

Porter, A.G., for the applicant.

Brand,

C. J., for the respondent.

The Court held that the property specially mortgaged
being property of the separate estates of J. F. Long and
C. C. Long, the clause of general mortgage gave a right of
preference over their separate estates, which mortgage had
been duly registered and that although the words "jointly
and severally " in the bond created a partnership debt in
favour of the applicant, in concurrence with other creditors,
no general mortgage was thereby created over the partnership estate, such mortgage not having by law any existence
without registration.
;

Application refused accordingly.
[Applicant's Attorneys, J.

Zeedeebekg

h

vs.

U. Beid. j

Trustees of
J.

D.

J.

Norton &

NORDEN &

Partnership and private

estate.

Co.

and

Co.

—Pledge. —Authority of

partner.
J.

N. was a partner in the firms of J. N.

&

Go.

By

&

advertisement dated Jrnie

notified that the partnership firms

Go.
\st,

and

J.

had ceased

D. N.
it

was

to exist.

On

1843,

—
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Jwrn 23rd, 1843, plaintiff sold to J. N. wheat on terms
that payment was to be made hy J. N.'s promissory notes
and seeured hy a iond. J. N. passed the notes, but gave
to plaintiff as seewity a bond by E. in favour of the firm
of J. D. N. & Go. On the bond was endorsed " Left as
collateral secwrity, (signed) J. N., representing the

of J. D. N.

& Co."

firm

Subsequently, after the due dates of the

of J. N., J. N. & Co., and J. D. N. & Go.
were surrendered : the notes were not paid, and plaintiff
proved on the estates of J. N., J. N. & Go., and J. D. N.
notes, the estates

&

was awarded no dividend.
He now claimed
amount of the bond from the estate of J. B. N. & Go.
Held, that he was not entitled to succeed, as the bond was
the property of J. D. N. & Co., and J. N. had no authoGo., hut

the

rity to pledge partnership securities for his 'private debt.

This was an action to recover payment of a bond pledged
to the plaintiff under the following circumstances

18511.

Feb.

24.

:

For some time previously to 1843, John Norton, Joshua
Davies Norden, and Louis Norton, had carried on business
as partners at Capetown, under the firm of J. Norton & Co.,
and at Grahamstown under the firm of J. D. Norden & Co.

The

date of the actual dissolution of this partnership did
not clearly appear in this case, but an advertisement of 8th
June, 1843, in the Graham's Town Journal, purporting to

be signed by the three partners, was produced, in which it
was notified that the partnership ceased to exist on the 1st

June

of that year.

the 23rd June, 1843, John Norton, individually,
through a broker, made a purchase of wheat from Zeederberg, the payment to be made in his promissory notes to
the amount of £1008, and to be secured by a mortgage
bond of £1000. His notes were shortly afterwards passed,
in favour of Zeederberg, at one, two, and three years, but
instead of the mortgage of £1000, which he had undertaken
to give to Zeederberg as security, he handed to the latter a
bond of one Eobey, in favour of the firm of J. D. Norden &
" Left with Mr. Zeederberg as a
Co., writing on this bond,

On

collateral security," signed "

John Norton, representing the
Norden and Co., in Capetown." The partnership estate and the separate estates were all sequestrated
after this transaction, and the question now raised was
firm of J. D.

zeedeTbTrg
j.

vs.

Norton°& co.

Norden'&co.

::
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whether the plaintiff was entitled to the amount of Eobey's
bond (which had been paid, subject to the decision) thus
i
t
\.-r
Trustees of
pledged to him by John JNorton.
J. Norton & Co.
°
„.
.„
,
-r
and J IX
l'h3 declaration stated that the plaintiff, on June Zi,
1843, sold to John Norton (deceased), then one of the
partners in the firm of Norden & Co., 800 muids of wheat
for £1008, payable by three promissory notes for £336,
payable one, two, and three years after date, which said
sum was further to be secured by a mortgage bond as
collateral security that the wheat was delivered and the
promissory notes made and delivered, and then John Norton
offered as collateral security a bond of £700, made by one
Kobey in favour of Norden & Co., which said security plaintiff accepted, and the bond was delivered over to him with
the following endorsement thereon
" This bond left with R. Zeederberg (the plaintiff) as a
collateral security for the notes of hand amounting to £1000,
payable in one, two, and three years, from June 24, 1843.

—

vlb^^i

„ ^
Zeederberg tis.

it,

•'

,

i

-t^

•'

.

.

:

:

" (Signed)

—

John Norton,
Norden

" Representing the firm of J. D.

&

Co."

That thereafter Norton, on February 15, 1844, executed
a deed of assignment of all his property ia favour of his
creditors, and died, and on January 3, 1853, his executor
surrendered his estate that on March 4, 1848, the joint
estate of John Norton, J. D. Norden, and Louis Norton,
trading as J. D. Norden & Co., was surrendered as insolvent
that trustees were appointed that plaintiff had proved his
claim in the estates of John Norton, John Norton & Co.,
and J. D. Norden & Co., but nothing was awarded to him
out of the last-mentioned estate. That payment of Robey's
bond having been received by the trustees of the estate of
John Norton & Co. and J. D. Norden & Co., and the proceeds of the bond being in their hands, plaintiff was entitled
to the same as the collateral security for the three promissory notes amounting to £1008, the same being still unpaid
that he had proved his claim in the estate, but that defendants had refused to pay anything upon it. Wherefore
the plaintiff prayed for payment of the amount of the bond,
£700, with interest from August 9, 1843, and costs.
Defendant pleaded the general issue, and further, that the
mortgage bond of John Robey, referred to in the declara:

:

tion, was, at the

time when the said John Norton purported

15
to pledge the same, the property of the firm of J. D. Norden
Co., and that the debt or liability in security for which

&

"s?.

—

ZcGdcrbGrfiT vs.

the said John Norton purported to pleda:e the said bond,
.,
1
--iv.
,
n
was, as tne plain tin was aware, the personal and private
11, /.Ti'V-r,
1.,
debt 01 John JSJorton, and that he had no authority to pledge
the bond for such debt.
.

Ill

The

plaintiff joined issue

upon

,

'

,

J.1

.

and further

this plea,

replied that, should defendant succeed in proving that the
said debt or liability in security for which the bond was
pledged, was a personal and private debt of John Norton,
that he, plaintiff, should not be barred from obtaining the
relief prayed for, because at the time that John Norton so
pledged the bond he represented the firm of J. D. Norden
& Co., and as such had a just and legal power to pledge the
bond ; and also because the proceeds of the wheat so purchased by Norton, and for which the bond had been pledged,
had been employed and used by him for the use of the firms
of J. D.

&

Norden

Co. and J. Norton

&

Co.,

and towards

the discharge of the debts of the said firms.

The defendants joined issue.
The facts were proved as above.
Brand, C.

J. (with

him

Dewyssen), for the plaintiff.

Porter, A.O., for the defendants.

The Court held that the transaction between John
Norton and the plaintiff not being a partnership transaction, and the debt a debt by John Norton individually, he
could not pledge partnership securities. The bond of Eobey
was the property of the firm, and the claim of the plaintiff
was against John Norton's private estate.*
Judgment

for

the defendants with costs.

r Plaintiff's Attorney, G.
|_ Defendants'

J.

Attorneys, J.

*

De KortS.-]
& H. Keid. J

Watermeyer,

J.,

did not

sit

in this case.

Trustees of
J.Norton & Co.

andj. d.
Norden & Co.

—

:
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DwYER
Will.

VS.

— Woman as

O'Plinn's Executoe.

witness.

—

Codicil.

—Proelamation of

July 12, 1822.

a natural-born

Testatrix,

Colony,
nesses,

made a

subject

of Ireland, domiciled in

this

non-notarial will in 1854, with two wit-

one of the witnesses being a

womun

Held, that Lord Charles Somerset's Proclamation of 1822 did
not give natwal-born subjects of Great Britain and Ireland the right of devising their property by an instrwment
which would hold good in form by the law of England,
but not by the law of this Colony ; and that the document
was, therefore, invalid as a will.

Held, further, that
185?.
6

Feb.

»
„

10.'
10,

11.
28!

DwyerM.
Executor.

it

could

taJce effect

as a codicil.

This was an action brought to set aside a will on the
ground that one of the witnesses to the will was a woman,
it being alleged by the plaintiff that a woman is by law not
a Competent witness in testaments.
The wiU was made by Mrs. O'Flinn, and by it she
bequeathed all her property to two sisters of her predeceased husband.
The plaintiff was the legal heir of the late Mrs. O'Flinn.
Besides the above question two others were raised, viz.
(1) Whether, if by the law of this Colony a woman may
:

not witness a will, the testatrix, who was a natural-born
subject born in Ireland and domiciled in the Colony, was
not entitled to make her will with the same solemnities

only as would have been necessary in England, where a
;
by virtue of Lord Charles
Somerset's Proclamation of 1822, by which natural-born
subjects of Great Britain and Ireland are entitled to enjoy
the same rights of devising their property as they would in

woman is a good witness to a will

—

and (2) Whether, under any circumstances, if it
be conceded that the instrument in question is not a perfect
will, it might not have the effect of a codicil, the
property
passing to the legal heir, with the burden of paying
over
the amount per fidei-commissum to the legatees, he
retaining the Trebellianic fourth as such burdened heir.

England

;

'

—
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The testamentary
terms

disposition

was

in

the

following

:

w^k^'s
..

„

" In the name of God, Amen.
hereby bequeath,

my

all

—

I, Margaret O'Flinn, born O'Connor,
the property I possess, after my debts are paid, to

two

Ann Ahem,

born O'Plinn, and Louisa
Foley, born O'Plinn, to be equally divided between them, and to be forwarded to Daniel Foley, Esq., Evergreen House, Cork, Ireland.
late husband's

sisters,

" (Signed)
" Capetown, 22nd June, 1854.

Maegarbt O'Flinn,
born O'Connoe.

" Witnesses,
"(Signed) Justine Henderson.
Edwabd Snell."

The declaration stated that Margaret O'Flinn died on
December 23, 1854, without appointing executors to her
estate, and that the defendant, H. E. Eutherfoord, was
appointed executor dative by the Master that the plaintiff is a half-brother of Margaret O'Flinn, and that beside
him there are no other brothers or sisters, or half-brothers
or sisters, of Margaret O'Flinn alive, and that plaintiff and
his niece, one Norah Dwyer, are the only heirs ab intestato
;

of Margaret O'Flinn
to have executed a

that Margaret O'Flinn was alleged

;

document (copy

of

which was annexed)
Ann Ahern and

as her last will, wherein she instituted

Louisa Foley, sisters of Margaret O'Flinn's predeceased
husband, as her heirs and that the said document is null
and void, as it was written in the handwriting of and attested
by one Justine Henderson, a woman, as one of the attesting
witnesses, who as such was incompetent to attest a will,
;

whereby there was only one competent attesting witness.
Wherefore plaintiff prayed that the said document might
be declared null and void as a will, and that Margaret
O'Flinn be declared to have died intestate, and that plaintiff and Norah Dwyer might be declared to be the heirs ah
intestato, and that defendant account to them.
The defendant admitted the execution of the document
annexed, and that Justine Henderson was a woman, and
said that the said document was a good and valid will.
First, Because all former laws and usages whereby women
were declared or regarded to be incompetent witnesses to a
will, having been founded on reasons which have ceased to
apply, are not now in force or operation in this Colony.
Secondly, Because, even if they are in force and operaVOL.

III.

C

lo11-

"

'

.

n^B^Sm's
Executor.

18
,i85».

Feb.
'

"

5.

lo-

28;

Dwyer

vs.

Executor.

tion in this Colony in regard to Colonial wills, yet that
since Margaret O'Flinn was a natural-born subject of Great

and not married in
Charles Somerset's
under
Lord
entitled
was
this Colony, she
Proclamation of July 12, 1822, to enjoy in this Colony the
same right of devising her property as she would be entitled
to exercise under the laws and customs of England, one of
Britain and Ireland, born in Ireland

which was the right of devising her property by a

will

witnessed like the present.

Wherefore he prayed that

plaintiff's

claim might be

dismissed.

And further, should the Court find that the said document
was not the will of Margaret O'Flinn, then as a claim in
reconvention defendant said that the said writing is entitled to be taken as a codicil and as such sufficiently
attested, and prayed ttat it might be declared such
and
;

that reserving to plaintiff and others, the heirs ah intestato,
their right to deduct the Trebellianic portion, the remainder

of her estate

might be administered according to the provi-

sions of the said codicil.

The replication was the general issue, and further, that
even admitting that the reasons of law and usage whereby
women were prohibited from being competent witnesses to
a will had wholly ceased to exist, the law in this instance
cannot be altered and considered as inoperative unless by a
legislative enactment abolishing such law or usage.
And
as to the second plea, that admitting that Margaret O'Flinn
was a natural-born subject as alleged and married elsewhere
than in this Colony, yet that she and her husband having
since altered their domicile and having resided and died in
the Colony, the said Proclamation does not alter the forms
and solemnities which are required by the law of this Colony
to make a valid and effectual will, whatever may otherwise

be the

effect of the said Proclamation as to the rights of
persons being such natural-born subjects as aforesaid in
devising their property and the plaintiff further joined
issue with the defindant upon his claim in reconvention.
The facts were as stated above.
:

Brand, C. J., for plaintiff, contended that the will
was
and quoted Digest, 28, 1, 20, § 6
Voef, 28, 1, 7
Dutch Consult, vol. iv. dec. 19
invalid,

:

;

;

;;
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A

woman may be
See

will.

a witness in a codibil, though not in a

Porter, A.G., for defendant, contended

',',

:

1st. That the document was a good will, (1) independently of the Proclamation, (2) and if not independently,
then by the Proclamation.

2nd.

Even

would take

if

the document was not good as a will,

it

effect as a codicil.

1st. (2.) The language of the law is that it relates
equally to the ordination of the testament and to the powers
of the testators.
See Shaw's Children vs. Creditors and

Trustees of Shaw, 2 Menz. p. 443. The question is, has this
Proclamation the effect of giving natural-born subjects the
right of using English solemnities ? A natural-born subject might bring a will from England with him and it
would be good. The law makes a good English will a good
Colonial will. According to the Statute of Wills (1 Vict.
c. 26, § 9) this will would have been good if testatrix had
made it in her native county of Cork. See Harris' Institutes
of Justinian, 2, 10, § 6, note. The words " real and personal " in the Proclamation shew that the legislation had
reference to the different ceremonies in use as to " real and
personal;" ergo, it has reference to the solemnities and
manner. The Proclamation, being a remedial law, must be
"
favourably construed " rights of devising their property
include both what they might do and how they might
:

do

it.

good will by Colonial law ? See Voet, 1, 3, 43
"
the maxim Oessante ratione, cessat lex " applies here. Eoman
See Taylors Civil Law,
wills were at first legislative acts.
Is this a

(1.)

p.

252;

Eeineccius, Antiq. 2-10, 11, 12, 15,

Element. 2-10-486.
If not good as a will,

it is

good

and

Heinea.

as a codicil.

This clause
?
sometimes understood. Heineecius, El. 2,25, 687 Sonde,
Beds. Fris. 4, 1, 12.
A woman may be a witness to a codicil. SeeVoet, 28, 1, 9
2nd. Does

it

contain the codicillary clause

is

;

Grotius, Introd. 2, 25, 2

;

Oroenewegen,

Be

Leg. Ahrog. 2, 10,

Butch Consult, vol. i. dec. 118 Lylrecht, bk. i. ch. 18,
§ 6
Voet, 29-7-1, 5 Euher, Praeleet. 28, 1, 8 Heineecius,
219
p.
;

;

;

;

;

El. 2, 25, 684.

Brand, in reply.

isst.

^T

Voet, 29, 7, 1.

By Eoman

law and Eoman-Dutch law
2

le.
28.'

dv^vs.
EMcutor.
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185?.
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"

lo-

28.

Dwyerus.
O'Ti^linn's

Executor

the rule

"muUeres in testamento, testes non
provided by the Code Napoleon and the

inTariable;

is

The same

posse."

is

Code of Holland.

That codicillarv clause which would make the will a
Digest,
be understood. See Insi. 2, 10, 6
28, 1,20, § 6; Taylor's Givil Law, p. 252; Harris' Instit.,
Norton vs. Spooner, 9 Moo. P. C. p. 103, as to the
p. 115
codicil Cannot

;

;

authority of Grotius
6

;

Groenewegen,

;

Grotius, 2, 17, 21,

vius, Bef. Verb. 3, 4,
Inst.

6

2, 10,

36

and

Gayl,

;

lib. 1,

Van Leeuwen,

;

Prael. Inst. 2, 10, 13

;

Be

Leg. Abrog. Inst.

2, 25, 2, Sohorer's

Hilber,

note

12 Viwnius,
Huber,
2, 11

Obs. 102, § 6,

Gens. For.

Hed. Bechts.

3,
;

2, 10,

Carpzo-

;

;

;

Wassenaar, Not.

Pract.; Kersteman,voce " Getmge" ; Vam, der Linden (KenTj's
Voet, 28-1-7, 22
Wesel, art. 17, § 9 of Utrecht
;
Constitutions (p. 190) ; Burge, vol. 4, p. 405 ; Neostadius,
Bee. Gas. 1 ; Goren, Ohs. 36, p. 316
Van Leewwen, Commentaries on Roman-Butch Law, 3, 2, 2, Behker's note ; Code

Ed.), p. 125

;

;

Napoleon, p. 980
to

French Law,

As

Code of Holland, p. 991

;

2,

;

Goede, Handbook

328.

argument founded on Voet, 1, 3, 43, " Gessante
the ratio legis had not ceased for the
reasons stated by Vinnius.
No ratio legis is assigned by
the authorities, from Justinian to the present date, but the
rule is simple.
See Van der Linden, Supplement to Voet,
to the

ratione, eessat lex,"

1, 3, 5,

As

quoting Voorda.

to this existing as a codicil, the authority from 8ande

quoted for plaintiff is not applicable that was a case of a
will between parent and children, which is particularly
privileged
and made by a rustica with six witnesses.
The present will is clearly intended as a testament the
whole property is disposed of: no particular words are
:

;

;

required for the institution of an heir. See Code,
6, 23, 15,
as to the effect to be given to wills, and Van der Linden
Inst. p. 132. It cannot take effect as a codicil.
See Van der
Keessel Thes. 289,

and

Grotius, 2, 24, 7.

[Cloete, J., referred to Voet, 28-1-29, and 29,
7, 5.]
By Ord. 15, 1845, two witnesses are sufficient for a
testament, but codicils not being specially
mentioned,
they now require
Linden.
Cur. adv.

vult.

five.

As

to interpretation, see

Van der

—

21
Postea (February 28),

iss?

Feb.

—

Bell, J., said
The action in this case has been brought
by the half-brother of a testatrix to challenge a will made
by her in farour of her husband's sisters and the only fact
upon which the challenge is founded, is that the will having
:

;

been signed in the presence of two witnesses only, one of
those witnesses was a womcm.
The testatrix in this case was
a native of Ireland, and was
came to the colony.

already married before she

In support of the action it was argued that, by the
Roman-Dutch law, no woman can be a witness to a will.
The authorities quoted for this were, the Institutes, 2, 10, 6
the Digest, 28, 1, 20, 6, and Voet, 28, 1, 7.
Neither in the Institutes nor in the Digest is any reason
;

assigned for the exclusion of
to wills

who

:

we have simply

women from being

witnesses

their express exclusion,

Voet,

the leading authority upon what is Eoman-Dutch
law as derived from the Roman law, to be sure, does not
confine himself to merely adopting the exclusion from the
is

Roman law ; he goes on to give a reason as to the origin of
the law, and the one, and the only one he gives, is because
women could not appear in the public assemblies in which
alone wills could be made,
number of other commen-

A

were cited for the plaintiff upon this subject, some of
whom concur with Voet as to the reason of the law, and
others assign other reasons, such as the fragility of the sex
and their liability to be influenced by their affections in
matters of business. But Qrotius, another eminent authority, in 2, 17, 21, merely gives the exclusion, without going
into the reasons at all. Feeling perfectly satisfied, from
the texts of the Institutes and Code, that women were undoubtedly by the Roman law excluded from being witnesses
in the making of wills, and being equally satisfied from the
texts in Voet and Grotius that the Roman law upon this subject
has been adopted into the Roman -Dutch law, I have not felt
it necessary to go into a minute examination or consideration
of the passages from the various commentators which were
cited, because they do not make the doctrine of law more
tators

than speculate upon the reasons for
the original existence of that law. The defendant, without
denying that the Roman law had been as stated by the
sure,

and do

little else

6.

10.
11.
.'

' »'

^wyer

f

Executor.
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28!

Dwyerra.
Executor,

and before meeting the argument upon that
exemption from the operation of that law
under the terms of the Proclamation in this Colony of
July 12, 1822. That Proclamation recites that the laws of
the Colouy may " defeat the expectations " of emigrants,
and says, that it shall be thereafter " lawful, regular, and of
full force for all residents and settlers in the Colony being
natural-born subjects of the United Kingdom,' to enjoy
the same rights of devising their property, both real and
personal, as they would be entitled to exercise under the
laws and customs of England." A subsequent part of the
Proclamation orders that the original will " of any person
dying in this Colony shall be deposited, as usual, in the
Orphan Chamber in order to legalize the administration of
plaintiff,

subject, claimed

'

This Proclamation has evidently not been
framed by a person accustomed to the precision of language
the estate."

necessary for legal instruments, and especially instruments

intended to embrace interests of such vast magnitude as
this does. Indeed, in some parts it is not expressed even in
good English, and according to the strict meaning of its
it is as applicable to the whole inhabitants of the
Colony as to that portion of them for whose benefit alone it
was evidently intended.
It is most unsatisfactory, therefore, to have to come to
any determination upon the meaning of an instrument so

terms

loose in its expression.

But giving

it

the best consideration

have been able to bestow, and with every inclination to
believe that it was intended to give emigrants from England
I

or Ireland the facility of making their wills according to
the knowledge of law upon that subject which they brought
with them both as to the form of drawing the will, and as

—

—

which might be inserted in it I have not,
my own mind, been able to come to any
other conclusion than that the Proclamation confines its
to the matter

satisfactorily to

only of wills, leaving the manner of
executing them to be regulated by the law of the Colony.
The expressions are " to enjoy the same rights of devising."
Now there is no right involved in the question whether the
will is to be executed before two or seven witnesses.
It is
very true that the manner of executing the will seems to
facility to the matter

have been somewhat in the mind of the framer of the Proclamation. He seems to have thought that but for the

23
direction in the latter part of it about bringing wills into

the Orphan Chamber, there would have been an exemption
from the necessity of doing this, which the law of the Colony-

had made necessary

but as that was a non seqmtw, this is
only another instance of the perfunctory manner in which
this Proclamation has been framed, and the circumstance is
not sufficient to induce me to alter the opinion which I have
;

already expressed.
I

am of opinion, therefore, that although British emigrants

are entitled under this Proclamation to regulate

by will the

appropriation and division of their property, according to
the existing law of England, yet in the manner and form of

making

their wills, they must be governed

by the law of the

Colony.

The defendant, after arguing this question of the Promet the argument of the plaintiff, on the EomanDutch law excluding women from being witnesses to wills,
by the maxim, " Cessante ratione, eessat lex ;" but Voef, in
clamation,

1, 3,

43, the authority

which was relied upon

for the appli-

cation of this maxim, says distinctly that every reason which

moved the Legislature

to

make the law must have

exist before the law can cease to

have

reason on which the application of the

and which has ceased

ceased to

The particular

effect.

maxim was

rested,

the necessity which prevailed in Rome of wills being made in a public assembly, in
which women could not appear, and, therefore, as no such
to exist,

is

necessity existed in Holland, or exists here, but wills

be

made

in private, the incapacity of

women to be

may

witnesses

ought to have ceased but, historically, the necesbeing made in public assembly had ceased to
exist in Eome before the Institutes, which exclude women
from being witnesses, had been published. This is shewn
by the Institutes, 2, 10, 1, where it is said " Sciendum est
olim, quidem duo genera tesiamentorutn in usu fwisse ; sed
ilia quidem priora duo genera testamentorum ex veteribus
temporibus in desuetudinem ahierwnt ;" and though the will,
made in public assembly, never at any time existed in Holland, yet the exclusion of women was continued in the law
of Eome, and adopted into that of Holland, and has been
brought from Holland into this Colony. This would be

to wills

;

sity for wills

:

sufficient to dispose of the application of the

gested by the defendant, but the argument

is

maxim

sug-

susceptible of

1867.
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this still further

answer,' that no reason whatever being

assigned in the law for

1

its

/^

enactment, the Court

•

is

not at

what these reasons may have been and
eveu if it could take the same liberty with the law which
the commeutators have done, by indulging in such a speculation, yet, as several reasons for the law have been suggested, all of which may still exist, although the particular
one of the appearance of the testators in public assembly
does not, the law must continue to have force on the authority of the passage in Voei last referred to, which requires
that all the reasons must have failed before the law will
cease to bind.
Before dismissing this subject it is worthy
liberty to speculate

;

every country of modern
Europe, Scotland included, and perhaps England and Ireland alone excepted, women cannot be witnesses to wills.
It was next argued for the defendant, that if the instruof observation that in almost

ment in question could not have

effect as a will, it must, at
be good as a codicil and in support of this
argument reference was made to Voet, 29, 7, 1, where he says,
that though codicils .do not require certain solemnities,
yet they do require the attestation of five witnesses, either
all events,

;

specially called or accidentally present.

Then going on

to say that certain other things are not necessary,

tinues

" Neither does

he con-

matter whether the witnesses are
male or female, since the testimony of women in this matter
is nowhere prohibited."
The authority of Grotius was also
:

it

referred to in 2, 25, 2, where he gives the doctrine almost in

the same words as Voet.

The plaintiff met the argument on this subject by a
counter-argument, that the instrument challenged could not
have effect as a codicil, because it was in fact a will, inas-

much

as it bequeathed the whole property of the maker and
did thereby in effect institute an heir, which is the true
test of a will.
In support of this position he further argued

that no particular form of words was necessary to be used in
order to the institution of an heir, for which he referred to

the Gode,

6, 23, 15, and the Digest, 28, 5, 1, where different
forms are given, any one of which will be sufficient for the
purpose. Reference was also made to Van der Linden, bk.
1,

ch. 9, § 6, p. 132, where he says, "The words are
not important, provided the intention of the testator clearly

appear."

Now

in all the instances given, either in the.Coc^e or
in the

25
Pandeets, the word hwres
to

make the

is

necessarily suppliable, in order

sentence complete

in question, there

is

no form at

addition of that word, would
jy

whereas, in the instrument

;

1

1

tor the purpose

1

used which, with the
the instrument effectual

all

make

1

!•

c

•

the institution of an

contended
heir; neither are there any expressions in the instrument
from which, in the language of Van der Linden, the intenfor, viz.,

make the objects of
her bounty her heirs, with all the liabilities attaching to
that character. On the contrary, the form of expression

tion of the testatrix clearly appears, to

is that of bounty.
They are, " I bequeath all the property I possess, after my debts are paid ;" words which can
never, by any violence of construction, attach upon the

used

legatees the character of heirs.

No

doubt Van der

Keessel, in Theses,

—

or

Hd — which was not

remember says the words of a legacy
bequest may, when there is no power of alienating, " be

referred to, that I

favowably construed as the institution of an heir," but here,
as I observed, that construction is asked unfavourably, for
the purpose of destroying the will to every effect. I am
satisfied, therefore, that the argument that this instrument
does institute an heir, and therefore cannot be treated as a
codicil, cannot prevail
and it is worthy of observation
that the argument has been used for the purpose of de;

stroying the instrument to any

effect' whatever, and of
thereby defeating the intention of the testatrix, while the
very passage of the Code which is relied upon in support of
the argument, sets out with expressing how unworthy it is
that the intention of the testator should be defeated for want

of compliance with certain formal observances.

indignwm

est

oh

inanem ohservationem

"

Quoniam

irritas fieri tdbulas, et

judicia mortuorv/m."

But the plaintiff further argued that, even if the instrument were to be treated as a codicil, still it was void,
because of the attestation being by a woman and as autho;

rity for this

" Quibus consequens

quam

where he says,
mulierem hodie non magis in Codicillis

he referred to
est,

Voet, 29, 7, 5,

in Testamentis posse testem

esse."

This argument was a legitimate attempt, perhaps, at
mystification of the Court, as if Voet were, in this passage,
directly contradicting what he

quoted.

The previous

had said in

29, 7, 1, already

part of section 5 shews that,

when

p'S^'s

»
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he says that

women

cannot, at this day, be witnesses to

he applies that doctrine to
those instruments which, though there be more of codicil in
them than of will, have yet been allowed to work the effect
this
of wills.
In Other words, the doctrine he lays down
solemnity
of
which
requires
the
the
law
passage is, that
seven male witnesses to a will, cannot be defrauded by instruments having the /orm of codicils but the effect of wills,
under cover of that branch of the law which requires only
five witnesses to a codicil, without regard to whether male
or female, when the instrument is to have its own natural
effect, viz., as a codicil; which is just to say, that if a
codicil be set up as a will, then the instrument must be
witnessed as a will, must be witnessed, namely, before seven
male witnesses. If the instrument in this case, then, be
held to be a codicil, as I am of opinion it may be, and not
to be a will, the argument of the plaintiff on this subject
codicils,

any more than

'

to wills,

•'

111

m
•

1

•

also entirely fails.

The plaintiff then insisted that if the instrument was to
be treated as a codicil, still it was void, because a codicil
must be signed by five witnesses, whereas the instrument in
question

signed only by two ; and as authority for this,
the passage already quoted in the argument,
together with the Ordinance 15 of 1845, were referred to.
This was in truth a repetition of the same argument for ii
the instrument is a codicil merely, it may, according to
is

Voet, 29, 7, 1,

;

Voet,

be signed by five witnesses, whether male or female.

If the instrument is to be tried

by Eoman-Dutch law, and
according to the Ordinance, the modern law of the Colony,
which has superseded the Eoman-Dutch law, and which
undoubtedly must govern the case, the "two or more
competent witnesses " which the Ordinance requires, must
be two or more such witnesses as were competent before
the Ordinance was passed, which Yoet, 29; 7,
1, in the passage
already so often referred to, shews may be either
a man or
a woman, indifferently. Quacunque via data, therefore,
the

and in my opinion judgment ought to
be for the defendant, sustaining this instrument as
a codicil,
and with costs. The effect of this is to make the instrument
take effect as a codicil only.
The estate, therefore, must,
go to the heir-at-law, who will have to pay it
over to the
legatees, retaining the Falcidi^n portion.
plaintiff's case fails,
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CtOETE,

J,

:

—In this case

of the Idte Mrs. O'Flinn

the plaintiff prays that a will

may be set

aside as informal, being

signed by only two witnesses, one of whom is afemale. In
support of this, the counsel for the plaintiff has brought
1
numerous and weighty authorities to shew that by the
'

,

.

.

Eoman-Dutch law a woman cannot be a
It

is

1

1

,

witness to a will.

quite unnecessary, after the authorities quoted by

my

brother Bell, to give more of the history of this law than

the result of the whole, which

Rome,

is,

that in the ancient days

known, wills of a nuncupative character were generally declared viva voce in the
Forum, where, in the hours of business, any person wishing
to dispose of his property, called together seven male
persons above the age of fourteen, and there openly declared
such and such to be his last will and testament. The

of

as writing was very little

Eoman law declared that the witnesses so called should be
persons of certain qualifications, and that they should be
males. It is quite clear that this was subsequently modified
with respect to codicils. The codicil did not affect the inheritance or institution of heirs, but merely

and

made

legacies

dispositions in various other respects.

The law then declared
attest such

that five persons were sufiScient to

codicils nuncupatively,

and further declared

that as such codicils did not convey away the whole of the
estate

and vest

it

in persons not being the legal heirs, the

making a will need not
be observed, and that to these females might act as witIt also appears from Grotius, Voef, and others that
nesses.
this distinction in the old Eoman law has been adopted by
and taken over by the Dutch law so that by the Roman-

formalities pronounced essential in

;

Dutch law, as now in force, witnesses to a will instituting
heirs must be males, but in codicils females may act as
witnesses.
The counsel for the plaintiff has admitted that
by Ordinance 15 of 1845, the necessary number of witnesses
for all testamentary dispositions of any kind was reduced
The plea of the plaintiff therefore is, that instead
to two.
of this document having been signed by two persons, it has
only been signed by one, Mr. Snell, the other witness,
Mrs. Henderson, being a woman.
Against this the Attorney-General, for the defendant,
firstly, that the Proclamation of 1822 gave certain
privileges or rights to Her Majesty's subjects born in Great
argued,

wJb^'s
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"
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This Proclamation was made with reference to the
British settlers, who had then recently arrired, that they
might enjoy the same rights of devising their property as
Britain.

1857.

vs.

Executor,

they had enjoyed in England. I felt at first a good deal
impressed by the importance of this argument, and was
therefore glad that we were referred to the actual correspondence on the subject, which has satisfied my mind that
on the arrival of the British settlers they were a good deal
surprised, and perhaps disappointed, to find that according
to the lex

loci,

women and

certain proportions of the

known

to

them

before,

children had a right to claim

common

estate.

and they considered

This was not
it

a grievance,

whether reasonably or not I will not say. They applied for
relief, and in answer to their application this Proclamation
was issued, which declared that all subjects born in Great
Britain might make any bequests of their lands, tenements,
and property as if they were in England. But it did not
in the least affect the formalities to be observed in framing

consequently it is quite clear that if these
;
persons had in England, or on the high seas, drawn up
their wills

their testaments, then the lex domicilii or originis

must have
here they became
subject to the laws of this Colony, and to the lex loci.
I must therefore come to the conclusion that none of the
forms were affected by this General Proclamation, which

prevailed; but the

moment they came

merely gave the testator the right to bequeath his property
according to primogeniture, or in any other way he could
have done by the law of England. This argument, therefore, founded on the Proclamation of 1822, falls to the
ground.

Having thus disposed of the effect of the Proclamation
and of the Ord. 15 of 1845, let us see what the
document now in Court can be pronounced legally to be.
It is clearly not a last will and testament, for it contains no
nomination of any heirs to the estate but passes them by
of 1822,

;

altogether.

No

one

is

legally called to the

management

of

the estate, for which the local law had to be invoked by
the appointment of an executor dative but the testatrix
;

declares to bequeath the net

amount of her

estate (after
of all her debts) to the two sisters of her deceased
husband. This she could clearly do by a codicil. But the

payment
law

is

equally clear that whenever a testator lequeaths
by

"
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way

of legacies the whole of his estate, then, by virtue of
the Lex Fahidia, the heir or heirs, who would have sueceeded db mtestato, are entitled to claim one-fourth part of
the estate, as by the Eoman law the rights of the next of

kin have been always upheld. A reference to Voet's Commentaries ad Legem Falcidiam, bk. 85, tit. 2, §§ 2 and 3, will
point out the ratio legis, and will explain how that law was
enacted to restrict the license with which many wealthy
patricians had pursued the course of leaving their whole
substance to freedmen and other favourites, to the exclusion
of their lawful heirs.

This law has also been adopted in, and has become part
the law of Holland, so that in this case the liberty which
Mrs. O'Flinn took to bequeath the whole of her estate to
strangers must also be restricted, and the plaintiff (or who-

of,

ever may be the nearest of kin) will be entitled to have the
one-fourth part of the estate by virtue of the application of
the Lex Falcidia, and not of the Lex Trebellianica (which

only applies to the right of an heir burthened with a general
being entitled to claim a fourth part of the

fidei eommissv/m,

property free and un burthened), although from the effect of
both laws applying to a fourth part of the estate, they are
often confounded.
For these reasons I concur in the judgment just expressed,
that the plaintiff, or whoever may be shewn to be the nearest
of kin to the testatrix, will be entitled to one-fourth part of
the nett estate, and that the remaining three-fourths shall
go in equal shares to the legatees mentioned in the codicil
andj further, that the costs of this action
of the testatrix
should be paid out of the estate.
;

—

The question in this case is, whether
a testamentary disposition in which the testator has bequeathed all the property she possessed, after her debts are
paid, to the two sisters of her husband, to be equally divided
between them, witnessed by two witnesses, one of whom is a
woman, is a valid disposition either as a testament or as a

Watbbmeyeb,

J.

:

codicil.

The

plaintiff,

alleging

that he

is

heir-at-law to the

deceased, claims to be entitled to her property on the
ground that this alleged testament is an invalid one the
law not permitting a woman to attest a will. The local

—
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Ordinance, following the English law, has reduced the
number of competent witnesses to a non-notarial testament
from seven to two but only those witnesses are competent
;

to attest the present disposition, if a testament,

have been competent when seven

who would

witnesses were required,

This position has been clearly established by
viz. males.
the plaintiffs counsel, who has brought accumulated authorities which plainly substantiate that by the pure Koman
law, the

Dutch-Eoman

law,

and the

modem

law, for a period

of upwards of 2400 years the solemnities of a testament

have required that a

The argument

woman

should not be a witness to

of the defendant's

counsel,

it.

which traced

the historical origin of the exclusion of women to the
public acts which anciently accompanied the testamenti

which women could not be present, and which
sought the application of the maxim " Cessante rations, cessat
lex," has failed to shake this mass of authority, and, indeed,
was not strenuously insisted on at the bar. In truth, all
the nations of Europe, except England, still exclude women.
The next argument of the defendant against the plaintiff's
charge of nullity against the will was that the Proclamation
of Lord Charles Somerset of 1822, made for the relief of the
natural-born subjects of Great Britain and Ireland domi-

faotio, at

ciled in this Colony,

and by which they were declared

entitled to dispose. of their property according to the laws

of England, included within itself the privilege that the

solemnities to testamentary dispositions required in

England

should be observed here, and not the .solemnities which the
law of the Colony requires. This argument has already
been fully disposed of by the Court, and it is needless for

me

to reiterate

what has been

said.

relieves certain persons domiciled in the

The Proclamation
Colony from

fetters

imposed on the inhabitants generally in the free disposition
of their property by last will, but does not at all change the
external solemnities of such testamentary dispositions.
But the true contest between the plaintiff and the defendant is in the assertion of the former, that this instrument
is a testament or nothing
that as a testament it must stand
or fall and that as it is clearly established that it cannot
stand as a testament, the whole disposition is utterly void
while the defendant urges that even if, from the strictness
of the law, it cannot be valid as a testament, it yet is not

—

;

;
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utterly set aside
to

;

but

if sufficiently

which a woman can be a witness,

witnessed as a codicil,

it

should be maintained

as the less perfect testamentary disposition called a codicil.

Now lit

is

perfectly true, as contended

the coaiciliary clause

is

not, unless

m

Executor,

;

law as to the necessity of a codicillary clause to revive

some manner an otherwise informal testament, and on the
equally strict rule excluding women from the right of
To the argument therefore must be
attesting testaments.
applied the no less strict rule of the civil law, that in the

in

construction of a testamentary instrument, the test, whether
it is a codicil or a testament, is whether there is not, or is,
heirs,

not in particular words but in plain

I shall presently explain why, although

much

stress

has been laid on the confusion of codicils and testaments
moribus hodiernis, the rules of the civil law are to be
applied to the construction of this document. Apply these
rules to this instrument, suppose it to be a disposition not
by Mrs. O'Flinn, anxious to dispose of her property, but

ignorant of legal technicalities, but by Ulpian or Papinian,
or some great high priest of the law, attested by five witnesses, the

number anciently

of these witnesses being

sufficient for a codicil,

women, who are

one or

witnesses

more
on all the authorities to the codicil of the civil law. It is
an invariable rule Hasres est successor in universum jus quod
fit

:

defunctus habuit, atque heeredi
mris

alieni.

The

^s.

exceptional cases.

The statement is also perfectly correct that no particular
form of words is required for the institution of heirs that
there may be such institution without any use of the term
heir.
Hence it was collected that this was an institution of
the two ladies mentioned in the instrument as heirs to the
estate of the testatrix, and that this institution being contained in an instrument which, at most, had but the external
solemnities of a codicil, and had not a codicillary clause, the
instrument was void as a testament, and could not be set up
This argument rests on the strict rules of the
as a codicil.

result.

i"-

by Mr. Brand, that

clause could not be supplied.

an institution of

••

'•'

Dwyer^.

understood in a testament, and that in the strictness of law,
if this be clearly a testament, the absence of the codicillary

civil

v^^^'s

omnino incuniUt onus sohendi
and undertakes

heir takes the entire estate

the obligation of paying the debts of the estate. The known
effects of adiation without benefit of inventory, and the
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relief

intended by the right of deliberation, are familiar

instances of the universal acceptance of this principle.

The

law could attach no meaning to a hmres who was to
rcceive a certain interest after someone else had paid the
debts of the estate. Executors in modern days are, in
Van der KeesseTs words, quasi-procurators of the heirs in the
administration, and even on the principle of the civil law,
though not by the provisions of our local Ordinance, jJossMJii
arceri ah hereditate, might be deprived of the administration
civil

by the

The

heirs.

heir

is

universal successor, clothed with all the rights,

subject to all the liabilities of the testator,

and bound

further to execute the testator's will as regards legacies, &c.

Words

therefore which leave an interest or a bequest to
any person, after payment of debts, do not constitute such
person an " heir " in the sense of the heir of the civil law.
If this document were literally translated into Latin, it
would be, " Quod superest ex bonis meis,post solutum ses aliewum,
Titise atque Msevise, do, lego."
The words do, lego the technical expression for legacy
clearly amounting to " I be-

—

—

And such an instrument could never be considered
testament with an institution of heir. It would
be, if it be sufficiently attested, a codicil, not instituting an
heir or ousting the heir ah intestato, for this no codicil can
queath."

a

Roman

do

but an independent codicil, the provisions of which were
by the heir ah intestato, he undertaking if
he adiated, the risk of paying the debts of the estate, and of
paying the legacies left by the deceased to the persons
mentioned in the codicil. But lest the entire estate should
thus be dissipated by legacies, the heir ab intestato is entitled
to withhold from such legacies so much that he shall have a
;

to be carried out

clear fourth of that which remains after

the debts

— the Falcidian fourth, as

he shall have satisfied

generally called. On
these grounds, and on the further rule of law that in doubts
as to the interpretation of testamentary writings, that conit is

struction should be adopted which would give effect to the
volimtas of the testators, rather than that which would nullify
the deed, if this were before the law of 1845 an instrument

signed by five witnesses, I should be of opinion that it was
and that the heir db intestato was
entitled to the Falcidian fourth, paying the rest of the
estate to the legatees under the will.

effectual as a codicil,

—

—
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shew why the civil law principles are peculiarly to be applied here, and it will be convenient now to
point out the explanation given by Van der Keessel in his
MS. lectures on Qrotius of the doctrine which has somewhat broadly been laid down by Voet, following Qroenewegen,
that moribus hodiernis, the law of testament and codicil,
has been so confused that the same solemnities are required,
and that institution and revocation of institution may be
effected, as well by codicil as by testament, and that, these
things being so, a woman cannot be a witness even to a
codicil.
Van der Keessel explains the true meaning of this
I proceed to

—

perplexing passage.
He points out that the doctrine is
true in testaments and codicils made moribus hodiernis,
that is, coram judice, or before a notary and two witnesses.
Here the like formalities were required for testament and
for codicil.
A codicil (of course not one under the reservatory clause) is made before a notary and two witnesses, as
well as a testament. A notarial act must have two witnesses whether this notarial act be a codicil or a testament,
witnesses in notarial

males,

are

acts

—mon'&MS

hodiernis^

therefore there was a perfect confusion of such testament

and

codicil.

To

this extent the passage of Voet

to be

is

Nostros mores quod attinet, jura codieillorum
taken, 29, 7, 5
cum juribus testamentorum confusa fere su/nt, adeoque nan esedem
:

tantum
cillis

quse in testaTnentis requiruntur, in codi-

solerrmitates,

quoque adhiberi debent ; sed

et

eadem in

codicillis, quse

in

But he explains that the doctrine
regarding the confusion of the law to testaments and
testamentis fieri possunt.

does not supersede the

codicils, moribus hodiernis,

Eoman

superadded to it. He says
Qrotius docet, solemnitates in codicillis easdem adhiberi solera
apud nos quae et in testamentis interveniunt, nempe ut vel coram
law on the subject, but

judice

veil

Minims
docet

coram

is

notario

vera affirmat

:

et

omnem

infra, — testamenta apud
—atque
ordinari

testibus

quam coram

posse,

notario

duobus

testibus

conjiciantur.

Nam

distinctionem evanuisse.
nos,

more Romano, coram septem

fieri codicillos

et testibus ;

e.g., eo

quoque alio modo

qui jure

civili receptus

coram quinque testibus. And further on he proceeds to exemplify the confudo solemnitatum et effectmim according to
the mores hodiernos

—cum

possint et soleant fieri testamenta

eadem solemnitate externa coram notario
apparet talem ultimam voluntatem in qua
VoL.

III.

et

duobus

testibus,

heres aliquis insti-

D

isst.
..

lo

."

ss'.

Dwyerrs.
Executor.
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28.

esse

DwVer M.
Executor,

vim hahituram

tuitur,

6.

testamenti,'

—Ulam autem

legata twntimi aut fidei-comimssa

fro

codicillis,

ut recte Grotius.

dispositionem

—

'-

rehnquuntur habendam
Porro, si more Bomanot

coram septem testibus ordinetwr ultima voluntas
ea mefite ut sit testamentum, pro testamento erit habenda et sine
sed si coram qui/nque testibus
lieredis institutione non valebit,
fieri potest,

-ut

—

disfositio fiat,

The
been

jure codicillorum censebitur.

effect of these principles

is,

therefore, as has already-

stated, that before the alteration

by law of the number

of witnesses required in testamentary writings this testa-

mentary writing would have been a codicil, the legacies in
which should have effect given to them by the heir in
intestacy, he retaining his Falcidian fourth.
It has, however, been argued for the plaintiff, that the
present law of the Colony, 15, 1845, following the Ordinance of 1843, by which testamentary writings formerly

witnessed by seven or any other number of witnesses, may
now be witnessed by two or more competent witnesses,

have reference to testaments only: and that, therefore,
although testaments now require two competent witnesses,
males, instead of seven, codicils not having been particularly mentioned, now still require five as in the Eoman
law.
This argument does not appear to be tenable. The
law enacts that testaments, which before required seven,
now require only two competent witnesses. Codicils which

—

now require only two witnesses and
the five might have been females, it does not now
invalidate a codicil that one of the witnesses to it is, as
admitted, a woman. This testamentary writing, therefore,
now has the same effect as it would have had before 1845,

before required five,

;

as

if

witnessed by five witnesses.

that the clear estate

fourth of which
tacy,

is

The consequence of this is
must be divided into four parts, one-

to be paid to the heir or heirs in intes-

and the remaining three-fourths to the

legatees.

The judgment of the Court accordingly was for defendant
to the extent that the instrument sought to
be set aside
was a codicil ; the heirs al intestato of the late Mrs.

QTlinn

make

over the estate to the two legatees, Mrs. Ahem
and Mrs. Foley, deducting the Falcidian portion, or fourth
of the estate ; costs of both parties to be
paid out of the
to

estate.

—
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The Court further ordered that the Falcidian fourth
should be paid by the executor-dative into the guardian's
fund, for the plaintiff and the other heirs ah intestato of the

'sb?.

»
!.'

lo^s!

ueCeaseCl*

Dwyer vs.

r Plaintiff's Attorneys,

Executor.

O'Flinn's

L Defendant's

J.

Attorneys,

& H. Keid.

"l

Faiebridge, Hull

Blackbuen

& Meintjes. J

vs.

Webb.

Promissory Note. —Notice of Dishonour. —Evidence. —Memo-

randum of Deceased

Clerk.

Plaintiff sued defendant on a promissory note endorsed hy him.

Defendant pleaded that he had no
Plaintiff produced
noting-hook,

an

made hy

his attorney's clerk, since deceased,

under which entry was written

and

also

letter

giving

produced a

written

him

the clerk's

by

the

:

letter-hook, in

" Notice.

16-12-45,"

which was a copy of a

attorney, addressed

defendant,

to

of dishonour, with a memorandum in
handwritiny, intimating that the letter had heen
notice

Held, That plaintiff had given
of notice of dishonour.

posted.

of dishonow.

notice

entry of the promissory note in a

sufficient

proof

Action on a promissory note made by one Daniell, of
Sidbury Park, in December, 1840, in favour of defendant,
and by nim endorsed, payable nve years alter date. Defendant sold the note to one Harries, acting as plaintiff's
agent.
Before the bill became due Daniell became insolvent, and a very small dividend was recovered out of his
estate. In 1856 action was commenced against defendant as
endorser.
The defence was that the note had been sold to
Harries on the express understanding that Daniell was alone
to be looked to for payment, and not defendant secondly,
that no notice of dishonour had been given to defendant.
;

For the plaintiff, Mr. Jarvis, attorney of Grahamstown,
produced a book of one Wienand, a notary, since deceased,
and formerly clerk to Jarvis; in this was an entry of
the note in question in extenso, and under it, "Notice.
16-12-45." He also produced his own letter-book, in which
was the copy of a letter addressed to defendant, informing
him of the dishonour, and a memorandum initialed by
Wienand intimating that it was posted.

D

2

—

f^^'^'l:

„,

webb.

m
isBY.

BiacititamM

Webb.

no proof of the first plea.
brought in the Circuit Court
of Albany before Bell, J., and by him removed to the
Supreme Court for argument.

The defendant

offered

'^^^ action was originally

Brand,

J. H., for plaintiif.

Cole, for defendant.

The defendant

is

clearly entitled to

judgment on the second plea. The evidence of Jarvis
amounts to nothing. He shows a book containing another
man's entry. He shews his own letter-book, and finds a
mark intimating that it was posted. This is no evidence
By whom was it posted, and when ?
of the fact at all.
In a case * where a witness proved that the letter containing notice of dishonour had been placed on a certain
table, to go to the post, and that, in the course of business,

on that table were carried to the post, Loed
told the plaintiff he must go further, and
prove that it actually was posted that if he had called the
porter, who had said that, although he could not recollect
this particular letter, yet that he invariably posted every one
but this mere
laid on the table, this might have done
evidence of the ordinary course of business would not do.
(See Byles on Bills, 5th ed., p. 207 13th ed. p. 283.)
Was not this a much stronger case than plaintiff's ? If
Jarvis had said that Wienand always posted his letters,
that Wienand had never made the mark in the letter-book
till he had actually posted or seen posted the letters so
marked, there might have been some fair evidence. No
Court could take an unexplained memorandum as a proof of
fact more especially in a case of suspicion like the present,
where the note was sued upon so long after the date.
all letters laid

Ellekboeough

;

;

;

;

The Couet
the

plea

held that no jiroof had been given to support
that the proof of notice as given

by the plainwas the best evidence that could be produced, Wienand
being dead, and therefore must be held sufScient.
first

;

tiff

On the plaintiff's positive averment that he took proceedings immediately he discovered defendant's address,
The Couet gave judgment

for plaintiff

with interest and

costs.
Attorneys, Fairbridge, Hdll
LDefendant's Attorneys, J. & H. Keid.
["Plaintiff's

Eetherington

v.

& Meintjes.

"1

J

Kemp, 4 Camp.

p. 194.
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McDonald and Another

vs. Haet and Another,
Executors of McDonald.

Will.

A

—

Codicil.

— Witnesses

jpresent at the

mutual will was made in 1822, signed by
trix,

and

same Time.

testator

and

testa-

pu/rporting to le witnessed by seven witnesses,

The will contained the
had been executed. It
witnesses was not present when

whose signatures were appended.
codicillary clause,

was proved
the

and a

codicil to it

that one of the

other six signed,

and did not

see the testator »ign.

Another witness was doubtful as to his presence, but the
signatures of both were wndoubtedly genuine.
There was

no evidence as

to the other five witnesses,

who were dead

the time of the action, brought by the heirs-at-law to
the will declared void.

Held,

as a will, but must take

at

have

— That the doewment was void

effect

as

a

codicil.

This was an action brought to set aside a will, on the
ground that the witnesses were not present together at the

"s?.
..

ss-

McDonaw and
time the instrument was executed.
By the instrument in question which purported to be Hart and'
the joint will of the late Alexander McDonald and his wife Execators'of
McDonald.
Hannah Fox, and to have been made at Grahamstown on
the 24th of June, 1882, in the presence of seven witnesses,
whose signatures appeared on the document each of the

—

—

had

the other sole heir of the joint property.
The will contained the codicillary clause. The testator had
died in 1841 ; the testatrix in 1852.
testators

On

left

April 15, 1841, the testator and testatrix executed a

codicil to their will, confirming the

The

appointment of

heirs.

testatrix died intestate.

In the interval, since the execution of the

will, five of

the

witnesses had died.

Of the two who remained, one, the Kev. Mr. Barker, was
able to declare positively that he was not at the place of the
execution of the will on the date of the document, and that
he certainly was not present at the same time with the other
six witnesses, on any occasion, for the purpose of attesting
the will of the two deceased. The other surviving witness,
Shaw, was less certain that he was not present in the manner
Neither of these two gentlemen
described by the will.

—
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13,

23.

questioned, however, that their signatures, whenever affixed.
were genuine. No attempt was made to question the hona

was admitted that if they
had signed their names, not having been all present together, this would have taken place in ignorance of any
necessity that it should be otherwise.

McDonald and fides of
Hart and'
ExecStora'of

It

the Several witnesses.

Porter, A.G. (with

him Brand,

G. J.), for the plaintiff's

—contended

sons of a brother of the testator

presence of

all

:

1st,

that the

the witnesses at the execution of a will was

essential 2nd, that since he had proved that all the seven
had not been present, and the death oifive of the others had
rendered it impossible for him now to disprove that some of
them also signed at times differing from each other, on the
maxim, " Falsum in uno, fahwm, in omnibus" it was to be
assumed, unless the other side could shew to the contrary,
that the other six witnesses had not signed as required by
law, and, therefore, it was for the other side to shew, after
he had thus, in one respect, impugned the document, that
there, were together at its execution even the number oifive
;

persons requisite to

its

validity as a codicil.

In support of

he entered into the history of the change
made in the law in 1845, by which, for the very reason of
the difficulty of obtaining the presence of so many competent witnesses in one place, the number of witnesses
requisite for such deeds was reduced to two only.
Denyssen (with him Brand, J. H.), for the defendants,
maintained that it was for the plaintiffs to bring proofs
further impugning the will and that if one signature of
the seven should prove invalid, that would still leave him
six witnesses
one more than sufficient to uphold the disposition as a codicil.
That Mr. Barker's evidence, however
positively given, ought not, at this distance of time, unless
more strongly supported, to suffice to destroy the validity
his first contention,

;

—

of his signature to the instrument.

Cur, adv.

vult.

Postea (February 28),—

—A

joint will was made by McDonald and his
Bell, J.
wife on the 24th June, 1822, nominating the survivor heir
:

39
of the whole property

By

left.

a subsequent clause the tes-

power of altering the will.
The document having been clearly and plainly read to the
testators, they declared it to be their last will and testament.
The will purports to be signed by the testator and testatrix,
-.
n
and also by seven witnesses, the number oi witnesses then
requisite.
The Ordinance which makes two witnesses sufficient had not been yet passed.
The plaintiffs, who are the
heirs-at-law, have brought this action to have it declared
that the will is void, as not having been signed by seven
witnesses in the presence of the testator. That the instrument is void as a will for want of the requisite number of
witnesses is incontestable, after the evidence of Barker, one
of the witnesses to the will, who declares that he was not
present when the other six signed, and that he did not see
the testator sign it. If the instrument is to have effect,
therefore, it must be as a codicil and on the principles laid
tators reserved to themselves the

11

111

1

•

;

Executor* it may
executed validly, as a codicil, to which the
attestation of only five witnesses is necessary. To meet this
it was said that if the seventh witness was not present, the
Court ought not to give credit to the other six, but should consider the will of no effect whatever on the maxim, " Falsum
in uno, falsum in omnibus." This maxim for its vigour and
terseness is very acceptable to a legal ear, but it is a misuse
of it to apply it to the attestation of a written instrument,

down
have

in the case of

Dwyer

vs. O'Fliim's

effect, if

though applicable to the case of oral testimony. To be
sure, if a witness put into the box swear falsely as to one
particular, the Court may hold that the rest of his evidence
not to be believed ; but it is quite a different case when
is that one of seven witnesses has not complied
with certain legal formalities, while as to the other six, the
instrument being, ex facie, formal enough, there is no eviis

the matter

dence either way to shew whether they did or did not
To ask the Court to presume

observe these formalities.

against the instrument, in respect of these six witnesses,

because of the positive evidence of the seventh,

presume against the known rules of

is

to ask it

which are to
support as far as possible instruments such as wills. In
cases like the present the Court is anxious to support such
to

*

Page

16.

law,

i^s:.
..

"»

McDonald and
Hart and'
Execntore'of

McDonald.
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documents as these and not to cut them down, as

may

be

T-,

seen in a variety of cases in the Ecclesiastical Eeports.

instrument being signed formally by six witnesses, has
one more than the number required by law for a codicil at
the time the instrument was framed. The instrument, then,

McDonald and Tjiig
Hart and
Bxecutors'of

McDonald.

,

,

,

...

cannot be considered valid as a will, but it is valid as a
codicil.
The consequence is that the heir-at-law must retain
a fourth of the property, with interest from the date of the
testator's death, the remaining three-fourths going to the
heir or heirs testamentary, in virtue of the instrument
taking effect as a codicil.

—

This action has been instituted by A. and M.
Cloete, J.
McDonald, the next of kin to the late Alexander McDonald,
whose will they wish the Court to set aside. This document bears date as far back as 24th June, 1822, and sets
:

forth that it is the express will of the testators,

and

his wife, that

The

action

McDonald

the survivor should have the whole
The will bears upon its face the signatures of the
estate.
two parties, and is signed by seven persons as witnesses.

now brought

on the
and testament, should, at the time this will was signed, have had
seven witnesses to the signature, all present at the same
time. It is sworn by Mr. Barker, one of the witnesses,
that, although he acknowledges his signature, he was not
present when this document professes to have been executed
by the testators, and it was therefore argued that he cannot
is to

set aside this will,

allegation that a will professing to be a last will

be said to have been a witness to the deed in the strict
sense of that word. Mr. Barker states that the circumstances are wholly obliterated from his mind, but that he
has no doubt that his signature is genuine. He does not
believe that he signed at the same time with the other witI was doubtful, at first, whether that evidence was
nesses.
sufiScient to upset this will, because it does appear to me
that it is not absolutely necessary by our law, which is a
general law, and does not partake of the express character
of an English statute, that these seven witnesses should
have been marched forward in a body to put down their
names at the same time, simul et semel. I fear if we were
to adopt so strict an interpretation of the law, we should be
driven to the necessity of upsetting a number of wills on

41
whicli there are not the slightest doubts,

and

it is the duty
they are satisfied
that they are truly the last wills and testaments of the
deceased,
I therefore would have held, if Barker's evidence had been more satisfactory as to the point that the
deceased had declared to him that this was his last will and
testament, that it would not have been necessary for the
witness to see the testator actually signing his name in the
presence of the other witnesses. The observances required
even by the Eoman law are expressed clearly, and per-

of Courts to uphold such instruments

tinently laid

down by Justinian

if

in the Code,

lib. 6, tit.

23,

Although, he says, from the ancient law it appears
that all these rites and ceremonies should be strictly observed, still some of these mere matters of form should not
be so rigidly enforced. For instance, some witnesses being
absent at the time the signature is affixed may come in
afterwards and be told by the testator that it is his signalex. 28.

ture.

He

goes further, and says that

if

the will

is

in the

handwriting of the testator it is sufficient. We see therefore that even in the time of Justinian there was a readiness
to waive these matters of strict formality their omission
not affecting the validity of the will in the slightest degree.
But Mr. Barker's recollection was not sufficiently clear for
me to decide on this point. We are now to see whether we

—

should adopt the argument of the Attorney-General, " Falsum
in VMO, falsum in omnibus," and hold, that because Mr.
Barker was not present, therefore the other witnesses are
also to be held as not having been present at the execution
of this will.

I perfectly concur with

my

brother

Bell

that

are not to say that because one witness was not present
the others are to be supposed not to have been present. On

we

the contrary,

it is

but

common

sense that

if

there be

some informality conadduced clear proof that there
must
yet endeavour to
we
nected with one witness, then
Proof as to the
reservation.
with
that
uphold the will
owing to their
is,
others,
the
of
of
five
presence or absence
what
the will is
see
must
We
attainable.
death, not now
it, then,
can
uphold
We
witness.
this
one
worth without
no dispresence
whose
of
witnesses,
having
five
as a codicil
is

proof can be brought. This instrument, then, being of a
codicillary nature
by virtue of the clause in the will that,
be
a want of formality which rendered it
should
if there

—
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McDonald and
Another ua.
Hart and
Another,
Executors of

McDonald.
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McDonald and
Another vs.
Hart and
Exeeutors'of

invalid as a will, yet it was the desire of the testator that it
should be observed in the best way possible we therefore
decide that this document, although not valid as a last will.
t -t
i
i
m»
i
j
^
Can jet Stand as a codicil, and the eflect must be to leave
the nearest of kin entitled to the Trebellian fourth ; for in
this case we have the express appointment of an heir or
heirs to the estate, which by our laws may now be set forth
in a document, declared to take effect as a codicil, as if
executed as a solemn last will and testament. In such
cases, Heineccius lays down the rule that the heir only takes
the estate as a fidei-commissary trust, if at the death of the
testator he shall succeed in making good his claim to any
part of the estate. Mrs. McDonald being still declared
heiress by the terms of the codicil, will be entitled to threefourths part of the estate of the late Alexander McDonald,
and the present plaintiffs to the other fourth, by virtue of
their proximity of relation to the deceased. I quite concur,
therefore, in the judgment just delivered.*

—

The judgment of the Court accordingly was that the
alleged will be set aside as a will, but adjudged to be a
codicil.
That the plaintiffs were the heirs ab intestato of
A. McDonald, deceased, and as such entitled to obtain the
Trebellianic portion from the estate of the said Alexander
McDonald, as abandoned by his death, with interest from
the date of his death. Costs of both parties to come out of
the joint estate of A, McDonald and his wife, and to be
deducted before finding the amount of the separate estate
of the late A. McDonald from which the Trebellianic portion with interest as aforesaid is to be paid.
r Plaintiffs' Attorneys, J. & H. Keid.
LDefendants' Attorneys, Kedelinghdys

*

Watebmbybe,

J.,

"i

& Wessels. J
did not

sit in this case.
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In re Estate of Eudolf.

Coram

{In Camera,.

Bell, Cloete,

Proof of Debt. —Partnership.

and Watermeyer, JJ.)

—Executor-Bative.—Administra-

tion of Assets.

G. died intestate in the Colony, leaving movable property in
England. E., residing in the Colony, was appointed
executor-dative with B. as one of his sureties.
E. was a
member of a firm carrying on business in the Colony and
in England, and sent a power of attorney to England to
his two partners to act for him in G.'s estate.
With the
consent of the heirs, the partners were appointed administrators to G.'s estate in

were placed

England, and certain moneys

of G.'s wife in the books of the
paying
over
Before
these moneys the firm became
firm.
insolvent, and subsequently the sureties.
Proofs of debt
were made by G.'s wife on all the estates. Application to
to the credit

expunge the proof of debt made on B.'s estate was refused,
on the ground that payment to the firm in England was a

payment to E., and that the
not paying over the money.

stireties

were

liable

for

E.'s

This was an application to expunge a proof of debt made
on behalf of Mrs. Gregg against the estate of S. Eudolf.
ml

•

.

n
lollows

—

j>

The Circumstances were as
One F. Grregg died intestate in the Colony in Feb. 1852,
leaving a considerable sum of money inyested in the English
Edwaxd Eagar, partner in the firm of Home, Eagar
funds.
i'

&

Co., carrying on business in the Colony and in England,
was appointed executor-dative, with S. Eudolf and E. Pybus
The surety
as sureties for the due fulfilment of his duties.
bond was dated Aug. 10, 1852, and was in the ordinary
form. Eagar sent to England a power of attorney in favour
of his two partners to act for him in realizing and recovering
the money. With the consent of the heirs of deceased
residing in England, the two partners were appointed
administrators to the estate of Gregg. The moneys were
taken out of the funds by them half being distributed
among the Gregg family in England and the remaining
;

half being placed to the credit of Mrs.

Gregg

of Capetown,'

—

iss?.

/re

''

re Estate of

Kudoif.
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Home, Eagar & Co. On August 15,
1855, before it was paid over to her, the firm became insol^^^^^ ^^^^^g insolvent on June 13, 1854, and
^^^^
Pybus on Aug. 15, 1855. The question to be decided was
in the books of Messrs.

186T,

"'"—
/„,. Estate of

whether the estate of Eudolf was liable for the loss sustained
by Eagar's insolyency. Proofs had also been made upon
the estates of Eagar and Pybus.
Porter, A.G., for applicants, trustees in Eudolf's estate.
Denyssen, for respondent, trustee in Gregg's estate.

payment to the firm in England was in reality a payment to Eagar, and as he had not
paid over the money, his sureties or their estates became

The Couet held

that the

liable.

Application refused with costs.
fApplioant's Attomej-s, J. & H. Eeid.
LKespondent's Attorney, G. J. Dekort4.

1

J

The Queen
Indictment.

vs.

Kok.

— Variance.

Where a prisoner was charged with murder in that he wrongfully, unlawfully, and maliciously hilled deceased with a
a sticlc, and the evidence shewed that the prisoner had
heaten deceased with a sticlc, hut that the cause of death
was injury inflicted hy prisoner with a stone or the shinbone
of an ox, Held, that there was no substantial variance
between the indictment and the proof, and that the prisoner
was rightly convicted.

—

In

i85».

"2!_
°

Ko^°

this

case the prisoner

had been convicted

>

at the

Circuit Court, held at Clanwilliam, on the 18th inst., of the
"*'

crime of murder of his reputed wife, and sentence of death
was passed upon him. The Circuit Judge, Wateemetee, J.,
however, reserved the following question on behalf of the
prisoner for the opinion of the Supreme Court whether, the
indictment having charged that the prisoner wrongfully, un:

lawfully,

and maliciously,

" with a stick,"

gave the deceased

45

wounds of which she died, while the medical
testimony was that the mortal wound had been inflicted,
not with the stick, which was proved to be that with which
the prisoner had beaten the deceased, but with a stone or
the shinbone of an ox, found near the place where the
crime had been perpetrated, there was such a variance
between the mode of death charged and that proved, as to
be fatal to any verdict on the indictment.
certain mortal

i^"-

—

^ffi""

—

Porter, A.G., for the Crown.

Denyssen, for the prisoner.

The Ooukt was unanimously of opinion, upon a review
of the authorities, that there was no substantial difference
between the allegation and the proof, and held the conviction good.
[The Couet also stated that if there had been
such substantial difference, and the conviction had been
held bad, the prisoner could be subjected to a new trial.]

&

Cardinal

Oo.'s

Trustees

Landlord and Tenant.

Where a tenant fell

Milleb.

vs.

—Bent.—

Notice.

into arrear with his rent,

and

the landlord

gave notice that if the rent were allowed to fall into arrear
again, it would he charged at the rate of £24 per month
instead of £12, and the tenant continued to ocewpy the
premises, but let the rent fall into arrear : on the tenant's

of debt

an application hy his trustees to reduce a proof
made on his estate hy the landlord for rent at the

rate of

£24 per

insolvency

month, granted.

Motion for amendment of proof of debt.

issr.

".IZi^'
This arose out of the following circumstances Messrs.
Cardinal & Co, occupied a house in Adderley Street, the ^^xSraS?'*
Miller.
property of defendant, at a rent of £12 a month the rent
being very irregularly paid, defendant gave Messrs. Cardinal
& Co. notice that if it were allowed again to fall into arrear,
:

:

would be charged at £24 per month instead of £12.
Cardinal & Co. still continued to occupy the house, but
neglected to pay the rent. On their surrender as insolvent.
it
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issr.

—

Cardinal fcCo.'s
Trustees M.
Miller.

four months' rent was due to defendant, which

he proved

£24 a month, in accordmi
mi
iThe trustees now called upon him

against the estate at the rate of

.,,

.

ance With the notice.
to shew cause why his proof should not be amended, and
the amount taken at £48 instead of £96.

contended that the notice
was competent for Mr. Miller
to eject his tenants if they did not pay their rent, but not
to double it in this summary manner.
Denyssen argued that as the notice had been duly served,
and the tenants made no objection, they must be taken to
have agreed to the terms of it.
Porter, A.G., for applicants,

must be taken

as a nullity.

It

The Couet held that the notice was not valid, and that
the proof of debt must be amended, with costs against
defendant.

De Pass

vs.

Commeecial Maeine Assueancb Co.

Marine Insurance.

—Abandonment.—

Sale.

The master of a damaged ship cannot abandon and sell her for
account of the insurers, unless he prove that to navigate
or to repair her was wholly beyond his power.
186V.
^°f,'' «.

DeKira.
^"Enel^^
Assurance Co.

This action was brought to recover damages on two poliaggregate amount of £797 9s., effected on the

cies of the

bark Bido and her cargo of copper ore, on Oct. 24, 1853,
prior to her departure from Hondeklip Bay for Swansea,
on her voyage to which latter port she received damage
during heavy weather off Madeira, in consequence whereof
she had to be finally abandoned and sold at Funchal after
the cargo had been transhipped for carriage to England.
Plaintiff annexed an account to his declaration, which
shewed that after allowing for deductions of general average,
&c., there was an amount of £650 10s. \Qd. due to him on
the policy of £1000 effected on the hull of the ship, and an
amount of £146 18s. 2d. due on the policy of £500 effected
on the freight, after deducting expenses of transhipment, &c.

Defendant pleaded the general

issue.

47

The defence was based upon a denial of the existence of
any necessity for abandonment of the vessel, and tranship-

ment of the ore in place of sale.
-»
For the plaintiff:
The declaration of the captain made
,

,

Assurance Co.

.

before the British

Consul at Funchal was read, in which the storms encoundamage to the vessel consequent
thereon, on account of which it was deemed advisable to,
make for Madeira that a leak was discovered before the
vessel reached Madeira
that on arriving there, after a
survey held it was decided to discharge part of the cargo.
I have been for many years a master
J. Saxon stated
mariner. I have been at Funchal five times between 1829
and 1857. There is no harbour there it is an open roadThere is no
stead.
Little vessels can get behind a rock.
graving dock or patent slip. It is very unsafe from October
The equinoctial gales are felt in March. I
to January.
am not aware of there being any facilities for repairing.
I sold the
It must be an expensive place for all materials.
Dido to De Pass nine or ten months before her last voyage.
She was not classed, and fully twenty years old. I am
aware that when she met with her misfortune she was
taking copper ore home for Phillips & King. Copper ore
I don't know that she was
is a heavy straining cargo.
for
it
like
other vessels. I was off
fitted in compartments
time
Madeira
the
of the accident to the
at
the coast of
bad
weather.
It would have
very
Dido, and experienced
attempt
a repair.
captain
to
for
her
unadvisable
been
Madeira.
no
value
at
is
of
Copper ore
Cross-examined There is a rock at Funchal inside which
schooners can lie. I question whether the Dido could be
taken there. I never saw a vessel like her there. She is
about 380 tons, but is a large carrying vessel. I sold her
tered were described, and

;

;

:

—

:

for

£800.
a partner with Mr.

De

Pass, but have no interest in the Dido or in this case.

I

Capt. J. Spence stated

knew the

Dido.

I went

:

I

down

am now
to

Hondeklip Bay with her to

load her with copper ore for Phillips & King. Fittings
were put in her there for copper ore. I would have put
Mr. De Pass never
fifty tons more in her than she had.

had any agent or correspondent

No

«s.
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,

.
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.
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at Funchal.

witnesses were called for the defence.

—

:
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The effect of the documentary evidence will sufficiently
appear from the judgments.

The ppsition of owners and of
exactly the same in regard to the captain in case
of abandonment. The test is, the sale is not to be effected
unless the captain can satisfy the Court that the owner
Porter, A.G., for plaintiff.

insuieis

is

under the same circumstances could sell. Ahbott on Shijpping
(8th ed.), p. 7. See also pp. 13, 19, and p. 15, Shee's note.
Arnould on Marine Insurance, vol. ii. pp. 1082, 1086, 1088,
1104,1112,1113,1142.
There is no
Denyssen (with him Cole), for defendants.
evidence of an attempt to raise funds the vessel could
have been repaired. See Abbott, pp. 5 8. Arnould, p. 1080.
Kent's Comm., vol. iii. p. 225. (12th ed. p. 163 et seq.)
:

—

Porter, in reply.

Cur. adv.

vult.

Postea (September 7),

—

This is an action brought by plaintiff, De Pass,
payment of a sum of money under a policy of
insurance effected by him with the defendant company.
The circumstances were shortly these. A vessel, the Dido,
was to load at Namaqualand with copper ore, and take it
She took in her cargo and proceeded on her
to Swansea.
voyage, but encountered very bad weather so bad as, in

Bell,

J.

:

to recover

—

the opinion of the captain, to render

it

necessary to run for

Funchal, in Madeira. The declaration says, " That on or
about a month after leaving St. Helena, the said bark
encountered violent storms and heavy seas, and became
greatly damaged in her sails, masts, hull, and materials,
and, being in great danger, was compelled to make for
Funchal." The declaration after this statement continues
" The master of the said bark, after having had her sur-

veyed twice, and finding, as the fact was, that the said bark
could not go to sea without having first had great and
expensive repairs effected upon her, and being without personal credit or means, and his owners also being unknown
and without credit in Funchal, and his cargo being of a
nature unsaleable at Funchal, except at a great undervalue,
and it being, in his judgment and in fact, wholly out of
question to raise on bottomry of the said bark the sum

—
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which would be required for repairs, and expended before
the said bark could be put into a state to continue her
voyage, the said master, in the exercise of an honest and
hand fide and iust and reasonable discretion, and consulting:
o
the interests of all concerned, determined to tranship the
cargo of the said bark and forward it by another vessel,
and to abandon the said bark to the underwriters of her
hull and materials, and sell her, as abandoned, to the best
advantage."
The declaration goes on to say that the
captain adopted the course which he has suggested as
having been necessary. " The said master accordingly
abandoned the said bark, and caused her to be sold to the
best advantage." There is a claim under an insurance of
the freight of the vessel's cargo, but I need not further
refer to that matter, because there is no dispute between
the parties on that head. The case which plaintiff, by his
declaration, undertook to make out is, that the vessel could
not be repaired without great expense that he was without
personal credit or means to repair her that his owners were
unknown and without credit in Funchal that the cargo
was of an unsaleable nature in Funchal, except at great
undervalue ; and that to raise the necessary money on bottomry was wholly out of the question. These are the facts
the plaintiff by his declaration undertook to prove. The
declaration says, moreover, that under the circumstances
the master of the ship, in the exercise of an honest and
lond fide and just and reasonable discretion, determined to
abandon the ship, and, consulting the interests of all con;

;

;

cerned, to sell her as abandoned.

Whether

that

is

a case

that can be maintained, in law, I shall consider presently.
When the matter was argued at the bar, a great many
authorities were referred to, but not one of those authorities

was from the Koman-Dutch law, which is the law of this
Court. It is necessary for me, therefore, to take a view of
that law, but I shall do so shortly, leaving it to my brothers,
who are more conversant with Eoman-Dutch law than I am,
to go into the subject at greater length, if they shall be so
disposed because in the result I do not find that the two
systems much differ, so far as regards the decision I have
;

come

to.

I refer

first

to

Voet,

who

in 14,

" Magistrwm posse in casu necessitatis ita

1. 3,

mutuum

says

:

accipere in

usus navigationis ut navem mutuanti ohliget pignori, naviVoL.

III.

E

"".
..

p«

>
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gatwram deinceps periculo mutuantis, eoque nomine usuras
graviores, velut pericuU pretium, promittere (vulgo

'

op Bode'

mutui aceipiendi, oocasione, funes et
^j^^'^jj
tamen ipsam
navis tnstrumenta minus necessaria (non
^
*
navem) distrahere, ut magis necessanwm curat ahum navigationis apparatum."
According to this authority, the captain may borrow
money on bottomry, or sell cordage or cables, but not the
ship itself "non tamen ipsam navem." That is what Voet
ij/nerye ')

guin

et,

deficiente

,

,

down without any qualification. Grotius in 3, 23, 4,
" Masters who are co-proprietors may also in case of
need take up money on bottomry on the keel of a ship, and
lays

says

:

they cannot procure such, may sell or mortgage the
cordage in the same manner as masters who are upon wages,
but they may not sell the ship nor take up money on this
side the sea ;" that is to say, within Europe and north of
if

Barbary, as we shall see presently.
authority of Grotius the master

may

not

According to
sell

the'

the ship, even

though he be part owner or co-proprietor
but he may
borrow on bottomry. The same author says in 3, 24, 12
" If a ship become incapable of prosecuting her voyage, the
owners of the insured ship and goods, whether they had
been jointly concerned or not, must wait six months after a
knowledge is obtained at the place where the greater part of
;

the insurers reside, in case the detention took place within
or Barbary and if at a greater distance must wait
whole year before they abandon the ship or goods."
Therefore if a ship insured be ineapaUe of prosecuting her
voyage, the master must remain six months if north of Barbary and twelve months if south of Barbary which will
apply to this case before he can abandon the ship. Then
he says at sec. 13 " if a vessel be rendered unfit to sail "—
evidently drawing a distinction between " unfit to prosecute
her voyage" and "unfit to sail"— the insured may "wwrnediately abandon the same."
If a vessel, then, is whoUy
unnavigdble, it is not required of the master or the insured
that he should wait six months north of Barbary, or twelve
months south of that state, before he can abandon, the
master may immediately abandon the ship and call upon the

Europe

;

for a

—

—
:

insurer.

So much for
755 " If a

Grotius.

Van der

Eeessel says in

which insured goods are
conveyed, be detained by a foreign people, or has been
Theses, 754,

:

vessel in

•
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rendered wholly unfit for the voyage by some serious injury,
but without fraud on the part of the master, it may be at
once relinquished
to the insurer.
If the iniurv
is not quite
^
d
J
^

and is capable
of beinar
at a small cost, the
J^
x"
D repaired
duty of repairing the vessel is incumbent on the owner or
master and should be strictly performed by him, as is gene-

SO serious

'

.

rally provided for in the policy of insurance.

If the vessel
detained under an arrest, the period of six months or a
year should elapse before it can be relinquished to the

is

insurer,

who ought

in the

meantime

sonal security for the loss."

Van

Now

to give pledges or peras far as I

have gone

the only authority in the Roman-Dutch
law that seems to point to this case, and to aid in justifying
what the captain did. It was never suggested from the
der Keessel

is

beginning of this case to the end, on the part of plaintiff,
that the vessel was totally unfit for navigation, or, as was
said in the House of Lords some years ago, in a case the particulars of which have escaped my recollection, that she was
" a congeries of disjointed members." All plaintiff pretends
is that she received serious damage, but that that might
have been repaired he does not deny. The only question is
whether she should have been repaired at the cost which
would have been necessary for that purpose. All that Van,
der Keessel says of such a case is that the cargo might be
transhipped and conveyed by other vessels. Now it appears
from these authorities in the Dutch law that if a vessel is
wholly unnavigable the master may immediately abandon
And it may be fairly argued that she is wholly unher.
navigable

if

she

is

so seriously

damaged

that she cannot

prosecute her voyage without having been repaired, and
cannot be repaired for want of money or credit, or without a
ruinous expense, which, according to the modern EomanDutch law, amounts I believe to three-fourths of the ship's

In such a case the master might perhaps abandon
his ship but at all events he must prove that the repairs
could not be effected. He must not merely suggest this,
but prove it, in order to justify his abandoning the ship.
The English law, although it be different from the Dutch
law to which I have referred, comes pretty much to the same
value.

;

result, as far as is necessary for the decision of this case.

According to the Dutch authorities the captain can never
sell the ship until he has abandoned her, and he can never

E

2

'^^-^
'•
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abandon her

18".

^T''

''•

reP^M.
"wMine'*

till

she

is

•

unnavigable; and I

find,

upon a

careful consideration of the English authorities, that they
differ from the Eoman-Dutch in that the captain may sell

before abandoning, but only in circumstances that would, in
Dutch law, justify his abandoning. It seems to me that is

the only difference between the two systems of law upon
Allott on Shipping says, part i., chap, i., sec. 2
" The master of a ship has not, unless in a
(8th ed., p. 7)

this subject.

:

case of extreme necessity, authority to sell the ship ; and he
is bound seriously and deliberately to try every other expe-

dient to raise money, before disposing of the ship or any part
of the cargo." Now if you substitute " before abandoning
the ship " for " before disposing of the ship," that would be

Then, carrying that out, SiE M. Hale, in Tremenhere vs. TresilUan (1 Sid. 452), held in a case where the
ship and tackle were beaten and broken and no hope of
saving any part of them, partly on account of the tempest
and partly on account of the barbarity of the inhabitants of
the country, that a sale of the ship under such circumstances
did not convey the property. And in Johnson vs. Shippen
(2 Eaym. 984) Loed Holt is reported to have said " The
master has no authority to sell any part of the ship, and his
sale transfers no property." These two authorities evidently
go upon the same doctrine as has existed in the EomanDutch law. In the case of the Fanny and Elmira (Edwards'
Admiralty Eeports, p. 117) the judge of the Admiralty Court
said: "There must be the clearest proof of the necessity.
It must be shown not only that the vessel was in want of
repair, but that it was impossible to procure money for that
purpose." Again, in the case of the Boyal Exchange- Assurance Company vs. Idle (3 Brod. & Bing. p. 151), the
circumstances are most material with reference to this case,
as showing how very strict the Courts are with regard to the
proof of the necessity for selling. That case was of a vessel
which, entering the river St. Lawrence, encountered such
bad weather as to make it necessary she should be
run ashore. This was done at a place where she was exposed to the full force of the river.
The St. Lawrence,
in winter, sends down large masses of ice, and it was
expected that these would break the vessel up. Under
these circumstances the master consulted the owners, and
obtained an opinion from surveyors that the vessel " lay in

Dutch

law.

:
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a situation of imminent peril, and that

was prudent and
and her cargo as
Accordinarly the master sold the ship.
it

for the benefit of all concerned to sell her

soon as possible."
T.,
which you might say, much more
JNow that was a case
1
p
T
than
this, that what the captain did was obviously tor
the benefit of all, and that it was a prudent thing, when as

m
.

,

1

m
.

1

.

1

,

.

1

1

1

come

yet the winter had not

.

•

on, to

,

,

1

1

make

as

much

•

out of the

Contrary to the expectations of everybody, the ship survived the winter, and, after being repaired,
went on another voyage. Yet, even in these circumstances,
the Court decided that the necessity for what had been
done did not appear. In Robertson vs. Clarhe (1 Bing. 445),
where the ship was so shattered that the expense of repair
ship as could be.

would have exceeded her original value, the Court ruled
that " a sale can only be permitted in case of urgent necessity."
Then in the case of Somes vs. Sugrue (4 Car. &
Payne, p. 276), which was a good deal referred to from the
" If the captain has no means of
Bar, TiNDAL, J., said
getting the repairs done in the place where the injury
occurs, or if being in a place where they might be done, he
has no money in his possession, and is not able to raise
any, then he is justified in selling." In the case of Hayman
and Others vs. Moulton (5 Esp. 65), surveyors had sworn that
they thought a sale the most prudent step to be taken on
account of the difficulty and expense and hazard of removing the ship from her situation, and the little resources the
In that case, Ellenmaster had for such a purpose.
BOBOUGH, C.J., said: "Although the master had no
general authority to sell, he had an implied authority in
case of extreme necessity to act for the benefit of the conand in extreme
cerned, exercising a sound discretion,
power
had
to sell, as in
only,
he
cases
cases, and extreme
could
not
be
got off, and
which
wreck
of
a
the instance
absolutely.'
These are
perish
left
to
"
be
ought not to
doctrine
the
to
which I
down
lays
Abbott
which
upon
cases
referred at the outset of my mention of English authority.
:

—

—

'

I shall

now

refer to Arnould, not for the purpose of finding

anything new, but rather as a confirmation of what is said
by the authorities already quoted. He says at p. 191 (2nd
" The master may either sell part or hypoed., p. 234),
thecate the whole of the cargo for the purpose of repairs,
and he is held justified, from the paramount necessity of the

—
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whole of the cargo.

case, in selling the ship or the

issr.

vf.

Marine

It

obvious that nothing but a case of absolute and supreme
necBssity, such as sweeps all ordinary rules before it, can
is

justifj the mastcr in such a sale."

Now

that language

somewhat imaginative, and I admit, with the counsel

is

for

may be a difBculty in interpreting
but it seems to refer to those cases in which a ship
is unnavigable, either from her condition or her position,
to which Paeke, B., in the case of Hunter vs. Parker (7 M.
the plaintiff, that there

it;

& W.

342), referred in these expressions

:

—" The master

by virtue of his employment, not merely those powers
that are necessary for the navigation of the ship and the
conduct of the adventure to a safe termination, but also a
has,

power, when such termination becomes hopeless, and no
prospect remains of bringing the vessel home, to do the best
for all concerned, and therefore to dispose of her for their
benefit."

If the vessel

is

no longer a

— or

congeries of disjointed members,

ship, but merely a
if,

in the language

—

of the Consolato del Mare, she be worn out with age, or if
she be high on rocks or on the shore, and the master has no

—in these cases the captain
193
235, 236, 2nd
author (Arnould) continues — " If by the
power to move her,

At

selling her.

p.

is justfied in

ed.),

(pp.

the same

perils of the sea

:

the ship be reduced to such a condition that although her
timbers still hold together, yet the master, after making the

utmost endeavours within his power, and leaving no resource
untried, is compelled to renounce all hope of repairing her
so as to be enabled to bring her home, either from the physical impossibility of extricating her from the peril at all
with the utmost exertion of force he can command, or from
his inability by any means in his power to find the necessary funds for the purpose, in such cases, if the danger is
imminent, and delay likely to prove destructive, the master
will be justified in selling the ship as she lies, although at
the time of sale she may still retain the character of a
ship

;"

and

at p. 194 (p. 257,

2nd

ed.)

:— " A mere

difficulty

in procuring the necessary funds for the purpose of the
repairs, or the necessary materials, although it may be very

and such as to impose a great sacrifice of time
will not justify the master in selling instead of
repairing; unless the difficulty is insurmountable by any
considerable,

and money,

means within the master's

disposal, at the

time and on the

;
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spot he

bound

Kent, the American author, in
page 225, lays down a law not much
differ-ent from that I have read from English authorities
p
"Jsut if the voyage is broken up
the course of it by
^
/ "
ungovernable circumstances, the master, in that case, may
even sell the ship or cargo, provided it be done in good
faith, for the good of all concerned, in a case of supreme
necessity which sweeps away all ordinary rules before it."
And at page 411
" The master of an insured ship injured
by the perils of the sea and not competent to complete the
is

to repair."

^^^-^

his Oommenta/ms, at
•

-r-»

-11

> 1

:

may

:

m

—
•'

—

her in a case of necessity, as when the ship
or the value
of repairing her will be extravagant and exceed her value
or when he has no moneys in his possession, and is not able to
raise any." These are all the authorities I think it necessary
to refer to, and the conclusion they enable me to come to is
this: that a captain has not power in any case to sell of his own
right; but if the vessel is "unnavigable" or "irreparable," as
voyage,
is

sell

in a place in which she cannot be repaired

the term

is,

under which

latter

term

is

;

included, I

am

in-

clined to believe, a case in which repair can be effected only
for

ately abandon,
sold

may
are

man would
may immedi-

such an amount of expense as no prudent

incur in the circumstances, then the captain

by the

and either himself

be within his reach.

bound

sell

the vessel, or have

it

consul, or such other competent authority as

to act

upon

That is the Dutch law, which' we
and the English law, in effect,
It comes to the same result, but

here,

not much different.
only by a different road according to it the captain may
sell without abandoning, but only when the ship has become unnavigable or is irreparable, which is the construction I put upon the words " extreme urgency," cases " sweeping all ordinary rules before them," and the like used in the
is

books,

—

—using thus the word " irreparable," pretty much in

the same signification as it is used in the Dutch law. Well
then, in order to justify the master in this case, the plaintiff
must shew tha-t the vessel was either unnavigable or irreparable. Let us see by the evidence brought forward how
he does so. The surveyors declared that the ship was " repairable and ought to be repaired," unless that should be
impossible from the expense of doing it. The only evidence

upon the subject

of repair

is

to be found in the act of

abandonment, the statements of which are disputed. There

••

,?« '^'^
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no doubt,

— that

— and

much may be

so

said for the plaintiff

had undergone severe weather and
^as Strained throughout,
and must have been repaired
'
o
Jbefore she could have "
erone to sea.
The admission by the

here,

this vessel

-

,

.

-

i/«--i
m

the act of
defendant of the statements to that effect
survey shews that there can be no question about necessity
of repair therefore ; but to justify the act of abandonment,
that which,

by

his declaration, the plaintiff undertook to

prove, was that to effect the necessary repairs he was with-

out personal credit or means,

known and without

credit in

—that

his owners were un-

Funchal,—that

his cargo was

of an unsaleable nature in Funchal, except at great disad-

vantage, and that in fact

it was wholly, out of the question
on bottomry the sum which would have been
required.
If these things had been proved by competent
evidence, possibly they might have been sufficient to support the plaintiff's case but the mere statement of the

to

raise

;

master in the presence of the consul, of his opinion as
to these things, is no evidence of the facts,. and never can
support the plaintiff's case. There is no proof of urgent
necessity, which is what all the English cases dwell upon
nor of irreparability which the Dutch law requires, allowing that expression to include impossibility of repairing
from the ruinous heaviness of the expense. The master's
stating before the consul that he

wholly without means
is no proof of such
a fact, nor is his statement that he could not obtain bills
any proof that he could not. He ought to bring evidence
that he tendered bills, and that his tender was rejected.
Nor has he proved that he ever attempted to raise money
on the ship by bottomry. He does not prove that he
is

to defray the expenses of the repairs,

ever advertised for money, or that having advertised no
Then there is no proof whatever

tenders were received.

any attempt to pledge or sell the cargo. He says
copper ore was unsaleable cargo at Funchal— that may be
so, but the merchants in Madeira know that copper ore
is valuable and saleable in Europe.
Though they may
of

know the value within a pound like the copper merchants of Swansea, they would know that it is a valuable
article of commerce worth lending money upon, but there is
no proof that they were ever asked to do so. Very likely
not

what the captain

states

is

true,

and he may, have done

all of

—
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these things, but, in the absence of all proof that he did

much

ask the Court to assume to be true
what he merely states to be true. There is a total absence
of any proof of such urgent necessity as would justify the
captain in abandoning the ship, while his duty was to make
it

is

too

every attempt to raise money upon the vessel or cargo
before taking the step which he did take but inasmuch as
there seems to have been iona fides here, and as according
to the best judgment I can form, the captain did the best
he could have done,—though perhaps my opinion may
;

prove to be erroneous after all when it comes to be tested,
I think it is not unreasonable for the Court to give absolution from the instance, so as to afford the plaintiff an opportunity of making out a better case by evidence, if he shall
be so advised.
CiiOETE, J. I entirely concur in the judgment which
has just been delivered. When this case came on for trial
on Wednesday last we had a very able discussion and argument from the counsel on both sides, but which appeared to
me to be altogether based upon authorities taken from
English and American authors and judges, and it could not

but strike one that no reference was made on either side to
any of the important Eoman-Dutch authorities which bear
upon the case, and which ought to be referred to in deciding
it.
The policy of insurance, we find, was effected here, in
this place, by a plaintiff having a house of trade here ; and
the action lies against defendants, who have set up a marine
assurance company in this city. Therefore this case must
be decided according to the lex loci contractus; and the
judges, consequently, took some time to consider their
judgment, in order to ascertain and satisfy themselves what
rule,

under our administration of

The

justice, is to

govern the

existence of extreme necessity, of

urgent necessity, of absolute necessity, of supreme necessity,

and, in

fact, of

physical necessity in the sale of the
and it was, by the Bar, taken for
;

ship, were all discussed

—

granted that the case hinged entirely upon this, whether
the captain was or was not justified in holding a sale of the
vessel. Now, in the first place, it appears to me not proved
If we look to the deed of abanat all that he held a sale.

donment we

"<

to

•'

present action.
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so,

will perceive that the sale

was a corollary or
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consequence of the abandonment, done there by the authorities, more probably with the concurrence of the captain
but the great fact on which this case must hinge is, whether
the master, under the Eoman-Dutch law, was justified in
proceeding to the act of abandonment, whether he, as
negotiorum gestor, took upon himself to do so without exerThe great point we must
cising the proper discretion.
eome to is this, " has there been shewn that sufficient
urgent necessity which is required by th'e Eoman-Dutch
law, and which justified the master to proceed to the abandonment of the vessel, and thus dispossess himself and
those he represented ; and is he then entitled to come upon
the insurers ?" Now it does strike me, from the facts of
the case, before I look to the authorities, that the proof of
such extreme necessity is wanting. The plaintiff, representing the captain in this Court, must prove that the

—

—

captain did all those things which are absolutely required

by law before he proceeded to the act of abandonment
because our authorities are quite clear that in no case
could he abandon, except in case of great urgency. They
all lay down the same principle, " that the ship must not be
This, however, must, I think, at the
sold by the master."
present day, be understood

cum grano

salts.

These old

Placaats of the 15th and 16th centuries were all based upon,
or

had reference to the

state of navigation of the

in those days the navigation was well

—

known

day

;

and

to be only

where insurances were effected on the Baltic Sea, the
Northern Ocean, and the Levant, in all of which, from their
proximity to the countries of Europe, a certain time could
be given in which to give the parties interested due notice
of any occurrence that took place with regard to their
property. The Placaats never warranted a captain of a ship
to abandon his ship at once; but a very long period of
time was given within which he was bound still to keep in
possession, and expend as much as he possibly could for the
purpose of repairing the ship, if that could be done, before
he could come in for the insurance. The case which seems
to me to bear most fully upon this point is found in BynIcershoek, Quaest. Jv/r. Piriv. at lib. 4, ch. 14, p. 634, in which
the mercantile tribunal at Amsterdam had given a decision
in favour of a captain who had abandoned his ship.
This
case was appealed from, most probably at the time when

;

59

Bynkershoek himself was president of the Court in Holland.
The vessel had grounded and was abandoned. The insurers
insisted that she might
have been got
off and repaired.
°
°
-t

The

master,

who was owner, was

.

1

1

•

called to prove that this

-1

I-

was impossible, and that if any attempt to repair had been
made the cost would have far exceeded the value of the
ship.
He further proved that he endeavoured, but could
get no instruction from the insurers to whom he applied
and upon that case he succeeded in recovering in the
Supreme Court the amount of the insurance. I think that
case bears strongly upon the present, because there the
captain recovered the insurance by, firstly, proving that the
expense which would have been incurred in repairing the
vessel would have far exceeded her value and, secondly,
that though he informed the insurers of what had happened,
they gave him no authority how to act. Now, in the case
now before the Court, if the captain had succeeded in laying
before us sufficient proof that he had done what he ought
to have done, that he had got an appraisement made, that
he had called for, or advertised for, tenders, that he had
done everything that he could have done in a place like
if, I say, he
this, where he had neither money nor credit,
had proved to us that he failed, after actually trying, to
get something on bottomry for that short voyage, which we
cannot but think he might possibly have succeeded in
getting, or otherwise, even assuming that he had no other
cargo but copper ore, if he had proceeded to have tried the
market by putting on a small quantity, and endeavoured to
if all these facts had
realise a fair price for what he had,
been acted upon by him, and we had proof of it, the case
would have been far otherwise, and it might have been
thought that the captain abandoned and sold his vessel in
;

—

—

—

—

lond fide spirit.
This, however, is denied on the part of the defendants ;
and, therefore, I quite concur that we have not that clear,
positive proof that a plaintiff

to enable

him

must bring, in a case

like this,

to prove the existence of an absolute neces-

him in abandoning his
Judgment must be for defendants.

sity warranting

Watermeyee,

J.

ship.

I agree that there should be absolu-

tion from the instance in this case.

There has been a

g^^J'^
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failure of proof as regards the unnavigability of this ship

whether actual unnavigability or constructive unnavigathe Dutch
,..The law on this subject, according to
authorities, comes very nearly to the same result, but the
^
n
t\
tendency oi the Dutch authorities is certainly even more
strong against the sale of a ship than that of the English
As has been observed, in questions of uninauthorities.
sured ships it is almost impossible to point out a case in
which, according to the Dutch authorities, the master would
Voet lays down, in accordance
be allowed to sell the ship.
with the Placaat of 1563, that the master may bind his
owner, may raise money on bottomry, and he goes on to
cite a great number of things which the master may do, but
stops short and adds, " but may not, under any circumstances, sell the ship."
That is with uninsured ships. As
far as insured ships are concerned, the Dutch doctrine of
insurance is regulated by the Placaat of 1570, and by the
Maritime Ordinances of Amsterdam, Rotterdam, and Middelburg. These all lay down that, under certain circumstances, the master of a ship may abandon her
and the
policy in order, under such circumstances, to sanction a
sale where the sale does not take place by the public
authorities has a clause constituting the master agent of
the insurers, for the purpose of sale. All policies of insurance give the master a special power to sell under such
circumstances for the benefit of insurers but abandonment
takes place only when there is no hope whatever of the
recovery of the ship. This is the doctrine that passes
through the Placaat of Philip, and through the various
sections of the Amsterdam, Eotterdam, and Middelburg
Ordinances. The words of the Amsterdam Ordinance are
"If an assured ship become innavigable," and further on,
" or otherwise be in such state that it must be destroyed,
lost, or beyond hope of recovery, the assured may at once
abandon her to the underwriters, and payment of the sum
insured shall be made in three months after notice of the
abandonment." The same words appear, or very nearly the
same words, in the 12th section of the Eotterdam Ordinance
"If an insured ship become
bearing on this subject:
innavigable, or otherwise become without hope of being
refitted or recovered, she may be at once abandoned ;" and
it is the same in the Middelburg Ordinance.
As long as

ii

bilitv.

,

"i

i

•

•

ti

•

;

—

—

;

:

—
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any hope

is entertained, or any prospect is held out, of the
recovery of the ship, there may be no abandonment. Van
der Keessel replies to the question, "When a ship may be
•
•(*!
i)»i
It
1
abandoned, that if the viUum caused by the perils of the
7-7
1
1
1
sea be majus el trreparame, she may be at once abandoned.
If the injury be levius, and can be repaired at a moderate
expenditure, in that case all the repairs must be made by

••

171

—

the master acting as agent for whom it may concern. It
may be said that in this case to have repaired the vessel
at Funchal would have been, not " moderate," but an extravagant expense. That may or may not be the case but
we have no, evidence whether it would or would not have
;

been so. In the case from Bynkershoek, quoted, the question
was raised that the master, who was owner at the same time,
ought to have had the vessel repaired, and that he could
have done so. He proved, on the other hand, that the costs
of the necessary repairs would have far exceeded the value
of the ship, and obtained judgment. While there was a

—
—

for the surveys state that the vessel
could be repaired the captain should have done what
he was bound to do according to the maritime law. The
Hamburg Ordinance attached to the Dutch edition of
Boceus, and which is there stated to give succinctly the
general maritime law, after reciting the causes for abandon" In all other cases the assured is bound to
ment, states

possibility of repair

:

—

use all diligence, at the risk and expense of those concerned,
to prevent all injury, to save the ship and goods, and all for
the best advantage of all." That is the principle running

through the whole. He must not proceed to abandon and
to consequent sale at once, though he finds it difficult to do
anything else. He must act on the same principle as a
master on behalf of owners, and exhaust all the means in
his power in an endeavour to repair the ship, by his acts
binding all parties concerned. If the statements contained
in the master's act of abandonment be correct— and it is
not admitted by the Insurance Company,^if it be correct
that, as the master states, such was the impossibility of
obtaining money on bottomry, and of selling part of the
cargo or obtaining advances on it, that he was not justified
in doing anything for the interest of all concerned except
abandoning, if this be so, then the plaintiff certainly is
We
entitled to judgment, but that is not in evidence.

—

—
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These facts are not admitted,
must be absolution from the instance.

to be so.

and, therefore, there

1-

,.

vs.

Commercial
Marine
Assnrauce Co.

Judgment of The Cotjet. Defendants to pay to plain£146 18s. 2d. for insurance on freight. Defendants

tiff

absolved from the instance in respect of the plaintiff's

claim of £650 10s. lOd. as to the hull of the bark Dido.
Each party to pay his own costs.
rPlaintiffs Attorneys, Fairbeidge, Hdll
LDelendants' Attorneys, J. & H. Eeid.

Hawes, Stanbeidge
Award.

By

&

Mbintjes."]
J

& Hbdlet

vs.

Meintjes

&

Dixon-

—Disagreement of ArUtrators. — Umpire,
&

deed of submission H.
M. agreed to submit certain differences arising out of matters of account between them, to the

award of two

and in case of disagreement of
an umpire to be chosen hy the arbitrators.
The rnnpire was duly chosen, but after some evidence had
been talcen and before the aceownts had been fully investiarbitrators,

the arbitrators, to

gated, one of the arbitrators refused to go

on; thereupon
H. gave him notice that unless he proceeded with the arbitration he would call in the umpire; no answer was
received, and the umpire then summoned the parties before
him.
M.'s attorney protested against the action of the
vmpire, but took part, on M.'s behalf, in one of the meetings called hy him.
H. applied to have the award made

a

rule of Court.

be

Hawes,
Stanbridge

&

vs.

Meintjes

Dixon.

M.

opposed.

—Held,

that the

award should

rule of Court.

Application to have the award of an umpire in a case of
disputed accounts, which had been referred to arbitration,
made a rule of Court.

1858.

Jan. 12.
Feb. 1.

Hedley

made a

&

On November 13, 1857, a deed of submission was executed between the parties whereby certain differences and
disputes between the two firms, arising out of the balance
of accounts between the parties were referred to the final
arbitrament and award of Henry Solomon and Joseph
and in the event of their disagreeing, to
the final award and umpirage of an umpire to be apBlackburn

;

:

63
pointed by the arbitrators, and the parties promised to
attend before the said arbitrators or umpire whenever required, and agreed to abide by the terms of the award of

the arbitrators

made then

if

made

before

December

12,

and
.

to abide

by the award

of the umpire.

if

not so

Thomas
The arbi-

Ansdell was appointed umpire on the same day.
trators had several meetings whereat they examined the
items in dispute at these meetings Mr. Fairbridge was
present on behalf of respondents and Mr. A. Hedley on
behalf of plaintiffs, and Mr. Ansdell was also present by
consent of the parties.
On December 4 Mr. Blackburn wrote to respondents' attorney the following letter " I cannot consent to act any
longer in the matter of Meintjes & Dixon. I am sorry for
the delay it will occasion, but there are many reasons why
I cannot proceed with the affair." When this refusal was
communicated to plaintiffs, their attorney wrote the following letter, dated December 7, to Blackburn "I am instructed by Messrs. Hawes, Stanbridge & Hedley to state
that they feel aggrieved by your reported refusal to proceed
with the above arbitration, and they request to know in
writing whether or not you are prepared to resume the
same. In the event of your sending no answer before tomorrow at 12 o'clock, or an answer not agreeing to resume
the arbitration, Messrs. Hawes & Go. will consider that you
have refused to proceed with the arbitration, and will therefore call on the umpire to assume his umpirage and to
enter afresh on the matters in dispute." No answer was
received to this letter. The affidavit of Mr. Fairbridge,
respondents' attorney, stated that on or about December 9,
1857, Blackburn stated to him that he could not and would
not continue to act as arbitrator, because the arbitrators had
not the power to enforce the attendance of Mr. Eagar, without whose evidence they could not come to a just and
proper decision on several of the items in dispute; that
Eagar had refused to attend when requested by Blackburn
and also because Hedley, one of the plaintiffs, had made
imputations reflecting upon the impartiality of him (BlackThat he communicated Blackburn's resolution and
burn).
statement to Hedley, and requested him to allow him time
to communicate with defendants, who reside at Graaf-Eeinet
upon the appointment of another arbitrator. That Hedley
;

:

:
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Hawes,
Stanbridge

Hedley

&

vs.

Meintjes

Dixon.

&

refused to comply with this request, whereupon he (depo-nent) stated that he would not attend any further meetings
unless all the arbitrators were present ; that on the following day he received a letter from the umpire, T. Ansdell,
calling

meet him (Ansdell) as umpire at applion the next day for the purpose of proceeding

upon him

cant's office

to

with the arbitration that deponent attended the next day
and found present Ansdell, Hedley, and E. L. Chiappini,
but neither of the arbitrators that he protested against the
;

;

proceedings, and stated that he must decline to take part
in them ; that all the matters in dispute had not yet been-

brought before the arbitrators, and that Ansdell could not
that Ansdell nevertheless antherefore act as umpire
nounced his intention to proceed with his award or umpirage,
and that deponent left shortly after that shortly afterwards (December 11) deponent received another notice
signed by Ansdell, but did not attend the meeting. The
letter of Ansdell was dated December 10, 1857, and was in
the following terms " As umpire appointed in the above
arbitration, I hereby appoint to-morrow, 11th inst., at
3 o'clock P.M. for proceeding therein, when you are hereby
called upon to meet me at the office of Messrs. Hawes, Stanbridge & Hedley with your proofs in the above matter."
And the notice, dated December 11, was as follows: "As
umpire appointed in the above arbitration, I hereby appoint
and call a meeting of the parties to be held before me tomorrow at 3 o'clock, and I give you notice that should you
fail to attend or to enter into the case on behalf of Messrs.
Meintjes & Dixon, 1 shall proceed in the matter ex parte and
The answering affidavit of Hedley stated
give my award."
that Blackburn was the arbitrator chosen by respondents'
firm, which firm was very largely indebted to him, yet deponent allowed the said firm to nominate him that deponent did not in any way obstruct the proceedings of the
arbitration, but did everything in his power to forward the
same, and did not mean from any expression he may have
used to impute unfairness to Blackburn
that although
;

;

:

;

;

respondents' attorney protested against Ansdell's proceed-

ing without the presence of the two arbitrators, that he
by Ansdell and
took part in the proceedings, and was also present when
nevertheless attended the meeting called

Ansdell made his award.

The award was dated December

12.

65

Brand, J. H., for respondents, opposed the application, on
the ground that the award was, under the circumstances,
invalid, and referred to Watson on Arbitration C2nd ed..
nx 1 nr\\
pp. 94-100).
Porter, A. G., for applicants, contended that the award was
way legal, as the retirement of the arbitrators was

in every

inexcusable, and there had been, in law, a disagreement
between them, in which case the umpire was empowered to

decide the matter (Russell on Arbitration, 3rd ed.

CW.

adv. vult,

p. 231).

—

Fostea (Feb. 1st),—

Bell,

said

— In

this matter a

motion has been made
as umpire under an
arbitration, a rule of Court. The circumstances under which
the case arises are these: On Nov. 13th the parties concerned entered into a bond or deed of agreement, whereby
they referred the disputed items of an account between
them for arbitration to Messrs. J. Blackburn and H. Solomon, and some third person to be chosen by them as umpire
in case no decision be come to, and whereby they " covenant
and agree that they will well and truly abide by, perform,
fulfil and keep the final award and judgment of the said
arbitrators
so that the said award be made in writing and
duly signed by them on or before the tenth day of December
next, or on or before such further day as they, the said
J. Blackburn and H. Solomon, by an indorsement under
their hands upon these presents, shall appoint, provided
such day be not later than the twelfth day of December
next but if the said J. Blackburn and H. Solomon shall
not make their final award of and concerning the premises
on or before the last mentioned day, then they, the appearers, will abide by, fulfil, and keep the award and umpirage of the umpire to be by them nominated as hereinbefore provided, so that the said award be made in writing
and signed within three days after reference is made to him
In exercise of the power given them by this
as umpire."
deed, the two arbitrators appointed an umpire in anticipation, and the parties attended before them and the umpire,
and gave such information as should enable the arbitrators
Acto come to a determination in the matter in dispute.
to

J.,

:

make an award made by one Ansdell,

;

;
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cording to the old forms of deeds of arbitration under the
Roman-Dutch system, there ought to have been a penalty
inserted in the deed of submission, to compel the parties to
do what was necessary for working oxit the reference. The
reason for that practice was obvious enough; although a

Court may, in the absence of one of the litigants, proceed
to give judgment by default against him, arbitrators have
not any such power. They have only power to decide on
the matters referred to them, after hearing the evidence

and arguments.

It is expedient, therefore, in order to

make

the arbitration effectual, that the parties should be bound
under a penalty to abide by the decision ; because, if the
arbitration fail through their misconduct, relief could be

got through the penalty. But, in this deed, there is no
such stipulation as to penalties; and apparently it has
been the universal practice in the colony to forbear a
mention of penalties in such deeds. But it will not necessarily follow that the deed is to be inept simply on account
of

its

always

The

object of a Court

to support deeds of this kind,

which go to suppress
and good dealings

wanting that stipulation.
is

and to promote good will
between parties. Now let me look to the affidavits to see
what was done under the deed. According to Mr. Fairbridge's affidavit, on behalf of defendants, the arbitrators
met from time to time, and entered into an examination of
the several items in dispute at these meetings. Mr. Ansdell,
the umpire, was present by the consent of both parties.
That is an admitted established fact by the persons who
now object to the award being made a rule of Court.
Whether the reasons he assigns in behalf of Blackburn are
the true reasons why he declined to continue to act and
take a part in the further proceedings, it is not now absolitigation

lutely necessary to inquire; though I may say that, if
these had been the real reasons, they should have been

brought forward in a different manner.
letter is as follows

Mr. Blackburn's

:

"CapeTown, Deo. 4, 1857.
" C. Pairbridqe, Esq.
" Dbae Sie,
I cannot consent to act any longer as arbitrator in the
matter of Meintjes & Dixon. I am sorry for the delay it will occasion,

—

but there are

many

reasons

why

I

cannot proceed with the
"I

affair.

am, &c.
" J. B. Blackburn."

67

That

Mr. Blackburn

There is no reason
says.
jln\2
what he does, and there is no affidavit
of Mr. Blackburn to say what were the reasons which in- ^^M^^ra'st
M^on.
duced him to refrain from attendance. Still the fact is he
did not attend either on the 10th, 11th, or 13th December.
According to the affidavit of Mr. Fairbridge he did not
attend on the 11th, and on the 10th he only attended to
say he would leave but as to this he is met by the affidavit
of Mr. Hedley.
Here is a matter as to which the two affidavits are diametrically opposed to each other.
Mr. Fairbridge swears that at the first meeting he left, saying he
would not attend, and that he did not attend any other
meeting on the other hand Mr. Hedley swears that he did
attend the first and second meetings and was actually
present when the award was made. It would certainly have
been more satisfactory if we had had direct information
from Mr. Ansdell himself as to how that matter stood but
in the view I take we may come to a decision without it.
Then, to finish the documents, we have the award framed
by Mr. Ansdell on Dec. 13th. [His Lordship read the
This is the award which we are moved to make a
award.]
rule of Court, and there are two objections taken to this
motion. The first is, that one of the arbitrators had retired,
and the second is, that Mr. Eagar, an essential witness, was
not examined by the arbitrators. But all that appears from
the proceedings is that, eventually, the umpire acted because
Mr. Blackburn and Mr. Solomon did not in fact make the
award and there is no satisfactory evidence why they failed
to do so, nor is there anything in the proceedings to show
why Ansdell was obliged to take on himself the umpirage.
The law to which we were referred in support of the first of
these objections is to be found in Voet, 4. 8. 14, where it is
said that an arbitrator, having once accepted the office, may
be compelled to discharge its functions. But the short
answer to that is, whether that remedy would have been
effectual or not, there is no proceeding before us to compel
Blackburn to perform the office of arbitrator; and if the
deed of reference admitted, or rather required, the umpire
to assume his office, that within that time the arbitrators
might have been compelled to act. The next reference was
made to Voei, 4. 18. 15, where it is said that an award, made
in the absence of one of the parties, though duly summoned,
P 2
is

all

assigned by

him

^^

for

;

:

;

;
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is null, unless it shall have been agreed that the arbitrators
might proceed in his absence. There can be no doubt that
it is a good objection that the arbiter (umpire is the same
here) heard evidence and argument or came to his opinion
upon them, in the absence of one of the parties. But I am
[His
satisfied that nothing of that kind was done here.

Lordship here referred to two passages in Voet quoted byIt appears that all the parties were summoned
on all the occasions, and as to their presence in compliance

counsel.]

with the summons, even according to Mr. Fairbridge's own
evidence, he himself was present at all the meetings, with
the exception of that held on Dec. 11th.

He

says he went

away from the meeting of the 10th, but he does not specify
at what stage of it while Mr. Hedley swears that he was
present at all the meetings and at the making of the award.
;

Any

way, therefore, Fairbridge was present at those meetings at which the arbitrators, prior to the 11th, went into
the various matters ; for as to the meeting of the 10th, if a
party does attend any part of a sitting it is his own fault
he go away before the matter is disposed of. And as to

if

the meeting of the 11th, that appears to have been for the
formal purpose of making the award and nothing else. As
the umpire had also attended all the meetings of the
arbiters, when he at length took the case on himself, he had

ample means of ascertaining the real merits of the case
between the parties, and was in a position to come to a
decision without again going over that ground and inasmuch as I am informed that it has been the invariable
;

practice for many years to make the award without the
presence of the arbiters, a fair construction of the words in
Voet, as applied to such a state of circumstances, is to hold

had been agreed between the parties that the award
should be made, though the parties duly summoned to the
meeting of the 11th did not attend. This brings me to
the second objection that Eagar had not been examined as
a witness. This would be a good objection, no doubt, if
there were any evidence that Eagar ever was tendered as a
that

it

witness ; but there is nothing of the kind. All we have on
the affidavit of Fairbridge is, that one of the reasons why
Blackburn would not act was, because he would not have
the evidence of Eagar ; but we are not told how Fairbridge

came

to

have that knowledge, while the

letter of Black-
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burn declining to act assigns no reason whatever for his
jl^^
Feb^i.
taking that course, and there is no affidavit from him in
support of Fairbridge's assertion of this reason. Even sup- ^^1^-^°^
Dixon,
posing that the evidence of Eagar was necessary, we have
no evidence that it was ever tendered, still less that it was
refused to be received, and as little that Blackburn desired,
All we have is an
Blackburn declining
to act.
Then, according to the proceedings, the umpire
had had an opportunity of considering for himself whether
sufficient evidence had been adduced, and it appears that
he did consider sufficient evidence was before him to justify
his making an award. The moment the 12th day of December expired, without an award having been made by the
arbiters, the umpire was entitled to go into the matter, and
he did so with a full knowledge of what had passed. If it
had been desired to show that the evidence of Eagar had
been refused by the arbitrators, and therefore by the umpire
also, which has not been attempted, this should have been
done, not by the affidavit of Mr. Fairbridge as to what he
had gathered from Mr. Blackburn, but by showing from the
proceedings themselves, that one of the arbitrators required
Mr. Eagar's evidence, and that the other disagreed with
him, or that both wished to summon him, and that he would
not attend. In that case, there might have been good
ground for examining into the matter and setting aside the
award. Therefore, I think that, under all the circumstances,
the objections fail, and that this award ought to be made
a rule of Court according to the notice of motion. I have
not gone into the English authorities, because the terms of
the deed of reference here make that unnecessary. But
had I done so they would have shown, that where in England the umpirage is only to take effect on arbitrators
differing in opinion, those are to be held as having differed
when they have not in fact agreed, though they may never
have come so far as to differ and therefore, if I referred to
those authorities, they would only further establish the case
in propria motu, to have that evidence.
inferential affidavit as to the cause of

;

multo fortiori for the award.

Cloete,

J.,

said:

— On

January 12

last, plaintiffs

pre-

sented to the Court a formal deed of umpirage, under a
deed of submission, praying that the same might be made
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The defendants opposed this application,
and Mr. Brand maintained the following three different
m'Sir^fe positions 1st. That the arbitrators did not in fact disagree,
^^^0^but that they retired from the arbitration in consequence
of certain imputations having been made against one of
them by the plaintiffs 2nd. That Mr. Blackburn (one of
the arbitrators) considered Mr. Eagar to be a material
witness, but that he could not be summoned and had not
been heard 3rd. That the other arbitrator, in consequence
of the retirement of the one, was compelled to forbear
taking any further part in the matter. These arguments
appeared to me to embrace the whole context of the objections, and I may at once remark, that from the nature of
these objections it is clear, that not one of these enters
upon the substantial merits of the case, or reflects upon
the conduct of the umpires, and that they are therefore
mere technical objections as to the manner in which the
a rule of Court.

Feb^i.

:

;

;

arbitrators claimed to act.
of the case, it appears to

Now, with respect

me

to the facts

clearly proved that on No-

vember 13 these

parties signed a usual and formal deed of
submission, appointing Messrs. Solomon and Blackburn to

be their arbitrators, and in the event of their disagreeing
or not coming to an award, to fix upon an umpire.
Under
this deed of submission, Mr. Ansdell was nominated as
umpire, and happily I think in this case, it turns out that,
with the consent of all parties, the umpire was present at
all the meetings of the arbitrators and consulted with the
parties, and thus became perfectly conversant with all the
facts of the case, and the items in dispute between the
parties.
That is clearly admitted.
And it is further
proved that the arbitrators proceeded for some time until,
on December 7, a letter was addressed by Mr. Blackburn
declining to act any further as arbitrator. It is not neces-

sary to refer to that letter any further than as shewing that
that arbitrator did not allege any substantial reason for
retiring from the arbitration, nor does he bring forward

any ground for retiring from the duty he had undertaken,
but merely thinks fit to retire, declaring generally that
"for many reasons" he would not proceed. And upon
this state of the case I entertain not the slightest doubt
that the act of the arbitrator retiring from his duty pending the award, amounts to act of disagreement or non-
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agreement with his co-arbitrator, rendering it an act of
"ss.
1-'
necessity on the part of the umpire to enter on his duties
^bthe moment the time came for so doing
co.
Hawea
&
The point,
therefore,

now

for us to decide, is

whether that umpirage is
to stand good or not. I am free to confess at once that the
authorities of Watson and Russell quoted by the AttorneyGeneral are so conclusive that there is no difiSculty whatever as to the practice prevailing in the British Courts, for
they clearly lay down that whenever a positive act is com-

mitted by one of the arbitrators which amounts to nonagreement, the umpire is bound to wind up the proceedings
and bring them to a final issue. The only difficulty arises
from the passage from our commentator Voet, 4, 8, 19 (and

which the Court took time to look into more attentively),
but it appears clear to me, from a careful consideration of
the passage, that it does not bear directly upon this case,
and does not go to the length of declaring the umpirage of
the present umpire to be null and void. [The learned
Judge here referred to Voet, 4, 8, 3, and stated that
generally, under the Dutch practice, penalties were attached
to deeds of submission, so as to compel arbitrators to do
substantial justice to the parties when they have once
taken that duty upon themselves.] No such penalties
have been attached in this present case, and defendants
urge in their own behalf, that justice has not been done
them, as they had not an opportunity of stating their
case, and that sentence should not have been given till
Mr. Eagar's evidence had been submitted. If it had been
shewn in any way that the umpire, Mr. Ansdell, had acted
in the matter with any feeling of prejudice or partiality,
had taken up the case without fully informing himself of
all the facts, I am at liberty to say that the Court would
have entertained serious doubts of the whole proceeding.
But I am perfectly satisfied, from the whole context of the
evidence, that no substantial objection has been made to
the umpirage but, on the contrary, I am satisfied that the
umpire had the parties before him, and had ample opportunity of clearly understanding the case, from the very
commencement of the inquiry, as this is admitted by both
and therefore, there was nothing done by the
parties
umpire without full opportunity being afforded to defen;

;

dants to give every explanation.

With regard

to the point

"*'

D^on^
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S^).'
iiawes sr Co.
"'
Dixon.

that one of the arbitrators said that Eagar would be a
material witness and had not been heard, it would be too
to supposo that we should upset an umpirage on the
mere suggestion that one of the arbitrators had stated that
a particular witness should have been heard for often in
Court we see instances of parties wishing to bring forward

much

;

a particular witness, who, after all, proves nothing. Therefore, thinking as I do that all these objections are merely
of a technical nature, and not shewing any substantial

grievances suffered by the parties through the actual finding of the umpirage, I am of opinion that these objections

should be set aside, and that the award should be made a
rule of Court.

Watekmeyek,

J.,

said:

questions in this case.
receipt of the note
retired

from his

—There
The

first

seem to

me

to be two

has reference to the

by Mr. Fair bridge, when Mr. Blackburn
It would appear that

office as arbitrator.

Mr. Fairbridge, acting for defendants, thought that Mr.
Blackburn, by so doing, set aside all the proceedings under
arbitration, and that it would be necessary to have new
that no action could be at all taken by the
arbitrators
umpire and that, in fact, all proceedings had fallen to the
ground. That was a mistake, for the position taken by the
;

;

umpire was quite correct in law. The terms of submission
were in fact clear on that point that if Messrs. Solomon
and Blackburn did not agree by December 10, the funcIf the words had
tions of the umpire came into existence.
been "if they disagreed," the proper legal interpretation of
those words would have been "non-agreement." But no
words can be plainer than the terms of the deed. The retirement of Mr. Blackburn, therefore, did not authorise Mr.
Fairbridge to forego conducting proceedings for his clients
before Mr. Ansdell, as umpire.
The next question is Is
there any reason that the award of Mr. Ansdell should be set
It appears admitted that, with the consent of both
aside ?
parties, Mr. Ansdell heard all the evidence produced up to
the time of Mr. Blackburn's retirement, and gave notice
after that, that he would sit to hear any further evidence
that was necessary.
It is not suggested at all that
Mr. Ansdell did not do all that was right and necessary for
him to do as an arbitrator, and the only ground on which it

—

—
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has been sought to set aside the award has been a very
isss.
a passage in Voet, relating to the
fX.!^'
absence of the defendant from an umpirage, to which Hawra&co.
Mr. Brand h.a.s made a reference. [His Lordship read the "^'mSn.^*'
strict interpretation of

which was to the effect that if either of the parties
was not present when the award was made, it would be

extract,

Now it is not very clear from the proceedings here,
whether at the time of the making of the award, Messrs.
Meintjes and Dixon, or Mr. Fairbridge for them, were
null.]

present.

In Mr. Hedley's affidavit it is stated that he was
present at the making of the award ; but from Mr. Fair-

bridge's affidavit it is to be inferred that he was not, for
he declares that he was present on the first occasion, when
summoned by Mr. Ansdell, but declined entering on the
proceedings, and that afterwards he was not present at all.
If I thought it important to arrive at the fact, whether he
was actually present at the final award, I should have

required evidence in reply to Mr. Hedley's statement ; but
I don't really think that the words in Voet are to be taken
so strictly as appears in the first instance.
Submissions
and awards, under the Dutch rule, are to a considerable
extent in the same form as those in use in this Court and
those in use in the English Courts. The form of sub-

mission

in fact much the same, with this exception, that
a penalty on the parties if they do not proceed,
and a penalty on the arbitrators if they stop short. That
clause has been omitted in all arbitrations in this Colony,

there

is

is

and I don't believe that such a clause has been inserted in
any deed of arbitration in this Court, or at least I never

knew

of any.
Then, again, the proceedings in the Dutch
Court were these. Not only was there a time fixed, but
there was in many of the deeds of submission a place fixed
where the award was to be made. The award was drawn
up much in the same form as the awards which are drawn
up here but the arbitrators stated more fully the reasons
for the conclusions to which they had arrived and that
formal document, it appears from the authorities, was read
publicly before the parties who were summoned to hear it.
It is to this that Voet alludes.
If the parties did not come
to hear it, it would appear that there was a penalty enforced
against such absent persons. Therefore the presence at
the making the award came to be a matter of important
;

;

—
;
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Jan. 12.
Feb^i.

Hawes & Co.
vs.

Memtjes &
Dixon.

The submission

consideration.

often included a consent of

the parties to a willing condemnation, or a consent to

iudgmcut
beforehand. It is in reference to a submission
o
in,.
ttvoef applies.
and award of this nature that the passage
But such a submission was not entered into between Hedley
& Co. and Meintjes & Co. In coming to a conclusion as
to what was agreed on by the parties when they submitted
their dispute to Messrs. Solomon and Blackburn, and to
Mr. Ansdell, I cannot shut out from my consideration the
constant practice in vogue in all cases of arbitration which

'^

m

are treated in this Court.

am

I

As

litigants.

not aware of a single

made in presence

instance where the award was

of the

a universal rule the awards have been

in the absence of the litigants.

made

All the evidence was

heard, all the parties were heard, but, as to the final conclusion

—the

making and the publishing

of the award

that was always done in the absence of the litigants

and
under the circumstances, that we are bound to
consider what was the universal practice, and consequently
the agreement, to be understood between these parties
and then the Court must consider whether the evidence
had been fairly heard, and whether partiality had been
shewn. It is for these reasons that I don't think the
passage in Voet is to be so strictly received as at first sight
appeared necessary. I don't think it would be right in
this case to set aside what has been a practice of the Court
since its commencement. And there being nothing what'
ever urged substantially against Mr. Ansdell's proceedings
(he having heard all the evidence tendered, and arrived at
a certain conclusion), I think the award ought to be made
I take

;

it,

a rule of Court.

Bell,

J.,

opinion of

remarked that he perfectly agreed with the

Watebmbyee,

placed on the passage in

Award made a

J., as

to the construction to be

Voet.

rule of Court with costs.

r Applicant's Attorney, A. Hutchinson.
LEospondent'B Attorneys, Faikbbidge, Hull

"i

& Meintjes. J
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Metee, Executeix of Smuts,
Agreement

vs.

immovahle property.

to transfer

heirs

and

Meyee.

—Agreement hinding

successors.

Defendant entered into a notarial agreement with 8. to transfer
to him on certain specified conditions the share in a farm
to which he was entitled imder the will of his parents, as
soon as he should heeoms proprietor thereof; the farm was
subsequently transferred to defendant, who signed another

agreement

to give

the former one.

and

transfer on the conditions specified in

8. died without having received transfer,

his executrix sued defendant to compel

transfer.

—Held,

that defendant

was hound

to

him

to give

give transfer

hut could require that the conditions specified in the agree-

ment should

he inserted in the transfer deed.

The plaintiff, as widow and executrix of the late C. Smuts,
summoned the defendant for an order compelling him to

isss.

—

,

give transfer of one-third of the farm " Hartenbosch " in the E^Sri^°s.

by virtue of an agreement entered into
between defendant and deceased, in July, 1826, and a fresh
contract subsequently entered into between the parties in
diTision of George

May, 1852.

The

declaration stated that defendant entered

into a notarial contract with C. Smuts,

now

deceased, dated

July 28, 1826, whereby he agreed, in consideration of the

sum

of £166 13s. 3d., to transfer to Smuts one-third share
of the farm " Hartenbosch " as soon as he, the defendant,

made by his parents,
become the possessor thereof. That on Nov. 22, 1839, the
said farm was transferred to the defendant in freehold as
aforesaid, and he became the possessor, but that owing to
certain differences between Smuts and defendant the transfer of the one-third share was hindered and delayed until
should, in accordance with a bequest

May 22, 1852, when the said differences were finally settled
and arranged, and the defendant agreed by a private undertaking in writing of that date to

make

transfer to Smuts,

on condition of Smuts satisfying the balance of the said sum
That subsequently Smuts satisfied the
of £166 13s. 3d.
That
balance, but defendant refused to make the transfer.

Smuts subsequently

died, leaving plaintiff his executrix,

^'^*''
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and that she was entitled

18B8.

—

Feb.

to

demand transfer from defendant

9-

Executrix,
Meyer.

,

vs.

in terms of the afore-mentioned agreement.

annexed to the declaration provided
farm to Smuts by defendant,
as soon as defendant should become proprietor the price
to be paid after the death of defendant's mother and the
farm to be sold on the following conditions Smuts to have
the use of the pasturage of the whole farm, but not to be
entitled to one of the buildings on the farm, but to have
the right to build for himself a dwelling on that part of the
farm which will be sold to him; that Smuts should be
obliged not to sell that part of the farm of which he becomes
or will become the purchaser except to Meyer, and for the
sum of money for which he has purchased the value of the
buildings which Smuts has erected to be paid by Meyer to
Smuts but should Meyer not be inclined or capable again
to purchase that part of the farm, then Smuts to be at
liberty to sell to any one else.
The document of May 22, 1852, was signed by defendant,
and by it he bound himself to give transfer according to
the contract of 1826 the balance of the purchase price to

The

notarial contract

for the sale of the third of the

;

;

:

;

:

;

be paid by Smuts.
The defendant pleaded the general issue and, further,
that by reason of the death of Smuts, who died before
demanding or receiving transfer, the defendantwas not bound
to give transfer to plaintiff but only to repay the purchase

money

him and the value of the buildings
by Smuts upon the said share of the farm that
defendant had tendered and now again tendered to repay
the appraised value of the buildings, and thereupon to
resume possession; and further claimed in reconvention
that if he was bound to give transfer, that it be declared by
judgment of the Court that he, the defendant, has the right
received by

erected

;

of pre-emption as provided in the contract of 1826.

The plaintiff pleaded to the claim in reconvention that
defendant was not entitled to have the right claimed by
him inserted in the deed of transfer, but that he was only
entitled to the right as stipulated in the contract of 1826,
and that defendant

is willing to receive transfer of the farm
subject to the conditions in the contract of 1826 being an-

nexed to the deed of transfer, and that defendant has always
been willing to receive transfer on these conditions.

—

;;
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The defendant in reply admitted that if plaintiff were
adinde'ed to be entitled to transfer, such transfer should be

.,
subiect to the conditions m the contract of 1826 and lomed
,..

!•

-

„

^

•^

issue.

There was no dispute as to the
Brand, 0.

J. (with

facts.

him, Brand, J. H.), for

ferred to Voet, 26-1-27, as to bequests,
Holl. Cons. vol.

contracts.
p.

114

As

iii.,

189

dec.

plaintiff, re-

and 18-3-10

as to

Burge, toI.

;

ii.,

Van Leeuwen Comm. 4-20-1.

;

to the second question the condition

is

a personal one,

nothing of heirs and successors
Sande. Be Prohib. Alien, pt. 3, c. 2 1, 2.

not real

there

;

is

:

see

Porter, A. G., for defendant.
1st. Is

the contract of 1826 a contract of completed sale

?

A contract to mate a sale in futuro is
the contract in question

make

is

not a contract of sale
a contract binding Meyer to

a sale.

2nd. If there

is

a completed

sale, it is

personal to both

widowhood does not put the plaintiff
position from that of any other executor

parties; the case of
in

any

different

the most remote collateral is equal to the widow.
Successors, &c., need not by our law be named in a deed.
is that if Smuts be
Meyer
nor
his
heirs
shall
be
compellable to give
dead neither
claim
in
reconvention
the question is
As
to
the
transfer.

The

true construction of the agreement

whether,

if

the contract survives to Smuts' heirs, the condi-

tion of pre-emption also survives.

Brand, in reply, referred to

Voet, 23-2-68, 84.

—

The reservation as to sale made in Smuts'
Bell, J., said
agreement in 1826 is more than a personal reservation it
imposed an obligation on both sides, binding heirs and successors.
Smuts and his heirs cannot sell to a third party
unless an offer be first made to Meyer and his heirs, at the
same price the defendant is therefore right in his conten:

;

;

tion that the condition should be inserted in the transfer
deed so as to protect his rights in the future.

—

Whatever doubts may
Cloete, J., concurred and said
have been entertained with regard to the objection to transfer under the agreement of 1826, these difificulties were
:

^

i^ss.

Feb.

9.

Meyer, Smuts'

Exeontnx,
Mever.
Meyer.

ds.

—

—

1858.

Feb.

9.

removed by the fact of a fresh agreement having been come
and deliberately by the plaintiff's husband in
May, 1852, which carried out all the provisions of the previous contract.
The defendant having also agreed to that
to advisedly

Meyer, Smuts'
Executrix, vs.
Meyer.

fresh agreement, undertaking to give transfer, it appears to

me

that the action

well founded.

is

Judgment

for plaintiff,

ordering the transfer, with insertion of the specified conditions as prayed for by defendant.
Each party to pay his

own

costs.*

rPlaintifl's Attorneys, Fatrbridge, Hull & Meintjbs.
L Defendant's Attorney, J C. Bekkang*.

"
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Chase, N.
Ord.

1844.

6,

0., vs.

Auction

Du

Dues.

Toit's Teustees.

—Hypothee

in

favour of

the

Crown.

The Grown has a

and

tors

tacit

collectors

collected,

and

hypothec upon the estates of administraof revenue, for the amount of revenue

upon the estates of auctioneers
1844, in respect of auction dues.
hypothec over the estate of any one with

therefore

trading under Ord.

Has

the

Orown a

tacit

whom
1868.

Feb.
„

Chase

Du

1.

16.
vs.

Toit's

Trustees.

it

6,

contracts? (not decided.)

This was a motion in which the applicant Chase, the
Civil Commissioner of Uitenhage, as agent of the Government, sought to recover the sum of £716 15s. M. owing by

Du Toit, an auctioner, previous to

his insolvency, for auction

The Government claimed a preference for
amount on Du Toit's estate, and the claim had been
allowed by the trustees.f
The facts of the case were as follows
dues.

this
dis-

:

S. J.

Du

Toit carried on business as an auctioneer at

Uitenhage. On his applying for a license S. H. Du Toit
and G. F. Muller became his sureties. From year to year
afterwards he took out a fresh license, but was not called
upon to furnish new sureties. On his auction dues being
*

Watbembtee,

t

Act

5,

J.,

did not

1861, § 8, clause

auction dues.

sit in this case.

1,

abolishes the

Government hypothec

for

;

79
in arrear, the Civil Commissioner called

on the

sureties,

who

pleaded that they were not answerable for any of the arrears
accruing during any years beyond the first. An action was
brought in the Circuit Court, and judgment was given

Du

Toit and the sureties on March 2, 1855, but
on the point being reserved for the Supreme Court, the
latter Court set aside the judgment against the sureties,

against

holding them responsible only for one year.*
S. J. Du Toit surrendered on August 16, 1855, having on
January 3, 1855, passed two special mortgage bonds of
£100 each in favour of one Aspeling. The Grovernment
claimed a preference over these bonds.
The balance of
distribution in the estate was £138 Is., which the trustee
awarded to Aspeling. The recognizance entered into by
Du Toit under Ord. 6, 1844, was dated April 9, 1851, and
the auction dues fell due on the following dates Decem:

ber 31, 1852, £205 ; March 31, 1853, £59 5s. lOd. ; June 30,
1853, £60 16s. Id. October 1, 1853, £80 3s. 6d. December 31, 1853, £12 15s. lid. ; March 31, 1854, £247 12s. 5d.
;

;

;

June 30, 1854, £51 Is.
The amount of £138 Is. was made up of two different
sums £42 12s. 7d. the proceeds of the property specially
mortgaged, and £95 8s. 5d. general assets of the estate,
awarded to Aspeling under the general clause in the bonds.
:

Porter, A. G., for applicant.

Ord.

6,

The auction dues under

1844, constitute a preferent debt by virtue of a legal

hypothec existing in their favour, at least from the time
By the law of the Colony the Crown
is entitled to take a hypothec for the purpose of securing
all debts due by virtue of the following
first, all debts due
to the Crown by people who became debtors through their
administering the funds of the Crown, Civil Commissioners
and the like ; secondly, there is a clear hypothec securing
to the Crown a preference on the estate of persons who held
moneys of the Crown for taxes or duties of any kind
thirdly, the Crown has a preferent right for moneys due by
virtue of any contract entered into between the Crown and
a third party. The hypothec becomes effective before the
amount due is ascertained, and this gives effect to the pretacit

the debt became due.

:

*

Sec Colonial Government v.

Du

Toit

&

Midler, 2 Rearle,

p.

225.

"bs.
..

is-

ci^ys.
Trustees.
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„

isi

a^vs.
DuTolt'8
Trustees.

ferent claim
Orotius.

when the amount

Code.,

Bk.

Wateemetek,

r
_ i-_

is

(See

Voet.

and Bdrtman's

Case,

ascertained.

8.)

referred to Wolff

J.,

.,nm

Z MenZ., p. Oz2.J
It appears that in that case the insolvent's estates were
separately charged with the preferent claim.

Brand, J.H., for respondents. It is clear from Orotius
and Van der Linden that the three categories referred to are
only applicable to administrators or collectors of revenue.
Du Toit was not a collector of revenue, but merely a debtor
This is borne out by Placaat of July 22,
to the Crown.
1749. Du Toit was not a collector of revenue, for he was not
If the law as to
so appointed according to the Placaat.
hypothec was as laid down for the plaintiff, one cannot
understand the necessity that existed in the law, in the
case of the marriage of collectors, as set forth in Voet. The
authorities are very clear on the point of collectors of
revenue. What was the object of framing the law of 1844,
regarding the liabilities and dues of auctioneers ? According to that law they were to be strictly regarded as
auctioneers.
The Placaat of Dec, 1660, proclaimed that
the collectors of taxes should recover all arrears within six
months. As plaintiff had neglected so to recover, he and
not the creditors of Du Toit's estate should be made to suffer.
This is a matter that should be tried by action and not in

motion.
Porter, in reply, referred to Hiiber

and Van der Linden.

Cur. adv. vult.
Postea (Feb.

Bell,

J.

of a motion

:

16),—

—This case came before the Court in the shape
made on behalf

sioner of Uitenhage,

and

of Mr. Chase as Civil

Commis-

in that capacity representing the

Crown, to have the liquidation account and plan of distriDu Toit rectified by the disallowance
of a preferent claim made upon the estate by Mr. Aspeling
as holder of two mortgage bonds for £100 each.
Mr. Chase
bution of the estate of

prays for the disallowance of this claim, and the substitution of one on his behalf as Civil Commissioner for

81

£715

M., owing by the insolvent to the Crown, in
upon goods sold by Du Toit as an
auctioneer, by virtue of a tacit hypothec making the claim
preferent above all other debts. There was a good deal of
law and argument as to those matters in respect of which
the Crown has a tacit hypothec against its debtor. I do
not think it necessary for me to go into all these authorities
again, and for this reason.
The counsel for Aspeling did
admit in so many words in the course of his argument, that
if the debt was owing by the bankrupt in this case, as an
administrator or collector on behalf of the Crown, the Crown
would have a hypothec over it. The contest between him
and the Crown was as to the true character of the auctioneer
in the transaction in which the debt has arisen, so that if I
am able to come to a conclusion upon this point, it will be
unnecessary for me to go further. This, therefore, limits
my inquiry to a very narrow space, in fact to the examinaThere
tion of Ord. 6, 1844, regulating sales by auction.
are a great many sections in that Ordinance which are very
pertinent to the inquiry. In the first place I should observe
that prior to 1831, and to the existence of an Ordinance
passed by the then existing Legislature, all sales by auction
were carried on by Yendue Masters. The nature of that
office I am not familiar with, but I understand that the
Vendue Master was a Government officer, paid by a salary.
The Ord. of 1831 was passed to abolish that office. It is
not necessary for me to go back to that Ordinance, for it
again has been repealed by Ord. 6, 1844, which is sufficient
Now by § 2 of that Ordinance it
for all present purposes.
is enacted that " from and after the said first day of July,
1844, it shall be lawful for any person complying with the
regulations hereinafter mentioned, to exercise the trade or
business of an auctioneer upon taking out a licence, which
shall be in force for one year from the date thereof and no
longer, from the Commissioner of Stamps in Cape Town or
the Distributors of Stamps in the several districts of the
Colony, within their respective districts, upon paper stamped
to the value of £3 sterling, and which shall contain the
true name and residence of the person taking out such a
15s.

respect of duty levied

and if any person shall exercise the said trade or
business of an auctioneer without having a licence in force
at the time when he shall so exercise the said trade or
licence

Vol.

;

III.
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by way

of auction as aforesaid, he shall for

1868.

business or sell

„

every such offence incur and be liable to the payment of
a fine not exceeding £100 sterling to be recovered in any

'

Chase

16.'

to.

Trustee.

Competent Court, one half of which shall be paid to the

and the other half to the Colonial Treasury."
proceeded to quote and comment upon
Lordship
[His
Now,
]
several sections of the Ordinance, and continued
from these enactments it is quite clear to my mind that the
Civil Commissioner is the chief collector of the district,
informer,

:

—

and that the auctioneers within his district are sub-collecwhose remuneration for the service to the
CrOwn is the privilege of prosecution of the business of
auctioneering to the exclusion of the rest of the community;
tors of revenue,

and, as the counsel for Aspeling was obliged to admit, if the
auctioneer be a sub-collector, then the tacit hypothec will

apply.

am

I

of opinion, therefore, that the motion for the

Crown must be acceded

to,

and that an order must be

issued to the Master to rectify the liquidation account and
distribution

Cloete,

by preferring Chase in the place

of Aspeling.

—

Concurring as I do in the judgment
would have refrained from adding a word
to what has just been expressed, but from fear that it might
be thought that an important argument raised by the
Attorney-General as to the extensive range of the tacit legal
hypothec of the Crown had been entirely overlooked or had
been assented to. The Attorney-General laid down as his
J.,

said

:

just delivered, I

first

proposition, that the

Crown has right

of tacit legal

hypothec over the property of every one with whom the
Crown has entered into any contract. It has certainly been
broadly laid down in two short sentences, to be found both
in the Digest and the Code, that "the Fiso" has the right of
legal hypothec upon the estate of him " quo cvm contraxit."
The commentators Van Leewwen and Voet have also adopted
that simple expression without entering

more

fully into a

minute interpretation of the real legal meaning of

this

but I find that Boel, in his notes to Loenius in
his treatise on Decisions of the Court of Holland, Case 17,
expression

;

the first author who lays it down that by the word
" Fisc " used in laws, is not to be understood the Crown or
p. 124, is

Government in its general sense, but only that branch of
the Government which is expressly charged with the coUec-

83
tion of the revenue,

limited meaning

;

and

thus " the Fisc " in

is

for a privilege so extensive

its strict and
and sweeping

not to be construed so as to enlarge, but rather so as to
..,,1
-1
r T
T
restrict the meaning oi legal terms to their strictly gram-

is

.

J

;!•

one of the axioms of the Roman laws
states that judges are not wrong " qui contra fiscum facile
prommciant." Even this able commentator (Boel) clearly
lays down that the " Fisc " means only that branch of the
Government charged with the collection of the general public
revenue (gemeene lands middelen).
In all contracts thus
made by the Crown with individuals, by virtue of which
these are to be charged with the collection of public revenue,
such as Vendue Masters, or by farming out any branch
of public revenue (which was formally very generally done)
the Grovernment or the " Fisc " still retains its right of tacit
hypothec but in my opinion this right cannot be strained
to apply to every contract made on behalf of the Government, say for contracting to build or erect public works, or
engagements of that nature, which do not form the source
of the collection of the ordinary public revenue. I thought
it due to the argument raised by the Attorney-General thus
matical meaning

;

for

;

to express

my

opinion upon this part of the case, as I
we are bound here to pronounce (in

entertain no doubt that

accordance with the principles fully laid down by this
Court in the judgments given in the cases of Buisdnne
(1 Menz., pp. 318, 330); Wolfe v. Bartman (2 Menz.,
p.

322) that the auctioneers are in fact sub-collectors

expressly charged with the collection of one branch of the

public revenue, that at the knocking

down

of the

hammer

at the sale of every article or property sold by them, they
and " their estates " become at once chargeable to the
for the due payment of the auction-fees
belonging to the Government that it makes no difference
whatever as to their liability and the rights of the Crown
on their estates, whether they are regularly salaried officers,
or paid by a percentage and that consequently a legal
tacit hypothec is thereby at once created on their property
until they have satisfied the debt due to the Government.

Government

;

;

Wateemeyee,

J.

:

—I need add scarcely anything to what

except just to refer to one of the
has been already
of
Aspeling, by Mr. Brand. As has
behalf
arguments on
said,

G

2

isas.
,. '

is.

chaser.
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said, the case in the estate of Wolf v. Bartman was
exactly the same as this, and it was then clearly decided
This is
that the auctioneer is a collector of the revenue.

been

plain from the terms of the Ordinance of 1831 and Ord. 6,
1844. In that case, however, the argument which was to

upon by Aspeling was not brought forward, that although the Crown had a tacit hypothec on the
property of collectors and receivers by common law, this
hypothec was abrogated by the fact that auctioneers are by
the Ordinance bound to produce sureties to a large amount.
The Government took another security instead of what by
the common law they had and in illustration of this, after
dwelling upon the public hardship in allowing a tacit
some degree

relied

;

hypothec in addition to the sureties, whereas if the Ordinance had been properly attended to, there could not now
be this large accumulation of auction duty for which the
hypothec was claimed, Mr. Brand referred to the Placaat
of 1749, the latest Dutch Placaat upon the subject, which
has authority in this Court, as analogous to the present
Ordinance.
That Placaat referring to receivers and collectors of the revenue, in some of its sections fixes the

security

and

fixes further that

even the

tacit hypothec

possessed by wives as regards dowries shall be superseded
in favour of

Government.

It certainly

seems to be a hard-

ship that while such securities are taken, at the same time

a tacit hypothec should be insisted on

;
because it is clear
the officers of the Government had done their duty
at Uitenhage, there could never have been this arrear, and

that

if

the tacit hypothec would never have been now claimed.
But in the case of Buissinnes Estate, shortly after the estab-

lishment of the Supreme Court, in a very elaborate judgment delivered, the Court came to this conclusion, as far as
the Placaat of 1749 is concerned
that the securities
fixed by that Placaat were in addition to the Crown's hypothec in the property of receivers or collectors, and in
:

'

—

no respect invalidated that hypothec.
case in the present instance, the

And

this was the

sureties, &c.,

were in

hypothec aiforded by the general
While I quite concur with the judgment, I may state

addition to the

although there

is

much

law.

that

authority for the Attorney -General's

Crown has a hypothec even on
from contract, we don't decide that question

position that the

claims

arising

in this

—
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and I have very considerable doubt whether Govern'

case,

ment

is

entitled to a hypothec of the nature contended

for.

1858.
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Application granted with

costs.

TApplicant's Attorneys, Faikehidge, Hull
LBespondent's Attorney, G. J. De KoetJ.
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UlTENHAGE DIVISIONAL COUNCIL.
12,

lU'i^Act

5,

1855,

§

21~Dwisional

—Notice — Levy of Bate— Chairman.

It is not necessary that the notice to

under Ord. 12, 1844, should

pay Divisional Cowicil rates

specify the year for

which the

rate is levied.

and it
payment of a Divisional
Coimcil rate, that at the meeting at which the rate was
assessed, the chair was taken hy the member for Ward
No. 2, when it should have been taken by the member for

The provisions of Act, 1855,

§

21, are merely directory,

is therefore

no valid objection

Ward

1.

No.

to the

Appeal against a judgment of the Eesident Magistrate of
Uitenhage, in which he had given judgment against the
defendant for £1 Os. lOd. for road rates. The defendant
objected to the summons as defective, in not stating for
and further that the proviwhat year the rate was levied
sions of Act 5, 1855, as to a chairman in the absence of the
Civil Commissioners, had not been complied with, the chair
being taken by the member for Ward No. 2 instead of for
Ward No. 1. The notice in the Gazette was as follows
April 22, 1857. " Notice is hereby given that the Divisional
;

:

Council, by virtue of the authority vested in them by Ords. 8,
1843 ; 12, 1844 ; 7, 1848, and Act 5, 1855, have assessed a
rate for effecting the objects of the first-named Ordinance,
of Id. in the £ upon the value of all immoveable property
in the division of Uitenhage liable to assessment under the
said Ordinances, and the said rate will become due and

payable on June 15 next to

G-.

Dobson, the collector."

1858.

Feb.
„

I.

16.

Scheepers

vs.

Uitenhage
Divisional
Council.
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CounciL

Brand, G.J, for appellant, contended that the notice was
irregular,

and

referred to Ord. 8, 1843, § 25.

Porter, A. G., for respondents, referred to Ord. 12, 1844,

and Ord. 8, 1843, § 20. Nothing is said in the Acts
about assessing a rate for any particular year.
§ 15,

Cur. adv. vult.

Posted (Feb. 16).

Bett,

(after

J.

referring to the

the Magistrate's Clerk,

improper conduct

of

who had sent up papers suppleas to make it, in his opinion, more

mental to the record, so
complete) said
This case was an action against the appellant to compel payment by him of £1 Os. lOd. in respect of
road-rates.
The objection taken to the rate was twofold.
1st. Inasmuch as the rate had not been assessed as stated in
the summons. 2nd. That at the meeting of the Divisional
:

—

Council, the chair, in the absence of the Civil Commissioner,
was not taken by the member for Ward No. 1, but by the

member

Ward 'No. 2. Both of these objections were
and the question is, whether they were properly

for

disallowed,
disallowed.

The summons

says that appellant was a pro-

prietor or occupier of land in June, 1857,

moned to show cause why he did not pay £1

and he was sumOs.

lOd. rates on

his property in accordance with the notice in the Gazette.

That leads

me

to notice the form of the advertisement in
[His Lordship read the notice.] Now the
first objection taken by appellant's plea was general, that
the notice did not specify the year for which the rate was

the Gazette.

levied,

and the objection was supposed to be supported by
The

the form of the Schedule annexed to Ord. 12, 1844.

enquiry therefore is whether, by the terms of the Ord., it
was imperative on the part of the Council to specify the
year for which the rate was levied.
It is necessary therefore to go into the Ord.
[His Lordship here referred to
different sections.]
Having gone through the Ord. I am
satisfied that there was no necessity for the notice or the
summons to specify the year for which the rate was levied;
they sufficiently satisfied the requirements of the Ord. if
they specified the time and the day on which the rate was
due and ought to be paid. I will not say but that it would
be very convenient for parties if the year were specified.

87

But

as in this case the requirements of the law had been
complied with, I think the magistrate was right
disallowing the obiection. Now there only remains the second
1
March when
obiection to the notice, that at the meeting
the rate was made, the Civil Commissioner not being present,
the section of the Act relating to the mode of procedure was
not attended to. Act 5, 1855, § 21, directs that when the
Civil Commissioner is not present the chair is to be taken
by the member for Ward No. 1, and when he is absent then
by the member for Ward No. 2. Here it was taken by
No. 2, while No. 1 was present. What possible interest
can that give to the party appealing against the rate ?
The Act is merely directory as to who is to fill the chair in
order to prevent discussion on such a subject, and so facilitate
business
but what has that to do with the rate ? The

m

•

•

•

1

1

1

•

m

Tifl-

1

1

"ss.
„

is-

ScheepersM.
Uitenhage
Divisional
Council.

;

magistrate acted rightly in disallowing that objection also,
and the appeal must be dismissed with costs.

Cloete and Watermeyeb,

JJ., concurred.

rAppellant'9 Attorney, G. J. De KoetiS."!
LKespondents' Attorney, 0. Tennant. J

Kemp
Application for leave

to

v.

Muller.

bring fresh evidence after case had been

argued.

After removal of an action from a Circuit Court to the Supreme
Court, it was ordered on motion of the parties that the

examined de bene esse at Port Elizawas done, and the case was afterwards set down
for trial in the Supreme Court and argued before two
judges.
In consequence of a difference of opinion on the
witnesses should he
beth

:

this

Bench, the case stood over indefinitely.

On.the arrival of

a third judge, defendant's attorney set down the case "for
:
trial " defendant now applied for leave to produce further
evidence.

The Couet

refused the application.

This case was originally brought before the Circuit Court
at Port Elizabeth, when it was postponed without taking
any evidence. It was then returned into the Supreme

j^jsss.^

^—^^
Muiler.'
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and on motion of the

parties it was ordered that the

witnesses should be examined de bene

esse at
•

The

case was afterwards set

down

i

for trial

Port Elizabeth.
i
ci
the feupreme

m
•

upon the evidence as taken, before
No judgment was given, as there
was a difference of opinion, and the case stood over indefinitely.
After the arrival of Hodges, C.J., the defenThe question
dant's attorney set down the case " for trial."
Court, and was argued

Bell and Gloete,

JJ.

was the right of an auctioneer selling immovable
property to set-off a debt due by him to the purchaser, so as
to satisfy the original demand of the seller.
at issue

Brand, for defendants, applied to the Court for leave to
produce further evidence. The evidence sought to be produced was as to the existence of a custom amongst auctioneers in pursuance of which the set-off in question was

made.
Porter, A.G., contra.

Hodges,
strikes

me

C.J.

I think the time for that

that

when the evidence was taken

gone by.

is

de hene

It

esse, it

was then the duty of defendants to take care and bring
forward all the evidence which they thought would bear on

The difficulties and inconveniences of allowing fresh evidence after argument are very great. I am
speaking now on the general principle; and I think that
the trial cannot proceed on any other evidence than that
already taken especially after an argument.

the question.

—

Bell,

J.,

concurred and said

closed on both sides

;

:

The

case has already been

and the only reason why judgment

has not been given was that the judges could not agree.

The

notice for " trial " was a misapprehension

of the attorney.

The

on the

case should have been set

part

down

for

argument.

Cloete,

J.,

said

:

I hold with

my learned

fresh evidence can be produced.

On

brothers that no

reference to the law

down in which it is
competent for the judges to re-open the case is propter instrumentum novitum repertum ; when a new document found.
authorities, the only case clearly laid

:

It is therefore contrary to the general practice of
law to take
fresh evidence at this stage.

^i85s,

June

15.

Kemp vs,
Muller.

Application refused.
rApplicanf 8 Attorneys, A. Hutchinson.
LKcsponaent'a Attorneys, Faieekldge, Hull

MOEKEL

V.

n

& Meintjes. J

StANFOBD.

Provisional sentence.

—

Title.

Provisional sentence was prayed against defendant, the son
of
one 8., on a bond passed ly defendant in payment
of the
balance of the purchase-price of a farm purchased from
plaintiff,

whose father and uncle had bought from the estate

of

a public

8., at

sale held hy the assignees

of the

estate

of

8.

8. alleged that the deed of assignment under which the
assignees acted was void, and that an action was about to

him against the alleged assignees to have it so
and that after the purchase by defendant he had
given him notice of the above facts.
The defendant now
he brought by

declared,

disputed plaintiff's

title

—

Held, that provisional sentence must be granted.

In this case provisional sentence was prayed upon a mortgage bond passed by defendant, E. B. Stanford, in favour of
the plaintiff, for the sum of £1050. The bond was passed
in payment of the balance of the purchase price of a farm
situate at Hottentots' Holland.
The farm was formerly a
part of the property of Sir Eobert Stanford, and was put up
for sale by his assignees in April, 1855. This farm, together
with another, was knocked, down by the auctioneer to W.
and H. Morkel, father and uncle of the present plaintiff.
Transfer was thereafter made by the assignees of a portion
of the farm to the plaintiff. In ignorance of the above
facts, defendant purchased a portion of this farm so transThe defendant objected to pay the balance of the
ferred.
purchase-money, as he alleged plaintiff's title was not a
good one.
The vendue roll of the auctioneer, J. G. Steytler, who

isss.

—

Stanford!
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^^® ^^^^ °^® ^^ ^^^ ^' Stanford's assignees, showed that
W. and H. Morkel. The affidavit
of Sir E. Stanford stated that defendant was his son that
he gave notice to defendant, as soon as he had knowledge
*^® property was sold to

:

of the facts relating to the transfer of the property, not to

pay the amount of the mortgage bond to the

plaintiff, as

he

considered the whole transaction with regard to the sale of
the farm as invalid, and disputed the authority of the
assignees to sell.
Defendant had possession of the property.

defendant, contended that Morkel had no proper
that the transfer was bad as being in fraud of the

Cole, for
title

;

Government and the provisions

of Ord. 18, 1844, as to

transfer dues.

Benyssen, for plaintiff, contended that defendant must
bring an action to rescind the sale, if he wished to prove
anything as to the validity of the title. The document was
liquid

;

title or

and defendant was in possession. Any objection

to

authority to sell must be specially pleaded.

This is scarcely a proper objection, because
quite clear that, although this document may be sufficient prima facie for provisional judgment, it is quite comOole, in reply.

it is

petent for the parties to show that it was given in error, as
in Kennel v. Harries (1 Menz. p. 85), where a promissory note

prima facie good, but the defendant swore that the note
had been given in a gambling transaction, and, the con^a,s

sideration being bad, the Court held it could not grant

provisional sentence.

Defendant has given this bond

consideration of a title to property.

in

If that title is bad,

then the bond cannot hold good, and provisional judgment
cannot be granted.

—

Hodges, C.J.
Plaintiff comes here, prima fade, with a
mortgage bond for a good consideration, because defendant
is in possession of the property. Thus, primAfade, plaintiff
has a right to receive the money. I should have been very
:

anxious to have assisted defendant if this other course were
not open to him, namely, that he may, although we give
provisional sentence, take steps

whereby he may

these points as to defect in the

title.

raise all

Therefore, as the

matter stands now, and I speak the sentiments of the whole

91
Court, defendant has not shewn any cause to prevent provisional sentence being given

but he

;

may

avail himself of

the ability he has to raise these questions at a subsequent
stage of the proceedings.

Bell,

J.

:

—It appears to me that this

is

any good ground of

is

objection,

Stanford,

just a branch of

a large case, which always seems to be fought shy
there

juf'^iz

j^g^ ^j

why

of.

If

does not the

principal in the transaction call in question the acts of his
trustees and all who derived title from them ? But here, in
answer to this provisional case, defendant raises a question
of title, and the Court cannot, of course, refuse giving effect
to this application, the plaintiff suing on a liquid document

of debt.
[Cole

:

The

Hodges,

action against the assignees has commenced.]

—

That should have been stated in the
an important fact. However, I think no
injury can happen to defendant by his following the course
to which I have already referred.
aiSdavit.

O.J.

:

It is

Provisional judgment for

£1050 and

interest.

vs. Trustees in the Estates
OP E. L. Chiappini and A. Chiappini & Co.

Anstbuther and Others

Partnership and Separate Estates.

C, a partner in

C.

ship

Insolvency.

—

Begistration.

& Go., lought landed property with partner-

ship fwnds, hut the transfer
effected in his

—

own name.

and private

estates,

On

was passed and

registration

sequestration of the partner-

—Held,

that the property must he

administered as G.'s separate property.

This action was brought by certain creditors in the
private insolvent estate of E. L. Chiappini, for the purpose
of declaring certain farms at Natal, purchased by him and
registered in his name, to belong to his private estate, and
therefore not liable to be taken for the benefit of the creditors of the firm,

which had surrendered in 1855.

^"^'{g
»

^ 3.

*g^*'J^,™Trustees,
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Aug.

18.

„

23.

Anstruther M.
Trustees.

The

declaration stated that defendants were the trustees
Co., which was surren-

of the joint estate of A. Chiappini

&

dered on July 7th, 1855, and also of the private estate of
E. L. Chiappini, which was surrendered on Aug. 9th, 1855
that at the time of the surrender of the said private estate
certain

immovable property, being an undivided

half-share

in four farms situate in Natal, stood registered in the

name

That the defendants have sold and
received payment of the said share, but have brought the
proceeds, amounting to £1300, into the partnership estate
of E. L. Chiappini.

of E. L. Chiappini

whereby the

&

Co. instead of into the private estate,

plaintiffs

have been injured, and they prayed

that the said proceeds might be declared to be assets of the
private estate.

The defendants pleaded that the transfer was made erroneously in the name of E. L. Chiappini, and that the land
was bought and paid for by E. L. Chiappini, A. Chiappini,
and W. Y. Eldridge, trading as A. Chiappini & Co. that
;

the property was notoriously

known

in

Natal and in the

Colony as belonging to the partnership
that directions
had been given by A. Chiappini & Co. to an agent in Natal
to transfer the property into the name of the firm, but by
;

mistake it was transferred into the name of E. L. Chiappini
that defendants were entitled to pray that the error might
be redressed.
On these pleadings issue was joined.

Eor the plaintiff:
Edward Lorenzo Chiappini stated
firm of A. Chiappini

&

Co.

sequestration of Antonio

:

I was partner in the

It consisted at the date of

Chiappini, myself, and

W.

Y.

knew the property held in partnership with
Laffann and Nosworthy. Our firm were the other partners.

Eldridge.

I

Laffann and Nosworthy were not partners in all our property at Natal. I was the acting man to buy all these
properties.
Some properties were registered in the Deeds
Eegistry in the name of A. Chiappini & Co. There were

my own name. All the
property had been got before Laffann and Nosworthy joined.
The farm " Tongati " was granted in my name on Sept. 1st,

likewise properties registered in

1848 I bought it for £100 with money of the firm. The
farm " Noodtsberg " was transferred in my name on Oct. 2nd,
1854 two other farms were also so transferred about the
:

;
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same time.

All the rest of the farms were in the firm's
name. In my opinion I intended to draw no distinction.
Nearly every farm in Natal I had to fight for, and as I had
no power of attorney from my father, I thought it safer to
buy in my own name. Harding ought to hare transferred
to A. Chiappini & Co.
I was in Natal about two months
before " Tongati " was transferred, and about eighteen
months after, and three or four times since. The firm of
Chiappini & Co. conducted business as merchants in Cape
Town for several years. I went to Natal to look after a
debtor in 1848, and then finding people trekking, bought
Our firm conducted business at Natal as
several farms.
Jargal.
He ostensibly dealt as Jargal, but at Natal men of
,

business generally

knew

that

we supported him.

I

knew

Major Anstruther. He held certain shares in mining companies.
I sold about 200 of these shares for him about
three months before sequestration. The money went to the
firm of A. Chiappini

on

my

&

Co.

Anstruther

separate estate for that amount.

is

now a

creditor

I bought the pro-

perty " Bloemendal " from Maynard, paying him in shares.
There were two shares in the mining company, one in my

and one in my name. By the trust deed of the
company no firm could take shares; subsequently such
share was divided into 100 or 200 shares. Part of these
shares I bartered with Maynard. Whether I gave him my
The deed of
father's or my own, or both, I don't know.
Chiappini,
signed
E.
and the
was
Maynard
purchase from
mortgaged
the
property
I
for
way.
the
same
went
transfer
the
firm,
and
the
to
repairs
went
money
that
and
£1600,
There was a
after that went out of the partnership funds.
house at Eondebosch also bartered for shares. I mortgaged
The transfer was in my own name, but the
it for £300.
money went to the firm. I also got a house and cottages at
Wynberg for mining shares. I mortgaged the property for
£1300, which went to the firm and I took from the firm
about £1250 for repairs. The money was passed to the
credit of an account in our books called " mortgage bonds."
The repairs went to the debit of "Bloemendal," because I
considered " Bloemendal " my property. The Wynberg property I considered my own except the cottages, which were
paid for by shares in the South African Mining Company
father's

;

;

the Eondebosch property I considered as the

firm's.

'*^^-

Ang.
<

18.

^ 3.
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„

18.
23.

Anstruther

By

vs.

Chiappini's
Trnstfies.

:

The

shares were paid for

by partnership

funds.

the

Codet I kept no private account at the bank.
moneys in the name of the firm. Laffann
:

I drew out all

and Nosworthy entered as purchasers of moieties of estates
on June 22nd, 1853, and purchased from the firm. I produce the deed of arrangement.

There can be no possible
immovable property except coram lege loci:
Voet. 41-1-38 to 42
Harris v. Buissinne (2 Menz. p. 105)
Bell's Commentaries (vol ii. pp. 613, 614 ad loc. " as to land
and other property "). A. Chiappini & Co. could have forced
Porter, A.G., for plaintiffs.

tradition of

;

E. L. Chiappini to transfer the property. An executor is
a universal successor, and an executor might have been

compelled to make the transfer but if E. L. Chiappini
had transferred to a third party, the firm could not take
the property away. But creditors in bankruptcy are singular
successors.
In Buissirme's Case if he had died his executors
would have been bound to transfer. See Bell's Commentaries,
;

and Chiappini

vs. Jaffrays' Trustees (2 Menz.
obtained by fraud, yet if this
fraud be brought to the notice of the person in whose name
the title should be, and he does not take steps, he cannot

vol.

p.

i.

p.

192).

282,

Even

if title

is

have the transfer set aside. See Burton's Insolvent Law,
§§ 405, 406; Voet. 17-2-6; Coren obs. 25, n. 48, 49; Voet.
41-1-41.
Brand, C. J., for defendant
Chiappini's agent at Natal:

—

received instructions to transfer the property from him to
the firm, but did not do so on the plea that the local law

required that transfer shall always be taken out in the name
of the purchaser. Though the property stood in E. Chiappini's

name, he

is

only to be looked upon as an agent
the firm, who were the principals,

effecting the purchase

;

must be considered as the real owners. See Coren. Ohs. 25,
num. 49, a judgment of the High Court of Holland to
the effect that a sharebroker instructed by his principal to
purchase shares in the Dutch East India Company, pur-

chased them, and with the consent of the principal had
them inscribed in his, own name. On the sharebroker's
insolvency, the Court of Holland held that, notwithstanding the inscription in his name, the shares were to be con-
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This is exactly the
41-1-41, shows the exception to the
general
rule as to transfer coram leqe loci.
°

sidered the property of the principal.

present case.

Voet,

"^

."^'g
..

^ s.

Anstrntherrs.
Chiiippims
Trustees.

Hodges,

C.J.

entitled to the

:

—It appears

to

me

that the plaintiffs are

judgment of this Court, because I think the

proceeds of the property at Natal must be treated as part of
the estate of E. L. Chiappini. Now I do not wish to go
into the transaction

between B. L. Chiappini and his

partners, because in the Tiew in which I decide the case

may

be taken for granted that as between partners

it

it

was a

bond fide transaction, and that the partners had means at
their command at any time, if they had chosen to use them,
for the purpose of compelling E. L. Chiappini to have the

own names as the true owners of
no insolvency had intervened it appears to me
that they might have been entitled to require him to have

estate transferred in their
it.

And

if

this estate, purchased with partnership funds, re-transferred

them as they deemed proper. But here insolvency has
intervened before a transfer of the estate was demanded by
the partners from E. L. Chiappini, who purchased the estate
for

with partnership funds, and therefore we are not now to
consider the equities which exist between the partners and

E. L. Chiappini, but we are called upon to consider the
position of the creditors of E. L. Chiappini, who come to
this Court and say that as they found E. L. Chiappini enregistered as the owner of the estate

it

has vested in the

trustees of that estate, and, by operation of law vesting in
these trustees, they are entitled to treat the estate as his

and

to sell for the benefit of his private estate.

appears to

me
to me

that this

is

And

it

a position which can be sustained.

that the decision which this Court came to
in the case of Harris v. Buissinne (2 Menz.
years
ago
several
decided this case, because, as I underfact
in
has
p. 105)
It appears

stand that case, although not on record, Harris had paid
Buissinne, the owner of an estate, a considerable sum of
money for it. He not only paid the purchase-money, but
was allowed to go into a position where he was as the owner
of the estate apparent to all the world, but he neglected to
have a transfer made upon the register from the name of

Buissinne to his own.

After he had been thus in possession

of it for several years Buissinnd

became

insolvent,

and then
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Buissinne's creditors stepped in, as the creditors of E. L.

1868.

Chiappini do here, and claimed the property as being vested

» 3.

Anstruther
Trustees,

IS.

in Buissinne at the time of his insolvency and so liable to

be Seized for the payment of Buissinne's debts. The Court,
argument, decided that the trustees were
entitled to take it.
They decided that the register must
be taken as the document where the true owner of every

after hearing the

estate

must be looked

for, and that as far as the law contemwould be necessary to refer to the
that is a very wholesome rule and one which

plated ownership
register.

Now

it

should not be lightly departed from.

good law, which I

fore as

am bound

that this case falls within the

Treating that there-

to do, it appears to

same principle

me

altogether, and

although there may be equities existing between the partners
and E. L. Chiappini, still I think the creditors are entitled
to come to this Court and say
We find E. L. Cliiappini
registered as the owner of the estate, and therefore require
that that estate should be sold for our benefit." Now that is
a principle which will operate very favourably, as it appears
to me, in making the title of partners perfect and complete,
:

known that

a person appearing on the register will be
Court as owner, as between creditors because the principle must not be extended beyond that, as far
as my opinion goes
that the equities of the creditors will
be guarded
that whatever equities may exist between
registered owners and third parties it is the neglect of the
third party to allow persons who are no longer owners to
remain on the register, and that they will be obliged to
give up all equities in favour of the creditors wherever a
case occurs. Mr. Brand has relied upon a decision which
if it is

treated

by

—

this

—

;

has been called Corens Case throughout the proceedings;
but I confess I am unable to consider that as an autho-

One point which was
undiscussed in that case. As
to the effect of the register being made out in the name of
the agent, I treat that as a case where the law of factor and
principal was discussed and it may be a very good decirity applicable to the present case.

raised on the other side

is

;

probably a very right decision, in so far as it is taken
as a decision bearing upon the rights of principals and
sion,

It is difficult to know how it was that the point
raised in the present case was not raised then if there was
in truth a Placaat of Charles V. which required the regisfactors.
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My impression is that from some
cause the point did not arise, because where a case is taken
up to the Court of Appeal it is not possible that so strong a
point as this would be passed over without notice. I therefore cannot treat that as a case which discusses anything
contrary to the decision which I now come to. It appears

tration of these shares.

me that it is only carrying out the law as laid down in
Harris v. Buissinne for me to hold here that the property at
Natal remaining on the register in the name of E. L. Chiapto

pini, it

must be taken to be

trustees.

his property, vested in his

We

which may

cannot now entertain questions of equity
have existed between E. L. Chiappini and his

partners.

Bell,
say

J.

I do not

much more than

know

that

it

is

necessary for

me

to

that I concur in thinking that there

should be judgment for the plaintiffs. The counsel for
defendant candidly admitted that the law was against him,
but he said that there were certain exceptional cases and he
quoted from Coren a case as an example, and one of those
exceptional cases, and that in his opinion and according to
his argument there was a close analogy between that and
the present case. Now that case in Coren certainly was a
striking one, for notwithstanding independently a positive
law requiring that transfer of East India shares should be
registered, the Court disregarded that law and gave judgment in favour of the principal against the creditor of the
factor, who, according to the express instructions of the

had purchased shares and registered them in his,
own name. As I have just said that is undoubtedly a striking case, yet this may be observed upon it, as
has been already remarked from the Chair, that although
principal,

the

factor's,

made it necessary to register
the transfer, yet from the beginning to the end of the case
there was not the slightest reference made to that law, viz.
the Placaat of Charles V. Therefore, if this were a case of
principal and factors, I am not sure that even then I would
feel myself bound to go along with that case in Coren and
disregard the express law but this is not a case of principal
and factor, and therefore it is not necessary to consider it.
there was such a law existing as

;

This is the case of the purchase by the partner of a company,
without the authority of the firm, of articles in which the
Vol. hi.

H

"^s.
^^^^
..

Aastrather
,

I'nistees.

»».

;
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did not deal. Now that is not a case of principal and
was not even a case of principal and agent satisfactorilj established to my mind, because, from what I hare
Seen of the evidence, I am inclined to believe that what was
said about the firm authorizing and adopting certain things
was a hoax altogether. E. Chiappini was a partner in the
firm, and the firm altogether, as far as I can see, for he did

.firm

2 3.

factor, it
r».

just as he chose.

^

Therefore I

am

not bound to consider the

matter strictly as a case even of principal and agent. I do
not see what the nature of the purchase was, whether it was
for E. Chiappini himself to serve his own private purposes,
or whether it may not have been to serve his own private
cases that he kept his name enregistered so long as the
owner instead of transferring the property to the company.
There is no evidence on that point, satisfactory to my mind
but however, without going into that, all I would say is
that if this were the exact case cited by Coren I might
perhaps be obliged to regulate my decision by it. But I am
not sure I could even go that length, because, as I stated
before, the report of that case does not make any reference
to the express law of the country regarding registration.
More I will not at present say than that, the law of this
Colony being admitted by the defendant to be against him
except for this case in Coren, I see no ground why we should
disturb a well-ascertained law a law, too, that it is of the
utmost importance to the community should not appear to
be doubted for a moment. Nothing has been shown which
would in the least justify my doing so.

—

Cloete,

I also entirely concur in the opinion just
learned brethren. The necessity for the
Deeds Eegistry Office is felt in its beneficial operation by
every person connected with the public interests of the
J.

expressed by

my

colony, or in respect to his

own

private affairs

;

and

it is

admitted on all hands that it has become a sacred duty of
the Court not to shake that falladivm as regards immovable

admitted that the only cases in which our
immovable property are those of
fidei eommissvm or entails, or devises under testamentary
In these such property may yet be declared to
questions.
belong to the legatee, devisee, or fidei-commissary heirs*
without specific title appearing on the deeds registry. But
property.

Courts

still

It is

trace a title to
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with these marked exceptions nothing is so sacred as the
entered on the public deeds registry, which at once
shows in whose actual dominivm any landed property stands
enregistered. By an Ordinance of 1846, it was enacted that
not only this, but every law applicable to this Colony, in
regard to titles to immovable property, should hold good in
precisely the same manner at Natal as in this Colony.
Then
it appears that in 1848, E. Chiappini, going to that place,
bought certain properties in the name and on behalf of
A. Chiappini & Co., and also some other properties, of which
these now in question form part, in his own individual name.
Why this was done has not been satisfactorily explained to
my mind ; but it is clear that although those lands were
paid for by funds out of the firm of A. Chiappini & Co., they
remained standing for years in the name of E. Chiappini
individually, so that, if there be a joint estate of A. Chiaptitle

& Co., and a separate estate of E. Chiappini, I really
do not see how it is possible for any judge or any man of
common sense, to doubt but that, for some reason or other
not explained, certain parts of that property remained in
the name of A. Chiappini & Co., and certain other parts
remained in the name of E. Chiappini individually; and
consequently, by the law of the land we are bound to
declare that by the surrender of the private estate of

pini

E. Chiappini, the property standing enregistered in his name
becomes the property of the creditors of his private estate.
In this case, no doubt, the authority of Coren was much
relied on by the counsel for the defendants but it appears
;

me

that, in that case, as reported, the question of registration never was the subject of direct discussion, nor a

to

doubt ever thrown on the necessity of registration. The
whole case there hinged (as it strikes me) on the question
in how far property purchased by a broker for his employer
could be held to be vested in the former. But with that we
have nothing to do here. We may then admit that these
lands were paid for out of the funds of the firm but there is
no authority for stating that because that property was
bought by money out of the firm of A. Chiappini & Co.,
that therefore, eo ipso, the firm is to have a legal right of
;

dominivm in the property. That is decided, expressis verbis,
by Voet in 1-8-16, where he makes this remarkable distinction-

Similiter nee pretivm ex rebus immohilibus divenditis
H 2

^"^''g
>

^ 3.

Anstrutiier
Trostesa.

»«.

—
;
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redaetum immolililus
^

recte

adnwmeraveris, &c.

_

principle

it is

clear then that

by the law of

From
-I

.

that

/--J

this Colony,

^^ere a public debt registry has been established to repregent all the rights

and

titles to

immovable property, the
document to which

transfer or title itself is then the only

we ought

to look, with the exception of the excepted cases

—

inheritances and fidei-commissa. The Public
Debt Eegistry may be inspected by any person paying halfa-crown, and shows the amount of credit which may be
I have stated

allowed to persons in so far as regards their legal possession
of landed property. I am therefore obliged to hold that this
property belongs to the private estate of E. Chiappini and

must be disposed

of accordingly.

Wateemeyer, J.
The case

delivered.

I also concur in the

judgment

just

of Harris v. Buissinne, the authority of

which has never been called in question, decides this one.
No doubt the authority of the case in Coren is a strong one
but this is clear, with reference to that case, that that was a
case of a factor, or rather sharebroker and it must be borne in
mind that not only was such a factor a person who, ordinarily, by virtue of his office, acquired not for himself but
others, but in some instances the rule was stringent, and I
should not wonder if it turned out, on further examination,
that in this very instance, the factor was not able legally,
;

or in accordance with his ordinary duties, to acquire for

himself property in which as broker, he dealt for his princi-

However, Voet

pals.

refers to this case in his title

"Pro

Socio" and certainly the reference of Voet (17-2-6) to Goren's
Case gives it an authority in cases of partnership ; but this
reference is not to be extended beyond what Voet really can

have intended by

it.

It will

be observed that

Voet,

immedi-

ately before the section in which he refers to Coren, speaks
of partnership as being universal and particular (17-2-i)

the particular again relating to general matters of commerce
or to special adventures.
Then having spoken of these he
goes on further and states (17-2-5) " That which is acquired
beyond the ordinary range of the partnership by a partner,
'

dbi

"

The 6th

must be taken in reference
and not extended beyond it, the
of that extension being to do away with the law of

retinet.'

section

to the passage in the 5th,
effect

registration in matters of this nature.

The

doctrine in the
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6th section can have reference, in a mercantile partnership,
only to such things as ordinarily form the subject of commercial transactions.

Under these circumstances
doubt that judgment must be for plaintiffs.

Judgment

I have no

1858.
18.

Aug.

23.

>,

Angtruther

for plaintiffs accordingly, costs out of the part-

nership estate.
rPlaintiffa' Attorneys, J.

& H. Reid.

1

L Defendants' Attorneys, Fairbridge, Hull &Meintjes.J

Stanford
Action

to set aside

vs.

Beunette and Others.*

deed of assignment.
" Minute."

—Notarial" Grosse

"

and

to set aside a deed of assignment of movable and im^
movable property executed by plaintiff for the benefit of his
creditors, first, on the allegation of the want of due execu'

Action

tion, mutilations, interlineations,

and made

and

erasures, introduced

in material parts of the deed after execution

;

ground that the deed itself was inconsistent
with the intention with which as alleged by plaintiff it was
designed, being made to include immovable as well as
movable property, and with a letter of instructions intended
to control the deed and which was to have been annexed
thereto ; dismissed by the Supreme Court and, on appeal, by
secondly,

the

upon

the

Privy Council.

This action was instituted for the purpose of setting aside
a notarial deed of assignment made by Sir Eobert Stanford
for the benefit of his creditors, and dated December 30, 1854,

had never been perfectly
executed secondly, that it had been naturally altered by
mutilations, interlineations, additions, and erasures, without
appellant's knowledge or consent thirdly, that the effect of
the deed was controlled by a letter of instructions dated
December 23rd, 1854, referred to in the deed. The defence
was that the deed was duly completed, executed, and
on the ground,

first,

that the deed

1858.

Aug. 26.
..

27.

1869.

Aug.

3.

1860.

June
„

25.
26.

;

;

See 14 Moo. P. 0.

p. 35.

vs.

Chiappini's
Trustees.

Stanford vs.
Brunette.

;
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Aug.
„

26.
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1869.

Ang.

3.

1860.

June 26.
„

and had in no material respect been altered since
and that the loss or non-production of the
letter of instructions referred to in the deed was not chargeable to defendants, and was immaterial to the validity of

attested,
its

execution,

26.

the deed.
Stanford vs.
Brunette.

The

declaration alleged that

on December 13, 1854,
judgment in the
for £2055 8s. 6d., and that

Steytler, one of the defendants, obtained a

Supreme Court against plaintiff
on such judgment a writ of execution was taken out on
December 16, 1854, and under such writ the sheriff seized
plaintiff's

Division,

movable property at Klein Eiver in Caledon
and made his return and valuation on December

24th, that plaintiff was at that time possessed of several

landed estates and other movable and immovable property
of value of about £40,000 ; that he was at the time of such
seizure in weak health and unable to attend properly to the
management and conduct of his affairs, and that under such

circumstances and in order to prevent the serious
of his property, which would have ensued

if

sacrifice

the same were

sold under the writ, he applied to defendants

Hope and
long been known, for advice and
assistance, and thereupon on December 24, 1854, a meeting
of plaintiff's creditors was called by the advice of Brunette,
Brunette, to

whom he had

Capetown that it was there
proposed that immediate steps should be taken for preventing the sale of the property so seized and for raising £500
to enable plaintiff to proceed to England for his health
that in pursuance of such objects another meeting was held
at the same place on December 27th, that at such meeting
it was arranged that plaintiff should assign his estate and
effects to defendants Hope, Brunette, and Steytler, in consideration of the two first named satisfying Steytler's writ
and advancing to plaintiff £500 to enable him to proceed
so England, on trust, in case such advance and any liabilities
at the ofSce of the latter in

;

which might be incurred by the two first-named in discharging the judgment of Steytler, should not be repaid and discharged by plaintiff, on or before October 31st, 1855, to sell
and dispose of so much of the farm-stock and other movable
property of plaintiff as should be sufficient to pay off such
advances and discharge the unsecured debts of plaintiff,
which did not then exceed about £200 that Edward Hull,
a notary public, was thereupon instructed by defendants to
;

"
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draw up a deed of assignment in accordance with the ahove
agreement that Brunette and Hope at the same time handed
over to Steytler their promissory notes for the amount of his
judgment debt that the notes were taken and accepted by
him in satisfaction and discharge thereof and that the writ
mi
T-.
1
was accordingly withdrawn.
That on December 30th,
another meeting was held at Brunette's office, whereat
plaintiff, the defendants Hope and Brunette, Hull, one
John Brunnette and Joseph Stanford, plaintiff's son, were
present, that Hull produced a deed professed to have been
drawn up by him in accordance with the instructions given
him on December 27th, that such deed contained no erasures
;

;

:

or interlineations such as afterwards were

made

therein in

the presence of or with the sanction of plaintiff except the
" in accordance with the wishes expressed in a
words
certain letter dated December 23rd, 1854, addressed by the
:

said Sir Eobert Stanford to the said assignees and hereunto
annexed " that these words were interlined at the request
;

of plaintiff,

and that

plaintiff at the

same time handed the
be annexed to the

letter therein referred to, to Hull, to

deed, and that this letter was addressed to plaintiff's
creditors generally, and not to any individuals as assignees,
as by mistake alleged in the deed, and that the words " or

them singly," and the words " or attorney and
"
agent," and the words " or his were struck out at plaintiff's
request, and that he refused to make any other than a joint
appointment of defendants, and also the word " instant

either of

following " October," which was struck out as a clerical
" substituted ; and that after such
error, and the word " next

and no others, had been made in the
deed, the same was then and there signed by him and
defendants Brunette and Hope, but by no others, and that
at the time of such execution two schedules, one whereof
contained a full and true inventory of all plaintiffs movable
alteration as aforesaid,

property, and the other a list of his creditors, with the
amounts of their respective claims against him duly made
and prepared, and which had two days previously been

signed by him, were handed to the notary to be annexed to
the deed that the deed was not attested by Hull at the
time when the same was executed by plaintiff, and that
some time after the execution of the deed, on January 24th,
;

1855,

plaintiff left

the

colony and

sailed

for

England

^i' jie
j-jg,^'-

^^fi^'

June 25.
„, Vi,
Stanford US.
Brunette.
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Brunette.'

without having in any way been consulted by defendants
in reference to the deed or matters connected therewith.
That one of the conditions on which the deed was to become

1-1

.

1

•

1

•

and valid assignment and without which it was not to
be binding on any of the parties thereto, was, that the same
should be Bxecuted by all plaintiff's creditors on or before
October 31st, 1855 that this had never been fulfilled and
that the deed had been, since the execution thereof by him,
mutilated and altered in many of its most material parts,
and that the letter of instructions which was to have been
annexed thereto, and which formed a most material part,
had been abstracted and destroyed, and was not forthcoming
at the time of the declaration being filed, and that the
schedules which had been signed as aforesaid by him and
ought to have been annexed to the deed, had also been
abstrapted and destroyed, and were not forthcoming at the
time of filing the declaration, but that two other pieces of
paper, in Brunette's handwriting, and purporting to be, but
which were not, correct schedules of plaintiff's property or
of his debts, and which were not signed and had been
a good

;

wrongfully prepared since the execution of the deed, were
improperly annexed thereto at the time of filing the declaration, and that the signatures of the various persons who
professed to have executed the deed were not and never had
been duly attested, inasmuch as one of the alleged witnesses
was plaintiff's son and therefore incompetent to attest his
that neither of the alleged witnesses were
notarial act
present at the time when various other parties signed the
;

deed, and that the signatures of such last-mentioned parties

were not attached to such deed within the time allowed for
that the very condition and conits execution as aforesaid
;

sideration

upon and

never carried

which plaintiff signed the deed was
out or fulfilled, inasmuch as defendants
for

authorized and directed the sheriff to sell the property
seized as aforesaid, and thereby the very serious loss and

damage which was to have been prevented by such deed,
was incurred, that the sum of £500, which was to have been
advanced to him was not so advanced, but only about £300;
that in consequence of these mutilations, erasures, interlineations, abstractions, substitutions,

and

informalities,

and

the non-fulfilment of the considerations and conditions of
the deed, the same was incomplete, invalid, and ought to

:

:
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be set aside ;] yet that, notwithstanding such invalidity,
defendants had proceeded, during plaintiff's absence from
the Colony, to deal with and dispose of the whole of his
property; and the plaintiff prayed that the deed might be
declared null and Toid and set aside.
The defendants pleaded
Eirst,

The general issue.
They specially denied

Secondly,

so

much

of the declara-

tion as averred the non-execution of the deed of assignment

by

all the creditors within the prescribed time; and the
defendants averred 'that all plaintiff's creditors who were
such at the time of the execution of the deed, had either
signed it, or recognised, acted under and adopted it, as if

they had signed it and that not any creditor who was such
at the time of the execution of the deed had at any time
since taken any proceedings in any way against plaintiff
in regard to his debt, but on the contrary all his creditors
had accepted and acted under the provisions of the deed as
fully as if they had all signed the same.
And for a claim in reconvention defendants pleaded
That every alteration, interlineation, and erasure then
;

and upon the original minute of the deed, and
then remaining in the protocol of the notary, Edward Hull,
was made by the express desire or with the full concurrence
of plaintiff, and before plaintiff executed the same and
that the letter in one of the interlineations of the deed
mentioned, and therein described as bearing date December 23, 1854, and as being annexed to the deed, was never
visible in

;

in the custody or possession of defendants or of the notary,

although the same was exhibited by plaintiff at or immediately before the execution of the deed, and that the same
had either been accidentally lost, or was wilfully suppressed
by some person or persons other than respondents or any of

them, or the notary and that all plaintiff's creditors, who
were such at the time of execution of the deed, had either
signed it, or had recognized, acted under and adopted it, as
and that no creditor of plaintiff, who
if they had signed it
was such at the time of execution of the deed, had any time
since taken any proceedings against plaintiff with regard to
his debt, but that all his aforesaid creditors had accepted,
and accepted under its provisions, as fully as if they had
;

;

signed.

And

that defendants, after the execution of the

^"^'26
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deed, and acting faithfully and bona fide under the deed,
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proceeded to execute the trusts thereof, and that, in such
execution, they consulted the plaintiff's interests and wishes
in regard to the disposal of his assigned property, as far as
circumstances would permit, and that they had sold and

'21'.

Aug.'s.

June

25.

—

"

'

Brunette.

"

transferred most of the

immovable property, and sold and

delivered all the movable property, and had paid large

sums of money to divers of plaintiff's creditors. That
plaintiff, before his departure from the Colony for England,
referred to in the declaration, and after his departure and
before his return, had full knowledge and notice that defendants were realizing the assigned property, and of the
manner in which it was intended that such realization
should be effected; that plaintiff never objected to such
course of realization until some time after his return to the
Colony, which took place in November, 1856, and until
he had applied to defendants and received from them,
in their capacity as assignees, the suin of £100 for his own
after

use.

ceipts

The defendants annexed an account of all their reand disbursements under the trust, and stated that

they were prepared to prove every item of the account, and
had frequently requested plaintiff to examine and debate it,
which he had refused to do, and they prayed that the deed
might be declared valid and binding upon plaintiff, and
that plaintiff might be condemned to admit or else debate
the account of defendants, or in case the Court should not
adjudge such deed to be binding upon plaintiff, then defendants, upon the other grounds stated in their claim, prayed
that plaintiff might be condemned to come to an account
with them in regard to their dealings with plaintiff's pro-

what was by them really and hona fide believed
and which plaintiff led them to believe
was his deed and that upon such accounting, the balance
found to be due by either side might be ordered to be paid
to the other, and that the defendants might have costs.
perty, under

to be plaintiff's deed,
;

And

for a

second claim in reconvention, in anticipation

of the Court adjudging the deed to be binding

upon

plain-

the defendants alleged that, amongst the property
assigned, was a certain house and premises in Stal Plein, in
tiff,

Cape Town, then and still under mortgage to the defendant
Hope, for the sum of £2000, and that this sum remained
due and unpaid to him, and that plaintiff had for a con-

—

]
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siderable time taken possession of the premises, and refused

i^^s.

pay the mortgage debt, and that thus, by
conduct, the defendants were precluded from

Aug.

selling the house so as to pay, as far as the proceeds thereof

June

to quit or to
plaintiff's

would reach, the mortgage debt aforesaid still due and
owing and they prayed that plaintiff might be condemned
to deliver up to them the said premises, or to pay the mortgage debt.
As a plea to the first claim in reconvention, the plaintiff
alleged that he received from defendants, in their capacity
as his assignees, after his return from England, the sum of
£100, that on November 1st he was sick, and that he himself
and his wife were not in possession of the bare necessaries
of life, and that while so sick the defendant Hope called
upon them, and brought a cheque for the above sum, and
requested a receipt for the same
that the receipt was
drawn out by plaintiff's wife at Hope's dictation, and was
thereafter signed by plaintiff, he not having first seen or
knowing the true intent of the document signed that he
accepted the £100 under protest, and without prejudice to
any legal proceedings he might institute against defendants
;

;

;

for the recovery of his property.

And

plaintiff joined issue

upon the other

submitted that the facts, even
any answer to his action.

Turner (with him

if true,

claims,

and

did not constitute

Cole), for plaintiff.

Porter, A.G., for defendants.

For the

plaintiff:

Edward Hull

stated he was an attorney in Cape Town,

and in December, 1854, was employed

to

draw the deed in

question.

[At this point the witness was taken seriously ill, and by
consent of Counsel Cloete, J., read a note of his examination
on a former trial, in the suit of Stanford vs. Be Villiers, as
evidence in the cause. This was as follows
Edward Hull sworn, states. I am a notary-public, prac:

—

Cape Town. I produce in my protocol deed of
assignment or trust by plaintiff to G. D. Brunette, J. Gr.
Steytler, and F. Hope, dated December 30, 1854, as trustees
for benefit of plaintiff's creditors [foe-simile copy put in].
It contains the power of attorney for the transfer of imtising in

27.

..

'3.

25.

—

"

'

Brunette

:
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The deed has plaintiff's signature. He
The interlineations were all

movable property.
signed

in

it

my

presence.

m^'de before the execution, with the exception of two words,
"herein contained," on p. 5 of copy. The other alterations
^®^® made before signing, but at the passing of the deed.
Tj^g handwriting of the original deed was a clerk's.
The
interlineations, with that single exception, are in my handwriting.

Cross-examined

:

—That deed professes to be of three parts

three certainly signed on

December

30, 1854.

—Brunette, Steytler,

I think four

Hope, and Osterloh. (I think
he was the fourth.) They were all creditors. I think none
of the other parties signed on that day.
Some have not
signed at all. The Schedule A to the deed is not signed.
There is no verification of the schedules they are both, I
think, in Brunette's handwriting. In the addition there
appears an error of £200 in Schedule A. In Schedule B
there is no entry of movables and stock, but at the end
there is a memorandum that all the stock and movables had
been sold in execution. Schedule B is not signed, nor does
the deed profess that they were. Neither of them is dated.
Schedule B is dated December 31, 1854; it is also in
signed

:

Brunette's handwriting.

The

trust to sell is jointly to the

was first drafted "or either of them singly,"
but this was changed. All the alterations were made by
me. My attestation is to all the alterations except "jointly,
either of them, or singly," which is struck out.
My signature is in black ink, and the attestations made in my own
office in blue ink.
The witnesses and parties signed in
trustees.

It

Brunette's

The witnesses have not attested the
made in their presence. The letter

office.

alterations that were

referred to in the deed of instructions

deed.

It

was never annexed.

It was

is not annexed to the
bound up without the

letter.

Ee-examined

:

—

It is not

the practice of witnesses to

These additions

attest alterations.

in conformity therewith ") were
after half or three-quarters of

him and the

The

much

as

may

be

at plaintiff's instance

an hour's squabbling between

The squabble was, that there was
dated December 23, addressed to them.

assignees.

a letter on the table,
Plaintiff

(" as

made

wanted

'the contents of this letter to be inserted.

assignees said they would be

bound by no

conditions.

—
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The deed must be signed as agreed, or the estate surrendered.
Hope said, if bound by conditions, he would not
advance a sixpence, as promised. I then suggested these
clauses as not very binding, and all parties were satisfied.
I suggested something more binding, but the trustees refused any conditions. Plaintiff perfectly understood the
matter, and argued it till we were tired. AH the alterations
were made at his special desire, except the words "herein
contained." I have never seen that letter again. I applied
the following day to Brunette for the letter, and did not get
it.
I don't know what became of it.
I wished this deed to
be engrossed fair, as it had been ordered in a hurry but the
plaintiff insisted upon signing it, as there were several writs
out against him. He was anxious to sign, as by that day's
post he was to transmit the money that he got by its autho;

some horses attached
The witness then continued

rity to release

in execution."

:

Besides myself, the three assignees. Brunette, the other
witness, J. A. Stanford, plaintiff's son, Mr. Steytler

and
were present when the deed was executed. I think
Steytler was there the whole time. I have heard it doubted.
Cross-examined. Every alteration and interlineation but
one was made before plaintiff signed. I refer to the words
" therein contained."
One other interlineation he particu-

plaintiff

larly insisted

surplus.

upon near the end,

it is

that relating to the

I have heard nothing about the last letter since I

I read that letter, or heard it read at
last examined.
the meeting. It was a request that the assignees should
I particularly
sell the property in a particular order.

was

requested that the deed should be copied again, but the
The deed was
plaintiff wished to sign it in that state.

read over carefully, and every clause more than once, to
Tellslaer's name was written after my attestation.
plaintiff.

am sure Crosbie's was not. The schedules attached were
both produced by Brunette at the time of the execution.
I saw no other schedule containing a list of creditors on
that occasion. The two lists were on the table before him.
There was hardly a question which plaintiff would not
The schedules were not signed by
discuss and re-discuss.
me, because it is unusual to do so. One of the schedules
but I swear positively that
is dated, the other undated
A and B were the schedules handed in. The principal
discussion was about the order in which the farms were to
I

;

x^^%
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be sold.

Sir Eobert Stanford was evidently quite at the

mercy of the whole of them he was in bad health. For
some object connected with the sheriff's sale it was plaintiff's particular request that the deed should be signed that
:

day,
•" because

it

it

t

1

i

•

•

home to
it home
any reason why all the

I desired to take

was post day.

.

have

(v

it

1

re-copied, but plaintiff was anxious to take

before the post

left.

interlineations were
creditors signed in

I cannot give

•

1

not initialed.

my

ofSce.

I believe the other
Their signatures were not

by any one."
The evidence of John Brunette, one

attested

of the witnesses to

the deed, given in the case of Stanford vs.

read by consent

De

Villiers,

was

proved the execution of the deed by
plaintiff and by the defendants Falker, Hope and G. D,
;

it

Brunette.
It was further proved that

some

creditors never executed

the deed, and that others did not do so till after October,
1855. Further, that the receipt for £100 was written as
well as signed

by

plaintiff.

of assignment was produced

The

grosse of the original deed

and found

to correspond with
the copy put in.
Certain letters, referred to in the judgment of the Privy
Council were also put in.
At the conclusion of plaintiff's case the Cotjet (Hodges,
C. J., Bell, Clobte and Watekmeyeb, JJ.) gave judgment
rejecting the plaintiff's claim to have the deed declared

null and void, and adjudged the deed to be a good and
and further ordered that defendants should
valid one
:

render to the Master an account of all their transactions,
and that the Master should state an account between the

and should inquire into such as are complained of,
and report specially thereon to the Court: costs on the
claims in convention and reconvention to be reserved to
parties,

await the result of the above proceedings.

The plaintiff appealed from this judgment, and the reasons
of the

Judges were appended to the record.

Hodges, C.J., stated in his reasons that he considered,
from the documentary evidence in the case, plaintiff was
perfectly well aware of everything that took place, that
when he executed the deed he knew what he was doing,
and that the deed was made for a proper consideration and
for a proper purpose.

Ill

Cloete,

J.,
.

stated that the evidence showed that only
,.

.

.

three material additions or alterations were

made

.

'^^'•
-A-^g- 26-

in the

. 27.
1859.

at the urgent

Ang.3.

instance of plaintiff himself, and were then and there read

June 25.

draft of the deed;

that these were

made

—

"

over to the parties, and attested by the initials of the notary
•
,
1
,
the margin of the draft. The draft or minute so drawn
out by the notary, which remains in his protocol, is only
viewed in the Dutch law as a draft to be kept in his blotter

m

.

(Grotius Introd. bk. 2, ch. 17, sec. 23).

From

this draft he,

termed the " grosse " or original
counterpart, which is the deed issued to the parties, and to
be produced in all Courts, and whenever required and in
this instance the " grosse " was found to be perfect and free
from all cavil or objection.

however, grants what

is

;

Wateemetek, J., stated. It was clearly established by
the notary's evidence that every interlineation, modification, and alteration that was made in the deed of assignment intended to remain in the notary's protocol, except
only in the case of two unimportant words, was made in
plaintiff's presence, and partly at his suggestion, that the
letter of instructions which is missing contained merely the
order in which the sale of the several properties assigned
should take place ; that plaintiff, though in very distressed
pecuniary circumstances, and suffering from ill-health also
at the time, perfectly understood what he did when he executed the deed, plainly intended the assignment as the
only escape from his difSculties at that time j and, in fact,
when the notary suggested that on account of the many
alterations a fresh copy should be made for signature, insisted on signing the deed in that state, lest a post for the
country should be lost. The witness having proved further
that the schedules annexed to the deed were the actual
schedules exhibited at the time of its signature, and intended to be annexed, the whole of the proof of the plaintiff's allegations impugning the integrity of the deed failed
Whether or not the assignees have acted properly
utterly.
in the execution of their trust is a wholly different question.

The inquiry

before the Master as to their accounts, and his

special report thereon, will enable plaintiff to bring the
whole of their conduct in the trust under the review of the

Court. It was in order to afford plaintiff this opportunity
that the Court refused to entertain defendants' reconven-

Stanford »«.
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tional claim,

which otherwise would, by the practice of the

Court, have been at once heard, until the accounts had been
before the Master,

I860.

sriven.
and his report °
-^
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Bell,

J.,

being absent from the Colony on account of

health, did not send

ill-

any reasons.

On August 3, 1859, the appellant presented to the Privy
Council a petition impugning the correctness of the transcript record transmitted by the Eegistrar of the Supreme
Court, and prayed for the transmission of the original draft
of the deed in Hull's protocol, with the schedules thereto,
the original grosse of the deed issued by Hull to defendants
and produced in the Court below, the original letters and
accounts produced in the Court below, the shorthand writer's
notes of the evidence, judgments and observations of the
judges in the Court below, the shorthand writer's notes of
the evidence of Hull given in the case of Stanford vs. De
Villiers, read by consent in the Court below, the original
documents or copies of the entry in the Sheriff's Office at
the Cape of Good Hope the shorthand writer's notes of the
evidence in the case of Stanford vs. De VilUers, with the
affidavits used on a motion before the Supreme Court heard
;

on March

19, 1857.

The application was supported by the affidavits of the
appellant and his son, which impiigned the correctness of
the copy of the deed transmitted with the record.
The Judges of the Privy Council refused to

make any

order upon the petition.

On June

25, 26, 1860, the case was heard before the Privy

Council.

Judgment was delivered by

Lord Kingsdown, who held That the deed sought to
be invalidated was in entire accordance with what was
intended. [His Lordship carefully reviewed the evidence,
documentary and oral, bearing upon this point, and conWith respect to the objection that the creditors
tinued.]
have not come in, it does not appear that any of the creditors have acted in contravention of the deed executed by
:

and if there had been anything in the observawhich
have been made relative to the deed, it must
tions

appellant

;

113

be prior to January 31st, 1855,
objection, whatever weight

think

by

it

it

would have been very

for it is clear that that

might have had (and we
little), is entirely removed

appellant's conduct since.

been mutilated, interlined, falsified, and so on.
When
once we have arrived at the conclusion, of which we are
perfectly satisfied, that this deed does contain the intention
of the party in its main points, the question is different
from that which we should have to consider if upon that

we should have entertained the least doubt. The
deed may be, and undoubtedly according to our notions is,
exceedingly informal in the mode in which it is executed
the interlineations that are found in it, and several other
particulars but with respect to the document sent over, as
far as it can be relied on, it appears, in the opinion of the
Court at the Cape, and they had the very best possible
evidence they could reasonably expect of the genuineness
point

;

of the instrument, that the instrument itself corresponded

with the original. The interlineations are numerous, but the
only one of the least importance, if it be of any importance,
has reference to a letter which it is said ought to be
annexed to the deed, and is not, and in which the deed is
directed to be, as much as may be, in accordance with the
wishes expressed in such letter of December 23rd, directed
by appellant to respondents and thereunto annexed. That
letter is not annexed, and the question is, supposing that
letter had been annexed to the deed, in what way can we
collect from the evidence in this case, could it in the least
degree have altered the judgment of the Court. [After
examining the evidence produced with regard to the contents of the letter, his Lordship proceeded ] The object of
the letter was to point out the order in which appellant
wished the estates to be sold, and expressing a desire that
the last lot set up for sale should be the Klein Kiver Estate,
:

possible, to preserve for the benefit

of his family.

With

respect to the alterations and interlineations in the
was proved that all those alterations were made

deed, it
before the deed itself was executed ; that they were made
principally at the instance of appellant himself, and it
appears to their Lordships that there is no ground whatVOL.

III.

"5'2?i

Aug.

3.

juntis.

Well, then, we come to the objection that the deed has

which he was anxious, if

isss.

I

—

'
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ever to doubt that statement; and

it

is

confirmed and

distinctly proved that this document, or grosse, as it is
termed, now sent over, has been compared with the original

deed in the presence of the Court, and has been found in

26.
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every respect accurate.
It appears, therefore, to their Lordships that there

is

complaint which has been brought
Their Lordships will therefore
forward in this case
recommend that the appeal should be dismissed with costs,
really no

ground

for the

r Plaintiff's (Appellant's) Attorney, T. J. Dickson.

L Defendants'

Cock

(.Respondents') Attorneys,

vs.

Faikekidge,

"1

Hull & Mientjes. J

Cape of Good Hope Marine Assurance
Company.

—

Marine Insurance Computation of Time according to " Civil
and "Natural" Mode Loss of Vessel Termination of
Bish

A policy

—

—

of insurance, dated January llnd, 1857, was issued h/

the defendant company to the plaintiff upon the schooner
" Onward " for a period
twelve calendar months from

of

January lAth, 1857, to January lAth, 1858: the vessel
Held, that
was lost at 10 p.m. on January I'ith, 1858.
plaintiff could not recover

at midnight on
1858.

June 8.
Aug. 30.

Co* ra.

Cape

Marine
Assurance Co,

In

on the policy, as the risk ceased

\Zth.

this case the plaintiff claimed the

amount

sum

of £1200, the

of an insurance on the schooner Owwar*^, effected with

The

^ho defendants.
\\^q

January

facts of the case will

appear fully from

judgment
of the Court delivered by
j Watermeyer,
o
?

j

Brand, C.

J.,

J.

for plaintiff.

Farter, A. G., for defendants.

Cur. adv. vult.
Postea (Aug. 30)

Watermeyer,
said

:

:—

J. (delivering the

judgment of the Court)

— In this case the owner of a vessel called the Onward,

115
complains that the defendants, on the 22nd day of January,
1857, in their Capacity as directors of the Cape of Good
Hope
Company,
covenanted and agreed
1*^ Marine Assurance
^
."
^
.,
„
,.
p.
''

.

m
.

by a written policy oi insurance, and
consideration of
£151 4s., paid by the plaintiff, for the use of the Company,
that the stock of the Company should be held liable to pay
and make good all such losses and damages as might
happen to the vessel by perils and adventures of the sea, to
the extent of £1200, for a period of twelve calendar months,
" to wit from the 14th day of January, 1857, to the 14th
day of January, 1858," to certain ports and places mentioned in the policy and the plaintiff avers that while the
said policy was still in force, the vessel sailed on a voyage
to Mauritius, and whilst in the lond fide prosecution of such
voyage, on the 14th day of the said month of January, was,
at half-past ten o'clock, on the night of the said 14th day of
January, 1858, by accident and perils of the sea, wrecked
and became a total loss and the plaintiff therefore claims
from the defendants the sum of £1200, as for a total loss,
and £31 10s., a balance in favour of the plaintiff, arising
from the sale of the wreck, after paying the expenses of the
sale.
The defendants in answer to the plaintiff's claim, by
the plea, admit all the averments in the declaration, except
the averment expressed or implied that when the said
;

;

vessel was, on the 14th January, at half-past ten o'clock

in the night, wrecked and lost, the said policy was still in
force and unexpired, and they insist that the said policy, at

the time of the wreck had expired and become void by
The pleadings thus raise a clear and direct
lapse of time.
point for the opinion of this Court, namely, whether the
risk on the vessel had come to an end at half-past ten
o'clock at night on the 14th of January, 1858, which it was
admitted was the time when she was lost. Several documents

were put in evidence, without objection being made on the
other side, whereby it appeared that the plaintiff's vessel
had before been insured by the defendants, on the first
occasion for six months, from the 14th of July, 1854, to the
14th of January, 1855, " at noon." Then on the 15th of
January, 1855, Messrs. Eutherfoord, the plaintiff's agents,
sent the following note, which was partly in writing, partly
in print :— " 11389. Cape of Good Hope Marine Assurance
Please to
Company, Cape Town, 13th January, 1855.

12
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£1200,' vessel valued at £1600,' on the block of the
schooner Onward for a period of twelve months from the
14th inst., to all r
ports and places,' Torres Straits and Honde-

Marine
Assurance Co.

Jjjip
r

1858

June

8.

Aug^o.

insure,'

'

Jr"

excepted,
Bav
pp. H. E. Eutherfoord and
J
x
irr

Brother, Fred.

?

And

F. Eutherfoord."

in reply the defendants exchanged

the following note, which also was partly in print and partly
in writing

:

—" Cape of G-ood Hope Marine Assurance Com-

pany, No. 11389, Capetown, 14th January, 1855 £1200, on
block of the Onward, valued at £1600, for the period of
;

twelve months.
1856, at noon.'

From 14th

'

To

January, 1855, to 14th January,
and places, Torres Straits and

all ports

——

Hondeklip Bay excepted. At and from
to
Warranted free from average, unless general, or the vessel be
stranded; and warranted free from capture and seizure, or the
consequences of any attempt thereof. Pm. 1 p.c. per month,
guineas per cent. £151 4s. Eeceived pro Secretary, Arthur
C. Saunders, Secretary
Insurers, H. E. Eutherfoord and
.

;

And

although it was not produced, it may be
taken for granted that the policy was issued by the defendants, in the terms contained in these two documents, which
clearly defined the time during which the risk was to continue.
After this, application was made by Messrs. Eutherfoord to
effect a further insurance, by a document of which the following is a copy: "Cape of Good Hope Marine Assurance
Brother."

—

Company, Capetown, 14th January, 1856.

Please to insure

£1200, vessel valued at £1600, on the block of the schooner
Onward, for the period of twelve months from the 14th
instant, to all places, Torres Straits

excepted, per

and Hondeklip Bay

At and from

to
, pp. H. E.
Eutherfoord and Brother, Fred. F. Eutherfoord. £144."
And the insurance is accepted by the defendants in the
.

—

manner
" Cape of Good Hope Marine Assurance Company, No. 12035, Capetown, 14th January 1856;
following

:

£1200. On the block of the schooner Onward, for a period
of twelve calendar months from this 14th January, 1856, to
the 14th January, 1857. To all ports and places, Hondeklip
and Alexander Bays and Torres Straits excepted. To
Warranted free from average, unless general, or the vessel
be stranded; and warranted free from capture or seizure,
.

any attempts thereof. Pm. twelve
£151 4s. Eeceived, W. Millard, pro
Messrs. H. E. Eutherfoord and Brother."

or the consequences of

guineas per cent.
Secretary. Insurers,
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The policy issued by the company was not produced ; but
followed the terms of the application and acceptance, by
insuring the vessel for a period of " twelve calendar months
from the 14th January, 1856, to the 14th January, 1857."
During the year no loss appears to have happened. Then
follows the correspondence which took place when the next
policy, the construction of which we are able to ascertain,
was effected. The order to insurer from the 14th January,
1857, to 14th January, 1858, was to the same effect, with a
change in the dates, as those I have already read. The
acceptance, which is dated 22nd January, 1857, followed the
terms of the order, and in the policy which was issued by
the defendants, bearing the same date, the insurance was
declared to be " upon the block of the schooner Onward, for
a period of twelve calendar months, from the 14th January,
1857, to the 14th January, 1858."
At the trial some reference was made to English authorities on the question, whether in the computation of a
period of time, commencing from a certain day, the first day
was to be taken to be inclusive or exclusive and the case
of Pugh vs. The Buhe of Leeds (2 Cowper, 714) was cited as
having established the doctrine of the English Courts, that
the first day is to be taken either as inclusive or exclusive,
according to the context and subject-matter, and that
either meaning shall be adopted which shall most effectually support the intention of the parties. Very slight
allusion was made to the mode in which time is computed
according to the law of this Colony, although a plain and intelligible principle is established, which obviates most of the
diificulties with which questions of this nature would otherwise be attended. The Eoman-Dutch Law knows two modes
the natural and the civil. In the natural,
of computation
" de momenta in momentwn computatur," and in this, frac;

—

tions of a

day are recognised.

In the

civil,

ineeptus pro completo hahetur," fractions of a

"ultimus dies

day are not

admitted, and the term expires at the first moment of the
commencement of the last day. Voet (44. 3. 1) adduces
some instances of the application of the " natural computation," in the prescription of actions not brought within

the time limited by law, in favour of the maintenance of a
subsisting right in danger of being lost ; in the computation of majority

when the

benefit of restitution on the

i^'^'

Aug. so.
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ground of minority

1858.

June
Aug.

Cook

vs.

claimed

is

:

and

in the time allowed for

8,

so!

Cape

Marine
'

the fulfilment of a condition within a certain day. In the
last case he refers to a passage in the Pandects, where, the
stipulation being " If you do not ascend, the Capitol within

—

two years, you shall pay me a certain amount," the words,
being ambiguous, are construed against the " stifulator" and
therefore the calculation is " de momento in momentum." If
the stipulation be made on the 30th August, 1858, immediately before sunset, the two years will have expired
(the hienniiim will be prseteritum) by sunset on the 30th
August, 1860. The like computation, " de mmnento in momentum," took place in the Dutch Courts in appeals to be
brought within a certain number of days. In Coren's 36th
decision, to which Voet refers as exemplifying the doctrine,
the argument of the party claiming the appeal, in accordance with which the Court decided, is thus given
" Tempera in j'u/re eomputari aliquando civiliter, aliquando vero
naturaliter.
Civilis autem eomputatio dicitur quse nan fit de
momento in momentvmt, ; sed de die in diem, et seeundvm illam,
dies ooeptus hdbetur pro completo: et quod aliqud istius diei
hord actum est, perinde est ae si quavis Tiord diei actum sit.
Naturalis vero computatio dicitwr ex quse fit de momenta in
momentum. Et plerwmque locum hahet civilis computatio in his
quseJuris svMt, et ex legibus promanant,
natwralisvero in illis
quse faeti sunt."
Then, placing the argument in the
most favourable light for the party appealing, it proceeds
" Atque adeo remedivm (i.e. appellationis) est favorabile.
Unde
:

—

—

....

:

cum terminus

dierum in nostra casu, aut
coneedatw gravatis
ut intra eundum provocationem suam interponant, eundum non
esse coarctandum, quod fierit si dies prommciationis integer
Tvmneratus, i.e. non ah hord pronunciationis, set ah hord qua,
vel naturalis vel civiliter, coeperit. Atque dies istos esse computandos, de momenta in momentum,, &c., &c. Et qwidem eo sensu
ut computatio ab hord sive pumcto qu^o pronunciatio facta est,
et finiat eddem hord diei, &c., &c.
The Court in fact held that a judgment pronounced on
Saturday at noon, appealable in three days from the date of
sentence, could be appealed from at any moment up to noon
of the next Tuesday this being the most favourable inter-

sequ/itur

decimo dierum in

ille

tertio

ceteris appellationibus,

;

pretation of the appellant's right, which would have been
restricted, according to the purely legal computation of the

—
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term, to a right of appeal ceasing at the

first

moment

after

Having thus given examples of the
computation," Voet proceeds to instance the
-,.
..,.„.,.,
,
1
computatio cimhs
which the " ultimus dies coeptus pro

midnight on Monday.
"natural

m

completo habetur "

by

usiuiapio for

.

and adduces the acquisition of property

;

a certain term

;

the attainment of the age of

puberty, which gives the right of

continues (44-3-1)
mtalitio sufficit

ewn

licet prsseise

illo

will

;

and then

nostris moribus in reditu

cujus corpori impositus

eujusque vita spectanda vixisse
tutus,

making a

"Atque etiam

:

est

talis reditus,

die quo reditu^ est consti-

ea hord non vixerit, nisi aliud expresso

statuto vel conventione

cautwm

sit,"

In support of

&c.

Voet refers again to Coren, in whose Consilia

there

this,
is

a

striking case, not exactly that before us, hut the converse
of that which the Court has to decide, being the case of an

annuity instead of an insurance, in which the principle
which should guide our decision is distinctly laid down.
Coren s 22nd Consilium is as follows
" J. C. sells his father,
C. C, a life-rent (annuity) of 50 guilders per annum, to be
paid annually, and from year to year on the 28th December,
provided the aforesaid C. C. shall theu be alive. The agreement was made on the 28th December, about noon. C. C.
dies two years after, on the 28th December, about 6 a.m.
The question is whether the second year has expired or not.
Prima fade it might be argued, since the annuity is constituted from year to year {ad tempus anni), that it is not due
unless the year be completed, and that the year is not com:

—

pleted unless it be absolutely so in all its parts, and that
the computation should, be de vfiomsnto in momentum,' as in
the computation of majority and therefore that, inasmuch
as the annuity was constituted on the 28th December, about
noon, and C. C. had died on the 28th December indeed, but
'

;

about six in the morning, the annuity of that year was not
claimable. But notwithstanding this argument, the contrary
opinion appears to me to be the more true, because the year
seems then complete, when its last day shall have arrived.
(venerit.)
For the year is to be computed civilly ad dies,
not ad Tmrnienta, and the day commenced is held completed,
although the very least moment of time maj' have passed,
and what is done on the last day is taken to mean anything

done at any hour of the day."
ticular case are then given

:

Some

specialties of the par-

— " Further,

if

we attend

to the

jj^^a^

Aug. 36.
cockra. rape
of Good Hope
Jfanne
.

"
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words of the stipulation, which are these, that the annuity
should be paid annually from " the 28th day of December,
if C. C. were alive on that day, it is necessary only to
rffeiodHo^
or not; i.e.,
AssSraCo ^ii<l^ire whether the condition has happened
whether he was alive on the 28th December ; and certainly
if a man has lived any part of a day, it cannot be denied
that he lived on that day, though he did not live the whole
day. It is further to be noted that the words are, if he
1868.

June

8.

Aui^o.

lived

'

on that

difference

is

day,' not

great

'

after that day,'

for a slave to

;

whom

between which the
freedom has been

bequeathed in the twelfth year after the testator's death,'
becomes free in the beginning of the twelfth year: it
would be different if the words had been after the twelfth
'

'

year.'

Coren then lays
Ulpian that time

down the general

rule

to be calculated

is

'

:

"The

passage of

de momenta in mo-

mentum'

is not opposed to this view, as that was a special
indulgence to minors, to the end that a minor should not be
deprived of the benefit of restitution, if overreached on the
last day of his 25th year, but this does not prejudice the
general rule, which is that years are computed civilly

ad
is

dies,

not ad momenta."

It will

be remarked that

it

clear in this case, that the only controversy was whether

the year had expired an instant after midnight of December 27, or was to be taken to have expired by noon of

December 28 {de momento in momentum). No allegation
seems to be made that it was possible, by any mode of
computation, to require that the year should be considered
as enduring to midnight of the 28th.
If the doctrine laid
down by Coren and Voet on the principles of the civil law be
applied to this case, it is clear that, looking at the policy
before us only, and taking no notice of the previous insurances, we must give the contract the interpretatio juris, or
civil interpretation.
Then, as in the case cited, the stipulation was, " If C. C. shall live from December 28 to De-

cember 28,

pay him 50 guilders,"—in that before
"If the Onward shall be lost at
any time from January 14 to January 14, the Company will
pay the plaintiff £1200 " and the year from January 14 to
January 14, in law, ceased at the first instant after midnight
of January 13, 1858.
If, on the other hand, passing from
J. C. will

us the stipulation

is,

;

the legal interpretation of a contract of insurance

made

;
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on January 22, embracing a period from a date then passed,
the 14th, to January 14th of the following year, we assume
that the course of dealing between the parties warrants an
,.
inquiry into the lacts,
order to ascertain the actual m-

.,,,»,.,
m

tended duration of the term,

.,

—and

for

such purpose adopt

in favour of the plaintiff, the computation de momento in

momentwm,

—we

must trace the moment of time at which
commenced on the 14th January, 1857.
insurance of the Onward took place for a

this insurance

The

first

period from July 14, 1854, to January 14, 1855, " at noon "
these words being both in the application for insurance and

The next was from January

the receipt of premium.

14,

the words " at noon " being in
this case also inserted in the receipt for the premium.
In
1855, to January 14, 1856

;

the next insurance, neither the application nor the receipt,
nor the policy, has the words " at noon." The words are
simply " from January 14, 1856, to January 14, 1857." And
this is the case also in the policy

are

now

on which the defendants

sued.

If a loss had taken place on January 14, 1857, and
the question became one of fact as to the actual moment of
the day, at which the risk had commenced on January 14,
1856, it would probably have been considered in favour of
the plaintiff, that that risk began at 12 o'clock that day,
being the moment at which the prior risk had clearly ended,
and therefore that it endured till 12 o'clock of January 14,
1857, And if this be the duration, in fact, of the policy of
1856-1857, the same conclusion would be come to in respect
Thus, even allowing the plaintiff
of the risk of 1857-1858.

the benefit of the mode of computation which is the utmost
that can be conceded, and is not the ordinary legal mode of
computing time in transactions of this nature, we would
still be bound to hold that, the loss of the vessel having

taken place after 12 o'clock at noon on January 14, 1858,
the plaintiff has no claim on the Company under this
policy.

Judgment accordingly
his own costs.

for the defendants.

pay

rpiaintift'fl

Attorneys, Fairbribge,

LDelendants' Attorneya, J.

ii

Hull & Mientjes. "1

H. Keid.

J

Each party to
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Teustee8 of Insolvent Estate of E. Clarence vs. Eeid,
CuKATOK Dative op E. H. Claeence and Tutok Dative
OF A. M. Claeence.

Mutual

Will.

—Proclamation of July 12, 1822.

Subjects.

G.

and

wife, British-horn subjects, were

in 1831 without any

made a

British-lorn

— Tacit Hypothec.—Liquidation Aceownt.
married in

this

joint will whereby the survivor

was appointed

heir of the estate left at the decease of the first-dying

held after

payment of

free property subject
be

obliged

to

Colony

ante-nuptial contract: in 1831 they
sole

to be

the debts of first-dying in full

to the

educate

;

and

condition that the sv/rvivor should

and maintain

the children which

should be born of the marriage until their inajority or
marriage; and the survivor was appointed executor,
the minors and administrator of the whole
two children were subsequently born of the marriage within the Colony, and C. and wife continued to reside

guardian of
estate

:

till 1841, when the wife died : C. adiated under the
and in 1842 filed a liquidation account in which the
estate was estimated at £4000, and in which he reserved to
himself half the estate and a child's portion, and awarded

there
unll,

the rest to the children
solvent

;

:

thirteen years after, C. became in-

his trustees brought this action to expunge the

proof of debt made on behalf of the children
Held, that

the

—

marriage of C. and his wife was in community,
and

that the Proclamation of July 12, 1822, did not apply,

had therefore a tacit hypothec on
amount of tlieir legitimate portion.

that the children
estate for the

That

G.'s

1842 was not binding on
and that the actual
amount of C.'s estate at the time of his wifes decease was to
be ascertained in order to decide the amount of the prefevent
the account

framed by

C. in

the creditors of his insolvent estate,

claim of the children.
1858.

An™.

3°;

Trustei of

ExeoTtoreot
oiarcnce.

This action was brought to expunge a proof of debt in the
insolvent estate of E. Clarence, made

by defendant on behalf
by his first wife, who, having
teen married in the Colony in 1831, in community of property, had by the mutual will constituted her husband sole
of the children of the insolvent

:
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executor to see to the maintenance and education of her
children till they attained their majority. The testatrix
died in September, 1841, and in the following year, Mr.

xm-teesof

Clarence, being about to depart from the Colony for England,

Execntore of

was called to account by the Master of the Supreme Court
in reference to the interests of the children.

An

account

amount of £4000 was filed as the father and mother's
joint estate, and signed by Mr. Clarence, who then proceeded
to England, whence he returned again, and after being twice
married, became insolvent in March, 1855. Mr. Eeid was
appointed curator dative of the son (aged 22 years) and
tutor dative of the daughter, a minor, and in such capacity
proved in the insolvent estate two separate sums of
£666 13s. 4i., being two-thirds of £2000.
to the

Porter, A. G., for plaintiffs, argued that as there had
not been any absolute donation, there could be no tacit

hypothec.

Brand,

C. J., contra.

Cv/r. adv. vult.

Postea (Aug. 30th).

The Court gave judgment.
The remaining facts of the case will sufficiently appear
from the judgment of the Court delivered by
Cloete,

This

J.

is

an action brought by the trustees in

the insolvent estate of Eichard Clarence, on behalf of the
creditors, to expunge from the proof of debts filed in the
estate a claim preferred

by John Eeid,

as curator dative

of E. H. Clarence, and as tutor dative of A.
for

the sum

of

£1303

6s. 8d.

(jointly), as

M.

Clarence,

due to each of

these children for maternal inheritance out of the estate of
The facts of the
their father E. Clarence, the insolvent.
case have been fully admitted on both sides, and upon that

admitted statement of facts the following legal questions
have been raised, and are now left to the decision of this
Court, viz,
1st.

Whether any amount

of maternal inheritance

to these children out of their father's estate ?

is

due

^isss.

June 30.
Aug. so.
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^^^' ^^ *^®y ^^^ entitled to any, what will be the amount
due to them in respect thereof ?
3rd. Will thsv be entitled to a preference on the estate
before the other bonded or concurrent creditors ?
In order to decide the first question it will be necessary
to take up the facts which have led to this claim.
It appears that K. Clarence, the insolvent, being a Britishborn subject, set up business in this city many years ago,
and about February, 1831, married here A. T. Hewson,
spinster, a British-born subject, but also resident in this
These persons married without passing any antecity.
nuptial contract or executing any deed of settlement.
In September, 1831 (and before the birth of any of their
children), the spouses passed before the then notary public,
Joseph Sturgis, a mutual or joint will, the terms of which
•'

,

ran to this effect:
"

The

first-dying of

them

declares to appoint the suryivor

and sole heir or heiress and inheritor of all
the estate and effects which shall be left at the decease of
the first deceased, whether movable or immovable of what
kind and nature soever, and wherever situate, and whether
the same be in possession, reversion, remainder, or expectancy (nothing excepted), and which after payment of the
debts of the deceased shall be held and enjoyed by the survivor in full and free property, subject only to the condition
that such survivor shall be obliged to educate and mainas his or her only

tain, according to his or her situation or circumstances, all
such child or children as may have been procreated during
the marriage of the appearers, and who may be alive, until
they shall attain their majority, or marry with the consent
of their guardian, whichever shall first happen."
By a further clause in that will, they mutually appointed
the survivor of them to be executor or executrix of the will,
and guardian of their non-aged children, and sole adminis-

trator of the estate

and

effects

which they

may have

either

here or in Europe.

The two claimants now

before the Court were children

of the marriage, born within this Colony,

and

their parents

continued to reside and carry on business in this city until
December, 1841, when the mother, Mrs. Clarence, dying, thus

by her death confirmed the dispositions of the foregoing will.
The surviving parent appears to have filed that will (accord-

—
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ing to the proTisions of the law) at the Master's office,
and continued to keep possession of the entire estate until

March, 1842, when his intention to depart
to England
^
o
haying become generally known, it appears that, through
some pressure or threat of legal proceedings on the part
of the Master of the Court, in protection of the interests
of these minor children, B. Clarence made a full and unreserved disclosure of the state of his affairs to the Master,

and by his books showed a nett balance of £3864 Is. Id. as
the assets of his estate, after the payment of all his debts
and liabilities and thereupon he subscribed a document
styled a general liquidation account of himself and his
:

deceased wife, wherein,. estimating his estate as then worth
£4000, he states that this amount would be divided thus
:

£
To Richard Clarence
for a child's donation
To
To each, of my minor children ..
..
,

s.

2000
666 13
666 13

d.

4

4

And

this division (bearing date March 2nd, 1842) he
the Master's office and departed to England, where
he remarried, and returned to this Colony, retaining the
charge and education of his two children by his first marriage until the period of his insolvency.
From this statement the following facts are thus clearly
left in

elicited
1st.

That the insolvent and his

first

wife were married

within this Colony, under the law of the Colony, establishing a community of property between the spouses in all
cases, where it has not been expressly excluded.
2nd. That the two claimants before this Court were born

within this Colony.
3rd. That after a cohabitation of about ten years their
mother died within this Colony, leaving a joint estate in the
hands of the husband which the survivor ascertained as then

amounting to £3864 Is. Id.
These conclusions being thus deduced, it has however
been contended on behalf of the creditors, who have brought
this action, that by the provisions of a Proclamation issued
in this Colony, and bearing date July 12, 1822, a special law
was enacted on behalf of British-born subjects coming to
reside in this Colony by which they retained the same rights

jlf^^g
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and Ireland, in the disand that whereas
in England these parties would not have been bound to institute these children as heirs to any portion of their estate,
their mother could lawfully by her mutual will of Sepas they possessed in Great Britain

posal of their estate after their decease

;

tember, 1831, expressly institute the now insolvent as sole
heir to the property and that this will should now be held
;

and the whole of his estate revert to his creditors.
We are therefore now called upon to consider fully the
legal purport and bearing of that Proclamation, and to pronounce in how far that position is maintainable. Before,
as valid

however, critically considering the terms of that Proclamation, it will be proper to consider what was the general state
of the law both of England and of this Colony which that
Proclamation was intended to affect or to modify. It is
well known that by the laws of England and Ireland (there
may be some difference in regard to the laws of Scotland)
every marriage once contracted between the spouses places
the whole of the real and personal chattels of the wife
under the sole and absolute dominion of the husband (except what may be excluded as dowry or by deed of settle-

ment), and that the right of dominion not only lasts during
but that the husband may by will also dispose of the

life,

whole of such chattels to strangers, the wife having no legal
claim to any part of that property. It is equally clear
and beyond dispute, that, in regard to children bom in a so
contracted marriage, a parent may by last will, leave the
whole of his or her chattel property as they may think fit,
and if children are disinherited they are without remedy.
The laws of Holland, on the contrary, have important
and totally different provisions. Upon the marriage of
two spouses, they are declared and held at once to have
entered upon a community of property (unless expressly
limited or excluded by an ante-nuptial contract of marriage,
which must, as the words imply, be executed before the
solemnization of the marriage).
All their estates and
effects are brought into community and are during lifetime, under sole administration of the husband but at the
;

decease of either, the survivor, as of right, enters upon the
possession of one-half of the estate as his or her sole property, after aU the debts on the joint estate are satisfied,

and that portion

of the wife's estate the

husband could not

:

;
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dispose even by
thereto,

by

Ms

virtue

will,

but could only acquire any right

mutual

of a separate or

last will or

testament executed by the wife.
In relation of parent
and child, the laws of Holland have
^
also adopted from the laws of Eome a provision by which
all parents were prohibited from disposing of the whole of
*'

,

their property, to the prejudice of their children.

They

were declared by law to be entitled to a portion (and not a
large portion) or their legitimate portion, as their property

and

of this share in their parents' estate the children could

only be deprived by an express act of " exheredation " or
" disherison " wherein the parents were bound to set forth
the grounds for so unnatural an act.
It is necessary to
point out these very marked differences in the laws of
these respective countries, in order properly to understand
and interpret the provisions of the Proclamation of July,
1822, which we shall refer to. That proclamation, it is
well known, was promulgated to satisfy the wishes of
certain British emigrants, who arrived in this Colony in
the year 1820 and on looking at the words we then find
that it in fact consists of one legal enactment, which may be
best subdivided into the following three distinct clauses
Clause 1. "It shall be considered lawful, regular, and of
full force for all residents and settlers in this Colony, being
natural-born subjects of Great Britain and Ireland, to enjoy
the same rights of devising their property, both real and
personal, as they would be entitled to exercise under the
laws and customs of England."
This, the first clause, then, reserves to all British-bom
subjects of England and Ireland coming to this Colony
(and so long as they remain in the same state as when
they arrived in this Colony) the same rights and powers
in devising their property, which they had in England.
Every will, therefore, executed by such persons under the
laws of Great Britain and Ireland either before they arrived
here or after they settled here, would be carried out without
;

being questioned.
Provided, however,
But the next clause further enacts
that in case any such natural-born subject of Great Britain
or Ireland shall enter into the marriage state within this
settlement without making a previous marriage settlement
:

—

(called in the Colonial law ante-nuptial contract) his property
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and personal, shall be administered
and divided according to Colonial law, notwithstanding any
in such case, both real

subsequent testamentary deyise." This clause, then, fully
recognises and admits the statutory community of property
as the general law of the Colony, and expressly enacts that

upon any marriage taking place between British-born subthe only one way of giving to a husband or wife (or
rather to the former) the power of disposing after death of
the whole estate as his own, can be accomplished by the
execution of an ante-nuptial contract, by which such rights
shall, by express agreement between the contracting parties,
be reserved to the husband and that in all cases where
this has not been observed, no subsequent testamentary

jects,

;

devise can
estate

;

the survivor of the division of the

deprive

so that this clause cannot possibly bear

legal deduction than that a

community

any other

of property

is at

once created by the marriage that no subsequent last will
or testament can deprive either of the spouses of that
portion of the estate; and that either of them, surviving,
will be entitled to his or her share upon the division of
Although this conclusion is undeniable
their joint estate.
as regards the spouses, it has however been contended, that
this clause did not apply to the case of parents and children
and that in regard to the latter, the parents still retained
;

their power of disposing

of their property to the total

exclusion of the children under the laws of Great Britain

and Ireland.
But the Court
following grounds
1st.

cannot

:

—

One has but

adopt

this

reasoning on the

to peruse attentively every

word of

this

only contemplates the relationship of
husbands and wives, which is to be created at the time of
marriage. Their mutual rights and their mutual interests
touching their property are only considered in every word
clause to see that

it

and children not then in existence cannot be
supposed to have been under the consideration of the legislature when there is not one word directly bearing upon or
applying to them. But
2nd. These rights of children cannot be supposed to have
of that clause,

been in consideration with the legislature when the laws
do not allow the parents the power of making any " antenuptial " contract, by which children yet to be born are to
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be deprived of their legal rights of succession to the estate
01 tneir parents.
Voet.

(5-2-38) on this subject

is

as follows

:

" Quamvis enim

favorabilia dicas oh matrimonium pacta dotalia non tamen tantus
videri poterit eorvm favor ut propterea paseiscentibus indulgen-

dum
"

sua fraudare jure, atque adeo violatis pietatis

esset aliis

officiis

intervertere parentibus debitam ex lege portionem ;"

Although

i.e.,

may

be said that antenuptial contracts are to
be favouraibly construed in respect of the marriage contract,
this favour is not to be extended to them to the length of
thereby allowing the contracting parents to defraud others
it

and thereby to allow parents by their
deeds to subtract from their future offspring the portions
due to them,"
We have then next to consider the third and last connecting clause of this Proclamation: "Unless such testamentary devise be made in conjunction with the wife of the
party according to the Colonial Law on this head." Does
of their just rights,

change in any way the conclusion applicable to the present case deducible from the preceding

this clause, then,

We cannot see that it does, and it is sufficient,
without remarking further on the effect of this ilLworded
and imperfect proviso, to say that the Court can come to no
other conclusion in this case than that when Mr. Clarence,
ones?

being a resident in this Colony, married here without an
antenuptial contract (by which he might have reserved the
power of disposing .of his wife's property at her decease) a
community of property was by law created and, further,
that the children born within this Colony became by the
.Colonial law, and under the circumstances of this case,
entitled to claim out of the estates of their respective parents,
found in this Colony, a legitimate portion.
The Court being thus satisfied that the claimants in this
case are entitled to their legitimate portion, the next point
'to consider is, what that amount is to be declared.
In the
course of the argument it has been admitted by the counsel
on both sides that the exact amount of the legitimate and
Trebellian portion due to the claimants on the accounts
(produced by the insolvent to the. Master in March, 1842^
would amount to the sum of £500 for each, or to one moiety
;

of their mother's portion in the estate.
fore

the Court

Vol.

III.

is

"b*.

Avg.ao.

That amount there-

disposed to allow; but cannot consider

K

Trustees of

Executors ci
Clarence.

'
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June 30,

the account,' as then subscribed by the insolvent,' to be

Au£3o.

cient to bind the creditors in this estate, so as to allow such

Trustees of
Clarence vs.

an amount to be subtracted from his estate, which from
generosity and paternal affection, the now insolvent may
have intended to allow to his children as their maternal
inheritance.
That claim may have been a just one if the
now insolvent could have satisfied it without prejudice to
his other creditors, but in his present position he must be
The claimants cannot,
just before he can be generous.
therefore, be declared entitled to more than to £500 each
upon the admission of the parties.
The last point for the consideration of the Court now
remains, viz., whether the claimants are entitled to a legal

1868.
,

Executors of

•'

,

_

preference before the other creditors in this estate.

point nothing has been, nor could

on the part of the

creditors.

that a tacit legal hypothec

it

On this

well have been, urged

The law has
is

suflS-

clearly established

created over the whole of the

any person who takes upon himself the guardianwho even acts as a pro-tutor (namely,
on any person who takes upon himself the administration
of the property of any minor without having an express
appointment or authority).
In this case the mutual last will of Eichard Clarence and

estate of

ship of any minor, or

his deceased wife expressly appointed the survivor to be the
" sole guardian of their child or children, and administrator

of the estate and effects which they

may have

either, here

The testatrix died in December, 1841, and
moment the survivor took possession of the whole

or in Europe."

from that

became guardian of all these children, and has, no
doubt, discharged the duty of maintaining and educating
estate,

them from the usufruct of this property.
As to this right of preference on the estate

of the insolbe sufficient to refer to the authority of Voef.
(20-2-17) " Nascitur autem hoc jus hypotheem legalis pupillis
et similihus in honis tutorwm ac curatorvm protinus db eo
momenta, quo tutela vel cwra deletafuit, non db eo tempore quo

vent,

it will
:

tutor negligenter vel fraudulenter gerere ccepit."

This right of

would thus in the present case take date
month
of December, 1841, and thus ride over any
from the
other
debts proved in this estate.
or
bonded
And on these several grounds the judgment of the Court
is declaratory of the right of the claimants to a sum of £500
legal hypothec
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as due to each of

them

for

and in respect of their legitimate

maternal inheritance, still unpaid and found in their father's
estate, with interest at 4 per cent, from May 9, 1855, which
amount is to be allowed to them, in preference, out of the
assets of the insolvent estate, out of which also the costs of
this present suit are to be defrayed.
CFlaintifi'B Attorneys,

Hedei.iiighdT3 & Wessels.T
& H. Keid.
J

iDefendant's Attorneys, J^

Van

Sohooe's Trustees

vs.

Executoes op Mullee.

—Legitimate Portion. —
— Prelegaoy. — Ord.
48.
— Vesting in Trustees of
Bights.
1843,
Election.

Will.

M.

6,

Insolvent's

§

by mil, dated September, 1849, instituted her daughter A.,

married in commumty
queathed a prelegaoy

to S.,

to

her

;

one of her heirs, and bein April, 1855, M., hy a

codicil, declared that she curtailed the inheritance

a fidei-commissum

:

of A. by

the codicil proceeded to direct that

the capital of the inheritance should after the death of A.

and

8. go imfull

amdfree property

the interest should he enjoyed by A.

wards

their support

and

to their

and

S.

children

during

the support of their children,

that they were instituted heirs of the interest

fidei-commissary disposition was

and

their children the

:

made

:

that

life, to-

and

that this

to secure to A., 8.,

means of support in

case of misfortune or insolvency : that the said interest should not be
paid to any except to A., and after her death to 8. : or in
case legal steps should he adopted hy their creditors to ap-

propriate such interest, or if any measure should be taken
hy which its free enjoyment should be fettered, the testatrix

revoked the appointment of 8. as heir, and nominated the
Board of Executors as heirs of the interest, to be expended

hy them for the benefit of A., 8., and their children without deduction of any portion ; and in case A. or 8. should
oppose this disposition, or the legitimate portion be claimed

hy creditors, the testatrix directed that A. shoidd be paid
her strict legitimate portion, and nothing more, and that
the remainder should be entailed with fidei-commissum
under conditions as afore-mentioned, and that everything
which A. owed to the estate for capital or interest should be
deducted from the legitimate portion. In July, 1855, the

K

2

1858.
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Aug. 30.
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At her death 8. was mdebted to her in
£561, the amount of two lands. In November, 1855, 8.
devoted £194, an amovmt of inheritance accruing from
M.'s husband towards the payment of these honds : the
prelegacy was also devoted, ly permission of 8., towards
In December, 1855, 8. became insolvent,
their payment.
testatrix died.

and subsequently the Board of Executors, as executors
under the will of M., paid to 8. the amount of the interest
due from M.'s estate. His trustees sued M.'s executors to
recover for his estate the

owing

A.

to

Held, that

by 8. to M.'s estate
1868.
3o".

Vans^oor's
'mqUot"™'
Executors.

legitimate portion

the plaintiffs were entitled to the balance of

the legitimate portion

^"5'

amount of the

:

due after deduction of the

debts due

and of the prelegacy.

This was an action brought by the trustees in the insolvent estate of M. Van 8choor against the executors testafnentary of Maria Johanna MuUer (born Van Eenen) to
compel them to pay over the legitimate portion to which
the insolvent, as married in community of property to Anna
Wi MuUer, daughter of the deceased widow Muller, was
alleged to be entitled.

The facts proved and admitted will fully appear from the
judgment of the Court delivered by WatbemeTeb, J.
Porter, A.G., for the plaintiffs

no parent could deprive a child
that

:

—By law of

Van Schoor could have claimed

any time

after death of testatrix.

this Colony

of legitimate portion, so
his wife's portion at

That being

so,

by Ord. 6,

1843, § 48, all Van Schoor's rights vested in his trustees on
insolvency. Van Schoor did not estop himself from claim-

ing this portion by any acts done prior to his insolvency.
What he did after insolvency could not affect the case, as

he could do nothing after insolvency.
Any bequest to the daughter is joint estate of Van Schoor

and

his wife

Schoor.

;

and

this principle is recognised

The question

by Mrs. Van

what is the position of a child
burdened by universal jidei-commisSwm f
is,

whose inheritance is
In this case the son is entitled to claim his legitimate portion in ready money, and to hold the difference on the
trusts in the will, there being no principle of election or of
" approbate or reprobate " in this Colony, as to children
see Sandenbergh vs. Zibee's Executors (Nov: 1841j 2 Menz.

;;
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p. 427) ; Voet. 5-2-44, 64 and 36-1-52,
As to tte rights
of the trustees see Ghitty's Equity Index (3rd ed.) " Bank-

ruptcy," pp. 285, No. 5 ; 287, No. 12 ; 288, Nos. 8, 10; 289,
No. 2. Annuities and the like can be sold and ceded,
Mrs. Van Sehoor could not deprive Van Schoor of his legitirnate portion,

and she does not attempt

to do so.

Bramd, J. S., for defendants. There are exceptions to
the rule as to legitimate portions, for there are occasions
when a parent may disinherit his child, Sande. JDecis. 4r-2-3
Cens. For. 3-4-18;
Voet. 5-2-22 and 63, and 42-8-11.
Could Van Schoor lawfully renounce his inheritance in prejudice of his creditors ? A child may renounce his legiti-

mate portion: see Van Leeimen's Gomm. 2-7-10; Sande.
Beds. Fris. 3-13-3 Cens. For. 2-12-12 Simpson vs. Forester,
1 Knapp, P, C, p. 231,
It is clear from the insolvent's acts
that he did not claim the legitimate portion
Boel ad
Loerdvm, Oas, 118, pp. 731, 733, Even if Van Schoor had
the right to claim his legitimate portion, his trustees had
not.
The insolvent had estopped himself from claiming
the right. It was for the plaintiffs to show that the insolvent had not renounced his right.
The will leaves the
;

;

:

heirs the interest

the heirs are satisfied with the will, for
;
they do not claim the legitimate portion.
Porter, in reply
The grounds for disherison must be
set forth in the will, must be just grounds and pre-existing
see Vam, LeevAven, Cens. For. 3-4-21 the anticipation of
future insolvency is no just ground. The fact that the
:

—

;

insolvent did not claim his rights does not preclude his
creditors from claiming
Ord. 6, 1843, sec. 48 says : " All
:

property that

may

revert, descend, or be derived, or

come

to the insolvent."

Cwr. adv. vult.

Postea (August 30),

Wateemetee, J. (delivering the judgment of the Court),
The plaintiffs in this suit are the trustees of the
insolvent estate of Mplt Cornells Van Schoor, and the desaid:

—

fendants the executors of the estate of the widow Mafia
Johanna MuUer, born Van Eenen, who was the mother of

isss.

°^

ao.

van^iSoor-s

Suufr-r
^^"'°*°'^-

—

—
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Van

whom

1858.
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Anna MartMna MuUer,

„

The action has been brought
in community of property.
for the purposo of compelling payment by the executors, of

Aug.

30.

schoor's

MuHer*3
Executors.

to

the insolvent

is

married

the legitimate portion to which the insolvent, in right of
his wife, is alleged to have been, at the date of his insol-

vency, entitled out of the estate of the testatrix, and to
which the trustees now claim to be entitled on behalf of
the creditors.

In her

last will

and testament, dated 14th September,

1849, the testatrix instituted her daughter, Anna Marthina,
married to the insolvent, as one of her heirs ; and, in the

same will, before proceeding to the institution of heirs,
bequeathed to this daughter as to her other children, a prelegacy of £45.
On the 21st of April, 1855, the testatrix executed the
following codicil
:

" By virtue of the reservatory clause contained in the foregoing will,
executed by me on the 23rd December, 1845, before the notary Egbert

Andries Buyskes and witnesses,

I,

the undersigned, declare by these
my daughter, Anna Marthina

presents to curtail the inheritance of

MuUer, married to Melt Cornelis Van Schoor, to fall to her share out of
my estate, with the burden of fidei-commissum, to the following effect
That the capital of her inheritance aforesaid, after the death of the aforesaid Anna Marthina Yan Schoor, born Muller, and of her husband, shall,
in full and free property, go over to and devolve upon their children, or
their lawful descendants; and in case they shall leave no children or
descendants at death aforesaid, then to my Joint children and their lawful
descendants.
The interest however of the capital of the aforesaid
inheritance, shall, by the aforesaid Anna {Marthina Van Schoor, born
Muller, and her husband, be enjoyed during life, in order to serve towards
their support, and towards the support and education of their children.
Wherefore I declare to nominate and institute the aforesaid Anna
Marthina Van Schoor, born Muller, and her aforesaid husband as heirs
for the said annual interest and fruits.
And I do further declare to have
:

this fidei-commissary disposition to order to secure to my said
daughter, and to her husband and children, in case of misfortunes, going
back in pecuniary circumstances, insolvency, or other accidents, the

made

Wherefore, I do declare it to be my
the said interests and fruits shall not be paid out to any one
else except my aforesaid daughter, or, after her death, to her husband;
and, in case it should come to pass, contrary to this my wish and desire,

means

of support and subsistence.

desire, that

that the creditors in time to come, of my aforesaid daughter, or her
husband, should make any attempt, or take any resolution to appropriate
to themselves, or to take to themselves, or otherwise to sell the interest
or fruits aforesaid, or the enjoyment thereof, towards the satisfaction of

the debts of

my

aforesaid daughter or her husband, or

pose, steps in law, or other legal proceedings,

may

if, for such purbe adopted, or if,

—
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otherwise,

my

aforesaid daughter should sell her right, title, or interest

and to the said interest or fruits, or if any other measure, by any other
person whomsoever, should be taken, by which the free enjoyment of
the aforesaid interest or fruits would be fettered, of which I do hereby

in

dispose exclusively for the support of

—

band and children

my aforesaid

daughter, her hus-

any one of the said cases, to revoke and
cancel the appointment of my said daughter and her husband as heirs
for the said interest or fruits, as I do in that case hereby revoke and
cancel the same
and do in that case nominate and appoint as such
' The
Board of Executors,' established in this city, as heirs of the said
annual interest and fruits, to be expended by the said Board of Executors
according to pleasure, so long as my aforesaid daughter and her husband
are alive, towards the benefit of my said daughter, her husband and
children, and of whose good faith, uprightness, and honesty, I trust and
expect that they will, without the deduction of the Trebdlian or any
other portion, lay out the amount to be thus received, of the said annual
;

I declare, in

—

my

interest

or fruits, in preference, towards support for
daughter, and her husband and children.
'•

And

I

do further declare,

if it

should happen that

or her husband, should oppose this

pectedly, the legitimate portion,

my disposition,

—that

my
if

said daughter,

otherwise, unex-

which devolves to children from the

estate of the parents, should be claimed

instance of her creditors,

or

aforesaid

it is

by decree of the

in such a case

Court, at the

my desire,

that

my

and nothing
more; and that the remainder of the inheritance shall remain entailed
with, fidei commisswm, subject to the same conditions and stipulations as
are hereinbefore more fully described, and from which legitimate portion
shall be deducted all and everything which my said daughter shall be
found indebted to my estate, as well for capital or interest due, it being
aforesaid daughter be paid out her strict legitimate portion,

—

in such a case

my

desire that in the

payment

of the legitimate portion,

not a penny more shall be given than belongs to her according to

strict

law."

"(Signed)

"Capetown, April

The

Widow

J. G.

Mulleb."

21, 1855."

testatrix died

on July

2,

1855, and the insolvent,

Van

Schoor, surrendered his estate on

same

year.

December

1 of the

At the date of the death of the testatrix the insolvent was
indebted to her in the sum of £561 7s. l\d., the amount of
two mortgage bonds, executed by him in her favour. He
was entitled, at that time, to a certain amount of inheritance
from the estate of his wife's father. It was admitted at the
bar that, by virtue of a power of attorney given by the insolvent on November 10, 1855, to one of the defendants,
the Secretary of the Board of Executors the sum of
£194 8s. 11^. was received from the father's executors;
which sum, with the insolvent's sanction, went in payment

—
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bonds due by him to the testatrix and in part'
bond and it was further admitted
that the prelegacy of £45 was also deducted in part payment
After the inof the insolvent's debt to the testatrix.
solvency, when the accounts of the estate of the testatrix

of one of the

payment

of the other

;

had been made up, the interest of the fidei-commissary inheritance was received by the insolvent from the Board of
Executors and his receipts for the interest were produced in
;

Court.

The defendants resisted the claim of the trustees on two
grounds
1st. After pleading the general issue, they maintained
that, in the circumstances of the case, according to .the
terms of the codicil, the insolvent himself was never entitled
:

to

demand the " legitimate "

—and therefore that his

creditors

were not so entitled.
2ndly. That inasmuch as the insolvent had not, between

the dates of the death of the testatrix and of his own

surrender

—a period

of five

months

—ohjected to

in question the dispositions of the codicil, but

or called

had

con-

sented to and acquiesced in the manner in which the in^
heritance had been burdened with the fidd-commissum, his
trustees were not now entitled to make a claim for the

"legitimate."

After a very careful consideration of the authorities and
arguments, the Court has arrived at a unanimous judgment
founded upon the following reasons
1. Generally a child cannot be deprived of the legitimate
portion, which must descend free and unincumbered.
Therefore, when the entire estate devolving upon the child
is burdened with fidei commissvm by will, the rule of law is
:

first takes the " legitimate " free, in nvda proprietate,
and then takes in addition, the usufruct of the rest, which
(and not the whole) is burdened in law, unless the terms

that he

of the

will specially provide that the child shall elect
whether he will take the strict legitimate without any
additional advantages, or the whole burdened estate without
any additional advantages, or the whole burdened estate
without any legitimate (Voei. 5-2-64).
In the case of

Sandmherg

v.

Zibee's

Executors*

.(cited

2 Menz. p. 427.

by the

Attorney-

'
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General) the Court, in accordance with this doctrine, gave

leSs.

a child, where the whole estate was burdened with fideicommissum, the " legitimate " unencumbered, and, in ad- ^an
dition, the

enjoyment of the usufruct of the

rest in

terms of

there being no express provision that an election
was to be made between the strict " legitimate " free, and

the will

;

the usufruct of the whole.
2. Although, in general, the child must have the " legitimate," exheredation may take place for certain recognised

These causes may have reference to the child's
misconduct toward the parent, and then the exheredation
is in the nature of a penalty
but they may likewise exist,
hand mente, from good feeling and with good intentions
toward the child. A parent may disinherit a child seris
alieni mole gravatwn
who is weighed down with a mass of
debts (FoB^. 5-2-63), but in these cases as in all others of
exheredation, there must be express mention in the will of
cause and necessity the causa necessitasqvs judicii, which
has led to this step on the part of the parent {Voet. 5-2-22
Van Leeii/wen Cens. For. 8-4^21). If objection be made to
causes.

;

—

—

;

the disposition of the parent, the facts stated in the will as

having led to the exheredation, or imposition of a burden
on the " legitimate " must be proved.
3. A child may decline to adiate an inheritance, or may
repudiate it, with the very object that the amount which
otherwise would go into his estate should be lost to his
This is not considered in law an alienation in
creditors.
fraud of creditors as there can be no alienation of what is
omitted to be acquired {Voet. 42-8-16). If the child on
the brink of insolvency may decline to adiate absolutely, he
may decline, where he has an election between the acceptance of the "legitimate " free, and of the whole inheritance
;

burdened, to accept the latter instead of the former, although
the acceptance of the "legitimate" might be more in
accordance with the interests of his creditors.
4. By the 48th section of the Insolvent Law (Ord. 6,
of 1843), the insolvent's power of adiation or repudiation
or election passes to his trustees, as regards all inheritances,
legacies, &C., to which the insolvent may be entitled at and
after

his

sequestration.

But up

to

the

moment

of his

sequestration he has the power, whatever his embarrassments,
of deciding whether he shall adiate a fidei-commissary in-

..

's"-

schoor's
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heritance, or take the " legitimate," or repudiate entirely.
at the date of his sequestration, he have not

It

made such

decision, his trustees have the right of doing what until
then he might have done they may then, for him, adiate
In this respect the authorities cited
or repudiate or elect.
by Mr. Brand, which require, even after his insolvency, an
;

by the insolvent in adiation, &c., before his
coming to him even after his
have been superseded and no longer apply.

exercise of will

creditors can enjoy property

sequestration,

In the present case the following questions
I.

away

Has the

will, or rather codicil, in

arise

:

express terms, taken

or burdened the " legitimate," and, in express terms,

assigned a reason sufficient in law to justify such a course ?
It appears to the Court that there has not been that express

assigning of a valid reason which alone would entitle a
parent, even bond mente, to take away the " legitimate " absolutely, or to

impose conditions upon

—"Whereas my

it.

If the codicil had

and daughter are in such
circumstances of pecuniary distress that any inheritance
devolving out of my estate would be in fact a gift to their
creditors and no benefit to them, I therefore disinherit them
run

son-in-law

entirely " or " I impose the burden of fid&i commissum on
'
legitimate ' as well as on the rest of the portion of

the

inheritance which would otherwise come to them, and dispose as follows," &c., neither the insolvent himself nor his
creditors could have claimed the " legitimate."

the existence of the moles

seris alieni

The

fact of

would have been capable

and (whatever
might be the disposition of the fruits, if intended for the
benefit of the son and daughter, possibly not so safe a one
as that secured by this very carefully worded codicil), it
would be plain that no " legitimate " could be decreed. The
words which in this codicil express the reason of the disposition are, " in order to secure to my daughter and her
said husband and children, in case of misfortunes, or going
backwards in pecuniary circumstances, or other accidents,
the means of support and subsistence ;" and these are words
which might have been used while the affairs of the son
and daughter were most prosperous, and in anticipation
merely of remote future difficulties. We infer from the
of proof, if the disposition were disputed

;

circumstances of the case, the insolvency rapidly following
the date of the codicil and the death of the testatrix, what

—
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J^es.
the true reasons were; but there is not in the codicil what
Aug. 12.
»
1
3°purpose,
the law requires for the
a statement of facts legally
;"
"
sohoor's
Van
warrant
the
withholding
sufficient to
of the legitimate
*^

and

_

C3

'

^

therefore, the insolvent, before his insolvency, might
claimed his " legitimate, unless there was by the will

have
a necessity imposed on him of electing between the " legitimate " and the jidei commdssitm of the whole and he had
elected the latter.
II. The " legitimate," then, not having been taken
or burdened for express reasons,

away

—was an election imposed

on the present insolvent between the usufruct of the entire
and the strict " legitimate," i.e., could he or could he not,
claim the " legitimate " and still enjoy the usufruct of the
remainder ?
Until the commencement of the last paragraph of the
nothing which makes it imperative on him
to elect which of the two he would take.
Up to that point
the " legitimate " might have been claimed, in accordance
codicil, there is

with Sandenherg's case, in addition to the usufruct under
the fidei-commissary institution.
But the words, "If it
should happen that my said daughter or her husband
should oppose this my disposition," taken in connection
with the mention of the " legitimate," which immediately
follows, and the further provision, that in case of such
opposition, " my aforesaid daughter shall be paid out the
strict * legitimate and nothing more," and the remainder
be entailed with Jidd commisswn, &c., clearly leads to the
conclusion, that if the " legitimate " is claimed, the original
'

fidei-commissary institution

fidei-commissary institution

is

to fall to the ground

is

acquiesced

in,

;

—

if

the

the "legiti-

mate "

is not to be paid in addition. The insolvent, therefore,
could not have claimed both " legitimate " and usufruct he
had the right to take the " legitimate " in opposition to the
intention of the codicil, or the right to accept its disposition, giving up his claim to the ' legitimate.'
III. Possessing this right of election, did he at any time
before the sequestration, exercise it ? Did he do any act
by which he effectually deprived himself of the right to
;

claim the " legitimate " ? Did he, actually make election to
take the usufruct ?
There was, admittedly, no express adoption of the codicil
by the insolvent between the date of the death of the

Xrustees vs.

MuUert
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testatrix

and the sequestration.

adoption

may sometimes

But, inasmuch as a tacit

take place,

it

was maintained, for

the defendants, that there was sufficient evidence, from the:
If the insolvent,
insolvent's acts, for such tacit adoption.

Executors.

before sequestration, had received the usufruct of the entire
estate, although he did not expressly renounce
the " legitimate," he would not, after such receipt, have been
entitled to claim the " legitimate," nor would his creditors.

burdened

But his acceptance of the interest was after his insolvency,
and therefore cannot bind his creditors.
The evidence of the insolvent's alleged adoption of the
codicil is this.

Before the insolvency he gave the executors

sum of money coming to him from his
pay
portion of the debt due to his
father's estate, to
mother's. He thus paid a debt to the estate from which
he was to receive the usufruct of the fidei-commissary in^
This, it was argued, was equivalent to a stateheritance.
ment by him, that he elected to adopt the disposition of
the codicil, and renounced the " legitimate." It seems to
the Court to be no more than the payment of a debt which
a power to receive a

him

adopt the codicil, or to take the
he might be advised. It was certainly
an indication of the inclination of his mind, in this matter,
but not an act of estopping him, and in consequence estopping his creditors, succeeding to his right, from claiming
what was due in law.
The other act relied on was his permission to the executors to apply the prelegacy of £45, in payment of his
debt to the estate and the fact that the legacy was so
applied before the insolvency.
This, it wa& very ably
argued, was such a taking under the will that no benefit
whatever could be taken further, inconsistent with any other
left

free either to

strict " legitimate," as

;

disposition of the will.

He

did in fact accept this legacy.

As

to the actual effect of the acceptance of a legacy, the
authorities are somewhat conflicting.
Voet holds that not^

withstanding such acceptance, even a querela inoffioiosi to
set aside the institution, &c., could still be maintained.
Van der Linden, and some other eminent writers, hold that
the querela could not in such case prevail, as there was a
adoption of the will to prevent the exercise of
extreme remedy {Voet, 5-2-32 in med.: and Van der
Linden Supplementwn ad Voet. : ad he).
But all are

sufficient

this
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"ssunanimous that unless the legacy accepted were plainly
3
by the terms of the will bequeathed in lieu of the " legitimate," the " actio ad swpplementvm, " to have the " legitimate " van scuoor's
MuUer's
made up to its full amount, will lie. This legacy, or rather
prelegacy, was clearly not, in the will of 1849, intended to
..

be in lieu of the " legitimate "

;

it

was there, as prelegacies

always are, in addition to whatever share of inheritance would devolve on each of the heirs. And by the terms
of the codicil of 1855, the nature of this legacy is not

to

hei-rs

changed

it

;

is still

in addition to the

that be accepted, and

fidei-commissary

with respect to
the fidei-commissary inheritance that the election of the
heir to take that with the onus, or the "legitimate" unburdened, is to be made. The acceptance of the legacy
cannot therefore be said to be homologation of the codicil,
If
as to the fidei-commissary disposition {Voet. 5-2-69).

inheritance

if

it is

be correct, the insolvent himself, immediately before
insolvency,
might have elected to claim the " legitimate,"
his

this

and if he could, his creditors are now so entitled.
But in the calculation of the " legitimate," thus claimed by
the creditors, all debts, due by the insolvent to the testatrix must be brought into collation, and likewise according
to the authorities and the special term of the codicil, the
amount of the prelegacy (Grotius, Dutch Jurisprudence,
2-18-11). The parties will therefore be able to arrange
whether any, and, if any, what amount is actually to be
paid out to the estate of Van Schoor, as the amount of the
" legitimate," beyond the debts due and the prelegacy
"

received by him.

Judgment, accordingly, for the plaintiffs for the " legitimate "or such portion of it as shall remain after deduction
of the debts owed by the insolvent to the testatrix, and of
the prelegacy received by the insolvent.
1
rPliintifTs Attorney, J. H. Hofmeyr.
L Defendant's Attorney, G. J. DeK.okt4,J
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MULLEE BeOTHEKS

VS.

KeMP AND OTHERS.*

—Extent of Authority.—Auctioneer. —
Power of Attorney— Conditions of

General Agent.

Set-off.

—

Sale.

The brothers M. gave instructions
sell

D.

to

&

On May

certain landed property.

T., auctioneers, to

19, 1853,

Z>. (& T.

K. The conditions of sale
stated that the purchase-money was to he paid to the seller
ly promissory notes in four instalments, or that the whole
might he paid in cash to the auctioneers on the day of sale.
K. neither paid cash nor gave promissory notes on the day

sold some of the property to

of sale.

On May

23, 1853, six of the brothers

M.

executed

a general power of attorney in favour of 0. M. (the seventh),
and D., one of the partners of D.& T.,to act in all matters
in reference to the sales of their landed property, and to
receive the purchase price, &c., and containing tlie clause
that either might act separately, or might substitute another.

On

the

brothers

same day D.

M.

executed

D. & T., and the seven
power authorising transfer

substituted

a

special

of the property to be given to the purchasers. On Oct. 80,^
T. for the purchase price, hut
1854, K. settled with D.
not by payment in cash, and they credited the brothers M.

&

with the amoimt in their books.

K. obtained

transfer, the

deed stating that the pwrehase price had been paid.

B.

& T.

became insolvent without having paid over the money.

—

Held, That the brothers M. could recover the pun-chase price

[Cloete,

from K.
1358.

''™°

m!
Aog.^0.

^K'emp Ind"*'
others.

J., diss.']

This was an action originally instituted in the Circuit Court
The evidence was then taken, and the

at Port Elizabeth.
pg^gg

removed to the Supreme Court

for

argument. The
who had sold

questiou iuvolved was the right of an auctioneer

immovable property, to

set off a debt

due by him to the pur-

chaser against the purchase price, so as to satisfy the original

demand of the vendor.
The facts sufficiently appear from the judgments
& Cloete J.J.
Porter, A.O., for plaintiffs.

Brand,

0. J., for defendants.

Cur. adv. vult.
*

Watermeyer,

J., did

not

sit in this

case

of

Bell
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Cloete

J.

As

there happens to be a diversity of opinion

between the three judges, who have to express their judgment in this case, and it has become the usage of the Court
to permit t'ne Junior Judge to express his opinion in the
first instance, therefore, in deference to that practice, which
has now prevailed for some time, I shall proceed briefly in
the case first to be considered, of Muller Brothers vs. Kemp,
to lay down the grounds on which I have felt it my duty,

come

to the conclusion at
which I propose touching
briefly on the four other cases, also awaiting judgment,
between the plaintiffs and other defendants, but whose liabilities are mainly dependent on the same leading principles.
These cases were first brought on and argued before my
brother Bell and myself in consequence of my brother Watermeyer having been engaged in the conduct of these cases at
the bar, for the then plaintiffs, and therefore being not entitled to sit.
A diversity of opinion having, on consultation
between us, been experienced, it was agreed to await the
arrival of the Chief Justice, in order that he might give his
casting vote. In now deciding this and the following cases,
I am free to admit that I have very laboriously considered
their merits, not on account of the small amounts which are at
issue between each of these parties, but because it is notorious

after

serious consideration, to

which, 1 have arrived

;

after

that these are not the only cases

now

before the Court, to

be decided hereby, but that this decision will affect a vast
number of persons, who have become proprietors of ervens
in the " Walmer " Estate, near Port Elizabeth.
I shall now proceed to state the facts connected with this
case.

Seven brothers of the family of Muller were possessed
(jointly with another brother, Anthony, who had died some
time before) of a farm in the division of Port Elizabeth,
named " Welbedacht," which appeared to them an eligible
site for the erection of a township, which they intended to
be called " Walmer." They accordingly had this farm laid
out in various lots, and engaged Messrs. De Villiers and
Du Toit, licensed auctioneers, at Port Elizabeth, who were
then enjoying aYi extensive business as general agents and
auctioneers, to hold a public sale of these lots of land. The

23.

Ang^o.
"^K^empand'"'
others.

—
'

185S'.;

"T

23!

Aug^o.,
"

printed conditions were publicly read before the sdle of these
lots

;

and, as bearing

^^ ^^^

^^ ^.jj

^^j,^^_

money

2^^ condition, which

sets forth

:

be paid in four instalments,
Purchasers up to £100 will' be
to the sellers, as follows
or the
allowed three, six, nine, and twelye months' credit
whole of the purchase money may le paid to the auctioneers on
iJie day of sale"; and to the third condition, which sets forth:
that " each purchaser shall be obliged immediately to produce

Kemp md"'" " that the purchase
Qtliera.

or less on the present question,

more
^^ ^j^^

:

shall

—

;

a sufficient security, to be approved by the auctioneers

;
and
the said surety shall pass a promissory note to this effect,
payable at either of the Port Elizabeth banks, or at the office
of the auctioneers "; and to the 21st condition, which sets

that " in the event of its being decided by any
competent Court of the colony, that the estate of the late
Anthony Muller (now claiming) is entitled to an equal share
with the present sellers in the aforesaid place ' Welbedacht
or Walmei-,' and that his estate shall not consent to this
sale, or of any erven hereafter, and shall refuse to ratify
and confirm the same, the sellers shall be- at liberty to
declare the sale null and void and in such ease the sellers
and auctioneers hind and pledge themselves to r6pay to the respective purchasers any amount they have paid, together
witli five per cent, on the purchase money; and the purchasers and sellers shall then have no further claim upon
each other in respect of the said purchases and sales:"
From this last clause it would thus appear that at the
time of these sales there was yet another brother
(Anthony Muller) whose representatives had not concurred
in the sale of the property; and that the final settlement
of these sales was contingent on the subsequent concurrence
of that party, which (it has been admitted) was subsequently
obtained, so that no other difficulty except a little delay
seems. to have bfeen occasioned by the want of that concur*
rence in settling with the various purchasers.
The first of
these sales was held by the auctioneers De Villiers and Du
Toit, on the 19th of May 1853, and on the 23rd of the same
month six of the plaintiffs executed a formal notarial power
of attorney, by which they declared with one consent to
," nominate, constitute and appoint J. Gr. Steytler de Villiers,
being one of the firm aforesaid, acting as "auctioneers, and
their seventh brother ComelLus Johannes Muller, residing at

forth

'

;

,

"
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Port Elizabeth, to be their lawful attorneys or attorney, for
them, in their name and on their behalf, to do whatever shall
he requisite to he done on the part of the said appearers, in and

about the selling of the said erven, and for that -purpose to
ash, demand, sue for, recover, and receive of and from the
different purchasers, the purchase price of the different erven

bought by them upon receipt thereof to give and grant good,
valid and sufScient receipts, acquittances and discharges."
Also " to draw, negotiate, and endorse any hills, promissory
notes, or other documents which may he drawn in favour or on
account of the appearers; to sign all orders on any bank
where money orders, cheques or drafts for payment of money
on any hank where there is money belonging to the appearer,
shall he deposited ; also in all cases which shall require it, to
sign for the appearers per procuraiorem, and that the signa:

tures of these said attorneys or either of them, singly, either

individually or under the style of Muller Bros., in any matter
or transaction connected with the said farm Welhedacht,' or
'

the sale thereof in erven, shall he hinding

upon them; and

generally to do all lawful acts and things whatever concerning
the premises, as fully in every respect as the appearers might
or could do if they were personally present

;

with power to

substitute an attorney or attornpys under them, or him,

and
hereby agreeing to ratify, allow,
and whatever these said attorneys, jointly,

at pleasure again to revoke

and confirm

all

;

or either of them singly, or their substitutes, shall lawfully do,
or cause to be done, in the premises, by virtue of that power."
On the same day all the brothers, including Cornells, executed

a further special power, authorizing a person in Capetown to
give transfer of the various lots to the purchasers. By virtue
general power, one of these agents,

J. G. Steytler
on the same day, by an individual deed,
to have substituted (or rather it should be said, to have
assumed with him) his partner Du Toit, so as to allow all
the business connected with these sales to be carried on by
his firm, instead of by himself individually, by virtue of

of the

de

first

Villiers, appears

which substituted power the firm of De ViJliers and Du Toit
thus became empowered to "ask, demand, and receive pay-

ment

of the

several purchasers of erven at

'

Walmer,'

to give good and sufficient receipts and acquittances for the
purchase prices; in full or on account, as the case may be ;
and to give transfer of the same and with the usual further
L
Vol. III.
;

isss.
.°
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powers to do everything as effectually as the " mandantes
themselves could have done, if personally present, and with
the engagement to ratify and confirm all such acts."
It further appears that the defendant Kemp became purchaser at the sale of these erven, of lot 112, for the sum of
£35, and that he passed no promissory notes for the various
instalments, as set out in the second condition of sale, nor
but there
did he pay cash at the moment of the sale
being some delay in the final arrangement with Anthony
;

MuUer

or his representatives,

which led to their giving up

all

claim to this property, the defendant placed in the hands
of De Villiers and Du Toit a quantity of movable property,

which they sold

off as auctioneers,

and by

this account, reur

dered to the defendant, 30th June 1854, they acknowledged
to have realized the

sum

of

£72

3s. 2d,,

which they thus had

in their hands, in cash, at the disposal of the defendants.

Thereupon, on the 3rd October, 1854, the defendants held
a settlement of accounts with the said De Villiers and Du
Toit, in which they bring to his (Kemp's) credit the amount
of

£72

3s. 2d.,

as so

much money which

they have in hand

him £43 3s. on the other hand,
the purchase amount of this erf, with

belonging to him, and debit
with sums of

£5

£85

for

sale, and 3 guineas for costs of
and thereupon, on the 6th October, P. A. Brand, as
the substituted agent of J. G. Steytler de Villiers, as agent
of the plaintiffs, by virtue of the power of attorney passed
in his favour by all the brothers, executed a formal deed of
transfer in the ofSce of the Eegistrar of Deeds, attesting
the transfer of that property, and further certifying that his
principal (the said J. G. Steytler de Villiers) acknowledged
that the v/hole of the purchase money, amounting to a sum
of £35, had been satisfactorily paid.
The settlement thus concluded between De Villiers and
Du Toit and the defendant is further taken up in another
account current between them on the 30th October 1854,
which again sets forth the payment or satisfaction of these

for the

transfer

expenses of the

;

several sums, as paid out of the vendue-roUs of goods sold

'

by
them for the defendant in the course of the year 1853-54;
and that account current closing with a balance of
£21 9s. M. against Messrs. -De Villiers and Du Toit, they
passed a promissory note, which it is admitted was subsequently taken up and paid by the said De Villiers and Du Toit
to the defendant.

This

is

the exact state of the facts of the
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case as regards the defendant and his transactions with the
plaintiffs' agent
but the counsel for the plaintiffs further
;

showed, that these auctioneers

De

Villiers

and

Du

Toit

surrendered their estate as insolvent, in April, 1855, that by
their schedules and the proofs in that estate, a large sum has

been shown to have remained due and nnsatisfied to the
from these auctioneers, arising out of their transactions about the " Walmer Erven," and that this amount
received by them not having been paid over to them, they
have now acquired a legal claim to demand the same amount
again from the defendant.
In arguing this case in support of his right of action,
before my brother Bell and myself, the Attorney-Qeneral,
for the plaintiff, went most elaborately into every point
which possibly could be raised on behalf of his client, two
of which he has, however, not pressed upon the Court in his
late argument and I shall therefore now only refer to them
incidentally, as they do not appear to require a judicial
The first argument then urged
decision in the present case.
•upon us was, that tbe " substituted " power under which
De Villiers and Du Toit had throughout been acting was
informal and insufficient to clothe them with such authority.
That although the power of attorney passed by the plaintiffs
to their brother Cornells and to Mr. De Villiers authorized
plaintiffs

'

;

each of them to substitute another person for himself, that
this was meant to provide for cases of death, but did not
empower one of them to substitute a stranger '' behind the
back'' of his co-agents. This argument was not urged,
however, in addressing us lately, and I shall therefore only
observe that in this case I feel satisfied that De Villiers did
no more by the deed of substitution but to authorize
bis " co-partner (Du Toit) to mauage the business connected
with these sales through the firm of De Villiers and Du
Toit " that this was notorious to all the plaintiffs and the
co-agent Cornells Muller, who transacted all matters with
;

the firm and throughout recognized their acts.
The next argument then urged upon our attention was
that the firm of De Villiers and Du Toit having acted as
" auctioneers" they were not

empowered

to receive

any pay-

ments, except " cash " at the day of sale (according to the
conditions read at the sale of those erven), and that, consequently,

all

payments subsequently made

to

them were
L

illegal
2

isss.
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and not binding upon the plaintiffs.
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Muller Bros.
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Kemp and
others.

When this argument

was

about again to be urged before us, I at once expressed, as my
opinion (to which my brethren appeared to assent) that the

23!

"^

,

^

•'
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,

,

,

,

^^,

,^

.
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present quBstion would not depend upon that authority

;

I

admitted that they " as auoiioneers " could not have lawfully
received these payments, so that the sole and great principle
to be decided by us

now

entirely confined to the question

is

and Du Toit, as the agents of the
(under the notarial power of attorney of the 23rd
May, 1853), were authorized to make the settlements with the
whether Messrs.

De

Villiers

plaintiffs

defendant, in this and the other suits before the Court, in the

manner in which they did, and whether those acts amounted
payment binding on the plaintiffs as their principals.
This point was very fully and ably argued by the Attorney-'
General for the plaintiffs, and in support of his view he re-

to a

ferred to Story on Agency

Arnould on Insurance; Smith's
and Agent; Chitty's
Equity Index, and Stephens' Nisi Prius ; and to all these
authorities he solicited my especial attention.
In answer to this appeal, I have given these authorities'

Law;

Mercantile

Paley's

;

Principal

the fullest consideration but before remarking on them,
think it right to state in how far I am bound or permitted
to rely on such authorities.
;

I need not inform the Attorney-General that since the
establishment of the Supreme Court, the Judges, both by
the Charter of Justice and their oaths of office, are sworn
" to apply, judge, and determine upon and according to the
laws then in force within the colony and according to such
laws as might hereafter be made ;" that in hearing a case
argued before this Court, I, for one, feel thankful to the

which may be found in the reports of the
English Courts, applicable to the questions before us but
when instead of hearing Voet, Grotius, Van Leeuwen, Van der
Linden and such authors referred to, I hear a long array of
English and American authorities quoted, I am bound to
bar, for every case

;

listen to

them

them, at

least,

in such questions

with caution, for I can only apply
where I shall be first satisiied that

the general principles laid down in those authors are in conformity with that system of the Eoman Dutch Law which I

am bound

to apply.

It will therefore be with
authorities,

when I repeat

no view to disparage such eminent
that I can only refer

to,

or allow

l4g

by them, when they afford (as they often
do) apt illustrations of principles clearly admitted to be law

tnyself to be guided

in both countries
this point, it is

and

;

but where I

am

not equally satisfied on

my duty to receive them

with some hesitation

;

am

not to be induced by the earnestness of counsel's
appeals to adopt ^hem as my guide in judicial decisions.
I

Having

said thus

much, I

shall

now proceed

to

remark on

the authorities which have been so strongly pressed upon
attention,

my

and consider whether they really lay down prin-

ciples so conclusive, in support of the proposition laid

by the Attorney-General, as he has contended
The first authority on which he has relied

down

for.
is

Judge 8tory

on Agency, paragraphs 181, 410 and 430.
The first paragraph simply lays down the general proposition, that when an agent has authority to receive payment of
a debt, he is ordinarily bound to receive it in money only.
This general proposition is no other than that laid down

by

De

Voet,

Solutionibus

et

that,

generally speaking,

made

in

follows,

Liherationibus, in which he states

payments

money only and
that when an agent
;

to receive a specific debt,

of

debts

should be

that therefore the conclusion
or broker

it is

is

charged specially

to be understood that he

is

only authorised to receive it in cash ; and that consequently,
where such persons enter into other transactions out of their
express authority, and thus exceeding the limits of their

mandate, this would not be a valid payment.
That passage is carried through several other paragraphs
of this work and, in making a resume of his ideas on this
subject, he states at paragraph 413 " We may close this part
of our subject by remarking that although an agent (known
to be such) is ordinarily entitled to receive payment of any
;

:

debt due to his principal in the course of his agencyj
wherever that right results from the usage of trade, or
from an express agreement or implied authority resulting
from the course of dealing between the parties, yet we are
not to understand that the agent thereby acquires any right
to receive payment except in the ordinary mode of husiness."
Do these words then warrant the inference which the
Attorney-General has drawn from them? Do they mean
anything else than that a special agent is not justified when
receiving a loan which he has been directed to receive, to
go out of the scope or ordinary mode of doing business and
;

isss.

„
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does this authority (if conclusive authority it be), go further
than state that if the agent in settling or receiving such a
money debt for his principal, had entered into any trans"action quite &Aors his ordinary business, that such payments
or settlements mi2;ht thereafter be challenged. But how can
this authority apply to the present case, in which the agents,
being both express general agents and auctioneers, and
having in their last capacity converted goods into cash, which
they have in haad, take the nett amount realized in payment
of the debt they were authorized to receive for their principal 3?
But these dicta of Judge Story seem to have been chiefly
borrowed, or acquired their force from his pointedly referring
for a full illustration of the principle to Lord Abingek's
dictum in the case of Stewart v. Aherdein, to which we are
referred by Story in his note to par. 41 3
and what does
Lord Abingee clearly state (if properly reported) ? " It must
not be considered that by this decision the Court means to
overrule any case deciding that where a principal en^ploys
an agent to receive money and pay it over to him, the agent
does not thereby acquire an authority to pay a demand of
his own upon the debtor by a set-off in account with him.
But the Court is of opinion that where an Insurance Broker,
or other mercantile agent, has been employed to receive

—

;

money

for another, in the general course of business, and
where the known general course of business is for the agent
to keep a running account with the principal and to credit
him with sums which he may have received by credits in
accounts with the debtors, with whom be also keeps running
accounts, and not merely with monies actually received, ' the
rule laid down in those cases cannot properly le applied,' but it
must be understood that where an a,CGount is iond fide settled

according to that known usage,th.e original debtor

is

discharged,

and the agent becomes the debtor according to the meaning
and intention, and with the authority of the principal."
And the Court of Exchequer seems to have fully confirmed and adopted this dictum of their Chief Baron. Can
any words be found more applicable to the present case, and
showing more clearly that where Messrs. De Villiers and Du
Toit, being auctioneers with

throughout, and

whom they

whom

the plaintiffs transacted

empowered as general
agents to do anything in any way relating to the sale of
erven in Walmer, as effectually as the principals themselves
especially

.

151
could have done

that

;

when they opened and kept a regular

account current with the
office

for the inspection of

desired to inspect

and

plaintififs,

the plaintiffs whenever they

and which

it,

lying daily open at their

it is

proved several of them,

in particular the co-agent, Cornelius Johannes

MuUer

when they drew

bills upon Messrs.
which they honoured for months
and carried to their account, where several of these plaintiffs
from time to time received moneys on account of these
transactions, that in such a case the payment made by the
defendant, on the 3rd October, 1854, and in fact long before,
by these agents realizing the goods, having a larger amount
of his in hand than his debt to the plaintiffs, and for which
these agents gave a full and hona fide discharge, and carried

did, occasionally, inspect

De

Villiers

and

Da

;

Toit,

the amount to the credit of the plaintiffs in their account

with them

:

—that

this

tion, discharging the

was not a perfectly hona fide transacdefendant from all further liability in

respect of that debt ?

Having disposed

of this

authority,

we have been next

referred to Arnould on Inswrance (2nd ed. vol.
149),

and

let

before doing

i.

us see what that authority does amount to
so, let

me remark

sively of " insurances," a

mode

148-

p.
;

but,

that this work treats excluof securing persons (chiefly)

which originated with the Lombards and has
been adopted in all mercantile countries. The chief agent
employed in those dealings is the " Insurance-broker," and
his rights, duties, and obligations partake exclusively of the
special nature and character of his dealings
his powers and
liabilities are therefore chiefly to be decided by the custom
of merchants, and may be altogether dependent on that
usage, and the precedents of judicial decisions applicable
thereto but any dieta of such decisions cannot per se be considered as affecting the general law of principal and agent,
which may be dependent on totally different principles.
But what does the " authority " amount to ? That in the
earliest cases brought before Lord EUenborough and Lord
Tenterden, arising on a question as to the power of the
assured recovering against the underwriters for losses which
had been passed on account between the broker and the
assured, in the event of the broker's bankruptcy it is

on

sea-risks,

;

;

—

—

reported that these judges seemed
rity giyen

by the assured

to consider,

to the broker

that the autho-

was only to receive

isss.
„
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from the undorwriter ia money and that therefore
nothing but actual cash payment by the underwriter to the
Qj.
Qj.g(jjj.^
^ credit given by the underwriter by the
assured himself couH stop the assured from recovering again
against the underwriter in the event of the broker becoming
insolvent before he had paid over the amount.
losses

;

Now, does not

this passage clearly

show that the opinion

expressed by these learned judges was dependent

then

on the particular relation of an insurance broker
and that in their opinion, as there reported, they considered
that a " broker " did not partake of the character of a
general agent authorized to transact any other dealing than
But let us see what
that for which he was a broker.
" Lord Tenteeden,
the same author states at page 149
entirely

:

however, subsequently admitted, and, the rule

now

is,

that

if

undoubtedly

the assured, upon the whole facts of the case,

can be shown to have been cognisant of the usage of settling
time he procured the insurance to

losses in account at the

be effected he shall be bound by it." In the note to this
passage we find it further stated, that the legality of such a
usage has never been disputed, and, by a host of decisions,

now uniformly adopted as
now from an attentive perusal
1st. That we are not too hastily

this principle is

law.

we

of

learn

passage ?

What
this

do

entire

to accept as law
a dictum given by any judge, however eminent, on a case
first

brought before him.

may have been one the

But, again the case before

him

decision of which turned on questions

this part of his opinion, and moreover
we know (from a perusal of the numerous law-reports)
how many decisions and dicta of judges have not been perfectly reported, and that the bearing of these judges' opinions

not directly bearing on
also

have but too frequently been questioned.
I make these
remarks to show that we are not readily to copy from or refer
to a few isolated words of any judge's dictum as reported,
and assume that this at once establishes the law applicable
to cases now before us. The next authority relied on by the
Attorney-Qeneral was Smith's Mercantile Law (4th edition,
I have also given to that authority all the attention
p. 134).
it deserves, and compared it with the later 5th edition of the
same valuable compendium, but fail to find therein anything
to the extent of the principle for which the Attorney-General
contended.

On

the contrary, I find that the following prin-

^

;
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ciples are clearly laid

transactions

by

down

agents, viz,

as general rules to

—

:

apply to

all

That a person cannot
business, and refuse to be

Istly.

depute another to transact his
reponsible for his conduct in transacting it. (Vide p. 151
of Smith's Mercantile Law.)
2nd, That payment made to an
agent in the course of his employment is payment made to
the principal (page 153

That the case of a broker
receive payment for
goods the sale of which he has negotiated, " unless he be
acting for an undisclosed principal. And also, 4thly, That
in the case of an insurance broker, he must not in the absence
of any evidence of consent to such a course, set off the
amount of loss recovered by him."
My attention has next been called to the excellent treatise
of Foley on Principal and Agent, p. 281, upon which much
stress was laid by the Attorney-General.
But on looking
again to this passage, I find that it amounts to this proposition
that an insurance hroher has no authority to settle
with the underwriter for losses sustained on any other terms
than by payment in money. This authority goes no further
and by looking at page 11, and other passages of the same
work, I find that this principle of the common law of
England expressly applies to insurance brokers, and that
several judicial reasons were given discountenancing a
practice which had prevailed at Lloyd's, upon which the
parties wished to rely, but which the judges appeared disinclined to uphold.
It is, then, clear to my mind that we
is

expressly excepted,

ib.).

3rdly,

who may not

:

should again not too readily adopt such authorities as
governing general principles for on referring to page 334
of the same work we find the same author again repeating
the same principles as laid down at p. 281, et seqq., and
;

restricting the principle to underwriters

and brokers, stating

that an underwriter cannot set off a debt from the broker
against the loss due to the assured.
For what does the

—

page 290 ? " An agent who has a
general authority to receive payments (which is a matter of

same author

state at

may without collusion receive them (i.e., the payments) in whatever manner he chooses, so as to acquit the
debtor, provided it be such as the course of trade warrants."
And he adds at page 291, " A general agent cannot without
particular authority commute the payment by receiving
evidence)

another thing, as a horse, &c.

;

nor can he compound a debt."

isss.
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to apply to
which ought
Are these not the principles
^
^
°
rm,
n
the present question which we have to determine f Ihese
^^^^ passages from Paley's work appear to me, then, to be
entitled to great weight, and as clearly laying down the
.

principle

that an agent, under a general power,

authority of receiving payment of any
principal in

has the

money debt due

to his

any way consistent with the ordinary modes

dealing in business,

if

of

perfected without collusion or fraud.

mere Index of Cases reported in
Equity Index, which was next made,-does not appear
to throw additional light on the question ; and we are then,
lastly, referred by the Attorney-General to a pertinent case,

The

reference to the

Chitty's

Syhes

v. Giles (3

upon

in

M. and

W.

645) reported and commented

Stephens Nisi Prius (Vol.

I.,

p.

504).

But on

looking to that reported case we again find that it merely
lays down that an auctioneer authorized to sell certain

timber subsequently entered into an arrangement
one of the purchasers, who gave him his promissory
which the auctioneer discounted and converted to his
In this case it appears that the auctioneer
use.

with
note

own

was
merely employed to hold a public sale, and not to receive
any part of the sums for which the lots were knocked down
but, being in difficulties, he prevailed on one of the purchasers to give him a promissory note for the residue of the
purchase price of one of the lots, who thereupon drew a bill
of exchange on a third party at six months, which he
endorsed away to the auctioneer who appropriated it to his

won

use.

In that case Baeon Paeke most justly held that the
auctioneer was not a "general agent;" that he had no
authority to receive any part of that purchase and incidentally adds that he would have no autiiority to receive payment
in this way by means of a bill of exchange, as cash payment
was intended.
On considering that authority fully I think
;

we

shall find that all that

Baeon Paeke meant

to lay

down

was that, in that case, the payment of the residue of the
purchase price was to be governed by the conditions to be
cash payments as contradistinguished from taking promissory
notes but I see nothing in this dictwm to warrant me in
;

coming

to tiie conclusion that where, in that

and the other
word cash or money is used, it is intended to
direct that every payment, however hond fide, to an agent, to

authorities, the

;
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be valid and binding, must be by actually passing over the
counter a quantity of sovereigns or silver, and to allow an
interval of a few minutes to elapse, after which the agent (if
he have a counterclaim on the debtor) is then to pay back
the amount he owes, in the same cash, in order to legalize
such a mode of settlement.
This is so contrary to the practice of settling mutual
claims, that very strong authorities must be brought before

me

to consider so circuitous a mode of dealing alone as
binding on the parties, as I would rather incline to view
such an astute mode of making payments with suspicion.
Having thus disposed of all the authorities from English
Courts and authors, to which my attention was specially

requested, I shall proceed to show the nature of the trans-

action which

it is

intended here to upset

mode

;

and to show from

Eoman Dutch Law,

the best authorities from the

that the

which took place between the plaintiffs'
agents and their debtors, is one perfectly warranted and
sanctioned, and has the legal effect of binding the plaintiffs.
of settlement

On
ways

referring to the Digest

we

find that there are various

which a legal discharge of a debt can take place,
without its being actually a cash payment.
Vlpian says, in
the Lex 52 De Solutionibvs, lib. 46, tit. 3, § 52 " Satisfactio
pro solutione est." From that aphorism has originated the
legal term of "accord and satisfaction," the principle of
which is, that it is not actually necessary that a debtor
must pay his debt off in cash to discharge him from his
liability but that he may, with the consent of his creditor,
and that
give him money's worth, in discharge of his debt
will be tantamount to a cash payment, if made hona
to the
of property fairly considered equal
fide, and
debt to be paid. Pothier, in his excellent treatise on Contracts,
has fully discussed that subject * and, quoting from the
in

:

;

;

;

Code, has laid
est,

tam

alio

down

this princifde

pro debitor e

solventi,

pecimid consentiente creditore

The

case

upon any

now

;

that " Manifesto jwris

quam

rehvs pro nvmeratd

datis, tolli ohligationem.

before us,

is

therefore not to be decided

principle founded on the law of compensations

but whether there was a mutual payment by each of the
Let us see

parties which extinguished their mutual debts.

See Pt,

1, c. I.,

Art. 3 [494]

et seq.
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then what the facts clearly prove to be, upon which the law
•

IS

i
t j
to be applied.
,

The defendant Kemp bought

at

the public sale of the

Kemp and""' Contemplated township of Walmer, one plot of ground for
others.
Messrs. De Villiers and Du Toit acted as
^j^^ g^^ ^^ ^gg^

and the conditions of sale set forth that the
pay in cash on the day of sale, or pass
promissory notes for the purchase amount. This took place
No cash was paid by defendant on
on the 19th May, 1853.
the sale, but on the 23rd of the same month, six of the
plaintiffs executed a power of attorney, appointing their
seventh brother, Cornells Johannes, who was residing at Port
Elizabeth, and one De Villiers, the principal partner of the
firm of De Villiers Du Toit and Co., as their general agents
auctioneers,

parties purchasing might

for all matters

connected with the sale of these erven

(this

deed being, in legal phrase, a " power of attorney cum
plena "), and with the further remarkable clause, that either
of these agents might act jointly or separately, and might
jointly or separately substitute another agent for either of

them. Under this clause the agent

me

De

Villiers (as

it

appears

mere convenience' sake), substituted his firm, De
Villiers and Du Toit, for managing all such matters.
This
was done with the full knowledge of all the parties; and,
to

for

thereupon, the defendant,

amount

of this

the hands of the firm of
for his account.

Kemp, with a view

purchase, placed a quantity

De

and Du Toit to sell off
and converted these
Villiers and Du Toit thus had

Villiers

They having done

goods into cash, the firm of De
in their hands the

sum

of

to pay the
of goods in

£72

so,

of the defendant's,

when

the

comes to their office, receives an account from De
Villiers and Du Toit of the money which they have in hand
of his (far exceeding the amount of his debt to the plaintiffs
for the purchase of this lot of ground at Walmer)
and out
of this money he directs De Villiers and Du Toit to keep
and pay over, to the account of the plaintiffs £85, for this
lot of ground, and he receives a promissory note from the
firm of De Villiers and Du Toit for the balance, which they
subsequently pay him, and he obtains his legal title to the land.
The question to be answered from this statement is, then,
simply this Were the firm of De Villiers and Du Toit authorized to receive payment for account of plaintiffs ? And, if
so, was this a legal and valid payment binding the plaintiffs ?

latter

;

:
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Oq

no doubt that the power
May, 1853, contains the amplest
authority, which words could convey, empowering either of

isss.

the agents to do all matters or things connected with the

Kempanii

the

first

question, I entertain

of attorney of the 23rd

sale

and

title of

these lots of ground, as the plaintiffs them-

selves could have done.

That

this power, executed with the

approval of the seventh brother, Cornells Johannes, who,
is

admitted, accepted and acted under

gave

it,

De

it

Villiers

the undoubted right legally to substitute, or to join, his

and that conand Du Toit in
this matter, were as legal and as valid as if done by De
Villiers, or by Cornells Johannes Muller, or by all the
plaintiffs collectively.
The firm of De Villiers and Du Toit
were authorized to receive these payments and, indeed, the
Attorney-General has admitted that a payment to them, in
cash, would have been valid and binding upon the plaintiffs.
The first question is thus answered, and I am then further
of opinion that the payment, in manner and form, as was
made, was one equally valid and binding upon the plaintiffs.
The firm of De Villiers and Du Toit were authorized to
partner in the settlement of all those
sequently all acts done by

De

affairs

;

Villiers

;

receive the

ground

amount of the purchase price of the lot of
by promissory notes, payable ad

either in cash or

diem. If this firm was thus authorized to take promissory
notes from the purchasers, they were equally authorized to
pass these, nay, and to negotiate them ; and this at once

argument relied upon from the English
payment in cash.
But in this case, Messrs. De Villiers and Du Toit, being
empowered to receive the amount of £35 from the defendant,

disposes

of the

authorities, that they only could take a

actually receive in cash (and for the express purpose of
thereby paying that sum) an amount of £72, and simply
retaining the balance (for which they gave him their
promissory note) they retain the sum of £35, and bring it
But, it has been argued,
to the credit of their account.
this might even have been considered a valid payment, if
the firm of De Villiers and Du Toit had been creditors of
the plaintiffs at the time, but their being debtors at the time

only tended to increase their debt to the

plaintiffs.

In

transactions, however, such as these, I fail to find a principle

which can make the validity of such a settlement dependent
on the state of the balance of accounts between the principals

„

23!

—

others.

—

:
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and

their agents.

Elmpand"'' it uot
others.

Did 'such a payment,

to be valid,

depend

every day on the fluctuating state of these balances, how
could any person be safe when settling with an agent ? Is

cnough

know that he is transacting
power to grant him a discharge

for the debtor to

with a person having

and acquittance

full

?

As to this authority being vested in the agents, I have
now to refer to our standard authority, Professor Voet, who
lays

down

agent

is

in lib. 3,

tit.

3, sec.

that although a special

7,

he receives, that a

strictly limited to the authority

general agent

cum

libera (that is with

tained in this power of attorney, "

to

the last clause con-

transact everything that

the principal himself could do if present "),

has the power, not

only to f.ue and to press for payment, but has also the power
" alienare, vendendo, aliud pro alio permutando," in short, to

do everything except granting away property without conThis same principle is adopted by the same
sideration.
author at lib. 2, tit. 15, sec. 3, and still more fully at lib. 16,
tit. 2, sec. 8, where he lays down this apposite doctrine
" Quod si tutor suo nomine conveniatunr a suo creditore, qui
idem pupilli debitor est, mMgis .est, ut ejus, quod tutor debet, cvm
eo quod debetur pupillo ipsius, compensatio admittatwr ; eo
quod hac ratione, nullmn pupillo aut adversario praejudicium
fit,

sed fotius quasi,

quddam

brevis

manus

traditione, debiti

utriusque solutio contingit, ac sine nova

lite

crediti pupillarisexactio celebratur, cujus

solutio alioquin

litisve

impehsis

per

longas saepe litium ambages, malestias, ac sumtus, impetranda
"
i.e., " If a tutor or guardian is called upon to pay a
foret

debt due by himself to a person who is a debtor to his pupil,
it is quite allowable (magis est) to such a person to compensate thereby these mutual debts, as no injury

is

thereby

done to either the debtor or his own pupil, and this is considered a simple shorthanded way of paying off one debt and
recovering another without resorting to legal remedies, and
enforcing his pupils' claim witb the delays, costs, and risks,
attending legal proceedings." This power Professor Voet at
sec. 10 also allows to general agents.
This is the mode
which, I am well aware, prevails throughout the whole
Thousands and tens of thousands of pounds are
colony.
thus every day mutually discharged by agents, executors,
guardians, and persons acting for others, and, where such
settlements are

made bond fide,

I conceive

it

to be

my

duty,

;
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to consider as valid, and not to allow a principal to disturb

such settlements, years after, if his agent or guardian should
be found to have been unfaithful in his stewardship. In
such cases it appears to me just that the party who appoints

such agent, and not the party who has dealt with the latter,
should suffer.
On these grounds I am of opinion that the payment made
by the defendant to Messrs. De Villiers and Du Toit out of
the funds which he had put in their hands for the purpose
of making this payment, should be held to be valid and
binding on the plaintiffs, and that they have no further
claim on the defendant in respect of this payment.

MULLER
The next

case

vs.

we have

PbOUDFOOT.

to consider is that of the

same

plaintiffs against Proudfoot.

The

facts

of this case are as follows

bought, at this sale of

Walmer

:

—The

and 354, for the sum of £65.
In payment of that sum, which De Villiers
were also authorized to receive, defendant
promissory note, of which he was the holder,
for the sum of £36 lis. 6d., and he gave them
his

own note

for

£27

12s.

3d.,

defendant

erven, lots 332, 352, 353,

in

all

£64

and Du Toit
gave them a
of one Ford,
subsequently
3s.

9d.,

thus

making, within a few shillings, the amount he owed for these
erven aud, upon this settlement, he also got a legal transfer
of these erven, in which it is set forth that the purchase
price of these erven had been satisfactorily settled.
As the power of attorney clearly gave Messrs. De Villiers
and Du Toit the power to receive cash (which was admitted
by the plaintiff's counsel), it necessarily follows from this
admission, that they were equally authorized to take promissory notes of the pwohasers, for the instalments, as they
fell due,
and indeed, this power is expressly given in the
power of attorney. If, tlien, they were authorized to receive
the promissory notes of the purchaser, they were equally
;

—

authorized to take a promissory note in favour of the purr
In so doing, they
chasers, with their endorsements to it.

were only improving, not injuring, their principal's condiand were not exceeding the bounds of their mandate
and for this we have the express authority of Pothier on
tion,

Contracts (sec. 78 in fine, Evans' Ed., vol.

i.,

p.

143):

They

isss.

„
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of the purchaser, Proudfoot:'
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and that promissory note, being paid at maturity, or passed

1858.
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DS.

away as cash by the agents, shows that they, in fact, got cash
n
-n
i"
payments lor those instalments. Jiut, tor the Jast mstalment, the delendant gave his own pj-omissory note, which
•'

-

,

,

i

r-

•

was duly paid at maturity, and obtained his legal transfer
the purchase
amount of these erven had been satisfactorily paid. I am,
therefore, at a loss to conceive on what principles of law,
justice, or equity, the defendant can be called upon to pay
these amounts over again.
containing the formal acknowledgment that

Mdllbr

is

vs.

Adcock.

The third case is that of the plaintiffs
summoned to pay over again the sum

vs.

Adcock, who

of

£196, as the

lots 22, 23, 24, 73, and 74, of Walmer,
bought by him in May, 1853.
In this case it has been proved that the defendant paid
two several sums of £27 and £22 in cash, in May, 1853,
immediately after the sale. These the plaintiff's counsel
has admitted (on the principle contended for by him), that
he was bound to give the defendant credit for, but he has

purchase price of

maintained that the defendant is still liable for the balance
of £147, though the defendant has proved that he made the
He appears to have been
following payments on account.

De Villiers and
which they had also
purchased at these Walmer sales. The defendant earned,
by this labour, the sum of £72, an account of which he
brought to the agents, demanding payment, when these
agents, admitting the account to be correct, took in this
amount as received by them from the defendant, gave their
engaged by the

Du

plaintiff's agents,

Toit, to enclose

and fence

Messrs.

in lots

principals (the plaintiffs) credit for the amount, as so

cash received by

them

much

and thereupon gave
was also given to the

for their account,

an authority under which legal transfer
defendant, of these lots, and the purchase price acknowledged to have been " satisfactorily settled."
Some other payment of £29 seems also to have been
made (which has not been clearly sho^in). However, at the
date of the surrender of the firm of De Villiers and Du
Toit as insolvent, a sum of £55 was still owing by the

—
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defendant on account of these purchases
fendant, being sensible that these

;

when the

de-

, "^s.

agents could not any

..

23.

—
longer continue to act, and being probably quite unaware
11 MuUer Bros. WJ.
//-.
1
T i.;r 11 N
1
Kemp ana
that there was another agent (Cornells Muiler) who. could

in

,

others.

still

act for all the plaintiffs, and fearful that a

one of the

payment

to

might not be binding on the others,
bank this sum of £55, for
account of the MuUer Brothers, and gets his receipt from the
cashier, and where this amount, it is admitted, has been
lying ever since to their credit and ready to be paid over to
them jointly, or to their agent and from where no doubt
the plaintiffs would long since haye drawn the amount, if
they did not think that by so doing they might prejudice
their present demand and action.
I am, therefore, of opinion
that in this case, on the sum of £55 deposited to the credit
of the plaintiffs, being paid over to them, their further
claim on the defendant should also be rejected.
plaintiffs

deposits in the Port Elizabeth

;

MuLLEE
With regard

vs.

Fleming.

to the fourth action,

the plaintiffs against Fleming, I

now

am

also depending, of

at a loss to conceive

how they are entitled to recover back the payments made
by him to their agents. The facts of this case are briefly
these
The defendant, one of the partners, and indeed, I
believe, the acting or managing partner in the firm of
Heugh, Fleming, & Co., bought at the sale of the Walmer
As the
erven, lots 75, 76, and 91 for the sum of £122.
first and second instalments fell due, the defendant appears
to have had some settlement with De Villiers and Du Toit,
who, as auctioneers, had held some sales of movables for
the firm of Heugh, Fleming, & Co. The vendue rolls of
:

—

these sales being due, the defendant has a settlement with
those agents, by which they take their vendue rolls as so

much

cash received by them, and thereout pass over to the

agents the amount of the first and second
instalments of their debt for the Walmer purchases. This
is duly entered to the credit of the plaintiffs in the ledger

credit of the

of general accounts of the

Walmer

estate,

and thereby, as

appears to me, they were duly informed that these amounts
For the third and fourth instalments, the
were settled.

it

defendant passed his promissory note, but being a partner of
Vol.

III.

M
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the firm of Heiigh and Fleming, gives

it in

the

name

of

that firm; thus giving the plaintiffs and their agents the
fyj-tj^^j. additional security (if any were needed) of the firm

Heiigh and Fleming for this purchase by one of the
In this respect the agents appear to me (under
the authority, just cited, of Pothier) to have improved the
It was perfectly competent for
position of their employers.
the agents to take such a security; and that promissory
note was also paid at maturity, and a legal transfer given to
the defendant of the property. I confess that I am, also, in

^Kempand"'' of
others.

partners.

case, at

this

a loss to conceive upon what legal or just

grounds the defendant

amount

is liable

MuLLER
The
is

to

pay over again the whole

of this purchase.

fifth

and

vs.

last case to

Abo

Salie.

be determined by

that of the plaintiffs against

Abo

and I really regret that the

us, this day,

Salie, for the

sum

of

having the
four other cases already before the Court, in which the great
principle of liability would be decided, should have harassed

£17

;

this defendant
nificant

plaintiffs,

by incurring those heavy

an amount as £17.

costs for so insig-

However, in this caise also we are
and I cannot but repeat that, on

bound to pass judgment
the same principles as laid down by me
;

cases, I conceive that the plaintiffs'

The following

in

the foregoing

claim should be rejected.

are the facts of this case

:

—The

defendant

purchased one of these lots of the Walmer property
(being lot 258) for the sum of £17. He had, some years
also

De Villiers and Du Toit as his agents,
and paid over, or negotiated various large
sums of money for him, and the accounts between them show
that the defendant was occasionally a creditor, and then
again a debtor to his agents, so that there were fluctuating
balances between them. Towards the end of the year 1854,
before, appointed

who

received

the balance against the defendant, in his account with these

have increased to between £270 and £280,
when he authorized these agents to borrow for him, or to
get on mortgage of some of his landed property (the titles
of which had been placed in their hands), the sum of £300.
This sum the agents succeeded in getting for the defendant,
and upon receiving that amount in cash for the defendant
agents, appears to

'
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they naturally passed this amount to the credit of the defendant, and at the same time debited him with the sum of
£17, which they acknowledged to take in as the purchase

™*33.

They

Kemplna"

Walmer

accordingly pass the same
amount to the credit of the plaintiifs in their " Walmer

price of the

erf.

Ledger," and authorize a legal transfer of the property to
be made to the defendant. In this case I am, then, also of
opinion that the defendant must be held to have hona fide
and legally paid over that amount to the plaintiff's agents,
who were, by their power of attorney, authorized to receive
it,

and to acquit and

to discharge the defendant in the fore-

—that

this was a mode of settlement, hrevi
manu, which our legal authorities and the daily mode of
and, although it may be
business sanction and uphold
matter to regret that the plaintiffs have been heavy losers
by the default of their agents, that they, and not an innocent
purchaser, should be made to suffer for such loss. In this,

going manner

;

;

as in the foregoing eases, I

am

—

of opinion that there should

be entered a judgment for the defendants, with

costs.

—

The defendant Kemp on the 19th May, 1853,
Bell, J.
and before the execution of the power of attorney, purchased
erf, No. 112, on the general plan, for £35, and formally
signed the memorandum on the conditions of sale to that
effect. The action against this party is brought for payment
The defendant pleads that "the plainof this sum of £35.
:

tiffs

" appointed

De

Villiers to be their attorney, and that

De Villiers and Du Toit to be "the
agents of the said plaintiffs "; that on the 30th October,
1854, " he duly paid the amount to the said firm of De
Villiers and Du Toit, who received the same for and on

De

'

Villiers substituted

behalf of the said

plaintiffs,

and the same day duly credited

the said plaintiffs with the amount in their books." That
the plaintiffs, after a careful inspection of De Villiers and

Du

Toit's books, " expressed themselves satisfied therewith,

and confirmed the acts of their agents." The
facts as to this payment are, that on the 30th October, 1854,
an account current (A) between Kemp and De Villiers and
Du Toit was drawn out. The debtor side of this account
begins with an entry on the 11th December, 1853, in these
terms, " Paid Walmer dues, £1 8s."; the second entry is
2nd October, 1854, amount, Walmer erf, £35; of the

and

ratified

M

2

isbs.

—
°

*"'

—
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same date are two items of £5 Is. and £3 3s. for sale
and transfer expenses. These items make' the debit side
amount to £44 12s., on the credit side the amount to £66

1858.

„

23'.

—

'

Kemp and

'

There was, therefore, a balance in favour of the
There is, then, a docket in these
9s. 9d.
terms, on the debit side, " To your prom, note due to
E. and 0. E. £21 9s. 9d., October 30, 1854, P. E.," and on
the credit side, " By balance for £21 9s. 9d.," then follow
Is. 9d.

defendant of £21

the signatures.
It

was assumed in argument

for

the defendant that this

adjustment of accounts was made by De Villiers and Du
Toit, in the character of attorneys, under the substitution
It was further assumed that
in their favour by De Villiers.

them the same power as the original
power to Cornell's Muller and De Villiers, and much argument was used to show that that original power was cum plena
and so would justify great latitude of action on the part of
that substitution gave

the attorneys.
It does not seem to me necessary to consider that argument, because, for whatever it was worth, it was based on a
mistake as to fact. Let the powers given to Cornells Muller

and De

Villiers,

attorney,

be

transferred
Villiers

and

by the

in

their

Du

Toit,

power of
were not

six Mullers, in the original

ever so

extensive,

these

powers

integrity by De Villiers
by the deed of substitution

;

to

De

all

the

power given by that deed of substitution is " to ask and sue
for payment," from the purchasers of erven, of the price of
their purchases, to give

them

receipts for the payments, to

order transfers to be effected in their names, and also to do
all acts " necessary in and about the premises."
That, at

not a power cum plena. It is nothing more than a
power of attorney, intended apparently to give the attorneys,
who were auctioneers, what, without it, we were told, they
would not have, the power to receive and discharge the price
of real property.
Whether De Villiers, being one of the
attorneys in the original power, could have exercised such of
the extraordinary powers of that deed, as he had not by the
deed of substitution conferred upon the firm of De Villiers
and Du Toit, it is not necessary to consider, because he
least, is

never in fact, did exercise any of these powers all that was
done subsequently to the execution of the deed of substitution
was done, not by De Villiers, but by the firm of De Villiers
;
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and

Du

under the deed of substitution
and thereby protecting

"^23!

to be justified so far as these deeds are concerned,

'^^°.'

Toit, and, of course,

consequently their acts,

Kemp, are

if

under the deed of substitution, which, as I have observed, is
an ordinary power of attorney.
Then how will the matter stand under the deed of substitution ?
The original power was by six of the MuUers in
favour of Cornelis, the seventh brother, and of De Villiers.
That was right enough, because Cornelis, being one of the
attorneys, would, of course, cover his

person

and

;

but when De

Du

own

interests in his

De

Villiers alone substituted

own

Villiers

and Cornelis, by the deed of subbe could do so only as to the interest of the six
He
brothers who had given him the power to substitute.
was no attorney of Cornelis, either to act himself, or to
Toit, for himself

stitution,

The interest of Cornelis,
by the deed of substitution, and, as
him, that deed did not authorize anything to be done by

substitute another to act for him.
therefore, was unaffected
to

De

Villiers

and

Du

Toit,

and cannot protect

Kemp

interest of Cornelis

is

to Cornelis

Upon

it

against

But the

Cornelis calling in question what they have done.

not separable from that of the other

six brothers, and, therefore,

must be void

if

what has been done

is

void as

as to all the other brothers.

this subject it is material to observe that while it

was thought unnecessary that Cornelis should be a party to
the general power of attorney to himself and De Villiers, it
was considered necessary that he should join with his
brothers in the power to De Villiers alone, to pass transfer
to the purchasers;

power

to his firm,

De

Villiers, therefore,

must have known

that, to

required the concurrence of Cornelis, from

in

making the

be

effectual, it

whom

he was

without any authority.
If the defendant may protect himself on these deeds, he
can only do so on the assumption that he asked for the
authority of De Villiers and Du Toit, before he dealt' with
them, and had these deeds exhibited to him. If so, he must

have seen that these persons had no authority

to act for

but I rather suspect that the defendant
never saw or heard of these deeds until after the question
was raised. If sd, he is the less injured by the mude in
Cornelis Muller

which,

it

and that

isss.

;

justifiable,

;

seems to me, the question ouglit to be decided,
is by viewing De Villiers and Du Toit in the

Kemp and""'
°

'^^'^'
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ordinary position as auctioneers, acting between buyer and
seller without any special authority, whose acts, after the

1868.

"^"23;

—

Kemp and
others.

be referred

sale, are to

'

Muller Bros.

vs.

-.

,.

-i

for their authority to

-ji^i

,,

dealing by them with the

the

mode

of

j.-

parties.

It was argued for the defendant that the supposed settlement, by debiting Kemp in his account, and crediting the
plaintiffs in theirs, had been done according to a practice

was said, is common among auctioneers. For the
was answered that the practice was confined to
sales of movable goods, but that as to real property, special
authority in the auctioneer was necessary, in order to justify
what he might do with the price. But no proof was adduced
on either side as to the existence of any such practice, as to
either kind of property.
I do not, therefore, feel myself
which,

it

plaintiffs it

such a custom. Indeed, even as
was not pretended that if one of the parties,
as to whom the auctioneer had set off what was owing to him
from the other party, should lose by the bankruptcy of
the auctioneer occurring before the auctioneer had paid over
to him the money which he had so set off, he would be
bound to bear such loss. But the argument founded on
alleged custom would require to go that length, before it
could avail, even in a question as to movables, which the
present is not. Dismissing, then, the original power of
attorney, and the deed of substitution, as ineffectual to cover
the transaction, for the reasons I have already given, and
dismissing also consideration of the alleged custom between
auctioneers and their employers, as not having been alleged
" That on the
or proved, the case is reduced simply to this
19th May, 1853, the defendant Kemp bought at an auction
held by De Yilliers and Du Toit, the erf in question, after
he had heard read by the auctioneers conditions of sale,
which informed him that the erf was sold by the pilaintiffs,
the Mullers, whose seven names were given seriatim. He

justified in giving effect to

to movables,

it

:

knew,- therefore, that the Mullers were the creditors in the

and Du Toit were merely the
he were to be discharged of the
price of his purchase, it must be by the Messrs. Muller. At
the time he purchased, viz., 19th May, the original power
of attorney, I may observe, was not even in existence.
The
second article of the conditions of sale told him that the
transaction, that

auctioneers,

and

De

Villiers

that, if

purchase money was " to be paid to the sellers," that

is,

the

—
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upon

his promissory notes,

isss.

payable at a bank, or " at the office of the auctioneers,"
or that " the whole might be paid in cash to the auctioneers

^—

instalments,

plaintiffs, in four

T

,7

7

/»

))

on the day oj sale.
In Story on Agency, sec. 108, it is said, " An auctioneer
is deemed the agent of the seller at the sale only
and therefore, after the sale is made, he has no incidental authority
to deal with the purchaser, as to the terms upon which a
;

title is to

be made, without some special authority for that

purpose."

The same author, in a note
Mercantile Law, {chap. 5,

to

sec.

126, quotes from Smith's

—

pp. 107, 108, 3rd edition :)
authority of a general agent to perform all things

"The

sec. 4,

usual in the line of business in which he

is

employed, cannot

be limited by any private order or direction not known to
the party dealing with him. But the rule is directly the
reverse concerning a particular agent, that is, an agent

employed specially

in one single transaction, for

it is

the

duty of the party dealing with such an one, to ascertain the
extent of his authority, and, if he do not, he must abide the con-

and Du Toit did not give
payment of the purchase
that they required a special authority, and they

Here the character
them any power to

—

money,

for

of De Villiers

deal as to

In the
took the deed of substitution for j;hat purpose.
language of that passage, it was the duty of Kemp in settling
with them for the purchase, to look at their authority in
that respect.
There is no evidence that he ever did ask for
it ; and if he did ask for it, he must have seen that it was
inept, inasmuch as it was by six only out of seven sellers.

Being then without any special authority, the

acts of the

auctioneers must be judged according to the rules of law

Now, the same author, Story,
now settled, as a matter of law,

applicable to their business.
in

sec.

209, says

:

— " It

that auctioneers can
factors

may

sell

sell

on

is

goods only for ready money ; but that
credit.

3.

Ghitty

on Commerce and

Manufacture, 119, ante §. 27, 60, 108, 110, post sec. 226. In
the first case the general rule of law is strictly adhered to,
that all sales must be for cash, unless there is a usage of trade

which relaxes the rule and governs the sale."
Here it is " goods " only that, it is said, can be sold only
multo majus would that hold when the subject sold
for cash

„

23.
'

Mailer Bros.

Kemp and
others.

vt.
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land, if there were

no contract between buyer and

1868.

is

„

to regulate the question.
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Kemp and"
others.

'

seller

But here the conditions of sale are
express, that the purchase money was "to be paid to the
Sellers," either by " the whole purchase-money being paid in
cash to the auctioneers on the day of sale," or by promissory
notes for

it

tract

being passed, payable at a
That was the conand that it was which was to

in four instalments

bank, or at the

the auctioneers.

office of

between the

parties,

regulate the power of the auctioneers.

Now, what was done

?

Instead of giving his notes for the

instalments, or paying the whole in cash on the

day

of sale,

the defendant, subsequently to the purchase, employed the
same auctioneers from whom he had purchased, to act as his

own auctioneer on five different occasions, in the sale of
movables, until he had made them his debtors in the sum
of £66 Is. 9d, and then he tells them to pay £35 of what
they so owed him, and to give him their own note for the
difference.
Now surely this was anything but fulfilling the
conditions of sale.

If

De

Villiers

and

Du

Toit had, in

fact,

paid over the price of the defendant's

purchase to the
MuUers, according to the directions of the defendant, as
proved by Du Toit when he says " we are instructed to
appropriate these funds to payment of the

Walmer

erf,"

and the MuUers had said "No, you need not pay us the
money, keep it till we want it," of course, the MuUers would
now have to bear the loss, when the auctioneers' insolvency

But De Villiers and Du Toit did not
pay over the defendant's purchase-money to the plaintiff.
All that they did was to make an entry in their books,
whereby they wiped off their debt to the defendant, to the
extent of his purchase-money, and made themselves, instead
prevents their paying.

of

Mm,

the debtors to the plaintiff for that purchase-money,

and now these auctioneers are unable to discharge their
liability to the plaintiffs.
Upon what principle are the
plaintiffs to be bound by this transaction between the defendant and the auctioneers, and not to have tlie performance
of the conditions upon which they sold and the defendant
purchased, under an express written contract ? It was said
that by giving the auctioneers goods to sell, which they did
sell, to a larger amount than the defendant's purchase-money
owing to the plaintiffs, the defendant did in fact perform
that condition of sale which allowed him to pay cash to the
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but it is not so. By the conditions, if he paid
in cash he was to pay " the whole on the dav of sale."
If
".
he had done so, the Mullers could have required payment
from the auctioneers on the day of sale; but what the
defendant really did was to pay them by driblets he gave

auctioneers

;

;

them £1 6s. 6d. of goods on the 21st of June, he made them
sell £8 7s. 3d. of goods on the 22nd of July, and £41 Is. 6d.
of goods on the 28th of July.

.Now, even treating these

way into the hands of the
be said to be paying " the whole
purchase-money in cash on the day of sale." The auctioneers
were the agents of the defendants to sell these parcels of
goods, and to pay over the proceeds to the Mullers, just as
much as the auctioneers had been the agent of the Mullers
in selling to the defendant, and if these agents of the
defendant did not pay over the proceeds of these goods to
the Mullers, as he is supposed to have desired them, it seems
to me, upon a view of all the. authorities, that the defendant,
and not the plaintiffs, must bear the loss, now that the in-

goods as cash, impressing

it

in this

auctioneej'S can never

solvency of the auctioneers has made it impossible for them
To sanction such a transaction would, in the
to pay.

language in Todd v. Beid, (4 B. & Al. 210,) be to sanction
" an attempt to pay the debt of one person with the money
of another."

Before I refer to the authorities which support the position
me notice some other of the arguments

I have taken, let

used by the defendants. It was sworn, by Du Toit, that the
Mullers knew his iirm was receiving money for them that
;

he showed the brothers their general accounts in the ledger.
But the same witness said, he could not say he had gone
over all the items and, while he did not say what the items
were he had gone over, he said, "he did not think the
;

Mullers, with the exception of Cornells, could read or write
De Villiers, the other partner, swore that Cornells
English.

was frequently in the ofSce that the other brothers knew
they were receiving money for them that two of them asked
about the accounts, and he showed them the Walmer ledger,
and he pointed out who had settled and who had not but
this witness admitted he " did not state that those who had
settled had settled by sets-off."
This evidence, it was argued, amounted to a confirmation
by the Mullers of what had passed between the defendants
;

;

;

isss.
23'.
.,

Anff. 30.
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Kemp and
others.
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and the auctioneers. If the case were even between the
Mullers and De Villiers and Du Toit, the latter, seeking to
justify what they had done on the contemporaneous or sub-

Kemp Ina"*' sequent approbation of the Mullers themselves, I should
hesitate much before I gave the eyidence the effect con-

tended for. I should have required these auctioneers to
speak a great deal more precisely, as to facts and instances,
befote I could allow them to say that the plaintiffs, who
could neither read nor write English, had approved of their
But what has the defendant to do with what passed
acts.
between the plaintiffs and their agents, unless he can show
that they specifically approved of the pretended settlement,

made with him on
impliedly did so

nature ?

Of

the 30th of October, 1854, or that they

by sanctioning settlements

of a similar

this there is not the slightest evidence

;

on the

and Du Toit
may have made to these plaintiffs, as to what settlements
had or had not been made, or what money they had or had
not received on their account, De Villiers admitted that he
had not explained that the settlements had been made by
"sets-off."
So long as that was kept back, a view of the
books, however closely made, could only serve to deceive
contrary, whatever representations

De

Villiers

not to enlighten.

But then

De

Villiers,

it

was

said,

you cannot go

who had power from

all

into

that,

for

the seven plaintiffs to

pass transfer, has given the defendant a transfer " acknow-

ledging his principal to be satisfactorily paid the whole of
the purchase money."
if

This would be conclusive, no doubt,

the plaintiffs could not produce evidence to contradict
it
but, unfortunately for the argument, the
have proved most conclusively what this " satis-

or qualify
plaintiffs

;

payment " was, viz., the auctioneers writing a few
own books, whereby they made themselves,
instead of the defendant, debtors to the plaintiffs in the £35
sued for, and gave the defendant the benefit of having
factory

figures in their

received that amount, in reduction of their debt to him.
-

This brings me to notice the authorities bearing upon the
question, whether snch a transaction, as amounting to pay-

ment

to the plaintiffs of the defendant's purchase money,
under the terms of the conditions of sale, can be supported.
It will be convenient for me to notice first those which were
relied upon by the defendant.
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A

All that
p. 802, was referred to.
that " the debts, of which two persons are

isss.

the debtors, are extinguished by the credits of which they

-^

are respectively creditors," and that compensation operates

Kemp and

is

passage in 3 Bwrge,

there said

is

This has no application to the present case,

plena jwe.

because the Mullers are not the debtors of
thing, nor

is

The next

Kemp

Kemp

in any-

their creditor in anything.

authority relied on

by the defendant was

in

Voet 16-2-8, where that author says that a tutor, suing his

own

debtor, is not obliged to admit compensation of that
which his pupil owes to his debtor, nor does that which tlie
tutor demands from the debtor of his pupil, suffer compensation of that which the tutor owes to his debtor but, " if
the tutor shall be summoned in his own name by the creditor
who is the debtor of his pupil, it seems rather that compenIn sec. 10
sation may be allowed of what the tutor owes.
the same author says, " What has been said concerning
tutors may also, from the same principles of law, be laid
down aa to procurators having power to demand for another,
•whether they sue or whether they are sued, in their own
name or as procurators." This is the authority which was
mainly relied upon by the defendant. The passage, which
refers for its authority to Faber 4r-23-17, is opposed to
Oensura Forensis, 4-36-20, where it is said that he who is
;

sued in his own name cannot object to compensation of that
which is owing to him by the plaintiff in his procuratorial
name, for there is no compensation of that which is owing to
another than him who sues or is sued and for this the same
;

referred to by Voetby Voet ? In sec. 10 he says that
the doctrine which he had laid down in sec. 8, as to tutors,
might be applied to procurators. Let us read, then, sec. 8,
it will then read
substituting the word procurator for tutor

passage in Faber

But what

thus

:

is it

—" A

that

is

is

referred to as

is

said

;

procurator suing his

own debtor

is

not obliged

admit compensation of what his principal owes to his
debtor, nor does that which the procurator demands from
to

the debtor of his principal, in the name of the principal,
suffer compensation of what the procurator owes to his
principal's debtor ; but if the procurator shall be summoned

by his creditor, who is the debtor of his principal, it seems
rather that compensation may be alloweii, of what the
procurator owes, with what is owing to his principal."

„

23!
'
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De

in this way, all that this passage lays

Villiers

and

Du

down

is

that

if

Toit had been sued by the defendant for

£66 Is. 9d., they might have pleaded compensation of
£35 which he owes to the plaintiffs as their principal;
but it is no authority for saying that when the plaintiffs sue

his
'

the

the defendant for what he owes them, he may compensate it
with what their agents owe him. With the exception of a

Van Zutven (a book said to be not
which says that an agent may compensate
principal, and which does not seem to bear upon

reference to a passage in
in the Colony),

against his

the case, these are

all

the authorities for the defendant

which it seems to me necessary to notice.
Although the defendant's counsel did at first rely upon
the law as to compensation, yet in the rejoinder which he
was permitted to make upon the law used in the reply, he
seemed to me to give up compensation, and to rest the
question upon whether the settlement of 30th October
was or was not a good payment. This is the right footing
upon which to rest the case, as it appears to me.
In Smith's Mercantile Law, p. 142 (8th ed.), it is said,
" If an agent, instead of receiving money from the debtor of
his principal, write oflF money due from him to the debtor,
then the latter is not discharged." For this reference is
made to Bussell vs. Bangley (4 B. & Al. 398), which is confirmed by the case of Bartlett vs. Pentland (10 B. & C. 760)
where the expressions used are, " the authority given by
the principal to his agent to receive money can never be
construed into an authority to allow the debtor, instead of
paying the money, to write ofi" so much as may be due by
the agent, for that would be to enable the debtor to defraud
the principal, by collusion with the agent.

In Young

White (7 Beav. 506) the plaintiff employed
an estate, which he did, to the defendant.
On the settlement, the defendant deducted a debt due to
him from the agent, and paid only the balance in money.
It was held by the Court that the plaintiff was entitled to
an agent to

vs.

sell

amount of his purchase money. And in
Greenwood (2 Younge & Collyer 419) it was held
that a debtor who pays to the agent of his creditor must pay
the debt in cash, unless he can show that the agent had
authority to receive payment in another way.
It is no doubt true that in Stewart vs. Aberdein (4 M. & W.

recover the full

Barker

vs.
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Lord Abinger, at Nisi Prius, told the jury that it
appeared to him " that the notion had been pushed too far
about the actual payment in cash, for if one man has to pay
1
,,
i
n
,1
another money on account 01 his principal, and there is
money due to him from such other person, it makes no

211),

j>

1

•

.

difference to the principal whether there

is an interchange
bank notes or a mere transfer of accounts from one side to
the other, and it is equally a payment if it is done without

of

fraud."

But, in the

first

place, this dictum, in opposition to

other well-considered cases, was delivered by a single Judge
in the hurry of a jury trial, and, with great deference to that

learned person, seems to
for, if

me

to be

unsound in its reasoning,
it must make every

the agent be vergens ad inopiam,

difference whether the debt of his principal

is

paid to

him

in bank notes or by his entering to the credit of his principal
with himself what his debtor owes him. The law must
presume that if the money had been paid to the agent he
would, as his duty required, have paid it over immediately
to his principal; but by writing off merely the sum on
account, the debtor does not put it in the power of the
needy agent to pay over anything to his principal, and the
agent may the next hour become bankrupt, without the
In the next place this
existence of any fraud in the case.
diotvMi of Lord Abinger must be taken secimdum suhjeetam
materiam. The case in which he uttered it was one of
insurance, in which the broker had set-off a loss with the
underwriters, " according to usage," and therefore the dictum
as to payment in cash was, in some respects, obiter; for the
question he left to the jury, and that on which the case
hinged, was confined to the implied knowledge of the
insurer of the habit of dealing between the broker and the
underwriters, and whether the authority to settle was not to
This is "the
settle "in the same way as is the custom."
"
" held to be
apprehend,
the
Court,
as
I
which
direction
right," according to the reporter.

I

am

therefore of opinion

that the operation which took place between the defendant
and De Villiers and Du Toit, on the 30th October, whereby

they pretended to discharge the purchase money in question,
by making it an item in the account they adjusted between
them, cannot be considered as eflfecting a payment as against
the plaintiffs. Even if the transaction would be good, unless
fraud were shown to exist, I do not by any means feel sure,

lass.

„
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when I look at the dates of the several matters, whether such
an ingredient is not in the case. The sale took place on the
rpj^g
jg^^ jj^^^ ^ggg^
settlement of the dispute with

Kemp and™' Anthouy's estate occurred in
others.

The

June or July, 1854.

was made on the 6th October, 1854, and this settlement, which it was said was intended to enable the auctioneers to make the transfer, did not take place until the
30th October, 1854, and in the books of De Villiers and
Du Toit there is no record of any such settlement. But it
is not necessary to carry this further, because, as I have
transfer

before said, the settlement

operate a

payment

is insufficient,

in

my

opinion, to

against the plaintiffs, even without fraud.

The evidence shows that there was an account kept open
between the plaintiffs and De Yilliers and Du Toit and it
was argued that the settlement of 30th October, was supported
by what fell from the Court in Stewart and Aherdein, that
where the known general course of business is for the agent
to keep a running account with the principal, and to credit
him with the sums he may have received, the rule that money
must be taken cannot properly be applied. But here again
this doctrine must be taken, secundum subjectam materiam.
It was said of an insurance broker, or other mercantile agent,
and applied to a general course of business, but an auctioneer
acting in the sale of land, under specific conditions of sale,
is neithe'r an insurance broker nor mercantile agent
and
there is no " general course of business " to which the
doctrine could be referred. But even if I were wrong here
and the course of business were to be considered applicable,
:

;

not to the special employment of

De

Villiers

and

Du

Toit

but to the general mode of dealing between
auctioneers and their employers, that mode of dealing or

by the

plaintiffs,

custom of auctioneers' business is not law, unless it be
pleaded, and proved as well as pleaded.
But it has not been
pleaded, neither has it been proved, and, therefore, I must
entirely disregard

it.

MULLEE

vs.

PrOUDFOOT.

The next of the five cases is that against Proudfoot. The
only difference between this case and Kemp's is in regard to
the

mode

in which the purchase

is

alleged to have been paid.

(After reciting the evidence the learned Judge went on to
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say)

:

—There

is

evidence here of something like appropria-

payment of this purchase,
if the evidence is to be believed
but I have great hesitation
in giving credit to these loose statements, which I cannot but
think a little cross-examination would have shaken, because
it is contradicted by the books of these witnesses.
I confess
tion of these notes of Ford's to the
;

I disbelieve the story of appropriation, and consider this case

much the same as Kemp's. There is a current
account between this defendant and the auctioneers, into
pretty

whose hands he impresses from time to time goods and promissory notes without any special appropriation, leaving
them to discharge for him his purchase money with the
plaintiffs, which is now done
but there is this difference
between the present case and Kemp's, that whereas in Kemp's
the pretended adjustment of accounts was made on 30th
October, 1854, in Proudfoot's this was not done till March,
1855, when the auctioneers were aware that they must stop
payment, as their notes had been dishonoured in January
preceding, and things had not mended with them. My
opinion is that the account " D," taken, as Holloway swears,
from the books of De Yilliers and Du Toit, which shows that
the defendant's purchase was not placed to his debit, so as to
discharge the sums at his credit, till March, 1855, gives the
and that the account " P.,"
true history of the transaction
which brings it in in December 1854, was fabricated (whether
with or without the knowledge of the defendant, matters not)
;

;

—
—known to be

to anticipate the insolvency of the auctioneers, then,

March, 1855, when that account

is

closed,

in

inevitable.

I think that the decision of this case must follow that of

Kemp's and

for the

same

reasons.

MULLEB
The next

case

is

vs.

AdCOCE.

that of Adcock.

As

to the

first

payment

cash (£22 and £27), no serious objection was stated to the
allowance of this payment by the plaintiffs, and I am not

in

disposed to entertain any.

the second and third instalments I know no reason
defendant should have selected the 18th December,
more than any of the other days on which items were placed
to his credit in this current account between him and the

As to
why the

i85s.

„

23'.

—

'
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auctioneers, or

why he should

select

any one item in the

account more than another to work payment of these instalAug^so.
^gj^tg. nothing appears in the account or in any other
^Kemplnd"*' documeut to show any specific payment whatever of these
others.
second and third instalments ; the case as to them is exactly

°r 23:

that of

difference only as

Kemp, with a

to dates

and a

selection of those instalments only which were due.
As to the fourth instalment, that stands in this way ; the
defendant had become alarmed about settling with De
Villiers

Du

and

chose to pay

and on the 4th September, 1855, he

Toit,

£55

17s.,

the amount of the instalment with

the Port Elizabeth bank, to the credit of the
That payment was made without the order or

interest, into
plaintiffs.

sanction of the plaintiffs,

who disavow

it,

as I

apprehend they
man's bankers

A

are entitled to do, with or without reason.

what he chooses to pay in, but have no right to receive
what he does not pay in, but what some third party chooses
bankers are not agents but mere
to pay in for him
depositaries.
I think for the reason I have given in Kemp's
case the plaintiffs are entitled to judgment for the second and
third instalments, and also to judgment for the fourth instalment, under some arrangement which shall prevent the
receive

;

plaintiffs receiving it twice over.

MuLLEE
The next

case of

vs.

Fleming.

Fleming stands thus

:

— (After recitmg

the evidence, the learned Judge proceeded).

and second instalments the case
this additional against

are set

it,

As to the first
Kemp, with

just that of

that the debt against which they

not one owing to

off, is

is

De

Villiers

and

Du

Toit, to

Fleming, the purchaser, but to Heugh and Fleming, which in
no way can form the subject of set-off.
With regard to the third and fourth instalments, I confess
I am at a loss to see how Heugh and Fleming granting their
note to

De

Villiers

by Fleming

and

the

to

Du

Toit can be said to be a payment

plaintiffs.

In Bartlett

vs. Pentland,

(10 B. & C. 760), it was held that a payment to an agent, in
order to be good, must be specifically appropriated to the

debt due to the principal
otherwise

how

and obviously this must be so,
;
the principal to claim the payment as

is

against the agent

?

If

De

Villiers

and

Du

Toit had become

177
bankrupt, while this note was yet current, by what possible
means could the Mullers have rescued it from the creditors of

De

and

Villiers

Du

Toit ?

The granting

of this note was obviously not paying the
and it was as little giving them promissory
notes approved of by the auctioneers, in terms of the third
condition of sale, as is pleaded by the defendant.
It was
paying to the auctioneers by a promissory note, payable to
themselves, and to no one else.
I cannot think this a good
payment any more than the set-off of the first and second
sellers in cash,

instalments.

MtTLLEB

The remaining

me

case

is

vs.

Abo

Salie.

that of Salie.

It is unnecessary for

have already assigned, for thinking
that such a transaction cannot operate as a payment to the
plaintiffs, under the conditions of sale agreed to by the
defendant, or upon any principle of law or justice whatever
might have been my opinion if the defendant had been the
to repeat the reasons I

;

creditor of

De

Villiers

and

Du

Toit, 1

am

clearly of opinion

that, being their debtor, this giving of a promissory note can

never stand as a payment to that firm on behalf of the
plaintiffs.

Let

me now

conclude with a few general observations

assumed in the argument
MuUer and De Villiers,
Villiers
and the substitution by De
to De Villiers and Du
Toit, gave these parties aijthority to act in any way within
the scope of those instruments, which was argued to be
almost unlimited, though their doing so should be in
disregard of, or even in opposition to the conditions of sale.
It was also assumed that De Villiers and Du Toit were to be
considered as the agents of the plaintiffs, and that the defendants dealt with them as such agents acting for themselves
applicable to

all

the cases.

It was

that the power of attorney to Cornelis

.

I
as principals, in settling the price of these purchases.
cannot but consider both of th^se assumptions as erroneous.

These defendants, with the exception of Proudfoot, had all
signed the conditions of sale, and made their purchases
under them, before the power of attorney, or the substitution
under it, had any existence. These powers, therefore, only
operated to give the attorneys under them authority to act
for the seven plaintiffs in carrying out what remained to be
Vol.

III.

N

lass.

°,r

23.

^'^''
Kemp™d"'
others.
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^Kemp and™'
others.

sale, and by no means
any respect cancelled, the conditions of sale,
^^ sanctioned anything on the part of the purchasers which
their contract under the conditions of sale would not

performed under the conditions of
overrode, or in

warrant.

And as
acted, it

to the character in

which

De Villiers and Du

Toit

impossible not to see that they were the agents of

is

all of these defendants, while they were also the
agents of the plaintiffs, and that they were employed by
each of these defendants to make the payment of their

one and

Their contract, under the conditions, pointed
out their duty to their plaintiffs ; and if their agents did
not duly perform that duty, by making such a payment as
purchases.

the law applicable to such a transaction requires, the consequences must be theirs, not the
I

am

of opinion that

plaintiffs'.

judgment should be

for the plaintiffs

in all the five cases.

Hodges,
it is

C.J.

:

—In the view which I take

of this matter,

not necessary to enter into a separate examination of

the evidence applicable to each case

and this

;

is

the less

necessary as the facts have already been so fully stated

from the Bench.

(The learned Judge, having shortly stated

The amount of the purchase-money,
we thus see, was for the most part paid by writing off debts
due by the agents to the purchasers and in some cases
promissory notes were taken by De Villiers and Du Toit in
discharge of a small portion of the purchase-money. Now,
the general principle of law I apprehend is, that when an
agent is employed to sell an estate and take money, he must
take money and money alone, for the purpose of discharging
the party purchasing and unless some specialty be found
the

facts,

proceeded)

:

;

;

in the case out of the operation of the general rule, that

general principle prevails.

Now, in a case quoted by Mr. Justice Bell, from 7th
Beavan, a case involving a transaction in many respects
similar to the one now before the Court, was under the
investigation of the Court,

that time

and the Master of the EoUs,

Loed Langdale, summed up the

at

effect of the

evidence in his usual perspicuous manner, and it seems to me
to be the very case now brought before the Court.
(The
learned Judge read from the report a passage giving the effect
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of the judgment as shortly stated in the judgment of Mr,
Justice Bell.) It seems to me that that is a direct authority

bearing on this case, just as

had
are

much

to determine these four or five cases,

made by

had
where payments

as if his Lordship

setting off debts due from the purchaser of the

estate to the agent

who made the

sale. That doctrine I find
book which is considered a book
of authority, the celebrated work of Lord St. Leonards on
Vendors and Fwrchasers ; and I refer to this because Lord
St. Leonards deals with an exception to the general rule
which prevails in cases of this sort, and I think the
existence of an exception of that nature, when well defined,
goes far to show what the general rule is. Now his Lordship says at p. 39 of that book, the last edition
(The
learned Judge read an extract to the effect that if the seller
is indebted to his agent whom he authorizes to receive the
inoney, that agent may allow a set-off of a debt due by him
to the purchaser to the extent of the debt due by the

most

fully confirmed in a

:

—

Now it appears to me that the
exception here stated by Lord St. Leonards shows what the
general rule is, that the general rule is that an agent with
principal to the agent.)

—

power to receive payment on a

sale of land, can only take
cash for the purpose of binding the seller, unless, indeed,
the seller be indebted to the agent, and, in that case, as he

makes no difference to the principal how the agent
Now, I need not go minutely into the evidence in
order to see whether the plaintiffs had been drawing money
in advance from De Villiers and Du Toit, since, so far from
says, it
settles.

that being the case, I find

it

clearly proved that the agents

were always indebted to the MuUers. At no time were the
Mullers indebted to the agents but conversely, large sums
;

of

money became due by De

Villiers

and

Mullers, and therefore the case does not

Du

Toit to the

within the
operation of the exception to which I have referred, and we
fall

to the general principle of law which rules
such cases. As I have said, the existence of an exception
to the general rule goes far to show how clearly the rule
itself is established, that an ordinary agent having power
to receive purchase-money for the sale of an estate, cannot
receive it so as to discharge the vendee, by merely dis-

must go back

charging himself from a debt due by himself to the purWhen that is done without the consent of the
chaser.

N

2

issa.

"^T*
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principal, the principal is entitled to repudiate the trans-

T

action

23.

^II^"'

Kemp

and""'
^™'

when

it

comes to his knowledge.

It appears to

me

that the vendee has no right to complain, because he knew
that the land he had acquired was not the property of the

agent but of the principal, and that if he paid the agent in
cash he would be absolved from further payment. It is
according to every principle of justice that a person should
not be permitted to acquire the land of another by merely
writing off a debt due from that other's agent, which probably
would never have been recovered if he had not accepted this
mode of payment. I wish to be understood as not giving
any opinion upon the points discussed, as to whether the
transaction was not carried out on the verge of the insolvency
of Messrs. De Villiers and Du Toit, and under circumstances
of great suspicion, inasmuch as I feel satisfied, that the
transaction did not bind the plaintiffs, even if insolvency on
the part of the agents had not been anticipated at the time
the payment was made. It is not necessary to say more
than this, that I think there is a great deal of evidence to
show that the agents were dealing with measures, as well as
men, in a very improper and scandalous manner, and I
cannot but express my strong disapprobation wherever I see
parties, who must know that they are really insolvent, or
about to become so, taking such a course as leads to the
ruin of third parties, and carrying on such transactions as
those involved in the present instances. In these cases, the
defendants, who, in all probability, are wholly free from

personal reproach, are brought into this Court to contest a
nice point of law, in consequence of the conduct of these

and if there be a class of persons who, more than
most others, deserve to be exposed and punished, it is the
class of unjust stewards who squander their principal's
money instead of handing it over to him, as soon as they
agents

;

it.
My opinion, therefore, is that in all the cases
the plaintiffs are entitled to recover, unless it is shown that
the payments of purchase-money to the agents were made in

receive

With reference to Adcock's case, where a portion of
money is deposited in the bank, the plaintiffs must

cash.

the

undertake to take the necessary steps for the purpose of
enabling the defendant to receive that money, or otherwise
they cannot recover.
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Judgment

for plaintiffs

(Cloete,

J. diss.)

:

plaintiffs to

recover their costs in the case against Proudfoot
four other cases, plaintiffs to

pay

their

own

costs

;

;

in the

and in

regard to the costs of the plaintiffs in the whole five cases,
the said costs, together with the costs of plaintiffs against
Proudfoot, shall be consolidated, and the several defendants
in the said five cases shall each of

them contribute

one-fifth

of the aggregate amount.
rPlalntiffi' Attorneys,

Fairbridge, Hull & Meintjes.I
J

LDefendants' Attorneys, A. Uutchinson.

Patehson

vs.

Pbovisional Committee of Namaqualand

Tramway
Provisional Committee.

—Application for Shares.—
—
—
for Preliminary Expenses.
Allotment.

Inchoate Company.

— Trust-deed.

A

Co.

Liability

meeting was held in Cape Town, on September l%th, 1854,
at which

it

was

resolved to

20,000 shares of £10 each,
deposit, 15s. at

the complete

form a
5s.

certain compa/ny, in

per share

formation of

to

be

the

paid as
company,

A Provisional
the remainder as might be required.
Committee was appointed, and an allotment form drawn
up, in which the allottee bound himself to the resolutions
P., residing in Cape Town,
passed at this meeting.
and

The
applied for shares in accordance with this form.
and
shares were allotted to him in the company's books,
Cape Town papers that all
At a subsequent
the shares applied for had been allotted.
meeting, held in October 1854, a resolution was passed
that the 5s. per share should be paid as follows ; 2s. 6d.
the secretary advertised in the

within fourteen days,

and

2s. 6d. after fourteen

days' notice.

The Company did not undertake any operations, and no
In 1858 the Provisional
trust-deed was in existence.

£2 10s., being the amavmt of 2s. Qd.
The Magistrate gave judgment for plaintiffs.
On appeal held, that the Judgment should be affirmed with

Committee sued P. for

per share.

stay of execution for a month, during which time^ the
Company should render an account of preliminary expenses.

less.

„

as.

—

'

Kemp and
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3.

Pateison

Tramway

vs.

Co.

This was a review of a decision of the Resident Magistrate
of Cape Town in favour of the Provisional Committee of the

Namaqualand Tramway Co., who had sued Paterson on a
summons claiming a contribution of £2 10s. owing as a
deposit on 20 shares, subscribed for at 2s. 6d. per share in

the said Company, due and payable on November, 1854.
The defendant denied his liability.

For plaintiffs, H. Gordon stated I am secretary of the
Company.
In consequence of a written application by
defendant, 20 shares were allotted to him 5s. per share was
the amount fixed on September 16, 1854, and afterwards, on
:

:

October 21, 1854, they were reduced to 2s. 6d. per share,
the directors having the option to call up the other 2s. 6d.
if required.
The amount of 2s. 6d. has been called up in
the Government Gazette and other papers.
sued for is for the first instalment.

The amount now

Notices were inserted in the Government
and other papers calling upon parties to call at the
office to obtain their letters of allotment, and pay the deposit
of 2s. 6d. per share. There was no regular allotment of
shares excepting through the newspapers, stating that all
the shares applied for had been allotted. The Company not
being then regularly formed, the demand was merely for a
I was
deposit to meet the preliminary expenses incurred.
authorized to put the advertisement in the papers by a
resolution of the Provisional Committee on November 1,
1854. I did not send a letter to defendant informing him
that 20 shares had been allotted to him. I did not do so to
any except applicants residing in the country. The Company has not been formed yet, subject to certain conditions
as expressed in the resolution of September 16, 1854.
I am
I was appointed
in receipt of £10 per month as secretary,
by the Provisional Committee. There was only a Provisional
Committee appointed prior to the formation of the Company,
and the nine directors mentioned in the minutes of September 16 were not appointed. At that meeting the Provisional
Committee was to consist of ten, and ten were appointed.
Some of them have since resigned or left the Colony. The
application to Parliament as mentioned in the minutes of
October 21 was not made, as the Company was not formed.

Cross-examined

Gazette

:

:
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If formed, the

The

pany.

Company would have been

2s.

a joint-stock com-

6d. will be quite sufficient to

cover the

preliminary expenses incurred.

The

letter of allotment

was as follows

Minutes of meeting of subscribers held October 21, 1854,
were put in, at which a report of the Provisional Committee
was presented and resolutions carried as follows
1.

That the Company be named the Namaqiialand Eailroad

or

Tram-

Co.

" 2. That

it is

intended to apply to next meeting of Parliament for a

amount of his
number of shares they may hold.

Charter, to limit the liability of each subscriber to the

subscription of

£10 per

share, for the

" 3. That the Provisional Coramittee be authorized to appoint subcommittees in the different provincial towns.

" 4. That the list of subscribers be kept open till November 30.
" 5. That those parties who shall, at the close of this meeting, have
already subscribed, shall receive the full amount of shares subscribed for.
" 6. That with reference to the resolution proposed and seconded at the
meeting held on September 16, the call of 5s. per share shall be paid as
follows
2s. 6d. per share, within 14 days from this date, and the other
2s. 6d. when called for by the Directors, on giving 14 days' notice ;
and if not then paid the Directors to have the option of forfeiting the
(Signed) E. Chiappini, Chairman.
shares.
:

The Supplement

to the Government Gazette of Septem-

ber 28, 1854 (put in), contained an advertisement of the
meeting held on September 16, at which certain resolutions

were passed, one of which

way

*

was that the Namaqualand Tram-

Co. be formed, with a capital of £200,000 in 20,000

shares of

£10

each, whereof 5,000 be reserved for the benefit

of the Company, and payable as follows
deposit, 15s.

Company,

:

5s.

per share as

per share at the complete formation of the

or so soon as 5,000 shares shall have been sub-

and the remainder in instalments of £1 each as
;
and another, that the formation of this
Company be contingent on the result of the applications
which have been made to British capitalists, through the
instrumentality of the committee appointed for that purpose
scribed

may

for,

be required

*

'

avs.

t?^^c".

:

—

"

^f

Pateraon

" To the Provisional Committee of tlie Namaqiialand Tramway Co.
" Gentlemen, I hereby make application for 20 shares in the Namaqualand Tramway Co., binding myself to the several conditions expressed
in the resolutions passed at the meeting held in the Commercial Exchange
on September 16, 1854.
(Signed) W. Pateeson."

way

issa.

This was the resolution referred to in Eesolution 6 above.

—
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'

3.

Pater^on

us.

Namaqualand

Tramway

Co.

June

last.

A

provisional committee was appointed to

carry ont the resolutions, and a form of application for allot-

mout was appended. In accordance with,
i
t
i

this

form defendant

i

had applied.

The defendant called no witnesses, and the Magistrate
gave judgment for plaintiffs for £2 lOs. with costs.
This judgment the defendant now brought in review.
I admit that persons who
Porter, A.O., for appellant.
have adopted the character of shareholders are not at liberty
to withdraw on account of the subsequent want of success of
the Company, but there are always trust-deeds in existence,
But where there
in such cases, though they be not signed.
are merely abortive attempts to create a company, and no
trust-deed, then, though an action for contribution may lie,
such contribution must be confined to actually ascertained
preliminary expenses and the fact thai the company never
progressed but became abortive is enough to taie away the
claim for call. As to position of an allottee of shares, see
Wordsworth, p. 37. Here there is no proof that the company ever was formed, and no work was done as for a tramway company. When a company is formed, the only remedy
;

for expenses is contribution.

Brand, J. H., for respondent, referred to Asphitel

8ur-

vs.

comhe, 19 L. J. (N.S.) Exch., p. 83.

Cur. adv. vuU.

Postea {Sept. 3),

Bell,

J.,

(after adverting

to

the pleadings) said

:

The

point contended for on behalf of the appellant, defendant in

the Court below, was that in no case had an action been
brought without the previous production of the trust-deed,
and before any contribution could be claimed for preliminary
expenses, those expenses should be, ascertained.

cannot see the force of that argument.

Parties

But

may

I

incur

and be made responsible without the trustdeed being produced, and the absence of a trust-deed weighs
nothing with me in adjudicating in this case. The facts are
that, the company being projected by certain persons, a
meeting was held on September 16th, 1854, at which certain
resolutions (printed) were entered into, and then on October
responsibility

,

,
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7th, 1854, this defendant writes to the provisional

of the

committee

Namaqualand Tramway Company, making an

appli-

ms.
T's.'

cation for twenty shares, binding himself to the several con- PateT^ vs.
ditions contained in the resolutions passed on September 16th. T?^way c°.
It would have been more satisfactory to my mind if the

committee had answered that letter direct, accepting the
offer of this party to become a partner
but it did not take
that course.
The committee inserted a notice in the Gazette
of Nov. 16th notifying that the letters of allotment were
;

lying at the office for such applicants as might call for them,
but no evidence was produced in the Magistrates' Court to

show us whether

this party called, or what passed on the
There might have been more evidence on the
matter in the inferior Court, if the case had been gone
into as one would have wished it should; but still in
the absence of that evideiice, there is enough to satisfy
my mind that in the particular terms of the application
there was a previous knowledge of what had been done
in regard to the Company, and the evidence shows that
the Company had his name in the book of allottees. Therefore there is sufficient, in my mind, to show that this person
wished to become a partner, that he was accepted, and that
he must be taken as such for no one, after ascertaining
for what the Company was originated, and knowing what
resolutions had been adopted in regard to the carrying out
of specific objects, and then deliberately applying for shares
in the particular terms he uses, could be supposed to be ignorant of the facts that had happened. If the action had been

subject.

;

the other way

have

—a claim

for the shares

—the Company could not

and they would have had to give the
shares. And therefore I am satisfied, that he should be
treated as a shareholder or a contributor, whichever you
choose to call him, for to the resolutions adopted at the
[The
meeting of September 16th he says hb will adhere.
learned Judge here referred to the resolution of the meeting
of Sept. 16th.J Five shillings were to' be paid as a deposit
on each share, and fifteen shillings on the complete formation
of the Company, which shows that something was to be done
resisted the action,

before

its

who
pay the

complete formation.

Now

this party, therefore*

applied for these shares in effect says, I

at once.

deposit of five shillings a share, which

He

am
is

willing to

to

be

made

applies on Oct. 7th, and on 21st there

is

a
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meeting of the company, at which a resolution was passed in
reference to the resolution propounded at the other meeting,
2s. Qd.
that the call of 5s. per share should be as follows
:

TO.

T^Say (S!

within fourteen days and the other
notice,

and

if

2s.

—

6d. after fourteen days'

not then paid, the directors to have the option
The undertaking entered into was,

of forfeiting the shares.

that he should pay the deposit of

2s. 6d.,

not immediately,

but within fourteen days, and it is styled "a call." It
is for that 2s. 6d. a share that this action is brought.
Well, then, the answer made to that is, that this is a
Company which although intended to be formed was never
formed.
Then the answer is that at this meeting of
that £5000 had been
and therefore that the Company should

Oct. 21st, the report submitted was

subscribed

for,

be considered as having been formed. The Secretary of
the Company admitted before the Magistrate that the
Company had not been formed, but that was merely
his opinion.
The Committee reported that it was formed,
and the meeting of subscribers apparently adopted that. But
it is

said again that the

Company was formed

purpose, yet nothing was done, and

for a particular

was suggested that
some of the statements about the route being examined were
not true, no such surveys having been made.
Well, that
would go to show that the Company had intended to do
something, but it had never arrived so far as to do anything.
But that will not exonerate the party from his liability to do
anything towards the expenses of such things as had been
done to accomplish an object, though that object was not
accomplished ; and had the action been brought within two
or three months after the deposit was due, he would have
had to pay, and there would have been no necessity to listen
to argument, as I do not see the right he could have to say,
"Before I jpay, I should have the account." But when so
many years have been allowed to elapse (an apparent departure from the object of the deposit resolution), the party may
certainly say, " How can you make me pay a deposit which
ought to have been called as an a priori measure, because, as
is noWj it is a posteriori ; and therefore I should like to see
the account." But, looking at the justice of the plea, it seems
to me that the proper judgment of the Court should be for
the amqunt, but with a stay of execution for a month or a
fortnight, during which time the Company should exhibit an
it
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account as to the preliminary expenses, so as to show it is neces-

isss.

sary to hare the different contributions from the different

..

s.

shareholders, and so exhibit the proportionate expenses for PatereonM.
1, Namaqnaland
,
T
the As. oa. per share, and, thereiore, what i propose is, that Tramway co.
,

„_,

/.I

,,

•

the magistrate's judgment should be confirmed, with a stay
of execution for a month, with liberty to defendant to apply
to the Court

if it is

shown that

2s. 6d.

per share

the expense for which he should be liable

:

is

each party to apply to this Court on the subject of

Cloete and Wateemeyee,

re

costs.

JJ. concurred.

[Attorneys for plaintiff In roTiew, Faibbhidge,

In

more than

with liberty to

Hdll & Meintjies]

Bathgate.

Duties of a Curator ad litem.

In this case, which was an application to have one Bathgate declared of unsound mind, Wateemeyee, J., said:
Cwrators ad litem do not appear to me to consider sufficiently

what their duties

The duty

are.

of a cwator

ad

litem is

he can, whether what is alleged
whom he is appointed curator
is true or is not true, and to endeavour to prove in contradiction to what is alleged by the person stating that it is a
case of lunacy, that the alleged lunatic is sane and of sound
mind. If he find that he cannot do that, then his duty is
this, to ascertain, as far as

respecting the individual to

to state that in Court at all events.

Naylob

vs.

Munnik.

Liability of Carrier for Lost Parcel.

A

carrier cannot escape

from Ms

—Advertisement.—

Notice.

legal obligations by

issmng a

public notice that he will not be responsible for

damage

goods carried by him

to

owner of

the goods

saw

;

loss

or

he trmst show that the

the notice

and

consented to

its

terms.

In

the case

of a

special agreement with the

owner of the goods

um.
^^±^^BathgTte.
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that the goods are to he carried at his rish, the carrier will
still he liable for

1859.

„

'

i.

Nayior

vs.

gross negligence.

This was an action for the recovery of £50 damages, the
value of a parcel alleged to have been delivered to defendant
for conveyanco to Beaufort and to have been lost.
The plaintiff resided at Beaufort ; one Butcher, residing
at Cape Town, had forwarded the parcel to him through
defendant, who conveyed the mails between Cape Town and
Beaufort, parcels being carried in the mail carts.
The declaration stated that on November 27th, 1856, at
Cape Town one Butcher, trading as J. H. Butcher & Co.,
acting as the agent or mandatory of plaintiff, delivered to defendant, the contractor with Government for the conveyance
of mails between Cape Town and Beaufort West, and as
such acting as a common carrier, a certain parcel containing
goods obtained by Butcher as such agent for plaintiff'?
account, which parcel was directed to plaintiff as Thomas
Naylor,Nieuwveld, Beaufort West, to be by defendant carried
to Beaufort for certain hire or reward ; that although defendant received the parcel to be carried in his mail cart,
and was bound to exercise as such carrier due care and
diligence in and about the conveying of the parcel, yet he,
the defendant, and his servants took such little and bad care
of the parcel that it was lost; that

by reason of the loss
had sustained £50 damages, for which sum he
prayed for judgment.
Defendant pleaded the general issue, and further that
plaintiff ought not to maintain his action, because long
before the alleged delivery of the parcel, to wit on August
2nd, 1856, defendant published in the Cape Mercantile
Advertiser a notice intimating to the public that he would
plaintiff

not be responsible for the safe custody or delivery of
any parcel of goods sent by the conveyance for the transmission of the mails from Cape Town to Beaufort West, but
that such parcel would be conveyed at the risk of the

owner only, of which plaintiff had notice through his agent
or mandatory, Butcher.
Wherefore defendant prayed that
plaintiffs claim might be dismissed.
The notice in the Cape Town newspaper, annexed to
the plea, was as follows: "Notice. All prepaid parcels or
packages will be forwarded to Beaufort West per mail cart

;
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on Thursday evenings at 6 o'clock, from the office of the
undersigned, at the risk and responsibility of the owner of
such parcel or package only. (Signed) J, H. Munnik."

—

The replication joined
For the plaintiff:

issue.

H. Armstrong stated that he was a clerk in Mr. Butcher's
employ, that on a number of occasions (about twenty) he

had delivered parcels at defendant's office for transmission
by his mail-cart ; that in September he delivered a parcel
at the office for transmission, but that it was too heavy and
so in November he took it back the defendant objected to
return the money which had been paid for carriage, so it
was agreed that a parcel of lesser weight should be sent.
Several parcels were sent to work off the account the parcel
in question contained silk dresses, and the invoice was made
;

:

£43

out to the value of

odd.

Cross-examined I never got any receipts for the parcels
I asked for one for the very first parcel I took. None was
given, as Stevenson, defendant's clerk, said he did not like
to make himself responsible ; he said he would assume no
responsibility.
I understood him to say there was no
responsibility connected with their receipt of parcels.
He
did not refer me to a notice in a newspaper. Stevenson on
more than one occasion repeated his non-responsibility resolution.
I do not recollect ever taking back any parcels
thereupon. These occasions were all before September. On
November 27th I took a parcel weighing 40 lbs., and on
December 31st one weighing 30 lbs.
By the Couet I do not recollect telling Mr. Butcher
of what Stevenson said about non-responsibility. I recollect
:

:

seeing the notice of non-responsibility as to parcels in the
Mercantile Advertiser.
J. H. Butcher stated that defendant was carrier of mails
and' parcels to Beaufort, that he agreed verbally with defendant as to the substitution of. a lighter for a heavier

became acquainted with the fact of the
by a letter from
that the carrying
understanding
there
an
;
that
was
Naylor
the
mail, and if the
with
interfere
was
not
to
parcels
of
might be left
parcels
room
up
too
much
took
mail-bags
of
non-responsi-.
no
notice
that
there
was
tern.
;
pro
behind
office.
defendant's
in
up
posted
bility
parcel

;

that he

first

non-delivery of the parcel in question

issa.
..

4-

Nayioros.

Munnik.

;
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Nayior m.
Munnik.

I carry on business in St. George's
Cross-examined
done
so for the last seven or eight years.
Street, and have
to be the usual medium
The Mercantile Advertiser is supposed
^ ^
for advertisers, and I see it in common with the other
:

•

i

i

i

I never saw a notice of non-responsibility of defendant in it.
By the CouET: On the missing parcel being spoken
about, there was an intimation made for the first time of the
advertisement in the Advertiser.
papers.

JFor the defendant.
J. S.

Stevenson stated that he was in defendant's

service,

and was in the habit of receiving parcels for transmission
by the Beaufort mail, and he had charge of that department that he frequently received parcels from Armstrong,
but never gave receipts that he returned one parcel to him
in October or November on account of its being too heavy
;

;

that he never refused taking parcels except when a receipt
was demanded [and witness continued as follows :] I recollect
having conversations with Armstrong as to receipts which I
:

refused to give, telling

him that when

I entered defendant's

on no occasion was I ever
to give receipts, for he would not be liable as the goods must
go at the risk of the senders. When Armstrong came to inquire about the heavy package not having been forwarded he
said he would not require the money, but would take the
package back leaving the money to pay for future packages.
Subsequently Armstrong made inquiry a bout a missing package, but he could not give the precise date at which it was left.
Cross-examined He did give a date at one time but I
could not find any entry.
[The further evidence as to the delivery of the lost parcel
service I received instructions that

:

at defendant's store

;

is

immaterial.]

Porter, A.G., for plaintiff:

by the law of

—As to whether the notice

is

Colony to discharge defendant
from liability, see Voet, 4-9-7 BelVs Mercantile Law, p. 472.
Ordinary care must be used. Here the fact of the denial
of the receipt, and the receipt being subsequently proved,
sufficient

this

;

proves negligence.
Benysen, on the question of notice, referred to Angell on
Carriers, § 249 (4th American ed.) ; Stephen's Commentaries,
vol.

ii.,

pp. 83,

84 (5th

ed.)

;

Bv/rge, Col.

Law,

vol.

iii.,

p. 703.
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Porter, in reply, referred to Angell, §§ 267, 268.

^^^\
„

Hodges,

O.J.

:

—I

feel

no doubt

in this case that the

I am quite satisfied that
the parcel was delivered at defendant's office, after hearing
the evidence given by the gentlemen who sent the parcel

plaintiff is entitled to recover.

and the evidence of the clerk. Then, with
regard to the second point, which is a point of considerable
importance, it appears to me that a carrier who undertakes

to the office

is bound to take a faithful care of those
answerable for their loss even in case of theft.
It is for the interest of the public that this rule should be
enforced, as otherwise a door would be opened for the

to carry goods

goods, and

is

perpetration of gross frauds

when goods

handed over by
In this case the

are

their owners for the purpose of transit.

defendant does not deny the primary obligation that the
law casts upon him, but he says, by way of excuse, that he
gave a certain notice in the newspapers, and that that notice
came to the knowledge of the plaintiff, and that therefore
he is excused from liability. Now it appears to me that
the evidence does not support the plea, and I entertain
considerable doubts whether the plea is good, even if it had
been completely proved, for it is not averred that the
plaintiff consented to the goods being carried on the terms
mentioned in the advertisement. A carrier cannot escape
from the ordinary obligations which the law imposes on him
by merely showing that he issued a public notice that he
would not be responsible for loss of or damage to goods.
He must go a step further and prove that the owner of the
goods really saw that advertisement and consented to the
terms of the notice. General notices, like this which has
been referred to, are not to be treated with any favour. There
must be nothing less than a special contract made with the

owner of the goods
don't think that

to prevent the operation of the rule.

by refusing

I

to give a receipt for the goods

and by making such vague and unmeaning statements,
which appear to have been done on one or two occasions by
defendant's book-keeper, that defendant released himself
from his obligations. It was a mere assertion which had no
weight and the advertisement, which it is not proved was
seen by the owner of the goods, was not sufficient to relieve
the carrier. A carrier ought to take care to obtain the
;

*-

Nayiorw.

s
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signature of the owner of the goods to a document, in which

1869.

„'

i-

Nayior us.

it is

plainly and distinctly stated that the goods are to be

Sent on at the risk of the owner, and that the carrier
to be

made

is

not

In the absence of such an
agreement neither the carrier nor his servants will be excused for loss or damage but, even if there be the special
agreement, the carrier would not be excused in case of malliable for their loss.

;

Under the circumstances I
think the plaintiff is entitled to recover, and if the defendant wishes for the future to limit his liability (and it is
very proper he should have an opportunity of doing so) he
should adopt the course I have pointed out.
feasance or gross negligence.

Bell, Cloete, and Wateemetee, J J., concurred.

Judgment

for the plaintiff for

£45

price of the goods sent, with interest

6s.

and

3d.,

the invoice

costs.

rPlaintiffs Attorney, A. HuTCHiNSOif. 1
LDefendant's Attorney, J. H. HorMETR. J

Nyhoff's Teustbes
Insolvency.

— Ord.

6,

1843,

§

dent taken in
The evidence of L. given

65.

vs.

Lesab.

— Undue

Preference.

—Evi-

other proceedings.

hefore

a Commissioner, who had heen

examine an insolvent and other witnesses as
to the insolvent's transactions, admitted against L. in an
action of undue preference Irought hy the trustees of the
appointed

to

insolvent estate.

1869.

Feb^8.

Trast'e^ra

Lesar.

L

This was an action brought by the trustees of Nyhoff
the defendant for the purpose of

insolvent estate against
setting aside an alleged
Porter, A.Gt. (with

undue

preference.

him Brand,

C.J.),

appeared for plain-

tiffs.

Brand,

J. E., for defendant.

After opening the case, Porter proposed to put in the
evidence given by the defendant at a Commission held
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before Oloete,

J., for the purpose of examination of the
the evidence had been given in answer to questions put by the counsel for the trustees the defendant
vf&s not represented by counsel at the Commission.
Brand, J.H., objected to the evidence being put in, as it

insolvent

;

;

could only be taken as one-sided.
[Bell, J., stated his opinion that Lesar was under a disadvantage when he gave this evidence.]
Porter.
It has always been the practice, and I apprehend
it to be perfectly regular, that anything that a witness says
in a witness-box may be used as evidence against him in

any other action whatever.
[Hodges, C.J.
Would it be competent for Mr. Brand to
He is the
call him now to explain his former evidence ?
defendant, you see.*]
Well, I think it would not be competent for him to do
:

—

but your Lordships have the option of recalling him.
Only if there is anything defective.]
[Cloete, J.
We have the option of recalling him
[ Wateemeyee, J.
but only on that account.]
an
explanation
to get
[Bell, J. This man says, or rather his counsel says,
"Eead my statement if you like, but give me an opporso,

:

—

:

—
;

tunity of explaining

a witness

am

it."

Now

then, could

you

call

him

as

?]

by our law. In England it is competent
examine a defendant in a suit as a witness. My notion
upon this matter is that the law considers that for the
interests of the public, truth should be told, and the only
protection a witness has is that he is not bound to answer
questions that will criminate himself but he must answer
though he subjects himself to a civil action.
There is no doubt, I think, that a decla[Hodges, C.J.
ration made by defendant is evidence against him in this
The only point is whether this is a compulsory
cause.
I

afraid not,

to

:

:

—

examination or not.]
I think within the last two years
England, in a criminal case, which
suit,

that

if,

it

has been decided in

is

stronger than a civil

at a coroner's inquest, in

which the inquiry

as to the cause of death, questions are put to a witness

is

by

the coroner which he answers, and those answers are taken
*

Vol.

III.

Act

4,

1861, liad not then been passed.

isss.

—

TruBtees vs.
Lesar.
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—^
Trustees M.
Lesar.

—

down and

are capable of being proyed, it is held that you
can use that man's eyidence on oath as against himself in a
criminal case when he is tried for that murder. If this is
the case in a criminal action, a fortiori it is the case in

a ciyil

suit.

[Hodges, C.J.

:

—The question has been very much con-

lately, whether, where a man has made
statements of fact on oath, those statements can be used as
evidence against him in a subsequent criminal proceeding.

sidered in

England

In this instance the main point seems to be whether it is
not a compulsory process to bring the parties before a
Commissioner.]
Brand read Ord. 6, 1843, § 65, where it is laid down that
the witness is liable to penalties or imprisonment in case of
refusal to answer.
Porter referred to a passage from Boscoe on Evidenee to
the effect that no witness can refuse to answer questions

because his answers would expose

him

to a civil action.

[Hodges, C.J., referred to Taylor on Evidence, par. 723,
as showing that such evidence would be admissible in
England.]
Brand, J. H., contra, referred to In re Bohinson, where
application was made to have the insolvent examined, but
the Court refused the commission, on the ground that it
would be fishing out evidence to establish a case against
him and also in Syfret's Case, the Court refused to grant
the commission. The passage from Boscoe referred to a case
pending, and this made a material difference because, when
an action is about to be instituted, the party examined has
notice of the points to be brought against him, and he is on
his guard, and therefore gives, in his answers to the ques;

tions put, such qualifications as are necessary to explain the
But what are the circumstances here? The
evidence.

case

is

not instituted

till

insolvent and of defendant.

after

An

the examination of the
application

is

made

to the

Court to have the parties examined, and it is granted.
Although the witness may take objections to the questions
put he is really bound to answer them. He gives his
account of the dealings between himself and the insolvent,
but perhaps not so fully as to make it clear to the Court,
and perhaps he is misunderstood, so that he is under that
disadvantage.

When

the examination

is

obtained, then

it
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submitted for counsel's opinion; and if the creditors
think they may try the case, then this imperfect declaration
is

—

[Hodges, C.J.
This is all very good reasoning as to the
weight of the evidence when it comes to be applied to the
case
but the point is as to the admissibility of this
;

declaration. ]

Well, I only think

it

right to put this before your Lord-

ships, that there are several things in that declaration

which

defendant could explain, but he cannot be called as a
witness, according to our law.

Hodges,

C. J., held, that from a reading of the authorities

this evidence

Bell,

J.,

was admissible.

seemed

said it

him very

to

unjust, but he could

and as the
had received great consideration in England, be
bold enough to dissent from the authorities.

not, in the face of the express authorities read,

subject

The deposition was then read.
The insolvent and other witnesses were then examined,
and eventually judgment was given for plaintiffs.
rPlaintiffs' Attorney,

D. Tennant.

Bo WEES

Plaintiff

contract.

1

De Koet£. J

LDefendant'8 Attorney, G. J.

Breach of

—

VS.

Miller and Eaklet.

Official Uability.

Officer.

was

Deputy

the

—

Set-off.

—Bight

— Claim in reconvention.

Imperial

hehalf of

jj^ff
Tru3tee3»s.
Lesar.

is filed.
:

"59.

Her Majesty

Commissary-General
the

to sue

acting

on

Queen, and sued defendant

for damages for hreach of contract in neglecting to supply
certain oat-hay to the Commissariat Department.
Defendant admitted his liability, hut claimed in reconvention
that he was the cessionary of certain u/nsatisfied judgments
given against one Green, then Deputy Commissary-General,
six years before the ahove contract was entered into : these

judgments were for a larger amount than

the plaintiffs
2
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claim,

and were given in

actions brought against the

De-

partment for compensation for having impressed wagons:
the cessions were admitted to be legal and the judgments
The Court held that the claim in reconunsatisfied.
vention
claims.

jjg^^'j

Bowers us

imte and

The

was rightly pleaded, and gave judgment on
[Hodges, C.J., diss.'\

declaration stated that

both

James Miller and Edwin

Hailey of Graham's Town were summoned to answer Henry
Bowers, Deputy Commissary-Greneral at the Cape of Good
Hope, acting for and on behalf of Her Majesty the Queen,
in an action of debt.
That one Thomas Miller had contracted to supply the
Commissariat Department with a certain quantity of oathay from January 1 to December 31, 1856, in consideration
of which plaintiff agreed to pay to defendants a certain
stipulated price.
That on October 3, 1855, and in writing,
said defendants, jointly and severally, renouncing the beneficiwm, exoussionis in case said Miller should fail to perform
all the stipulations of the contract entered into, agreed
that then, and in that case, they would jointly and seyerally pay to plaintiff or senior commissariat officer at the
Cape of Good Hope for the time being, the sum of £350, as
damages and compensation for the breach of the stipulaThat Miller did not fulfil the contract, but failed to
tion.
deliver large quantities of oat-hay when required between
January 1 and December 31, 1856, of which breach and
neglect defendants had notice. That plaintiff had in consequence of the breach of contract sustained damages to a
greater extent than £350.
Wherefore the plaintiff prayed for £350 damages and
costs.

The defendants pleaded the general issue, and claimed
Deputy Commissary-General at
the Cape of Good Hope (in whose name and for whose bein reconvention that the

hoof the present plaintiff in his capacity as the hoe tempore
Deputy Commissary-General brings the present action) had
become indebted to the said plaintiffs in reconvention in a

sum of money, through his representative or other
having power to bind the said Deputy CommissaryGeneral in matters belonging to and connected with that
Department.
That on April 20, 1849, one C. P. Marais
certain

officer
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brought an action in the Circuit Court at Grahamstown
against W. Green, the then Deputy Commissary-General
and senior commissariat officer (the said Green then representiug the Deputy Commissary-General of the Cape of
Good Hope) in an action to recover certain compensation,
his wagons and oxen having been impressed and employed
by the said Commissariat Department for Her Majesty's
service, when judgment was given for the plaintiff for an
amount of £101 lis., with interest and costs amounting to
£52 9s. lOd. that similar judgments were obtained at the
same time by P. S. Marais and E. Pringle, and that the
amount of the three judgments, with interest and costs,
amounts to £484 Is. id. That these judgments, notwithstanding demand made, still remain unsatisfied. That by
virtue of a due and legal cession and transfer of said judgments, executed in favour of the plaintiffs in reconvention
on September 3, 1856, they have become the legal holders
of these judgments and that as such legal holders they are
entitled to payment of £484 Is. 4(Z., for which amount they
prayed for judgment and costs.
The replication was general.
A consent paper was put in by which it was admitted that
the cession was legal. It was also admitted that the defendants were liable for the £350 ;for breach of contract, and
that the judgments were obtained against Green as stated
;

;

in the pleadings.

The point

for the decision of the

Court was whether the

set-off or claim in reconvention could be allowed.

Brand,
Brand,

J. H., for plaintiff.

0. J., for defendants.

Hodges, C.J., doubted whether the judgments obtained
in 1849 against Green could be legally set-off against
Bowers, and said The plaintiffs in reconvention should have
brought here all the Acts of Parliament which give power
to this branch of Her Majesty's Government and shown us
:

that one Commissary-General

is

responsible for the acts of

be said that an officer here, taking a bond
for the enforcement of a contract, is to be met when he
brings an action for a breach of that bond by a person who
goes to the other end of the Colony and produces a judgment
another.

Is it to

—

^^^9^
^^

^j^®^*"*

:
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Bowers OT.
Miller and

against some other Commissary ?

Suppose, for instance, a

has been sruilty of misconduct. Had all the
,
/^
-r»
i
statutes giving powor to the Uommissariat Department
been produced to-day, I may have seen something there to
convince me that when an officer who is doing duty at the

former

officer
_

-

_

•

j_

^

judgment to go against the
judgment may be afterwards purchased
up against a claim made by a new Commissary-

other end of the Colony allows a

Department, that

and

set

G-eneral against another party, but in the absence of that

argument I still adhere to the opinion I have given, and
it must not be taken that I for one consider this a good
claim in reconvention.

Bell, J., in giving judgment, said Whether these judgments have been obtained by defendants for a fair consideration or not does not matter.
They have these judgments
in their possession legally, and they are entitled to recover
the amount of these judgments.
:

Cloete,

now

J.,

in giving judgment, said

also to state that I entertain

:

I feel

it

my duty

no doubt that we must

view any case like this on this simple proposition, whether,
when engagements are made by subjects of the Crown with
persons holding office under the Crown, these engagements
are personal, or whether they are made with such persons
by virtue of their office. If they are personal, then these
persons are, in goods and chattels and persons, liable for
the execution of judgments of the Court. On the other
hand, if they are made by these persons by virtue of office,
then they attach to such persons as long as they hold office,
and pass over with the commoda and incommoda of such
offices to their successors.
If we look to the principles of
our law we will find that it clearly lays down this principle
that if the engagements are not personal engagements,
when the person making such engagements is discharged or
removed by the Crown from the position he occupies, and
another officer succeeds him in that office, that successor is
still bound by the engagements entered into by his predecessor.
I, therefore, entertain no doubt that this obligation
was assumed by Mr. Green in 1849 as Deputy CommissaryGeneral acting on the frontier, and not by him individually
It attaches to him as exercising a trust for
as Mr. Green.

Her Majesty.

The moment he was discharged he handed
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over to his successor, and his successor in the same way
to
•
,
ms successor, all the obligations he had entered into bv

„

virtue of his office.

Muier ami

W69.
Feb. 9.

,

Therefore, as it strikes me, all such
bind the ^Crown, being unsatisfied and
further, as long as they remain unsatisfied, the second, third,
fourth, and fifth successor, and so on, will be equally liable
as Mr. Green was originally when that contract was forfeited

judgments

still

;

or breached.

Wateemeyer,

J.

treme simplicity.

:

—This case

A

is,

in

my

mind, one of ex-

CrOwn Department, the Commissariat

Department in

this Colony, sues the defendant for a breach

of contract.

admitted that there is a breach, and
go in favour of the Commissariat Depart-

judgment

It is

will

ment, representing the Crown here, for a certain amount
previously agreed upon as liable to be paid in case of failure

agreement entered into. Then there is a
claim in reconvention against the plaintiff in this Court.
Unless I hear very strong argument indeed, to convince me
to the contrary, I assume and take it for granted that no
one can be a plaintiff in this Court who could not be also a
to execute the

If justice is done, there is no distinction between the plaintiff and the defendant. Then the plaintiff
in this Court is met by a reconventional claim on account
of certain judgments which have been assigned to the present
defendants in the conventional claim. These were judgments obtained against the Commissariat Department ten
years ago. They were not satisfied then, and they have not
been satisfied yet. I remember there was some application
made to this Court in reference to execution on those judgments, but there was a certain difficulty in the way, so that
the plaintiffs could not, although they had the judgment of
the Court, obtain the payment the Court awarded them.
The plaintiffs in those suits have assigned those judgments,
and here I may remark that we perfectly understand by
our law and in this Court, the right of cession of judgment.
These judgments having been so assigned, the defendant is
entitled to claim from this Court in reconvention, that
whereas judgment has been given against him for £350 in
favour of the Commissariat, this Court shall uphold his right
to judgments to a greater amount than that, viz., £480.
Mr. Bowers and Mr. G-reen are different names for the same

defendant.

—

Harley.
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The Commissariat Department was condemned to
That Department now sues. It is
pay ten years ago.
against the Department that the judgment is, in consequence, given. The same Department will have the benefit

thing.

9.

Bowers vs.
Miller and
Harley,

of the

judgment

in convention.

—

I suppose it is assumed at the bar that
Bell, J., added
the Crown cannot be sued in this Court. The difficulty
which suggested itself to my mind was how to get execution
against the Crown. I do not know how we can get it but
:

;

we have

it

here, for

we have got

it

by the

fact of the recon-

vention.

Judgment
for the

for the plaintiff in

convention with

defendant in reconvention with

costs,

and

costs.

Plaintiff's Attorneys, Fairbkidoe, Hntt & Meintjes."]
LDefendants' Attorneys, Kedelinghuys & Wessels.
J
r

Thwaits
Appeal

to

vs.

Privy CovmcU.

Andekson's Executoe.

—Execution

of Justice,

of Judgnwnt.

— Charter

§ 50.

Wliere judgment had been given for the defendant with

and

the plaintiff

moved for have

to

appeal

to the

costs,

Privy

Council, the Court ordered execution to issue against plaintiff for the costs,

defendant

to give secwrity

for the amoimt

thereof.

1869.

Feb.

16.

Thwaits vs.
Anderson's
Executor.

This was a motion for leave to appeal to the Privy Council
from a judgment of the Supreme Court in an action in
which William and Ellen Thwaits (now appellants) sought
to recover a certain estate of considerable value in Australia

from the executor of the late G. Anderson. The Court held
that the estate had been purchased with assets belonging to
Anderson, and gave judgment for the defendant with costs.
Benyssen, for plaintiffs, applied for leave to appeal.
Porter, A.G., for respondent, defendant in the action,
claimed execution of the judgment, regarding the costs,

—
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which had been taxed at £200 3s, Id., at the same time
m.
c
oflermg security for repayment, in case the decision was
•

•

1

reversed.

:

Justice which has reference to the power of the Court in
the matter of costs pending appeals, and by which it is

competent for us (the matter of costs being taken to be part
of the judgment) to order an execution of our judgment in
that respect even pending the appeal. Now I cannot help
saying that, if this point had been discussed now for the
first time, I should have felt some doubt whether that
section applied exactly to a case of this sort but as it
appears to be the practice of the Court, and as several precedent cases have been referred to, as having been consistent with this view of that section, and as Mr. Justice Bell
also feels convinced that this is the proper construction of
the statute, I do not feel disposed under the peculiar circumstances of the case to differ from him and therefore we
will direct that the judgment, as far as it affects the payment of costs, shall be carried into execution. And, consequently, the plaintiffs will be required to pay that sum
before they proceed with their appeal, but they will have
;

;

this safeguard, that the defendant will be directed to give

equal security to carry into effect the decision of the Privy
Council as to these costs ; and therefore if the Privy Council
hereafter hold that we were wrong in our judgment in the
principal matter, the plaintiffs will not be prevented then

from having these costs returned to them.

Applicant's Attorney, A. Hdtchinson."!
Attorney, J. h H. Keid. J

L Respondent's

—

Anderson's
Executor.

Hodges, C.J. (after stating the circumstances said)
The judgment of the Court was simply a verdict for the
defendant, but appended to that judgment there was also a
judgment for costs, and these have been taxed. Our attention is now drawn to that portion of § 50 of the Charter of

Ordered accordingly.

ism.
Feb. 16.

—
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Albeetus

v.

Albeetus' Exeoutoes.

—

—

Contracts
Wife's inheritance.
Volwntary deed of separation.
Community of goods.
between husband and wife.

—

A. and wife were married in community in 1830 ; in 1857
a notarial deed of separation a mensa et thoro was
drawn wp between them : this deed provided that for the

future the parties should live apart, that each should be
supported from his or her means, that the community of
property should be dissolved, and that all suhsequentlyacqudred property should be the property of

whom
be

the

same was acquired : that

paid by him or her by

whom

all

him or her by

futwre debts should

they were contracted

:

that

have the administration of her
being subject to the marital power, and

the wife should henceforth

property without

its

made in tlie

Grovern-

died, leaving assets

which he

that notification of the deed should be

ment

In 1858, A.

G-azette.

bequeathed to S.
executors to have

:

the wife brought this action against A.'s

it

declared that the deed was invalid

that she ivas entitled to her share of the commu/nity.

and

The

CoTJET ordered an inquiry before the Master as to whether
there existed at the time of the drawing-up of the deed
circumstaiices which would have entitled either party to

a judicial separation.
Semble,
valid

If sueh circumstances
if not,

;

it is

invalid

exist,

and

sueh a deed

is

good and

the wife is entitled to her

share of the community.

Ziedeman
1859.

*
f,'''

It

Aiberitasra.

itiSnl.
Executora.

v.

Ziedeman

(1

Menz.

p.

238) discussed.

This action was brought by Catherina Joanna Albertus,
Herold, against the executors testamentary of the late
Joannes Meendert Albertus.
The declaration set forth that defendants had been summoned to answer C. J. Albertus, widow of J. M. Albertus, in

bom

an action to obtain from the said defendants in their said
capacity, her share, of the joint estate.
That heretofore, to
wit, on Nov. 13th, 1830, the said J. M. Albertus and C. J.
Albertus were married together in community of property.
That on Feb. 27> 1857, at Cape Town, the said plaintiff and
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defendant did in consequence of certain unhappy differences
which had arisen between them agree to live apart from

each other, and that they then separated from bed, board, and
community of goods. And, further, that although she and
her late husband agreed so to live apart, yet no separation
of the joint estate as owned by herself was then, or at any
other time, made but that the whole estate, which was one
;

of considerable value, remained under the administration of

That her said husband departed
on Oct. 11, 1858, leaving the said plaintiff, but no
lawful issue having before his death appointed defendants
his executors. That since his death they have administered
the estate. That the joint estate as abandoned by the death
of plaintiff's husband was of the same value or thereabouts
as it had been on Feb. 27th, 1857, when the agreement
aforesaid was entered into.
That the defendants in their
capacity as executors have taken possession of the entire
joint estate.
That the plaintiff has requested defendants to
come to an account with her in regard. to her share in the
said estate, which the said defendants decline to do. Wherefore she prayed that an account might be taken and that
she might be declared by the Court entitled to one-half of
the said joint estate as abandoned by the death of her husband. Or otherwise, that the value of the estate be taken
on Feb. 27, 1857, and that she be declared entitled to one-

her said late -husband.
this life

—

half of the estate according to

its

value at that time.

The defendants pleaded the general

issue

;

and

specially,

that they admitted that on Nov. 30, 1830, the marriage of
plaintiff and the late J. M. Albertus took place, but that in
or about 1854 the plaintiff absconded

and deserted from her

husband, taking all her clothing, jewellery, trinkets, and
sundry other articles of household furniture, and lived apart

man and wife ought to do, and after all
means for bringing her back to the said husband had failed,
he the said J. M. Albertus, did on Feb. 27, 1857, to avoid
scandal and further annoyance agree with said plaintiff at
her special instance and request, to separate from bed,
board, and community of property and further that at the
time of the said separation he the said J. M. Albertus was in
needy and poor circumstances. That he and the said plaintiff possessed, in community of property, nothing except
bedding, clothes, jewellery, and household furniture of little
instead of living as

;

186B.
22.
24.

Feb.
„

-^J^^t^g?
Executors,

;

;
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value
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Feb.

"

;
'

22.

^

-

Aibertusw.
Albertus
ifixeoutore.

and that they then agreed between them that
•'

^

as

.

there was nothing of value belonging to the estate, to be
divided, each should take his

and her bedding,
a clothing,
o'
^

,

jewellery, personal trinkets, &c., he, Albertus, keeping the

and paying all debts of the joint estate
and that from and after this separation, he lived separate
and apart and remained so separate until his death in Oct.,
1858 and that the estate left by Albertus at his death was
all obtained after the said separation, to which the said
plaintiff, having entered into this deed of separation, was
not entitled. Wherefore defendant prayed that plaintiff's
claim might be rejected with costs.
valueless furniture

;

The replication was general.
The marriage in community on Nov.

30, 1830, was admitted and Albertus' death on Oct. 11, 1858. Also the
notarial deed of separation drawn on Feb. 27, 1857, in the
following terms
" Know all men by these presents that on this Feb. 27,
1857, before me, J. A. Truter, notary public, and in presence
of subscribed witnesses, personally came and appeared Jan

Meendert Albertus of the one part and his wife Catharina
Joanna Herold of the other part, who declared that certain
unhappy differences had arisen between them which rendered it impossible for them any longer to live together,
and that they had agreed and determined, as they do by
these presents agree and determine, to live apart from
each other, and to separate from board, bed, cohabitation
and community of goods, upon the following condition, that
is to say
That in future the appearers shall support themselves, each from his or her own means
that the community of goods between them shall be dissolved, and that the
property which may be acquired by them, or which maydevolve to or upon them shall be the property of him or
her by whom the same shall be acquired, or to or upon
whom the same shall devolve that all debts contracted by
the appearers since Nov. 1854, up to this period, and that
all future debts shall be paid by him or her, by whom the
same shall have been contracted, or shall or may hereafter
:

;

;

be contracted, that the appearer of the other part shall in
future have the administration of her own property, without
its being subject in any way to the marital
power; that in
order that due effect

may be given

to this their voluntary

;
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act and deed, notification hereof shall be published in the

Government Gazette of this Colony. For the due fulfilment
hereof, the appealers bind themselves each to the other, under
security of their persons and property according to law.
" J. A. Teutee,
" Notary Public."
Albertus bequeathed his property, valued at £1500, to
£800 to a Mrs. Van Staveren.
The plaintiff disputed the will and claimed her share,
because, being married in community, she contended that
she could not be cut off, let alone the improbability of the
Dr. Eoux, with a legacy of

£1500 having been acquired between Feb. 1857 and Oct.
1858, by Albertus.
It was agreed that the legal point should be argued, as to
whether the deed of separation would, as between the contracting parties, separate the community of goods existing
between them from the time of marriage and that the facts
in dispute should be left for future determination.
:

Porter, A. G., for plaintiff, argued that the effect of the
deed was not to separate the community and quoted Grotius
(Bk. 3. ch. 21. § 11. n. 46) Groenewegen Be Leg. Abr., Nov.
Neostadius, Be fastis antenuptialibus, dbs. 7, 8
98. cap. 1, 2
LeybrecMs Notarial Practice, vol. 1, page 181 ; Bwrge, vol.
Sande Beds. Fris. 2-5-9 Gos, pp. 214, 215
1, pp. 304, 327
Bynhershoeh Ohs. Jur. Priv. bk. 2, ch. 9.
Voet, 24^2-19
Brand, C. J., for defendants, maintained that the full
Court had solemnly decided, in a considered judgment this
very point, in Ziedeman v. Ziedeman (1 Menz. p. 238), being
;

;

;

;

;

;

of opinion that

" extra-judicial

contracts

entered

into

between spouses, for the separation of goods in community,
and the non-liability of each for the future debts which
may be contracted by the other, are not binding as against
creditors or other third parties not representing either of
the spouses ;" this was accompanied by a reference to Voet,

—

This decision should not be disturbed, especifull bench.
[Hodges, C. J., pointed out that the present case differed
from that quoted, as in the latter there had been ill-treatment by the husband, which in the present case was not

24

2

12.

ally without a

alleged in the pleas.J
The deed does away with all community of goods, see
The authorities quoted for the plaintifl are
Voet 24-1-9.

J^^%2

^

-

-*^?^*J^ T*'
Exeontors.
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Executors,

all doubtful upon the point.
Even Van der Keessel (Dietata
on Grotius, 2-12-5), adds " Duhitari potest." If the plaintiff had come back to her husband in his last illness and he
had received her, the case would have borne a very different construction.
It would have had the same effect as
if, in the |Case of a divorce for adultery, either party had
afterwards been reconciled to the other see Voet, 24-2-6,
18 and 23-2-63. Also Chotius, 1-5-20, 26, and Sehorers note.
:

Porter, in reply.

The law has fixed the consequences of marriage, and those
consequences must continue until judicial separation it is
contrary to public policy that it should be otherwise.
:

[Wateemeyee, J.,

referred to

Kok

v.

Bamsden (Aug.

26th,

1852).]

Cur. adv.

vult.

Postea (Feb. 24),—

—

Hodges, C.J. (after stating the pleadings), said
Now it
not necessary to consider the effect of the plea at present,
because it was agreed in the course of the argument that
one simple point should be discussed, and the opinion of
:

is

the Court obtained on that point alone, thus leaving it open
to the parties to take such other steps as may appear necesThe point which was thus to
sary for further proceedings.

be decided

is this

:

whether the deed of separation, which
is of necessity altogether null and

bears date Feb. 27, 1857,

void, and an illegal deed, so that this action must prevail,
and the plaintiff be entitled to receive one half of the assets
left by the deceased
I am quite satisfied that
further inquiry must be instituted for the purpose of ascertaining the circumstances under which the deed of Feb. 27,
1857, was entered into between the parties, because it
appears to me that such a deed is invalid and illegal, if
voluntarily entered into between two persons being in community of goods, there then existing no cause which would
have induced this Court to decree a separation from bed and
board. And I think that is the meaning of the passage
cited from Grotius, as explained by commentators.
I think

that that

is

consistent with all the principles which

in the books concerning this matter.

It

we

find

would be a very
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dangerous thing to permit parties who are married in community of goods, without sufficient grounds, of their own
free will, to make arrangements of this sort.
To lay down
such a rule would be going far beyond anything found in
the books. It appears very clearly by Ziedeman v. Ziedeman
(2 Menz. p. 238) that this Court in 1838 investigated the
circumstances under which an arrangement, similar to the
present, was made in 1834, and, upon the express ground
that there appeared sufficient at that time to entitle the
wife to have demanded a judicial separation from her husband, they held that that was the period at which the transaction should be viewed for the purpose of ascertaining what
amount of property the wife should receive in 1838. So,
acting upon the authority of that case, and, as I apprehend,
exercising the equitable jurisdiction of the Court, we think
it proper that an inquiry should be made for the purpose of
ascertaining whether circumstances existed on February 27,
1857, which would have entitled these parties, or either of
them, to come to the Court for the purpose of getting a
judicial separation and if the result of that inquiry is that
at that time a judicial separation would have been decreed,
then the deed is good and valid. If not, we think the deed
not good and valid and then the argument advanced for
the plaintiff will prevail, and the widow will be now entitled
to take her portion of the property as if the community of
goods had never been destroyed. Grotius seems to be relied
upon by defendant as an authority for the doctrine which
has been so strongly pressed upon us, but I find what he
says is this " This partnership or community," speaking
of community of goods, " is dissolved by the death of either
party, also by sentence consequent upon adultery or a

J^^^'^
..

;

:

after

having paid great attention to the arguments ad-

vanced, that Grotius must be taken to mean this, that it
must be by voluntary separation of estate under circumstances which make it legal, and if there are circumstances justifying a sentence in a Court of Justice of a
separation a mensd et thoro, then there may be a voluntary
agreement afterwards to separate the estate formerly in

community.

The commentators on

Grotius

seem to agree

vs.

Executora.

;

voluntary separation of estate as far as concerns both
Then there is a note to that,
parties and their heirs."
which states that the contrary has been decided by both
the Courts of Justice in Holland; but it appears to me,

^

Aihertus

•
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that this

is

22.

.j_J*-

*^^rtna^ra.
Executors.

lays

it

down

man and

Van der Linden
the true doctrine advanced.
strongly, " That it is an established rule that

wife have no separate property,

and

so true is this

the Community once introduced by marriage can in no
wise afterwards be done away with except by divorce or
Then he says " Besides the
death." (Bk. I. ch. iii. § 8.)
t}jat

:

divorce which entirely dissolves the marriage, there

is also

with us a kind of provisional separation introduced from the

common

law, termed a separation of bed, board, cohabitaand goods. This can, no more than a divorce, be
effected by the mere private agreement of the parties."
tion,

(Bk.

I.

ch.

iii. § 9.)

me

Now

this being the state of the law,

that the deed in question

may

it

may

not be
If the circumstances were such
valid between the parties.
that a competent Court would have decreed a separation of
appears to

or

bed, board, cohabitation, and goods, then there

is

no reason

why

the deed should not be held good. If, on the other
hand, it should turn out that the Court would not have
decreed a separation of bed, board, cohabitation, and goods,

then the deed is inoperative, because such an agreement
cannot be carried into effect by the mere private arrangement of the parties. I do not think that this will interfere
with the doctrine laid down in Ziedeman v. Ziedeman in that
passage to which I drew the learned Attorney -OeneraVs attention, because that certainly seems at first sight to have been
a proposition which is rather contrary to the judgment given
now.
I would first observe that that clause in the judgment was not at all necessary for the purpose of deciding
the question before the Court and therefore it might have
been omitted, inasmuch as the grounds upon which the
judgment was given are sufficiently stated afterwards. If
it should turn out that at the period at which this deed
now in question was executed between the parties, viz.,
on February 27, 1857, there were no sufficient reasons to
induce a Court having authority to decree a separation
between the parties, then I think the agreement would in
point of law amount to a donation from one spouse to
another, and thus, therefore, there is nothing in the decision we come to now which is contrary to that proposition
on which I have just commented. The result is, as I said
before, that inquiry must be made whether there were, when
the deed was executed, these circumstances existing which
would have induced the Court to decree a separation between
;
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the parties. In one point of view I regret that we are compelled to come to this conclusion, because in cases of this
kind, where persons of some respectability have fallen into
differences of this sort,

rather to be regretted that such
affairs are brought before the public or a public Court
but
it is

;

I regard even that as a very small inconvenience compared
to the still greater evil of loosing the marriage tie upon
insufficient grounds.

to maintain the

I regard it to be the duty of the law
sacred institution which exists between

married persons as fully as the law has, for wise reasons,
recognised it. It is always with regret that Courts of law
break up that sacred union, and it is only where great misconduct is shewn that the marriage tie is separated even
for a time.

I

am

of opinion, therefore, that there

is

nothing

in the law of this Colony which justifies a man and his
wife living in community of goods by private agreement

community, unless there are existing at
the time such circumstances as, being brought to the knowledge of this Court, would have led to a decree of separa-

to destroy that

The parties, therefore, must now take such proceedings as will enable us to proceed with the further consideration.

tion of the case.

Wateemeyeb,

—

J., said
I wish to say a few words exconcurrence in the judgment just delivered.
The simple question before the Court at present is this,
whether there can be, by the law of the Colony, any such
deed or separation as has been produced in the present case,
whether such deed is a nullity, and, if such deed be not a

pressive of

:

my

—

what extent it is valid. It was maintained, and
more convenient to take the argument for the defendants first in this instance, because that argument upheld
that deed to the fullest extent to which it is possible for

nullity, to
it is

such a deed to be upheld,
this

:

—by the defendant, that the law was

that there exists a power

by voluntary deed between

spouses to separate from bed and board, and community of
property, and that such a contract between them is a valid
contract as far as they themselves and their heirs are conit would not be a valid contract as far as

cerned, although

creditors are concerned.

on the

That proposition

is

mainly rested

authority of Grotius in his Dutch Jurisprudence

(3-21-11), and certainly the words of Grotius, taken by
Vol.

III.

P

,1859
21'
..

Aiuertus

m

Executors,
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themselves, would justify the conclusion which has been
drawn from them ; but these words have been commented
upon by very eminent commentators, and there has been a

Dutch Courts'upon
However, I think that the Court has been
enabled to come to a conclusion which will not, in the
slightest degree, shake the decision in any case previously
good deal of

conflict of authority in the

the subject.

will rather be a confirmation of
relied
upon by defendant princicase
the authority of the
namely,
that of Ziedeman v.
Qrotius,
to
pally, in addition

settled

by the Court, but

Ziedeman, which is supported by all the later commentators
upon Grotius. I need not now refer to the old decisions of
the Dutch Courts which have been quoted, viz., the decision in Christinaeus, which is plainly to this effect, that
married people may, when they please, enter into an agreement, which is binding as between themselves, though not
as against creditors, by which they separate from bed and

board, and change their

community

into a distinct separa-

Neostadius on the other hand,

who was
quoted by the Attorney -General, gives a decision of the
Court of Holland the exact reverse of that. From that date
until the end of the last century there have been conflicting opinions held by different jurists
but when I find
Voet, Van der Keessel, and Van der Linden all concur in
giving to that passage of Grotius a uniform interpretation,
I have little doubt as to the conclusion at which the Court
ought to arrive, and that conclusion is in exact conformity
with the one arrived at by the Court in the case of Ziedeman V. Ziedeman. That case laid down this proposition
amongst others, which has been challenged by the Attorneytion of goods.

;

General as too broad, " That

all contracts which spouses
lawfully and effectually enter into with each other
before marriage may lawfully and effectually be entered
into by them, stante matrimonio, in as far as regards themselves, provided always that such contracts do not amount
to a donation between the spouses " and for

may

this Voet is

;

quoted (23-2-63
and 24-1-8). Now I quite concur in
what is here laid down. It was not necessary to the decision of the case that it should be laid down
but still what
;

;

is laid

down

is

perfectly true.

There

is this qualification,

however which was mentioned by me in the course of the
argument, that, although the law of this Colony and of
;

211

Holland is the law of Eome, that spouses may contract with
each other, if there be a full and perfect community, the
effect of the contract, the

community

subsisting, will be

such that the law might as well have been that they could
not contract with each other.
The doctrine has reference
only to the cases of spouses who are not married in community of property, and where the separate administration
of her own property is retained by the wife.
In those cases
only can spouses fulfil contracts with each other in this
sense of the term " contract." The references point out the
kind of contract meant. They are such as purchase and
sale.
A. wife may buy from a husband, or a husband from
his wife.
They also embrace letting and hiring, &c. In
remarking upon this doctrine, Sehorer, in his note to Grotius,
also says that " husband and wife are not so exactly in the
position of tutor and pupil that they may not contract with
each other." They may do so; but he adds: "provided
the wife has reserved to herself the free administration of
her own property," for if she has not done so, then they can-

not stand to each other in the position of separate persons
in law, as is necessary for the purposes of the contracts
spoken of. I refer to this for the purpose of showing that
although the proposition is indisputably true, it is not a
proposition necessary for the purpose of the judgment. I

now proceed

The

to the question before us.

authority of

which appears in the first instance to support
the general conclusion drawn by defendants in this case is
to the following effect " That if by common consent, without any intervention of the public authority or of any
judgment, man and wife agree to live separately, there is no
doubt that the effects of marriage continue," and he goes on
to say," unless the contrary have by pact been agreed upon
between the spouses." And he further says that this pactum
entered between them would be of effect as it regarded
Now it would
themselves, but not in respect of creditors.
Voet (24-2-10)

:

appear, in the

argument
continues

first

instance, that this

is

in favour of the

for the defendants in the present case,
:

but Voet

" According to the general principles of law

down by me in my title de pactis dotalibus.' " It thus
becomes necessary to refer back to that title to see what
contracts can lawfully be made between a man and his wife.
Going back to this title we find that whatever contracts
P 2
laid

'

^f^'i2
-.

^ ^-

'*-i'',l''*'f
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vs.

could be

made between

a

man and

case of living separately, a contract

Voet clearly lays

tracts.

down

is

not one of those conlikewise, first, that there can

changed into a severance of goods

Albertus'

Executors.

his wife voluntarily, in

by which community

is

be nothing in the nature of a donation, and then as clearly
as words can lay it down, that the change of community
into separation would be a donation. This is plainly stated
in 23-4-59. But if this view be correct, how is the passage
in Grotius to be interpreted ? Mr. Brand has very strongly

urged the high authority of Grotius. Now it would ill become a member of any Court, adjudicating under the law of
Holland, to detract in the slightest degree from this
Probably a greater master of jurisprudence
authority.
never existed. The work from which we quote the present
passage, produced under the circumstances under which it
was produced, is a marvel of the human intellect. And
this great work will not by anything I shall say be found
but the passage is to be explained in the manner
fault with
in which I think Grotius intended that it should be interpreted, and in the manner in which Van der Keessel also
;

explains

community is " severed
by sentence of the
also by voluntary separa-

Grotius says that this

it.

by the death

of one of the spouses, also

Court, consequent upon adultery

;

tion of property, as far as regards the parties themselves

and their heirs." Now Van der Keessel, in his comments
upon this very paragraph has the following remark on the
words " Vrywillige Boedelseheiding" or " Voluntary Separation." " This doctrine is to be understood with caution, for it
is beyond doubt that stante matrimonio spouses are not able
to recede from the statutory community by pacta.
If, how-

and by the authority of the Court, there
be a separation from bed and board, then an agreement can
be entered into, and be confirmed by the judge, concerning
the goods also and the manner of their division between the
ever, for just cause,

spouses."

This

is

Sehorer, especially

strengthened by the references

by that

to

made by

Van Alphen' sPajpegay, where the

form of procedure in Court
et thoro.
is

this

when

?

:

What Van

is given for a separation a mensa
der Keessel understands Grotius to mean

—

that there can be a voluntary separation, but
have been a decree of the Court not in-

If there

cluding a separation of goods or making a compulsory sepabut simply a decree for separation a mensa et thoro,
then the Court is prepared to affirm a separation of goods,
ration,
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the division having been mutually agreed upon between

issa.

Feb.

the parties.
to Orotius.
also lays
this case

That

is

what Van der Keessel says in his note

It does not follow, as contended, that Grotius

down the

—that

principle which has been maintained in

there can be a voluntary separation of bed

and board which would make away with all the consequences and rights of marriage merely at the will of the
parties
but he says there can be a voluntary separation of
property, when, as Van der Keessel explains it, there has been
a decree, or what is equivalent to a decree, of separation a
mensa et thoro. The two things are taken separately by
Van der Keessel, and they are taken separately in Thes. 90,
where he says " a separation a mensd et thoro cannot take
place even by mutual consent, sine justd causa, to which, if
there be added a separation of goods, no community any
longer exists between the spouses." It is clear that a separation a mensd et thoro, although generally combined with
separation of community of goods, has necessarily nothing to
do with it, for, of course, there may be a marriage just as
well, having a perfect separation of property from the beginning. It is because the two things separation of bed
and board, and separation of estate have no necessary intimate connection that Van der Keessel carefully distinguishes
them, and informs us that where a separation of goods is
spoken of in this way, Grotius also distinguishes them. This
is perfectly in accordance with what was quoted by the
Chief Justice from Van der Linden. The conclusion of the
Court in considering the defendant's argument is that a
voluntary agreement of separation of bed and board and
;

:

—

—

community cannot be recognized as

valid, although a volun-

tary separation of property could be recognized as valid
where, for just cause, there has been a separation of bed and

Just cause of separation a mensd et thoro must be
to the satisfaction of the Court as was done in
Ziedemam, v. Ziedeman.
Then is it necessary, having disboard.

made out

posed of the argument for defendants, to arrive at the conclusion drawn by the plaintiff, that because such a deed as
the present, in which there is a voluntary separation of bed
and board, and of community of property, is not of the
full effect which defendants maintain it is, therefore it is
If we
all ?
would not be in

altogether null and void, and of no effect at

were to decide that this is the case, it
accordance with former decisions of the Court, nor in accor-

22.
24.'

.,

AibertusM.
Executors.
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Aibertus

vs.

Albertus'
Executors,

dance with the authorities on the subject.'?* The Court has
upheld deeds of this nature. It upheld the deed in the
case of Koh T. Bamsden, which I referred to while the case
was being argued, it to a certain extent upheld a deed oi
the same kind in the case of Ziedeman v. Ziedeman, when it
decided in 1838, that what was done by the voluntary deed
in 1834 would have been done by the Court if it had at
that time been applied to and in another case, Booysen v.
Booysen (1 Menz. p. 242) it so far acknowledged the authority of such a deed as to require that a private deed should
be judicially reduced before there could be any proceeding
The
for divorce on the ground of malicious desertion.
Court having thus given effect to deeds of this nature on
other occasions, I do not think that we should be justified,
on the authorities, in arriving at the conclusion at which
the Attorney-General is desirous we should arrive,
that
because a separation a mensa et thoro was voluntarily entered
into, therefore this deed is entirely null and void.
The
conclusion the Court arrives at, is the conclusion in Ziedeman V. Ziedeman, namely, this deed was entered into by
both parties in 1857, but is now impugned by one of them.
One says " Notwithstanding my having entered into the
deed at that time, I wish to recede from it now." The other
says " It was entered into then and is binding now." Now
what should be done by the party insisting that this deed
is now binding, is what was done by the plaintiff in Ziedeman V. Ziedeman, show sufficient to this Court to satisfy it
that if the application had been made at the time the deed
was entered into, the separation would have been with what
Van der Keensel calls justa causa, and that the Court would
then have adjudged the separation. In this manner the law
will be upheld and good faith likewise
and at the same
time sanction is not given to the doctrine that it is possible
for parties, whenever they desire, of their own accord, and
without any reason, to get rid of the effects of marriage.
'^

iiiiix'

.

;

—

:

:

;

The Coubt decided that defendant should satisfy the
Court that just cause existed in 1857, when the deed of
separation was entered into, which would then have justified
deceased in claiming judicially the separation which was
privately entered into between him and plaintiff.
rPlaintifl's Attorney, J. 11.

Hofmetk.

LDefendants' Attorneys, IIedelingiiuys

& Wessels.

n
J

—
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Ulyate
Act 20, 1856,

§ 8.

vs.

Wood.

Magistrate's jurisdiction.— Objection

to

jurisdiction taken after closing of case.

Plaintiff leased a
jive years

:

farm

to

defendant hy notarial agreement for

the lease provided

for

the talcing of

a certain

amount of jirewood per annum by defendant. Plaintiff
sued defendant in the Magistrates Court for damages on
account of his having taken more jirewood than was stijmThe inagistrate fmnd that defenlated for in the lease.
dant had taken more wood than the lease allowed, and gave
judgment for plaintiff. Defendant appealed on the ground
that the magistrate had no jurisdiction, the title to land
being in dispute.

The Couet

affirmed the magistrate's

decision.

This was an appeal from a decision of the Magistrate of
Grahamstown, in the matter of an alleged overtake of firewood beyond the conditions of the lease of the farm " Palmiet
Elver," held by defendant.
The defendant Ulyate was summoned on August 30, 1858,
in the Resident Magistrate's Court at

Grahamstown

to

show

cause why he had not paid to plaintiff. Wood (from whom
defendant had hired a portion of the farm Palmiet Eiver),
the sum of £16 lis. 2d., being the value of 82,800 lbs. of
firewood, which, at various times between August 1 and 19,
1858, defendant unlawfully and without plaintiffs leave
cut and carried away from off the said farm, in excess of

the quantity of wood which by virtue of a certain notarial
deed of lease entered into between them on February 26,
1855, defendant was allowed to cut from the said farm,

between April 1, 1858, and April 1, 1859.
Defendant excepted to plaintiff's claim, 1st, on the
ground that the action was premature, as the privilege
allowed to defendant to cut wood under the said deed of
lease extended from year to year, which term had not expired.

2nd, on the ground that no copy of the lease had been
served upon defendant.
These objections were over-ruled.

1559.

Feb.

Jdm

28.
9.

"'

^^^o\

:
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Feb^28

June

9.

u^atei«-

'^^^ lease was for five years from April

rent was

among

£100 per annum, payable half-yearly

1,
:

1855
it

:

the

provided,

other conditions, that defendant should have the

right of cutting, during the term of his lease, 125 loads of

wood per annum. Evidence was then led by plaintiff and
defendant as to what was the weight of a reasonable load of
wood. It was proved that defendant had used extraordinarily large carts.
The Magistrate, from the evidence,
fixed the weight of a load at 3500 lbs., and gave judgment
for plaintiff for £5 5s. damages and costs, on the ground that
defendant had exceeded this quantity. After having heard
the evidence, the Magistrate postponed giving judgment
for a week, and on September 6, on the morning when the
judgment was to be delivered, the defendant's attorney requested to be allowed to take the following exception before

judgment was given

:

"

The point

raised

by

plaintiff's evi-

dence not being disclosed by his summons, namely, what
weight by law or custom constitutes a load of wood, and as
the judgment upon this point involves rights between the
parties beyond the jurisdiction of the Court, defendant
excepts to the right of the Court to adjudicate thereupon."
The Magistrate refused to receive the exception, as the case
had already been closed. The defendant appealed to the

Grahamstown Circuit Court, and the case came before
Hodges, C. J., and was by him referred to the Supreme
Court for consideration as to the validity of the objection
and as to whether in any case it could
be taken after judgment.

to the jurisdiction,

Brand,

J. H., for appellant.

The matter

jurisdiction, for there is a difference

of loads taken per year

;

in the

first

is beyond the
between the number

year sixty loads were

and in the second between sixty and seventy.
The objection to jurisdiction is competent after judgment
see Voet, 2-1-20
Gayl, bk. i. obs. 42, pars. 6, 7. ChiUy's
Practice (12th ed., p. 1737).
Marsden v. Warden, 22 L. J.
actually cut,

;

Q. B. p. 263.
Porter, A.O., for respondent.

Gur. adv. vult.
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The Coukt (Hodges,

C.J.,

and Wateemeter,

J.) affirmed

the Magistrate's decision.

Hodges,

—

In this case, the provisions are to
be found in the notarial deed which has been been entered
into between the parties, and in one part of that deed there
is a proTiso regarding the quantity of wood to be cut.
But
it appears that the quantity was largely exceeded.
Under
those circumstances the plaintiff brought an action, in
which he claimed in his plaint for the extra wood which
had been carted away the sum of £16 for damages. The
Magistrate considered there had been an excess over the
stipulated quantity, and gave judgment for £5.
I fully
agreed with the Magistrate that there had been a departure
from the contract and I had not the slightest doubt that
that decision ought to be confirmed; .... but I left it
open to the Supreme Court whether the objection had been
taken in time, because when the case was argued before the
Magistrate it was contended that under § 8 of Act 20,
1856, there was nothing to be found which would give him
jurisdiction in this case, as a title to land was in question,
and future rights would be bound. I had some doubt on
that point, and therefore reserved it, but I am now satisfied
that the Magistrate had the jurisdiction, for I think § 8
was framed so as to give jurisdiction, and I do not see that
any title to land came in question and no future rights
were bound, and therefore the decision of the Magistrate
must be affirmed.
C.J., said

:

;

Wateemeyeh,

J.,

concurred.

~1
rAppellant'B Attorney, Fox.
LKfspondent's Attorney, Ayliff. J

9.

'^'^y^/*-

—

;
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WiLDSCHUT

VS.

KOLBING.

Rules and Eegulations of Missionary Institution.
Jurisdiction of Magistrate.

§§ 8, 10.

—Act 20, 1856,

—Ejectment.

W. was an inmate of a Missionary Institution conducted under
certain Regulations which had heen approved of hy the
Governor.

Whilst living in the Institution in the house of

one K., she gave lirth to

an

illegitimate child.

By

the

Regulations she thereby forfeited her rights as an inmate

The missionary in charge brought an

of the Institution.

action in the Magistrate's Court against

W.

to eject

her

The Magistrate gave judgment in
his favour.
On appeal this judgment was reversed, on the
ground of want of jurisdiction in the Magistrate.

from

This was an appeal from the decision of the Eesident

1859.

Magistrate of Caledon.

junVe*'

wiidschut
Koibrng.

the Institution.

ss.

The appellant was
injjjate of

a

young woman who had become an

a Missionary Institution at Genadendal, under

and Eegulations framed under the approbation
A.fter she had been in the institution for
some time she became the mother of an illegitimate child,
and thereupon the Eey. Mr. Kolbing, the gentleman who
certain Eules

of the Governor.

managed the

now

Institution,

respondent, took proceedings

in the Magistrate's Court to deprive the appellant of her

temporal rights as an inhabitant of the Institution and for
her removal. The appellant was living on premises belonging to one Klink.

The summons called upon defendant, at the suit of
Eev. C. E. Kolbing, Superintendent of the Missionary Institution of G-enadendal, to show cause why she should not be
adjudged to have forfeited her temporal rights as a resident
in Genadendal, her conduct being such as tended to demoralise the inhabitants

;

because in Eule 28 of Chapter 1
it was provided that " who-

of the Eegulations of Genadendal

ever cohabits in an irregular

cannot remain a

September

member

manner or is guilty of adultery
and that on

of the Institution,"

Wildsehut gave birth to an
and was expelled from the Institution
wherefore plaintiff prayed that defendant might be adjudged
20, 1857, the said

illegitimate child,
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to have forfeited her temporal rights as a resident in G-ena-

dendal, and cease to occupy the house of one Klink in the
said place, and to deliver up possession of the said house and

premises to the agent of Klink duly appointed in terms of
Eules 9 and 10 of Chapter 2 of the Eegulations of Genadendal.

Eules 9 and 10 provided that a number of overseers,
exercise maintenance of
order, and that as they could not always meet, the current
business of the day should devolve upon the first missionary.
A copy of the Eules and Eegulations, which had
been approved of by the Governor, was put in Eule 28,
Chapter 1, being as stated in the summons.
The defendant excepted to the summons that, as she was
a subject of Great Britain, and born in this Colony, she
could not be brought to trial except under the laws of the
Colony, and a 9 the Eules and Eegulations of Genadendal
were not law, no summons could be framed thereon.
2nd. That future rights were in dispute, and the case,

who had been appointed, should

:

beyond the Magistrate's jurisdiction.
That plaintiff had no right to sue, having no title
to the property in dispute, and therefore the case, under Act
20, 1856, § 10, was beyond the Magistrate's jurisdiction.
4th. That the property being over the value of £40, the
case was beyond the Magistrate's jurisdiction.
Defendant had entered into a written lease with Klink,
from whom she had hired at a yearly rent the premises
from which it was sought to eject her.
The grant of the land on which the Missionary Institution was situated was made by the Crown on February 15,
1858, on perpetual quitrent, to Eev. C. E. Kolbing and the
Superintendent for the time being, on certain conditions as
to roads, &c., and on condition that it should remain in the
full and uncontrolled possession of the Missionaries, with
the church, houses, &c., upon it, and subject to the Eegulations of the Institution approved of by the Governor.
It was proved that defendant, while a member of the
Institution, had given birth to an illegitimate child, as
The Magistrate gave judgment for plaintiff with
alleged.
Defendant appealed.
costs.

therefore,
3rd.

Brand,

J. E., for appellant.

The Magistrate ought

to

i^^s-

^me

9'.

Wiidachutus.

—

—
;
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Wildschut vs.
Kolbing.

have administered the law of the Colony, and not the law
of the Missionary Institution the breach of a moral obligation is not punishable by law; the pecuniary interests
;

being above £40, the case was beyond the Magistrate's
jurisdiction.

Porter, A.G., contra.

Cur. adv. vult.

Posted (June 9),

Hodges, CJ. (after stating the circumstances), said:
Now, I have no doubt that parties who go into such Institutions subject themselves to all the rules and regulations
of such Institutions as soon as they become members of it
and it is for the advantage of the public, and for the purpose
of preserving good order in such Institutions, that such
should be the case. But an important question has been
it was a matter that could be
decided under the section of the Act framed for the conduct

raised in the case, whether
of Magistrate's Courts.
this

I

am

very clearly of opinion that
jurisdiction, In

Act does not give the Magistrate such

all cases it is

quite necessary to limit the jurisdiction at

precisely that point at which the Legislature has restricted
it.

must

It

come

not, however,

to that the

parties

be supposed by the decision we

who

live

in these Institutions

should not be rendered subject to and made responsible
and compelled to observe the rules, for all we decide to-day
is this
that the respondent did not apply to the proper
:

that he should have taken proceedings in the

quarter;

Supreme Court. Act 20, 1856, § 8, gives
the Magistrate jurisdiction in cases founded on certain bills
Circuit Court or

and other matters, which I need not touch on
not a proceeding for debt or damages), and then
comes a limitation in these cases, such as titles to any lands
or tenements, wills or testamentary instruments, &c. There-

of exchange

(but this

fore, if

is

the action had fallen under the

two

first

cases, the

right of the Magistrate would have been undoubted

;

and

therefore I find nothing in that section to give the Magistrate jurisdiction, but,

him from

that.

on the contrary, language to exclude

Then comes the question

raised

Attorney-General, whether the case fell within

§

by the

10, for that

—
22 L
enlarges the jurisdiction, for

it

gives the Magistrate autho-

rity to deal in cases of ejectment

which

affect titles to lands

and tenements, and therefore enlarging his jurisdiction,
where

else- wndschutDs.

argued that this was a case substantially of ejectment, but I cannot agree, for the action
should have been brought by the person who claimed to be
the owner of the property (or in which he was interested)
for expelling the defendant from the premises
but this
was an action to deprive her of her rights which she possessed under the rules of the Institution, and remove her,
not from the house to which the plaintiff had a title, but
from premises which belonged to a man named Klink, who
had permitted her to come into possession. Therefore, if
this had been a suit instituted by Klink for an ejectment,
then probably § 10 might have given the Magistrate jurisdiction but this is a sort of intermediate case, and I fully
concur in the opinion expressed, that it does not come
within § 10, and under these circumstances I am of opinion
that the Magistrate's decision must be reversed.
restricted.

It was

;

;

Cloete and'WATERMEYEE, J J., concurred.
Appeal allowed, each party

to

pay his own

costs.

"|
r Appellant's Attorney, Faikbkidge.
Respondent's Attorneys, J. & H. Eeid. J

1_

Brunette and Others

vs.

Stanford.

—

Performance of Judgment. Stay of Execution pending Appeal
Charter of Justice, § 50. Security.
to Privy Council.
Claim in reconvention.

—

—

S. brought action against the assignees of his estate to have the
deed of assignment set aside as invalid ; the defendants

claimed in reconvention that an account of their transactions with plaintiff should he taken before the Master, and
also prayed for judgment for £2000 on a mortgage-bond
passed on property assigned under the deed, and that the
property should be delivered up in satisfaction ; the Cowrt

gave judgment that the deed was valid, and directed that
the accounts should be directed to the Master ; question of
costs reserved.

8. then applied for

and obtained

ji"°2e
Jimeg-

leave to

222
appeal on the claim in convention ; the Court thereafter
gave judgment in favour of defendants on their second
claim in reconvention, and ordered that the property mortgaged should he given up hy a certain day. 8. did not
this decision, hut did not deliver up the
and now opposed the application for a peremptory
The appeal on the
order for delivery up of the premises.
Held, that the
conventional claim was still pending.

appeal

from

property,

order must he granted, on applicants' giving security

to

meet any claim respondent might afterwards succeed in
establishing in respect of the bond.

1869.

„

22.

Branette

vs.

This was an application on behalf of Messrs. Brunette,
Steytler, assignees in the estate of Sir Eobert

Hope &

upon him to give up possesCape Town, to be made
absolute. The house had been mortgaged by respondent to
Hope, one of the applicants, for £2000, and judgment had
been given for this amount against respondent on a reconvential claim of the assignees, to a claim on behalf of
Stanford, for a rule nisi calling

sion of a certain house in Stal Plein,

respondent to have the deed of assignment set aside as
invalid, which claim the Court had dismissed; but the
respondent had appealed against the latter decision. The
judgment on the claim in reconvention declaring the mortgaged property executable for the amount due had been
given after the application for leave to appeal from the judgment on the claim in convention had been granted. This
appeal was still pending.
Porter, A.G., for applicants.

Brand,

J. H., for

Cur. adv.

respondent.

vult.

Posted (Sept. 22),—

—

This is an application made by reason of
the refusal of Sir Eobert Stanford to comply with an order
made by this Court, requiring him to give up possession of

Hodges,

C.J.

:

whom, it is alleged, he
conveyed his estate by a deed dated December 30, 1854.
This refusal is endeavoured to be justified on the ground
that, inasmuch as a certain appeal to the Privy Council in
a house in this city to applicants, to

;
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the case of Stanford

vs.

Brunette and Others * was allowed by

suspended all further steps in
the matter. It appears to me, however, that under the circumstances of this peculiar case that is no sufficient answer
to the present application.
In the case above-mentioned
there were several issues raised by the pleadings. First, the
plaintiff by his declaration sought to set aside the deed
referred to, on certain grounds alleged therein.
The defendants, after joining issue on all the allegations in the
declaration, and after pleading specially to a portion of the
same, set up two claims in reconvention by the first, offering to account with the plaintiff; and, secondly, a claim in
reconvention, whereby they alleged that a part of the property assigned under the deed was a house in the city of
Cape Town, under mortgage of the plaintiff to one of the
defendants, Hope, for a sum of £2000 advanced by him to
plaintiff; and that plaintiff had retained possession of that
house and had refused to pay the mortgage debt, whereupon
they prayed that the plaintiff might be required to deliver up
possession of the house to defendants for the purpose of the
deed, or that he be obliged to pay the sum of £2000, being
the amount of the mortgage. The cause came on for hearing on August 26 and 27, 1858, when the Court decided
this Court, that proceeding

:

that the case alleged in the declaration failed altogether
that the deed was a good and valid deed and they also
;

directed that the accounts between the parties should be
referred to the Master, reserving the costs of suit both on

the conventional and reconventional claims, to await the
proceedings in the Master's office. The Court having pronounced this judgment. Sir Robert Stanford, without wait-

ing for the decision of the Court on the second plea in
reconvention, or for the result of the inquiry before the
Master, thought proper to apply for the leave of the Court

judgment on the issues raised by the
and the appeal having been allowed, the
validity of the deed is the question which is now pending
I was on circuit when this
before the Privy Council.
application for leave to appeal was made, and I confess I
was somewhat surprised that the plaintiff did not ask for a
decision on the second plea in reconvention, but entered
Had he
his appeal to the judgment already pronounced.
to appeal against the

declaration

;

*

See

p.

101.

1859.
'

„

22!

Brunette

m
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Sept. 20.
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Brunette M.

done so, the appeal might have been brought in respect of
the finding of the Court on that claim, as well as on the
But it appears to me
other issue raised in the declaration.
if any inconvenience arise to the plaintiff by this
omission to have the case wholly disposed of in this Court
before he lodged his appeal, it is not a matter for which

that

the defendants are responsible or ought to suffer. As a
general rule at common law an appeal does not suspend

That has been frequently decided in England

execution.

in cases connected with inferior jurisdictions. But I do
not think it necessary to discuss that matter, because,

according to the law of this Colony, claims in reconvention are treated as being quite distinct from other issues
raised in the plaintiff's declaration, and therefore the defendants were quite at liberty, notwithstanding the appeal
which had been entered against the judgment given on the
issue raised

on the declaration, to ask this Court to decide

the question which was raised on the claim in reconvention.
This has been done, and the Court again upheld the deed,
in conformity with their former decision

;

and upon

that

portion of the case which had reference to the mortgage

given to Hope, the Court, on June 14, 1859, gave judgment
in favour of defendants on the second claim in reconven-

and it was awarded that the house in question should
be given up on July 25th next ensuing. It appears to me
that this decision is binding upon the plaintiff in the
original suit.
It was competent for him to apply for leave
tion,

he had done in the former
but he has not thought fit to do so. He will, however,
suffer no loss from this omission to appeal, as far as the
present action is concerned, because I feel satisfied that if
he had applied for leave to appeal against the decision of
this Court upon the claim in reconvention, my opinion would
to appeal against this decision, as
case,

clearly have been, that in a case where so

harassing,

and unnecessary

litigation

much

vexatious,

had been indulged

in

by the plaintiff, the appeal would not be allowed, except
upon terms that the judgment of this Court should be carried
into execution and the possession of the house delivered up
to the assignees, they giving security to the satisfaction of

the Court for the due performance of any order which the
Court of Appeal might afterwards make. This course of
proceeding would have been in strict conformity with the
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powers entrusted to us by the 50th section of the Charter of
Justice, and would, I think, be truly consistent with real
and substantial iustice. Being, then, of opinion that this
.„
execution ought to issue, even il an appeal against the
judgment on the claim in reconvention had been applied
-"^

,

1

.

.

and allowed, it necessarily follows that in the absence of
such appeal the plaintiff cannot expect to be in a better
for

the result must be the same, and therefore this
motion will be granted and a peremptory order given requiring the sheriff to give possession of the mortgaged premises
and as the assignees have offered to give
to the assignees
good security to the satisfaction of the Master to meet any
claim which the plaintiff may afterwards succeed in establishing in respect to the recovery of this mortgage bond,
that security will be given.
situation

;

;

—

With regard to the appeal,
Bell, J., concurred and said
it was admitted on all hands that that could not embrace
the second reconventional claim. If the judgment were
reversed and the deed declared bad, that might affect the
account, no doubt, but how could it affect the person holding
real security for an admitted debt, such as this mortgage ?
I do not see why the trustees should be deprived of their
undoubted right to obtain for this creditor not for themselves, but for this mortgage creditor, who by being himself
one of the assignees had deprived himself of the power of
proving the mortgage in order to recover possession what
It seems to me, therefore, that the appliis now asked for.
entitled
to have an order for the delivery up of
cants are
without any security.
property,
even
the
:

—

—

—

J., said
By looking at the test-books I think
be found clearly laid down that the principle of
reconventional claims was introduced into the Dutch law
simply because it was for the interest of the state, " ut finis
When an action was, therefore, brought against a
litivm."

Cloetb,

:

it will

he had any kind of cross action, of whatever
who brought the original
suit, it was competent for him at once in pleading to make
his claims in reconvention, so that the pleadings would go on
pari passu to the day of trial, and prevent the plaintiff from
defendant,

if

nature, against the same party

getting judgment against the defendant when that defenVoL.

III.

Q

is^'^

•^^
Brunettes.
Stanford.
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se^t^'ao
^ ^-

Branettaos.

^^^^ might have otherwise meritorious claims as a valid
These reconventional claims, by being thus pleaded
at ouce, prevented the necessity of defendant taking out
fresh summonses, or beginning other proceedings which
It was in this way
really might lead to very great injury.
that reconventional claims came to be mixed up with conset-off.

ventional.

put down

On

the day of trial,

when the

plaintiff chose to

his case in convention, the defendant has thus

and, if
also a right to put down his case in reconvention
he obtain a judgment in this reconvention, he may at once
bring that judgment as a satisfaction or deduction from, or
even obtain a larger amount than the claim of the plaintiff.
;

It

is

therefore emphatically laid

down

that in an action of account, there

in the text-books

may

be a cross-action
one raising any other matter whatever. With
regard to the question of giving security, as the defendant's
counsel has admitted that he is perfectly ready to give
security, it is as well that should be done, because although
it may happen that the property may realise less than the
amount of the mortgage, it may also happen that it may
realise more.
for slander or

—

Wateemeyee, J., said
As I was not present at the
hearing of the case, I will give no judgment, but I perfectly
agree with what has fallen from the Bench.
:

Application granted with costs.
fApplicant's Attorneys, Faibbridge, Hull
LKespondent's Attorney, T. J. Dickson.

& Meintjes.T
J
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In

re

Edictal Citation.

M. and wife married in 1846

MiLLEK.

— Malicious Desertion.
in England.

M., apparently witTiout reason.
to the

Soon

In 1847
after,

his wife left

M. emigrated

Cape Colony with two children of a former marriage.

M. prospered in
him, offering

the Colony,

pay

and applied

to his

wife

to

join

of passage, &o. His wife
declined, whereupon M. prayed for leave to issue summons
to

all expenses

by edict for restitution of conjugal rights.
M. stated that
he believed his wife did not intend to rejoin him, and- the

proceedings were instituted with a view

Court [Bell,

J., diss.]

granted leave

to

to divorce.

The

sue as prayed.

Application for leave to issue summons by edict.
affidavits it appeared that John Miller, saddler,
now of Port Elizabeth, but formerly of Liverpool, was
married in England in 1846 to Catharine Miller. They

From the

lived together

till

early in 1847,

when the

wife absented

herself from her husband's lodgings in Liverpool

and remained absent during her husband's continuance there.
Miller became reduced in circumstances, and soon after his
emigrated with two children of a former
marriage, to this Colony, where he prospered, and being
desirous that his wife should join him, made several applicawife's leaving him,

tions to her to that effect, offering to bear all expenses

incurred by her in coming out, but she declined doing so.
Miller stated that he believed she never intended to return

and he therefore prayed for an edictal
means of the restoration of conjugal rights.
to him,

citation as a

moving for the
summons, intimated that he was desirous of eliciting

Porter, A.Q., for plaintiff, previous to

edictal

the opinion of the Court as to whether, in case the wife
refused to obey the summons, the Court would feel justified
in granting a divorce for malicious desertion, and referred

Menz. p. 224), where it was laid down
that the domicile of the husband was the domicile of the
to Beeves v. Beeves (1

wife.

[Hodges,

C.J.,

doubted whether the principle were estabis bound to follow her husband from

lished that a wife

England

to the Cape.]

Q

2

se^\^''22

In re Miller.
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1859.

In re Miller.

All the civilians without exception lay down that it is
the wife's duty to follow her husband. When a husband is
sent out of the country as a criminal an exception is made,

but where he is honestly going from one place to another,
In England,
the wife's obligation not to desert him.
a husband proceeding from Liverpool to London could,
under a writ of habeas corpus, take possession of the wife's
body, and force her into the train to accompany him.
it is

[Watekmeyee,

J.,

referred to Bestandig

v.

Bestandig

Menz. p. 280).]
The Court, by a majority, agreed to the edictal citation
being granted.
(1

Cloete,

J.,

said he

had no doubt the

plaintiff

was entitled

to the edictal citation.

Watekmeyee,

J.,

agreed

;

the question as to what would

constitute a malicious desertion would, of course, be a very
different matter.

Bell,

J.,

strongly dissented from the Attorney General's

opinion.

Posted, (1862).

The Court granted the divorce

after the

usual citations had been made.
[Applicant's Attorneys, J.

& H. Keid.]

De Kock

v.

Du

Jwrisdiction of Magistrate.

T.

Toit.

—

Title to

Land.

and K. had a dispute as to the boundaries of their farms.
K. sued T. in the Magistrate's Court for trespass for
coming on his land and sowing oats upon it. No objection
was taken to the jwrisdiction, hut an arrangement was
come to between the parties whereby K. was to take the
crops sown by T. on K.'s ground, and this was embodied in
a judgment.

There being a misunderstanding about the

'
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agreement, T. sued K. for the value of the oats that E.
had cut down on this land. The defendant excepted to the
Jurisdiction.
tiff.

On

The magistrate gave judgment for

the plain-

appeal this decision was reversed on the ground

that the magistrate

had no jurisdiction,

title

of land ieing

in dispute.

Appeal from a judgment of the Kesident Magistrate of

issg.

Caledon.

^'^'''^

P. J. De Kock was summoned on April Mth 1859, to
show why he should not be adjudged to pay £15 damages
sustained by F. J. Du Toit by reason of De Kock having,
during November and December, 1858, wrongfully cut
down and removed from lands sown by Du Toit 1000 oatsheaves, the produce of oats sown by Du Toit during the
season of 1858, and of which he was the legal owner.
It appeared that on July 13, 1858, at the Periodical

DuToit.

Court of Villiersdorp,

De Kock summoned Du

Toit for

£10

damages sustained by him through Du Toit having in May,
1858, ploughed and sowed a piece of ground, the property

De Kock. No question of jurisdiction of the magistrate
was raised, though it appeared that the ownership of the
land was in dispute, and the magistrate's judgment was that
De Kock should be allowed to harvest the proceeds of the
crop sown by Du Toit on De Kock's ground, and that Du
Toit should pay the costs.
This decision was, according
of

up by the magistrate with the record, the
agreement arrived at at Villiersdorp, when

to a report sent
result of an

both parties, in order to come to a settlement, agreed to
waive the question of the right of land. The magistrate
further stated that the point in dispute in the case under
appeal appeared to him to be whether De Kock had cut
down more oats than Du Toit had agreed to allow him to
cut down, according to the agreement above referred to, and
that, being of opinion that De Kock had cut down £15
worth more of oats than had been so agreed upon, he gave
judgment for that amount in favour of Du Toit. This

judgment De Kock now appealed from. At the outset,
defendant's agent prayed for absolution on the ground of
want of jurisdiction, and further pleaded that the case had
been settled

at Villiersdorp

cut the crop and removed

;

defendant admitted having

it; plaintiff

admitted that he
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1859.
.sept_22.

did not resist defendant in so cutting and removing it, but
^Q ta^jje the law into his own

g^ijgggjj ^]j^^ j^g (ji^ j^Q^ ^jgj^

uu

Toit.

hands, and denied that he gave up the land.
The evidence shewed a dispute as to the boundaries of the
two farms, which adjoined, and a dispute as to the exact
position of the land which

Du

had been sown by

plaintiff,

Toit.

Porter, A.G., for appellant.

Brand,

J. H., for respondent.

—

Hodges, C.J.
By the Magistrates' Court Act, the magistrate has no jurisdiction in matters affecting title to land,
and I am of opinion that in the course of the proceedings
which took place before the magistrate in this case, there was
sufficient evidence to show him that a title to land came in
question and he ought then to have declined to entertain
the application.
Now it appears that the plaintiff and
defendant in this case were neighbours, each of them having
purchased a portion of a particular farm, and there is
evidence to show that after they had so become purchasers
of these lands, an ancient beacon had been removed and
:

;

another set up.

That, at the first blush, shows that there
had been some tampering with the beacons and boundaries
of these farms, and very probably there had been disputes
between the neighbours some time before this action was
heard.
The present defendant De Kock sued plaintiff Du
Toit for coming upon a portion of his land and committing
trespass by sowing oats upon it.
When the case was first
brought before the magistrate there seems to have been no
objection as to jurisdiction, which might then have been
made, but some arrangement was come to, that if certain
oats sown by Du Toit were taken by De Kock, he would
not press for damages. However, from some circumstance
or other, perhaps from some misunderstanding as to what
the agreement actually had been, Du Toit then thought
right to commence an action in the Magistrate's Court for
the purpose of getting the price of the oats De Kock had
cut down upon that very land.
The oats no doubt had
been sown by Du Toit, but if he sowed them on the land of
De Kock they became De Kock's property, although the

'
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seed had been put there by Du Toit but it is not necessary that De Kock should show a clear title.
The question
;

is

-1
11
i>'l
11
whether a bona jide colour oi right to land was introduced
T

"

r<

1

1

1

during the proceedings in the Magistrate's Court, and if
such a colour of right was brought forward, be it ever so
slight, then all the authorities have decided in the English
Courts upon Acts of Parliament containing clauses very
much like this that the action of the Magistrate is immediately suspended.
The Magistrate is bound, when a bond
colour
of right is proved, to refrain from proceeding
fide
further, because the Legislature has not entrusted to him
the decision of a case involving very technical matters,
which it is thought he is not competent to entertain. And
therefore, under all the circumstances of the case, it appears
to me most clear that the defendant did claim this land.
He claimed the oats grown upon it, and however wrong that
claim may be, the jurisdiction of the Magistrate ceases at
that point. Therefore the judgment must be reversed.

Bell and Oloete,

JJ., concurred.

Appeal allowed with
[Appellant's Attorney, G. J.

De

Namaqua Mining

Co.

costs.

kortS.]

v.

Commercial Marine and Fire

Insurance Co.*
Marine Insurance.

By

—Seaworthiness. — Perils
plied Warranty. — Bish.

of the Sea.

—Im-

law of marine insurance there is an implied warranty
in every insurance of a ship, that the vessel shall he sea-

the

worthy, hy which
as

to

respects to

is

meant, that she shall he in a

fit state

equipment, and crew, and in all other

repairs,

perform

the

voyage insured, and

to

encounter

ordinary perils at the tim^ of sailing upon it. If the
assurance attaches hefore the voyage, it is enough that the
the

state of the ship he commensurate to the risk ; and, if the
voyage he such as to require, a different complement of men,
*

See 14 Moo. P. C.

p. 471.

I'ss-

^^^ Kook

vs.

r>u Toit.

.
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or state of equipment in different farts of it, as if it was a
voyage down a canal or river, and thenee to and on the
open sea, it is enough if the vessel be at each stage of the

navigation in which the

and equipped for

if.

loss

But

happened properly manned
makes no warranty

the assured

to the underivrifers that the vessel shall

continue seaworthy,

or that the master or crew shall do their duty during the
voyage, and their negligence or misconduct is no defence to

an

action on the policy,

when

the loss has been immediately

occasioned by the perils insured against.

(Held, by the

Privy Council.)
Action upon a policy of insurance on copper ore on board a ship
" at and from the anchorage of H. and N. to S., to com-

mence upon the loading on board the ship at and from the
above ports." Part of the ore was loaded at H. and part

N. The ship was seaworthy at H., hut became unseaworihy before leaving N., in consequence of being overHeld
loaded, and was lost on her voyage from N. to S.
at

(by the

the insurer of the ore was
for the ore shipped at H., hut not in
ore loaded at N. First, as the policy covered

Privy Council), that

entitled to recover

respect of the

two

risJcs,

and

the sea voyage

at different times ;

and

was

to be

considered

secondly, that the implied

to

begin

warranty

that the ship should be there fit to carry the additional as
well as the original cargo, appeared by the evidence not to

have been complied with.
1859.
^,^*' 28.'

so!

Oct.

4.

17.
„
1861.

juMis.

Dea

21.'

Namaqua
^(omrnero'iar
'^'insufance

This was an action brought upon a policy of insurance
£4000 effected by plaintiffs with defendants upon copper
ore valued at £25 per ton shipped by the barque Admiral
Collingwood at and from the anchorages off Hindeklip Bay
and Port NoUeth to Swansea, to commence upon the said
goods or merchandise on board thereof, from the landing of
the goods or merchandise on board the ship at and from the

for

S™

abovo ports, and until the goods or merchandise be discharged from on board the ship at her port of discharge,
Swansea. The perils insured against were, among others,
the perils and dangers of the seas.

The

declaration stated that plaintiffs shipped in the

Admiral Collingwood at Hondeklip Bay about 150 tons of
copper ore, and that the vessel sailed with the copper ore
on board from Hondeklip Bay, and commenced her voyage

—
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therewith towards the port of Swansea, and proceeded to

Port NoUoth, and that at Port NoUoth they caused to be
shipped in the yessel a further quantity of about 250 tons
of copper ore to be carried to Swansea.
That the vessel
with the copper ore on board, in further prosecution of her
voyage to Swansea, sailed from Port NoUoth, and was afterwards, whilst proceeding on the voyage, lost with the copper

by the perils
and dangers
of the sea and the
r
o
claimed upon a total loss upon the policy.

ore on board,'
plaintiffs

;

-i

The defendants pleaded
1st. The general issue.
2nd. In case such plea should be adjudged insufficient,
that the vessel was not at the time of the

commencement

the voyage in the declaration mentioned, seaworthy, or

of
fit

or able safely to go or proceed on the voyage, whereby and

not otherwise, the loss was occasioned.
It appeared from the evidence that the ship sailed from
Table Bay on Nov. 29, 1857, bound to Hondeklip Bay and
Port NoUoth, for the purpose of there loading a cargo of
copper for Swansea, and that the ship was then seaworthy.

That she arrived at Hondeklip Bay on Nov. 30, and there
shipped about 150 tons of copper ore. That on Dec. 11,
1857, she sailed from Hondeklip Bay to Port NoUoth, with
such copper ore on board, and arrived there on the following
day.
That she lay at her anchorage at Port NoUoth from
Dec. 12, till the morning of Dec. 29, when she got under
weigh on her voyage to Swansea. That whilst she lay at
her anchorage at Port NoUoth she shipped on board 250
tons more of copper ore, making in all 400 tons. That the
pumps of the vessel had to be attended to, night and morning, from December 21 to December 26, inclusive. That on
December 26, 300 bags of copper ore were taken on board,
and that the ship was then making about 1^ inches of
water per hour, and that the pumps were attended to, night
and morning. That on December 27, 386 bags of copper
ore were taken on board, the ship still making water, the
pumps being attended to, night and morning. That on
December 28, the ship took in 614 bags of copper ore, and

pumps being
attended to night and morning.
The entire
quantity of copper ore shipped on board, on and after
December 26, was about sixty-five tons. That on Decernfinished loading, the leak still increasing, the

carefully

g^'^l^t

•

^sso.

^.^^

j.^^^"-

June

is.

JJec. 21.

„;^?™'^°*^,
,,commerciai
Manne and Fire
insurance co.

—
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SeTh
•

'

Oct.

28:

3o;
4,.

""
186

June

18.

Dec. 21-

Namaqua
Mining Co. us.
Commercial
Marine and Fire
lasuranceco.

^^^ ^^ *^® ^^^P weighed and proceeded on her voyage to
Swansea, and that at that time the leak was still increasing,

The ship
r continued

to

make

water,' from

December

30,'

'^^'^' **^ January 6, 1858, inclusive, the watch were conDuring the latter part
stantly employed at the pumps.
unable
keep the vessel free of
crew
were
to
of this time the
water, and on Januarv 6 thev were in such an exhausted
condition, that thev
were unable to keep pumping any
'
i

i

i

'

T.

i

i

•!

and that the ship made so much water that it was
impossible to keep her afloat even with heaving the cargo
overboard.
There were six feet of water in the hold, and
the captain thought it requisite to leave the ship. They
stayed by all night, and at daylight next morning saw the
ship go down.
The witnesses attributed the loss to overloading at Port NoUoth.
longer,

Benyssen (with him Gole), for plaintiffs, contended that
there was no implied warranty of seaworthiness, except when
the vessel

commenced her voyage from Hondeklip Bay.

Porter, A.G., for

defendants, contended that even ad-

mitting that the vessel was seaworthy when she sailed from
Hondeklip Bay, she was not seaworthy when she sailed from
Port Nolloth, as she ought to have been.
Ctir. adv. vult.

Posted (Oct. 19).

The Coubt gave judgment.
Hodges,

C.J.

(after

stating

that in his view of the

evidence the ship was seaworthy at Hondeklip Bay), said
If this be so, and if the risk and also the voyage contemplated by the policy was thus commenced with a ship in all
:

respects seaworthy, the plaintiffs are undoubtedly entitled
to recover

on the issue raised in the second plea.

But

it is

contended, on behalf of defendants, that under the general
issue the question is raised whether the ship was seaworthy

commencement of the voyage, treating
commencement as arising on her sailing

at the time of the

the time of the

from Port Nolloth to Swansea, with her whole
board.

On

this point, it appears to

of the policy signed

me

cargo on

that the legal effect

by defendants, was such

as

would have

authorised the plaintiffs to ship the whole of the copper at
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Hondeklip Bay, or the whole of it at Port NoUoth. In
truth, its effect was the same as if the words " both " or
" either " had been inserted in the policy.
(See Clapham
V.

Colognan, 3 Camp. 382.)

If,

therefore, the vessel

had

been lost by perils of the sea, after she left the anchorage
Hondeklip Bay, and before she reached Port Nolloth,
could it be maintained that the plaintiffs
could not recover,
^
in respect of the cargo then on board, on the ground that
-ri
-kT 1
she had never left the anchorage of Port Nolloth
a seaworthy condition?
I apprehend that no such argument
could have been maintained, and that therefore leads me
to the conclusion that not only the risk but the voyage also
contemplated by the policy, had commenced when the
anchor was weighed at Hondeklip Bay, and the voyage
having thus once commenced, and the vessel being then

at

Ill

seaworthy, I

by the

t

am

1.

1

1

m
•

of opinion, according to the authorities

the implied warranty
complied with, and that any subsequent unseaworthiness occurring at Port Nolloth, before or
after the loading of the cargo was completed, did not vitiate
the policy. In principle I cannot distinguish this case from
Holdsworth v. Wise (7 B. & C. 794), where a ship was insured " at and from Belfast to her port or ports of loading in
British America, during her stay there and back to a port
of discharge in the United Kingdom." There the evidence
showed tliat she was seaworthy when she sailed from Belfast,
but unseaworthy when she left St. Andrew's, New Brunswick, on the homeward passage, and the defendants' counsel
admitted that having been thus seaworthy at the commencement of the risk, the implied warranty was satisfied.
Bermon v. Woodbridge (1 Doug. 788) is to the same effect.
Whatever may be said of the justice of this doctrine as to
seaworthiness, when questions arise between assurers and
owners who have insured their ships, it appears to me that
it is more consistent with the principles of natural justice
to adhere to the rule, that as between shippers of goods and
the assurers, the former do not warrant that the ship, in
point of staunchness and repair, shall continue seaworthy
throughout the voyage; and that the assured makes no
warranty for the continued good conduct of the master and
crew in the course of the voyage that if the vessel, crew,
and equipment be originally sufficient, and the master a
cited

plaintiff's counsel, that

as to seaworthiness was

—

seTh
•>

^^
^o.

^^^
'^^^^^'

J^e is.
Dec. 21.

^,y'^™'^^

Mining Co. vs.
./-o.™™"™?!
Marine and Fire
insurance co.
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person of competent

1859.
..

\ii.

"

30.'

°.
'

vi.

jmfis.
^^ll:f{.

Na^na
'^commCTcia/

^mmanSe

Co.'"

skill,

the assured has done

he eonand crew

all

tracted to do, and, therefore, although such master

should by their acts or omissions have brought the ship, in
the course of the voyage and at the time of the loss, into
an unseaworthy state, yet the underwriter will be liable for
all losses which, though remotely occasioned by such super-

iuduced state of unseaworthiness,

by the

perils insured against.

is

The

yet proximately caused
shippers of cargo cannot

any control over the master and crew of a vessel
goods are once placed on board, and in this case
the plaintiffs do not appear even to have chartered this
vessel for their own exclusive use, as no charterparty has
been produced, and the bills of lading, for the two parcels
of copper shipped at Hondeklip Bay and Port NoUoth,
which were signed by the captain and put in evidence, are
in the usual form which is used when goods are put on
board a general ship. The captain and the crew are therefore in no sense, as it appears to me, the agents of the
shippers of the goods. On the contrary, the captain and
owner of the ship stand in a totally different situation, for,
cxercisc

after the

being carriers of the goods for hire, they incur all the
which attach to ordinary carriers by sea, subject
of course to the provisions contained in the bills of lading.
Any rule holding that a shipper of goods impliedly warrants
that the vessel in which they are placed shall be seaworthy
throughout the whole course of a voyage, would, I think, be
liabilities

calculated greatly to im'pede the assurance of goods by
distant ports.
The distinction I have thus
where the assured have not been in a position
to control the management of the ship, has been noticed in
several cases, among which I may mention Metcalfe v. Parry
Bell v. Garstains (14 East. 374).
I might
(4 Camp. 125)
conclude my obseriations at this point of my judgment,
inasmuch as they dispose of the whole case but I think it
only right to make some remarks upon the question of fact,
which has been submitted to us, as a jury, and respecting
which the witnesses have differed so widely, i.e., was the
ship, in fact, seaworthy or unseaworthy, when she left the
anchorage at Port Nolloth ? A ship is prima facie presumed
to be seaworthy, but here seaworthiness is admitted when
the ship left Table Bay for Hondeklip Bay in fact the
assurers had ordered her to be surveyed a few days before

shippers to

adverted

to,

:

;

;

;;
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they accepted the assurance, and the report of the surveyor
who had previously surveyed the vessel for the assurers,
states: "No alteration of this vessel's ground tackle
is
admirably found in every respect, and well commanded."
The burthen, therefore, of proving that the vessel was unseaworthy was thrown on the defendants (see the cases
collected, 1 Phillips on Insurance, 324, 2nd Ed.).
[The
1
1
1
-T
1
11
learned judge then examined the evidence, and held that it
did not satisfactorily prove unseaworthiness at Port Nolloth, and that plaintiffs were entitled to recover the amount
they claimed.]

—

•

1

•

1

1

1

•

—

Bell, J. (after stating the facts) said
The intention of
the parties, no doubt, was that the whole or part of the
cargo might be taken in, either at the bay or at the port
or that, as was the case, part should be taken in at the bay,
:

and part

at the port, and that they should be protected by
the policy, whichever of these courses should be followed.
I can have no doubt that the policy is largely enough
expressed for that purpose. Under this policy there were

four risks; or, rather, there was an entire risk, with five
stages against which the insured were protected.

Krst,
the ship was taking in cargo at Hondeklip Bay;
second, while she was sailing from that bay to Swansea, if
while

she did not go to Port Nolloth

third, while she was sailing
from Hondeklip Bay to Port Nolloth, if she took that
course fourth, while she was taking in cargo at Port Nolloth and fifth, while sailing from Port Nolloth to Swansea.
The moment the ship dropped her anchor at Hondeklip Bay, the policy began to take effect, and the insured
But, on the other
to have the benefit of its protection.
hand, at the same moment, the implied warranty of seaworthiness attached, and during each and all of these periods,
and for all and each of these occasions, the insurers were
entitled to the benefit of a warranty, that the ship was in a
fit state to lie in Hondeklip Bay while being loaded
that
she was in fit state to sail from Hondeklip Bay direct to
Swansea, if she had completed her lading at Hondeklip
Bay that she was in a fit state to sail from Hondeklip Bay
to Port Nolloth with such cargo, if any, as she might have
taken in that she was in a fit state to lie at Port Nolloth,
and either complete her cargo or take in an entire cargo
;

;

;

;

;

;
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to

Swansea, with such cargo as she might ultimately have
loaded. It is very true that, in the computation of premium.
these five risks were not distinguished or apportioned, so that

28'
so!

Oct.
iv'
1861,

the vessel had perished at Hondeklip Bay, from

june'is.

if

Deo.

other accident, entitling the assured to recover, the insurers

21.'

Insurance Co.

or

would not have been entitled to recover a return of premium,

Namaqua
Commercial

fire

'

while they would have been liable for the loss of such
part of the cargo, more or

Moses
299).

less, as

might have been

loaded,

Pratt (4 Camp. 296) Annen v. Woodman (3 Taunt.
The reason of that is that the parties having treated

V.

;

the five risks, so far as regards, the computation of premium,
as one entire risk, a Court has no means of ascertaining what

premium is by the contract attributable to
any portion of the entire risk, composed as it was,

portion of the
each, or

in this instance, of five parts or stages.
When there is
neither any contingency putting an end to a part of the

and so enabling the entire risk to be decided, nor any
usage for return of premium in regard to the particular
risk, the premium cannot be divided and apportioned. But
this circumstance can never destroy the words and object of
the contract and convert " at and from Hondeklip Bay and
Port NoUoth " into " at and from Hondeklip Bay alone. It
is no doubt true that the policy took effect from the arrival
of the ship at Hondeklip Bay that she might have gone
risk,

;

to Swansea direct from that bay, without touching at .Port

NoUoth

and that if she had done so and perished, as she
would not have been entitled to a return of
premium on that account, any more than in the other case
of fire or other accident at Hondeklip Bay, which I have
supposed. But this indivisibility of the risk as to return of
;

did, the insurers

premium will not affect the warranty of seaworthiness
appropriate to each stage of the entire risk. Neither will
the fact that there were sixty miles of distance between
Hondeklip Bay and Port NoUoth affect the question of seaworthiness.
The declaration, no doubt, affects to make the
sailing from Hondeklip "the voyage towards the port of
Swansea," but that is a mere attempt of the pleader to take
advantage of his opponent. Port NoUoth was as much the
port of loading as Hondeklip Bay, and though if the vessel
had in fact never gone to Port NoUoth, but sailed direct to
Swansea from Hondeklip Bay, such sailing would have
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been her sailing from the port of loading; yet, as a fact,
she did not do so, but completed her cargo at Port NoUoth,
as was contemplated by the parties and provided for by the
Her sailing from Port NoUoth was her sailing
contract.
from the port of loading, as to which, in my opinion, the
warranty of seaworthiness for the sailing voyage, at the
moment of sailing, must be applicable. A ship insured " at

g
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Namaxina

and from" an island with different ports of loading, is Marine and rire
covered by the word " at " in going from port to port.
Cruikshank v. Janson (2 Taunt. 301)
Warre v. Miller
In Bond v. Nutt (Cowp. 606) the ship was
(4 B. & C. 558).
insured "at and from Jamaica " to London. "By force of
these words," Lord Mansfield, said "she certainly was
protected in going from port to port, and till she sailed."
So here the Admiral GoUingwood, " under the words at and
"
from the anchorages of Hondeklip Bay and Port Nolloth
was protected in going from Hondeklip Bay to Port NoUoth
" When
till she sailed. In that case Lord Mansfield said
the ship sailed from St. Annes for Bluefields to get convoy,
she had no view or object whatsover, but to make the best
Here I say the Admiral Colling.
of her way to England."
wood, in sailing from Hondeklip. Bay to Port NoUoth had
not in view to make the best of her way to Swansea, but
had another object in view, the completion of her cargo at
Port NoUoth. Port NoUoth, therefore, was in my opinion,
the commencement of the sea-voyage, covered by the word
" from," and the punctum temporis as to which she required
But, even if the sailing from Hondeklip
to be seaworthy.
held
to have been the commencement of the
Bay should be
this
would not much affect my opinion
Swansea,
to
voyage
of
the
case for reasons which I will assign
decision
the
as to
;

:

second question, which I have stated
has been raised for the judgment of the Court, viz., was the
vessel seaworthy at the time of her sailing for Swansea,
whichever shall be held to have been the commencement of
that voyage ? Seaworthiness is a condition precedent which
relates to the purposes in contemplation by the parties, and is
liable to be modified by circumstances. (3 Kent's Commentary,
The seaworthiness must be commensurate with the
p. 289,)
in considering the

then

risk.

A vessel may

be seaworthy for loading in a port

or roadstead, and be covered while there under the word
in her policy, though she may not at the time be seaat

'

'
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voyage so as to be covered by the word
precedent of seaworthiness is
intended to secure the underwriter's chance of earning the
Oct
n'.
premium (Christie v. Seeretan (8 T. E. 192)), by limiting his
1861
juue'is.
liability to an assurance only against certain contingencies
DeoT 2i!
which could not be, if the vessel were not in a fit state for
Namaqna
the voyage, though she was for the place of loading, the
'commerdaT" vessol must at all eveuts have been seaworthy at the time
Insurance c™ of Commencing her sea voyage (Annen v. Woodman (3 Taunt.
300)), and she must be in a state to encounter the ordinary
conditions of sea and wind, to which all vessels are exposed."
[The learned judge then examined the evidence and expressed his opinion that judgment should be for the defen1859.

„

as!

worthy
'

from.'

for the

But

as this condition

30.'

'

dants.]

Cloete,

J.,

concurred with the Chief Justice, and in the

course of giving judgment, said

:

Two

questions

arise.

what is taken in law to have been the commencement
of the voyage of the Admiral Gollingwood for the purposes
of this insurance ? And second, whether she was or was not
seaworthy at the time of the commencement of the voyage ?
First,

The

authorities are clear that

insurers, to

it is sufficient

to bind the

show that the vessel was seaworthy "at the

commencement of her voyage," in the absence of a direct
contrary proof of unseaworthiness, being subsequently found
to be within her at the time of her commencing the voyage.
(See Smith's Mercantile Law, pp. 366, 367.)

This policy

having been effected "at and from the ports of Hondeklip Bay and Port NoUoth," there can be no doubt that
the " risk " on the policy took effect the moment the
copper ore was taken on board at the first-mentioned place
(Hondeklip Bay), so that if the vessel had been lost at
that anchorage by fire or in a heavy gale the amount of
copper ore put on board would have been secured by that
policy (Smith's Mercantile Law, p. 340).
But the further
question then arises, when is this voyage of the
Admiral

Gollingwood to be held in law to have commenced ? This
is
down in the Eoman Law, and in the authorities
derived therefrom, that this liability of defendants
would
clearly laid

commence from the time she would first proceed on her
The Lex 3 Pandectarum de nautico foenere, &c.,

voyage.

has these words

:— " In

nautioa pecunia, ex eo die periculwm,'
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ex quo navem navigari eonvemat." "In
nautical insurances the risk commences from the day at

'$peciat creditorem,

which it is understood that the voyage is to commence."
These very words are adopted by Van der Keessel in Thes. 747,
and Byrikershoek, in referring to a case decided in appeal
before him in the Supreme Court of Holland, recognizes
the same principle. Applying these clear principles of law
to the case before us, we have full proof that the Admiral
ColUngwood was a staimch and substantial vessel. Now, a
question might still arise affecting this case.
Must the
Admiral Oollingwood have touched at Port NoUoth at all, to
render this policy effectual ? This, it is clearly laid down
by Smith's Mercantile Law, p. 342, is not necessary on such
policies.
His words are " A voyage to A. B. and 0. means
a voyage to all or any of them, with this reserve, that if a
ship goes to more places than one, she must visit them in
the order in which they are mentioned in the policy, and must
not split the voyage into two," so that the whole must be
taken as one single and continuous voyage, commencing at
the first place from whence the vessel takes in her cargo and
:

;

the Attorney General, in arguing the case for the defendants,
has fairly admitted that it was not necessary for her to have
touched at Port NoUoth to make this voyage effectual,
but maintained that in this instance she, having taken in
cargo at both places, the homeward voyage cannot be said
to have commenced except from the last port at which she
took in cargo ; and he has supported his argument from the
authorities and reported cases quoted in Smith's Mercantile
Law, p. 341, which go to the length of declaring, " that when
the policy is at and from any island or district, the words
will in general protect the ship in sailing from one port to

another in that island or district for the purpose of loading."
But this passage concludes with the important addition, " if
the whole island or district be considered as one place," and
the cases there referred to apply to the Island of Jamaica
or some district of that island, where vessels usually pick
up cargo in adjoining harbours or ports. But these authorities cannot, I think, be strained to apply to a voyage of
seventy-five miles,
.

course,

homeward

;

made along our

coast, in a northerly

the words of the policy meaning no

more than that if the vessel did not obtain sufficient copper
ore at Hondeklip Bay, she was at liberty to proceed onR
VoL. III.
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„

'as!

Z

so!

wards to Port NoUoth, without prejudice to the policy then
already effectual and binding on the parties. I am, therefore, in

answer to

my

first

question, of opinion, that this

voyage was really (for the purpose of this policy) lawfully
Jane is.
Commenced on December 11th, when she left Hondeklip
Bay with a portion of cargo on board, already protected by
Del 21.
this policy and that this vessel was at that time perfectly
Namaqna
In answer to the next question, then, whether
commeroiaf seaworthy.
insiSanceCo.^she was seaworthy or not when she left Port Nolloth, we
have the most unsatisfactory evidence. [After examining
the evidence the learned Judge concluded as follows :] On
this part of the case I am then, also of opinion, that we
have no evidence before us to show that this vessel, the
Admiral Gollingwood, was unseaworthy even at the date she
sailed from Port NoUoth, December 29th, but that her loss
and abandonment on January 7th, 1857, cannot be ascribed
to any state of unseaworthiness which can be shown to have
existed in her on December 11th previous, when she sailed
from Hondeklip Bay.
„

'

1?'.

;

Wateemeyer,

J,,

said

:

—I

clusion as Mr. Justice Bell,

have come to the same conand I concur in his reasons for

thinking that judgment should be in favour of defendants.
But inasmuch as it is more convenient that a judgment
should be given than that, from the circumstance that the
Court is equally divided, there should be none, I think it
right to retire for the purpose of allowing a judgment to be
recorded.

Judgment entered for the plaintiffs.
The defendants appealed, and the case was twice argued
before the Privy Council.

Cwr. adv. vvlt.

Postea (Dec. 21, 1861),—

The judges of the Privy Council (Lord Wensleydale,
Lord Kingsdown, Lord Justice Knight Bruce, Sir; Edward
Eyan, Lord Justice Turner) delivered the following judgment.

The respondents

in this case sought to recover a total

;
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loss

upon a policy

for

£4000 subscribed on behalf of the
company at the Cape of Good

defendants, an insurance

Hope, on copper ore, on a ship, the Admiral CoUingwood, at
and from the anchorages off Hondeklip and Port NoUoth to
Swansea, to commence upon the loading on board the ship
at and from the above ports.
The respondents under this policy might have shipped
what proportion 01 the copper ore they pleased at one
anchorage or the other, probably the whole at one. They
put on board at Hondeklip 154 tons. The vessel sailed to
Port NoUoth with that quantity on board, arrived at Port
NoUoth, there took on board the further quantity of 250
tons, and sailed for Swansea in the way thither she sank,
and the copper ore was lost.
On the trial before the judges of the Supreme Court of
the Colony of the Cape of Good Hope, who are judges both
of fact and law, witnesses were examined on both sides, and
the judges did not all take the same view of the evidence.
The probability, their Lordships, on perusing that evidence,
think is, that the ship was seaworthy at Hondeklip, and
when she arrived at Port NoUoth; but that she became
unseaworthy when she was loaded with the additional
copper at that place, and sailed with it for Swansea, the
cargo being then too heavy for her. We think we may
assume this to be the true state of the facts and then
follows the question of novelty and some nicety are the
assured entitled to recover for the loss of the whole cargo
;

;

:

they entitled to recover for the loss of the 154
Hondeklip ?
at
shipped
tons
Their Lordships have had great difficulty in coming to a
conclusion upon it, but after much consideration agree that
the plaintiffs are entitled to recover for the latter, but for
the latter only. Some propositions in the doctrine of the
or, if not, are

implied warranty of seaworthiness, which form a part of
every contract of marine insurance on voyages (for to timeThey are
policies it does not apply) are perfectly settled.
laid down in the case of Dixon v. Sadler (5 M. & W., p. 414)
in which I gave the judgment of the Court of Exchequer,
with the concurrence of my brethren, founded on the prin-

down in several previous cases Busk v. B. E.
Asswranee Co. (2 B. & Aid, 73) ; WalJcer v. Maitland (5 B. &
Aid. 171) ; Eoldsworth v. Wise (7 B. & C. 794) Bishop v.

ciple laid

:

;

E
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Pentland(7 B. &. C,

p.

219)

;

Shore

v.

Bentall (7 B.

& C;

P-728,wofe).

an implied warranty, in every assurance of a ship
by which it is meant
that she shall be in a fit state as to repairs, equipment and;
crew, and in all other respects, to peform the voyage:
insured, and to encounter the ordinary perils at the time of
,,.
tot
j1
ti»
it the assurance attaches beiore the
sailing upon it.
voyage commenccs, it is enough that the state of the ship
be commensurate to the then risk and if the voyage be
such as to require a different complement of men, or state
of equipment, in different parts of it, as it was a voyage
down a canal or river, and thence to and on the open sea,
it is enough if the vessel be at each stage of the navigation
in which the loss happens, properly manned and equipped
for it.
But the assured makes no warranty to the underwriters that the vessel shall continue seaworthy or that the
master and crew shall do their duty during the voyage, and
their negligence or misconduct is no defence to an action
on the policy, when the loss has been immediately occasioned by the perils insured against; and this principle
prevents many nice and difficult inquiries, and causes a
more complete indemnity to the assured, which is the object
of the contract of assurance. Our law differs in this respect
from the law of America, where the implied warranty
extends to the conduct of the owner and crew during the
whole voyage.
There is a warranty of a similar nature in an insurance,
upon goods with respect to the ship upon which they are
There

is

that the vessel shall be seaworthy,

.

i

;

Whether this warranty is
manner pointed out by Mr. Lush in
loaded.

to be qualified in the
his very able

argument

not necessary to determine. He contended that when
a shipment takes place in an intermediate and open anchorage (not a port where there are means of repair), and in the
course of a voyage from another terminus, all that the ship-i
owner impliedly warrants to the shipper, and all that the
it is

shipper impliedly warrants to the assurer, as to the state
is that the ship was seaworthy at the commencement of the original voyage to the place of shipment..
Whether this, which is a highly reasonable proposition, be,
of the ship,

correct or not, we need not inquire, because, upon the
evidence, there appears no doubt that the ship was sea-

'
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worthy at Hondeklip, where the

first

parcel of ore was put

on board, as at the Cape. What then, is the commencement of the sea voyage in this case, which is to fix the time
when the warranty is to attach, and when the vessel is to
be fit in all respects for sea navigation ? The appellants

g^^l^
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so.
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June

is.

oeo. 21!
contend that the words " at and from the anchorages off
Hondeklip Bay and Port NoUoth to Swansea " are equiva- Namaqua
lent to " at and from the coast of Africa to Swansea " and commeroiki
Marine and Fire
1
1
-n
-fcx
n
that the sea voyage began at rort JSlolloth; and it was insurance Co.
likened to an insurance at and from the island of Jamaica
to England, in which it was said that the sea voyage would
begin with the departure from the island and the case of
£ond V. Nuti (Cowp. 6U1) was referred to as proof of that
;

,

,

1

;

proposition.

Their Lordships think that such a construction cannot
be put upon these words, and the case of Bond v. Nutt is
only an authority to show that the departure from the
island was within the meaning of a warranty to sail on or
before a certain day, and not the

commencement

of a sea

voyage within the meaning of seaworthiness.
The first
voyage from port to port in the island through the open
sea, would answer that description.

The true construction of the words in question undoubtedly is " at and from Hondeklip to Swansea, or at and
from Hondeklip to Port NoUoth, and at and from that port
to Swansea," as the power to ship at one or more of these
places might be exercised (whether the places are to be
It
taken in their order is immaterial to this inquiry).
seems to their Lordships, therefore, as there were un.doubtedly two risks insured one on the parcel of goods
shipped at Hondeklip, another on those shipped at Port
Nolloth that the sea voyage may be considered as begining at different times with respect to the first parcel, at
Hondeklip with respect to the second, at Port Nolloth.
As to the first part, the implied warranty of seaworthiness,
being that the ship was in a proper state of repair and
equipment, and sufficient for the carriage of the cargo then
put on board to Swansea, was certainly complied with. It
could not be that there was an implied warranty that the
ship then was in a fit state to carry all that might be put on
board at Port Nolloth, so that if the ship should be lost
before it arrived at Port Nolloth, with the goods then

—

—

;

;

;
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shipped on board, nothing would be recovered on thg
policy ; for before the second shipment the vessel might
have been put into a state fully sufficient to carry the whole
cargo.
The warranty being complied with at Hondeklip
as to the 154 tons there put on board, the subsequent improper conduct of the master and crew in rendering the
vessel unseaworthy at Port NoUoth cannot affect the right
to rccover pro tanto.

i-ji
concemcd in the

mi

n

The assured

i-

shipment,

•

i

i

or their agents, though

iiin
probably knew

„

,

,

nothing of the
capacity of the ship to carry the goods they put on board
and the fault was that of the master and crew, which would
not avoid the policy, nor would it if the shipping agents
were parties, as the ship was immediately lost by the perils
insured against Bedman v. Wilson (14i M. & W.. 476).
Their Lordships therefore have come to the conclusion
that for the first shipment the assurers are entitled to
:

recover.

But with respect to the second parcel, that shipped at
Port NoUoth, the implied warranty that the ship should be
there fit to carry the additional as well as the original
cargo, was certainly, upon their Lordships' view of the evi^
dence, not complied with, and therefore the respondents
cannot recover.
The pleadings do not appear to have been framed very
accurately to raise this defence

;

but this objection has not

been pressed upon their Lordships.
Therefore their Lordships, after much consideration, and
not without some doubt, have determined to advise Her
Majesty to affirm the judgment as to the value of the 154
tons shipped at Hondeklip, and reverse
rPlaintiffs' (Eeepondents') Attorneys, J.

& H. Keeb.

it

as to the residue.
"1

LDefendauts' (Appellauta') Attorneys, Fairbridge, Huij^& Meintjis. J
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Bebda

vs.

Exception and plea.

Beeda.

—Amendment.—

Costs.

Plaintiff hrought action to recover certain moneys due by de-

fendant

to

parties who,

it

was alleged, had ceded their
Defendant excepted to the

rights to plaintiff in 1857.

competency of plaintiff
estate

had

appointed,
since,

been

and

that it

and prayed

to

bring the action, seeing that his

in 1853 and a trustee
had remained so sequestrated ever

sequestrated

that the declaration might be quashed.

Plaintiff replied that these allegations should have, been

pleaded and not raised by exception, and prayed that the
exception might be overruled.
The Couet gave leave to

amend the exception
from the action.

by praying that defendant be absolved

Plaintiff's insolvency is proper matter

for exception by de-

fendant.

This was an action to recover certain ceded shares of a
Sept. h.
Oct. 11.
maternal inheritance. The declaration set forth that S. M.
Breda vs. Breda
V. Breda, born Helsingen, in her capacity as widow and
executrix testamentary of the estate of the late P. van
Breda, A.'s son was summoned to answer F. C. v. Breda
in an action of debt. That in 1816, the said P. v. Breda
married in community of property one G. W. Yoigt, by

whom he

had, besides the plaintiff and other children, also

A. P. V. Breda, born Nov. 7, 1836, and G. H.
Breda, born April 28, 1831.
That by the liquidation
account of the estate of the said 0. W. v. Breda, born

two

sons,

v.

Breda and by the deed of
Einderbewys, executed by him on June 20, 1846, the sum
of £254 2s. 9cZ. was admitted and declared to be due and
owing to A. P. V. Breda, and a like sum of £254 2s. Qd.
due and owing to G-. H. v. Breda as their maternal inheriThat while this inheritance still remained unpaid,
tance.
in 1846 the said P. v. Breda was married in community of
property to defendant, and in 1847 appointed her executrix
of his estate. In 1855 he died, leaving the above mentioned
maternal inheritances unpaid. In 1856 the widow took out
Voigt, framed by the said P.

v.

;
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Breda

vs.

Breda,

and entered upon the adminis-

letters of administration,

the estate, but that, although often requested

tration of

by A. P. V, Breda and G. H. V. Breda, she had refused to
pay the aforesaid, claims that in I^ov., 1857, these claims
were ceded to plaintiff for valuable consideration. Wherefore plaintiff prayed for judgmeni for £508 5s. 6d. with costs.
Defendant pleaded that before answering to the merits
of the case, she excepted to the competency of the plaintiff
to bring an action, because, before the commencement
of this suit, the estate of the plaintiff was by order of
Court, dated Jan. 6, 1852, declared insolvent, and the
administration thereof, subsequently, to wit, on Feb. 5,
1852, vested in Eyk le Sueur, and still continued to be so
vested. Wherefore defendant prayed the judgment of the
Court if the plaintiff ought to be answered to his declaration,
which she further prayed might be dismissed with costs.
;

The replication maintained that the allegations set forth
by defendant did not constitute matter of exception but
of plea, and were not sufficient to quash the declaration, and
prayed that the exception might be dismissed.
Porter, A.G. (with
tion.

The

him

Benyssen), in support of the excep-

by implication in the declaraportion of maternal inheritance had

plaintiff admits

tion that his

own

filial

gone to his creditors ; it is clear from the pleadings that
the cession to the plaintiff took place after his insolvency.
The Court in this matter must take notice of matter of law,
and matter of law is that everything that by just cession or
inheritance and in any manner, comes to a man between
the time of the making of the order of sequestration and

the order of the Court confirming the account and plan of
distribution passes instantly through

him and vests in his
by the plea is entirely one
of legal nomenclature, whether plea and exception are
synonymous terms, or whether an exception, while it embraces all the effect of a plea does not really go further
trustees.

The question

raised

than a plea; whether in this Court the old-established,
and recognised form " exeepfio " has place. A

well-defined

plea raises objections to informalities in pleadings, an
exception to what are not imperfections in the pleadings
but the qualitas of the party pleading. See Voet. 44-1-4
Storey on Equity Pleadings,

§

649, 650

;

Van der Lindm'
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Just. pp. 413,

414

Cumin's Manual of Civil Law, pp. 366answer of the

;

372, particularly the last question and
Chapter on " Exceptions."

s"t'22
oot^u.
Breda

—If a plea disallowed, the parties may plead
again, but how would
stand with an exception
[Wateemeyee,
—If the
disallowed I appre'

[Bell,

J,

:

is

this

J.

hend the

parties can plead

[Cloete,

J.,

?]

exceptio is

:

referred to

no more.]
Eule of Court 19 * where " ex-

ception "

is mentioned.]
See Merula's Judicial Practice, 4-40-ch. 1. It is a pure
question of legal nomenclature " excepiio " is more scientific
and correct than plea.
Brand, J. H., contra. An exception is only used because
something alleged in the declaration showed that there was
:

no ground of action, or because some capacity was alleged
of which the party was entitled to clear proof; the disqualification of insolvency should not

have been urged as an

exception, but pleaded to the claim.

The

allegation of

insolvency being pleaded, is not a sufScient answer to the
claim but stops short ; defendant should have pleaded that
the liquidation account had not been confirmed. What is
alleged as a ground for dismissal is not such a ground as
entitled the parties to a bar.
Defendant should have
pleaded over at once. See Wassenaar on Practice of the
Dutch Courts and Voet. 2-13-4.

Cur. adv. vult.

Postea (Oct. 11).

The Couet gave

defendant leave to amend the excep-

tion and pray that she be absolved from the action, that

being the proper form, instead of praying that the declaration be quashed.
The Court held that the insolvency of
the plaintiff was a proper matter for exception in defendant's
pleading, according to the law of the Colony, but that the
mode in which the exception was drawn was not correct.
Under the circumstances, the defendant ought to be allowed
the liberty of amending, each party paying his own costs.
* Eepealed

by Eule 330.

vs.

Breda.

—
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Jamieson
Commission.

vs.

— Trust

Board of Exeoutoes.

Company.

— Ord.

under ante-nuptial

8,

1839.

Trustees

contract.

The defendants, a public trust company, were appointed trustees
under an ante-nuptial contract entered into between plaintiff and her husband, whereby all her 'present property
and everything that might subsequently devolve upon her
was reserved to plaintiff ; under this contract the trustees^
of whom the defendant company was one, were to enter upon
and stand seised of all such property, and to invest the same,
and to pay to plaintiff at any time one moiety ; the defendants accepted the trust ; a large sum devolved upon
plaintiff wider the will of P. ; on his decease she immediately demanded the moiety from defendants ; she subsequently consented without prejudice to her rights under
the

contract

the whole

that

should be paid over
to.

to

amount of

defendants

;

the inheritance

defendants now claimed

deduct a certain commission on this moiety

;

this com-

mission was chargeable under their by-laws, which were

—Held

known to plaintiff:
make the charge.

1859.

-:-^

'

Board of
Execatois.

'

that defendants were entitled to

The plaintiff was S. B. E. Jamieson (born Hiddingh)
married without community of property to W. P. Jamieson,
and the defendant was C. J. C. Gie in his capacity as secretary to the Board of Executors the action was brought
to recover the sum of £247 Is. Id., a charge made by defendants of 1 per cent, commission in respect of a sum of
:

£49,416 6s. 6d., plaintiff's inheritance under the will of the
Jonas Van der Poel.
The declaration stated that by an ante-nuptial contract,
dated Feb. 3, 1844, all the property of which the plaintiff
was then possessed, and which might thereafter devolve
upon her, either by inheritance, legacy, or otherwise, was
excluded from the community of property which by her
then intended marriage with W. P. Jamieson would otherwise have taken place, and was vested in certain trustees.
That by a certain trust-deed of the same date as the abovementioned contract, one W. Hiddingh and, in case of his
late

'
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resignation, the

Board of Bxeeutors, incorporated by an

Ordinance, dated Oct. 31, 1839, were appointed such trustees.
That on Dec. 13, 1847, the said Hiddingh resigned

by whom it was then didy
That by the said trust deed power and authority
is given to the trustees, in the name and on behalf of the
plaintiff, to enter upon, stand seised, and be possessed of,
such property so excluded, upon trust nevertheless to keep,
lay out, and invest the same at interest on good and approved
security, and to pay to the plaintiff or her assignees, at any
time, one moiety of the property so excluded. That by the
last will and testament of Jonas Van der Poel she was
appointed one of the heirs of the estate, by which she
became entitled to the sum of £49,416 6s. 6^. as her share
of inheritance. That in consequence of the objection of
the said defendants, and in order to avoid delay in the
liquidation and settlement of Van der Poel's estate, she
consented (without prejudice, however, to her right, and on
condition that no part of such moiety to which she was
entitled for her own use be deducted therefrom) that the
payment of the whole amount of her inheritance should be
made to defendants. Yet that defendants, having received
the said amount, now refuse to pay to her one clear moiety,
but have deducted the sum of £247 Is. Id. for commission.
•Wherefore she prayed for judgment for that sum with
interest and costs.
Defendant admitted the execution of the ante-nuptial
contract and trust deed, and the amount of inheritance
coming to plaintiff, resignation of Hiddingh and acceptance
of the trust by the Board, and pleaded that consequent
thereupon the Board received on March 31st and April 7th,
1859, in bonds ceded to them by the executors of Van der
Poel of whom plaintiff was the one, the whole of the said
his trust in favour of defendants,

accepted.

inheritance with the exception of a small sum in cash, for
the purposes mentioned in the contract and trust deed.

That

plaintiff

having demanded payment of half the inhe-

the Board on paying over the same deducted therefrom the usual commission charged by them on the amoimt
of bonds placed under their administration if withdrawn
within a year after the administration had been entered on,
.ritance,

viz.,

£247

Is. 7d.

:

that

when such payment was tendered

plaintiff refused to accept it

;

and defendant refused to pay

ms?.

7-^
'

Board

ot

;
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the

1859.

—

'

Board of

money over

unless unconditionally received.

That

therefore the plaintiff accepted the half of the inheritance
less the commission, as would appear trom a receipt annexed

signed by her. That two days afterwards the Board received
a letter from plaintiff's attorney saying that the receipt was
given subject to the objection as to the charge for commission. That the Board was entitled by Ord. 8, 1839, to make
the charge, and by the conditions on the tariff of fees, upon
which they have made known to the public that they will
administer estates, and that the said charges were fair and
reasonable and usually charged in such matters.

The

replication joined issue

executors of

Van

and further replied that the

der Poel would not pay over to plaintiff

the half of the inheritance direct as she requested them to
do, without the consent of the Board of Executors, and that
the Board of Executors insisted on the whole of the inheritance passing through their hands, and that she finally
agreed under protest: that she wrote a letter protesting
against the charge of commission and stating that the
receipt given by her was so given without prejudice of her
rights, and the letter was annexed to the replication.

The rejoinder joined issue.
The moiety of inheritance,

which the dispute had
which the defendant Board ceded to plaintiff, from the estate of Van
der Poel. The Board of Executors was incorporated as a
public company by Ord. 8, 1839. The trust deed authorized
them to make such fees and charges as were customary and
lawful, and the by-laws authorized a charge of 1 per cent,
on the amount of all bonds placed under their administration if such bonds were withdrawn within one year after the
administration had been entered upon and it was admitted
that these by-laws were well known to plaintiff. There was
no dispute as to the material facts.
as to

arisen, consisted almost entirely of bonds,

;

Denyssen, for plaintiff, referred to Storey on Agency, § 324
3, pp. 979-991 ; Grotius Introd. bk. 1, ch. 9, § 11,

Bwrge, vol.

and contended that as the money was demanded before it
came into defendants' hands and had merely to be paid
immediately it was received, and as that moiety was expressly excluded from the administration, the defendants
were not entitled to charge the commission.

—
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Brand, C. J. (with him, Brand,
not called upon.

Hodges, C.J., said

:

J. M.), for

defendants, were

Execntois.

—It

is

only just that some commission

should be paid to defendants even for having incurred certain responsibilities.

The

plaintiff

knew

of the working of

the institution, and the bonds had been ceded to defendants
therefore they
were entitled to a commission for such administration and
responsibility, and they had an established rule regulating
the rate. Even if there had not been such a rule, I would
not consider the charge as being too much.
as trustees for the plaintiff for her benefit

Cloete and Wateemeteb,

Judgment

;

JJ., concurred.

for defendants with costs.

tPlaintiffa Attorney, G. J. De Kokt4."|
Defendants' Attorney, J. A. Tbdter. J

Eoos
.

Bill of lading.

vs.

Eennie.

—Damage

to cargo.

— Over-carrying

of cargo.
Plaintiff sued defendant, a shipowner, for the value of goods
lost in defendant's ship, which fovmdered between Algoa

Bay cmd East London.
plaintiff's agents in

The goods were supplied hy
Cape Town; the Mil of lading signed

hy plaintiff's agents and hy the master, stated that the ship

was howndfor Algoa Bay ; it also contained a clause that
goods shipped for intermediate ports might he delivered on
deemed expedient hy the master ; the
Cape Town newspapers to sail
for Mossel Bay, Algoa Bay, and East London, hut plain^
tiff's agents did not see the advertisements, and being
under the impression that the vessel was not going heyond
the retu/m voyage if

vessel

was

^^\^
Jamieson vs.
Board of

ad/uertised in the

Algoa Bay, insured the goods to that port ; the ship touched
at Mossel Bay, and then at Algoa Bay, hut on account of
the weather at the latter place being stormy, the master

J

.
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determined' to go on to East

goods at Algoa

Bay on

London and land plaint^s

the return

voyage ; on

voyage, before reaching Algoa Bay, the ship

Tier retivrn

was

lost:

—

Held, that plaintiff could not recover from defendant
(Clobte, J., diss.).
1869.

Oct. 11.

„

17.

Rooa uTKennie.

The defendant was summoned
,

an action

The

»

oi

to answer the plaintiff in

damages.

declaration stated that on Nov. 23, 1858, through his

McDonald, Busk

agents,

&

Co., of

Cape Town,

plaintiff

shipped in good order and well-conditioned %n board the
Madagascar, Captain McKenzie, owned by the defendant,
and then lying in Table Bay, certain deals, &c., of the
value of £115, to be delivered by the defendant to Deare, &
Deitz, at Port Elizabeth, in like good order, &c., subject to
the usual exceptions referred to in the bill of lading which
was annexed ; that the goods were received on board that
;

the freight had been paid, but that defendant had wholly
failed

to

deliver the goods, as he

had engaged

to do.

prayed for judgment for £115.
The defendant pleaded the general issue, and further
that before and at the time of the shipping of the goods,
the Madagascar was a vessel trading between Table Bay and
Natal, or East London (according to circumstances), touching when occasion offered or required at the ports intermediate between the two termind of the particular voyage to
be by her performed. That in Nov. 1858, the vessel was
laid on for a voyage from Table Bay to Mossel Bay, Algoa
Bay, and Bast London, as will appear by a public notice
published in the Gape Mercantile Advertiser, of Nov. 17,

Wherefore

plaintiff

1858, and in other Cape Town newspapers, of which notice
and voyage plaintiff by his agents, McDonald, Busk & Co.,
had full notice. That in the bill of lading signed by the
master, in regard to the articles shipped, the following proviso or condition was inserted, as in all bills of lading

signed by the master for shipment by this vessel " goods
shipped for intermediate ports to be delivered on the return
:

if deemed expedient by the master
" ; a proviso
rendered necessary by the difficulty or danger at certain
times of effecting delivery upon the outward voyage that

voyage

:

having sailed from Table Bay for the voyage to East London,
touching at Mossel Bay and Algoa Bay, on Nov. 24, 1858,

:

;

:
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and having landed cargo

at Mossel Bay, she proceeded to
^^\
"
touch at and land cargo at Algoa Bay that having landed
some cargo there, but before she had landed the plaintiff's koos vs. Eennie.
goods, stress of weather induced the master in the exercise
of a reasonable discretion to proceed on his voyage to East
London, leaving the remainder of the cargo to be landed on
his return voyage that the ship proceeded to East London
and discharged cargo there, but on her return voyage was
wrecked, without any neglect of the master or crew, on
rocks near the Beka River, whilst she was proceeding to
Algoa Bay and the plaintiff's goods were lost and destroyed,
and defendant submitted that upon a true construction of
the bill of lading the master was, under the circumstances
aforesaid, entitled to postpone delivery of the goods till his
return voyage, and prayed that plaintiff's claim might be
•

;

;

;

dismissed with costs.

The

fact of East

London being the ultimate
by the plaintiff.

destination

of the vessel was denied

For the plaintiff
C. E. Eaton stated that he was a partner in the firm of
McDonald, Busk & Co., agents for the plaintiff, who resided
at Oolesberg that he received an order from plaintiff to
send him the deals, &c., and that he shipped them on board
the Madagascar; that the goods were insured for Algoa
Bay, and that he did not know that the ship was going
:

further when the goods were shipped that he knew that
the Madagascar sometimes went to East London and Natal
that he could not say that he saw the advertisement in the
paper that the ship was going on to East London ; that he
;

never shipped only by advertisements, but always made
inquiries at the agent's office; that the firm took in the
Argus, Monitor, and Shipping Gazette; that he had the
management of the forwarding of orders undertaken by
the firm, where goods had to be shipped.

For the defendant
The captain's evidence was to the

effect that

through

was necessary to stop unloading at Algoa
Bay and put to sea the vessel unloaded all the cargo she
could whilst lying in the roadstead no demand was made
by plaintiff's agents at Algoa Bay for their goods.
Gt. Stewart stated that he was first mate of the Madagascar,
and was in her when she was lost that the voyage was to

stress of

weather

it

;

:

;
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"

•

Kemiie.

Mossel Bay, Algoa Bay, and East London ; that cargo was
discharged, but not all the cargo, at Algoa Bay, as the
weather was too rough ; that the vessel went on to East
London and landed there all the cargo for that port ; that
the ship then started back for Algoa Bay, but was lost on
the way ; that he remembered the deals mentioned in the
bill of

lading

;

that they had no ship's

mark on them

speci-

fying where they were for ; that they were placed on deck
and not stowed with the other cargo for Algoa Bay that
;

there were only boats alongside at Algoa

Bay

for the goods

in the hold, the shipowner's agents sent the boats, but the
boats were loaded with what was thought proper; that

it

was intended to send the deals the night the ship had to
go away they were more awkward to land than small goods,
and therefore it was resolved to land them last that on the
;

;

second night the boatmen refused to go on landing cargo;
after the landing of cargo was begun the crew worked constantly till half-past seven p.m., when the weather set in
bad.

Oapt. Murison stated that he was a partner in the firm

who were agents

for the

Madagascar and Waldendan ; that

these ships had the Natal and Cape Mail contract

the latter end of

November the Madagascar was

;

that in

on for
a coasting voyage to Mossel Bay, Algoa Bay, and East
London that the Argus of November 13th, 16th, 18th, 20th,
and 23rd, had advertisements specifying that fact, and the
Monitor on the 13th, 17th, 20th, and 24th that the vessel
started on November 24th that the bills of lading were
issued from their office that the one produced was the usual
form the words " Algoa Bay " were written in the bill of
lading, not printed that he did not know who wrote it that
laid

;

;

;

;

;

;

the shipper generally

;

filled in

the blanks

;

that the printed

matter was in all the bills of lading; that the place to
which the goods were going was always described in the
bills of lading as "Algoa Bay," was in this bill; that

sometimes in advertisements the ship was advertised for
East London and sometimes only for Mossel Bay and Algoa

Bay

;

lated

that to his knowledge the steamer's voyage was reguby the last advertisement that appeared before her

departure.

0. E. Eaton, recalled, stated that he only insured the
goods to Algoa Bay, not knowing there would be a risk

;;
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beyond that place that he did not remember having
covered that extra risk on any other occasion ; that he
knew these vessels sometimes went to East London, but in
this case he went strictly by the bill of lading that the
;

;

bill

was

filled

np in

his office

and signed by the captain

that bills of lading were invariably filled in at the shipper's
office.

The material portions of the bill of lading stated that the
goods were shipped in good order, &e., by McDonald, Busk
& Co., on the Madagascar, "now lying in this port, and
bound for Algoa Bay (with leave
ports and places, and with leave

to call at all intermediate
to

tow and

assist vessels,

without being considered a deviation) " the goods to be
delivered at the aforesaid port of Algoa Bay in the like condition (subject to the usual exceptions), freight to be paid
in Cape Town on delivery of the bills of lading. Goods
:

shipped for intermediate ports to be delivered on the
if deemed expedient by the master.
The
bill of lading was signed by the master.

return voyage,

Denyssen, for plaintifiT, argued that the bill of lading was
the contract by which the defendant ought to be bound
that though there may have been an omission on defendant's
part, in regard to the non-specifying that the voyage was
to be extended to East London, he ought to be the sufferer
and not the plaintiff, who, on the face of the bill of lading
could not be taken to have known that the vessel was going
further than Algoa Bay, and that the goods might not be
landed there till on her return voyage, and quoted Kent's
Commentaries, vol. 3, p. 206 (old paging) Angel on Carriers,
;

§229.
Porter, A.G., for defendant, urged that as

it was matter
Waldensian
or
Madagascar
took coastof notoriety that the
ing voyages as far as East London, when not laid on to
Natal, a merchant like Mr. Eaton must, in reference to his
business knowledge, apart from the continuous advertisements, have known that Algoa Bay was not the termination
of the voyage in that instance, as not only did their clerk
fill

in

the words "Algoa Bay," but the printed clause
might not be

therein, that goods for intermediate ports

landed till on the return voyage, could not have failed to
show that Algoa Bay was one of the intermediate ports at
Vol.

III.

S

"ss.
..

i»-

eoob m. Kennio
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which the vessel would call, and referred to Taylor on Evidenee, § 479, and Naylor t. Mwnnih * (Feb. 1859), as to non-

Boo9«s. Rennie. liability

Gw.

of Carriers.

adv. vult.

Postea (Oct. 17)

Hodges, O.J.

:

:—

—The

plaintiff brings this action to recover

from defendant, owner of the steam-vessel Madagascar, the
value of a quantity of timber shipped by Messrs. McDonald
& Co., his agents, at Cape Town,~ on board the vessel, by
reason of the default of defendant to deliver the same at
Algoa Bay. The vessel was wrecked with plaintiff's goods
on board, which were totally lost. It is a well-known

among shipowners to stipulate by their bills of
lading that they will not be answerable for losses occasioned
by perils of the sea, and the shippers of goods generally
practice

by effecting insurances upon
contended on behalf of the plaintiff that

protect themselves from loss

them|; but

it is

under the peculiar circumstances of the case, the defendant
is not protected from the consequence of the loss of the
goods by the perils of the sea, and a question of considerable
nicety, as well as of importance, has been very ably argued
before us and I have arrived at the conclusion satisfactory
to my own mind, that the defendant is entitled to our judgment. Before proceeding to state shortly the grounds upon
which I arrived at this conclusion, it will be proper to state
the facts which were proved. The ship was advertised in
the newspapers published in Cape Town in the usual
manner, to sail from Table Bay, for Mossel Bay, Algoa Bayj
and East London, and it was shown that several of these
newspapers, i.e., the Shipping Gazette, Argus, Cape Mercantile
Advertiser, and Monitor, were taken in by McDonald & C o.
in their ofSce in Cape Town, and some of these advertisements appeared on November 23rd and 25th, the bill of
lading bearing date November 23rd. There is no doubt,
therefore, that this was the voyage which the ship was
bound to proceed upon, and the defendant would have been
liable to pay damages, if, after he had received goods on
;

* See p. 187.

]
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board he had, to the injury of the shippers, proceeded on
some other voyage than that which was then advertised and

made

public here.

McDonald &

Co.,

plaintiff's

agents,

isss.^

"

having goods which they desired to send to the plaintiff,
who was one of their customers at Algoa Bay, caused
inquiries to be made for a ship going to that port by one
of their clerks, who was not called as a witness, and the
goods having been put on board, McDonald & Co. filled up
the blanks in a bill of lading, which was signed by the
captain of the vessel, and the ship proceeded on her voyage.
She touched at Mossel Bay and reached Algoa Bay in
safety, and discharged part of her cargo there, but in consequence of certain indications of tempestuous weather, and a
gale from the south-east, which is dangerous to shipping in
the bay, the captain determined to proceed to East London
with the vessel, with the intention of landing the plaintiff's
goods at Algoa Bay, on his return voyage. The vessel was,
lost, by perils of the sea, with the
goods on board, in the course of the return voyage, and the
plaintiff now sues the defendant for the value of the goods,
alleging that the defendant was not authorised to proceed
to East London, and to lose the goods on the return voyage.
The defendant, on the other hand, says, by his plea, that 'a
proviso or condition was inserted in the bill of lading that
goods shipped for intermediate ports may be delivered on
the return voyage, if deemed expedient by the master and
that this proviso or condition was rendered necessary by the
danger at certain times of effecting delivery upon the outward voyage and it is upon what shall appear to be the
true construction of this bill of lading that our decision
must depend. The material parts of this bill of lading are
as follows
[His Lordship here referred to the terms of the
bill of lading as above, and continued
The argument relied upon by the plaintiff is that the
words inserted in the bill of lading " now lying in this port
and bound for Algoa Bay " describe the voyage which the
vessel was intending to take, and that this was the binding

however, unfortunately

;

;

:

:

—

contract, and tliat, therefore, the stipulations as to the delivery of cargo on the return voyage could not apply to

the

plaintiff's goods,

but only to cargo shipped for Mossel

any intermediate port between Table Bay and
Algoa Bay, and that consequently, defendant was not

Bay

or

S 2

.

eoos m. Eenme.
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authorized to proceed to East London with the plaintiff's
f
goods on board, and that having done so, he was not proBTKennie. tected by any proviso or condition as to the goods in the
To strengthen this view of the case, one of
bill of lading.
1359.

11'.

Eooa

the partners in the firm of McDonald & Co., states that he
had not seen any of the advertisements referred to, or heard
through any other channel that the Madagascar was going,
to East London, and that he was so impressed with the idea
that the vessel was going to Algoa Bay direct, that he insured the goods as on a voyage to Algoa Bay only, and that
he was then unable to recover against the insurers, the loss

having happened on a voyage beyond that port. Whether
this insurance can or cannot be enforced ought in no manner
to influence our decision in this case neither on the other
hand, ought the firm conviction which the defendant un;

doubtedly entertained that the proviso or condition in the
lading applied to the whole voyage from Table Bay
The belief of the parties may be equally
to East London.
strong in degree. Each felt with equal sincerity, although
leading to results so totally different ; but it is the duty of
the Court to put such a construction on the bills of lading
in question as well-established principles of law will warrant.
bill of

One

of these principles

is

that effect should, if possible, be

given to every word used in a document ; and, if this be so,
there is great force in the argument of the Attorney -Oeneral,
that no effect whatever will be given to the clause in the
bill of lading which allows goods to be landed on a return
voyage, if Algoa Bay be treated as one of the termini of the
intended voyage. If Algoa Bay is the final port at which
the vessel is to stop, of what use is a proviso that the
plaintiffs' goods which are to be taken to Algoa Bay, may
be landed on the return voyage, there being no return
voyage possible in such a case ? But even this argument,
cogent and reasonable as it is, could not prevail, if the other
parts of the document distinctly stipulated that the intended
Toyage was to be from Table Bay to Algoa Bay and no
further.
But I am not compelled to rest my judgment upon
this principle of making every part of this document operative, because upon carefully reading this bill of lading, and
comparing it with other forms of bills of lading, I feel
satisfied that this bill of lading does not purport to define
the voyage, that

it

does not contain any extract that the

;
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voyage shall be a voyage from Table Bay to Algoa Bay
and no further, and that its true construction is that the
words " Algoa Bay " inserted in the blank by McDonald &
Co.'s clerk, point only to the port at which the goods are to
be delivered. The latter part of the form shows that this so

—

for,

in the printed form,

it is

said that the goods " are to

be delivered in the like good order and well-conditioned at
the aforesaid port of," the word " aforesaid " referring to the
port mentioned at the commencement of the bill of lading
bound, and to which the
and I need scarcely say
that a vessel may well be bound to a port, and yet that port
may well be not the last she intends to visit during her then
intended voyage. The evidence given by defendant's agent

as the place to

which the vessel

is

particular goods are to be carried

;

— a gentleman of great experience —was to the

effect that

these blanks in the bills of lading were always filled up with

the names of the ports to which the goods were to be
carried

;

and

I find that the ordinary forms of bills of lading

all point to the

same usage and custom.

A bill of lading is

primarily the captain's receipt for the goods shipped, with
the conditions expressed upon which he undertakes to con-

vey them; and

it

has no necessary connection with any

description of the voyage, save only to the port of delivery

of the particular goods shipped.
it is

In a policy of assurance

quite different, because there description of the whole

voyage

is

all-important.

§ 4, p. 621),

In Van der Linden (bk. iv., ch. 4,
" The master
is thus defined

a bill of lading

:

gives to the freighter a written acknowledgment of the
goods sent on board, specifying the nature of the articles,
their respective

destination, the

marks and numbers, the place of their
name of the freighter and shipper, and

frequently also of the person to

whom

and the sum conditioned to be paid

for freight.

Stephen's Commentaries (vol. 2. p. 108),

lading in

its

form,

is

they are consigned

it is

And

in

said the bill of

a receipt from the captain of the vessel

payment
by the shipper.

to the shipper, undertaking to deliver the goods on

of freight, to the agent, as therein expressed,

by these customs

or the
given to every word
used in that document. The extent of the voyage, over
which the provisos and conditions are to attach, must be

I need only say in conclusion, that

bill of lading, full

and sensible

effect is

sought for by evidence other than the

bill of

lading itself

^^^^^^
>•

koos

vs.

i'-

Eennie.
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..

Boos

vs.

"

—the of lading being
purpose
—there ample and satisfactory proof
that the intended voyage of the Madagascar was to Mossel
Bay, Algoa Bay, and East London,— a
which the clerk
and in

1859.

this case,

Bennie.

for this

bill

out of the question,

•

is

fact

who was

make

goods were
shipped might and ought to have ascertained and communicated to his employers. For these reasons I am of
opinion that the defendants are entitled to our judgment.
sent to

inquiries

before the

Bell and Watermeyer, JJ., concurred.

Cloete,

J.,

dissented and said

:

—The

plaintiff living at

admitted) engaged the firm of McDonald,
Busk & Co., in this town, to transmit him a quantity of
Those agents shipped these planks
deals and other timber.
in the steamer Madagascar to Algoa Bay, there to be landed
and through their agents at that place to be forwarded to
A bill of lading was given for the retheir destination.
those
deals by defendant, and the house of
board
of
ceipt on
McDonald, Busk & Co., moreover, effected insurance for
Colesberg

(it is

these goods valued at £110, which

it is also shewn from the
terms of the policy (which the Court has called for, and
which is now before us) those agents are clearly unable to

claim from the underwriters, these planks having only been
insured for a voyage to Algoa Bay where they were to be
landed. The bill of lading (which is in the usual printed
bills) given by the agents for the Madagascar,
has at the foot in the printed form the words allowing the
master to use his discretion in regard to the delaying of the
landing of the goods till the return voyage. On these,

form of such

words and on the character of the usual voyages of the
Madagascar and her sister-ship the Waldensian, the AttorneyGeneral has denied defendant's liability, and has contended
that the plaintiff's agents here

must be held in law

to have

known of and be bound by the advertisements that this vessel,
the Madagascar, was then going on a voyage to Bast London,
that the clause in the bill of lading must be understood to
have conveyed to them the information that all goods

shipped for Algoa Bay or any other intermediate port were
taken on and delivered on its return voyage,
and that in this instance, the defendant, as master of the
Madagascar, having thought it proper and prudent to quit
liable to be
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the anchorage at Algoa

Bay for

fear of a threatening south-

1859.

and having taken on these planks to East London,
„ i'intended to return to Algoa Bay, but haying been unfortu- koos m. Eennie.
nately wrecked on the return voyage, on the Beka Eocks,
easter,

off the Buffalo, the

defendant

of meeting this demand.

is

freed from the obligation

My brethren have all come

to the
conclusion that the notice of the Madagascar's being laid on

Algoa Bay and East London, must be presumed to have
been known to those agents, and having satisfied themselves
on that point, they very properly and legally held the
plaintiff (through his agents) liable for this loss, without a
remedy as against the defendant. I would equally arrive
at that conclusion if I could satisfy myself as to the correctness of the premises from which that conclusion is drawn, but
I confess that I do not feel myseK warranted in establishing
another presumption in the face of the positive evidence we
have had before us. In the first place then, the bill of
lading itself, which is emphatically laid down in all the
text-books to be the deliberate and solemn contract between
the parties, expresses that the Madagascar was hownd on a
voyage to Algoa Bay, and no mention is made in any part
of the bill of lading (either in the stereotyped ^mfocZ clauses
or in any other manner) that any further voyage was contemplated ; but it is said. the Madagascar was advertised in
several papers of the town as bound on this voyage and that,
in fact, 'she usually proceeded thither, of which the firm of
McDonald, Busk & Co. must be presumed to have been
cognizant. But we have it in proof that this did not
regularly and invariably take place. On the contrary, it is

for

•

notorious that the contractor for carrying the Natal mails had,

Madagascar and Waldensian to
take these mails on with regularity immediately after the
arrival of the English mails.
On these occasions the one of
those vessels ready in port usually took on those mails, but

at that time, the sister-ships

the other, rather than lie idle for a month, was then usually
advertised to take such freight as would offer, either to Algoa

Bay or East London and the advertisements are before us,
showing that in the insertions previous, this very vessel the
Madagascar had been advertised as laid on for both these
but no freight offering for East London, only a few
ports
days before her sailing, the advertisement was recalled, renouncing her destination for East London, and restricting
;

;
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oS^

n

*^** voyage to Algoa

Bay only. With these

proofs before

me

I cannot lay it down that these voyages were generally known
vs. Kennie:
and I
to be foT East London, if not proceeding to Natal
am bound to come to the conclusion that such general knowledge is out of the case, and that the parties are to be held
by the terms of their contract. I need then only refer to
the authority quoted by the Attorney-General from Taylor on
Evidence § 1479, where it has been held that even the Gazette
would not conduce to vary or qualify the terms of any contract, unless proved to have been brought to the knowledge
of the parties but in this case I have the solemn evidence
on oath of the managing partner of the firm of McDonald,
Busk & Oo. (which I do not feel myself warranted to cast
aside), who positively swears that having to send those
goods, he merely sent to the agents of the Madagasoar to
enquire whether, in November, she would take goods to
Algoa Bay that he only received a reply to that effect,
which induced him to make that shipment, and he further
added that the subsequent news of the loss of the Madagascar,
on her return voyage from East London was the first information he had as to her having proceeded thus far on
that voyage and if such a statement on oath needed confirmation, it is still more confirmed by the fact that the firm
of McDonald, Busk & Co., on effecting insurance on these
goods, did not contemplate such a risk, which they of course
would have had inserted in the policy. This act thus still
more confirms me in the conclusion, that these agents were
not aware of that voyage. But then, it is said, what becomes
of the clause on which the defendant relies ?
The AttorneyGeneral has, in an elaborate and ingenious address, maintained that these clauses must be held to have had some
intended meaning, that it cannot refer to the intermediate
ports between this and Algoa Bay, where the deals here in
question were not to be landed, and must thus, " if sensible,"
relate to some reservation by which these goods might be
taken further. But this argument, however ingenious, has
little weight in my mind, for the printed notes of these

,^1.

Eoo3

;

;

:

;

bills,

in the third or fourth line at the top, clearly refer to

some intermediate ports, where goods were to be landed,
and for which voyages those printed bills were struck ofi".
They thus, on their faces, give the master the power to pass
on from intermediate ports to his ultimate destination but
;

'
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it

appears to

up a

me

far too great a stretch of reasoning to take

clause found

.in

printed bills of lading (which has no

meaning), but to give it a meaning by upsetting the very
contract expressly agreed upon in the strongest and material
clauses of the bill of lading, and thereby relieve the master
or carrier of his very engagement by introducing a clause in
his favour, which, if intended to operate in his favour, he
should have taken care to express with more clearness and
precision.
In this case, then, I will only say, that I do
not differ from my brethren as to the law which should
govern our decision, but as a juror I hold that we have before

and

us, full, admissible

credible evidence, that

the plaintiffs

nor did they contemplate any other voyage
know
by which those deals were to be sent to their destination,
than that clearly expressed in the bills of lading, and that
the plaintiffs having lost those goods, through the act of the
defendant (whether arising from culpable neglect or otherdid not

wise),

of,

he

is

bound

to indemnify the plaintiff for such loss.

Judgment, by a majority,
Plaintiff's Attorneys, J.

& H.

for the defendant with costs.
"1

Keid.

L Defendant's Attorneys, Fairbkidge & Hull. J

Meintjes

V.

Obeeholzee and Geaapeeinet Municipality.

Meaning of words in Grant, " the fuel on this land
use.'

—

is for

public

Servitude.

Plaintiff sued defendant in

an

action of trespass.
Plaintiff
near
Graafreinet, the original
was owner of a farm
grant of which contained the condition, " the firewood on
this

land shall be for general use " the defendant as one
a right to drive over the farm with
;

of the public, claimed

a waggon and
on

horses,

and

to

outspan and graze his horses

the farm without plaintiff's consent,

for the pwrpose of

taking dry wood ; defendant also claimed the right

away mimosa

plaintiff's consent,

WMrhet.

to

take

and dry wood from the farm without
and to sell the same in the Graafreinet

trees

The Municipality of Graafreinet intervened by

oclf'ii

•

^^-

koosm. Eennie.
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leave of the Court, and justified the alleged trespass by the
words in the grant, and hy immemorial user well hnown,
to

The evidence as

flaintiff.

The Couet

to

user was conflicting.

held, that according to the true construction

of the words in the grant, the ownership of the firewood
was in plaintiff, and that the condition imposed a servitude on the land, and, fwriher (1) that any person bonA
fide requiring firewood in that neighbourhood, had a right
to tahe it for his own use from plaintiff's farm ; (2) that
any such person had a right to drive a waggon and horses
over the

farm

to

fetch the wood, but that plaintiff had the

right to define a reasonable track to be so used

any such person had a
certain spots on the

fix in like
to

farm which

manner as in

graze the horses

right

to

;

(3) that

outspan his horses at

plaintiff had the right to

was no right
no one could take the trees

(2), but that there

; (4) that

or firewood for purposes of sale.

1859.

Oct.
11.'

Nov.

8.

otorhoTzer'

and others.

The plaintiff, owner of the farm " Anteelfontein," near
Graafreinet, brought this action to try the question whether
the defendant, as one of the public, had a right of servitude
and pasture his waggon horses, and to cut down,

to outspan

^^^ ^-^^ gg^ f^j. f^gj^ wood from that farm, under
a reservation in the original grant, made to one W. S.
Pretorius by Lord C. Somerset on March 11, 1819, that
pg^j,j,y.

" the fuel on this land

land

tot

is for

algemeen gebruik).

public use " (brand-hout op dit
The Municipality on behalf of

the public intervened by leave of the Court as co-defendants, and pleaded that from time immemorial the inhabi-

had obtained their fuel from that farm,
and had exercised their rights in the same manner as they

tants of Graafreinet

did now.

Evidence was taken at Graafreinet to show the usage in
respect of the servitude, and the case was removed to Supreme
Court.

The

facts of the case are fully set forth in the

Brand,

judgment.

J. H,, for plaintiff.

Benyssen (with

him

defendant Oberholzer.
argued that the vords
of the grant did not imply only fuel for domestic purposes,
and that the grant of a servitude includes the means of

Brand,

Cole), for

C. J., for the Municipality,

;
:

267
enjoying

servitude, see

tlie

Introd., bk.

ii.,

ch. 35, § 13

must

;

Bwge,
if

bk.

iii.,

p.

440

;

Orotius

there be the right of taking

be the right of selling: it this is
rather a condition attached to the grant than a servitude
Bwge, vol. iii., p. 429 any one may take the whole wood,
and thus put an end to the servitude. It is the property
fuel there

also

:

:

;

of the grantee, in trust for the public.

cannot cut
Inst., 2, 4, 1

Cw.

;

down growing trees,
Bomat, 1, 1, 11.

An

usufructuary

see Big., 7-1-10,

11

adv. vult.

Posted (Nov. 8),—

Hodges, O.J. As this case has been argued for the
purpose of ascertaining the extent of the right of the
public to take fuel from lands which have been granted by
the Crown, with a reservation of the fuel thereon for the
use of the public, as well as the manner in which such
rights ought to be exercised, we have agreed upon the
following judgment
The plaintiff is owner of the place
:

—

" Eoodeblom," otherwise called " Anteelfontein," granted
to one William Sternberg Pretorius in 1819. On the
original grant of this farm there is the following condition
" that the fuel on this land shall remain at the disposal of

the public, or in the Dutch issued at the same time het
hramd-hout op dit land tot algemeen gebruik. This action has
been brought for the purpose of obtaining from the Oourt
a decision as to the meaning of these words. The plaintiff
:

complained in the Oircuit Court of Graafreinet, of trespass
committed by the defendant Oberholzer, over the farm
"Anteelfontein," by driving over the said farm with a
waggon drawn by horses, and in outspanning and allowing
his horses to graze on the lands of the farm without plaintiff's consent, and thereby injuring and destroying the
pasturage thereof, and taking the dry wood commonly
called fuel, and further taking away trees commonly called
thorn or mimosa trees, and further complained that the
defendant sold the said fuel and other trees to his own
advantage and benefit in the market of Graafreinet.
Damages were laid at £100. The defendant Oberholzer,
at Graafreinet, admitted the facts in the declaration, but

isss-

n-

..

—

'-

obeAoizer
and others.
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plaintiff's right of action in virtue of

denied the

dition inserted in the grant.

The Court on the

the con-

application

—r

of the Municipality of Graafreinet, allowed that Munici-

oberhoizer

pality to intervene on behalf of the inhabitants of Graaf-

and the Municipality, admitting the facts, have
committed by Oberhoizer, on
the ground of the condition inserted in the grant
and
reinet,

justified the alleged trespass

;

further pleaded " that in availing themselves of such servitude, the inhabitants of the Municipality of Graafreinet

have, from time immemorial, obtained the fuel from the

summons alleged, of which the plaintiff
Evidence was taken before the Eesident
a Commissioner of this Court, as to the use

said farm as in the

was well aware."
Magistrate, as

by the inhabitants of Graafreinet, but
is by no means uniform.
Some witnesses were in the habit of obtaining waggon
loads of fuel for years past, and of outspanning their waggons
of this servitude

the testimony of the witnesses

without the consent of the proprietor. Others obtained
Others, again, were not aware until within a
short period before the action was brought that any such
this consent.

right existed at

all.

It

becomes the duty of the Court,

irrespective of this evidence, to determine whether or not

Oberhoizer, in doing what

it is admitted he did on the
committed any trespass, or merely did what
he was entitled to do as one of the public at whose disposal

plaintiff's farm,

by the condition of the

grant.
Mr. Brand, sen.,
contended that the condition in the
grant was more than a servitude. He maintained that
actual ownership of the fuel was in the public, and therefore
in each individual of the public, and that the ownership of
the land was granted to the plaintiff's predecessor with the
special exception of the fuel or firewood growing on the
land, of which the grantor was not divested in favour of the
grantee. Hence he argued that the right of the defendant
to take this fuel— in any quantity, and for any purpose,
was to be most liberally construed as against the plaintiff—and that the rules relating to servitudes had no appli-

the fuel

is

for the Municipality,

cation here.

We

law applies.

The ownership

are of opinion that the ordinary rule of
of the fuel or firewood growing

in the plaintiff's land

servitude on the

is

in the plaintiff— the condition

land—and

which servitudes receive

is

is a
to receive the construction

—limited

by the words used—not
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to be extended

beyond the fair meaning of these words.
had a right, as every other inhabitant
not only of Graafreinet, but any one bond fide requiring
firewood in that neighbourhood a traveller for instance
had a right, to take firewood for his own use from the defendant's farm.
Whether he had a right to take the green
wood as well as the dry would depend on circumstances
which are not inquired into in the evidence in this case.
The ordinary rule would be that a person enjoying a right
First, the defendant

—

—

of this nature should exercise

it with the least possible
detriment to the property burdened with the servitude;
and therefore that green wood should not be taken until
the dry has been exhausted but inasmuch as, for special
purposes, the green wood may be fairly used as fuel in the
absence of proof that in this particular instance it was
;

improperly taken, we do not think that the defendant
Oberholzer exceeded his right in taking some of this as
well as the dry wood which is ordinarily used for domestic
purposes.
Second, the defendant was entitled to drive a

waggon drawn by

horses over the plaintiff's land in order

to have the enjoyment of the servitude constituted

by the
The plaintiff, however, would not be compelled to
suffer waggon tracks in all directions of his farm for this
purpose, but could adopt means to cause the track or tracks
grant.

which should be used

for the full

enjoyment of

this privi-

lege by the public, with the least detriment to himself, to
be defined and ascertained. Third, the defendant was

and relief, but there
nothing in the condition which justified the right to
graze, which is claimed, on the pasture lands of the plaintiff.
In like manner as suggested regarding the waggon tracks,
the plaintiff would be entitled to cause a certain spot to be
fixed, at which and no other this outspanning should take
Fourth, every individual of the public by himself,
place.
or by his agents or servants, is entitled to take the fuel
fairly needed for his own use but no right exists, as argued,
entitling any one to cut down the whole of the fuel on the
entitled to outspan his horses for rest

is

;

ground, whether required for his own use or not, and no
right of cutting down not for lond fide use, but for the purpose of sale, exists. In respect of the cutting down for the
purpose of sale and of selling, therefore, the defendant has
exceeded the privilege which he in common with the rest

issg.
.?

"•

~
"

'

obCT&er
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to
Meintjes vs.
oberhoizer

The
judgment is that the plaintiff will be entitled
a judgment for nominal damages, inasmuch as the de-

of the public, enjoys, of having the use of this fuel.
result of this

feudants have failed to lustify all the trespasses mentioned
in the declaration, but we think under the circumstances

each party should bear his own

Cloete and Watebmeteb,

Judgment accordingly for
own costs.

costs.

JJ., concurred.

plaintiff for Is.

damages, each

party to pay his

[PlaintifTa Attorneys, Faikeridge & Hull.-i
Detendant's Attorney, D. Tennaost.
I
Municipality's Attorneys, J. & H. Keid.

J

Butcher & Co.

vs.

Hawes & Hedlet.

—

Bate of marine Insurance. General and particular average.
Butch and English lbs. weight.

—

Defendants agreed to act as agents for plaintiffs in transmitting wool from the Colony to England, and engaged hf
written agreement as follows:

"No

charge for insurance

made, and sueh insurance shall

shall be

he effected at the

current rates of the day, guaranteeing you from any loss
arising through the insolvency of any office or underwriter,

in which or with

further notice,

whom

to cover

it

may

he effected, for

particular average."

£5000

until

Defendants

insured wool hy two policies, the first of which stated that
the insurance was effected on " wool, wine and sundries,
average recoverable," and the second contained the words
" average recoverable {as customary) " ; both these policies,
after reciting that certain goods were warrwnted free from,

average and certain others, warranted free under 5 per
cent, contained the following, " all other goods are war-

ranted free

under

was

from average under 3 per

cent."

:

wool came

The ship with the wool on board
voyage and the insurance was recovered by

this last clause.

lost

on

defendants.

the

—Held, That

plaintiffs could not claim from

—
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defendcmts particular average in respect of each hale, hut
that the loss must only he computed when it amounted to 3

per

cent,

and upwards on five

consecutive hales.

This case arose from a claim made by plaintiffs against
^^^^^
^s.
payment over to them of a balance
alleged to be still due to them, upon the sale of sundry
J^^ co
shipments of wool, which the plaintiffs had delivered to fs-Hawes&
defendants in 1857, to be sold by their correspondent house
in London, for account of the plaintiffs, as also for the payment of a quarter share due to them, on the sale of a quantity of cotton and bags which were also sold by defendants'
partners in London for their joint account or otherwise for
rendering a true and just account of the sales of this wool,
cotton and bags. The claim was founded on a letter from
defendants to plaintiffs, undertaking this agency this was
adopted by plaintiffs, and laid down the terms of the agreement existing between the parties. This letter was as
defendants, for the

..

;

;

follows

:

" Cape Town,

May

22, 1857.

" Messrs. James Butcher & Co., Cape Town.
" Grentlemen, ^We hereby agree that upon any wools which you may
entrust to us for sale through our London firm, the following shall he the
charges, terms and conditions to which the shipments shall be liable,
viz., we will advance to you in cash, upon receiving the hills of lading, at
the rate of Is. Zd. per lb. in washed wools and Id. per lb. in unwashed
wools. In the event, however, of the value rising or falling, the advance
to be regulated accordingly by mutual consent, and should any difference
arise between us, either party shall be at liberty to terminate this

—

;

,

agreement.
" These advances shall also be subject to the exchange of the day at
the time of tBeir being made, taking the rate at which Treasury bills

may
"

be procurable as the mode and basis of settlement and adjustment.
interest on the nett proceeds of the account sales

We will allow you

from the day

that the ship sails until the account is settled here, at the rate

annum, and we shall charge you at the same rate from
we advance the money until the above settlement takes

of 6 per cent, per

the day that
place.

" Our London firm shall charge 2J per cent, commission on the gross
amount of the sales, which, with the freight and insurance, and interest
thereon from date of payment to due date of sales, and other usual
charges, being such only as actvally he paid, are

all

to

which the

sales

will be liable.

" We bind ourselves to render the sales and account for settlement as
soon as practicable after the sales shall have been effected in London, and
as far as possible will keep each shipment distinct, paying you any sur-
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plus that may be due to you, or receiving from you any deficiency arising
from over advances. It is agreed between us that the sales shall be

1859.
.,

Kov.
Butcher

28!
22.

made by

&

" Upon the understanding that the agreement of April 29, 1857, is
cancelled by mutual consent, we hereby also agree that no charge for

Co.

™Hedler

^

effecting

public auction.

insurance shall he made, and that such insurance shall be effected

you from any loss arising
through the insolvency of any office or underwriters, in which or with
whom it may be effected, for £5000 until further notice, to cover particular average by ship or ships from Algoa Bay and Table Bay to London,
to be declared as interest may appear washed wools to be valued at
Is. Qd. per lb., and unwashed wools at M. per lb.
" No interest beyond what is specified above to be charged, and it is
understood that the shipment of 73 bales, per Alexandria, is to be considered subject to this agreement, and not that of the above-named
agreement of 29th ult.
at the current rates of the day, guaranteeing

;

"

We

are, &c.,

" HaweSj Stanbkidgb

Upon

& Hbdlet."

agreement a quantity of wool was shipped by
from time to time during the year 1857, both at
Algoa Bay and Cape Town, in the vessels Chieftain, Alessandria, Rodney, Coral Queen, Acorn, Jane Morrice, Lady of
the Lake and William Bayley, the bills of lading of whibh
were, upon shipment, duly transmitted to defendants, who
paid to plaintiffs certain sums in advance in the terms of
their agreement, all which shipments were duly received
by defendants' firm in London and disposed of, with the
exception of the last-mentioned shipment per William
Bayley, which was totally lost on the voyage to England,
and the insurance thereon recovered by defendants in
It would appear that from some differences
England.
having arisen among their partners in England, great delay
arose in defendants' rendering account sales of these wools,
and the year 1858 was marked by repeated applications pf
the plaintiffs for the adjustment of these accounts, which
when transmitted were objected to by plaintiffs, and at last,
on January 24, 1859, a full account current was sent in by
this

plaintiffs

defendants, giving a balance of
to

£438 16s. 9d, as still due
The plaintiffs, however;
these accounts, and set out a number of errors

them on December

objected to

31, 1859.

and omissions which they alleged ought

to be rectified, and

which, instead of bringing a balance over in defendants'
favour, left a balance for plaintiffs
but the defendants^
while admitting some of their errors, appeared determined
;
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to abide

by

their principal charges, so that, after a lengthy

correspondence between the parties summons was issued on
August 11. On that day defendants sent in their amended
account, in which they admitted several of the alleged
errors pointed out by plaintiffs, but retained several of the
objected items, and brought into the account the proceeds
of the cotton and bags (accounts sales of which had then
been recently received, and on which they bring to the

sum

credit of plaintiffs the

of

£160

14s.

lOd., for their

Defendants admitted
that a balance of £33 3s. Ad. would become due to plaintiffs,
and with that account further tendered £50, with costs up
to date, in full settlement. The tender was refused, and the
The disputed items were fully
case came on for trial.
debated, and numerous witnesses were examined on either
side.
The findings of the Court on questions of fact sufficiently appear from the judgment.
quarter share of that adventure).

Porter, A.O., for plaintiffs.

Brand,

J. H., for defendants.

Owr. adv.

vidt.

Postea (Nov. 22),—

Olobtb,

J. (delivering

judgment), after stating the above

—The Court has fully tested the disputed items,
be found to resolve themselves
and we think that they
The objections of
into the following points —

facts, said

:

will
:

plaintiffs

1st.

as to the rate of marine insurance charged on these ship-

ments from Algoa and Table Bays. 2nd. The dock charges,
insurance, delivery, and other incidental charges
fire
brought into the account sales. 3rd. The claim for particular average or damage sustained on each bale of wool
which defendants have not allowed. 4th. The amount of
insurance recovered on the William Bayley, being computed

and allowed by defendants

as a loss of 16,136 lbs.

Dutch

weight, while plaintiffs allege that this loss ought to have
been calculated on that amount brought over into English

weight in the ratio of 92
5th.

The charges made

and bags alleged by the
Vol.

Iir.

lbs.

Dutch

to 100 lbs. English.

in the account sales of the cotton
plaintiffs to

be unreasonable.

T

isss.
..

,

as!

—
«s.

nawea
°^'

^

&'

1869.

Oct. 19.

„

Nov.

28.
22.

;
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Algoa Bay at 55s., and a charge of 40s. on the shipments
from Table Bay, to be a fair and reasonable charge, to
which defendants will be entitled, and that the charge
^ made
by defendants should be reduced accordingly on the account
'

J^eg.^
^s.

^^.^
,

Butcher

With

respect to the delivery charges,

fire

insurance,

and other incidental charges as originally set out in the account sale of defendants, we considered
several of them as unusually high and unsupported by
vouchers. But defendants, by their account of March 22,
1859, at once admitted the principal objection which had
been made to them by plaintiffs. And although defendants
effecting insurance,

in that letter expressly stated that they made these admissions " without prejudice," we yet consider, upon a com-

parison of their accounts with similar ones of other mercantile houses, that defendants were well advised in

these deductions.

More

making

particularly as defendants, in their

engagement of May 22, 1857, had expressly agreed that
they would not make any specific charge for "effecting
We, therefore, disallow the ^ per cent, on
insurance."
The charge for fire insurance and the
effecting insurance.
delivery charges are more clearly set out in a calculation
made by plaintiffs of these overcharges, which amount to a
sum of £78 10s. 7d., which we direct should be deducted
from their charges on this head, and no more.
3rd. As to the claim made by defendants for particular
average on damage sustained on each bale of wool, we perceive, by the terms of the policy effected by defendants
under which they obtained such an allowance, that insurance was effected (in the first policy) on wool, wine and
sundries, average recoverable and on the second policy (of
September, 1857) we find the words " average recoverable
(as customary)," and at the foot of both these policies there
are some articles specified (such as com, fish, salt, &c.),
which are warranted free from average, unless general,
which defendants had especially agreed not to charge
others, again (as sugar, tobacco, hides and skins), are warranted free under £5 per cent., and all other goods are warranted free from average under £3 per cent. These policies
being specially effected to cover shipments for wools and
;

wines (which are named), it is clear that the particular
average would be subject to the special limitation, and in a

T

2

&„
Co.
:

«• Hawea

sales of these respective shipments.

2nd.

—

,

•

&
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.

—^
us.

book of authority on these matters by Morely Hopkins,

19,

28!

Hawesfe'
^^'

p. 146,

we

find this pertinent passage

tion of the parties

is

really to

make

"

:

When

at

the inten-

a virtually separate

insurance on each package, so that a single package shall
be claimable if lost, it is so expressed on the policy." Thus
we often see wool declared " to fay average on each hale" and
(at p. 147), "

the time of

by the

what the real intention of the parties was

making the

rate of

insurance,

premium,

is

at

frequently determined

for that will

show whether the

underwriter took a limited risk or a very hazardous one

on himself." From this very pertinent authority, as well
as from the rate of premium charged in these policies, and,
more especially, the more express terms set out in the

—

"

—

second policy " average recoverable as customary
it
appears clear to us that the insurers did not contemplate
(nor, indeed, pay or allow) any particular average or damage
sustained " on each bale " in these shipments, and that the

terms of the engagements which defendants come under by.
May 22, 1857 (viz., to effect insurance for

their letter of

£5000

watil fu/rther notice to cover particular average

by

ship

or ships) cannot be considered to involve the obligation to
effect such " special insurance on each particular hale,"

which is held rather to be the exception than the ordinary
or customary average understood by the parties to such an
undertaking. For these reasons we are of opinion that the
not entitled to claim particular average, in
damage or loss of each particular bale, but
that such a loss must only be computed when it amounted
to 3 per cent, and upwards, on a series of five bales, being
part of the shipment in respect of which the particular
average is claimed to be effected, according to the usual
plaintiffs are

respect of the

modes

of

computing these

losses,

upon

five bales

belonging

With reference to this computation we
calculation made by a professed broker, which

to such shipment.

have the
shews that the 3 per cent, or upwards has, in several of
those cases, been actually calculated upon five consecutive
bales, which mode of computation we are therefore inclined
to adopt in this case.
Fourth. As to the claim

made by

plaintiffs in respect to

the total loss of the shipment per William Bayley, it has
been proved that fifty-five bales of wool were shipped in

Algoa Bay in that barque on June 22nd, 1857.

The

bill of
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lading transmitted to defendants set out these fifty-five bales
as weighing 16,136 pounds gross Dutch weight, and it is selfevident that upon the loss of that vessel, this bill of lading

must have been produced by defendants
recover from the insurers

but

to entitle

them

to

equally proved that defendants having declared their interests on these bales (in
round numbers) at £20 per bale, instead of computing the
;

it is

shipment at pounds' weight (whether Dutch or English),
the amount recovered by them in respect of the loss of
fifty-five bales has been only £1000 instead of recovering

£1207, which defendants would have received if they had
effected insurance on the declared value of these wools
(being " washed wools "), if estimated only at the sum of
Is. 6d. (the value on which defendants made the advance to
plaintiffs), and which may thus be assumed to have been
considered as the lowest value of these wools in the accounts
between plaintiffs and defendants. Defendants have, however, in their amended account allowed a sum of £1210 4s.
as the

amount

although

for

which they are

liable in respect of this

has been proved to us that by reason of
their failing to carry out their engagement, they had received a lesser amount, and the only question which has
loss,

now been
by

it

raised on this point arises

upon the claim made

on a computation that the wool shipped in the
William Bayley having been set out in the bill of lading as
weighing 16,136 pounds gross Dutch weight, he is entitled
to claim an amount of insurance to be calculated on a computation of these 16,136 pounds being brought into English
weight in the proportion of 92 pounds Dutch weight as equal
to 100 pounds English, which computation would bring this
quantity up to 17,427 pounds English, making a difference
of £101 8s. \ld., for which the plaintiffs made a further
claim.
We are of opinion that in deciding this question it
is quite unnecessary to declare whether defendants in a case
of average or loss, on receiving bills of lading setting out
the weight of the wool in Dutch pounds should or should
not have guarded the interest of plaintiffs in respect of such
We have, indeed, no evidence
a difference of weight.
plaintiffs

before us to show whether, in the disposal of wools in

Eng-

shipments, each bale was weighed separately, and sold according to the intrinsic weight of each
bale, computed in English weight, or whether the weights

land on

all these

is^q.

Oct. 19.
» ' zs!

Not.

22.

ra.Hawes&'
°^'^y-

;
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Oct. 19.

Not
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—

,

^ .
Butcher

.

&

„

Co.

Hedley.

were assumed to be those certified on each bale '; but we are
satisfied that plaintiffs received their advances on the presumed weight
of washed wool, as stated in the bills of
°
t
i t->
t
i
i
lading, at the rate of Is. 6d. per pound Dutch weight, while
the invoices transmitted by plaintiffs did not specify
whether Dutch or English weight. We are satisfied that
defendants received an amount of insurance less than they
have allowed plaintiffs, on the assumption that a quantity
•

bales

of fifty-five

of wool was stated

for entertaining this

to

contain 16,136

and we, therefore, see no grounds
claim, which aims more ad lucrum cap-

pounds of washed wool

;

tandum, than at indemnification for actual loss sustained.
Fifth.

With regard

to the last claim of plaintiffs, object-

ing to several charges in the account sales of the cotton

and bags, we are

of opinion that it has

us that these charges were

been proved to

made by and allowed

to the

Kensington, Payne & Co., and that there is
neither proof nor even suspicion of any collusive understanding with these persons, so that these charges, although higher, perhaps, than other agents would have
made, do not appear ex fade to allow of objection, the
effect of which would be to throw the burden of all the
increased charges on these joint speculations on defendants.
We are, therefore, disposed to allow those charges to stand,
with the exception, however, of the distinct charge for
" guarantee," which defendants have thought fit to make
"
separately,
being of opinion that these " cotton and bags
"
having been sold prompt " (as the term is stated in the
brokers,

—

bill

memorandum

upon defendants
fore, of

£12

of sale), it

as agents.

14s. IQd.

and of

is

evident that no risk

fell

The two separate sums, there£12 19s., as appearing in their

accounts for guarantee in the sales of these shipments per
Merh Een and per Athens will be disallowed.

Having thus gone through all the disputed items, we have
availed ourselves of an accountant to test the result of these
findings upon the counts on the balances between the parties
but inasmuch as we do not wish to hold the parties bound
by the calculations of our own accountant, we direct that
the account between the parties be made out on the principles laid down in this judgment, so that judgment may
be entered for plaintiffs in respect of such exact amount as
shall then be presented on the face of that account
but at
;
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the same time, considering the nature of the objections, and
the ultimate decision to which we have come, by allowing

some

of these objections, but rejecting others,

we

are of

opinion that each party should pay his own costs in this

Oct. 19.
„ 28.

Nov.
Bntcber
vs.

22.
8t

Co.

Hawea &

Hedley.

more particularly as in respect to the differences
by the parties as to the shipment of wools, which
were the questions at issue between them, the balance in
these findings of the Court would have been against plainlitigation,

raised

tiffs.
tPlaintiffi' Attorney,

D. Tennant.

"I

Defendants' Attorney, A. Hdtchinson. J

In
Interdict.

—

Collation.

—

re

Kobe.

Intestacy.

—Domicile, —Lex

locr rei

sitae.

B., a native of Scotland, went to Australia, and in 1830 acqmred immovable property there ; subsequently he came to
this Colony,

where he became domiciled, acquired property,
the applicant in community of pro-

and in 1855 married
perty.

In 1856 he died

intestate,

leaving one sister as his

heir-at-law, by the law of Australia.

An

interdict

was

granted at the instance of the applicant restraining his
executors dative from paying

away

sided in England, any portion of

to the sister,

who

re-

the assets in this Colony^

wntil it should be settled whether the immovable property

in Australia should be brought into collation.

Application for an interdict.
The applicant was Charlotte Eobb, widow of the late
George Kobb and the respondents were C. J. C. Gie and
;

J. Stein, executors dative of

The

the estate of George Eobb.

affidavit of applicant stated

:

That on March 14, 1855, she was married in this Colony
to George Eobb, a native of Scotland, who was then and for
a number of years previously, domiciled in this Colony, in
community of property. That he died on March 14, 1856,
intestate after which an inventory was made and a liquidation account framed, amounting to £4795 lis. 2^d., whereof
;

1859.

Oct. 13.
1860.

Feb.

14.

In re Eobb.

280
1869^

one-half belonged to deponent and the other half to the

i86q.

heirs ah intestato of her deceased husband that this lastmentioned half was now in the hands of respondents. That
in 1830, Eobb, being then in Australia, applied for a grant
of 6386 acres of land from the Government of the Swan
River Settlement, and that grant was promised him that
in or about 1840, 2000 acres were granted him in fee-simple.
Deponent believes that no grant of the remaining portion
was delivered to deceased, but that he never gave up his
claim.
That she had been advised that this landed property being situated in the Colony of Western Australia,
where the law of England is, generally speaking, the law

In re Kobb.

;

;

—

of the land

—the

legal effect

is

that the Courts of that

Colony would adjudge that the said land does not come
under the law of community existing here, but descends, on
the contrary, to the deceased's heir-at-law, as ascertained
by the law of England, who is stated and supposed to be a
sister of deceased's,

and who is heir ab intestato according to
That deponent is advised that the

the law of this Colony.

right to the other land before referred to, promised but not
actually granted to the said Eobb, will also be held by
the said Courts to descend in the same manner to the said
heir-at-law.
is,

And,

further, she is advised that

as a surviving spouse married in this

by law she
Colony in com-

munity, entitled to call upon her husband's heir-at-law to
collate or bring into the joint estate the value of the fixed
or real property in Western Australia, so that, as far as the
value of the assets situated in this Colony will suffice for

the purpose, she shall receive one-half of the said fixed or
real property, the descent of which is regulated by the law
of

England,

as the lex loci rei

sites, and not by the law of
That should the respondents in whose hands
are the assets of the joint estate in this Colony remit to the
heir ah intestato the share of the said assets belonging to the
said George Eobb, it will become very difficult, if not
wholly impossible, for this deponent to compel that colla-

this Colony.

tion of the foregoing fixed property to which she is, as she
believes, entitled, and for the practical enforcement of which
collation she must look to the law of the Colony, the place
of the matrimonial domicile of the said George Eobb, and
of his domicile from his marriage till his death, and the
place where the distribution of his assets is to be made.
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And deponent believes that the respondents will not, unless
enioined by interdict or order of Court, feel themselves
warranted
retaining the said assets, but, on the contrary,

m

to the sister aforesaid.

The application was ex parte as to the sister of deceased,
but the respondents had signified that they would not resist
whatever order the Court might make on the subject.
Applicant now asked for a rule nisi.
Porter, A.Q., for applicant, stated that the law on the
matter would be found in Storey on Conflict of Laws, § 159
and note Bwrge, vol. i., p. 612 Voet, 23-2-85.
;

;

The Court

granted a rule

nisi,

interdicting respondents

from paying out to the heiress db intestato of George Eobb
a certain sum of money, being half of his joint estate,
until it should be settled whether certain fixed property in
the Swan River Settlement, Western Australia, should be
brought into community between the surviving spouse at
the domicile and the heiress-at-law under the law of England service to be made upon the heiress-at-law and upon
;

the executors.
Posted (Feb. 14, I860),—
Porter, A.G., applied for the rule to be

The

rule

made

absolute.

had been served upon Mrs. Rogers, the

at-law, in England.

heiress-

Applicant was willing to remit to

Mrs. Rogers the interest of the money detained- here.
Denyssen, for the executors, appeared to consent to the
rule being

The

made

Cotjkt

absolute.

made the

rule absolute, interdicting the exe-

cutors from paying the heiress-at-law in England her half
share of the joint estate here, without the consent of appli-

cant
her.

;

iseo.

In re Bobb.

them

will remit

ism.

Mrs. Rogers to be remitted the interest accruing to
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Dyason
Usury.

—

Interest.

Euthven.

v.

— History of Usury Laws. — Traders.—
Notarial Instruments.

There

is

no law at present in force in the Colony limiting

the

rate of inter e^ to 6 per cent.

Two

traders

12 per

may

Discussion as

to

agree

to

a charge of

interest at the rate of

on a loan of money.

cent,

whether uswry

The question as

to

whether

is

a

crime.

any particular transaction

is

usurious or extortionate must he determined hy the special
circumstances of the case.

I860.

[Per Watbkmeyek,

J.]

Action to recover the sum of £65, amount of a promis-

The

Maroh2().

sory note, together with interest.

Dyason OS.
Kuthven.

that On October 1st, 1859, the defendant applied to the

declaration stated

lend the defendant a sum of £65, to be repaid
1st, 1860, and to be secured by defendant's
promissory note. That plaintiff agreed to lend the money
upon the promissory note, in consideration of being paid or
allowed by the defendant certain interest mutually agreed
upon between them, namely interest at the rate of 12 per
cent, per annum.
That the note was given by defendant,
and that plaintiff paid him £65, less such interest at 12 per
cent., which money defendant accepted as the whole to
which he was entitled. That the note was not paid when
it became due
Wherefore the plaintiff prayed that defendant might be condemned to pay the said sum of £65 or,
in case the Court should be of opinion that, by the law of
the Colony, interest at the rate of 12 per cent, could not lawfully be agreed upon as the interest to be taken and received upon a loan of money upon security of a promissory
note, then the plaintiff prayed that defendant might be
plaintiff to

on January

:

;

condemned to pay to plaintiff the £65, less the difference
between the rate of interest aforesaid and the highest rate
capable of being lawfully agreed upon.
The defendant pleaded that by the law of this Colony
the plaintiff was not entitled to contract or stipulate for
interest at the rate of 12 per cent., but that for such a con-

283

annum only is by the law
Colony allowed and permitted, and tendered pay-

tract the rate of 6 per cent, per

of the

ment of the note, with interest
The replication was general.

Dyason

cent.
at 6 per
^

;

The definition of usury is to
Porter, A.G., for plaintiff.
be found in Qayl. Obs. lib. 2, obs. 5, par. 4 " Usury is everything that exceeds the capital lent on a contract of loan."
There is no general law in Holland limiting the rate of
interest.
As to law arising from general custom, see Be
:

1, ch. 2, § 21,

and Schorers Notes. What

law in Holland must be derived from express legislative
acts
from unwritten law where that written law does not
prevail; from Eoman law, as far as neither written nor
is

;

unwritten Dutch law exists, and from the judgments of
Courts and opinions of text-writers and on this point see
Van der Keessel, Thes. 14. As to the force of the Eoman
;

law in Holland, see De Groot (bk.

As

1, ch. 2, §

22)

Van der

;

judgments
of Courts in matters of this kind, see Van Leeuwen's Comand Cens. For., bk. 1, ch. 1,
mentaries, bk. 1, ch. 3, § 12
writers recognise the right
These
and
30.
Goren,
Obs.
19,
§
and duty of the Court in particular cases not to be bound
See also Thibaut Pandectarvm
by preceding decisions.

Keessel, Thes. 7, 8, 9.

to the authority of the

;

As to the textBechts (Lindley's Transl.), ch. 2, § 16.
writers in Eoman-Dutch law, the strongest authority against
plaintiff's contention is Van der Linden Inst, p. 218 ; but
the authorities he cites do not bear out his contention.
They are Be Groot Inleiding, bk. 3, ch, 10, § 10 Loenius
Beds., Case 21 ; Voet, 22-1-3, who quotes Hollandsehe Gon;

sultatien, pt. 3, vol. 1, cons.

64^68, and Groenewegen's note

29 to Be Groot, 3-10-10; see
Groenewegen Be Leg. Abr. bk.
For. 4, 4, 9

;

Van

Grotius, 3-10-10,

2nd.

Even

if

also

Obs. 4, and

Coren,

4, tit. 22,

1.

6, § 1

;

see Cens.

der Keessel Thes. 554^557, and Bietata upon

commencing

"

In ons land," &c.

there be a law limiting the rate of interest

in Holland, it could not apply to the Colonies

20.
vs.

Ruthven.

There was no dispute as to the facts of the case. It was
admitted that both plaintiff and defendant were to be considered as traders
also that by Koman-Dutch law the
existence of illegal interest would not vitiate the contract
in toto, but merely operate upon the 'excess.

Groot Inleiding, bk.

^ll^%
March

:

see Clarke's

;
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March

20.

Dyasonus.
Huthven.

Law,

and Tennant's Notary's Manual,

p. 12
taken as law Ord. 105, § 28, 29 but
In Sutherland
tbis onlv applied to tbe Guardians' Fund.
_-_
Y. Elliott (1 Menz. p. 99), Gape of Good Hope Banh v. Sutherland & Elliott (1 Menz. p. 102) provisional sentence was
refused by tbe Court on an allegation tbat more tban 6 per
but tbis was on tbe ground
cent, bad been stipulated for
tbat tbe question was one of gravity and importance, and not
fit to be decided on a provisional case.
Van der Linden says
tbat usury is a crime, but tbere are no prosecutions for it.
[Wateemeyee, J., referred to Government Advertisement,

Colonial

p. 91,

this latter cannot be

;

;

;

June 1, 1808, § 10, stating tbat " tbe interest of all money
tben already issued or about to be issued from tbe bank
sbould be at 6 per cent., tbe legal interest of tbe Colony."]
Tbis was an advertisement for tbe bank.
Brand, C.J., for defendant
Tbe first legal enactment
against usury is lex 26 of tbe Code (4-32-26), and tbe next
is tbe Placaat of Cbarles V. of 1540
and tbere existed in
Holland no otber law but tbese. Tbe Placaat interfered
witb tbe Code in only one particular. Tbe first decision of
tbe Court of Holland after tbe Placaat was in 1563, No. 166
of tbe Becisien Van den Hove, wbere tbe Court allowed
12 per cent, on a mercbant's books.
Tbe Placaat of
:

—

;

Pbilip

II.,

more tban 6^ per cent,
Tbe next case was in 1592,

in 1571, directed tbat no

be taken on tbe sale of grain.

and is mentioned in Christinaeus's Decis. lib. 1, decis. 293
wbere tbe Court allowed to a pupil 12 per cent, on money
wbieb bad lain idle witb bis tutor but on appeal tbe Supreme Court of Holland altered tbe rate to 6 per cent., and
Neostadins, writing in 1632, and referring to tbis case (Thes.
51), says tbat 6 per cent, is "every wbere tbe common rate
of tbat interest."
Tbere was also in 1590 a decision.
No. 248 of Becisien Van den Hove " Kesolved by tbe Court
of Holland, tbat in moneys given by mercbants witbout
stipulation of interest, no bigber rate sball be adjudicated
tban tbe penny sixteen, 6i per cent." Similarly in No. 250,
" Kesolved tbat in striata juris judieiis, wbere no interest bas
been stipulated, tbey may be claimed post litem contestatem,
and adjudged at tbe rate of 6^ per cent." Christinaem,
writing in 1625, mentions (lib. 1, decis. 392) two otber
cases, one in 1596 and one in 1601, in wbicb 6 per cent,
was allowed.. Tbe Statute of Limitations (referred to by
;

;

:
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Loenius, deeis. 21) of 1609

is

as follows

:

" 8 per cent, shall

be allowed for purchases of merchandize, houses, lands, or
ships, if the purchase-money be not duly paid within fourteen
days after the date when it becomes due." The Court came
to the conclusion, in a case tried some years ago, that when
the law of Amsterdam was in conflict with the laws of different towns and states in the Netherlands, that the Amsterdam law should be followed here, as Amsterdam was
then at the head of the Dutch East India Company. In
1610 the Court of Holland resolved {Decisien van den Sove,
No. 311) that in all condemnations no higher interest shall
be allowed, when hypothec is given, than 6^ per cent., and
when no hypothec is given, then 7 per cent. this case is
referred to by Loenius. In 1613 another statute of Amsterdam was passed that 8 per cent, should be paid, and should
commence immediately on the day when the purchase-money
;

should become payable; another statute of April 26, 1614,
enacted, " that no more than 6^ per cent, shall be allowed

any contract or bill of exchange, where no hypothec
has been given ; and that the party stipulating for more
shall incur a penalty of 10 per cent.
No text-writer had
up to this point written on interest. Grotius was the first
who wrote, from 1619 to 1621. He says 6 per cent, is the
ordinary rate. Ghristinaeus followed in 1625, and Neostadius
in 1632 (dee. 51), and each of these say 6 per cent.
Subsequently the Court did give judgment for 4 and 5 per cent,
interest
but that was because the public stock had been
for

;

reduced, and the Court thought that, in the absence of
stipulation, it

was bound in equity to allow the parties the

rate of the public stock of the country.

writing in 1806, after

Van der

and custom in Holland
the rate of interest

is

to transactions in this

Van

der Linden,

Keessel, gives us the practice

at his time

—that

for all contracts

and no more. As
Colony, I find that in 1656 and 1658
to be 6 per cent.,

bonds were passed each at 9 per cent., with special hypothec.
In 1696 judgment is recorded in a suit on a bond with
There is a resolution of about 1657
interest at 6 per cent.
that the Colony shall be governed by such laws and enactments as are customary in Holland and in the Indies and
at that time appeals from the Cape went to Batavia.
In
;

the Instructions to Notaries (Lyhrecht, vol. 1, pt. 3, art. 3),
in the Statutes to India, it is provided that no higher rate

I860.

Feb. 16.
Marcli 20.

Euttrren!'
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I860.

March

20.

Dya.»oni.s.

cent., or at the most 9 per cent., should be
In the Instructions in 1793 the exact words of

than 6 per
charged.

the Statute of India are copied, except that the 9 per cent,
is left out.
In the Instructions to the Loan Bank of this

Colony in 1793 it is provided that no more than 6 per cent,
should be charged, or 9 per cent, on loans under 100 rds.
In De Mist's Eegulations, in 1803, it is enacted that on all
moneys lent only 5 per cent, should be paid. The Committee appointed under Lord Caledon's Proclamation of
December 4, 1807, declared by their Eegulations " The
interest of all money either already issued or to be issued
from the bank, is to be at 6 per cent., the legal interest of
the Colony." In Ord. 42 of 1828, § 16,* it is provided that
the rate of interest shall be 6 per cent., " the legal rate of
the Colony." In 1743 a Placaat was issued by the States
General, at the time when a new charter was about to be
the Cape was then
given to the Bast India Company
part of the Company's possessions this enacted " And we
further direct that upon all obligations and all debt bonds,
whether notarial or under hand, made by parties before their
departure for India or return to Holland, from whatever
nature they may arise, in no case shall more interest be
allowed than at the highest at the rate of 6 per cent, per
annum, although higher interest might have been stipulated or contracted for."
In 1715 there is a resolution of
the Court of Policy, then the Legislature of the Colony,
:

—

;

:

directing that " in future in all proceedings the Statutes of

India shall be followed by this Court."
Porter, in reply.

Cwr. adv.
Posted,

vult.

(March 20),—

The Cottet (Hodges, C. J., Bell and Wateembtee,
gave judgment for plaintiff.

—

JJ.),

Hodges, C.J. (after stating the pleadings, said)
It is
important to see exactly the question which is raised for
the opinion of the Court. If the defendant had a defence
founded on facts, which he contended, shewed that he had
:

* Eepealed.
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been charged exorbitant and extortionate interest, in other
words, that, taking advantage of his necessities, the plaintiff had fraudulently cozened and cheated him, and charged
him a rate of interest so much above the market-value of
money that by the law of the Colony he ought not in
justice to be permitted to retain it; all such or similar
circumstances, if they existed, might have been stated in
the plea, and then the plaintiff must have confessed or
denied the facts alleged; and as the plaintiff took one
course or other, a question of law on admitted facts, or a
question of law and facts combined, might have been
raised, and a jury, who may be supposed to know the value
of money, would then draw the necessary inferences from
the facts. According to Matthaeus, fraud and cheating are
the sure marks of usury. He says
" Dolum plerumque et
:

fallaoias adhibet

onatum incidat
eap. 6).

—

qm

usuras indebitas exigit ; igitur in stellinecesse est " (JDe Griminihus, lib. 27, tit. ult.

But here the simple point

raised

by the

decla-

whether two merchants may agree between themselves, the one to take and the other to grant a loan of
money for three months, secured by the promissory note
of the borrower, with interest payable at the rate of 12 per
cent, per annum, and in the absence of any proof or allegation to the contrary, it may be assumed that the loan was
worth this rate of interest to the borrower. But it does not
quite rest here, for the defendant by a statement in the
plea has narrowed the question still more by alleging, as I
have already stated, that by the law of the Colony only
6 per cent, interest can be reserved upon such a contract.
Is there therefore any positive law in this Colony which
restricts the rate of interest to 6 per cent, on a loan of
money for a short period, unsecured by any mortgage, and
lent by one merchant to another merchant ? If there is,
the plaintiff must not only fail in this action, but he is
amenable to be tried on a criminal charge and to be
branded with the opprobrious name of being an usurer.
When such results follow the decision of this question in
the affirmative, it is essential that the law which makes the
transaction usurious should be clear, distinct, and explicit.
In the earliest times we find that various codes prohibited
by positive law the taking of interest beyond a certain rate.
By the celebrated Duodeeem Tdbulse, the rate of interest
ration

is,
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unciarum

bv

of a

Eoman

— 8J per cent,

for

citizen was not to exceed foeiwsi

ten months.

This was followed

Justinian's decree, to be found in Code. lib. 4,

tit.

32,

lex 26, which is as follows
" As to amount or rate of interest, we consider it necessary also to make general provision, reducing its former
:

We thereheavy and burdensome load to moderation.
fore order that no high functionary shall, on any account,
be allowed to stipulate a rate of interest more than 4 per
Merchants, however, doing business on land, shall
cent.
be allowed to stipulate for 8 per cent.; and merchants
doing business by sea may stipulate for 12 per cent. All
other persons are permitted to stipulate for 6 per cent. No
judge shall be allowed to award a higher rate on account of
any custom prevailing in the place. If, notwithstanding,
any person shall act contrary to this enactment, he shall
have no action for the excess but, even if he has received
it, he shall be obliged to carry it to the account of the
;

capital."

Here we find that precise and distinct rules are laid
down for regulating the rate of interest. They were doubtless considered necessary for the protection of mankind by
those enlightened lawgivers who prepared this matchless
code,
table.

and the provisions appear

The

to be very just

and equi-

rate of interest increased with the risk the

lender incurred

—a principle strongly developed in modern

The just and
maxims of the Code on this subject were followed
in modern times in many countries whose laws were
founded, to a greater or less extent, upon the Roman law.
[After referring to the law of England on usury, the learned
judge continued]
But I pass all this by, for the purpose
of ascertaining what the laws of Holland say upon this
subject, for it was scarcely denied by the Attorney General
that it is by the Eoman-Dutch law that the question before
us must be decided.
The argument of Mr. Brand concodes with reference to bottomry bonds.
equitable

:

—

vinced me that he had devoted great care and deep research
by bringing before the Court all the positive law, all the
decisions, and all the opinions of learned text-writers which
could be found to support the defendant's case. As to positive laws, the Placaat of Charles V. of 1540 has been much
commented upon. That important document, when it was

289
promulgated, doubtless laid down a positive law in Holland
with regard to the taking of interest, and it superseded,
and in some particulars enlarged, the lex 26 to which I have
referred, of the Code—ii it be assumed that the Courts of
Holland had adopted the Code as the basis of their deciIt is as follows
" Note 8.
sions on mercantile questions.
Whereas certain merchants residing in this country, laying
aside their honour and salvation, aiming to promote their
avarice in trading with money, lending the same on profit
and excessive fruit, without making any distinction between
interest that is lawful and permitted to the honest merchant, according to the profit he reasonably would be able
to make (whilst usury is forbidden to all Christians, and is
of great injury to the public welfare), so put on interest that,
without providing therein, in process of time trade will be
:

—

converted into usury, which would occasion loss of souls

and enormous prejudice

to

common

welfare,

— so

is it,

that

providing therein as well for the salvation of souls, for the
conservation of our holy Christian belief, as 'to avoid the
above inconveniences, we order and ordain that no merchant residing and doing business in this country shall
lend money on fruit or profit higher than the penning
twelve on the hundred (12 per cent.) for one year, and
thereunder at the rate of the profit which he might be
able to make when employing the said money in trade;
declaring all contracts and obligations by which higher
profit is taken to be usury, and consequently null and of
no value." It appears to me that this edict cannot be
relied upon in any point of view to support defendant's
If it has not become obsolete and virtually recase.
pealed, the interest taken in this case is exactly the rate

—

and
is permitted to be taken between merchants,
here the borrower and lender are both merchants, and the
Placaat is an express authority in favour of the plaintiff.
But as the very next paragraph in the edict (Art. 9),
adopting, no doubt the ecclesiastical view of the question
which>

taking of
to which I have referred, expressly prohibits the
not
a
the
borrower
is
merchant,
when
any interest whatever
and as all the authorities cited from the Dutch decisions

and
after

text-writers

1540 down

shew clearly
to the

that,

from a very few years

commencement

of the

century, interest at various rates was allowed
Vol. hi.

present

by the Courts

^

isso.
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it

parties were not

a dead letter

;

and

engaged in merchandise,

—

that the Placaat was treated as

may be assumed

if so as to

one of

its articles, it

would

up with respect to another. We
now come to the decisions in the Dutch Courts which were
cited at the bar, and there we find a variety of usages,
depending in some cases upon the usages of particular
towns, as to the allowance of interest and a circumstance
perhaps be

difficult to set

;

which

is

most important

is,

that in the Courts of Appeal,

when the debt was underhand,
pledge
or mortgage, appears to
unsecured
by
and therefore
have been greater than when it was secured by mortgage.
Ccn-en, who wrote about 1621, says that 6 per cent, was the
interest allowed when the loan was secured on land, and
7 per cent, when not so secured and this is confirmed by
the rate of interest allowed

;

text-writers, Voet, 22, 1, 3,
§ 9,

and other

upon

at

who

authorities,

The

the bar.

cites Grptius, lib. 3, cap. 10,

which were fully commented
from these

strongest authority

writers, in support of defendant's case, is that passage in

Van der Linden's
loans,

Institutes, p.

218, wherein he says

:

—" In

money, interest is very frequently
and here we must observe that this must not

especially of

stipulated

;

exceed 6 per cent.
to be usury,

and

is

If the stipulation

punishable."

is for

more,

it is

held

If the authorities cited

by this learned author had supported this statement, it
would have been very much to the purpose; but the
authorities (De Groot, Loenius, and Voet), cited, so far from
confirming this statement, altogether disprove it.
They
all say that the rate of interest was undefined, and that to
a certain extent it depended upon the risk which the lender
incurred.

Loenius says

:

—" From

the relation of others I

have understood, and also from Fiscal De Groot, that in
our country here we have no certain rate of interest, but
that the same is regulated according to circumstances of

and persons; that therefore, here, in this
seldom found that anyone by stipulating for
higher interest is reprobated as an usurer." The latest
text-writer cited was Van der KeesseVs Dietata, and, in the
very elaborate article which was read from that work, I do
not find that he was able to find any certain rule in the
Dutch law which regulated the rate of interest, and he
arrived at the conclusion that on certain mercantile transtimes, places,

country,

it is

—

;
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actions he should think

it lawful to stipulate 8 per cent, on
the capital. That the rate of interest fluctuated is abundantly proved by all the authorities and Mr. Brand himself
;

discovered, in the public offices of this Colony, a

bond

passed in 1656, reserving 7 per cent, interest, and another
in 1658, reserving 9 per cent.
and although it may be
admitted that for a very long period of time 6 per cent,
was, not only in Holland, but in this Colony also, the usual
;

especially when money was lent upon
mortgage, and although in the instructions to notaries, and
other documents, 6 per cent, has been described as being
the legal rate of interest in this Colony, all these circum-

rate of interest,

me to fall very far short of a positive law,
which, like the Statutes in England and other countries,
prohibit and disallow, and declare to be usurious, the bargaining for interest beyond a certain prescribed rate. It is
stances appear to

further to be remarked, in conclusion, that not one solitary

who had

case has been referred to, to show that persons

reserved more than 6 per cent, interest were ever prosecuted
in Holland, or in this Colony for the crime of
offence well

known

to the law,

and which

dissertation in Matthaeus de Criminibus

is

usury— an

the subject of a

(lib.

47,

tit.

ult.

In fact, the only available argument which has
been urged on behalf of the defendant is, in substance, that
the Dutch Courts have declared, by a succession of clear
and distinct decisions, that usury is committed if more than
6 per cent, interest is taken under any circumstances, and
that this law, thus promulgated (passing by, as it does altogether, lex 26 of the Code, and the Placaat of Charles V.),
is a positive law, and must take effect in this Colony.
I
have already expressed my opinion that no such clear
stream of authorities has been proved to be in existence
but if it had been shewn to be in existence, I should not
be prepared to say that this Court, or any other Court can,
by a mere decision, or by a series of mere decisions, declare
authoritatively what shall be the rate of interest which,
being exceeded, shall be accounted usury. Judges are the
interpreters and not the makers of the law, jus dicere, et
non jus dare. I am aware that many persons have entertained an opinion that an usury law is in operation in this
Colony, and ampngst others a late very distinguished judge
This may have arisen from the circumstance
of this Court.
cap. 6).

U
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which I have already adverted to, i.e., that 6 per cent. has.
been the usual and accustomed rate of interest allowed by
this Court, and stipulated between lenders and borrowers of
money. But law taken for granted often fails when its
sources are reached, and I cannot so appropriately express
my thoughts on this point as by referring to a dictum of the
late Chief Justice Loed Denman (O'Connell v. Begina,
9 Jur., p. 57), who says " When in the pursuit of truth we
are obliged to investigate the grounds of the law, it is plain,
and has often been proved by recent experience, that the
mere statement and re-statement of a doctrine the mere
:

—

repetition of the cantilena of lawyers cannot

unless

it

be traced to some competent authority, and

irreconcileable to

I

make

am therefore

some legal

principle."

On

of opinion that the plaintiff

is

it law,

if it

be

these grounds
entitled to our

judgment.

—

The question presented for the decision of
Bell, J.
the Court in this case is whether it be lawful among mer:

chants to stipulate for interest after the rate of 12 per cent.
annum as argued for the plaintiff, or whether, as argued

per

for the defendant, the rate of 6 per cent,

only is by the law
and permitted in all cases whatsoever.
It is admitted both by the plaintiff and the defendant, that there is no express Colonial law, no law enacted
within the Colony, upon the subject, and that if any law do
of this Colony allowed

exist, it is only to be gathered from those fantes juris to
which the Court must refer in cases as to which the Colonial
law is silent. [The learned Judge then referred at length to
the Levitical law on the subject of usury, and to the morality
and policy of usury laws, and continued.] The question'
still remains, however, whether there is in fact any law in
force within this Colony which fixes the rate of interest to
be 6 per cent, in all cases, as contended for by defendant,
or which creates any limit on the rate of interest ... In
considering this question of law or no law it will be convenient to begin with the Eoman law and trace the matter
downwards instead of beginning with the Colonial law and
going upwards. In Eome, where the nobles were the
lenders, and the common people the borrowers, the taking
of interest was in the early ages of the republic altogether

forbidden

;

nevertheless

it

was always taken in some shape

;

293

The common people in the later ages of the
republic had gained to themselves the greater power in the
or other.

making

of the laws,

and they frequently put the nobles in

fear for their capital as well as the interest of their loans.

The consequence of this was that the lenders, to indemnify
themselves for the risk they ran of losing both capital and
interest, stipulated for exorbitant rates

of interest.

restrain these exorbitant exactions, Justinian in
tit.

32, law 26,

§ 1,

Code

To
4,

ordered that between illustrious persons

no higher rate of interest should be stipulated for than
4 per cent., but that those who superintended shops, or
conducted any lawful business, might contract for 8 per
cent.

" Mlos vero qui ergasteriis praesunt vel aliquam lieitam

negotiationem gerimt usque ad iessem eentesimae usurarum

nomine in quocwnque contractu suam stipulationem moderari."
That in the case of goods bought beyond sea, having a sea
risk attached to the sale (trajectitiae), 12 per cent, might be
stipulated for, but on no account should this be exceeded,
although ancient laws had allowed it. But as to all other
persons they should not stipulate for more than 6 per cent.
" Ceteros autem omnes homines dimidium tantwmmodo eentesimae uswrarvm nomine fosse stipulari, et earn quantitatem
usurarum etiam in aliis omnibus casibus nulla modo ampliari
In Eome,
in quibus citra stipalationem exigi usurae sclent."
therefore, it was ordered that illustrious persons might
shopkeepers and merchants for
stipulate for 4 per cent.
8 per cent. merchants taking sea-risks on goods brought
and that all
seawards might stipulate for 12 per cent.
other persons should not be allowed to stipulate for more
than 6 per cent. while the Courts used to award in cases
where there was no stipulation 6 per cent., or 5 or 4 per
cent., according to the nature of the case, as the major and
minor usura. In a subsequent reign of one of the Christian
Emperors the taking of interest was abolished entirely
but this law existed no longer than the reign of the
Emperor who enacted it, as it was abolished by his son.
;

;

;

;

the same time, it is quite certain that in accordance
with the opinions of some of the most illustrious Fathers
of the Church, the Canon law again prohibited the taking

At

any interest. But there is every reason to presume,
however, that at no time during the existence of the Canon
law did the taking of interest in fact cease, notwithof
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standing the injunction of that law and the denunciations
At the Eeformation the Canon law, which,
of the Fathers.
evBU in the highest periods of clerical power, was subject to
,

,

,

T

,

•

i

,

j-

A

_l

m

i

^

which
be controverted by the legislatures ot the countries
it was attempted to be enforced, and to be modified by the
practice of the Courts of law, ceased to be regarded in
Holland, as it did in most other Protestant countries, or to
have any influence upon the Courts of law. The sound
reason and natural equity to be found in the Civil or

Boman

law induced the silent or avowed transfusion of its
and of many of its enactments into the municipal laws of most of the countries of Europe, and in
Holland, as in some other countries, it was referred to in all

principles,

questions of principle or sound policy as to which the local

law was
its

When

silent.

therefore the

Canon

law, which had

use in the eleventh century, died in Holland, as

it

did

by the opening of the Eeformation early in the sixteenth
century, the civil law as to this question of interest revived,

and the position of the Courts of Holland, in regard to
questions of interest, seems to have been this
that in
questions of contract there was no law to restrain the operation of the stipulation between the parties, and that in
questions of debt where interest was claimed, as due ex mora,
the way to allowing it was not seen so clearly, clouded as
the most judicial vision was by the prejudices which the
Canon law had left, though the force of its injunctions had
ceased.
In such cases reference seems to have been made
to the Code of Justinian, which sanctioned the principle
that the taking of interest was lawful.
Its authority in
this respect seems to have been admitted in the Courts of
Holland, because we find interest allowed by judicial deci-

—

sion very soon after the opening of the Eeformation, but I
am not aware of any authority for saying that the particular

by the Code were ever adopted
Van der Keessel, Thes. 20, after

rates of interest sanctioned

by the Dutch Courts.

speaking of the reference to the Eoman law proper in
certain cases, says " Those laws which depend on the
peculiar constitution of the Eoman State possess no authoThis may well be said to be the case
rity in our Courts."
:

in regard to the particular rates of interest allowed by the
Code in certain cases. No doubt Van der Keessel in his
" Since we have no other law which establectures, says
:
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lishes

anything certain on the subject, I should think

it

lawful for merchants to stipulate for 8 per cent, on the
ground of the Code of Justinian ; " but while I may assent
to the author's doctrine that the

Code may,

in the absence

of any law in Holland, be referred to for the sanction of

some interest, I prefer the doctrine of his Thesis that the
Code cannot be referred to for the particular rate, as that
must have been jSxed with reference to the value of money
in Eome, and the different conditions of life in Eome,
expressly referred to in the Code itself. How, then, stands
the law of Holland upon the subject ?
Van der Linden, in
the passage referred to by the plaintiff, Bk. I., ch. 15, § 3,
says that " interest must not exceed 6 per cent. to stipuVan der
late for more is held usury, and is punishable."
Linden, upon most subjects, is considered an authority of
eminence, and upon this subject his authority would be
conclusive, if unfortunately he had not referred to authoThe
rities for his dictum which by no means support it.
first authority to which he refers is that of Grotius, Bk. 3,

—

In that section Grotius notices the distinction
ch. 10, § 9.
between a loan to supply the necessities of the borrower,
which ought to be made without any expectation of return,
and a loan made for the profit or convenience of the
borrower, which may be made with the expectation of a
return without violence to natural law. In § 10 the author
states very concisely and unanswerably the reasons, upon
principle and the nature of things, why a loan for the profit
of the borrower

payment

may

of interest

;

be made with a stipulation for the
but towards the end of the section he

says that lenders are generally selfish and stipulate for so
much interest that the borrowers are in time burdened by
it "

so the Municipal law has not
:

and he

made

provision in this

refers in the note to the passage

matter in vain
in the Code, Bk. 4, tit. 32, law 26, § 1, which I have already
noticed, and then continues " in this country between two
burghers it is permitted to stipulate for the sixteenth
penning for one year " and he adds in a note, " if no
pawn or other security has been given, the Court of Holland
allows not more than 7 per cent., the High Court not more
"

;

:

than the sixteenth penning, but if no profit be stipulated
no greater profit is assigned to the merchants than the
sixteenth penning but at present since the general reduction
for,

;
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on the funds, the twentieth penning, as is often
decided by the Court of Holland." The text then resumes,
" but among merchants, where the profit is greater, it is
permitted to stipulate for a profit of 12 per cent, in the
According to Grotius, then, two burghers might
year."

of the interest

penning if security were given,
and for 7 or 8 per cent, if no
security were given; and two merchants might stipulate
for 12 per cent., and if they did not stipulate for any
interest, the Court would assign them 6^ per cent., the

stipulate for the sixteenth

and even

for 7 per cent.,

equivalent of the sixteenth penning, or only 5 per cent., the
equivalent of the twentieth penning, if the interest on the
public debt should be so low as not to justify more. This

author can hardly be said to- justify the text of Van der
Linden, that beyond 6 per cent, is illegal. The next authority to which Van der Linden refers is the 21st case in the

In that case

decisions of Loenius.

it is said

that on

May

6,

1610, the Court of Holland passed a resolution that it would
not in future adjudge a higher interest than 7 per cent.,

although a higher might have been stipulated, but it would
give 7 per cent, if that had been stipulated for, but this
should not be the case if a security had been passed for the
capital and interest following a resolution of the Court of
1590, by which only 6j per cent, would be allowed, unless in
the province of Zeeland and Over Meuse, on account of the
doubtfulness of the security from the danger of inundations.
It is then stated that the English Court had allowed 9 per
cent., but the Court had reduced it to 8, because merchants
at the time were generally allowing and bargaining for
8 per cent. The author then notices a case on Oct. 19,
1639, in which 8 percent, was adjudged to Sloop, a solicitor,
according to the stipulation in a bond given to him by
Verschuur, his client, although Sloop had Government
;

securities of Verschuur's, and although the interest upon
the Government debt was then only 6^ per cent.
The
author then says that he understands " ex relatu aliorum,
also from the Fiscal De Groot, that in this country we
have no certum modum usurarv/m, but that the same is

and

regulated according to the circumstance of time, places,
and persons, and therefore it is never seen that any one
from the circumstance of his taking higher interest is

accused as being a usurer."

:

297
Accordiiig to this author, then, and I may remark he was
one of the Judges of the Court, although the Court resolved
in 1610 that it would not give more than 7 per cent..
although more had been bargained for, yet 9 per cent,
was modified to 8, because 8 was the rate among merchants,
and in 1639 a client was made to pay his solicitor 8 per
cent., according to the stipulations of his bond, although
the solicitor held securities of the client, and although the

Government debt was paying only %\ per cent. and the
author winds up by asserting that there is no "cerium
modum usurarum." When Van der Linden used this reference to establish his dictum that not more than 6 per cent,
;

could be exacted, he surely must have forgotten what the
author had written. It establishes anything but that. The

Van der Linden is to Voet 22, 1, 3, where
" Sciendum interim, moribus nostris usv/ras

great reference of
that author says

:

vulgares annuatim ascendere non posse ultra decimam sextam,
sortis

partem, quoties in

...

sortis securitafem

pignus constiiutum

usuras vulgares pignore non mtmitas ad septem aut
acta annua ex centum."
On this Voet refers to the passage I
est

.

have already quoted from Orotius, therefore he carries the
matter no higher than that author does, to wit, that Q\ per
cent, will be given where there is security and 7 or 8 where
there is no security
but this author goes further than
Orotius in these words " Atque insuper ex edicto Caroli V.
;

:

mercatorihus concessam fuisse usurae centesimae conventione
expressa exigendae facultatem " (22,

1, 3).

The Placaat

to

which Voet in this passage refers, proceeds in this recital
" Whereas certain merchants, dealing in and frequenting our
aforesaid land, postponing their salvation, venture for the
purpose of feeding their greediness to do their merchandize
with money alone giving the same upon profit, and excessive fruit, without making distinction or difference between
;

permitted and allowed the good merchant,
which he could reasonably
expect, and usury, forbidden to all Christian men, unto the
very grievous injury of the common welfare, in such manner
that unless this be provided against in time, the whole
interest,

which

is

in accordance with the profit

matter of commerce will be converted into usury, the which
would cause the loss of souls, and enormous prejudice to the
common welfare, especially in these lands, we desire to

make

provision herein, as well to the salvation of souls, the

i^^"-
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Holy Christian Faith, as likewise to
,
„
prevent the aforesaid inconveniences, and we nave ordered
and enacted, and ordain and enact, that no merchants dealing and dwelling in our aforesaid lands shall venture to
give money upon fruit or interest higher than 12 per cent,
for a year and thereunder, according to the profit which

11
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they probably would have by employing the same money
in trade declaring all contracts and obligations by which
greater profit shall be taken as usury, and beyond such
amount null and of no value." From the recital of this
article of the Placaat it would seem that the case intended
to be provided for, was that of merchants doing their merchandize with money alone instead of with goods, and
realizing thereby higher profits than they could have done
if they had invested their money in purchase of goods
it
therefore forbids them to lend money at a higher interest
than 12 per cent., which it assumes is " according to the
profit which they probably would have by employing the
;

;

same money in

trade."

Apparently to prevent the

rest of

the public taking advantage of this permission to the mer-

chants to lend at 12 per cent, interest, by lending money
through merchants, the Placaat contains this other provision in its 9th article, which was not referred to at the
bar

:

"

We

forbid, likewise, all our subjects, of

what

con-

dition or state they be, not gaining their livelihood by

and not having partnership with merchants for gain
and loss, to give their money to the aforesaid merchants for
any certain interest annually, under the penalty of confiscation of the aforesaid money, and of besides this being
held and esteemed public usurers, and besides punished and
corrected."
This Placaat, so far from limiting interest to
6 per cent., gives an express permission to merchants not
acting as such but as money lenders, to lend their money
to merchants at 12 per cent., and as to the rest of the public,
trade,

does is to say that they shall not give their money to
the merchants for any certain interest whatsoever ; leaving
it open to them, so far as the Placaat is concerned, to lend
all it

among each

other at any rate of interest whatever. But
even as to merchants, this part of the Placaat, which was
one of general policy, seems to have been but a short time
in force, for

Van der Keessel

(Thes. 547) says that " since the

Eesolution of the Court of the year 1590, the Placaat does

;
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not seem to have been any longer received in practice."
The resolution referred to is that of which mention is made
in the case in Loenius, to which I have already referred,

where the Court refused to adjudge more than 6^ per cent,
where a hypothec had been passed for capital and interest.
If I read this Placaat aright, it is not a general enactment
permitting merchants in all cases to take interest at the
rate of 12 per cent.
It is merely a special enactment that
merchants acting as money-lenders shall not take more
than 12 per cent, from other merchants, and that no person
not being a merchant shall lend his money to a merchant
and it is admitted by the defendant that there is no statutory enactment subsequent to this Placaat of 1540 except
the Statute of Amsterdam of 1609, which declares " that
8 per cent, shall be allowed for purchases of merchandize,
houses, lands, or ships, if the purchase-money be not duly
paid within 14 days after the day when it becomes due,"
and the Statute of 1613, which altered the Statute of 1609
so far as to make the interest payable from the day on
which the money became due, and not from fourteen days
thereafter.
There is also a Statute of Amsterdam of
April 26, 1614, which enacts that no more than 6^ per cent,
shall be allowed for any contract or bill of exchange, where
no hypothec has been given. But these statutes of Amsterdam were merely local, and can have no force here.

Van der

Keessel, in Thes. 14, says the

common

or general

law of Holland cannot be made up or proved out of the
particular laws of particular cities or parts of Holland."
See Van der KeesseVs lectures also. But the defendant relies

upon certain resolutions of the Court, some of them referred
to, some not referred to, in the authority from which I have
quoted. The first reference was to a resolution in 1563,
166 in the " Decisien
; that was in a case between merchants, and
the Court allowed 12 per cent, interest upon an open account
in merchant's books. The next case was one in 1590, being
No. 248 there it was resolved that " on monies given by
merchants, without stipulation of interest, no higher rate
shall be adjudicated than the 16th penning, or 6^ per cent.
after the Placaat of 1540,

being

ISTo.

van den Hove "

;

Then

there

is

a decision in 1592, referred to in Neostadius,

where the question was between a pupil and his tutor, and
the Court adjudged to the pupil 12 per cent, interest on his
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from 12 to 6 per cent.

Kuthven.

upon the

unemployed on an
Supreme Court the rate was reduced
and Neostadius, commenting in 1632

Iain with the tutor

appeal, however, to the
:

;

decision, says that 6 per cent, is everywhere the

rate of interest.
Two cases which occurred in
1596 and 1601 are mentioned in Ghristinaeus, in which the
Court allowed 6 per cent, interest, and Ghristinaeus com-

common

menting upon them says, also, "this rate is common everywhere." There next occurs the case in 1610, referred to in
Loenius, which I have already noticed, in which it was resolved that no more than 6| per cent, should be adjudged
These
where there was a hypothec given for the debt.
references establish that 12 per cent, interest was adjudged
at

one time, and that subsequently only 6 per cent, was given

in cases where there was no stipulation for interest, that being

considered to be the

money

common

rate of interest or value of

They do no more than shew that
whereas the Courts up to a certain time had not been in use
for the time.

award any interest, where there had been a delay in
payment, but where there had been no stipulation by the
creditor for payment of interest in case of such delay, the
Court so far relaxed its rules in favour of the giving of
interest as to allow in such a case 6 per cent., which,
during the period covered by these decisions, and up to
the time when the commentators wrote upon them, seems to
have been the market-rate for the use of money. But these
cases are very far indeed from establishing the proposition
which the defendant has undertaken to maintain, that it
never was lawful in Holland to make an express stipulation
for a higher rate of interest than 6 per cent., and we have

to

the express authority of

Van der

Keessel, in his lectures, that

there was no express law in Holland on the subject of inte-

His words are, " since we have no law which estabanything certain on the subject." As to the Colonial
Law, the defendant referred to certain instructions issued
by the Colonial Government as tending to show that 6 per
cent., for I think he hardly carried it higher, has been considered to be the legal rate of interest within the Colony
since its establishment.
The first was the Instructions to
Notaries issued in 1793, by which the notaries are directed
in " no obligation, contract, deed, or writing, or hypothecation on property " to stipulate for more than 6 per cent.
rest.

lishes
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This, it was argued, was equivalent to statutory enactment
to the

same

but that is an argument that can never
What the Government in that case ordered

effect,

be assented to.
no doubt was law, so

far as it

went

;

it

might be

difficult

to procure the preparation of a notarial instrument stipu-

lating for

more than 6 per

possible.

A notary might choose to

might be
disobey the injunction
of Government, and prepare a notarial instrument stipulating for 10 per cent.
The notary might be subject to
cent, interest, but it

suspension or some other punishment, but the instrument
would remain valid, notwithstanding the instruction to the

notary

;

and even

if

the instructions were equivalent to a
instruments, and leave

statute, they affect only notarial

untouched all other instruments, including obligations
without any mortgage clauses, and all cases in which there
might not be any document whatsoever. The next reference was to the directions issued by the Government to the
Government Loan Bank, in 1794, which ordered for every
hundred rix dollars and upwards, J per cent, per month
should be taken, or 6 per cent. and that for loans under
100 rix dollars 9 per cent, per annum should be taken.
Subsequently these instructions were altered, in 1803, to
;

the effect of directing that 5 per cent, per annum should
As a piece of colonial history
be taken on all loans.

may be interesting, but they can never
have any force as a law to regulate loans in which the Loan
Bank was not interested and even so far as they go,
instead of 6 per cent, as a fixed invariable rate, we have
6 per cent., 9 per cent., and 5 per cent, fixed by them. The
defendant also referred to the Proclamation of June 1st,
1808, containing directions to the Government Loan Bank,
the 10th article of which is expressed in these words " The
interest of all money, either already issued, or to be issued,
from the Bank is to be 6 per cent, the legal interest of the
Colony." That this Proclamation was a law to the Bank,
prohibiting it from taking more than 6 per cent., no one
can doubt, but that it could operate as such a law in regard
to any other bodies or persons, the defendant was not bold
enough to maintain. The Proclamation asserts, no doubt
that 6 per cent, was the legal rate of the Colony but that
assertion, without more, would not make it the legal rate.
these instructions

;

:

;

This Proclamation, therefore, leaves the matter

little

better
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than

it

was.

The next matter referred to was Order 42,
Orphan Chamber, in which the Cham-

1828, regulating the

,11-

is directed to debit itself with interest at the rate of
^
i
6 per cent, upon all surplus income over what was required
Here,
for the maintenance of the wards of the Chamber.
of
the
commuaffecting
the
rest
also, there is no enactment

ber

nity, nor

anything like

it.

The

•

j.

last

matter referred to was

a Placaat of 1743, in which it was declared that " upon all
obligations, and all debt bonds, whether notarial or under
hand, made by parties before their departure for India or
return to Holland, from whatever nature they

more

may

arise, in

be allowed than at the highest,
at the rate of 6 per cent.," although higher interest might
have been stipulated for. This seems to have been a special
law for a special matter regulating the interest to be given
by parties about to quit Holland for India, and, not affecting the whole community, therefore, is of no authority here.

no case

Upon

shall

interest

a review of all these Placaats, Eesolutions, Decisions,

Proclamations, and Comments, the conclusion to which I

have come is, that there is no law of force within this
Colony declaring that no party shall in any case be entitled to stipulate for a higher rate of interest than 6 per
cent., and that a stipulation between merchants for the
payment of interest after the rat-e of 12 per cent, per annum
is unlawful.
But it will not necessarily follow from this
that there is no law in this country regulating what interest
may be taken under a stipulation or without a stipulation.
The question whether this or that rate of interest may
be taken in any particular case will be a question of circumstances determinable by the Court according to the

and circumstances of the case, and according to what
be found to be the current market -rate of interest fromi
information howsoever derived. This seems to me, after a

facts

may

careful consideration of all the authorities to have been
neither more nor less than the state of the law in Holland.
The Canon Law, while it prevailed, prohibited the taking of

any rate of interest, but there is every reason to presume
that even while that law had nominal operation throughout
Europe, interest was, nevertheless, in fact, taken in every
country of Europe. At the Eeformation the Canon Law
ceased to have effect. When, therefore, parties stipulated
for the payment of a certain rate of interest there was
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nothing, supposing the circumstances of the case not to be
peculiar, that stood in the way of the Courts in Holland

adjudging between the parties according to the terms of
their stipulation, because whatever doubts might at the
period of the Eeformation exist in the minds of politicians
or jurists in regard to the morality of taking interest upon
money, the Code of Justinian put the legality of such a
transaction beyond dispute, and this is all the use to which
the Civil Law seems to have been, or could have been, very
well put in such a matter. In Holland, as well as in Scotland, the Eoman Law has been considered as a great repertoriwm of natural justice and sound polity, to which reference
was to be made for the principles whereby to decide any
case as to which the Municipal Law was silent.
For the
principle that interest upon money might be stipulated for,
the Code might well be appealed to, but for the particular
rates which might be stipulated for, this use could hardly
have been made of it, if interest be the representative of
profit, as will hardly be disputed, inasmuch as profit is from
its nature varying and fluctuating. Accordingly we do not
find in any of the authorities a reference to the Code as
authority for a particular rate of interest, in particular cases

But although the Code
as distinguished from others.
sanctioned the principle of interest being stipulated for
beforehand, it left untouched the great class of cases in
which interest was claimed without stipulation, because of
default or delay in the debtor.

The Courts

at first not

having the same views as are now-a-days entertained in
regard to the nature of interest upon money, did not see
their way to allowing it in cases where there had not been
any previous stipulation for it. They seem, however, very
soon to have got over this difficulty, and to have allowed
interest in these cases according to what they considered,
from such evidence as was before them, to be the current
market value of money at the time, and the interest upon
the national debt seems to have been taken to be the great
index of this market value, for the cases shew that as the
interest upon the public debt varied, so did the rates allowed
by the Courts. This is all that, in my opinion, the authoIt is no doubt
rities which have been referred to establish.
true that 6^, and later 6, per cent, seems to have been and
to have been considered to be, the customary rate of inte-
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Accordingly Van Leeuwen, Gomm., bk. iv.,
it has not been stipulated
ch. 7, § 3, sajs
and cxprcssed how much and how interest should be paid,
rest in

Holland.
:

" Where, however,

KuthTen.
it

is

computed

at so

much

as

it

is

usual to contract

tor,

according to the custom of the country or place where the
One looks in vain for a declaration by
contract is made."
the Court that any particular rate of interest was the only

We

have the expressions that the Court would
allow this or that rate in such and such cases, but that is
not the language used where the law has already laid down
a rule according to which the Courts must regulate themlegal rate.

the language used by a Court exercising its
equitable powers in order to do justice between the parties

selves.

It

is

not restrained by positive law. It is
also true that 6 per cent, seems for a length of time to have
been considered the market rate of interest in the Colony,

in cases where

it is

and probably it is the market rate at the present moment.
That is the rate which this Court has been in the habit of
allowing in cases where interest has been due ex mora, and
it is probable that which it will continue to allow in such
Whether
cases until there be a change of circumstances.
the taking of exorbitant or excessive interest

punishable by the law of this Colony,

it is

is

a crime,

not necessary at

present to decide, because no such question has been raised

on the record

;

but undoubtedly

if

the circumstances of any

had been taken by a creditor of the position of his debtor to extort frorp. him an
excessive or exorbitant amount of interest, even by previous
stipulation, this Court would give relief in such a case by

case should show that advantage

modifying the interest to a reasonable rate. This seems to
have been done by the Dutch Courts in the cases which
have been referred to, and undoubtedly would be done by
I am of opinion that the judgment of the
Court should be for the plaintiff. Matthaeus, in his treatise
De Criminihus, bk. 47, tit. iv., ch. 4, § 6, discusses whether a
usurer is vilis persona, and ends with a doubt on the subject.
In bk. 47, tit. ult., ch. 6, § 1, the title of which is "Foeneratio
non est crimen extraordinarium, the author discusses whether
usury, which he says is "taking interest upon interest,
or interest beyond the rate allowed by law," is a crime

this Court.

he comes to the conclusion that it is not. He puts the
question to himself, Do you say, then, that you approve of
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usury ? and answers, No, by no means how can I approve
of those the law calls wicked and infamous ? but I say it
is out of the category of crime, because I do not find such
an indictment sanctioned by any law. [The learned judge
here stated that Cloete, J., who had left on circuit, concurred in the views expressed, and in a letter stated " My
judgment simply is, that I hold that there exists no law
which renders it illegal, still less criminal, to take 12 per
cent, on the loan of money at short dates," and continued.]
I am prepared to go further, and lay it down, upon the
authorities referred to, that the Placaat of Charles V. has
become totally obsolete by non-observance for upwards of
250 years, that this law having become obsolete, it by no
means follows that the Justinian law is to be regarded as
fixing the rate of interest, that fixing of interest being from
its very nature fluctuating, and not belonging to the class
pf laws fixing principles of right and wrong which are to
govern future laws.
;

:

Wateemeyer,

J ., said

:

—I shall

cinctly the rules which appear to

endeavour to state sucto have guided the

me

Courts of Holland in deciding questions of interest or of
upon which these rules rested.
In the absence of direct local enactments absolutely fixing
a rate of interest, the law which prevailed in Holland is our
law.
I am not disposed to detract at all from the value of
usury, and the foundation

the passages cited from the Code of Justinian. I look upon
these passages, together with the title " Befoenore et usuris,"
in the Digest, as being the fundamental authorities for the

modern doctrine of

interest throughout Europe, whether in

the countries where a fixed rate has been established, or in
those where the rate has been left to the stipulation of the
In the Corpus Juris, being the
parties to the contract.
great and authoritative storehouse of legal principle, the
doctrine was prominent, that

common

among

a civilized

equity in the transactions of daily life

people

demanded

the concession of the truth that the use of money was to be
calculated in money although, when civilization emerged
from the confusion of the dark ages, and increasing com;

merce brought this question clearly to the notice of governments and of mankind, philosophers maintained that money
could not beget money, and therefore interest was unnaVOL.

III.
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and the universal voice of the Church denounced
who took usury to the amount of a mite, as a breaker of

tural

}xim

;

[The learned iudsre referred to the condemnation of usury by the Fathers and mediseval divines,
and continued: } Charles V., in 1540, yielding in part .to
the spirit of the age, legalized the taking of interest, in
merchants lending their money for mercantile purposes, but
in the very next section of the law he shewed that the Canon
Law, in force in his dominions, which denied interest in
ordinary transactions, was not changed, except as to merchants, while all others lending on interest, even to merchants, were yet to be punished with the penalties of usury.
Charles V.'s law was not an amendment of the law of the
Code raising the mercantile 8 per cent, to 12 per cent. The
common law of Europe as to interest was then not the Code,
but the Canon Law, with its denunciation of all increase of
money, although, as no reader of history can be ignorant,
the common practice of Europe was extortionate interest
whenever money was borrowed. The position of the Canon
law and of the Civil Law throughout Germany and the Low
Countries before the Reformation, was that each of these
systems was a subsidiary law to the ancient law of the land
and the special enactments. The Canon Law, long before
the actual appearance of the Corpus Juris Canonici was
applied in practice in the same manner as the Eoman Law,
and, as of later origin, had the preference in the few matters
which have been differently called by them. Charles' Placaat, therefore, was no modification of Justinian's, but a
departure, forced by the age, from the Canon Law. Then
first the waning influence of the Church emboldened jurists
the law of God.

to oppose, in Courts of Justice, to the

authority of the

Fathers and of the Canon Law, that of the Christian

Em-

peror Justinian and of his Constitutions: and not long
after, in 1584, the authority of the Canon Law was wholly

abrogated in the Eeformed Netherlands.
In testimony of
may be observed that when, in 1563, the Court of

this it

for the first time gave a judgment on interest, they
decided that they would grant interest on mercantile book
debts at the rate of 12 per cent. The actual resistance to

Holland

the regal authority had not yet commenced, though in that
year the famous remonstrance of Orange, Egmont and Horn

had been written.

Merchants were entitled to 12 per

cent.

a
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by the Placaat

—and

under the Placaat, were
1590 the Dutch Court laid
down the rule that interest should be given a tempore morse
at the rate of 6^ per cent., and at the same rate to merchants
where there had been no stipulation of a certain rate
change had come over the country the Canon Law had
been abrogated the Protestant Eepublic had been in fact
•'

entitled to none.

others,' not

When

'

m

11

1

—

—

;

established.

The

principles of the law of Justinian, lega-

men, and not to merchants alone, then
governed the Courts but the tribunals of Holland, accepting the principle from Justinian, did not endeavour to force
on suitors the local rates of a thousand years before their
time, and the distinctions of the rank of persons who took
interest, which affected the rates in the beginning of the
sixth century. Again in 1610 the resolution was passed,
which is the foundation of the law as to the 16th penning
in Qrotius, and in which first the distinction is clearly taken
between the interest on a loan secured by hypothec, and
that on an unsecured loan. This distinction is not found in
Justinian nor in any statute law, but is derived from the
principle of the legality of interest, as found settled by
Justinian in opposition to the Canon Law. It is to be
lizing interest to all

;

observed in the Begtsgel. Ohservatien to De Groat's passage,
the writers, among whom were Lulius and Van der Linden,
distinctly assert that when De Groot wrote that " in our

country it is lawful for citizens to stipulate for the 16th
penning," he confined this rate to loans secured on hypoThis renders the statement intelligible in his Law of
thec.
War and Peace, written a few years after the Dutch Jurisprudence, that the ordinary interest was 8 per cent, in
Holland, the mercantile interest being 12 per cent. Where
then is the law which undoubtedly was administered in the
Dutch Courts, and decided what interest should be and
what should not be allowed in certain cases ? Justinian's
4 per cent, for the illustrious was not adapted to a country
where the most illustrious were merchants who were enhis 8 per cent, for merchants,
titled to the highest interest
it is clear, was not the mercantile limit, whether according
to practice or the Placaat of Charles, even Nieustadt, in the
passage where he speaks of 6 per cent, as the ordinary inJusterest, adding that 12 per cent, was the mercantile.
tinian's 6 per cent, on ordinary loans was made 7 per cent.
;
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His 4 per
cent, to which creditors were
^
some
money on mortgages to larmers

Courts.
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parts of the empire,

who

m
.

J,

March

lent

by a Constitution subsequent to those
which were quoted in the argument, never received any
notice at all. His 12 per cent, for maritime interest was
succeeded by the practice of no limitation of interest whatever for maritime risks. It is clear that Justinian's prinHow then
ciples governed the Courts, but not his rates.
were the rates arrived at in the various cases ? The reply
" The legality of taking
is given by Loenius, and is this
:

being established from the civil law, the rate was
inquired into and adjudged by the Court according to the
interest

circumstances of times, places and persons."

It

is

further

given in the words of Coren in his note to the case quoted
by Mr. Brand : " It is not a strange thing in law that the
quantity and rate of interest may be charged according as
is well or ill-secured."
Both of these writers
were judges of the Court whose decisions they report. In
truth, the question what was and what was not a stipulation
for extortionate interest or usury became one of mixed fact,
and law and more especially one of fact. Thus the Court

the creditor

^llowed 8 and 9 per cent, and more in certain circumstances.
In the case in Nieustadt the stipulated interest was reduced

from 24 to 6 per cent. In that in Coren the Court of Holland held that 10 per cent, should be reduced to 7 the
High Court that it should be reduced to 6. The textwriters, in assuming the rates, supply merely what was
established from time to time according to the circumstances of particular cases by the Court.
Van der Keessei
adds one of the ingredients by means of which the Courts
judged of the value of money and the rate beyond which
;

might become usury.
on the public debt, the security of which
was the credit of the State, was assumed to be a fit guide
for the rate on loans secured by mortgage.
On .simple
loans, without such security, the addition of one or two per
interest

The

cent,

interest

was not considered excessive. This was perhaps as
mode of computation as the knowledge of the

accurate a

nature of

money

at the date

of these judicial decisions

must be borne in mind that in 1610 the
distinction between the risks of secured and unsecured
loans had already been perceived and provided against by
would

allow.

It
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the Court

and yet in 1620

so eminent a theologian and
thought it necessary to prove in his Jwisprudence that interest was not wholly immoral and unnatural and even he was so far from being convinced by
his own argument that in his famous treatise of War and
Peace, published in 1625, he writes doubtingly whether
interest is in any circumstances permissible to Christians.
None of the decisions which have been cited is of later date
than the middle of the 17th century. But it is clear that
the method adopted to arrive at the necessary conclusion
of fact, was of a somewhat arbitrary nature.
The same
Courts, abiding by the same principles, would now probably
;

jurist as Chrotius

;

feel

bound

to

make

fuller inquiry into the nature of stipu-

is involved in the mere question of
the rate of the public debt, for the settlement of interest on
a loan secured by hypothecation, and the allowance of a

lation for interest, than

vague percentage of 1 per cent, or more beyond that rate
on unsecured loans. Acting on precisely the same principles, but with public inquiry, the Court might yet, on
proof of extortion or of actual or constructive fraud, reduce
a stipulation for the payment of 24 per cent, to 6 per cent.,

which is the case in Nieustadt, or to what might be deemed
the fair amount. It may be observed that this case in
Nieustadt is in itself a curious commentary on the law of
interest in Holland.
On the dissolution of partnership in a
loan bank, the retiring partner had stipulated that he
should receive 24 per cent, on the capital lent to his partner
for the purposes of trade.
The Court held the bargain an
extortionate one, the retiring partner being relieved from
all risk in the bank, and being well secured.
But it is not
unworthy of remark that the Loan Bank or Lombard Bank
in this case was entitled to charge its customers 33 per
cent, for advances on securities.
And Van Leeuwen's
chapter on Loan Banks, which were banks of exactly the
same nature as that established here by the Dutch Government and afterwards by the English, the regulations of
which were read by Mr. Brand, in fact pawnbroking on an
enlarged scale, explain that the different towns possessed
those banks with various rates of interest fixed in their
licences, ranging from 8, 12, 16 to 18, and 24, and, as we
see in the present instance from Nieustadt, 33 per cent. By
Justinian, bankers of a similar kind, the argentarid,

money-
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changers, money-lenders, and pawnbrokers, had been pl&ced

Marcii26.

as merchants, and were entitled to
In the cases of extortion within the limits
allowed to the loan banks, the Court could scarcely interfere, but in regard to all other stipulations of interest, could
inquire, and did inquire, on the same principles which
guided them in other contracts, whether a bargain to pay a

Dyason

vs.

Ruthven.

in the

same position

take 8 per cent.

on principles of equity be upheld or
leesio enormis, by which a
purchaser may be relieved of a bargain, where it is plain
that the disproportion between price and value is such that
in equity he should not be held to a ruinous contract,
would be applicable likewise, in a ruinous stipulation of
certain rate should

The

disallowed.

interest.

But

When men

principles of

rescissions of contract are always difficult.

it must be assumed that they know
what they contract, and it would probably be difficult to
obtain a rescission and restitution, unless proceedings
nearly akin to fraud were established. When the Dutch
Courts, acting far in advance of their age in establishing
the principle to which I have referred, thought that they
could likewise fix for all cases certain general rules, beyond
which the taking of interest would be fraud, and subject to
reduction, they approached perhaps near to the danger
which Mr. Brand has properly insisted this Court should

contract

cautiously avoid, that of legislation

But I rather

by

incline to the opinion, as

judicial tribunals.

it is

plain that these

rules were not always strictly observed, that acting

best information which they could obtain

tion for interest was opposed as usurious

when a

and

on the
stipula-

extortionate,

they inquired into the current rate, into the nature of the
risk, into the circumstances, and thereupon gave their judgments, not lightly setting aside a stipulation, but not permitting extortion amounting in their opinion to fraud.
On the same principles this Court, if prayed to set aside a
stipulation for interest, would be bound to inquire into, and
obtain the best testimony respecting the current rate, the
nature of the risk, the circumstances attendant on the

agreement, and thereupon we should give our judgment, most
certainly not lightly setting aside a stipulation, but in like
manner not permitting extortion. I have endeavoured, at
greater length than I had hoped, to explain the principles
which appear to me to have actuated the Dutch Courts in
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theix judgments.

The information is scanty, for the latest
upon the subject is prior to

"eo.

decision of any of these Courts

March

the settlement of this Colony, which has existed upwards of
200 years. It is well known that in the Netherlands, from
the accumulation of wealth in the 17th and the first half
of the 18th century, the rate of interest was very low, so

Dyason

low that money was frequently obtainable at 4, 3, and even
2 per cent. In such circumstances 6 per cent, in certain
cases might be extortion, and Van der Linden's dictwm on
the subject that aught beyond is usury would be borne out,
especially if his passage is to be read with the caution which

he and his coadjutors in the Begtsgeleerden Ohservatien
instruct us to employ in interpreting that of Grotius which
he cites, viz., that it has reference only to loans on security
of mortgage. But the very scantiness of I3ie decisions on
the subject, and the fact that Van der Keessel, in reviewing
all the authorities, produces none of later date, but speculates what ought and what ought not to be called usurious
interest according to the value of money when he wrote,
about the year 1800, tends very strongly to confirm the extract from MacouUoch on the subject, quoted hj the AttorneyGeneral.
There were no usury laws in the sense in which
usury laws existed in England, namely. Statutes of Usury,
except in as far as the portion of Charles vs. Placaat
establishing the 12 per cent, was in question. The Court
risks and the current value of money,
whether the stipulation was so enormous as to amount to a
fraud.
If MaccuUoch's historical statement be true, and it
seems to me to be quite in accordance with Van der Keessel's

judged from the

legal researches, there never was occasion to try the validity
of a stipulation for above 7 or 8 per cent, in ordinary transactions, or above 12 per cent, in a purely mercantile case

As respects the local enactments
between 1650 and 1800.
local custom, Mr. Brand has, I think, clearly established
that very nearly from the foundation of the Colony the
The Courts have
legal interest has been 6 per cent.
adjudged 6 per cent., and wherever in any enactments
mention has been made of interest, 6 per cent, has been
named as the legal rate. Eeference might have been
made to one additional Proclamation, that of Lord Charles
Somerset in 1822, when, in consequence of the failure in
the wheat harvest he authorised 200,000" rds. of paper
and

26.
vs.

812
I860.

March
Dyason

20,
vs.

currency to be issued for the purpose of being advanced in
ids. by the Lombard Bank "at the legal
interest of 6 per cent. " to such landed proprietors as could

gums of 5000

give full and

entire

security,

together with

collateral

But it is nowhere enacted that stipulations for
beyond this legal rate are illegal. The force of the

security.

interest

words " legal rate " in such position is the rate acknowledged by the Courts where there is no stipulation, and
nothing more. The very Act of Parliament 17 & 18 Vict,
c. 90, which wholly abrogates all statutes of usury in England, uses the words " legal rate " certainly not as a rate
beyond which stipulation for interest would be contrary to
law.
It is only in the Notarial Instructions of 1793 that
any prohibition is found. Notaries shall not insert higher
interest in instruments drawn by them than 6 per cent.
It would be an extension of these Instructions for law,
though they be to notaries, far beyond their legal intention,!
if we held that they constituted a statute fettering transactions without notarial intervention.
At the same time I
have no doubt that the same Government which issued
Instructions, to notaries would have felt no difSculty in
fixing the price of money, as they had no difficulty in fixing
the price of sheep, corn, and wine. But they have left us
no enactment of the kind. Being therefore guided by the
same principles which governed in the Courts of Holland,
in the absence of any class and definite local enactment, I
hold that the defendant has failed in his plea, that it is not
established that stipulations for interest beyond 6 per cent,

and that if any stipulation of interest be
attacked as liable to reduction, on the ground of usury or
extortion, this can only be done by offering proof of the
usury and extortion in the particular case.
are illegal

;

Plaintiffs Attorneys, JF airbridge & Hull."!
t Defendant's Attorneys, Reid & Nephew.
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Marriage.
Will.
Legitimate Portion.
PrO'
clamation of 8ir David Baird of 1806. Marriage-Order
in Council, 1838. Echt Begelmsnt of 1580.

* Children lorn

medan

rites

of a marriage celebrated according to Mohamin the Colony declared illegitimate, the cere-

monies deposed

to not establishing

a valid marriage.

Essentials to a valid marriage discussed.

In this case Ederoos Bronn sued Hester Carolina Hansen,
late Frits Bronn, and Abraham Denyssen,
secretary of the South African Association, in their capacity
as executors testamentary of the late Frits Bronn and
guardians of his minor heirs, and also the children of the
said Frits Bronn by a former marriage, to shew cause why
plaintiff should not be declared one of the heirs of the said
Frits Bronn and be ranked as such in the liquidation and

widow of the

distribution of his estate.

The
a

Bronn and
community of pro-

declaration alleged that about 1811 Frits

woman named Rykie were married

in

MohamFrom this

perty, according to the rites and ceremonies of the

medan Church,

to which they both belonged.

marriage were born the five defendants and the plaintiff.
On April 24, 1846, Rykie died, leaving Frits Bronn surviving, having previously by last will appointed him as
executor of her estate and guardian of her minor children.
That having liquidated the estate, Frits Bronn paid to
each of the children the inheritance due to them. That

Bronn entered

into a second marHansen, one of the defendants,
of which marriage were born several other children. That
in March, 1858, Frits Bronn died, leaving Hester C. Hansen
surviving, she, together with the children born out of the
second marriage, being by his last will appointed heirs of
That by this last will he also left to each of
his estate.
his other children by his first marriage one-twelfth of his
estate ; the only exception being the plaintiff, whose claim

on July

7,

1852, Frits

riage, with Hester Carolina

*

But

see

Act

16, 1860.

isso.
Feb.' \o.

BronrTw.
^Executore.'
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*^^ testator wholly passed by. That by his last will Frits
as the executors of his estate and guar-

Bronn appointed

dians of his minor heirs the South African Association and
Hester C. Hansen, who having framed a provisional account,
awarded to plaintiff no portipn of the estate of his late
Wherefore plaintiff prayed that he might be adfather.
judged by the Court to be one of the heirs of JFrits Bronn,
and entitled to be ranked as such in the liquidation and
and that the executors should be
distribution account
compelled to pay him such sum or sums of money as he
might by law be entitled to. The defendants pleaded the
;

general issue.

The facts of the case were not in dispute, the point to be
decided being, whether the plaintiff had been procreated in
lawful marriage and was entitled to a share of the estate, as
being a legitimate child.
By the first will, the survivor was allotted the usufruct of
a certain house the children were appointed, under this
joint will, the heirs of their father and mother the survivor
framed a distribution account in May 1847, according to
which it appeared that each child was entitled to £1 51 Is. 6d.,
for which amount each gave a receipt, deducting one-sixth
share of £550, the value of the house the usufruct of which
had been left to the survivor. In 1852 Frits Bronn married
the defendant Hansen in St. George's Cathedral, according
By the second joint will, in 1857 he
to Christian form.
left five-twelfths of the estate to five of the children of the
first marriage, but nothing to plaintiff.
Six-twelfths went
by will to the children of the second marriage. No grounds
were assigned in the will for excluding plaintiff. The
priest who married Frits Bronn and Eykie was dead.
Three
;

;

Malay

priests,

Mochamet Achmat, Abdol Wachab,

and,

Easdien, were examined at length as to the ceremonies, &c.,
The facts found by the Court,
of a Mohammedan marriage.

with reference thereto will appear from the judgments.
Denyssen, for plaintiff. In these marriages, the bride's
consent is always obtained from her nearest of kin in the
present case the consent has been proved ; this is the main
ingredient in marriage, and in a primitive state of society
That this was so with the
was all that was required.
:

Eomans
tit.

1,

1.

is

4

from Dig. lib. 50, tit. 17, 1. 30, and lib. 23,
and that it was the principle of the law of

clear
;

315
Scotland

is

clear from Ba/rge, vol.

i.,

pp. 172, 173

;

Kent's

Comm. (8th ed.) vol. 2, p. 51 PhilUmore's Principles and
Maxims of Jurisprudence, p. 156, Max. 25. In Holland also
consent made marriage see .De Qroot, bk. 1, ch. 5, § 16
2 2, 3).
Voet (23
The Marriage Ordinance issued in
;

;

:

——

Holland in 1580, rendering publication of banns necessary,
was introduced into the Colony, but was inapplicable to the
case before the Court.

—

[Cloete, J.
By the Edit Beglement of 1656 the Ordinance of 1580 was extended to Jews and Mohammedans.]
That merely applied to the marriage of Christians with
Jews or Mohammedans, not to the marriage of Mohammedan with Mohammedan. Sir David Baird's Proclamation of April 26, 1806 (1st Harding, p. 14) directing that
all marriages celebrated in the Colony should be performed
before " an ordained clergyman or a minister of the Gospel,"
This Proclamation
is the only law applicable to this case.
could not be held to embrace Mohammedans. In August v.
Bens (1 Menz. p. 203) this Court refused to hear the
There being no law applicable
evidence of a Malay wife.
to this case, the Court should, according to the principle
:

laid

down

in

Be

Groot, bk. 1, ch. 2, § 22, follow the course

which in their judgment and discretion appears most
suitable.
Van der Kessel (Thes. 18) laid down that under
such circumstances recourse should be had to the Roman
law, or, in the total absence of any local law, to the prinIn Eoman law consent was all
ciples of natural equity.
that was necessary. All the equity of the case is on plaintiff's
side.
The Marriage Order in Council has but a limited reThe first testatrospective effect and cannot apply here.
ment being a mutual will, argues community of property
this clearly proves the parties' mutual relations as husband
and wife, and this establishes plaintiff's legitimacy.
:

—

widow and executrix
It is not true
only
be
executed
between
husband
can
that mutual wills
only
evidence
mutual
will
furnishes
of a
the
wife
;
and
partnership, wholly independent of that created by marriage.
The plaintiff's claim must be decided by the law of the
Porter, A.G., for the

:

and this is the Eoman-Dutch law, and the case must
by the Placaats and Sir David Baird's Proclagoverned
be
land,

mation.

Van der Linden,

pp. 82-84, lays

down

that the

j^\i
reb^o.
j,"?™^" '"^,
Bxecatora.
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Dutch law consist
The Proclamation of 1806

solemnities of marriage according to the
of three publications of banns.

very precise in its terms, whatever reason there may have
„
been for it.
[Cloete, J.
Prior to 1795 no marriage was ever consummated where the parties did not appear before a minister this state of things continued till 1803, when the Dutch
Batavian Eepublic authorities arrived here. Then Commissary De Mist made his Political Ordinance in regard to
marriage contracts, and in that Placaat, the Marriage
Placaat for the Colony, all clergymen were passed by altogether.
No religious ceremony at all was required, and it
was emphatically laid down that a declaration should be
made that the parties had appeared before certain Commissaries appointed in the country districts, and upon this
fiat it was declared that the marriage had been lawfully
contracted.
With a view of doing away with this, Sir D.
Baird's Proclamation was passed.
[Wateemeyer, J.
In these days by far the larger portion of the Mohammedans were slaves, and consequently
unable to contract lawful marriages.]
According to the evidence, these Mohammedan marriages
can be put an end to, by the man alone, without reference
to the woman.
It has never been seriously considered that
a Court, without legislation, could import the whole Mohammedan marriage law into the law of the Colony. Legislation must meet the difficulty;
ig
,

.

:

—

;

:

—

Turner, for the other defendants, submitted to the judgof the Court.

ment

Cur. adv.

vult.

Posted, (Feb. 20).

Hodges, C.
this case

is

—

J.
The question submitted to the Court in
of a very important character, inasmuch as its
:

decision will affect the legitimacy of a very intelligent and
meritorious class of Her Majesty's subjects who have long

been settled in this Colony, including too the right of

pro-

perty, rights to the claims of parentage, consanguinity and
affinity, all of them matters of the deepest importance to

persons
sation.

who have obtained any the
The plaintiff states in the

least degree of civili-

declaration that he

is
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the son of one Frits Bronn deceased, by Eykie his wife, and
that in 1811 his father and mother were married in com-

munity of property according to the rites and ceremonies of
the Mohammedan church to which they belonged, and that
the plaintiff and five other children, made defendants in the
action,

were born out of the said marriage.

It

is

then

stated that Eykie, the plaintiff's mother, died in 1846, leav-

ing a will, whereby she appointed her husband executor of
her estate, which was duly liquidated according to law, and

Bronn entered into a second marriage
with one of the defendants, of which marriage several children were born, and that Frits Bronn died in 1858, leaving
several children by his second marriage, and by the will he
that in 1852, Frits

widow and her children the heirs of his estate, and
he also left one-twelfth of his estate between the children of Bykie, his first wife, excepting, however, the plaintiff, whose claim to a share he wholly ignored and passed
by, and the plaintiff prays that he may be adjudged by
this Court to be one of the heirs of Frits Bronn, and entitled
The
to be ranked as such in the distribution account.
left his

defendants traverse the allegations contained in the declaration, and the point we have to determine (for all the
other facts are admitted), is whether the plaintiff is the
The marriage of Frits Bronn
legitimate son of his father.
with Eykie, in 1811, according to the ordinary forms used

Mohammedan Church, was not disputed, nor was it
disputed that they lived together as man and wife until
Eykie's death, in 1846, bringing up their children in the
in the

ordinary course, and that they lived on good terms with each
other, as proved by the will which Eykie made in favour of
Frits Bronn.

The only proof offered by the

parties consisted

of the evidence given by Mohammedan priests, who stated
what ike practice of their Church was, with respect to
the solemnization of marriage. They were evidently unlettered men, probably exercising some trade to contribute

towards their subsistence ; but the statements they made as
to the marriage ceremony were, although somewhat contradictory, sufficient to give a general idea of the ceremonial
of marriage in the Mohammedan Mosques in this Colony.
First, the intended husband asked for the consent of the

woman's parents to the union, and then,
was permitted to visit at the house of

Jie

if it

was obtained,

his intended wife.

jl^%
Feb. w.

]i,^'[2B'^.''nn'.s

Executors.
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Executors,

-A-fter

a time, when the marriage

is

to take place, two wit-

summoned, who go to the Mosque or other place
where the marriage ceremony is performed, accompanied by
the father of the intended wife and the intended husband,
and then the Mohammedan priest calls upon the two witnesses are

nesses to take notice that he marries these two persons as

well for this world, as the world to come.

It was also said,

that something was read from a book, probably a portion of

the Koran. I do not enter into a more minute statement as
to the facts, because in the view I take of this case it is unnecessary so to do. But I may add, that the witnesses all

agreed that a Mohammedan may have more than one wife,
and may have a divorce if he become tired of his wife.
The question is, whether the marriage solemnized between

Bronn and Eykie in a form like the above, Frits Bronn
and Eykie being then both single and unmarried, and they
living together afterwards as man and wife, constitutes a
Frits

valid marriage in this Colony.

Now

marriage

is

a con-

dition Divine in its institution, originating with our first
parents ; therefore older than the Jewish Dispensation, and
it is only by the development of Christianity, that the

sacred and mysterious union has been clearly revealed to
mankind, and has enjoined a strict observance of its require-

ments, and one of the

first

of these requirements

amongst

is,

polygamy is unlawful, and that
marriage is only good when contracted with a man who
is not already married to another woman.
On this point,
Story in his Conflict of Laws, §§ 113, 114, says
" The
all

Christian nations, that

:

—

most prominent if not the only exceptions to the rule, that
marriage is to be decided by the law of the place where
it is made, are these :
marriages involving polygamy and
incest
Christianity is understood to prohibit polygamy and incest, and therefore no Christian would recognise

—

;

.

.

.

polygamy

.

or incestuous marriages."

And

this statement

and approved of by SiE C. Ceesswell in
the late case of Brook vs. Brook (4 Jur. N.S., p. 317 and
9 H. L. 193). If therefore this question had arisen in a case
where a Mohammedan had, in the lifetime of the first wife
taken a second, I should not have entertained a doubt, be-

of the law

cause I

is

am

cited

clearly of opinion that such a contract would not
be, and I trust never will be, treated as a

and could not
marriage

;

but in the case before the Court, no such bar ex-
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and it must be assumed that when Frits Bronn accepted
Rykie as his wife at the hands of the priest, he was an unmarried man. The question is, whether any bar existed to
1.
,,,,
TT
^r

isted,

.»

-r,

m
•

prevent that marriage from being valid. Mr. Denyssen,
his argument, contended that by the Eoman Dutch Law
consent and consent alone was all that was required for the
purpose of marriage, and he cited Digest 50-17-30 and 2511-32, and Voet, 23-22, and other authorities
and these
;

certainly satisfied

me that his argument would

be applicable

to this case unless there was something peculiar to the

law of this Colony, which rendered this general rule of the
Roman Law inapplicable. I may here observe that it was
not only the rule of the Roman Law, but it prevailed
in England previous to the introduction of the Marriage
Act. In Jacobs' Law Dictionary, article " Marriage," a work
of authority, it is said, " Nothing more is required to complete marriage by the laws of England, than a full, free, and
mutual consent between parties not disabled to enter into
that state by their near relation to each other, infancy,
pre-contract, or impotency, and as to the solemnization of
marriage this is a civil rite regulated by the laws and
customs of the nation where we reside, and every State
allows such privileges to the parties as it deems expedient
and denies legal advantages to those who refuse to solemnize
their marriage in the manner the State requires." But they
cannot dissolve a marriage celebrated in another manner,
marriage being a Divine institution to which only the full
and free consent of the parties is necessary. Before the time
of Pope Innocent III., there was no solemnization of marriage in the churches, but the man came to the house
the woman inhabited and led her home to his own house,
which was all the ceremony then used. I do not here stop
to inquire whether by the Dutch law in force in this Colony
previous to the regulations of the Batavian Government in
1804, banns of marriage were required to be published,
because I have come to the conclusion that however that

may be, the Proclamation of Sir David Baird, in 1806, prohibited any marriage whatever for the future, except in the
manner pointed out. I arrive at that conclusion with great
reluctance, but I cannot overlook the express terms in
which that Proclamation is framed; nor can I say that
it ought to be applied to cases of Christian marriages only.

i^eo.
Feb.'

w.

Bronn m.
Frits Bronn's

Executors.
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'^^^

Landdrosts and Heemraden, and

the Matrimonial

Mohammedans

Court, had authority to marry

as well as

and there were
r^ ^
^^
the Colony, wno would pro-

Christians previously to that Proclamation,

-_,

^

,

Mohammedaus then

...

.

m
•

living

t

1

bably have no objection to present themselves before the
Civil Officers.

though scarcely probable,

It is possible,

even the authors of that Proclamation may have
forgotten that there were persons not Christians, who might
desire to be married for the purpose of obtaining the civil
rights which belong to marriage but whether that were so
that

;

or not, the words of the enacting clause are so strong that I
feel

compelled to give them

The Proclamation
" Proclamation by

Ms

is

effect.

as follows

Excellency,

:

Sir

D. Baird, &o.

Whereas

in

the regulations issued by the late Batavian Government, dated 20th
September, 1804, it is ordered and decreed that, in the country districts
of the settlement, marriages may be celebrated by the several Landdrosts
and Heemraden, without the ceremony being performed by an ordained
clergyman or the assistance of the Church being in any way required.
Now, having taken the above regulation and this new custom into my
most serious consideration, and reflecting that in all civilized countries,
where the Christian religion is professed and respected, the marriage
ceremony is justly reckoned a holy institution connected with the sacred
principles of religion, and not (as these regulations would infer) a mere
civil contract, I therefore by virtue of the power and authority vested in
me by His Britannic Majesty, do strictly prohibit the court for matrimonial affairs, as also the Landdrosts and Heemraden of the several
country districts, from performing the marriage ceremony in future, and
do hereby order and direct that all marriages in this settlement, as was
the case before the regulations before-mentioned were issued, are to be
performed in the former manner by an ordained clergyman or minister
of the Gospel, belonging to the settlement.''

None

therefore but an ordained clergyman or minister of

the gospel could in

my

opinion? perform a valid marriage

in this Colony after the promulgation of this proclamation

—at

all

events from 1806 to 1838,

when other

regulations

were issued. Although I regret that a person professing
the Mohammedan religion was thus virtually debarred from
a legal marriage, however willing they might be to engage
in that state and live a chaste life with one wife, I rejoice
that this most defective state of the law has been detected

and exposed, and

I trust that in a short time, if it

sidered that the orders issued

do not contain provision

by the Privy Council

is

con-

in 1838

sufficient for that purpose, the
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sacred institution of marriage will be brought by some welldevised law within the reach of the people of this Colony who
have not yet embraced the greater blessings which they would
obtain by Christian marriage, by which I mean of course marriage to one wife, which, among the heathen ought to be sanc-

tioned and encouraged

an

by

law.

It

is,

even amongst them,

—a glimmer of the light

institution of a divine character

once shining in Paradise, which

is still vouchsafed to them.
embracing marriage, polygamy and incest among them
will be checked and discontinued their wives will be placed
under the protection of the law, and a step will thus be
taken in the right direction to prepare them for the legitimate blessings accompanyihg Christian marriage. Upon
these grounds I am of opinion that the defendants are

By

;

entitled to the

Bell,

J.

:

judgment

of the Court.

—I arrive at the same

conclusion as the Chief

JosTiCE, though on grounds somewhat different.

If I

had

seen in this case any agreement of writing between the
parties, to devote themselves to each pther as man and wife,
I should, notwithstanding the Proclamation of 1806, have

been inclined to regard it as a legal marriage, notwithstanding that it had been celebrated according to the
Mohammedan faith. It has been deposed that the Mohammedan law allowed four women as wives to one man, at one
time, and if the first is treated as a legal wife, the others
must be taken as living in a state of concubinage or adultery.

The

plaintiff, in

my opinion, is

not entitled to recover,

because there has never been anything but a state of concubinage a state not recognized by the law.

—

Clobte,

J.,

concurred.

Wateemeyee,

J.

:

—The

plaintiff in this action claims,

that as a legitimate child of the late Frits Bronn, he

is

entitled to his legal portion, notwithstanding the terms of

the will by which he
estate.

is

excluded from any share in the

If a legitimate child, born in lawful wedlock, he

has a right to make this claim if not born in lawful wedhe has not this right. His legitimacy is thus asserted.
He is admittedly a son of Frits Bronn by one Eykie.
About the year 1811, the testator, then a Mohammedan, took
;

lock,

Vol.

III.

Y
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Mohammedan,

likewise a

as his wife,
Tm

and

con-

it is

-1

-1

ceded by the defendants that the Mohammedan ceremony of
Frits Bronn and Eykie lived
marriage was performed.
together from 1811 to the date of Eykie's death in 1846,
and had several children. During Eykie's lifetime, Frits
Bronn, then still a Mohammedan, took another Mohammedan

one Hester and the two women lived in the same house
with the testator, both as his wives, until Eykie's death.
With the fact, likewise admitted, that in 1852, some time

wife,

;

after the death of

Eykie, Frits Bronn, who had then become

a Christian, married, according to the formulary of the

Church of England this second Mohammedan wife, who had
become a Christian, the claim of the plaintiff has
no necessary connection. The simple but most important
likewise

question for the Court to decide

is this

:

—Was the contract

by which Eykie became, in a Mohammedan sense, and according to the

Mohammedan ceremonial, the wife

of Fritz Bronn,

a contract fulfilling the conditions of a valid marriage by
the law of this Colony ? For the same reasons as those
stated by

my

brother Cloete, I think I

am

giving a silent assent to the judgment.

by

jurists to

generis that
it

be a contract

sm

generis

—so

not justified in
Marriage is said

completely

some of the most eminent have contended

sui

that

should rather be called a " status," a civil institution, than

It is the union and cohabitation of one man
with one woman, to endure till the death of the first dying,
with the intention of having and rearing legitimate offspring.

a contract.

It is based on consent as between the individuals it cannot
be dissolved by such consent. Its dissolution cannot take
place except by death, or by an act of the law, which has
provided fixed rules whereby a marriage may be dissolved,
;

on

proof, before a

competent Court, of

facts,

which may

entitle one or the other of the persons thus united for life
to

demand

period of

them.

its

a severance of this union before the natural
dissolution

by the death

Perhaps, in legal phraseology,

marriage
involved

of the first dying of
it

may

be said that

a civil institution in which two contracts are
the one a contract between the individuals that

is
:

term during which they shall both live, they shall
be in the language of Scripture, " one flesh ;" and the other,
a contract between them, on their being thus " one," with
the society of which they form a part, that they shall not
for the

—

;;
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possess the power, but that society

alone through tHe law
ciples of policy
its

and

i.e.,

the sovereign will

—shall have the power, on fixed prin-

justice, of dissolving the union, before

natural termination.
It

but as far as the power of the parties themselves
it is indissoluble.
The husband cannot by his
own will sever the bond, nor can the wife nor can, by the
consent of both, the marriage once subsisting be broken.
is

;

concerned,

—

It will

be observed from what has preceded, that marriage,

it, is monogamy in its ordinary sense, is
not essentially or necessarily only a Christian institution,
although what is called marriage amongst Christians is
now universally monogamy and, although the sanctity of
the marriage is far more rigidly regarded among Christians,
the heathen nations, the Eomans and the Germans, from
whom many of the institutions of civilized Europe are de-

as

we understand

;

monogamists in a fair sense of the word
they held that a man may have but one lawful wife,
and a woman one lawful husband, at the same time, and
that the contract endured for life. This was before Christianity arose. On the other hand, the people through whom
Christianity was immediately derived by us, the Jews, like
other Asiatics, admitted polygamy. It is an error, therefore, to treat marriage as primarily a Christian institution,
although ordinarily among Christians a religious obligation
accompanies the social contract, and the ceremony has been
According to legal
usually performed in facie ecclesim.
principle, the consent, which is the proof of marriage, may
be testified equally in facie ecclesim, or before a civil magis-

rived, were both

that

is,

such other manner as the
but there is marriage, provided the consent be clearly testified, and the
contract be what I have described as marriage in law the

trate, or before witnesses, or in

laws of a particular state

may

require

—

;

" conjunctio

hominis atque feminsB, individuum vitae consortivm continens," the union of a man and a woman involv-

ing the living together for life, for better, for worse, as
husband and wife. It being not of the essence of marriage
that the persons contracting it should be Christians, Jews

may
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essential to marriage, therefore, that there shall be

is

consent
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contract valid marriages, and so

may Mohammedans

and the law of that Christian community must necessarily
be unjust which prohibits the marriage of Jews, or of

y
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or it must be imperfect
or of infidels
which does not provide for the marriages oi such persons,
or which burdcus their consciences in the provision made.
It likewise follows that, independently of statutory enactments respecting the mode in which the consent to the
marriage must be testified, proof of perfect consent, and of
the intention of the parties to enter what the law knows as
the marriage state, would suffice as proof of lawful wedlock.
But, for many reasons of public policy, society, which has

Mohammedans,

;

!•

T

an equal interest in the sanctity and integrity of marriage
with the individuals who contract it, has required certain
safeguards against improper, prohibited, and clandestine

some instances the public notice of
intended marriages, called the proclamation of banns, the
publicity of the ceremony itself, and the interposition in
marriages, and hence in

many

countries of the priest, who, while

some consider him

alone clothed with authority to minister what they deem a
sacrament, and others regard, though not a sacrament, a
sacred religious rite,
riage officer as

is

much

in a legal point of view the maras

the magistrate who, in other

have been or have not been the
sacerdotal benediction, confirms the marriage bond. Passing
from these general remarks, I proceed to inquire what are
the statutory enactments on the subject of marriage in this
Colony which would govern a marriage of the year 1811 ?
Sir David Baird's proclamation of April 21, 1806, was the
statute law of the Colony at the time when this alleged
marriage was contracted. In 1804, during the brief occupation of the Cape by the Dutch Eepublic after the Peace
of Amiens, Commissary-General De Mist had introduced
new Marriage Eegulations. In virtue of these Eegulations,
contrary to the practice which had prevailed in the Colony
to that date, marriages were solemnized, or rather "confirmed," which is the word answering to " hevestigd," before
the Landdrost and Heemraden the civil authorities in the
country districts. In 1805 a lay matrimonial Court was
established for the same purpose in Capetown.
In 1806,
Sir David Baird, "reflecting," to use the words of the
proclamation, "that in all civilized countries where the
Christian religion is professed and respected the marriage
ceremony is justly reckoned a holy institution connected
with the sacred principles of religion, and not as these Eegucountries, whether there

—
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would infer, a mere civil contract," strictly prohibited
" the Court for matrimonial affairs and the Landdrost and
lations

Heemraden

of the country districts from performing the

marriage ceremony in future," and further ordered and
directed " that all marriages in this settlement, as was the
case before the regulations before mentioned were issued,
are to be performed in the former manner by an ordained

clergyman or minister of the Gospel belonging to the settlement." Sir David Baird clearly contemplated Christian
marriages and no other. At the date of his proclamation
the large proportion of those whose descendants now profess
the Mohammedan religion were slaves. Slaves could con-

no lawful marriage. That there could be a marriage
heathens would probably have been treated as an

tract

of

absurdity by the author of the preamble of this enactment
of the legislature of the day.
But an erroneous opinion on

and sufficiently expressed by the
framer of this particular enactment in its introduction, does
not change the general law.
This error in no respect
vitiates the enactment, which, to the full extent of its legal
intention, is valid. All belonging to a professedly Christian
church of the Colony were bound by its terms. Marriage
this subject, entertained

" in facie

"

and no other was valid as to them. But
law existed by which Jews could legally enter into
the marriage state, or Mohammedans or heathens, there is
nothing in the Proclamation repealing or annulling such
prior law.
The provisions of the Proclamation are imperative indeed, but are not to be drawn beyond their fair scope.
Those who professed Christianity alone were intended. Notwithstanding the statute in England of 1753 regulating the
marriages of Englishmen, the marriage of Jewish residents
in England not according to the statute, according to their
own ceremonial, were acknowledged valid, because, though
domiciled in England, the religious solemnization imposed
on English Christians by the law was not imposed on them.
ecclesise

if prior

It is true that a section of the

Act in question

states that it

does not extend to Jews and to Quakers, nor to the Kingdom of Scotland. But if I am correct in saying that the

proclamation legislated only for Christians, and left the
laws as regarding persons not Christians in the same position
as they were before its promulgation, there is no distinction

whatever between Jews in this Colony, or Mohammedans in

isso-
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and Jews or
Quakers in England, in regard to the Marriage Act. In
order to arrive at the law which remained in force, it is
neccssary to examine rather more particularly what was
In the preamble of
actually repealed by Sir David Baird.
De Mist's Ordinance, which bears date September 20, 1804,
he states that from the earliest days of the Colony to that
time all persons desirous of entering into the matrimonial
state were compelled to travel from the most distant parts
of the country to Capetown in order to have their marthis Colony, in regard to the Proclamation,

.

.

riages solemnized.

Deeming

it

necessary to terminate this

grievance, he

appointed marriage commissioners in the
various districts, consisting of the Landdrost and two

Heemraden, whose duty

it was to receive notice of the intended marriages, to enregister the espousals, to cause
publication of the banns by proclamation at the Courthouse on three consecutive Sundays, and to afSx the names
on the board usually employed for public announcements
to inquire and decide upon alleged impediments to the
marriage and finally, after the three proclamations of
banns shall have been made, and no impediment shall have
appeared to stay the marriage, the betrothed persons shall
be confirmed in marriage by the same commission before
whom the enregistering of the espousals has taken place,
according to such form as shall be customary by the law of
the land. There is a further article which enacts that, after
such solemnization and confirmation of the marriage, it
shall be lawful for the parties to obtain the benediction
thereof in such manner as they may think fit, according to
:

their religious convictions.

It appears to

me

that

De

Mist,

having larger and more statesmanlike views than Baird,
looked to the future, and while in the 33rd section he expressly made mention of the prohibition by the law of
marriage of a Christian with a heathen, of a slave with a
free person, or of a slave with a slave, he contemplated the
possibility and policy of lawful marriage of non-Christian
with non-Christian competent to contract marriage.
I
entertain this opinion, notwithstanding some expressions in
the Ordinance, showing that at the time it was supposed
that none but Christians would avail themselves of the

By this Ordinance it seems
could contract marriage with a

power of contracting marriage.
to

me

clear that a free

man
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woman, following the provisions of the law, whether the
Mohammedans, or heathens.
Now Sir David Baird's proclamation does not appear to me
,
1
1.1
to have repealed
any respect the power of those persons
free

parties were Christians, Jews, or

m
.

1

to contract lawful marriage; but

it

effectually destroyed

the machinery by which the marriage of such persons was
to be solemnized,

by forbidding the matrimonial commisany marriage at all and thus, those

sioners to solemnize

;

whose marriage provision was made according to certain
forms to be observed by them, were thrown back to the law
as it existed before these provisions were made.
Sir David
Baird did not pronounce the marriage of Jew with Jew, nor
of Mohammedan with Mohammedan, null and void but the
machinery by which De Mist had provided for the solemnization of these marriages, which the general law allowed,
was destroyed.
How, then, were Mohammedans, whose
marriage could yet take place, to be joined in lawful wed;

lock

?

The

principal peculiarity of the Echt Begelment of

1580j which, with the Placaats of 1656, constitutes the old

law of Holland on the subject, and which, where not altered
by imperial or local enactments, is our law, is that it in
plain terms declares not only that there shall be three publications of banns before the celebration of the marriage,
but that failure in this respect will render the marriage
null. Up to the date of the Keformation neither in Holland
nor in any country in Europe had want of the publication
of banns effected nullity of a marriage otherwise duly
contracted.

Penalties, ecclesiastical censure, limitation of

power over the wife's property, followed clandestine marriages, whether performed by a priest or simply consensual,
but their validity was not affected. The custom of publishing banns was instituted by a decree of the Lateran
Council under Innocent III. in 1215. The priest who
assisted or countenanced a clandestine marriage was suspended from the performance of sacerdotal duties, the
parties were subject to penalties, but the marriage was
good. It was not until 1546 that, by a decree of the
Council of Trent, marriages not according to the forms
prescribed by the church were wholly invalid and null. It
may be laid down as certain that from the institution of
Christianity to the Council of Trent, in the West at least,
although the ecclesiastical law of Europe after a time re-
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quired that for the due performance of the ceremony there
should be the intervention of the priest, and afterwards that
for the prevention of the evils of clandestine unions there

should be due publication of banns, neither the interposition
of the priest nor the publication of the banns was of the
essence of the marriage. The consensual marriage that of
the civil law still recognized in Scotland was up to the

—

—

last-mentioned period a perfect marriage in all the States
Indeed Sanchez, in his treatise
of Continental Europe.

"Be

8.

Matrimonio (2-5-1), says distinctly that prior to

the Council of Trent consensual marriages without the
intervention of a priest were as fully a sacrament as marriages performed
hentes

and

by a

sumt ministri

further,

priest

;

for, as

confioientes

he adds,

" Ipsi contra-

saorainentmn, matrimonii"

"Ante Tridentinwm clandestinwm

erat

verwm

matrimoniwm."

In England consensual marriages were likewise known,
all the effects of those in which there was an
intervention of the priest, whether clandestinely or in facie
But, even in England, so fully was the consensual
ecclesise.
marriage held to be " verwm matrim<miwm, " that the ecclesiastical court could compel solemnization in facie ecclesix,
declaring null a second marriage by either party entered
but had not

into with the observation of the strictest formalities.

Emperor

As far

Netherlands, a Political Ordinance of the
Charles V. had regulated marriages 1540, in

as regards the

—

which severe penalties are attached to a breach of the prescribed forms.

But the principle

is

not yet departed from,

that the consensual marriage was valid, whatever the penalties inflicted for disobedience to the Ordinance. But there
is

no doubt about the stringency of the enactment of 1580.
observed, the marriage was void. The 13th

The forms not

article declares that all such marriages as shall not have
been contracted and celebrated in this manner shall be and
are declared to be by these presents null and void and of no
So strict are the proforce, and without existence in law.

visions of this enactment, that where, in articulo mortis, the

who was the marriage officer according to law,
was called, and confirmed the dying man in marriage (to
use the Dutch expression) with a woman with whom he had
cohabited, for the purpose of legitimising the children
magistrate,

according to the prescribed form, the Dutch Courts, after
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much discussion, held the marriage bad, because the due
proclamation of banns had not preceded it, notwithstanding
it was admitted that the banns are not, on the general
principle, " of the essence " of marriage. The Echt Begelment

that

of 1580

may be said briefly to

constitute the clergymen of the

various parishes and likewise certain civil functionaries

marriage

officers,

by whom the proclamation

of banns on

three consecutive Sundays or market days was to be made,

and by whom the marriage was thereafter solemnized. Jews
as well as Christians were bound to observe the forms prescribed by the law. It appears that the Jews in Holland
did not fully conform to it, but to a certain extent continued
own ceremonies. In 1656, for certain reasons,
on a petition of the Portuguese Jews, who, expelled from
Portugal, had settled in Holland, certain marriages were
declared by the States General valid, although the Echt Be-

the use of their

gelment had not been observed,

but it was then strictly
enacted that thenceforward Jews should be bound to the
Echt Begelment as fully as Christians, and that their marriages
would be equally invalid with those of Christians without
this conformity.
Hence, Voet (23, 2, 3) lays down that, if
the Echt Begelment have not been observed, " the marriage
is ipso jwe null, whatever be the condition in life of those
who have contracted it, even to this extent that Jews resident in Holland are equally ordered to yield to the necessity
of this triple proclamation of banns, and it is not sufficient
that they have entered into marriage according to the ceremonies of their law." No doubt Voet would have laid down
exactly the same law as to Mohammedans. Now the law
provided the manner in which the banns could be published
and in which the marriage could be contracted before the
And to
civil functionary as well as before the clergyman.

would be no answer that the contract of marriage
No doubt in as
had been entered into in some other way.
far as the Begelment of 1580, supplemented by that of 1656,
was applicable, it was the law of the Colony before the EeguBut it is likewise clear
lations of De Mist were issued.
from De Mist's preamble, that up to that date no marriages
this law it

were solemnized at all except Christian marriages in facie
There never appears to have been any machinery
ecclesite.
in the Colony for the purpose of carrying out the Echt Begelment, except in as far as it was carried out by the publica-
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tion of banns by the clergyman, and the performance of the
marriage ceremony by him. The " Collegii van Huwelijks
Zalceu " had existed before De Mist's Ordinance, inquired
ni
mto the legality of the intended marriage, and authorized
the publication of banns, and the performance of the ceremony by the clergyman. There certainly appears to have
been no arrangement for the publication of banns by any
other than the clergyman, or for the performance by any
other officer of the Government. If this be the case, it
seems not to be an unwarrantable conclusion, that, there

itt

oi-

ii

•

being in fact an impossibility for Mohammedans and Jews
to have their marriages performed according to the Eeht
Begelment, for want of the civil officers, on the principle that
"nemo cogitur ad impossihilia," the consensual marriage duly
attested to the satisfaction of a Court still survived.
Thus,
certainly, before 1804, and although it may be said that by
Sir David Baird's proclamation, the possibility of publication of banns by civil officers was not absolutely taken away
(though this seems doubtful), it is plain that the solemnization of the marriage, except in the particular manner sanctioned by a clergyman, was rendered impossible. In England the non-publication of banns did not invalidate marriage
Lord Hardwicke's Act (26 George II. c. 33),
before 1758.
which required solemnization of marriage according to the

meet the great evil of the clandestine
marriages which the infamous traffic of the Fleet Parsons
had forced on the Legislature. This Act by which one evil
was destroyed, to be replaced at once by the Gretna Green
system, nullified marriages where there had not been publirubric was passed to

cation and solemnization according to the rubric.

English

even Dissenters, who were in theory members of
the Church of England, were bound by this Act till lately.
Quakers, who were treated with special tenderness, were
exempted; and the Act did not, as mentioned before,
extend to Jews. Lord Stowell in Ending v. Smith (2 HagChristians,

gard, p. 384) gives the following reasons for the exemption
of the Jews from the operation of the

—

Act
" In our country,
and in many others, there is a body, numerous, respectable
and distinguished by a great singularity of usages, who
though native subjects under the protection of the general
law., are in many respects governed by institutions of their
own, and particularly in their marriages for it being the
:

;

,
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mankind to consecrate their marriages by religious ceremonies, the differences of religion in all countries
that admit residents professing religions essentially differ-

practice of

unavoidably introduce exceptions in that matter to the
universality of that rule, which makes mere domicile the
constituent of an unlimited subjection to the laws of the
country. The true statement of the case results to this, that
ent,

when admitted, furnish the real law for the
excepted cases
the general law steers wide of them. The
matrimonial law of the Jews is their own matrimonial law,
and an English Court " Christian," examining the validity
of a marriage, would examine by that law and by that law
only, as has been done in cases that have been determined
in this Court on those very principles." * * * * jJe adds,
the exceptions,

;

"There

is

a Jus gentium in this matter, a comity which

treats with tenderness, or at least with toleration, the opinions

and usages of a distinct people in this transaction of marriage."
Now, inasmuch as Sir David Baird's proclamation,
as far as the different circumstances of the country would
admit, although awkwardly, assimilated the law here to
that then in force in England, the difference being that

recognized ministers of the Gospel were here placed in the
same position as in England clergymen of the Church of

England, the position of Mohammedans here became legally
the same as that of Jews in England after the Act of
George II. Two cases are reported in Haggard's Consistory
Reports in which, in the Ecclesiastical Court, Lord Stowell

The
inquired into the validity of Jewish marriages.
Jewish ceremonies were minutely examined, and in both
instances the marriages were held invalid, in the one case
(Lindo V. Belisario, 1 Haggard, 216), because what had taken
place amounted merely to a betrothal, and the ceremonies
required to attest a perfect consent to marriage were not
satisfied, and in the other (Goldsmid v. Bromer, 1 Haggard,
324) because of a defect in the witnesses to the ceremony.
In these cases the whole inquiry was as to the ceremonies
by Jewish customs. It appears to have been taken for
granted that the Jewish European marriage was the same as
that which is jus gentium marriage in all European states,
and the ceremonies were examined to obtain evidence
whether there was or was not the perfect consent on which
marriage is founded the complete Jewish ceremony fur-

—
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nishing the best evidence of what among Jews was consent
As the result of the examination of this
to marriage.
portion of the case, I would venture to be of opinion that,

provided the contract between Eykie and Frits Brown
were really in its essence marriage according to the
law of the land the union of one man with one woman for
we should hold it good, if on
better, for worse, for life
examining Mohammedan ceremonies we found full evidence
of the consent in which the marriage is founded notwithstanding that Sir David Baird's proclamation has not been

—

—

;

and inasmuch as it could not be followed. And I
should be of the same opinion if this were a marriage which
took place after the Marriage Order in Council of 1838, inasmuch as there is nothing in that Order in Council affecting such Mohammedan marriages as may have been legal
But was the contract marriage ? I perbefore its date.
fectly agree with what has fallen from my brother Bell on
The information which we received from the
this subject.
Mohammedan priests as to the ceremony which they performed was of a most conflicting and unsatisfactory nature.
The assertion of the senior priest that he told the parties,
or rather the future husband alone, that the marriage is for
this world and the next, proves his ignorance of the doctrines
But the facts in evidence substantiate the
of his religion.
nature of the contract, and it is not that of marriage. Where
the contract is cohabitation, not for life but for a period
long or short, terminable at the caprice of the man, it is
concubinage and not marriage. Where the contract is with
one woman, the man so cohabiting with her having the
right of introducing three other women to his bed with the
followed,

dignity of equal wifehood, the intention of the
in entering into this contract

is

first

woman

not marriage but likewise

Selden has accurately stated in his 'Jus

concubinage.

Qentivm apiid Eehraos,' the distinction between the ancient
Jewish marriage, with which the Mohammedan may to
some extent be assimilated, and the European marriage
jure gentium. In giving the definition of marriage among
the ancient Hebrews he says, " Matrimonium est virietfeminie sive unius vel plwium feminarum, tarn in concuUtu quam
consensu prmeunti

cohabitation,

conjunctio vitse consuetudinem eontinens."

man with one or more women involving
&c.
He adds that the word " individuam " is

The union of a

—
;
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omitted in this definition, though an important part of
Justinian's, which is, viri et muUeris conjunctio individvum
vitae consuetudinem cowfo'wews," because of the admission by
the Jews of repudiation sine causa and polygamy there was
neither monogamy nor indissolubility as required when the
Eoman law had been purified by Christian influences, and
repudiations at will and divorces hona gratia were abolished
when, in fact, the latest definitions of that law, being those
which the whole of civilized Europe acknowledges, were
given.
The comity of which Lord Stowell speaks will
dispense with certain ceremonies then belonging to the
domicile, while there is really marriage contracted, but does
not admit of a change in the social institution. If Selden's
definition, undoubtedly a correct one, of the ancient Hebrew
marriages, had applied to the Jewish marriages in England
at the end of last century. Lord Stowell could not have
entertained a question as to marriage of a nature so utterly
different from that which the law administered acknowledged as marriage. Equally so with the Mohammedans.
If what they call marriage is not what we call marriage, in
its essential requirements, but what the jurisprudence even
of Christian Rome under the Emperors, up to the time of
Ijeo the Philosopher, would call a recognized concubinage
we cannot, because of the ambiguity of the expression,
make that marriage which is a wholly different relation.
While I am therefore of opinion that it would not have
been impossible for the parties to contract a valid marriage
by the law of this Colony, and that, if the contract were
really marriage, these ceremonies would afford the best
evidence of such a marriage, I further concur with my
brothers Bell and Cloete, that no marriage has been proved,
but a concubinage has been established between Frits Bronn
'

•'

;

and Eykie.

Judgment
to

The

plaintiff therefore is illegitimate.

for the defendants accordingly.

pay their own

[Plaintifl's Attorneys, C.

costs.

&

J. Bnissiusfi.

& Wessels.
and Rykle, T. J. Dickson..

Defendants' Attorneys, llEDEtiMGnuYS

Attorney for children of Frits Bronn
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Denyssen (Muteb's Executoe)

vs.

McFie.

—Damage cargo.—Lia— Overloading hy
—
of mvner and charterer. Construction of charter—
consignee
Tacit hypothec of
party.
of undelivered
charterers.

Ship.

to

bility

cargo.

Shipowner held liable to consignees for damage occasioned to
some goods and for non-delivery of other goods, where such
damage and non-delivery tvere due to overloading of the
ship by the charterers and to had stoivage, the terms of the
oharterparty not being such as

By Boman-Dutch law

to

render the charterers

rid the owner of

liable to the consignees, or to

liability.

consignees of undelivered cargo cannot

enforce a tacit hypothec

upon

the ship in

an

action against

the master for delivery of such cargo or its value.

I860.
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Donysson vs.
McFie.

This action was brought by A. Denyssen, Secretary of
the South African Association, in his capacity as executor
testamentary of Eobert Muter, against the defendant, master
of the Storm Queen, for delivery of certain goods shipped to
his order

on board of that

such delivery,

vessel, or, failing

for payment of £754 9s. 3cZ., as the value thereof.
The declaration stated that plaintiff had repeatedly demanded delivery of the goods shipped on board from defendant, but without success, as defendant had wholly failed to
deliver certain goods, in schedule annexed, and that the
other consignees had also demanded their goods without
success, and had now ceded and assigned their interest to
plaintiffs to avoid a multiplicity of actions

;

that plaintiff

averred that the said goods were not lost by " act of God,
the queen's enemies, fire, or any other danger or accident

any kind and secondly,
they were lost in some such manner, the defendant
had failed to preserve proper proof of such loss, as was his
duty, in order to discharge himself from the obligation to
make delivery and enable the consignees to recover from the
of the seas, rivers, or navigation of

that

;

if

underwriters.

And

further, that

by the law of

this Colony

the consignees of undelivered cargo have a tacit hypothec
upon the ship, and that they are entitled to the benefit of

such hypothec in an action against the master without
ing the owners, who are beyond the jurisdiction.

join-
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The bill of lading was in ordinary form, containing the
words mentioned in the declaration.
The defendant took no obi'ection to the form of action,
and pleaded the general issue and further, that the ship,
though originally staunch and well found, encountered such
bad weather that the goods of the plaintiff were " wasted,
.

**

;

destroyed, broken, damaged, and spoiled

by

;"

that afterwards,

was stranded on March 3,
1860, and that on the 4.th the defendant landed 100 tons of
goods in order to lighten the vessel, by which means she
was got off the rocks. That during this unloading, and by
the trampling of the coolies and seamen, the goods unloaded and a portion of the remainder were "further
broken, injured, or destroyed," and that other portions were
unavoidably lost overboard.
That during the final discharge it was found that other portions of the cargo were
from "the accidents, perils, and causes aforesaid," much
spoiled, damaged, broken, and injured, and their numbers
perils of the seas, the vessel

and marks so obliterated and destroyed, and the whole so
commingled together as to form one " undistinguishable
mass," which was landed at the queen's warehouse. That the
plaintiff and other consignees, " though they had notice and
were called upon by public advertisement," did not claim
the goods so warehoused, which, to save rent and further
loss, were sold by public auction, and realised the sum of
£193 5s., which had been tendered to plaintiff, who refused
The facts of the case, as established by the
to accept it.
evidence and the admission of the parties, were as follows:—
On September 8th, 1859, David Law, the owner of the
Storm Queen, entered into a charterparty with Messrs. Gull
& Co., of London, whereby it was agreed that that ship
should load from the factors of the affreighters a full cargo
of merchandize, " cabins to be reserved for owner's benefit;"
the ship to be despatched in fair sailing trim," the cargo
" not exceeding what she can reasonably stow and carry,"
and being so loaded, the ship should proceed to the Cape
of Good Hope and Kurrachee, " the charterers paying the
port charges of the latter port," and deliver the cargo " on
being paid freight, the sum of £3150, the quantity of iron

not to exceed the register tonnage of the ship, any package
over three tons weight to be taken on board and discharged
at the expense of the charterers, the master to sign bills of

j/^'m
•.

s"31.

—
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lading at current rates,

if

required, without prejudice to

having an absolute lien on the cargo for
" due on this charter party."
The Storm Queen
freight,"
&c.,
^
o '
was a powerful, well-built IS'orth American ship, one of the
Such being the nature of the
best of that class of ships.
ship, the charterers loaded in her 1000 tons of iron, her
chartered tonnage being 1022 tons, consisting of iron rails
and of hinges, bolts, gimlets, and other small matters,
packed in cases. The cargo of iron was intended for Kurrachee, and was stowed by a stevedore employed by the
charterers.
The rails were stowed fore and aft and athwart
ships, leaving six feet empty at the wings, which was filled
up by the cases, which were intended to act as dunnage,
and to keep the rails from the sides of the ship. After this
iron had been so shipped and stowed, the charterers loaded
about 300 tons of general cargo for this port, and would
have loaded a still further quantity but for the interference of Law, the shipowner, who called for a survey by
Lloyd's.
The surveyors reported that the ship was not
overloaded, and that a little more cargo might be taken at
the discretion of the owner. No more, however, was in fact
taken. For the general cargo, being the goods shipped for
the plaintiffs and other consignees at this port, bills of
lading were granted. One of these, to Muter, was signed
by the defendant, the captain, on November 5, 1859, and
two others to Porter, Van der Byl, & Co., and Myburgh &
Co., by Law, the owner, on November 16, 1859. The other
this agreement,
'

bills of

i.

•/

lading were signed by the defendant, the captain,
it is immaterial to notice.
By these bills

on dates which

of lading the freight was to be paid in London.

The Storm
Queen sailed from London on November 15. She soon
encountered heavy weather, and on November 20 she was
found to have already a leak behind the transoms, which
the crew stopped, but not effectually, and she made so
much water that they had to suck the pumps every two
hours.
From that day to December 1, the weather continued heavy, the ship labouring in it constantly, taking in
water above and making it below at the rate of seven inches
an hour. On November 30 she encountered a strong gale

from the W.N.W., and on December 1 a heavy gale, when
she shipped a sea that washed away the after-hatch, and
sent a body of water down the hold three seas broke over
;

;
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down the hold before the hatch
could be secured. Betwixt December 1 and December 20
the vessel encountered more heavy weather, particularly

in this way, and washed

on December 10, 17, and 19, when she had heavy gales.
During all this time her decks were seldom dry, and she
made seven and sometimes eight inches of water below per

pumps requiring to be sucked every two hours,
and sometimes every hour. At length the weather moderated until February 20, when it increased to fresh breezes
on 24th it rose to a strong gale, when the crew were obliged
to put the ship before the wind to save the masts, as she
rolled so much.
On March 3 also she encountered a heavy
On the night of March 3
sea, which broke right over her.
the vessel fetched off Green Point, and was working up to
hour, her

the anchorage in Table Bay, when, in tacking, she missed
stays off Mouille Point, and got upon the rocks by her fore
part before an anchor could be got down. The port-captain

and his

and a fleet of cargo-boats, with a crowd of
were at hand by six in the morning of the 4th.
Under the directions of the port-captain, sanctioned by the
master, 100 tons of cargo were discharged with as much
assistant,

coolies,

rapidity as possible, in order to lighten the vessel before

high water, which would be about eleven o'clock in the
forenoon.
These 100 tons of goods were sent to the
By their discharge the vessel was so
warehouse.
Queen's
far lightened as to enable her to be got off the rocks at full
tide.
She was then worked up to the anchorage ground,
where she was brought to and finally discharged of the Cape
cargo.
So much of the goods as retained their original
packages or covers seem to have been duly delivered. But
after this delivery there still remained a quantity of goods
to be accounted for.

The agents

for the vessel intimated

to the consignees that a quantity was at the Queen's warehouse, of which they might have delivery on applying for

Some of these goods were applied for and received
consignees, but there remained a quantity, consisting
of broken candles, shoes, broken boxes, brushes, and every
sort of thing, all mixed up together, forming what in the
them.

by the

plea was called an " indistinguishable mass."
there were some saddles and easy chairs,

Besides

this,

broken to
pieces, without the cases in which they had been shipped,
Z
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^^y mark

to distingijish them,

and three bags of

corks,

not in the original bags, but in bags got from the shore,
and probably without the original marks or addresses,

though one witness seemed to think that one or more of
the bags had the original address. Delivery could not be
taken of the " indistinguishable mass," and it was refused
to be taken of the saddles, chairs, and corks.
The plainstill required delivery of the goods specified in the
schedule annexed to the declaration, which the defendant
admitted he received on board and had failed to deliver.
tiffs

:—The

Porter, A. G., for plaintiff

owner, not for the charterers

captain

is

agent

for the

Ahhott on Shipping, pp. 107,
Kent's Gomm., vol. 2, pp. 598,
:

108 (8th ed. pp. 124, 133)
602 Harrison's Dig., suppl. p. 3420 Lavaroni vs. Brwy
The question is whether this is a peril
(8 Exch. p. 166).
of the sea, for which the owners of the goods and not the
;

;

;

ship

is

shape,

liable

:

the plaintiff's case

damaged

or

is for

non-delivery in any

undamaged: the ship must

trace the

the articles to a peril of the sea it is a question
whether salt is the agent that has caused our not getting
our cargo, wet or dry. Is crushing of cargo to cargo a peril
of the sea ?
Brass vs. Maiiland (2 Jur. JST.S. 710, 26 L. J.
loss of

:

Q. B., p. 49) and Lord Campbell's judgment, p. 713 it is
admitted that crushing, proved to be an inevitable result
of peril of the sea, is something for which the ship is not
:

The question is whether this wholesale smashing
could be a peril of the sea see Bell, Scotch Law Gomm.,
vol. 2, p. 39 (see 7th ed., vol. 1, pp. 606-607)
Ahhott,
p. 127 (8th ed., pp. 240, 384).
Brand, J. H., for defendant, referred to Arnould on Marine
liable.

:

;

Insurance (vol.

2), §

291, as to " proximate cause."

of

bad stowage the owner

&

others vs. Stemhridge (28 L. J.

In case

generally liable, but here the
evidence does not justify proof of bad stowage see Blaihie
is

:

Voet (40-1-2).

N. S. C. P., p. 329), and
Unseaworthiness must be pleaded: see

Van der Linden, p. 623, as to "overloading ; " and Wilmore's Mercantile Guide, p. 1041.
The charterparty is a covenant by law
Porter, in reply
to carry goods: the master is responsible in this action,
whether the owner or charterer be eventually responsible.
Story on Bailments,

:

—
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Defendant

-

Law

the agent of

is

der Linden, p. 175

or of Gull, or of both

:

Van

Ahhott on Shipping, p. 126 (8th ed.).

;

"

Giir. adv. vult.

Postea

Bell,

,

delivered judgment.

(after stating the pleadings

J,

above), said

:

The

and the

facts as

questions which have been raised for the

first, whether the action for the
goods undelivered has been brought against the proper
party; second, whether, assuming the captain to be the
proper party to be sued, he or those for whom he is answerable are relieved from responsibility by reason of the loss
having arisen from the perils of the sea, one of the cases from
which liability to the consignees is by the bills of lading

decision of the Court are

On

;

first of these questions we are of opinion
rightly brought, as the master of the ship
must be held to represent either the owner of the ship or

excepted.

the

that the action

is

the charterer of
tained.

it,

But we

one of

whom

is liable for

the loss sus-

are further of opinion, that the owner

is

the party in this case responsible to the consignees, as the
evidence does not disclose that he has in any degree

deprived himself by the charterparty of the rights and
privileges of owner for the voyage in question, and consequently has not relieved himself of the duties and liabilities
attaching to

him

the cabins are

in that character.

reserved for

the

By

the charterparty,

owner's

benefit

— the

pay the port charges at Kurrachee,
which implied that the owner is to pay those (if any) at
Packages over three tons of
the Cape of Good Hope.
weight are to be shipped and discharged at the expense of
the charterers, which implies that packages under three
tons are to be shipped and discharged at the expense of the
charterers

are

^o.

^mck""^'

(May 31),—

The Coubt

^^^\s

to

The master is to sign bills of lading if required,
without prejudice to the agreement, and is to have a lien
on the cargo for the freight, which implies that the master
is to continue the servant of the owner, otherwise such a
owner.

The goods for
taken
alongside
be
from
at
the risk and
the Cape are to
consignees,
which
implies
that
this was not
expense of the
Z 2

stipulation would have been unnecessary.

;

.

I860.
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be done at the expense of the owner, and that he continues to be owner, otherwise this is a matter in which the
owner had no interest, and which concerned the charterers
to

and consignees alone. The charterparty, therefore, in our
opinion, is a mere contract of affreightment between Gull
& Co. and the owner, which in no wise divests the owner of

any of his rights in the ship, or which, in the absence of
any evidence to show that the consignees of the goods sued
for

were cognizant of the existence of the charterparty, or

dealt with Gull

&

Co., the charterers, as liable to

them

in

the place of the owner of the ship, should throw them upon
the charterers instead of the owner for their relief. Upon

we adopt the language

of Lee, C. J., in the case
Strange
1251) " The true conof Parish vs. Crawford (2
sideration is, whether by anything done by Crawford, who
is confessedly the owner of the vessel, in chartering it to
Crawford
Fletcher, he has discharged himself as owner ?
considers himself as the governor of the ship, and so covethis subject

:

nants for the government of it during the voyage, and the
ship was navigated by his master. Upon what foundation,
then, is an owner chargeable, but upon these two considerations

:

first,

the benefit arising from the ship, which

equitable motive

is

the

secondly, the having the direction of the

;

who navigate it ? And it is upon these two things,
taken together, that the implied contract arises. Though
Crawford has not that freight which the merchants pay for
their goods, yet as he has the benefit of the freight in general,
he has that equitable motive which makes him liable. With
regard to Fletcher, what Crawford had done is only giving
him a power to put goods on board. And it seems to me
the makers of the Act of Parliament could not have any
notion of such an owner of the ship, for it speaks generally
of owners of ships but this Fletcher is not to be considered
as owner of the ship in any light, but only as having a
power to make use of it in this way. If this was to be considered in the nature of a mortgage, it would be delivering
up the ship for such time as the mortgage should be in
Therefore I think there is nothing appearing upon
force.
persons

;

this evidence that discharges

Crawford as the owner of the
doubt, the cases of James vs. Jones (3 Esp.,
p. 27), and Mackenzie vs. Bowe (2 Camp. p. 482), have been
supposed to conflict with the case of Parish vs. Crawford
ship."

No

—
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but the charterparties are not set out in these cases, and we
M^a^'ig
must conclude with Serjeant Shoe in his note to Alhott,
|°57
(8th
ed.,
that
if
been
they
had
set
out
they
p.
p. 45),
^
McFie.
would have disclosed a transference of the possession of the
ship from the owner to the charterers so as to make the
master and crew the servants of the latter, which would
sufficiently account for the discrepancy between the judgment in those cases and in that of Parish vs. Crawford.
We are further confirmed in this view of the matter by the
fact that the owner, subsequent to the date of the charterparty, has himself signed two of the bills of lading.
The
defendant accounted for this by saying that he had not at
that time been yet appointed master. In this, however, he
was in error, for there is one bill of lading which was signed
by the defendant (the one attached to the pleadings) on
November 5, whereas the two signed by the owners were
signed on November 16. There is no way, therefore, of
accounting for the owner having done this act but by
assuming, as the charterparty indicates, that he retained to
himself the character of owner in respect of this voyage.
With regard to the second question, whether the owner is
relieved from responsibility by reason of the loss having
arisen through perils of the sea, that suggests upon the
evidence, two questions, first, whether the vessel was or was
not overloaded; and secondly, whether the cargo was or
••
'

was not properly stowed.

On

the

first

of these questions

we are of opinion that the evidence discloses that this ship
was overloaded with dead weight. It is the duty of the
owner of a

and

ship,

of the master as representing the

owner, to take care, as indeed the charterparty here stipulated in the owner's favour, that the ship is not loaded
beyond what she can reasonably stow and carry. In this
respect, he stands as insurer to the consignees of the cargo,

and cannot relieve himself from his liability in that
character by anything short of showing that the vessel
positively and in fact was not overloaded. It is very true
that in this case a stevedore was employed by the charterers
that the owner stopped more cargo being
loaded when he thought enough had already been shipped,
and that he obtained the opinion of surveyors that too
much had not been shipped; but in our opinion, formed
The evidence of
after the fact, this opinion was erroneous.
to stow the cargo

;
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shows that
the mate Maconochie, taken from the log-book,
'
o
the vessel, though undoubtedly a very strong one, had

become leaky within five days of leaving her port of departure, and was constantly shipping water in weather which,
though undoubtedly severe, was not beyond what every
vessel might expect and should be prepared to meet at the
season of the year and in the seas through which she was to
pass and when this evidence is put in conjunction with that
of Capt. Wilson, who says that 1000 tons of dead weight
with 300 tons of general cargo added would make such a
vessel make bad weather for herself, it satisfies our minds
;

that this vessel was so overloaded as to

make her

incapable

and that in this way the fact of
her constantly shipping seas on deck and making so much
of rising in time to the sea,

it necessary to pump her out
every two hours, and sometimes every hour, is alone to be
accounted for, and further that to this circumstance is to
be attributed the accident of her after-hatch having been
washed away in the gale of December 1 and there is no

water below as to render

;

evidence before us to shew that this overloading was the
act of the plaintiffs in this case, without which the master
cannot be excused. But this question of overloading is of
subordinate importance, except in so far as it may bear
upon the other question, whether the cargo was, or was
not properly stowed ; for whatever damage may have been
occasioned to the cargo by the access of salt water to it, as
undoubtedly there was some such damage, the question of

—

liability or non-liability in respect of such damages has
not arisen upon the facts as presented to the Court. Upon
the second subordinate question, whether the cargo was
properly stowed, we are also of opinion against the defendant.
The only substantial excuse which the defendant
makes for the non-delivery of the goods sued for, is that
delivery had been rendered impossible by the action of the
one part of the cargo upon the other, destroying the goods

and rendering some of them

useless,

and others

indistin-

guishable, during the voyage, or that this was done while

the goods were being unloaded at Mouille Point, an operation rendered necessary by the perils of the sea.
The

evidence however satisfies our minds, that this damage did
not take place at Mouille Point, but in the course of the
voyage, and that the proximate cause of the destructive

'
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action of the cargo was the badness of the stowage. The
iron seems to have been properly enough stowed, so as to
leave a space between it and the sides of the ship but that

—

space instead of being filled up with proper dunnage, which
could resist the weight of the iron when it should work

down, or be thrown down by the rolling of the ship, which
was to be expected, and ought to have been provided
against, even in weather not unusually stormy, and especially with such a cargo as iron, was improperly filled up
with cases filled with ironware. It ought to have been
anticipated that so soon as the iron should come with any
violence against these boxes, they would be destroyed, and
their contents cease to have any cohesion, or to form any

medium

of resistance to the further action of the iron, and
the evidence of the mate is direct and conclusive, that to
this circumstance is to be attributed the destruction of the

general cargo.

The iron destroyed the cases of ironware,
down among the other cases and the

their contents fell

iron

;

the space thus

left

vacant was supplied by the descent

of the general cargo, from time to time, until the vast
is proved to have occurred, had been
completed. No doubt, where very stormy weather is encountered, the best stowed cargo will in some degree be displaced, and in such a case it might be a nice question to
say whether the damage occasioned by such displacement
should be ascribed to the stowage or to the action of the

destruction which

sea, so as to make the loss one for which insurers and not
the shipowner should be liable. But no such nicety arises
in this case, because where such an excessive quantity of
dead weight was shipped, it was to be anticipated that there

would be an excessive degree of rolling and consequent
chance of displacement of cargo and therefore the dunnage
should have been of a nature unquestionably sufficient for
the purpose for which it was used, whereas the evidence
shews that it was wholly insufficient.
The case of Blaikie v. Sfemhridge (28 L. J. N. S. C. P.
p. 329), was quoted by defendant for the purpose of shewing
that the employment of a stevedore by the charterers
absolved the owner from liability for bad stowage, and
threw it upon the stevedore or the charterers. But that
case, on being looked into, will not support any such
;

dangerous proposition.

The

charterer there undertook to

leso,
29.
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load the cargo, and employed a stevedore for the purpose.
The goods for the value of which the action was brought

never reached the vessel so as to be stowed, nor was any
the present case, tney were
bill of lading Signed, as
lost out of the slings, while being hoisted on board, through
the default of the stevedore, and all that the Court decided
was that the stevedore was neither expressly nor by implication the servant of the owner, so as the owner could be
made liable for his default. That case, therefore, has no
bearing on the present. The result of our opinion upon
these different questions is, that the defendant is not excused from delivering the articles of cargo sued for, because
the facts pleaded by him and proved do not shew that his
inability to give delivery of them in the " like good order
and condition " in which they were received, according to the
terms of the bills of lading signed by him and his owner,
has been occasioned through the perils of the sea or any of
the other causes excepted from these bills, and that the
defendant is therefore answerable for the value of those
goods, under his common liability as a carrier and under
the express terms of his contract with these shippers. It is
a necessary consequence, also, that neither the saddles and
chairs of Muter nor the corks of Pocock, being in a condition in which those parties were bound to receive them,
owing to the conduct of defendant or his owner, and not to
any accident from the sea, they were entitled to refuse to
take what was oifered them at the Queen's warehouse,
though these articles did not form any part of the indistinguishable mass.
The judgment of the Court, therefore,

m

will

—

be for the price of the goods not delivered as specified

in the schedule according to the current market price of
the respective market articles at this port, not exceeding in

sum claimed by the declaration, viz.
The declaration asks that it may be declared
that the plaintiffs have a tacit hypothec upon the ship, her
tackle, &c., for the sum awarded.
But we have not been
able to see any authority for so finding.
Van der Linden,
in the passage referred to by the plaintiffs, p. 175, says:
" To the freighter or merchant, on the ship belonging to
the master for compensation of his property, sold by the
master in cases of necessity." But that will not sanction

the aggregate the

£754

9s.

3d.

a tacit hypothec in the circumstances of this case.

We
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must, therefore, refuse any such finding.
reluctance that

we have come

It

is

with extreme

to this decision, for the case

whom

jjlf '"jg
••

—

I"-

defendant represents, is undoubtedly „ Denyssen
•!
11
1
MoFie.
one 01 great hardship, without any blame, that we can see,
being imputable either to him or defendant, except an error
in judgment in not stopping the cupidity of the charterer,
which endangered crew, cargo, and ship, sooner than he
From the excess of cargo shipped his vessel has been
did.
already six months absent from her port of departure, while
she has accomplished -little more than half her voyage, and
he has to pay, in addition to his heavy daily expenses,
this large sum to these plaintiffs.
We can only hope that
the law will enable him to make good ultimately so much
of his loss against the charterers, if these parties shall have
been to blame in the matter as to which, however, we have
no occasion to form any opinion, neither are the circumstances sufficiently disclosed to enable us to form one.

of the owner,

111-

;

Cloete and Wateemevee,

JJ., concurred.

Judgment for plaintiff for the price of the goods mentioned in the declaration and annexed schedule undelivered,
according to their current value at Table Bay (such price
by consent

to be agreed

upon between the parties respecsum of £754 9s. 3d. with costs.

tively) not exceeding the
rPlaintifl's Attorneys, J.

& H. Keid.

IjDeiendant's Attorneys,

Fairbridge & Ahderne. J

1

Stellenbosch Municipality
Misrep-esentation.

vs.

Lindenbueg.

—Sale hy Public Auction.—Advertisement—
—
Conditions of
Sale.

Costs.

sued defendant for the purchase price of certain
landed property hought by him at public auction, plaintiffs
Defendant pleaded misrepresentation
tendering transfer.

Plaintiffs

to the position of the railway station about
in the vicinity, whereby he had been deceived : it

by plaintiffs as
to be built

appeared that plaintiffs had published advertisements in
several newspapers stating that the land was to be sold in

v.

—

:

:
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consequence of
station,

and

its close

'proximity to the proposed railway

that some of the lots to he sold were within

one hundred yards of the site, and apian accompanying the
advertisement shewed the station in proximity to the lots
hut the conditions of sale said nothing about the railway
It was proved that the station was to he huilt at

station.

750 yards from the nearest of the lots
was not proved that plaintiffs had special hnowHeld, that judgledge as to where it would he placed.
ment must he for plaintiffs, as there was no proof that
defendant was deceived hy the advertisement.

a

distance of about

sold, but it

A

seller is hov/nd

by the advertisement as well as hy

tlie

con-

ditions of sale.

Action for the payment of purchase-money of certain
land alleged to have been bought by defendant.
rpj^g
„ JO.
declaration stated that on April 27, 1857, the plainMunMpaif^ tiffs, the Commissioners of Stellenbosch Municipality, put up
vs. Lmdenburg.
^^^ puhlic Sale Certain erven in the municipality, and that
I860.

"'"!"*

le!

the defendant became the purchaser of eight lots (specified)

£313, payable in three instalments, payable three
months, one year and two years after the date of purchase
respectively, and with the condition that after the payment
of the first instalment defendant should pass a kustingbrief to secure the remaining instalments; and plaintiffs
prayed for the amount of the first instalment, offering
transfer on execution of the kusting-brief.
The defendant pleaded
for

The general

And

issue.

on April 5, 1859, the
the Government Gazette and other

further, that before the sale

plaintiffs advertised in

newspapers circulating in the Stellenbosch District that
these erven were to be sold in consequence of their close
proximity to the railway station, some of them being only
100 yards from it, and were well adapted for carrying on a
lucrative business in connection with railway transport, and
that a plan was furnished in the advertisement markiiig the
position of the erven and of the railway station and that
the railway station marked was the station for Stellenbosch
on the Wellington Railway now in course of construction.
;

That relying upon the allegation in the advertisement as to
the position of the railway station the defendant attended

347
the sale and purchased the lots as in the declaration mentioned, but that after the sale and before the first instalment

due defendant discovered that the
would not be placed where the plaintiffs by their ad1
11
T
1
p
vertisement stated, but at a distant place where the defendant would be deprived of any peculiar benefit or advantage
arising from proximity of the railway station, which said
benefit would all be diverted from the erven purchased by
defendant to other erven. That without such proximity
the erven were valueless to him, being unfit for pasturage,
cultivation, or general building purposes.
That he was
ready and willing to fulfil all the terms of the contract
until he found out the position of the railway station, when
he admitted he objected to such fulfilment, and submitted
that he was not bound to carry out the contract.

j^^'i,,
..

of purchase-money fell

Stellenbosoh

Mnnrdpauty

station

1

1

"*•

First, because the representation as to the proximity of
the station was a warranty that the station would be placed
where they represented, that the breach of such warranty
entitles him to repudiate the contract.
Second, because if it were not a warranty, and admitting
that it was a representation which plaintiffs believed to
be true and correct, yet as it was not in fact true and correct, and as the defendant was misled thereby, he is entitled

to repudiate.

Third, because the plaintiffs and defendant were both in
error as to the principal motive

and inducement of the

contract.

Fourth, because there was lassio enormis, as the eight
erven are not worth half what the defendant in error paid.
Wherefore defendant prayed that the claim might be
dismissed with costs.
And for a claim in reconvention prayed that the contract
might be annulled for the reasons mentioned in the plea, or
that he might have other relief with costs.

The plaintiffs replied, joining issue.
The Qovernment Gazette of April 5, 1859, and a copy

of

the Mercantile Advertiser of April, 1859, were put in ; also a
copy of the Zuid Afrihaan.
The advertisement in the Gazette stated that these erven,
in consequence of their close proximity to the railway

some of them being only about 100 yards from it,
were well adapted for carrying on a lucrative business in
station,

le.
30.

Llndenbnrg.
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1860.

Jane

15.

„

1630.

connection with railway transports, &c.
of sale would be most liberal

;

that the conditions

and might be ascertained

at the
Secretary to the Municipality. The plan accompanyinff the advertisement shewed the railway station in
proximity to one of the lots which defendant had purchased.
office of the

Stellenbosch
Municipaiity
Lindenburg,

vs,

The

conditions of sale contained the stipulations mentioned
and nothing was stated in them about

in the declaration,

the railway.
tiffs

After putting in the conditions of

sale, plain-

closed their case.

Defendant called a large number of witnesses. It appeared
from this evidence that the position of the railway station
had now been actually fixed, though the station had not yet
been built. It was to be built at a distance of 750 yards
from the nearest of the erven sold to defendant. But there
was a popular idea among the inhabitants in the neighbourhood, which had fixed the position of the station at a point
about 550 yards from this erf. A memorial of the inhabitants of Stellenbosch to the G-overnor was put in, drawn up
in January, 1860, and signed by defendant amongst others,
stating the desire of the memorialists that the station should

be fixed at a point on the farm of one Neethling, which was
about 1300 or 1400 yards from the nearest of the erven.
One of the witnesses stated that the auctioneer, after reading the conditions of sale, stated that the station would be
near, and that Wege, the Secretary to the Municipality,
then pointed out the spot. Several of the witnesses stated
that they bought as a speculation. There was considerable
divergence of opinion as to the value of the property
bought, several witnesses stating that the price paid was
about the true value, and others that the land was not
worth what was paid, taking into consideration the actual
position of the station.

Brand,

G. J., for plaintiffs":

—The

question

is,

has the

misrepresentation been such that defendant would not have

purchased

?

The

conditions of sale, not the advertisement,

What auctioneers say at a sale is
not in the conditions. The defendant has
bound himself by these conditions of sale.
Porter, A. Q., for defendant
The plaintiffs had peculiar
constitute the contract.

not binding

if

:

—

sources of information, the representation was well
to

them

to be false.

known

Every misrepresentation certainly

dis-

—
349
charges the vendee,
stituting a material

if

made with regard

inducement

:

to anything con-

see Voet, 21, 1,

4

;

on Contracts,"'
%% 841, 336.
,

y-,

vwr. adv.

Posted,

,,

vult.

(June 30),

The Court held that the third and fourth pleas of
defendant had failed on evidence.
The so-called plan
inserted in the advertisements could no

more have deceived
defendant than the representation of a horse or ship above
the advertisement of the sale of any particular horse or
ship.
On this point the case of Norfolk v. Worthy (1 Camp.
This was an action to recover back a
p. 337) was quoted.
deposit upon the sale of an estate. The estate in question
was advertised as being about one mile from Horsham, when
in fact it was between three and four. Lord Ellenborough
said " In cases of this sort he should always require an
ample and substantial performance of the particulars of sale,
unless they were specially qualified.
Here there was a
clause inserted providing that an error in the description
of the premises should not vitiate the sale, but an allowance
should be made for it. This he conceived was meant to
guard against unintentional errors, not to compel the purchaser to complete the contract if he had been designedly
misled. His Lordship, therefore, left it to the jury, whether
this was merely an erroneous misstatement or the misdescription was wilfully introduced to make the land appear
more valuable from being in the neighbourhood of a
borough town. In the former case the contract remained
in force; but in the latter case the plaintiff was to be
relieved from it, and was entitled to recover back his
The present case, howVerdict for plaintiff,"
deposit.
ever, differed from that of Norfolk v. Worthy, for the defendant in this case had a perfect knowledge of the locality,
whereas the Duke of Norfolk had not. The direction of
the line had not been altered, and the station had not been
The defendant
removed to any very great distance.
Lindenburg was not deceived by the advertisement, for he
never thought that the station would be where the plaintiffs
said it would, but at the spot where the " popular idea " had
:

iseo-

—

Story

„

is!
"'

Stellenboach
Municipality
us.

Lindenburg.
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m30.

Stellenbosoh

Municipality

m

fixed

it.

With

respect to the

argument that the

seller

was

not bound by th e strict terms of the advertisement of sale,and
was bound only by the conditions of sale signed, Sande Bee.
FHs., lib. 3, tit. 4., dof. § 6, lays down that if in the handbills

en nrg.

^jjjjQ^jjgj^g ^]^g

^^j ^f

gg^jg^

^^^^ ^j^g Seller, describing the

advantages of the property he is to sell, sets forth advantages
which are not inserted in the conditions of sale, and the purchaser can prove that by this he has suffered any injury, an
action will lie against him. This he says was clearly laid
down by the Court. So that the seller is clearly bound by
the advertisement as well as by the conditions of sale. True,
the conditions of sale signed by the purchaser is a most important document, and so important that a defendant could
with difficulty be heard against it, and provisional judgment
can be obtained on it. But if either in the conditions of
sale or in the advertisement the seller has been guilty of
deceiving the purchaser the latter has a right to be heard.
Huber, Obs. 27, gives a case in which the Court said, that
by the older authorities it was clearly laid down, that if the
seller had known of certain conditions which would affect
the value of property sold and had not properly made
known these drawbacks the purchaser would be entitled to
relief.
But in the case quoted it was proved that the purchaser had been a tenant for several years of the property
he had purchased, and was therefore supposed to know

everything about it, and on that ground judgment was
given in favour of the seller.
The question here was,
whether the defendant Lindenburg did not know, or is he
not supposed to have known the exact circumstances under

Had the defendant been absent
had he known nothing about the circumstances, the locality, the position of the place, and had
bought, relying solely on and induced by the representations contained in the public notices given by the plaintiffs
he would be entitled to relief. But this was not the case
with defendant, who, from the evidence, must be taken to
have been well aware of all the circumstances of locality,
which the
from the

&c.

sale took place ?

sale,

With regard to the Imsio enormis the evidence had
Nor could the defendant, under the circumstances,

failed.

had

been greater, have applied for relief on that
down that when the whole thing is chance,
when the produce of what you buy is uncertain, there can

plea.

his loss

Voet lays

351

Sande likewise, lib. 3, tit. 4, def. 16,
whose value at the time of the sale
is plainly uncertain
if the event shows that there has been
nic- such a case the
11law offilaesio enormis
loss beyond one-half,
1
1
1
ml
n
does not apply. This was a matter of speculation that the
station in a certain position would make this ground valuable.
If the speculation has failed to be as profitable as
was expected, the speculators cannot claim relief from the

be no

enormis,

laesio

'

'

'

'

^'8*''-

June

15.

»

"•

says, a thing being sold

—

11

m

•

•

1

1

„^ .^-r
^
Stellenbosch
Municipality

"* Linaenburg.

Court.

Judgment for the plaintiffs without
commenting severely upon the conduct
exception of Mr. Bosman, in that they

and

false advertisement,

after the truth

costs,

the Court

of plaintiffs, with
first

published a

had been pointed

out to them, continued in their attempts to deceive purchasers.
Attorney, J. A. Tbuter.
1
LDefenclant's Attorney, Gr. J. De KoktS.J
["Plaintiffs'

Caeo
Agreement

vs.

to give

Enslin, Zinn and Othees.

time

to the

maker of a promissory

note.

—

Discharge of endorsers.
A.

made a promissory
At
also did Z.
protested

it

note in favov/r of E.,
the

due date

who endorsed

it,

as

plaintiff, the legal holder,

for non-payment by A. and gave

notice to

E.

and Z. Plaintiff then without the knowledge of E. and Z.
entered into an arrangement with A. not to sue him for
fowr months, A. paying him £40 as " discount." A. did
not

pay

end of the fowr months, and shortly
Plaintiff sued E. and Z. for the
Held, that they were not liable.

the note at the

after became insolvent.

amount of the

note.

—

Provisional sentence was prayed against defendants on a
promissory note for £400, dated Feb. 12, 1859, made by
M. J. Adendorff, sen., in favour of Enslin, payable four
months after date at the G-raafreinet Bank, and endorsed by
defendants, of which note plaintiff was the legal holder.
The note was protested at due date and notice given to
defendants. The plaintiff, without defendant's knowledge,

when the

bill

became due, entered into an arrangement

iseo.

juneso!
Aug. 4.

Caro

vs.

Enslin.

;

352
^^"23
Jan
Joneso:
Jun
Aug. 4
Caro

vs.

Enslin

*^® maker not to sue him for four months, Adendorff
paying him £40 as " discount." Defendants heard nothing

™*^

about the note from the time of receiving the notice that it
had been protested, until, on the insolvency of Adendorff,
the plaintiff sued them for the money. The defence was
that time having been given without their knowledge or
concurrence, founded upon valid and valuable consideration,
they were discharged. Two of the endorsers, M. J. Adendorff & Co. and Keytel, had surrendered their estates.

Brand,

by

his

J. H., for

own

see Ghitty.

defendants Enslin and Zinn.

Plaintiff

act has barred his right to sue the endorsers

Story on Prom. Notes,

§

413.

him, Denyssen), for the plaintiff.
Admitting for the sake of argument that the facts of the
case are as alleged, though the rule contended for by the
plaintiff would hold good in England, it was not the rule of
Eoman-Dutch law: if the Court holds, with the English
Porter, A. G.

(with

authorities, that a contract

made

for valuable consideration

has the effect of discharging the sureties, it will be driven
to the necessity of engrafting on that English principle, the
principle of the Roman-Dutch law, that contracts made
without consideration must also bind them, and this would

be carrying the doctrine beyond the ruling of the English
authorities.

See Victor

The Couet

vs.

Sawpt (Nov. 1854).*

refused provisional sentence

into the principal case.

;

plaintiff to

go

Costs to be costs in the cause.

The plaintiff filed a declaration to which defendants
pleaded as above that time had been given on June 13th,
for valuable consideration, without their knowledge or consent, that they were thereby discharged, and that, if plaintiff
had taken proper steps against Adendorff, instead of giving
time he could have recovered the amount from him. That
by reason of the time so granted to Adendorff, defendants
could not take proceedings on the note.
Adendorff's estate was sequestrated on Nov. 29, 1859,
Adendorff & Co.'s on Oct. 29, 1859, and Keytel's on Nov. 29,
1859.

The agreement
*

to give time was proved in evidence.

Reported 2 Searle,

p. 99.

—

;

'
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Porter, A. G. (with him, Denyssen), for plaintiff, main-

tained

:

An

1st.

agreement to give time to a principal does

iseo.

J™e

so'.

not by our law discharge the surety. 2nd. "When the right
"*-!!l*"
of holding the surety liable is reserved the liability is not "°™' ""
here the evidence shews it to have been so reserved.
vs. Kemble, Moo. P. C. vol. 6, p. 320.
The drawer
and indorser are sureties for the acceptor of a bill of exchange.
Greig's Trustees vs. Nor den*
Vinnius, Qusest.

lost

:

See Allen

;

Select, pt. 2, 141,

142

;

Van Leeuwen,

Gens. For. pt. 1, bk. 4,

tit. 17,
§ 28 ; Sehorer's Notes on Grotius, 3-45-8 ; Loemus,
Bee. 64, pp. 433-437 ; Lybrecht, Not. Amp. vol.
2, p. 285 ; Voet,
46-1-36 and 46-2-6; Pothier on Contracts (Evans' Ed.),

pt.

3,

ch.

1,

art.

3,

§

2

;

Van

der Linden's JDecisions, 34

Burgie, vol. 3, p.

85a, and B-wrge on Swetyship, p. 197;
Tudor's Leading Gases, p. 716
Van der Keessel, Thes. 860.
;

Cole, for

defendants:

—There

no difference between
See Byles
on Bills (5th Ed.), p. 183, and (11th Ed. pp. 246, 247)
Bayley on Bills (6th Ed.), p. 338: Story on Prom. Notes
(4th Ed.), § 413 Purge on Sv/retyship, p. 403
Grotius, 345, § 7 ; Voet. 46-1-38.

Eoman-Dutch and English law

;

is

in this question.

;

Porter, in reply.

Cu/r. adv. vufl.

Postea (Aug.

1st).

The Couet gave judgment
De KoRTfi.

["Plaintiffs Attorney, G. J.
UDefendants' Attorney, J. C.

*

Page

"l

BERBANG4.J

6.

t Authority referred to

Vol.

m.

for defendants with costs.t

V. d. Keessel. Thes. 860.

2

A

"'
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Swart
Rights

vs.

Taljaakd.

of joint-oumers of undivided farm.

—Liability

for

damage.
A. and B. owned an undivided farm and allowed plaintiff and
defendant to occupy : plaintiff occupying wnder the right

of A. and defendant under that of B. : plaintiff and defendant both lived in the homestead: plaintiff tvith the
consent of A. planted a garden and fenced it : there were
traces of an old garden at this spot, made hy the person
from whom A. bought. When the garden was nearly
finished, defendant made objections and claimed it : suhsequently defendant's bull broke down ike fence and

destroyed the garden

and recovered in

:

plaintiff sued defendant for

the Magistrate's

Court:

—The

damage

Ooukt

upheld the Magistrate's decision.

As long

as' property is

held in

common pro indiviso no

one

person can carve out a portion for his exclusive use without
the consent either expressly or tacitly given

[Per Cloete,
I860.

*!^''
Taijaard.'

of the

other.

J.J.

Appeal from decision of Eesident Magistrate of Swellendam.
The defendant Swart was summoned by Taljaard for the
sum of £3 as damages sustained by him in a garden situate
at Napkys Mond, which was hedged in and planted with
mealies, &c., by plaintiff, by permission and with the consent of the part-owner Lourens, father-in-law of plaintiff
(the other portion of the farm belonging to one Geldenhuys
and of which defendant was the occupier), and the plaintiff
further complained that about Jan. 13th to 15th a bull
belonging to defendant broke down the hedges and destroyed
the garden, and did the damage complained of which
damage had been assessed by two impartial persons, whose

report was annexed.

The defendant excepted to the summons on the ground
that the valuation was in contradiction of Ord. 16, 1847,
§§ 41, 42, inasmuch as the assessment was not made in
terms of

also on the ground that the farm was un§ 42
and so Lourens, as part-owner, had no right to
allow plaintiff any exclusive occupancy of the garden, and

divided,

;

:

355
defendant objected to the Court's jurisdiction inasmuch as
the ownership of the garden was in question and further
joined issue.
:

For the

plaintiff,

Lourens stated that plaintiff was his son-in-law, and that
he, being part-owner of Napkys Mond, had given plaintiff
permission to make the garden last year that it was hedged
in and that he had never had any objection made to it.
Cross-examined The farm is undivided. I have the same
rights as Geldenhuys, the other owner, to give permission.
By the Court The man from whom I bought the half
of the farm had made a garden in that self-same place, but
I never did.
P. J. Taljaard stated that the garden was situate away
from the pasturage and did not interfere with the veldt.
Taljaard, the plaintiff, stated that he lived at Napkys
Mond, and that he and defendant lived under the same
roof; the one occupying under Lourens' right, the other
under Geldenhuys', that he made the garden, but the
ground was an old garden of his father-in-law. When the
garden was just ready for planting defendant came and
claimed it first for his son and then for himself. Defendant
threatened that his son would come and pluck up what
Defendant said nothing till the garden
plaintiff planted.
was nearly finished. Lourens and Geldenhuys each owned
half the farm plaintiff paid no rent but defendant did
plaintiff occupied Lourens' share and defendant Geldenhuys'
;

:

:

:

share.

Defendant called no witnesses, but rested his case on the
exceptions.

The Magistrate gave judgment

for plaintiff

with

costs.

Defendant appealed.
Porter, A. Q., for appellant, relied on the exception that
owners in undivided shares have no right to make a garden

or build a house against the others.
owners, may agree to live in severalty.

Two

parties, joint-

—

Must you not infer an agreement where
[Cloete, J.
fenced
was
garden
the
?]
Plaintiff put down his mealies and got notice at his peril.
The mealies were allowed to get ripe and
[Bell, J.
:

:

—

then in aemulatione you come in and destroy them.]
2

A

2

"6o.^

—

^^

Taljaard.
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Auff°V

Tlijaarf.'

Barry, for respondent.

The Court gave judgment

in favour of the respondent.

—

Cloete, J., said
As long as property is held in common
pro indiviso, no one person can carve out a portion for his
:

exclusive use without the consent,
tacitly,

given of the other

sider that parties

otherwise

must

at the

;

expressly or

either

same time we must con-

assert their claims immediately,

be too late to set up that defence.

it will

Wateemeyek, J. Swart is not to be allowed to commit
an act of spoliation in the first instance to try a right.
Appeal dismissed with
[Appellant's Attorney,

W.

costs.

B. Moore.]

EXBCUTOES OF MuTEB
Shifi

—Damage ly

rats.

VS.

JONES.

—Bill of lading. —Contract executed
—Performance.

in Engla/nd.
Liability of shipowner for

under a

hill

damage ocewring

to

goods shipped

of lading, which stated that the goods were

shipped at the port of London to he delivered at Gape
Town, freight payable in London, must be determined by
the

Damage

law of England.
hy rats

is

not

damage hy " act of God or dangers and
and a shipowner is liable for such

accidents of the seas,"

damage, where there

is

no special exception in the

bill

of

lading, even though he prove that he took every precaution

for the extermination of rats.
I860.

Aug.
„

14.
21.

Muter's
Execntorg
vs.

Jones.

This was an action by the executors of Muter for pay-

ment

of £37 10s., as damage by rats done to a carriage
which had been shipped in England by Muter in the bark
Premier, in the St. Katharine's Docks, London, for delivery
in Cape Town, in accordance with bill of lading (annexed),
and for which damage the declaration alleged that defen-

dant, the captain of the ship, as representing the owners,

357

was liable the damage having been suffered on the voyage
on account of the lack of care displayed by defendant.
The bill of lading stated that two cases of merchandise
were shipped in good order and condition by one W. Skeel
on the Premier, Captain Jones, at the port of London,
bound for Cape Town. to be delivered there in the like
good order and condition, the act of God, the Queen's
enemies, fire and all and every other dangers and accidents
of the seas, rivers, and navigation of whatever nature and
kind soever excepted, and consigned to Muter the bill of
lading was signed by the defendant, and the freight was to
be paid in London.
The defendant pleaded that no damage or injury was
sustained by the carriage, whilst the same was on board
the ship, if not damage done by rats, and admitting for the
purpose of this particular plea, that damage was done by
rats, the defendant says that the plaintiff should not have
his action, because defendant took the greatest and best
care to prevent such damage or injury, and employed a
;

;

;

skilled ratcatcher before leaving port,

who

diligently did

that could be done to rid the ship of rats, and during
the whole voyage out defendant kept three cats on board
all

in proper situations for killing rats ; such number being a
sufficient number for the ship, and further, defendant joined
issue.

The

replication was general.

It was agreed to argue the legal point of liability,
assuming that the damage had been done by rats, and that
it

amounted

to

£37

10s.

Benyssen, for plaintiffs, referred to Smith's Mercantile
(5th ed., p. 285, 8th ed., p. 308) ; Burge on Colonial
Law, vol. iii., p. 692 ; Bell's Commentaries, vol. i., pp. 465,
466 ; Kent's Gomm., vol. iii., p. 301 ; Arnould on Marine

Law

OaMey v. Portsii., p. 781 et seq. (2nd ed.)
mouth and Byde Steamship Co. (11 Exch. p. 618) Lavaroni
V. Brury (8 Exch. p. 166).
There is nothing about
Porter, A. G., for defendant.
carriage in the bill of lading, see Abbott, p. 371 (10th ed.)
Meredith's Emerigon, pp. 377, 378; Story on Bailments,

Insurance, vol.

;

;

;

§513.
Cur. adv.

vult.

.""',4
.

^ i-

j.^"**£^

"«

-fones.

:
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Postea (Aug.

21),-

21.

Muter's

m. Jones,

The Coubt (Hodges, C.J., Bell and Oloete,
judgment in favour of the plaintiff.
Bell,

J.,

said

:

—The

action here

is

for

JJ.) gave

payment

of

the amount of the damage alleged to have been
done to a carriage, the property of the plaintiff, while
under the care and custody of defendant, for the purpose
of conveyance from England to this Colony, the damage

£37

10s.,

having been done by rats, or from some other cause, not
In defence
being the act of God or the Queen's enemies.
that the
admits
plea
has
been
set
up,
which
a special
is
defendant
done
by
rats,
but
insists
that
was
damage
exonerated because he took the greatest and best care to
prevent the damage by having, before the carriage was
received on board his ship, employed a ratcatcher, to rid
the ship of these vermin, and by having, during the whole
time that the carriage was in the ship, kept three cats, in
proper situations, for catching and killing rats. Before
this plea can be disposed of, it will be proper to fix

what

is

the law according to which the plea is to be disposed of.
Whether the law of England where the bill of lading was

entered into, and the contract of affreightment made, or the
law of the Colony where the goods were to be delivered
the bill of lading is in the ordinary form except perhaps
that the freight is stipulated to be paid in London, and
not at the port of delivery. By the contract of affreightment then made in London by both parties for Muter's
agent is as to this matter Muter himself the owner of the
ship agrees to take the goods into his ship, to carry them

—

to this

Colony

;

—

them in good order while on board
course of such transmission, and to

to keep

of his ship, in the

them in the Like condition over the ship's side
the bay, the owner of the goods being specially obliged
take delivery in that way. This is the shipowner's part
the contract. On the other hand. Muter contracts that
deliver

in
to
in
in

consideration of what the shipowner undertakes, he will
pay the freight upon the goods in London, whether the
ship shall be lost or not. Now, whatever may be said as to

the shipowner's part in this contract, there can be no doubt
as to Muter's part, that the contract was entirely an English

359

and everything else. With regard,
on the other hand, to the shipowner's part, his performance
begins in London, from the moment the goods entered his
1
1
Lship, and continues being completed throughout STery
moment of time during the voyage from England, until the
goods are actually delivered in Table Bay over the ship's
side.
The only part, therefore, of the shipowner's performance which can be said to take place within the Colony is
the passing the goods over the ship's side in the waters,
perhaps, of the Colony, or during the short period of the
vessel's stay in Table Bay, before the delivery of the goods.

one, as to performance

111

•

The general
contracts

is

doctrine in regard to the interpretation of

that they shall be interpreted by the law of the

country in which they are entered into, the
as it is called.

Prom this

lex loci contractus,

rule there are several exceptions

:

one of these, and the only one which requires to be noticed,
is the case where the contract, although entered into in one
country, is to be performed in another. In such case the
contract is to be interpreted according to the law of the
country in which performance is to be made: Oontraxisse
wnusqmsque in eo loco intdligitur, in quo ut solveret, se
obligavit.
If the contract in this case had been to be performed within the Colony, its interpretation must have been
regulated by the law of the Colony. If, for instance, the
contract, though made in London, had been for the transmission of goods from Cape Town to Queenstown, payment
of the carriage of the goods to be made within the Colony,
there could, in such a case, perhaps, be little doubt that the
contract would be considered to be a Colonial one, to be
interpreted according to the law of the Colony, though in
Bonn vs. Li-pfman (5 Clark and Finnelly, p. 1), a policy of
insurance executed in England on a French ship for a
French owner, for a voyage from one French port to another
French port, seems to have been treated as an English
contract, according to Story on Conflict of Laws, § 278 a.
So strongly do the English Courts seem to have been impressed with the cogency of the rule as to the lex loci conBut, however that may be, I am of opinion that
tractus.
England was as much, if not more than the Cape, the place

performance of the contract now in question, and being
the locus contractus, it is the law of England which
would regulate this contract of affreightment. It is singular
for

also
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"
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that, notwithstanding the great

amplitude with which Story

has treated the subject of foreign contracts, this one of
affreightment is hardly mentioned, and notwithstanding
tiie

many

instances which ,he has given in illustration of

which approaches the present
McKown (1 Louis Eep. p. 249).
In that case a passenger with his goods had been taken on
his

doctrine, the only one

case

is

the one of Malpica vs.

board a ship at a port foreign as to the ship ; the passenger
died on the voyage, and his goods were in some way or
other lost, and the question which was raised was, whether
the liability of the owner of the ship was to be determined
according to the law of the place where the passenger and
his goods were taken on board, the loeus contractus, and the
Court in Louisiana decided in the affirmative. The same
Court indeed, in the case of Arago vs. Carrell (1 Louis Eep.
p. 528), held that a contract of affreightment made by an
American shipmaster at Vera Cruz for the conveyance of
passengers to Cuba was to be interpreted, as to the liability
of the owner, not by the law of the owner's domicile, but
by the law of lilexico, the place where the contract was
entered into. The special plea, therefore, set up by defendant, will avail

him only

if the facts alleged by it,
purpose according to the law of
By the Edict Nautse Caupones, a shipowner is
liable for every loss occasioned to goods taken on board his
ship, except those over which he has no possible control.
This edict was the foundation of the law of England, as

would be
England.

sufficient for that

well as of all the other countries of Europe

upon the

and as the very object of the edict was

to protect

subject,

the owners of goods, without reference to the greater or less
amount of care bestowed upon them by the party to whom
they were entrusted in order to their preservation, so all
inquiry as to that subject has been precluded. Jn modern
practice a clause has been introduced into bills of lading,
excepting from this general liability certain cases of injury
in the present instance that clause embraces the act of
God, the Queen's enemies, fire, and all and every dangers

and accidents of the seas, rivers, and navigation of whatever
nature or kind soever; and the particular damage which
has given rise to the question between the parties was that
occasioned by the gnawing of rats.
The defendant's
counsel was unwilling to give up the benefits of this
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exceptional clause, and wished to have considered this

gnawing of

an act of God, while he admitted that
if it did not come under this particular exception it would
not come under any of the others enumerated but though
he would not give up the benefit of this exception, he did
not attempt gravely to argue that defendant was entitled to
;

the benefit of

Nor can I

it.

entertain so extravagant a

notion as that a visitation of rats

is

an act of God, which a

ship captain cannot by any amount of care or vigilance

ward

come within the
the shipowner will be liable for

If then the case of rats will not

off.

exceptional clause

—

if

damage done by rats, by the general law, will any amount
of care taken by him, short of that which would have
insured and accomplished the entire destruction and absence
of rats, exonerate him? If the goods had been lost by

would the owner of the goods have been obliged to
go into any inquiry as to the amount of care taken by the
shipowner to prevent the access of thieves ? Such a case is
just one of those which, by the general law founded upon
the edict, is shut out from inquiry. The very policy of the
theft,

law

is

to ensure the property while within the carrier's

and beyond the owner's supervision, from all losses of
any kind whatsoever. It is not denied by the plea that the
defendant would be liable for damage done by rats, but it
is said that he may avoid this liability by proving that he
had used the greatest care to prevent the damage. The
authority which was quoted in support of this doctrine was
a passage from Boccus de Navibus, in which, after laying
care,

down the general doctrine that a shipowner will be liable
damage done by rats, he continues thus " Tamen si

for

:

a dicta ealpa est exAnother authority relied on was a passage from

nauta domesticas feles in navibus
cusandus."

tenet,

Emerigon, in which, after also laying down the doctrine of
general liability, he continues " Le patron ne repond pas
:

au dommage cause par
pendant
il

le

les rats, si les

au lord
a touche,
These autho-

chats qui etaient

voyage, pourvi qu'au premier endroit ou

n'ait rien oublie

pour

s'en

procurer d'aufres."

il

were referred to by defendant's counsel in the case of
Laveroni vs. Drurij, 22 L. J. Exch. Rep. p. 2. In that case
a cargo of cheese was loaded at Genoa under a bill of
lading, in the ordinary form and with the ordinary exceptions, and in the course of the voyage the cheese was
rities

i?6o.
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rats as
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damaged by the gnawing

of rats, notwithstanding, as

The Judge

proved, two cats were kept on board.

it'/»

it

was

refused

Muter's
Executors

to put to the iurv as a question for their consideration.

Jones,

whether the keeping of cats exonerated the shipowner, and

vs.

-"^

iii-

amount of damage claimed.
new trial, upon the ground of

the plaintiff had a verdict for the

The defendant moved

for a

and in the course of his argument he referred
and Emerigon, which I have
already quoted, and also to a passage in Abbott on Shipping,
in which the exception mentioned by these writers is
misdirection,

to the passages in Booeus

referred to without disapprobation

nevertheless the full
Court refused the motion, thereby confirming the direction
I may observe, however, that
of the Judge at the trial.
while Abbott does not expressly disapprove of these authorities, he refers in confirmation of them to a passage in
Jones on Bailments which, so far from doing so, mentions
expressly the liability for damage done by rats, without
any qualification or exception whatever. The Chief Baron
who delivered the judgment in the case of Laveroni vs.
Brury, laid down that this case of rats did not fall within
any of the exceptions in the bill of lading, not being a
danger or accident of the sea, but a kind of destruction which
might happen as well on land as at sea and he disregarded
the authorities of Boccus and Emerigon, holding that the
;

;

Court could not act upon them in contradiction to the bill
The result of that judgment was that a shipof lading.
owner is liable for every loss occasioned by negligence
which the law does not excuse, and that damage by rats is
a damage through negligence which the law does not

and that his responsibility may be either enlarged
by the terms of the bill of lading. The authority of that case seems to go to this, that the shipowner,
having made a special contract by bill of lading, enumerating certain cases in which he is to be exempted from
liability, among which, damage by rats, notwithstanding he
kept cats, was not to be found, therefore he must be liable
In other words, that a
for that particular kind of damage.
shipowner is liable for damage done by rats, unless he
expressly stipulate that he shall not be liable if he keep
That case therefore is sufficient for the
cats on board.
excuse,

or qualified

decision of the

Although

my

present case in favour of the plaintiff.
is that this case should be decided

opinion
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according to the law of England, it is satisfactory to me to
think that my judgment would probably have been the
same, even if the case had been to be decided by Roman-

Dutch

Boccus and Emerigon are both southern
and although they certainly are very explicit
that keeping of cats will save from liability for damage
done by rats, yet the laws of Oleron, of Wisher, and of the
Hanse Towns, through all of which I have looked carefully,
law, for

authorities,

are altogether silent so far as I have been able to discover,

on the subject of
tators.

Orotius

make good

rats,

and so are

(3, 20, 7)

all

the Dutch

the loss to goods

Commen-

bound to
damaged within the ship,

says that the master

is

without mention of any exception whatever; and Voet
(4, 9, 2) says that the shipowner must repair omne damnwrn
quod in receptis rebus, fwrto, corrujptione vel aliter, datum, est

quod damno fatali aut vi
piratarum injuria periisse
constat.
Before conclusion, however, I cannot help observing in regard to the case of Laveroni vs. Brwry, that
although the contract there seems to have been an Italian
one, as to which the doctrine in Boccus, an Italian writer,
and in Emerigon, a writer of the south of France, should
have application if they are to have authority and although
these authorities say that the keeping of cats will excuse
from liability for rats so as one would think to make it
unnecessary to make the matter an express ground of
exception from liability in the bill of lading, still the Court
of Exchequer held that the shipowner was not excused.
This is conclusive to my mind that a multo fortiori the
quoctmque modo exeepto eo
majore,

veluti

solo,

naufragio, aut

;

Court would have come to the same conclusion in a case
such as this, when the contract is English, to be construed
according to the law of England. My Brother WaterMETEE authorized me to say that he concurred in the
opinion I have just expressed.

is

—

The effect of the judgment of the Court
only relative to the plea of defendant, which the Court

Hodges,
deems

C.J.

:

insufficient.

Judgment overruling and disallowing the

defendant's

special plea of non-liability, by reason of the care and
diligence taken by him to prevent such damage or injury
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Exerators
va.

from

rats and,

with

costs.

quoad the special plea, judgment for

plaintiffs

matter was settled by payment of £30 by defendant.

•'"^^

Jones.

Attorneys, J. & H. Eeid.
LDefendant's Attorneys, Faibbkldgf,

T

["Plaintiffs'

& Hull. J

Spillee and Smith's Teustbes

1^2^.— Insolvency.— Ord.

Ord. 37,

Writ of Execution.
Plaintiff obtained

ghersdorp:

While

§

22.—Sheriff.—

Sheriff.

a judgment against

8., who resided at Burand certain goods were
Deputy- Sheriff and sold hy public auction.

the proceeds

and

1843,

he took out a writ

attached hy the

Sheriff,

6,

—Deputy

Steuaet.

vs.

were

before the

still

in the hands of the Deputy-

High Sheriff could have

received

them, S. swrrendered.
the

Eigh

Plaintiff Irought action against
Sheriff for damages for negligence on the part

of his Deputy in the matter of the sale : by direction of
the Cowrt, the trustees of S. intervened as co-plaintiffs : by
their declaration they claimed the proceeds: Held that
the proceeds belonged to them.

I860.

lug! 2i'.
Septal.
sp;['<"^

steuart.

This was an action to recover certain moneys, the proceeds of a judicial sale, and now in the hands of the SheriBf
^j^g action was originally against the High Sheriff for

made by one Armstrong, Deputy-Sheriff of Albert,
^^ respBct of delay in carrying out a writ of execution for
£698, against Mr. James Smith, of Burghersdorp. Smith
default

had become

insolvent, before the proceeds of the writ had
over
to Spiller, and the Court accordingly
paid
been
allowed the trustees of Smith's insolvent estate to intervene
and lay claim to the proceeds the facts of the, case are
fully set forth in the judgment of Hodges, C.J.
:

him Denyssen), for the plaintiff.
J. H., for Smith's trustees intervening by leave of

Porter, A. G. (with

Brand,
the Court.

Brand,

C. J. (with

Cur. adv.

vult.

him

Oole), for

defendant.

^
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Posted (Sept.

4.)

^^^^
Aug. 21.
Sept.

—

In this case the plaintiff, Spiller, on the
Hodges, C.J.
2nd day of August, 1858, issued a writ of execution against
the goods of one Smith, for £698, for which sum he had
obtained a judgment on the 3rd May, 1858. This writ
bears date 2nd August, and being made returnable on the
15th September, was forwarded from Cape Town to Mr. C.
:

Armstrong, the late Deputy-Sheriff for the division of
Albert; on the 23rd August Armstrong attached certain
cattle belonging to Smith, and on the 3rd September,
1858, the sale was advertised in the Gazette, pursuant to the
terms of the Ordinance No. 37, 1828, and it was announced
that the sale would be holden at Burghersdorp on the 20th
September then next. It was proved that the cattle did not
arrive at Burghersdorp on the day appointed for the sale,
wherefore Armstrong directed an auctioneer to hold the
sale at Aliwal North on 25th September following
and it
was alleged that no notice of the sale was given, and that
the cattle were sold at much lower prices than they would
have commanded if the sale had been duly notified in the
usual manner. It is not necessary to refer further to this
circumstance, because it was admitted that this sale and
subsequent sales realized a sufScient sum to satisfy the
plaintiffs writ of execution.
A day or two after the sale
;

the plaintiff

demanded the amount

of the proceeds of the

from Armstrong, at Burghersdorp, but Armstrong refused to pay him the money, unless he received a release
for all the transactions relating to the sale, which the plainsale

tiff

refused to give.

this execution

had

On

5th October, Smith, against whom
made a voluntary surrender of his

issued,

was accepted by a judge in Capetown on that
was alleged that notice of his intention to
make this surrender was given when the cattle were sold
Henry Crump
at Aliwal North on the 25th September.
and Henry Bergman were confirmed as trustees of Smith's
effects,

and

day, and

estate.

it

it

The question

raised

by the pleadings

in the cause

they originally stood, was, whether this plaintiff, Spiller,
was entitled to sue the defendant for the default of his
deputy in respect of the transactions connected with the
execution of the writ but after argument it was suggested
as

;

by the Court,

to the counsel for the

defendant, that

it

t.

g—
gj^^rt
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9.

Aug.

21.

—
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would be desirable that the trustees of Smith should inter1
vene as co-plaintiffs in the suit, and accordingly the
trustees have been made plaintiffs by intervention, and
they by their declaration claim to recover, first, the sum of
£558 19s. 6<Z., which they allege was in the hands of Armstrong on the 5th October when Smith surrendered his
estate and, secondly, they claim damage in respect of the

i--iv>'i

ft

•

;

alleged negligence of Armstrong

by selling the cattle of
Smith, without notice, at prices far below their value. We
have already intimated our opinion that the plaintiffs, by
must limit their claim in the present action
head of demand and the question therefore is,
whether the money which remained in the hands of Armstrong on the 5th October, and which had not at that time
been paid over to the execution creditor, belonged to the
intervention,

to the first

;

trustees of the insolvent estate, or to the execution creditor.

The 22nd

of Ordinance No.

section

6,

1843, has been

referred to for the purpose of showing that, as the

amount

under execution remained on the 5th
October in the hands of the Sheriff, the trustees of the
insolvent are entitled to receive this money, and not the
execution creditor, and it appears to me, on the facts proved
realized

by the

sale

is the true construction of that portion
I have arrived at this conclusion because

before us, that this
of the Ordinance.

was satisfactorily shown that there was not sufficient time
between the day of sale and the day of the surrender of the
it

insolvent estate, to enable the

amount of the
communicate his

High

Sheriff at Capetown to

receive the

levy, and, if it should be neces-

sary, to

instructions to the

Deputy

at

Burghersdorp as to the disposal of the same, and in this
case no demand appears to have been made at any time at
the High Sheriff's office, neither was he ruled to return the
writ.

The Ordinance
Sheriff

is

seems to shew that the High
he thinks fit, to require that all moneys

37, 1828,

entitled, if

levied under writs of execution shall be transferred to him
by his Deputy to Capetown, so that when he is called upon

make a return to the writ he may be in a situation to
comply with the requisition.
In the view I take of this case, it is not necessary to
express any opinion as to the effect of the 22nd section
Ordinance 6, 1843, in cases where the fruits of an execution
to

—

:
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have been demanded and are improperly withheld by the
Sheriff at the time of the surrender of the estate.

Bell and Oloete,

I860.

June 9.
Aug. 21.
Sept.

i.

Spjller vs.
Stenart.

JJ., concurred.

Judgment accordingly for the plaintiffs, by intervention,
£558 19s. 6d. The costs of all parties to the suit to be

for

paid out of the estate of the insolvent.
pAttomey

for Spiller, 0. J. BuissinnS.

"1

Attorney for Smith's Trustees, D. Tenhakt. I
J
LAttorneys for Steuart, J. & H. Eeed.

I

Olivier
Mutual Will.
to

vs.

Olivier and Cloete.

—Prohibition of

make

Alienation.

—Power of Survivor

conditions as to property devolving under the

Will.

A. and B. made a mutual will whereby they bequeathed their

farm, after the death of the survivor, to their four children, and directed that the swrvivor should be at liberty to
cause the farm to be divided into four parts, and to determine by subsequent deed (to be considered as incorporated
in the joint will) which part should fall to each child, and
to annex conditions whereby the farm should be secured to
the children or to each his or her share as a permanent
dwelling-place during the children's lifetime : B. died, and
by subsequent will A. confirmed the bequest under certain
conditions, one of which was that no child should be permitted during his or her lifetime

to dispose

of his or her

share, except to his or her child or children for

A. did not cause the

farm

to be

a dwelling

divided into parts, but

directed that each child should retain his or her dwelling,
lands, &c., as at present used by

him

or her

:

on A.'s death

the condition prohibiting alienation

was inserted by

executor in the tra/nsfer deed of the

farm

children.
to C.
set

:

passed

the

to the

Subsequently one of the children sold his share

the other children brought action to have this sale

aside as being in contravention of the provisions of the
That the condition was null and void, and
Held

will.

:

that the sale to C.

was good.

This was an action instituted by three of the heirs of
Gt. J. Olivier and his wife Maria Magdalena Engel to set
aside a sale

made by the

fourth heir to the defendant

1R60.
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Olivier
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Olivier.
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Cloete, of certain landed property in the estate belonging

I860.

Sept.
Olivier

4.
vs.

OliviGr.

him under the mutual will.
The summous in the Circuit Court of Graafreinet set forth
that by a joint will executed by G. J. Olivier, sen., and his
wife M. M. Engel, dated May 12, 1837, the testators, both
to

since deceased, bequeathed, after the survivor's death, to

Maria Magdalena
and Jacob Petrus the farm Houd Constant

their four children Cornells, Gert Jacobus,
(since married),

in the Graafreinet division, but declaring

it

express will and desire that the survivor of

them

to be their

shall be
be divided into four
parts, and to determine by subsequent deed under his or
her signature which part shall fall to the share of each child
as also to annex such conditions whereby the whole farm
shall be secured to their said children or to each of them,
his or her share as a permanent dwelling-place during the

at liberty to cause the said farm to

and further declaring

lifetime of the said children;

that

such deed shall be fulfilled and considered as if inserted in
the said will verbatim ; that by the said will the testators
named the survivor to be executor or executrix and guardian of the minor heirs reserving to themselves power to
alter their said will with the exception of the institution of
heirs, either at the foot thereof or by separate deeds, such
alterations to be considered as therein inserted verbatim.
;

That by a certain subsequent will made and executed by
the survivor, Gert Jacobus Olivier, sen., dated March 22,
1849, the said testator confirmed the bequest of the farm
under the following conditions
1st. That each of the said children shall retain his
dwelling, gardens and lands, with the water for irrigation
so as at present used by him or her, and that the one shall
not hinder the other herein in any way.
2nd. That the pasturage shall belong to them jointly,
and that no small cattle shall be admitted to graze therein,
which is expressly reserved for large cattle, &c.
3rd. That no kraals or leg-pleJcJcen shall be made in the
:

pasturage.
4th. That each shall not be allowed to keep for his share
on the farm at one time more than 100 large cattle and
1500 small cattle.
5th. That no one of them shall be permitted, during his
or her lifetime, to sell, let or otherwise dispose of his or her
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share in the said farm, except to his or her child or children,
for a dwelling

:

that the testator appointed one Lindenberg

executor, administrator and guardian under this will; and

that the said Lindenberg, as such executor testamentary, on

August 28, 1850, passed a deed of transfer of the farm in
favour of the four heirs aforesaid, but under the express
conditions of the will of G. J. Olivier, sen., referring to and

appending the said

will to the transfer-deed

contravention of the said

will,

:

that, in direct

the first-named defendant

Cornells, one of the said heirs, on September 16, 1859,
entered into a written agreement with the second-named
defendant, D. F. Oloete, for the sale of his share in the

farm and of other property, and on October 22, 1859, made
transfer to Cloete of the property, under the conditions

mentioned in the

will,

and under certain conditions

set

forth in the said agreement, which are at variance with the

conditions of the said will,4;o the

damage

of plaintiffs

:

that

the plaintiffs contend that such agreement of sale and
transfer are illegal. Wherefore the plaintiffs prayed that the
said agreement and transfer, so far as it relates to the onefourth share of the farm,

might be

set aside

and

cancelled.

plea of Oornelis Olivier admitted the execution of

The

the wills, and of the deed of transfer and agreement of sale,

and joined

issue.

defendant pleaded that clause 5
of the separate will of Gr. J. Olivier, sen., set forth in the
declaration did not designate any person or persons as the

And

for a further plea,

person or persons in whose favour the prohibition against
alienation in the said clause contained is made, and therefore that such prohibition does not create a fidei-commissum
in favour of any person or persons, and is therefore a naked
prohibition against alienation, and wholly inoperative.
And for a further plea ; that even if the said prohibition
be held to be not nugatory but operative, and as creating a
fidei-commisstm, then the plaintiffs are not fidei-commissaries

under the said clause.
The pleas of defendant Cloete were the same.
Issue was joined thereupon, and the cause was removed
in
to the Supreme Court for argument, there being no facts
dispute between the parties.
Denyssen, for plaintiff, referred to
Vol.

III.

Van Leeuwen,

Gens. For-.,
2

^

'smSept.

4.

oimerM.
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1

1860.^

seXI:
Olivier

rs.

pt. 1, bk. 3, ch. 7, § 7,

Keessel, Thes.,

390

8; Neostad. Beds., 23, 74; Van der
30-1-10.

Voet,

;

Potter, A.G. (with

him

Cole), for

defendant Olivier, quoted

Sande de Prdhib. Alien., pt. 3, c. 2, § 1, et seq. ; Burge, vol.
Sande de Proh. Al, pt. 3, c.
Voet, 36-1-27
p. 113
;

;

2,
1,

§§ 3, 4.

Brand, C.

J. (with

him

Cole), for

defendant Cloete.

Gur. adv. vult.
Posted, (Sept. 4,

I860),—

—

This is an application to set aside an
Hodges, C.J.
agreement of sale and also a deed of transfer, whereby one
C. H. E. Olivier has conveyed to the defendant the fourth
:

part of a share in a place of perpetual quit-rent land

Houd

Constant, and the plaintiffs,

who

named

are the owners of

the remaining three-fourths of this farm, allege that the
sale has been made in contravention of the will of J. G.
Olivier, sen., the former proprietor of the farm, bearing date

March 22, 1849, and of certain conditions therein contained,
and they, therefore, pray that the agreement of sale and
deed of transfer so far as it relates to the one-fourth share
of the farm may be cancelled.
For the purpose of understanding the grounds upon which the plaintiffs rest their
case it will be necessary to refer to a joint will made by
J. G. Olivier, sen., and his wife, Mary Magdalena Engel,
bearing date May 12, 1837, inasmuch as the conditions
mentioned in the will of the survivor, made in 1849, were
imposed in pursuance of provisions contained in the joint
will " And now, as disposing anew, so we declare by this,
:

after the death of the surviving of us both, to

bequeath to
our four children, Cornelis Hermanns Ernestus, Gert
Jacobus, Maria Magdalena, and Jacob Petrus Jacobus, our
farm, Houd Constant, situate in Sneeuwberg, with all the
adjoining ground, according to diagram and Government
grant but it is our express will and desire that the survivor
;

of us shall be at liberty to cause the said place to be divided

and by further deed under his or her signature to determine what part shall fall to the lot of each
and, further, thereunto to attach such condition
child
into four parts,

;

whereby to our said children our whole farm, or to each

them

his or her share,

is

of

secured as a fixed residence for

;
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their lifetime,

...

and such deed shall have

to be observed

and

.

considered as if herein inserted verbatim." It is to be
observed that by this will the farm in question is given, in
the first instance, absolutely to the four children of the joint
testators,

and that

it is left

quite optional whether the sur-

vivor shall or shall not exercise the power given as to the
division of the property

and the mode of enjoyment during

The survivor

the lives of the children.

" shall be at liberty "

to cause the said place to be divided.

If,

therefore, the

survivor had not executed the

power thus reserved the
former part of the will would stand, and the farm as one
undivided property would, on the death of the survivor,
belong to the four children, either of whom could have
caused partition to be made in the ordinary course of law.
The same result will follow if the power has in this instance
been exceeded or incompletely carried out by the survivor.
But before I consider the terms of the will made by the
survivor, it may be well to endeavour to ascertain the
intention of the parties

who made

this joint will, so far as

it

can be ascertained by reading the clause in question and
it appears to me that their intention was to give a power to
the survivor to make a partition of the farm into four fair
and equal parts, to assign to each child the portion which
;

was to become his property, and to add any conditions for
regulating the mode of enjoying the whole farm or their
If this be the
respective portions of it during their lives.
will
apparent
that
will
it
be
joint
true construction of the
the
terms
of
power.
He
the
followed
not
the survivor has
has not divided the farm into parcels or assigned any parcel
but he has merely given certain
so divided to each child
in which the farm should be
mode
the
as
to
directions
;

enjoyed by the four children during their lives, and he then
superadded a clause whereby he forbids the children from
alienating his or her share during their respective lives;

and

it is

upon

this latter clause that the plaintiffs rely.

It

be convenient here to examine the will in question
which (translated) is as follows "I, the undersigned Jacobus
Olivier, sen., residing on the farm Houd Constant in Sneeuwberg in the district of Graafreinet, wishing to dispose of
my goods to be left at my death, declare to do so herewith

will

:

previously I revoke and annul all wills passed by me before
the date hereof, except the bequest of the farm Houd
2

B

2

i8««21.

July

Sept.

4.

oiivierts.
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Constant to my four children, Cornells Hermanns Erhestus,
Gert Jacobus, Maria Magdalena, and Jacob Petrus Jacobus,
by will with my late wife, Maria Magdalena Bngel, dated
May 12th, 1837, and which bequest I hereby confirm under
the following conditions, which by each of them shall have
1st. That each shall keep
to be observed and performed
his dwelling, garden, and lands with the water of irrigation
as is now used by him or her, and that the one may not
hinder the other therein in any way whatever. 2nd. That
the pasturage shall belong to them jointly, and that no small
cattle shall be allowed to graze in the pasturage especially
:

reserved for large cattle, and also no beasts in the field

That no cattle folds shall be
That each for his share may not
keep on the said farm at one time more than one hundred
head of large cattle and fifteen hundred head of small cattle.
5th. That no one of them during his or her lifetime shall sell,
let, or in any way make over or give up to any other person,
where the oxen run.

made

in the field.

3rd.

4th.

his or her share in the said farm, unless to his

own

child or

be observed that at the
commencement of this will the testator confirmed the joint
will as to the particular farm, and he then proceeds to annex
conditions which must be treated as conditions purporting
to be authorized by the joint will and it appears to me
that the survivor has not followed the terms of the joint
will by annexing this condition which forbids alienations.
Neither has he described the farm, or assigned a separate
portion which is to fall to the lot of each child, as is contemplated by the express words of the joint will and it appears
to me that these preliminary requisites were necessary before
he could proceed to attach any conditions for regulating
the enjoyment of the farm by the condition during their
There are many authorities to show that when a
lives.
deed or will contains a condition which consists of two parts
in the conjuncture, both must be performed.
The result is
that as the power to make conditions does not extend to
the forbidding of the alienation of the farm, the young
children took the farm unclogged by any such conditions,
and the defendant Olivier has full power to enter into the
contract of sale which is sought to be set aside, and our
judgment will be for defendants.
children, for a dwelling."

It will

;

;

"1
rPlaintifis' Attorney, A. HuTcmusoN.
|_Dofendant'8 Attorney, J. C. BebrangS. J
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Teustee of Webster

vs.

Weakley.

—

Agreement of sale and purchase of immovable properfi/. Effect
of vendor's insolvency before receiving title. Duty of Exe-

—

cutors.

In 1842 W. and defendant entered into a written agreement
which set forth that W. was entitled to two farms which
he had fwchased from N., hut that title had not yet been
issued by Government, but would be issued ; that defendant
agreed thereby to purchase the farms from W.for £1000,

W. promising

to

do everything necessary

to

give title;

W. as his tenant of the
farms at a rental of £60 per annum, and to resell to W.
the farms for £1000 and such rent as might be dus, at
any time within twenty years ; W. agreed to become tenant
that defendant agreed to accept

of defendant at the rental mentioned.
the £1000 to W., and in May, 1854,

Defendant paid

W. died

intestate

in August, 1854, plaintiff
and two other persons were appointed executors dative
and subsequently obtained transfer in favour of W.'s

without having obtained

estate

In

and one

B., from

title ;

N.

to

whom

title

had been

issued.

October, 1855, the executors surrendered W.'s estate as

and in November, 1855, B. renounced his right
Plaintiff was elected
to the land in favour of W.'s estate.
stated
report
that there was no
in
his
and
trustee,
sole
and
sold,
in
accordance with
being
the
to
farms
obstacle
were
sold,
and
one 8. became
creditors
they
resolution of
defendant
March,
1856,
proved his
In
purchaser.
the
claim for £1000 with interest as preferent. At the date
of the appointment of the executors dative, W.'s estate was

insolvent,

insolvent,

The

of which fact the executors must have been aware.
now sued defendant to have

plaintiff, W.'s trustee,

defendant's claim declared to be concurrent. Defendant
At the date of action 8.
it was preferent.
had not taken transfer, and it did not appear whether he

pleaded that

had paid
matter

the purchase-price.

to the

Master

to

take

The Coukt

an account of the

referred the
transactions

defendant, but held that if defendant had
claimed that he was entitled to the transfer of the farms
his claim would have been good, as tlie fact of the letters

between

W. and
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of administration having been obtained prior to the
surrender of the estate did not imder the circumstances
differentiate the case from that of Van Aardt vs. Hartley's
Trustees (2 Menz. p. 135).

Action to have a certain preferent claim proved upon an

I860.
sejrt'.

4.'

insolvent estate, ascertained, and declared to be not pre-

webster's

fercut but Concurrent.

Weakley.'

The declaration stated that on December 12th, 1855,
Thomas Webster surrendered his estate, and plaintiff was
subsequently appointed trustee ; that at a meeting of creditors in the said estate defendant proved a debt of

£3027
ferent

Os. &d.,
;

of which he claimed that

£2676

5s.

was pre-

that plaintiff does not dispute that defendant

is

a

but he disputes the amount of the debt, and denies
that any part is preferent. That the defendant and Webster had certain dealings together, and that in the course
of such dealings Webster pledged or purported to pledge
to defendant as security for a certain debt of £800 due by
creditor,

Webster to defendant, certain movable property, viz.,
1200 sheep, 2 wagons, and 45 head of cattle that defen;

dant subsequently obtained possession of the said property
and applied it to his own use, but has not accounted to
plaintiff for the amount realised by him from the said property, although he has included in his proof of debt a sum
of £500 with £360 as interest thereon, as the balance

him on the said sum of £800.
Wherefore the plaintiff prayed that an account of the
transactions between Webster and defendant might be
taken, and the amount actually due to defendant ascertained, and that in taking such account defendant might be
charged with the value of the said movable property and
all other proper debts, and that it might be declared that
defendant was not preferent for any of his said debts, and
that the proof might be corrected if necessary and that the
plaintiff might have his costs.
The defendant admitted the insolvency and plaintiff's
alleged to be due to

;

appointment, denied the other allegations, and prayed that
the claim might be dismissed with costs.

And further pleaded that he was legally entitled to the
preference on the amount of his claim, because part of the
whole amount,

viz.,

£1810, as for capital £1000 and

for

375

from money paid by defendant to
Webster on September 20, 1844, for the purchase from
Webster of the farms Elands drift and Oliphants drift,
1
p
T
which were not at that time part ot insolvent s property nor
registered in his name, but to which Webster had a right
or interest, and which said right or interest was so purchased
by defendant for the amount of £1000, and that the said
Webster afterwards registering the farms in his name, the
defendant became by law preferent in the proceeds of the
said farm for the capital sum of £1000 and interest.
And
interest £810, arises

T

.

1

.

•

further that for the other part of the said
said defendant was

by law

J

sum

of £2676, the

entitled to preference in virtue

bond executed by Webster in favour of defendant on March 13th, 1843, under a general mortgage of all
his property, which was duly registered on May 9th, 1843,
and of which said bond the sum of £500 capital with interest £360 and costs £6 5s. 6d., was the residue still unpaid.
of a notarial

Issue was joined on these pleas.

The evidence was taken on Circuit, and the case was removed to the Supreme Court for argument. The facts
proved in evidence and the tenor of the documents put in
appear sufficiently from the judgment of Bell, J.
Porter, A.Q. (with him Denyssen), for plaintiffs. The real
intention of the parties was that defendant was to make a
loan of money to Webster. See Harris vs. Buissinne (2

Menz. p. 105); Van Aardt vs. Hartley (2 Menz. p. 135).
If Hartley had got title and then surrendered there could
be no distinction between the two cases.
The proBrand, 0. J. (with him Oole), for defendant.
The
1854.
exeMay,
in
estate
perty was not in Webster's
surrender.
but
transfer
to
receive
cutor's duty was not to
Defendant's position is, the property being sold I now claim
the purchase-money I might have claimed the property,
but I now claim the money.
;

Porter, in reply.

Cur. adv. vult.

Postea (Sept.

4),—

The Couet (Hodges,
delivered judgment.

C.J.,

Bell and Cloete,

JJ.)

isso-

Sept.

4.

Webster's
Trustee vs.

weakiey.
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Bell, J., said:— In this case the defendant Weakley
proTed upon the estate of T. Webster for an aggregate debt
of £3027 Os. 6d., according to an annexed account. The
" By amount
first item in that account was thus specified,
Oliphant's
Drift
and
Elands
farms
for
the
paid Webster
from
thereon
"interest
item
is,
next
£1000";
the
Drift,
September 20th, 1842, £810." The third item is, " balance
of circuit writ, being judgment on a preferent bond, dated
April 9th, 1844, £500; interest on balance from August
There then follows a variety of items
1st, 1847, £360."
swelling up the proof to £3027 Os. 6d., all of which is
claimed as a preferent debt. The action is brought by the
trustees in the sequestration, who, by the declaration, while
they do not dispute that the defendant is a creditor upon
the estate for some amount, do dispute the particular amount
claimed, and deny that any part of it is preferent upon the
estate.
The defendant, by his plea, alleges that the two
first

items in the proof of £1000 and £810 of interest, arise

from money paid by him to the insolYent in September,
1844, for the purchase of the two farms mentioned in the
proof.
In support of this plea, the defendant produced
formal articles of agreement between him and the insolvent,
dated September, 1842. These articles recite that the insolvent was entitled to the two farms, but that no title had

been issued by the Government either to him or the person
from whom he had purchased them, but as there was no
reasonable doubt that the Government would issue a title to
the insolvent, he had proposed to the defendant Weakley
to sell him all his estate in the farms for £1000, and the
"defendant had agreed to purchase at that price. Upon this
recital the articles witness, that in consideration of

£1000

paid, the insolvent granted, bargained, and sold to the
defendant the two farms, and all the insolvent's interest in

them, and covenanted to do everything which should be
necessary on his part, in order to make good the title of
the defendant. On the other hand, the defendant agreed
to accept of the insolvent as his tenant of the farms at
a rent of £60, and covenanted to resell them to the insolvent for the sum of £1000, and such amount or rent as
might be due to the defendant at any time within the
period of twenty years, and the insolvent agreed to become
the tenant of the defendant, and covenanted to pay him

377
the rent of

£60 a

year.

Probably the true history of the

by these articles is, that the insolvent
have a loan of £1000 from the defendant, but

transaction embraced
desired to

was told that was impossible, since the insolvent was not
upon the register as the owner of the property, and therefore could not make any mortgage which would bind the
lands, and that the only way in which he could obtain the
money would be by doing that which he did do, viz., selling
the lands out and out with a covenant for their re -purchase
at any time within twenty years.
If the insolvent had
exercised this right of re-purchase within the twenty years,
the result to him and to the defendant also,- would have
been nothing different from what it would have been if
the insolvent, having a registered title to the lands, had
mortgaged them to the defendant for £1000, but not having
done so, the form of the transaction, which the defendant
for his security found it necessary to adopt, viz., a sale
instead of a mortgage, must remain effectual to the defenThe only way in which the
dant for that protection.
insolvent contracted for the accommodation he wished, and
the only way in which the defendant agreed to give him
that accommodation, was by sale and not by mortgage.
There was nothing either illegal or in any degree improper in such a transaction, and as nothing has occurred
to alter either its form or its nature, I see no reason why
the defendant should not have the beneiSt of it such

—

having been the form and nature

of the transaction.

It

appears that the insolvent died in the month of May, 1854,
without having obtained any grant to these farms, and that
in August, 1854, the present plaintiff, Lucas, and two
other persons, obtained letters of administration from the
Master of this Court as executors dative to the insolvent.

would further appear that Van der Nest, from whom
the insolvent had originally purchased, had at some time
or other procured a grant of the farms, and had the grant
put upon the register. The executors dative of thie insolIt

make up a title in their persons, obtained
der Nest a transfer in favour of the estate of the
insolvent, and of one Bradfield, who seems to have in some
way acquired with the insolvent a joint interest in the
farms.
On November 7th, 1855, Bradfield renounced his
vent, in order to

from

Van

right in favour of the

estate of the

insolvent

upon a

^^^^"-^

sept^

i.

Webster's

weakiey.
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recital that the insolyent

Sept. 4.

Bradfield,

T^uBtafS
Weakley,

his

had in

proportion of the

his lifetime paid him,

purchase-money.

The

executors dative having thus got as they supposed a full
title

in themselvcs to the farms, as

coming in the place

of

the insolvent, surrender the insolvent's estate in December,
1855, upon a petition stating that the executors had dis-

covered that the estate was insolvent, and were therefore
desirous of surrendering for the benefit of the creditors, and
it was duly sequestrated.
The plaintiff, Lucas, one of the
executors dative, and a creditor in the estate, procured
himself to be elected sole trustee, and afterwards in a
by him to the creditors (which is without any

report made,

which appears to have been reported to the cremeeting on March 27th, in some year,
but in what year does not appear either, for in these proceedings in bankruptcy, dates seem to appear only by accident), he reported to the creditors that the debts amounted
to £5817 16s. lO^d., of which he stated two were preferent,
one of these being the defendant's, upon a general bond
amounting to about £1000. After speaking of the different

date, but

ditors at their third

properties in the estate, the report deals with the two
farms in question in this way
" The titles to the two
farms on the Koonap Eiver, having been obtained by the
executors, prior to surrendering the estate, there remains
no obstacle to their being sold." The meeting of creditors
adopted the suggestions of the trustee and directed the
farms to be sold.
The plaintiff sold the farms to one
Sparkes, for a sum the amount of which does not appear,
nor does it appear whether it has been paid, but it does
appear that the plaintiff has not given any transfer to
Sparkes. In March, 1856, the defendant made his proof
upon the estate including in it the sum of £1000, with
£810 interest, as the price of these two farms, as I have
:

—

before stated.

Whether the farms had already been sold at that time
does not appear, there being no dates either to the minutes
of the meeting of creditors in the sequestration, or in the

when the sale took place. But it would
seem that the defendant did not take any steps either to
interfere with the title made up by the executors dative, or
with the sale by them to Sparkes and that all that he has
done has been to put forward this proof of £1000 with inteevidence, to show

;

;
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a preferent debt, which claim of preference it is one
of the objects of the action to have disallowed. If the
letters as executors dative be thrown out of consideration,
rest, as

the case as to the £1000 is exactly that of Van Aardt v.
Hartley (2 Menz. p. 135), which was referred to by the
counsel for the plaintiff in the course of the argument-

There Hartley was in possession without having obtained a
There Hartley without a title sold to Van Aardt,
and took the purchase-money. Here the insolvent without
a title sold to the defendant and took the purchase-money.
Up to this point the cases are identical; if there be any
difference between them it is in the subsequent proceedings
in Van Aardt's case.
Hartley surrendered his estate before
he had got a title in himself, or had given one to Van Aardt
and after the surrender the trustees in the insolvency obtained a transfer from Hartley's author, and were proceeding to sell the estate when Van Aardt stepped in to prevent
it, and brought an action to compel the trustees to give title
to himself.
This Court found that the action was well
founded, because there was nothing in Hartley at the time
of his sequestration, either legal or equitable, which could,
by the sequestration, be vested in the trustee for the benefit
of the creditors.
The legal title he had never obtained,
and the equitable right he had conveyed to Van Aardt.
If Webster's estate had been surrendered as insolvent,
which should have been the first step taken, and a title
had afterwards been made by the plaintiff as trustee in
the sequestration, this case would throughout have been
on all-fours with that of Van Aardt; but, apparently to
avoid the effect of the decision in that case, the plan was
resolved on and adopted of getting letters of administration
as executors dative to the insolvent, and then surrendering
the estate as insolvent. This, it was supposed, by vesting the
farms in the executors as coming in place of the insolvent
before sequestration, would differentiate the case from that

transfer.

of

Van Aardt, and secure the lands

to the creditors

;

accord-

ingly, the letters dative having been issued in August, 1854,
the estate was surrendered as insolvent in Dec, 1855. It

was argued that the title as executors dative obtained
before the insolvency brought the case to that of Harris vs.
Buissinne (2 Menz. p. 105). In that case it was held that
a purchaser from a party standing upon the register as

i^^o.

Sept.

4.

webster-s
weakiey.'

;
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owner, although he had paid the purchase-money, was cut
out by the insolvency of the owner intervening before the

purchaser had obtained a transfer from him. The ground
of that dccisiou was, that the title being registered in the
name of the vendor at the time of the purchase, and continuing in him up to the date of the insolvency, the legal

was carried by the sequestration, and against that the
equitable right acquired by the purchaser could not prevail
but in the present case there was neither legal title nor
title

equitable right in the vendor or his representatives, either
at the date of the issue of the letters as executors dative, or
at the time of the sequestration

—the legal

title

had never

been in the insolvent at any time, and the equitable right
had passed from him to the defendant at the time of the
sale to defendant in September, 1842.
The issue of the
letters as executors dative cannot, in my opinion, make any
difference in the case. The estate was insolvent at the date
of the issue of the letters and long before.
The Ord. 104,
under which they are issued, is an Ordinance "for the
administration of the estates of persons dying either testate
By § 19 of that Ordinance it is enacted that
or intestate."
the Master of the Court may appoint a curator honis until
letters of administration shall be granted for "the due,
administration and distribution thereof " § 21 empowers
the Master to appoint executors dative, and contains a proviso that when it shall appear to him that the estate of the
deceased is insolvent, he shall not appoint an executor
dative, but " he is hereby required to tate the necessary proceedings for having such estate placed under sequestration
as insolvent."
These letters of administration are merely
for administration and distribution where the estate is
:

solvent,

They

by vesting

it

in persons chosen for that purpose.

cannot, therefore,

make any change

in the title or
deceased at his death ; they
vest the estate in the executors just as it was vested in the
deceased, in the same way in which the Insolvent Ordinance vests the estate in the trustee for the benefit of the
right, as either existed in the

creditors

where

it is

insolvent,

and the Ordinance

that where the estate of a deceased

is

is

express

insolvent, its distribu-

tion shall take place under a sequestration and not under
letters of administration. I am by no means certain, therefore,

that the letters of administration granted here were

—

;
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not a nullity ah
recalled

initio,

or at all events could not have been

upon a proper application setting

forth the true

condition of the estate of the deceased as having been
insolvent at the date of their issue. If the persons who
applied for the grant of the letters of administration were
cognizant of the insolvency of the estate at the time the

—

made as I infer they were from the statement in the report to the creditors " that a title had been
obtained by the executors prior to surrendering the estate "

application was

then that application without disclosing the insolvency was
a fraud upon the law. But however that may be, it is
impossible, in

my

opinion, to give larger effect to the

by seq[uestration, than
was given to the sequestration alone in the case of Van
Aardt v. Hartley (2 Menz. p. 135). There it was found that
there was neither legal title nor equitable right in the insolvent, which the sequestration could vest in the trustee for
his creditors; so here there was neither legal title nor
equitable right in the insolvent which could be vested in
his executors dative for distribution by them. When, there-

letters of administration, followed

fore,

sequestration ensued, the right and the title of the

insolvent remained the same as they had been before the

were issued. The legal title had
never been in the insolvent and the equitable right had
been assigned by him to the defendant. It was no more
competent, therefore, for the trustee here to pass by the
defendant and the insolvent, and to obtain a title from the
insolvent's author, and then to sell to Sparkes, than it was

letters of administration

for Hartley's trustees to pass by Van Aardt and Hartley
and then to attempt to sell to a third party. If, therefore,
this action had raised the question whether the defendant
was or was not entitled to the property of the farms men-

tioned in the proof, I should hold that he was entitled
but this is not the way in which the issue has been raised

Passing by the farms altogether and the price
been realised by their sale, the defendant
have
which may
amount of his purchase-money as a prethe
claims
merely
before us.

upon the estate generally, without asking to
of sale rescinded, or desiring to have it
contract
have the
treated, or showing any reason why it should be treated, as
ferent claim

a nullity, but on the contrary founding upon it as a valid
subsisting contract. This form of putting forward his claim

i^eo.

sept!

4.

Webster's
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While, therefore, I

impossible to support.

^1860.^

Septet

is

is

am

of

entitled to claim the farm against the

plaintiff and the purchaser from him, I am of opinion that
the claim made by him in the particular form in which he
puts it must be disallowed. With regard to the second

item in the proof, to wit, the balance of the Circuit judgment and interest upon it, the defendant may or may not

have a claim, in respect of
is

so defective that it

upon the

it

;

but at present the evidence

impossible to give any opinion

is

nothing to show what was
what became of the
property assigned in security of the defendant under it. I
think, therefore, that as to this matter there should be a
reference to the Master, as asked by the declaration.
With
regard to the other items in the proof which I have not
thought it necessary to refer to specifically, I think they
should be altogether disallowed, as they are wholly unsupported by evidence of any kind.
subject.

There

is

positively refused under the decree, or

It

was therefore ordered that

it

be referred to the Master

to take an account of the various dealings

and transactions

between defendant and Webster in terms of the prayer of
the declaration.
Postea (Aug. 21, 1861).

The Master having reported that he had recommended
the following proposal to the parties

:

that the plaintiff pay

£1000 to defendant with two years' interest, and that thereupon defendant withdraw all other claims against the
estate.

The Couet gave judgment by
Master's proposal

:

& H. Eeid.
L Defendant's Attorneys, Faiebkicoe
fPlaintiffs' Attorneys, J.

consent in terms of the

each party to pay his own
I

& Akderme. J

costs.

—
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Du
Mutual

Will.

Plessis

v.

—Prohibition of

Smallbeegek.
Alienation.

—Fidei-Commissum.

Bight of Pre-emption.

By

codicil to their

mutual

to their children,

that each should he
estate

for

he sold to

wish

to

it,

P. and his wife left their farm
and two daughters ; and directed
hound to pay a certain sum into the
will,

one son

with the condition that the farm should never

a stranger, hut

that if one of the children should
fart with his or her share, he or she should he

bound to sell the same to the other two proprietors for the
same sum as it cost him or her ; on the death of their
parents, the children tooh possession of the farm under the
condition, hut subsequently the two daughters gave up occupation on payment to them by the son of the amount
mentioned in the codicil.
The son remained in possession
the
whole
during
his
farm
On his dying intestate
of
life.
the daughters claimed the right to purchase the farm for

amount mentioned in the codicil. Held
That they
had no such right aftcn the son's death, whether they had
or not had such right of pre-emption during his lifetime.
the

:

Action to restrain the executor-dative in the estate of one
i860.
H. B. du Plessis from selling a certain farm in the estate,
sept^g!
on the ground that there was a fidei-commissum in plaintiffs' du phiis vs.
""'"'"^'^ser.
favour over the said farm, created by virtue of the mutual
will of Daniel du Plessis and his wife.
The declaration stated that plaintiffs were the daughters
of Daniel du Plessis and his wife, who were married in community, and who, on Jan. 8th, 1831, had made the following
" We have resolved that after
codicil to their mutual will
the death of both of us, the place called Wyers Rivier shall
remain for our three children, named Hermanns Barend,
Helena Aletta, and Cecilia Frederica du Plessis, for which
they shall be obliged to pay the sum of 7000 rds. each, but
with the condition that the said place shall never be sold to
a stranger, but if any one of them should intend to dispose
of his share he shall be obliged to sell it to the two other
:

the buildings
proprietors for the same sum as it cost him
now standing on the place shall be occupied by them jointly
;

—
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two

unmarried, but should they

^J^seo^g

as long as the

Sept".

enter into the marriage state they shall be obliged to take

9.

i)n piessis vs.
Smallberger.

sisters are

another dwelling
^ where
the farm

my

;

and

most convenient to them on
daughters take another dwelling

it is

my two

if

Hermanns du

Piessis shall pay to his two sisters
Helena Aletta and Cecilia Frederica, for the buildings
which shall be occupied by him alone, the sum of 3000
guilders."
That the testator and testatrix died without
having altered or revoked the codicil, and their executors,
on August 15, 1842, transferred the farm to the three children
under the conditions contained in the will. That Hermanns
du Piessis died on May 29, 1859, intestate, and defendant
was appointed executor-dative, and was about to put up for
public sale the share of the said H. du Piessis, but was interdicted from so doing pending the present action.
And plaintiffs contended that they were entitled, under
the above circumstances, to become the purchasers of this
share, and that defendant was bound to sell it to them for
the price mentioned in the bequest and prayed that it
might be declared accordingly.
The defendant at the trial admitted all the facts in the

son

;

declaration, but denied the concl'usions of law.

(with him Barry), for defendant.
Every
on alienation was loosed on the death of the first

Porter, A.G.
fetter

A prohibition of sale to a stranger does not prevent

dying.

a gift to a stranger.

The word "never"

intended for the lifetime of the heir
heir's

successors

n. 5 to 8,

6 to 8

;

and

see

:

in the will was

and does not bind the

Sande de Prohib. Alien, pt. 3, c, 2^
8 and 9, also pt. 3, c. 3, n.
Bell's Comm., vol. 2, p. 817.
p. 114

pt. 3, c. 5. n.

Purge, vol.

2,

;

Brand, G. J. (with him Benyssen),
Sande,

;

for plaintiffs, referred to

pt. 3, c. 2, n. 1, 2, 8.

Gwr. adv. vuli.

Postea (Sept. 4),

The Court (Hodges,
livered

judgment

C.J.,

Cloete and Bell,

JJ.) de-

in favour of defendant.

—

Cloete, J., said
By a codicil to their last
du Piessis and his wife jointly declared it to be
:

will

Daniel

their desire
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their farm, Wyers Eiver, should devolve upon and become
the property of their three children, Hermanus Barend,

Helena Aletta, and Cecilia Frederica, for which they were
bound to pay 7000 rds. each into the joint estate, and with
this condition, " that this place should

never be sold to a
one of our said children should wish to
part with his share, he or she shall be bound to sell the
same to the other two proprietors for the same sum as
what it cost him or her;" and the testators gave some
stranger

;

but

if

further directions as to the buildings on quitting the farm
which it is immaterial to refer to here. Upon the death of

the testators the three children entered and took possession
of the farm Wyers Eiver, and the two daughters, subse-

quently to giving up occupation, received from Hermanus
Barend the amount which they were entitled to get for
giving up that occupation ; and Hermanus Barend having
recently died intestate, the plaintiffs (being the two sisters)
now claim to become purchasers of the said farm for the
price set forth in the codicil of their parents ; in other
words, they maintain that they have still a reversionary
right to that property, considering

it as burdened with
some fidei-commissary dispositions in their favour. In deciding such questions, I am of opinion, on the authorities
just quoted by me in the preceding case of Olivier* (in which
we have just given judgment) that we are bound to give the
most narrow and strict interpretation to words introducing
Such fidei commissa. That these by our laws are held to be
odious ; and wherever the words admit of the slightest
doubt, they are to be construed pro herede, so as to leave
him the free and unfettered possession of the inheritance he
acquires from his parents. Applying the principle to the
present case, it is clear that the word " never " used there
by the testator, can only, by the utmost latitude of construction, be deemed to oblige each of the three children
and heirs to that property so long as they are alive, to give
his or her co-heirs the right of pre-emption, whenever he

should choose voluntarily to give up his right to that proThat this obligation only endures during the lifetime of these three heirs, and that it does not burden their
descendants. I am, therefore, of opinion that Hermanus
Barend, having continued to hold possession of that farm as
perty.

* P. 367.

Vol.

III.

2

C

isso.

Se'^.l'

Dupi^isrs.
®°"'"'*'^°'"-
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I860.
23.

Aqg.

Sept. 4.

Du piesBis vs.
Smallberger,

he

long;
o as

must be held to have
which the
parents
have failed to have effect and
^

lived,^ at his decease it

become part and parcel of

his estate, in respect of

^erms of codicil of his
«.
are no longer operative ; and, therefore, that the plaintiffs
claim must be rejected with costs.
•

,

Faikeridge & HntL."|
LDefendant's Attorneys, Kedelinghhts.
J
fPlaintiffs' Attorneys,

Prior

vs.

Ftnn's Executors.

Bights and Duties of Eaieeutors dative as to Sale of Immovable
Property in the Estate.
F,,

married in commimity, died intestate in 1853, leaving his
W. and S. F. were
wife and minor children surviving.
appointed executors dative.

H. F. resided in Natal, and

gave W. a power of attorney to act for him.
The only
property in the estate was a farm.
In January, 1857,
one

8.,

father-in-law of W., sold this farm to plaintiff hy

was

notarial deed, in which 8.
rized agent, by

power of

described as the duly autho-

The
was made on terms prejudicial to the estate. F.'s wife
repudiated the sale at once, and tooh possession of the titledeeds.
In April, 1858, W. surrendered, and plaintiff
sued 8. in a Circuit Oourt under the deed of sale, to compel
him to give transfer. It appeared that 8. had no power
of attorney from W, qua executor, hut he stated that he
acted on a letter of instructions; judgmsnt was given
against 8. personally, hut he was unable to perform it.
In
1859, defendant was appointed executor dative in place of
attorney, of the executors.

sale

W.; plaintiff brought this action to have the Circmt Court
Judgment against 8. revived against the executors. The
Court held, that the sale hy 8. was not binding on F.'s
executors, as 8. had no legal power to conclude such sale,
and gave judgment for defendants.

A private sale of immovable property in an estate rnade
hy an executor dative without the sanction of the heirs or
the authority of the Court will be set aside if it can he
shown

Oof

'6.

1861.

Feu^ia.
Feb. i:
Mar. 1.
Prior M. Fynn's

Executolr'

to

have been prejudicial

to the estate.

This was an action to enforce the transfer of a farm
alleged to have been sold by the executors dative of the
late W. McD. Fynn to the plaintiff.

The

facts

were as follows

:

W. McD. Fynn

died intestate

387

on June 6tli, 1853, leaving a widow to whom he was married in community, and five minor children
C. E. Williams
and Henry Fynn were appointed executors dative. The
latter, who resided at Natal, by power of attorney, dated
March 2nd, 1854, appointed his co-executor to represent
;

in the estate.
The only asset in the estate was a farm.
Elands Hoogte, which Williams endeavoured to lease or
sell, consulting, according to his statement, the widow in
all proposed arrangements.
In September, 1856, one H.
Southey wrote to Williams enquiring whether the farm
was for sale. Williams replied that it was then under offer,
and that in about a fortnight's time he would write again.
Williams never wrote again to Southey, nor communicated
Southey's letter to Mrs. Fynn, who had valued the farm at
from £1800 to £2000, fixing the former as the minimum
On January 17th, 1857, one
price she would sell it for.
Simpson, Williams' father-in-law, by a deed drawn before
the notary B. Stone, in which Simpson was described as " the
duly authorized agent of the executors to the estate of
W. Fynn, being duly clothed by power of attorney," sold
Elands Hoogte to plaintiff for £1600, payable by instalments extending over a period of ten years. £250 was
paid at once by plaintiff, and this money was remitted by
Simpson to Williams, and by the latter placed to the credit
It appeared, however, that Simpson had
of the estate.
never possessed any power of attorney from the executors.
Williams stated he had sent Simpson a power, but in
Simpson's evidence he stated he had received only a letter
of instructions from Williams, which was not, however,
he held, however, a general power from
forthcoming
Williams personally. Shortly after the sale, Mrs. Fynn,
hearing of it, at once repudiated the transaction, and took
possession of the title-deeds of the farm. In April, 1857,
Williams' estate was sequestrated. On 19th April, Southey,

him

:

who had not heard of the sale, wrote to Mrs. Fynn, offering
£2000 for the farm at a credit of seven years. In April,
1858, plaintiff sued Simpson in the Graham's Town Circuit
Court under the deed of sala of January 17th, 1857, to give
transfer of Elands Hoogte to this Simpson pleaded, first,
that the executors were the proper parties to be sued, and,
secondly, the general issue. Judgment was given against
him on April 6th, 1858, on the ground that he had entered
;

2

2

isss.
issi-

Mar.

i."

Frfor vs. Fynn's

^^^

;;
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which he was
bound to carry out besides, of the two executors.
one was disqualified by insolvency, and the other resided
out of the jurisdiction of the Court. By the judgment he

1659.

into a personal obligation with plaintiff,

1861.

legally

Mar.

i!

Prior M.Fynn's

;

was ordered to give transfer within four months. Mrs. Fynn
was not made acquainted with the proceedings taken against
Simpson till some time afterwards, when she at once refused
to ratify them, or deliver up the title-deeds and in defendants' plea, Simpson's defence was alleged to be a sham
set up to cover a fraudulent note, plaintiff being party to
the fraud. Wateemetee, J., the Circuit Judge, however,
stated that the defence appeared to him to be conducted
with the most perfect bona fides. Simpson was unable to give
effect to the judgment, and in February, 1859, Mr. E. J. M.
Syfret was appointed executor in the place of Williams
whereupon plaintiff brought an action to have the judgment
of the Circuit Court of April, 1858, revived as against the
;

present executors.

The

case was

removed

for the purpose of taking evidence,

to the Circuit Courts of Graham's

and the evidence
Simpson, Mrs.

Brand,

Town and Queen's Town,

of several witnesses, including Williams,

Fynn and

G. J. (with

Southey, was read at the

him Watermeyer), appeared

trial.

for plain-

tiff.

Porter, A. G., for defendants.

The Couet unanimously held
1857, was not binding
as

that the sale of January 17,
of Fynn's estate^

upon the executors

Simpson had had no legal power

that though the Court did not

to conclude such a sale

deem

it necessary in the
present case to decide formally on the point raised by defendants that every private sale of landed property effected

by an executor

dative was, de facto, illegal, yet that it was

made without the sanction of
the heirs or the authority of the Court would be set aside if
it could be shewn that it had prejudiced the estate, and
in
the present instance it was clear that such was the case, for
the farm had been privately sold to Prior for £1600 at a
of opinion that a private sale

credit of ten years, while

£2000

Southey was prepared to offer
which would probably not
The Court further remarked that

at a credit of seven years,

have otherwise occurred.

'
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executors dative commonly fell into the error of supposing
that they represented the whole estate, whereas, as in the
present instance, they represent only the share of the
deceased, and not the rights of the widow and heirs.

Court absolved the plaintiff from

all

The

imputation of fraud,

i8B9.

isw-

Mar-

i.

Prior us. Fynn's

°""

^^"

and considered him as the victim of precipitancy he should
have satisfied himself of Simpson's power to sell before he
bought, but not having done so, he must bear the conse;

quences of the great principle, caveat emftor.

Judgment

for defendants with costs.

"|
D. Tennant.
Defendants Attorneys, Faibbridge & Hni-L. J

tPIaintifl'8 Attorney,

HOEAK
Marriage.

VS.

HORAK.

—Error.—Fraud.

A marriage

declared void on account of the previous stuprum
and pregnancy of the wife unknown to the husband, and
a child iorn six months after the marriage declared

illegitimate

ledge of the

the husband not having cohabited after knowstuprum.

;

I860.

In this case the declaration set forth that the plaintiff
was married to the defendant on May 12, 1859, at the town
that on November 16, 1859 (six months and
of Kichmond
four days from the date of marriage), defendant was delivered
of a mature and full grown child which was not the child of
plaintiff.
Plaintiff therefore submitted that the marriage
was void ah initio, or if not void that it was voidable, and
prayed that it might be declared voidable and void by the
judgment of the Court, or if it was neither void nor voidable,
plaintiff prayed for a decree of divorce.
Defendant excepted to the declaration as giving plaintiff
no ground of action, and further, pleaded the general issue.
By consent it was agreed that the preliminary point of
law should first be argued; whether, the facts being admitted as stated in the declaration, plaintiff was entitled to
;

the relief prayed

for.

The case of Nel v. Nel (1
Porter, A. G., for plaintiff.
Menzies, p. 274), merely decided that previous stuprum

Apr.

14.

hov^22'.
oct. 17.

—

'

HSak?'

;
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.

6.

1861.

Kov.

husband was no ground for a dissolution
In that case judgment was not given as
whether such previous stwprwm would make the marriage

known

I860.

June

ig!

Horak m.

to the

of the marriage.
to

Yoid ah initio. Besides, in the present case, the previous
stuprum was unknown to the husband. All laws lay down
that if there be error, metus, dolus, ebrietas, furor, imjpotentia, consanguinity or affinity, no marriage has been
In this case there was dolus on the part of the
contracted.
woman. Van Leeuwen (Censura Forensis, 1-15-10) allows
that there is relief in a case like the present, though he
does not clearly say what the relief is but from the fact
that he says that the woman against whom the relief is
granted may marry the seducer, the relief does not seem
the same as divorce on the ground of adultery, since there
the adulteress may not marry the adulterer. Voet (2-1^2-15)
makes the concurrence of stuprum and pregnancy necessary.
He draws a distinction between error in this respect and in
other respects. In other cases of error the man, by exer;

might have ascertained the true
In 23-1-13 he speaks of stuprum as a

cising reasonable caution,
state of affairs.

reason for a

man

to refuse to carry out the' espousals or his

promise of marriage.
to

the same

(Evans'

effect.

ed.), p.

12

;

Brouwer, bk.
Cos.

p.

185;

i.

tit.

Groenewegen, bk. 48,

Be Groot (3-15-31, and

18,

ss.

19, 29, is

Pothier on Contracts
tit. 5,

lex ultima

Wissembach, Com-

Schorer's note).

mentaries on Pandects and Code, bk. 23, tit. 2, sec. 8, differs
from Voet and Van Leeuwen, but both he and Hiller (Praelectiones, 24-2-18) seem to lean towards the Canon Law.

Wissemhach (23-2-8) says that error vitiates, but he conis an accident and test of substance,
and to be treated like unexpected flows of temper or defect
siders that virginity

of fortune.

is

[Hodges, C.J. :— But one of the first objects of marriage
Here he marries a woman incapable

legitimate offspring.

of giving such.]

[Watbemeyek, J. :— In fact he takes the view
who would not listen to you in the case

Canonists,
chastity,

of the
of un-

though in error of person they would.]
is clear on the subject
and marriage

The Canon law

;

is

a

sacrament of the Catholic Church.
[Hodges, C.J. :— There is a great distinction in my mind
between immorality precedent to marriage, and pregnancy.]

;
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Voet

and Vcm Leeuwen make the ground unchastity with

pregnancy.

La

In

p, 294, tit. "

Lech's indies, io ihe Butch Consultations,

Eimelyhe," the marginal note

that the general opinion

no ground

is

is to the effect
that stufrum before marriage is

A

for dissolution.

writer in the Vervolg of the

Dutch Consultations (p. 143), giyes an opinion to a friend
who had married a widow, and found out afterwards that
during her widowhood she had gone wrong, that there is no
remedy. This is signed by Doctor Kochus, November 20,
1663.
Voet wrote subsequently, about 1690.
See also
Bishop on Marriage, §§ 105, 106, 107, et seq. But I place
the question on grounds of public policy. By allowing
such a marriage to subsist we should be encouraging fraud.
See also Kenfs Comm. vol. 2, pp. 77, 96, Act 20, 21 Vict.,
C.85.

Brand, C. J., for defendant, referred to Vervolg, p. 145
Euher Praelect. 24-2-18; Wissembach (Dec. von Hove)
23-2-8.
Cu/r.

adv. vult.

Posted,

(June

The Court
amended so as

5).

that

the declaration should be
1st. That the marriage be
declared void ab initio: 2nd. That the child be declared
illegitimate, and further directed that the child be joined
'

directed

to ask merely

:

as co-defendant.

Postea (Nov. 22).

Application was

made

child appointed cwrator

to have the grandfather of the

ad

litem,

and was granted by con-

sent.

The plaintiff filed an amended declaration stating that
he made proposals of marriage to defendant believing her
to be a maiden of good fame and reputation, and that she
accepted the said proposals, that the ceremony of marriage
was performed on May 12th, 1859, and that about one

month after the ceremony, the plaintiff discovered that the
defendant was pregnant, but his suspicion was not aroused,
and that on November 16th, 1859, defendant was delivered

"eo.

Jme":
"sei^^

Nov.

is.'

um^m.
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of a child of full growth, Tvhich was not capable of being

1860.

June

6.

1861.

Nov.

10.

Horakus.

the issue of the marriage ; that this was the first knowledge
the plaintiff had that defendant had been seduced before
marriage, and that about this time defendant confessed to

her parents that she had before her marriage been seduced
by one Boyes that the defendant must have been pregnant when she married plaintiff, and plaintiff submitted
that by reason of his complete and unavoidable error in
regard to so main and principal a thing in reference to
marriage as seduction and pregnancy of defendant, at the
time of marriage, or otherwise by reason of defendant's
;

fraud and deceit in accepting the plaintiff's proposal of

marriage when she knew she was pregnant or might be
pregnant, from connexion with another man, the marriage
was null and void ah initio, and that the child should be
declared to be not the child of the plaintiff.
The plea was the general issue.
The case then removed to the Colsberg Circuit Court for
evidence.
The facts alleged in the declaration as to the
dates of marriage and birth of the child were proved, and
medical testimony was given to the effect that the child
was fully developed, that a living child could be born
within six months after conception, but not a fully developed
child.
The plaintiff's suspicions were not aroused until the
birth of the child, and he had had no connection with defendant before the marriage. Defendant's counsel admitted
that his client had had connection with Boyes before their
marriage. Plaintiff had separated at once from defendant
after the birth of the child.
The case was removed to the
Supreme Court for argument.
Postea (17th October, 1861).

The Court heard the

evi-

dence taken on Circuit.
Cii/r.

adv. mdt.

Postea (19th November, 1861).

—

Bell, J., after reciting the facts, said
The evidence
which was adduced establishes satisfactorily that the husband never had had carnal intercourse with the wife until the
second night of the marriage, and that he never, until after
:

893
the child had been born, even suspected that any one else
had had such intercourse with her. The evidence does not,
however, establish the earliest period of the wife's knowledge
of her pregnancy as the consequence of her intercourse with

some one

In this respect the evidence is defective,
Whether that defect could be supplied by examination of
the wife, or of her paramour, is problematical, and certainly
could not be positively predicated. The evidence further
establishes the probability of pregnancy two or three months
before marriage, from the stoppage of the menstrual discharge having commenced thus early, and continuing till
else.

the birth of the child.

On

the other hand, the evidence establishes satisfactorily
by aeeouGliev/rs within the second
week after its birth, and, as the result of that examination,
that, though born so soon after the marriage as 188 days, it
was nevertheless fully developed in all its parts, not as a
child born even seven months after conception would be
developed, but as a child of nine months' gestation.
If this case were to be decided on its own merits alone,

that the child was examined

without reference to general principles or policy of law, and
without apprehension of the decision being drawn into precedent for cases in which the justice of the matter between
the parties was not so obvious and well ascertained, it would

have been easy for us to have arrived at a satisfactory conclusion for there cannot be a question in any mind reading
the evidence in this case, unfettered by the considerations
to which allusion has been made, as to what justice demands,
and that the Court should give plaintiff the prayer of his
declaration.
But the case is environed with difSculty and
it has only been after most careful and anxious consideration, that we have been able to arrive at a conclusion which,
while, so far as we can see, it will not conflict with any recog;

;

nised principles of law, or introduce into

its

administration

a precedent pregnant with danger to a contract so important
one of the chief foundations on which
as that of marriage,

—

civilised society rests,

—

is

at the

same time consonant with

what, as has been before observed, must to every mind be
considered to be true justice in the particular case.
Voet, in

1-6-4,

when speaking

cusses the longest time to

of the paternal power, dis-

which gestation may extend,

without the illegitimacy of the offspring being necessarily

iseo.

J^e

5.'
'

wei.

not.

is.

ho^m.
Horak.

—
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certain

1860.

June

6.'

J^OV 22
1861.

Nov.

19.

Horakrs.

;

and then, in

sec. 5,

he continues

:

" But

if

the

foetus be born in the sixth or fifth month, or nearer to the
time of marriage, no question need be made as to the right

of the father

meut

;

because in such a case, according to the judg-

of suigcons, the foetus can neither have life in it

nor be perfect. If, however, it shall happen to have been
born perfect and fully formed, the husband is not to be
obliged to acknowledge such offspring, or to support it as
his own, if by his oath, when required, he shall deny that
he had had intercourse with his wife previous to marriage."
The same author, in 25-3-3, where he treats of the
acknowledgment and supporting of children, says " If a
foetus be born during the marriage, there is room, according to a decree ordained in the time of Hadrian, for
inquiry whether the husband must acknowledge it as his,
and he is not so forced if he can shew by most obvious
reasons that it was not conceived from him as if he shall
have been away for ten years, and returning home shall find,
a child of a year old or if, never having left home, he shall
have been so infirm that he could not procreate. It would
plainly be unjust to obtrude upon him, as his, children bom
of such a wife." As to what is the lawful time of gestation,
and when the issue is to be presumed to have been conceived from the husband or the reverse, the author refers to
the passage I have already quoted (1-6-4).
The counsel for the defendants (the wife and child) did
not deny that the child was born of a conception which
must have taken place prior to the marriage ; but he
denied that there was any evidence that the conception
was not the fruit of intercourse between the husband and
wife prior to the marriage, if the evidence of the husband
upon the subject was thrown out of consideration and he
relied upon the passage from Voet, which has been quoted
(1-6-5) as shewing that the evidence of the husband was
admissible only in the particular case there stated, where
the foetus was born with life and in perfect development,
within the sixth or the fifth month, or a period nearer
to marriage, and therefore, as the child here was born four
days beyond the six months, the evidence of the husband
was not receivable, and the defendants were entitled to the
:

—

;

;

maxim "filius est quern nuptiie demonsirant."
opinion,
however, that as, according to Voet, the
are of

benefit of the

We
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evidence of the husband is receivable to bastardize the child
where it has been bom within six months from the time of
marriage, so it is receivable where the child has been born

beyond that time

as there is in the nature of such evidence nothing to make it less receivable in the one case
than in the other, except the slight presumption in favour
of the legitimacy by the further recession of the birth from
the time of marriage. There is nothing in the passage of
the learned author which, by fair construction, can be said
to lay down, as was argued for the defendants, that the evidence of the husband is not receivable when the birth is
beyond six months from the time of marriage and however
much the unlikelihood of a child being bom in life and
fully developed within six months may make the evidence
of the husband against the illegitimacy to be more probably
consistent with truth, there is not sufficient, in the want of
;

;

such unlikelihood in the case of a child bom beyond the
and in this case it was born only four days
six months,
beyond them, to justify us in rejecting the evidence of
the husband as to non-intercourse with the wife before
marriage, more especially as that fact is not, in the nature
of things, capable of being proved otherwise than by his

—
—

be by the oath of the wife, which, so far as
of the child is concerned, is open to the
legitimacy
the
that of the husband, and to those other
as
objection
same
oath, unless it

objections likewise which are stated in Voet, 1-6-7 ; and
the passage before adverted to, 25-3-3, does not limit the

mode

of evidence

by which the husband may establish the
he is called on to acknowledge as

spuriosity of the birth

legitimate, or exclude his oath, as the author does expressly
that of the wife in the passage just adverted to.

The evidence of the husband, as before observed, is to
the effect that the wife had had intercourse with some other
man, as he himself had not had intercourse with her before
marriage, and in our opinion it is sufficient to rebut the
presumption for it is preswmptio Juris only that "Jilim
This removes the obstacle
est quern nuptim demonsirant."

—

—

that was presented by the defendants at the outset to consideration of the question, in regard to the validity of the
marriage, in respect of the intercourse of the wife with

previous to the marriage, followed as that intercourse was with pregnancy also previous to the marriage.

another

man

"S".
Apr- 14.

J?°«„^
Not.

22.

q^^^\^
isov^a.

i^rat^s.
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^1860.^

Mo™ 22'
1861^^

Nov^9.

Smakm.

Though there is not any evidence to show when the wife
^^* became aware of her pregnancy, whether before or after
marriage, yet as she knew that she had had connection with
a man, the result of which migM he pregnancy, and as stoppage of the menstrual discharge, one of the consequences of
pregnancy, had continued for months (without specifying

how many)

before marriage,

we

are of opinion that she

is

to

be taken to have known of her pregnancy before marriage,
and to have married the plaintiff with the knowledge that
she was then pregnant of a child, which was not the fruit of
his body, but of the body of another man, and that she was
thus, by the marriage, imposing a spurious progeny upon
the plaintiff, who believed her to be a virgin.
" Marriage," says Van der Linden, 1-3-1, " is the union
of man and woman for the purpose of having and rearing
children "

;

and

Voet,

25-3-1, says

:

"

The

principal object

the procreation of children, the common
pledge of mutual love " ; and Grotius, 1-3-8, speaking of
the origin of marriage, says : " The bringing up of children
of marriage

is

could not be well taken to heart unless each person knew
his own, which could not be possible where one female
had connection at the same time with more than one male ;
thence came the necessity of marriage."
The two first
authors show what marriage

the means by which

it

is,

and

and the third,
and little reflec-

its object,

secures that object

;

is necessary to show how all-important that object
the love of offspring and their up-bringing being the
foundation upon which society in every community, what-

tion
is

;

ever

its polity,

may

be said to be

built.

We

are further of opinion that the case, in its peculiar
circumstances, is to be viewed, and the rights of the parties
are to be ascertained, as if the knowledge of the pregnancy

had come to the husband, and the question of the validity
of the marriage had been raised by him while the pregnancy
as yet lasted, because the husband, from the moment of the
discovery of the deceit practised upon him, at once and for
ever renounced intercourse with the wife.
Voet in 24-2-15, where he is enumerating the grounds
upon which marriage may be declared to have been void
from the beginning, says that one is " when a man
has
married a woman, deflowered (vitiatam) and pregnant by
another man, and has not, after discovery of the deflower-

:
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ing {stuprtim), rendered conjugal rights to the wife, or in
any other way condoned the offence." The author, in
continuation, says that although this be denied by the
Canon law, it may with reason be confirmed from the definition of that law itself. The author then illustrates his
position by showing that, according to that law, if a man
married a woman who was a captive or a slave, in ignorance
of her condition, and without being able to obtain her
liberty, he was entitled to put her away and marry another,
as if he had married in error, and had not given his consent
whoever, he says, of his own accord, and
to the nuptials
with full knowledge, marries a captive, contracts with her
by law a valid marriage, and so does a man who knowingly
marries a woman already deflowered. " But if, marrying a
captive by mistake, he discover his error, he may renounce
intercourse (consortium derelinquere), as if no marriage had
from the beginning so also may he who, through error,
has married her who had already been deflowered by
The author further illustrates his doctrine from
another."
the law of vendor and purchaser, in the Canon law, where it
is, written, he says, " if any one promise to sell me gold,
and instead of gold offer me copper, and should so deceive
me, can I be said to have agreed for copper? I never
wished to buy copper, nor can I be said to have agreed to
take it, because agreement cannot be without the will if,
therefore, this error in the matter excludes agreement, so
And the author
also in marriage error of the person."
further enforces his doctrine by arguing, that although a
man cannot avoid his marriage upon discovering that his
wife is portionless, whereas he married thinking her to be
wealthy, because he has himself to blame for not inquiring better beforehand ; but in the case of a man marrying
a woman deflowered, if he had the eyes of Argus himself,
could he have discovered the secret amours of persons
studying to deceive, if possible, the omniscience even of
;

;

;

the Deity ? The author clinches his argument by reference,
amongst other things, to the passage in Deuteronomy xxii.,
20, 21, that "if the tokens of virginity shall not be found,
the woman shall be stoned to death, because she has played

the whore in her father's house."
The doctrine of this learned author is confirmed by Van
Leewwen, in his Censwra Forensis (1-15, 10), where he says

."^'';4

June

5.

^""'7
not.

Horak

19.
vs.

;
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1860.

^une

6.

Not.

22.
1861.

Not.

19.

Horakiis.

Horak.

« If a man, in ignorance, marry, as a virgin, a woman who
has been already deflowered, and is found to be pregnant,
•'

(ei5

gravida reperta

must be conceded

woman who
marriage

is

,„
after

est),

-T-

1-it

reconciliation attempted,

husband that he may put away the

to the

—

has thus deceived him, and in that case the
dissolved, not only as to cohabitation, but as

man may marry

another, and the
marry another, even her deflowerer, unless the husband, with knowledge of the deflowering, shall have rendered conjugal rights to the deflowered
wife in which case he seems to have condoned the ofi"ence,
as has been before said, in regard to the tacit remission
to adultery.
But in this case, the marriage is not so much
dissolved, as declared to have been void from the beto the bonds, so that the

deflowered

woman may

also

;

ginning."

There are other commentators who lay down that deflower-

ment (stwprum)

is

alone sufficient to warrant a judgment

and it will have been observed
by which Voet supports his doctrine in
regard to deflowerment accompanied with pregnancy goes
the length of treating deflowerment alone as a ground of
nullity. But the difficulties in the way of entertaining such
that the marriage was void

;

that the argument

a doctrine as that are very great indeed, since there does
not seem any authority in the law, or perhaps in principle,
for saying that virginity,

and

tion precedent to marriage

;

still less

chastity, is a condi-

and inquiry

as to the state of

would obviously lead to the most inconvenient discussions and to inquiries which might be
subversive of marriage altogether. Indeed the inquiry will
generally be as unnecessary as it would be inconvenient
for the learned author {Voet), betrayed, as he sometimes,
though but seldom, is by enthusiasm, into eloquence in
fact in either respect

support of his positions, forgets that jealousy is Argus-eyed,
and that secret amours will generally reveal themselves by
the absence of that modesty and chariness of manner in the
woman, which nature has given her not only as her protection against lasciviousness, but as the surest outward indication to the other sex that the jewel

is equal to its setting,
but which nature withdraws when the woman has been
tempted to " stoop to folly," and protection is no longer
required for that which has ceased to exist.
Without saying what the Court might find itself bound
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to do in the case of deflowerment alone before marriage,

concealed from the husband, it is sufficient to say that the
judgment of the Court in this case is rested entirely upon
the conjunction of the two facts of deflowerment and pregnancy, whereby one of the great, if not the great object of
marriage, was defeated,

viz.,

the procreation of children, the

fruit of the bodies of

husband and wife. It may be said
be attained in time to come by the
procreation of children between the husband and wife
but,
as before observed, the rights of the parties are to be ascertained in this case, as if the question of the validity of the
marriage had been raised immediately after the marriage or
during the pregnancy and it is obvious that no happiness
could be anticipated from a connection which had its origin

that that object

may

;

—

in fraud

and

We

deceit.

say in this

case,

because we are

quite aware that a different state of circumstances

might
compel a different judgment, even where deflowerment and
pregnancy concurred as if the husband after the birth of
the spurious progeny had cohabited with the wife, and a
second pregnancy had followed from that cohabitation, or
even if he had cohabited for some time without pregnancy
ensuing. There are many supposable cases in which it
might be difficult to apply the doctrine of the authors to
which reference has been made. When cases of that nature
arise, the Court will deal with them as it best can.
It is
sufficient that they do not present themselves here, since
the birth of the spurious progeny and the discovery of its
spuriosity was too short to admit of the possibility of cohawithout, so far as we have
bitation, and sufficient time
been informed, the birth of a second child having occurred
;

—

—

^has

As

elapsed to confirm the belief in that impossibility.
originally framed, the action was brought against the

wife alone, but,

by direction of the Court, the child was

made

a co-defendant, in anticipation of the possibility of its
being found, in the circumstances, to have been legitimately

In the result, its interests have
born, however conceived.
been found to be identical with those of the wife, so far as
the validity of the marriage is concerned, and the necessary
consequence of the judgment in regard to the marriage,
to declare that the child is not the child of the

must be

plaintiff.

isso.

June^s!

^im.'''
Nov.

11'.

ho^w
Horak.
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1860.

Apr.

Wateemetee,

'

14.

J.,

concurred.

'

June 6.
KoT. 22.
1861.

NoT^w.
Horak

vs.

Horak.

Judgment accordingly,
claration, that the

in terms of the plaintiff's de-

marriage

is

illegitimate.
°
Fairbhidge & Hull."!
LDefendanfs' Attorney, H. K. Tbedgold.
J
rplaintifl's Attorneys,

void ah

initio

and the child
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APPENDIX.
South African Association
Power of Attorney

v.

Botha.

— Mandate.

By Roman-Butch Lam,

wfiaffeeted by Ord. 15, 1845, no
of writing or of words is necessary to constitute a mandate to receive money for another, and to make
the mandans responsible for the acts of the mandatory.

special form

The following is the text of the dissenting judgment of
Cloete, J., upheld by the Privy Council, in the above case
:

A full report of the

—

facts of the case, with the proceedings

before the Privy Council, will be found in Buch. 1869, p. 74.
[The learned Judge, after stating the pleadings and cir-

cumstances of the case, and that in his opinion the mortgage
bond for £600 sued upon was invalidated as a bond, since
the power of attorney under which it was passed, though
not a forgery, as alleged, had not the requirements of Ord. 15,
But now under the second count
1845, continued:
]

—

money was

legally and bona fide paid over to an
acknowledged sub-agent of defendant's, who received the
money for the account of, and so for the benefit and use of
his immediate employer, or of the original mundans, the
defendant] how have the facts above stated satisfied my
mind that this claim of the plaintiffs is one both good and
valid upon every principle of law and equity ? My ground
for coming to this conclusion is simply based upon the
clear principles of our Eoman-Dutch Law, which do not
require any particular solemn deed, or power in any express
form, to authorize an agent to receive any sum of money
There is no authority which I am
for his constituent.
acquainted with, that sets out that a mandate to receive
money must possess any precise set of words to make a
[that the

Vol.

III.

2

D

"ss.

T*

I's.'

"

22'-

soutiTIfrican

^Bitha""*'
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1868.
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"

mandans responsible

for the acts

18.

support this statement I shall

22!

to

South African
Association vs.
Botha.

first

of his

mandatory.

To

refer to Grotius, Introd.

Koman-Dutch Law (3-12-4), where we find it clearly
down that a " mandate " is a contract or engaarement

laid

on-m

i-t
jii
another party the charge or
by which one party conndes
duty to do something or other that is lawful, and which the
other undertakes to do either for or without reward. Then
he says in § 4 that this word " confiding " in a person to do
for me such and such an act may be done " either by words,
by a letter, or by a messenger deputed for that purpose, or
by any other means which are sufScient to point out and
exhibit the intention of the mandans."
That each of these
words has an important legal bearing is further proved by
referring to Voet "
precisely the

De

t

Proeuratoribis" (3-3-9), who uses
" Ad eonstiiuendvm procuratorem

same words

:

mandato opus est, eoque vel expresso, per literas, aut per nuncium, aut apud acta prsesidis, et magistratus interposito vel
tacito ; quale taciturn mandatvm licet non colUgatur ex solo
silentio ejus, cui mandatur, tamen ex silentio prsesentis et sua
negotia geri scientis, intercessisse preesumitur ; sic ut, cmcunque permiseris rem tuam agere aut defendere, is tuus
procurator intelligatwr," although he further adds that it has
become usual to grant these powers by some notarial deed
or instrument.
These authorities, therefore, clearly point
out to me that it is perfectly competent by the law of this

any person by a simple letter, or by a simple
messenger, to confer an authority on another to receive any

land, for

sum

money

for his account.
In this case we have therewhether defendant has been proved to have done
such an act as will be binding on him. [After commenting
upon the facts proved and deducing from them that defendant had done such an act, in signing the blank power of
attorney and the declaration of January 23rd, 1858, the
learned Judge proceeded
] I am thus bound simply to
consider, whether these documents were sufficient to constitute Eattray an agent of defendant, for the purpose of
obtaining the loan of £600. And this brings us to the
consideration of the important objection raised by defen-

of

fore to see

:

—

viz., that this power is invalidated by having
only one signature to attest it as a witness, and that,
although that signature is one of a Justice of the Peace, yet
it cannot be considered equivalent to the signatures of two

dant's counsel,
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which by the present law are required to powers
Q'his is an important argument, and in fact
appears to me the only one which is of any weight in deciding this case and it therefore deserves a full consideration
,..
and a reierence to authorities to see whether defendant s
counsel is borne out in his ingenious argument in this
respect.
He referred to, and very fully argued the importance of Ords. 4, 1843, and 15, 1845, requiring in future the
attestation of two witnesses for the solemnization of last
wills and powers of attorney.
Now § 3 of Ord. 15, 1845,
" Be
to which we have been referred, contains these words
it enacted that no will, and no power of attorney which
would, in order to be valid, have required to be witnessed
by seven or some other nwmber of competent witnesses, shall
be valid, unless it shall be or shall have been signed by the
person executing the same, and such signature shall be, or
shall have been acknowledged by the testator or person
executing the power, in the presence of two or more competent witnesses, present at the same time, &c." From the
reading of this section defendant's counsel mentions that
the law is clear and indisputable, that no power of attorney
can by law now be given, except when it is executed in a
particular shape, and is witnessed by two witnesses at least.
Now that is a conclusion to which I cannot come, for the

witnesses,

of attorney.

IP

111KT

;

:

following reasons.
Firstly, there is nothing in this

Ordinance which repeals

the clear general principle of the Eoman-Dutch law in cases
of mandates or powers of attorney ; but by looking over the
whole of this Ordinance, it is clear that it is nothing more

than a directory enactment, declaring that any power of
attorney which formerly, by custom or usage, required to be
attested by seven, or any other given number of witnesses, in
order to ensure its validity, does not now any longer require
such a number of witnesses, who are now reduced to two.
The object of this Ordinance was to meet the difficulty in our
scattered population of getting seven competent witnesses,
wills, is found to be
as this difficulty, chiefly in preparing last
counsel, even
defendant's
that
think
not
do
but
I
very great
;

in his zeal for his client, went the length of asserting that
this Ordinance had the effect of repealing the general principles of the

general
^

Koman-Dutch law

in the cases of mandates in

I entertain at least no doubt that the general law
2

D

2

j'^^'",
..

"•

"

^^^^
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Botiia.
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—

remains the same and intact, that any
money can be given by mmcios, by
"
""
messengers, by scripta, by letters, and even by tacit undersouth AWcan standing,, where a principal allows another to act openly as
^
^
Association vs.
,,
Botha.
his agent.
Consequently,
my view of the case, as this
document contains the genuine signature of the defendant,
which has been fully admitted, I will even go a step further
and maintain that if it had not been witnessed at all, if it
had simply been given by defendant under his own hand1858

of the Colony

"

mandate

18.

still

to receiye

*.
m

.

would be quite sufficient to have constituted
Eattray his agent, although, of course, such an instrument
would not be possessed of the solemnity which belongs to a
" public " instrument, it would still remain a " private "
writing, that

deed, and one by which, in

would be clearly bound.
opinion, I shall refer, in the

my

Now,
first

opinion, the
in

defendant

support of this

instance, to

my

Van der Keessel,

In the latter he refers to the extreme case
wanting the solemnities required by law,
but adds, that although some of these solemnities, required to
constitute them " notarial " wills, may be wanting, yet, as
the law acknowledges the validity of " Nuncupative " Wills
{viz., of last wills, declared by word of mouth to certain
number of competent witnesses), they would be recognised
as the " nuncupative " dying declaration of the testator.
He then gives two important decisions in the Courts of
Holland which have confirmed his opinion.
The same
Thes. 295, 296.

of notarial wills

more clearly

down

principle

is

where he

refers to the case of a last will

still

laid

in

Thes. 295,

being executed
before a notary, but who was not authorized to execute his
profession at the place where he attested this deed.
Such
a will, he adds, although not recognised as a "notarial
deed," would yet be received and acknowleged as a private
instrument or dying declaration of the testator. These, I
think, are important principles of our best authorities,

showing that because some deed to be a public instrument
it thereby loses the
value of a public deed, that it does not thereby become
The authorities I have quoted are,
utterly null and void.
I think, very strong ones, but then it may be said, " These
cases from Van der Keessel appear to apply solely to the
question of wills, but cannot be extended to other transactions or deeds."
But let us see whether we have not
requires certain forms, that although
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other standard authorities, whose opinions are, if possible,
even of more weight than that of Van der Keessel.
In
Pothier on Contracts, we find that eminent author applying

the same principle to all public documents. At § 730-732
(3rd ed. § 695-700), he takes up the subject of what he calls
public instruments, and states generally the advantage
which public deeds, when executed before notaries or other
public functionaries, possess over such deeds as are of a
private nature.
But at § 733 (3rd ed. § 699) he has this
important passage " Where the deed is not authentic,'
'

:

from the incapacity of the functionary when he
executed the same, either from having been prohibited to
exercise his functions, or from any defect or want in the
matter of form if it has, however, been signed by the party
against whom it is produced, it ought to have the same effect
against him as any private deed passed hy him." But again,
it may be said, " This is only the doctrine of Pothier, a
French authority, and although he is looked up to with
.respect in all Dutch and English Courts, yet his authority
cannot be said, strictly speaking, to support the principles
either

;

of the

Eoman-Dutch law." But
we have had in Van

for us that

in that respect

it is

happy

der Linden a commentator

perhaps only second to Pothier himself. He has given us a
note on this particular passage, so completely full of authority, and containing such sound reasoning, as to remove
every further doubt or question on this point. In his inp. 279, he first gives us all the authorities
bearing on the question, whether any will or deed, passed by
valuable note at

a notary out of the place where he was licensed to practise,
Some have
would render such deed valid or otherwise.
been for supporting and others for rejecting such deeds, but
he then adds, in this note " Ought not such a question to
be answered with a particular qualification ? If such a deed
:

cannot subsist but as a notarial instrument, it could not be
supported if executed out of the extent of the place where
the notary has been admitted, but if the deed be of such a
nature that it could subsist if passed privately as well as
notarially, we would deny to such a deed the force and
value of an instrumentum publieum, but hold that as an

would still have effect. For inand purchase, of leases, of bonds
would lose the advantage of
these
debts, although

instrumentum privatum

it

stance, in contracts of sale
for

's^"-

"v'^"

=2-

sontiTAfrican
'"'

*^Botha.°

;
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li<l"i<i " documents by being thus executed before an
incompetent notary, yet why should we deny to the parties

"
jlneii
..

is!

"

22"

the effect of their

South African
Association

Botha.

vs.

sale, lease, or

bonds,

when the

parties

i/»i

bound themselves by their private
might
have equally
1
^
deed?" Now these are authorities taken from the very
highest to which we can look, which, in my opinion, are to
govern the present question and as we are bound to pass
our judgment in accordance with these principles, I am of
opinion that the defendant could by law have constituted
Rattray his agent by his own private deed and that he is
as much bound by that power as a private deed, as if I this
day transmitted a letter under my hand to Graham's Town
»>

;

;

to this eifect

sum

:

—"

I,

A.

B., authorize you, 0. D., to receive

money from G.

H.,

virtue of such an order

my

a

and if it is not convenient for
you to do so yourself, I empower you to substitute at the
If by
foot hereof E. F. to receive the amount of G. H."
of

agent C. D. substituted E. F. to

amount from G. H., I am, on the above prinof law, liable to G. H. for all acts of misfeasance of

receive that
ciples

C. D. or E. F., as I

am

the only party to blame, in con-

ferring such an authority on agents to conduct

my business.

These are the grounds on which I entertain not the slightest
doubt that defendant is clearly bound by the documents to
which he has put his name, and that the plaintiffs have
committed no act by which to bear in the loss which the
defendant has sustained, but that I hold him liable for
whatever was done in respect of the power of attorney
issued by him to Eattray, and by the latter to Le Sueur
and my judgment is consequently for plaintiffs, who, in my
opinion, are likewise entitled to their costs.

—

—
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EoBARTS

VS.

Jelly.

Medical Practitioner.— Ord. 82, 1830, §§
Plaintiff sued defendant in the Magistrate's

value of certain drugs
dant's wife

had no

and medicines

3, 7.

Court for the

supplied to defen-

and for professional or medical

visits.

Plain-

under Ord. 82, 1830, but he put in a
certificate that under the authority of the Civil Commissioner he had, some years lefore, temporarily performed
The Magistrate held that
the duties of District Surgeon.
tiff

licence

plaintiff could

not recover.

Cau/rt the Magistrate's decision

On

appeal

was

upheld.

to

the

Circuit

This case was brought before Cloete, J., at the Burghersdorp Circuit Court, in the division of Albert, and was an
appeal from the judgment of the Eesident Magistrate of
that place under the following circumstances
The appellant brought an action against the respondent
for the sum of £1 lis. 6d. for five professional or medical
visits paid to respondent's wife on April 3rd, 4th, and 5th,
1858, and for sundry mixtures and draughts supplied to
his patient during those days. The respondent denied the
:

debt and pleaded specially amongst other pleas, the plainnon-qualification under Ord. 12, 1836, alleging that
plaintiff was not a licensed medical practitioner, chemist,
or druggist, and thus not qualified to make such charges.
tiff's

of medicines and the visits to defendant's wife
were proved, and plaintiff put in documents shewing that
from May Tth to December 31st, 1848, he had acted as
and also the following certificate signed
district surgeon
by the Civil Commissioner of Albert
" I certify that Mr. Robarts is the medical attendant at
and that he
the gaol by authority dated May 30th, 1848,

The supply

;

:

has acted for the time specified."
The Magistrate, after taking the Attorney-General's
each party to pay
opinion, gave judgment for defendant,
his

own

costs.

Cloete,
points for

Plaintiff appealed.

J. (after reciting

my

the circumstances), said

consideration

will

:— The

be— 1st. Whether

the

Kobl^^
JeUy.

vs.

408
I860.

Eobarts vs.
JeUy.

a licensed medical practitioner, apothecary,
chemist, or druggist, and thus at once entitled to exercise
any of these professions. 2nd. If he should be proved not
to have such licence, whether he is entitled, in respect to
appellant

is

his services

and

articles furnished to the respondent, yet to

and reasonable value, in an action at law.
Before, however, entering upon these points, it may be as
well to premise that defendant's special plea must be at
once dismissed, there being no law in operation as that of
claim their

fair

Ord. 12, 1836.

[His

Lordship

here

reverted

to

the

having
having been

history of that Ordinance, and to the fact of

its

expired by efiSuxion of time, on account of its
neither allowed nor disallowed by the Sovereign, after
transmission to the Secretary of State, as provided by the
Letters Patent creating the Legislative Council.] It is
thus clear that any plea founded on that Ordinance must

be rejected, and that we are expressly under the general
issue to see whether the plaintiff can maintain this action.
It is admitted that appellant has not the licence required
by § 3 of Ord. 82, 1830, and the only document he has
put in is a certificate that, some years ago, under the
authority of Mr. Chase, then Civil Commissioner of this
district, he performed for a time the duties of a district
surgeon. This authority, probably given from the impossibility of finding at the moment any medical man in the
division, is clearly not the licence required

by the Ordi-

nance, and the only question then remaining

is,

whether

the appellant, although unlicensed, can yet recover for his

medicines and medical attendance. As to the five professional visits which the appellant alleges he paid during
those three days, he clearly cannot claim the sum of two
shillings for each visit, such charges being an honorarium
only allowed to " qualified " or " licensed " persons.
It
then only remains to consider whether yet the appellant
should not have the value of the medicines furnished; but
also on that point, I am of opinion that the 7th section of
the Ordinance only applies to importers of packages of
medicines received from foreign countries, but cannot apply
to the "mixing" and "compounding" of draughts and
doses, which by that Ordinance was evidently intended to
be confined only to such persons as had, upon a proper
examination, been proved to be qualified those inxportant,

"
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not dangerous, duties. I am, therefore, of opinion that
the appellant cannot maintain his action for the preparation
of such doses, and thus that appellant's entire claim must
This decision will clearly not
be rejected with costs.
if

prevent any one from rendering his gratuitous advice and
assistance, where his knowledge of the " pharmacopeia

would justify him in relieving any patient, and

if

the

appellant has acquired sufficient experience and knowledge
in the practice he has been exercising here, I trust he will

have no difficulty in obtaining such a licence as will enable
him to make these charges; but I am bound to declare
that, whether rightly or wrongly, the law, as at present
existing in the Colony, forbids and punishes by a heavy
penalty, any person assuming the functions of a medical
man, apothecary, and druggist, unless he has obtained the
licence required by the Ordinance.

Appeal dismissed with

costs.

Eobarts»s.
Jelly.

—

—

INDEX TO VOL.

—

Abandonment of Ship. See Insurance.
Act 5, 1855. See Divisional Council.
Act 20, 1856. See Jurisdiction.

III.

1.

—
—

Agent.

— See

Set-off.

Agbbbment binding Heirs and Successobs

—

— Transfer

of Immov-

able Property.
Defendant entered into a notarial agreement
with S.to transfer to him on certain specified conditions the

share in a farm to which he was entitled under the will of his
parents, as soon as he should become proprietor thereof; the
farm was subsequently transferred to defendant, who signed
another agreement to give transfer on the conditions specified
in the former one.
S. died without having received transfer,
and his executrix sued defendant to compel him to give transfer.
Held, That defendant was bound to give transfer, but could re^
quire that the conditions specified in the agreement should be
Meyer, Smut's Executrix vs.
inserted in the f transfer deed.

Meyer

—Peohibition — See Will.
50
Appeal to Pbivt Covsoil— Charter of
of Judgment. —Where judgment had been given

Alienation

75

of.

Justice, §

Execution

for defendant

costs, and plaintiff moved for leave to appeal to the Privy
Council, the Court ordered execution to issue against plaintiff
for costs, defendant to give security for the amoimt thereof.

with

Thwaits

V.

Anderson's Executor ^

..

..

..

..

—

Claim in ReCharter of Justice, § 50 Stay of Execution
S. brought an action against the assignees of his
convention.
estate to have the deed of assignment set aside as invalid defendants claimed in reconvention that an account of their
transactions with plaintiff should be taken before the Master,
and also prayed for judgment for £2000 on a mortgage bond
passed on property assigned under the deed, and that the property should be delivered up in satisfaction the Court held
that the deed was valid and directed that the accounts should
be referred to the Master, question of costs reserved. S. then
applied for and obtained leave to appeal on the claim in convention; the Court thereafter gave judgment in defendants'
favour on their second claim in reconvention, and ordered that
the property mortgaged should be given up by a certain day.
S. did not appeal from this decision but did not deliver up the
property, and now opposed an application for a peremptory order
for delivery up of the premises. The appeal on the conventional
claim was still pendmg. Held, That the order must be granted,
on applicants giving security to meet any claim respondent
respect of the bond.
might afterwards succeed in establishing

200

—

:

:

,

m

Brunette

^s.

Stanford

..

..

..

..

••

221

—

—
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— See Award.
Assignment, Deed op. — Action
Aeeitkation.

—

Ord. 15, 1845
to set aside
Notarial " Orosse " and " Minute." Action to set aside a deed
of assignment of movaMe and immovaUe property executed by
plaintiff for the benefit of bis creditors, on the allegation of the

—

want of due execution, mutilations, interlineations and erasures
introduced and made in material parts of the deed after execution, and upon the ground that the deed itself was inconsistent
with the intention with which, as alleged by plaintiff, it was
designed being made to include immovable as well as movable
property, and with a letter of instructions intended to control
the deed, and which was to have been annexed thereto, dismissed by the Supreme Court and (on appeal) by the Privy
;

Council.

Stanford

Brunette

vs.

.,

.,

..

,.

— See Hypothec.
AucTioNEEK. — See
AvBBAGiE, Pakticulab. —Insurance. Butcher & Co.
Sianiridge & JJedley
Award— Disagreement of Arbitrators— Umpire.—By deed
Auction.

101

Sale.

1,

Set-off.

vs.

..

..

..

..

Eawes,

..

..

270

of sub-

mission H. and M. agreed to submit certain differences arising
out of matters of account between them, to the award of two
arbitrators, and in case of disagreement of the arbitrators to an
umpire to be chosen by the arbitrators. The umpire was duly
chosen, but after some evidence had been taken and before the
accounts had been fully investigated, one of the arbitrators refused to go on ; thereupon H. gave him notice that unless he
proceeded with the arbitration, he would call in the umpire no
answer was received and the umpire then summoned the parties
before him.
M.'s attorney protested against the action of the
umpire, but took part on M.'s behalf in one of the meetings
called by him, H. applied to have the award made a rule of
M. opposed. Eeld, That the award should be made a
Court
JBawes & Co. vs. Meintjes & Dixon
rule of Court.
..
..
;

:

—

Bill op Lading. See Ship
Bond. See Mortgage-bond.

—

Cabeieb

—lAability

1,

62

3

for Lost Parcel

—

—

—

Advertisement Notice
cannot escape from his legal
obligations by issuing a public notice that he will not be responsible for loss or damage to goods carried by him, but unless
the owner of the goods saw the notice and consented to its
of,

Oross Negligence.

—A

carrier

terms.

In the case of a special agreement with the owner of the goods
that the goods are to be carried at his risk, the carrier will still
be

liable lor gross negligence.

Chabtee op Justice,

§ 50.

Naylor

'vs.

—See Ship.
— See Insolvency.
Claim in Reconvention, — See Eeconvention.
Codicil. — See Will.
Collation — Intestacy — Domicile— Lex
Chabtbe-paety.

Civil Impbisonment.

Munnik

.,

..

— See Appeal.
2.

1.

loci

rei

sitae

Interdict.

—

a native of Scotland, went to AustraUa, and in 1830 acquired
immovable property there. Subsequently he came to this
Colony, where he became domiciled, acquired property and in
1855 married applicant in community of property. In 1856 he
E.,

187

—

413
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died intestate, leaving one sister

who by

tlie

law of Australia

his heir-at-law.
An interdict was granted at the instance
of applicant, restraining his executors dative from paying away
to the sister, who resided in Kngland, any portion of the assets
in this Colony until it should he settled whether the immovable
property in Australia should be brought into collation. In re

was

Bdbh

279

Commission—^JVMsi-Cowipafty

under Antenuptial Contract.
Defendants, a public trust-company incorporated by Act
of Parliament, were appointed trustees under an ante-nijptial
contract entered into between plaintiff and her husband, whereby
all her present property, and everything that might subsequently
devolve upon her was reserved to her under this contract the
trustees, of whom the defendant company was one, were to
enter upon and stand seised of all such property, and to invest
the same and pay to plaintiff at any time one moiety ; defendants
accepted the trust ; a large sum devolved upon plaintiff under
the will of P.
on his decease she immediately demanded the
moiety from defendants, but subsequently consented, without
prejudice to her rights under the contract, that the whole amount
should be paid over to defendants ; defendants now claimed to
deduct a certain sum as commission on this moiety the commission was chargeable under their by-laws which were known
to plaintiff.
Seld, That defendants were entitled to make the
..
..
charge.
Jamiesomis. Board of Executors
..
Trustees

—

;

:

;

Community op Peopebtt.
Company.

1.
,

— Trust Deed of^Powers and Duties of
a company the
deed
—Under the
trust

Directors.

250

— See Collation—Marriage —Will.
of

Trustees

and

trustees

were

authorised to sue and they sued defendant for the payment of
certain instalments due by virtue of a call made under the terms
of the trust deed ; the deed provided that if it appeared to the
directors at any time that the losses of the company had exhausted
the surplus fund and one half of the paid-up capital, the directors
should call a geueral meeting and. submit a full statement of the
company's affairs, and that the company should be dissolved, unless

a majority of shareholders decided to continue and indemnify
the minority a plea that the affairs of the company were in such
a state prior to the meeting at which the call was resolved upon
as to require proceedings to be taken for the calHng of the
general meeting, hdd to be no answer to the action brought by
the trustees. Fkch and Another, Orange River Mining Oo.'s
;

Trustees vs. Foching
2.

..

..

..

—

—

••

Provisional Committee Application for Shares Allotment
Trust-Deed Liability of Allottee for Preliminary Expenses.
A meeting was held in Cape Town on September 16th, 1854,
in 20,000
at which it was resolved to form a certain company
at
shares of £10 each ; 5s. per share to be paid as deposit ; 15s.
remainder as
the complete formation of the company, and the
might be required a provisional committee was appointed and
allotment form drawn up in which the allottee bound himself

—

—

;

an

iii'the resolutions

passed at this meeting.

P., residing in

Cape-

shares
for shares in accordance with the form ; the
secretary
were 'allotted to him in the company's books and the
shares applied for
advertised in the Capetown papers that all the

town applied

m

October, 1854,
allotted at a subsequent meeting held
should be paid as
a resolution was passed that the 5s. per. share
2s. 6d. after fourteen
follows : 2s. 6d. within fourteen days and

had been

;

"
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days' notice. Tlie company did not undertake any operations
and no trust-deed was in existence ; in 1858 the provisional committee sued P. for £2 10s., being the amount of 2s. 6d. per share.
The magistrate gave judgment for plaintifif. On appeal, held,
that the judgment should be affirmed with stay of execution
for a month, during which time the company should render an
account of preliminary expenses. Patersori, vs. Namaqualand
Tramway Go.
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

— See
Conditions op Sale. — See Sale—
Contract Performance of— Ship —Damage
Compensation.

181

Set-off.

Set-off. 1.

—

to Cargo by Bats- Bill
of Lading. Liability of ship-owner for damage occurring to
goods shipped under a bill of lading which stated that the goods
were shipped at the port of London to be delivered at Cape Town,
freight payable in London, must be determined by the law of
England. Muter' s Executors v. Jones ..
..
..
..

—

1.

—

—

—

356

Co-Peopbibtors Lessee Bight to cut down Timber Interdict.
K. leased the undivided half of a certain farm for five years ; it
was alleged by the proprietors of the other half of the farm that
during the course of the lease K. had cut down more timber than
his lessor was entitled to three months before the expiry of the
lease they obtained an interdict restraining K. from cutting down
any more timber pending action to be brought by them, the
proprietors giving security for any damage K. might be able to
show he had sustained by reason of the interdict. Kelly v.

—

;

Kirhwood
2.

..

..

..

..

..

—

..

..

..

5

where Farm is undivided Liability for Damage
Trespass.
A. and B. owned an undivided farm and allowed
plaintifif and defendant to occupy, plaintiff occupying under the
right of A. and defendant under that of B. plaintiff and defendant both lived in the homestead; plaintiff, with A.'s consent,
planted a garden and fenced it ; there were traces of an old
garden at this spot, made by the person from whom A. purWhen the garden was nearly finished, defendant
chased.
made objections and claimed it subsequently, defendant's bull
broke down the fence and destroyed the garden plaintiff sued
defendant for damages and recovered in the magistrate's Court.

—

Bights

of,

—

;

;

;

The Court affirmed the magistrate's decision.
As long as property is held in common pro

indiviso,

no one

person can carve out a portion for his exclusive use, without the
consent either expressly or tacitly given, of the other [per

Cloetb,

Curator

J.]

Swart

Taljaard

v.

—-Ad litem—Duty

Damage to Cargo by Eats
damage by " act

of

and a shipowner

of.

In

..

..

re Bathgate

he took every precaution
Muter' s JExecutors v. Jones

354

..

187

rats is not

and accidents of the seas,"
for such damage where there is no
of lading, even though he prove that

for

the extermination of the
..

..

See Ship.

—See Assignment.

SBPABATiON.^See Separation.
Transfer.

..

or dangers

is liable

—Agreement.
—Soe Company.

DiBEOTOBS OF CoMPANY.

„
..

—Bill of lading.—Damage by

God

special exception in the bill

Deed of Assignment.

..
..

1.

..

..

rats.
,,

356

—

;
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Divisional Govsoiir-Ords. 8, 1843 12, 18ii—Act 5, 1855, § 21.
Levy of Bate Notice Chairman. -It is not necessary that
the notice to pay divisional council rates under Ord. 12, 1844,
should specify the year for which the rate is levied.
The provisions of Act 5, 1855, § 21 are merely directory, and
it is therefore no valid ohjeotion to the payment of a divisional
council rate, that at the meeting at which the rate was assessed,
the chair was taken hy the memher for ward No. 1, instead of
by the member for ward No. 2. Scheepers v. Uitenlmge Divisional

—

—

—

Council

..

— See

Domicile.

..

1.

..

..

,.

..

..

.,

85

Collation.

—See Jurisdiction.
— See Promissory Note.

Ejectment.
Bndoeseb.

—

;

2.

—

EviDBNCE^-iVoijce of Dishonom
Memorandum of Deceased
Clerk.
Plaintiff sued defendant on a promissory note endorsed hy
him defendant pleaded that he had had no notice of dishonour
plaintiff produced an entry of the promissory note in a noting
book, made by his attorney's clerk, since deceased, under which
entry was written, " Notice, 16-12-45," and also produced a
letter-hook in which was a copy of a letter written hy the
attorney addressed to defendant, giving him notice of dishonour,
with a memorandum in the clerk's handwriting, intimating that
Held, that plaintiff had given
the letter had been posted.

—

;

sufficient proof of notice of dishonour.
2.

Blackhurnv. Webb

.,

Application for leave to bring fresh Evidence after Case had
After removal of an action from a Circuit Court
been argued.
tp the Supreme Court, it was ordered on motion of the parties
that the witnesses should be examined de bene esse at Port
Elizabeth ; this was done and the case was afterwards set down
for trial in the Supreme Court and argued before two judges. In
consequence of a difference of opinion on the Bench, the case
stood over indefinitely. On the arrival of a third Judge, defenddefendant now
ant's attorney set down the case " for trial "
applied for leave to produce further evidence. The Court refused
..
..
..
..
the application. Kemp v. Muller

35

—

;

3.

——

87

—

Taken before Commissioner in Insolvency Ord. 6, 1843,
Undue Preference. The evidence of L., given before a
§ 65
commissioner appointed to examine an insolvent and other wit-

—

nesses as to insolvent's transactions, admitted against L. in an
action of undue preference brought by the trustees of the insolNyhoffs Trustees vs. Lesar
vent's estate.

—

— Distinction

192

—

Costs.
between Amendment
Plaintiff brought action to recover certain monies due by defen-

Exception and Plea

dant to parties who, it was alleged, had ceded their rights to
Defendant excepted to the competency of
plaintiff to bring the action, seeing that his estate had been
sequestrated in 1853, and a trustee appointed, and that it had
remained so sequestrated ever since, and prayed that the declaPlaintiff replied that these allegaration might be quashed.
tions should have been pleaded, not raised by exception, and
prayed that the exception might be overruled. The Court
gave leave to amend the exception by praying the defendant be
^ibsolved from the action.
Plaintiffs insolvency is proper matter for exception by defenplaintiff in 1857.

dant.

Breda

vs.

Breda

..

..

..

247

;
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—See Writ—Appeal.
Executor—Dative —Administration

Execution.

of Assets

— Partnership—^

intestate in the Colony, leaving movE., residing in tlie Colony, was
able property in England.
appointed executor-dative with E. as one of his sureties. E.

Proof of DeU.—G. died

of a firm carrying on business in the Colony and
England, and sent a power of attorney to his partners in
England to act for him. They were appointed administrators to
the estate, and certain monies were placed to the credit of G.'s
The firm
wife, as due from the estate, ih'the books of the firm.
became insolvent before G.'s wife had received anything, and
Application to expunge a
the sureties also became insolvent.
proof of debt made by G.'s wife on B.'s estate lefused on the

was a member
in

firound that payment to the firm in England was a payment to
E., and that the sureties were liable for E.'s not paying over the
..
..
..
..
..
..
money. In re Rudolf
2.

—

43

Dative Duty of Agreement of Sale and Pwrchase of Immovable Property Insolvency of Vendor. In 1842 W. and defendant entered into a written agreement settingforth thatW. was
entitled to land which he had purchased from N., but that title
had not yet been issued by Government, but would be issued
that defendant agreed to purchase the land from W. for £1000,
W. promising to do everything necessary to give title ; that defendant agreed to accept W. as his tenant at a yearly rental of
£60 and to re-sell to W. for £1000 and such rent as might be
due, at any time within twenty years, and W. agreed to become
Defendant paid the £1000 to W. who in
defendant's tenant.
May, 1854, died intestate, without having obtained title; in
August, 1854, plaintiff was appointed one of W.'s executors
dative, and obtained transfer in favour of W.'s estate and one
B., from N. to whom title had been issued by Government. In
October, 1855, the executors surrendered W.'s estate as insolvent, and in November, 1855, B. renounced his right to the land
Plaintiff was elected sole trustee, and
in favour of W.'s estate.
in accordance with creditor's resolution the farms were sold to
one S. In March, 1856, defendant proved a prefers nt claim on
W.'s estate for £1000 and interest. At the date of the appointment of the executors dative, W.'s estate was insolvent, of which
fact the executors must have been aware.
Plaintiff now sued
defendant to have defendant's claim declared concurrent.
At
the date of action, S. had not obtained transfer, and it did not
appear whether he had paid the purchase-price. The Court
referred the matter to the Master to take an account of the transaction between W. and defendant, but held that if defendant
had claimed that he was entitled to the transfer of the farms,
his claim would have been good, as the fact of the letters of
administration having been obtained prior to the surrender of
the estate did not remove the case from the rule laid down in
Vcm Aardt vs. Hartley's Trustees (2 Menz. p. 135). Webster's
Trustees ^s.

3.

—

'

—

Weakley

—

..

—

..

—

..

..

..

..

Eights and Duties of Agent. P., married in community,
died intestate in 1853, leaving his wife and minor children surviving.
W. and H. P. were appointed executors-dative. H. P.
resided in Natal, and gave W. a power of attorney to act for
him. The only property in the estate was a farm. In January,
1857, one S., tather-in-law of W. sold the farm to plaintiff by
notarial deed, in which S. was described as the duly authorised

373

—

;
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by power

of attorney, of the executors. The sale was
made on terms prejudicial to the estate. F.'s wile repudiated
the sale at once and took possession of the title-deeds. In
April, ] 858, W. surrendered, and plaintiff sued S. in a Circuit
Court under the deed of sale, to compel him to give transfer. It
appeared that S. had no power of attorney from
qua executor,
but he stated that he acted on a letter of instructions ; judgment
was given against S. personally, but he was unable to perform it.
In 1859, defendant was appointed executor-dative in place of W.
plaintiff brought this action to have the Circuit Court judgment
against S. revived against the executors. The Court held that
the sale by S. was not binding on F.'s executors, as S. had no
power to conclude such sale, and gave judgment for defendants.
private sale of immovable property in an estate made by
an executor-dative without the sanction of the heirs or the
authority of the Court will be set aside if it can be shewn to have
been prejudicial to the estate. Prior vs. Fynn's Executors ..

agent,

W.

A

—
— See Servitude.

FiDEi CoMMissDM.

Grant.

Heirs and Successors.
1.

386

See Will. 4, 7

—

—See Agreement.
—

Hypothec Tacit, of Crown Ord. 6, 1844 Auction Dues.
— The Crown has a tacit hypothec upon the estates of administrators
lected,

and collectors of revenue, for the amount of revenue coland therefore upon the estates of auctioneers trading

under Ord.

1844, in respect of auction dues.
tacit hypothec over the estate of any one

6,

Has the Crown a
with

whom

contracts ? (not decided).

it

Toit's Trustees
2.

Glmse, N. 0. vs.

Du
78

—

Tacit, of Consignee of Cargo.
By Eoman-Dutch law consignees of undelivered cargo cannot enforce a tacit hypothec
upon the ship in an actinn against the master for delivery of

such cargo or

its value.

Denyssen, Muter's Executor

—

—

—

vs.

McFie

—

Imperial Officer Right to Sue Set-off Reconvention. Plaintiff
was Deputy Commissary - General acting on behalf of Her
Majesty the Queen, and sued defendant for damages for breach
of contract in neglecting to supply oat hay to the commissariat
department. Defendant admitted his liability, but claimed in
reconvention that he was the cessionary of certain unsatisfied
judgments given against the then Deputy Commissary-General,
six months belore the above contract was entered into ; these
judgments were for a larger amount than plaintiifs claim and
were given in actions brought against the department for compensation for having impressed waggons; the cessions were
admitted to be legal and the judgments unpaid. The Court
held that the claim in reconvention was rightly pleaded, and
wave judgment on both claims. (Hodges, C.J., diss.) Bowers
•
•
••
..
\s. Miller & Barley
with murder
charged
was
prisoner
a
Indictment Variance. Where
killed dein that he wrongfully, unlawfully, and maliciously
ceased with a stick, and the evidence shewed that prisoner had
beaten deceased with a stick, but that the cause of death was
injury inflicted by prisoner with a stone or the shin-bone of an
Held, that there was no substantial variance between the
ox.
indictment and the proof, and that prisoner was rightly conThe Queen y. Kok
victed.

—

Vol.

III.

334

195

—

2

E

44

— —— —

—

—

—
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— Ord. 1843, 124
Imprisonment of Insolvent
— Suspension
of Decree during Monthly Payments. Maynard
Crole
65 Evidence
Commissioner— AdOrd.
1843,

Insolvency
vs.

2.

Civil

§

6,

..

.,

..

4.

..

..

1

hefore

missibility of Evidence in
Nyhoff's Trustees vs. Lesar
3.

..

..

..

§

6,

Action

of

Undue
..

..

..

Preference.
..

..

The insolvency of plaintiff is proper matter for exception
..
..
..
..
by defendant. Breda vs. Breda
Partnership and Separate Estate. C, a partner in 0. & Co.,

192
247

—

bought landed property with partnership funds, but the transOn
fer was passed and registration effected in his own name.
sequestration of the partnership and private estates,
Held, That
the property must be administered as
Anstruther vs. Ghiappini's Trustees
5.

C.'s separate property.
..

..

..

..

Ord. 6, 1843, §48. -Vesting in the Trustees of an Insolvent
Estate of the Insolvent's Bight to Ms Legitimate Portion
Fidei-commissary Bequest Prelegacy.
Van Schoor's Trustees
..
..
..
..
..
vs. Mutter's Executors
..

—

—

Deputy- Shmff
1843, § 22— Ord. 37, 1828
Writ of Execution. Plaintiff obtained a judgment against S.,
who resided at Burghersdorp : he took out a writ and certain
goods were attached by the Deputy-Sheriff, and sold by public
While the proceeds were still in the hands of the
auction.
Deputy-Sheriff and before the High-Sheriff' could have received
them, S. surrendered. Plaintiff sued the High-Sheriff for
damages for negligence on the part of his Deputy in the matter
By direction of the Court, the trustees of S. interof the sale.
vened as co-plaintiffs : by their declaration they claimed the
held. That the proceeds belonged to them.
proceeds.
Spiller
& Smith's Trustees vs. Steuart ..
..
..
..
..

7.

Agreement of Sale and Purchase of Immovable Property
Effects of Vendor's Insolvency before obtaining Title—Duty of
Executor-dative.
Webster's Trustees vs. Weakley
..
..

6,

—

364

—

See Partnership.

—Provisional Sentence
Will
Abandonment. — The master
a ship cannot
(1).

—

373

(3), (4).

Insurance, M.&B.isiV,.—
of
abandon her and recover from the insurers as for a total loss,
unless he prove that to repair her was whoUy beyond his power.
De Pass vs. Commercial Marine Assurance Co.
..
..
2.

131

—

6.

Ord.

91

46

According to " Civil " and
of Time
"Natural" Mode Loss of Vessel Termination of Bisk.
policy of insurance dated January 22, 1857, was issued by
the defendant company to the plaintiff upon the schooner
Onward, for a period of twelve calendar months from January 14,

Computation

—

—

A

1857 to January 14, 1858 : the vessel was lost at 10 p.m. on
January 14, 1858. Held, That the risk terminated at midnio-ht
on January 13, 1858, and that plaintiff could not recover, (hck
vs. Cape of Oood Hope Marine Assurance Co. ..
.,
..
3.

—

—

Seaworthiness Perils of the Sea Implied Warranty
Bisk.
By the law of marine insurance there is an implied
warranty in every insurance of a ship, that the vessel shall be
seaworthy, by which is meant that she shall be in a fit state as
to repairs, equipment and crew and in all other respects, to perform the voyage insured, and to encounter the ordinary perils
at the time of sailing upon it.
If the assurance attaches before
the voyage it is enough that the state of the ship be commensu-

—

114

—

—

—

419
rate to the risk ; and if the voyage be such as to require a
diiferent complement of men, or state of equipment, in different
parts of it, as if it was a voyage down a canal or river, and

thence to and on the open sea, it is enough if the vessel be at
each stage of the navigation in which the loss happened properly
equipped and manned for it. But the assured makes no
warranty to the underwriters that the vessel shall continue
seaworthy, or that the master or crew shall do their duty during
the voyage, and their negligence or misconduct is no defence
to an action on the policy, when the loss has been immediately
occasioned by the perils insured against. (Held.hj the Privy
Council.)

Action upon a policy of insurance on copper-ore on board a
ship at and from the anchorage of H. & N. to S. to commence
upon the loading on board the ship at and from the above ports.
Part of the ore was loaded at H. and part at N. The ship was
seaworthy at H., but became unseaworthy before leaving N.,
in consequence of being overloaded, and was lost on her voyage
from N. to S. Held (by the Frivy Council), that the insurer of
the ore was entitled to recover for the ore shipped at H., but
not in respect of the ore loaded at N. First, as the pohcy
covered two risks, and the sea voyage was to be considered to
begin at different times, and secondly, that the implied warranty
that the ship should be there fit to carry the additional as well
as the original cargo, appeared by the evidence not to have been
complied with. Namagua Mining Co. vs. Commercial Marine
Insurance Co.
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
:.

Particular Average.
and Medley
..

Butcher & Co.

—

..

..

..

— Usury— Traders—History

no law at present in

force

270

—

Interdict Co-proprietors
Lessee
Timber. An interdict had
been granted against the lessee of an undivided half share in a
farm, at the instance of the owners of the other half, restraining respondent from cutting down timber : he now applied to
have the interdict dissolved. The Coubt continued the interdict, but ordered the original applicants to give security, pend...
..
Kelly YS. Kirkwood ,.
..
..
ing action.

Interest

231

Hawes, Stanbridge

..

..

..

—

—

vs.

5

—

of Usury Laws. There is
in the Colony limiting the rate of

interest to 6 per cent.

Two traders may agree to a charge of interest at the rate of
12 per cent, on a loan of money.
Discussion as whether usury is a crime.
The queslion as to whether any particular transaction is
usurious or extortionate must be determined by the special circumstances of the case [Per Watermevee, J.]. JDyaaon vs.
••
••
••
••
•
..
Buth'uen
..
..

—See
roiNT-owNEES. — See Co-proprietors.
pending appeal. — See Appeal.
fuDGMENT —Performance
Act No. 20 of 1856, 8.—
luEisDiorioN OF Magistrate
defendant by
leased a farm
Land. —
provided
taking
Intestacy.

Collation.

of,

§

(1).

to

Plaintiff

to

Title

notarial

for the
of
agreemeat for tive years : the lease
a certain amount of firewood per annum by defendant. Plaintiff sued defendant in the Magistrate's Court for damages by
reason of his having exceeded the quantity stipulated in the lease.
2 E 2

282

420
The Magistrate found that defendant had so exceeded and
gave judgment for plaintiff. Defendant appealed on the ground
the Magistrate had no jurisdiction, the title to land being in
dispute.
The Ooukt affirmed the Magistrate's decision.
Ulyate vs.
2.

3.

Wood

215

Ad

20 of 1856, §§ 8, 10— Ejectment— Bules and Eegulations of Missionary Institution.
W. was an inmate of a missionary institution conducted under certain rules and regulations
approved of by the Governor. Whilst living iu the institution
she gave birth to an illegitimate child. By the regulations she
thereby forfeited her rights as an inmate of the institution.
The superintendent of the institution brought action in the
Magistrate's Court against W. to eject her from the institution.
Defendant was living in a house which she had hired from one K.
The Magistrate gave judgment in plaintififs favour. On appeal
this judgment was reversed on the ground of want of jm-isdiotion.
Wildsdmt Ys. Kolbing
..
..
..
..
..218
.,

—

—

&

Title to Land.
T.
K. had a dispute as to the boundaries
of their farms.
K. sued T. in the Magistrate's Court for trespass in that T. had sowed oats oq K.'s land ; no objection was
taken to the jurisdiction, but an arrangement was come to be-

tween the parties, and this was embodied in a judgment there
being a misunderstanding about the agreement, T. sued K. for
the value of the oats that K. had cut down on this land. The
Magistrate gave judgment for the plaintiff. On appeal this
decision was reversed on the ground that the Magistrate had no
jurisdiction, title to land being in dispute.
De Kock vs. Du Toil
;

Landloed and Tenant.

228

—

—

Rent Notice.— Where a tenant fell into
arrear with his rent, and the landlord gave notice that if tlie
rent were allowed to fall into arrear again, it would be charged
at the rate of £24 per month instead of £12 : and the tenaut
continued to occupy, but let the rent fall into aiTear ; on the
tenant's insolvency, application by his trustees to reduce a proof

made on his estate by the landlord at the rate of £24
month granted. Cardinal & Go's Trustees \s. Miller
..

of debt

per

Lease.

— See Co-proprietors, 1—Jurisdiction, 1 —Landlord.

Legitimate Pobtion.

Lex

—See

Loci Contbaotds.

Eei

SiTiE.

Will, 4, 5

— See Contract.

— See
— See Provisional Sentence.
Collation.

Liquid Document.

Magistrate.

45

—See

1

Jurisdiction.

—

—

Malicious Deseetion Edictal Citation. M. and wife, married in
1846 in England. In 1847, his wife left M., apparently without
reason.
Soon after, M. emigrated to the Cane Colony with two
children of a former marriage.
Subsequently M. applied to his
wife to join him, offering to pay all expenses of passage, &c. His
wife declined, whereupon M. prayed for leave to issue summons
by edict for restitution of conjugal rights. M. stated that he
believed his wife did not intend to rejoin him, and the proceedings were instituted with a view to divoree. The Couet (Bell,
J., diss.) granted leave to sue as prayed.
..'
In re Miller ..

Mandate

— By

Roman-Dutch Law,

unaffected by Ord. 15, 1846,
no special form of writing or of words is 'necessary to constitute'

227

—

—

421
a mandate to receive money for another and to make the
ma/ndans responsible for the acts of the mandatory.
(Per
Cloete, J.) South African Association V. Botha
..
..
1.

401

—Mohammedan—Proclamation of

Maeeiage

Sir B. Baird of
Ma/rriaye Order in Council, 1838 Echt Eeglement of
1580.
Children born of a marriage celebrated according to
Mohammedan rites in this colony declared illegitimate.
Essentials to a valid marriage discussed.
Bronn vs. Frits
Bronn's Executors .,
..
..
..
..
..
..

1806

—

Error

2.

—Fraud.—A marriage declared void on account of the

313

previous stvprtmi and pregTMncy of the wife, unknown to the
husband, and a child born six months after the marriage declared
illegitimate.

See Collation

Eorah

y%.

Eorak

..

..

..

..

..

389

— Malicious Desertion— Separation.

Medical Peactitionbe

—

—

Ord. 82, 1830, § 3, 7. Plaintiff sued
defendant in the Magistrate's Court for the value of certain
drugs and medicines supplied to defendant's wife, and for five
professional or medical visits.
Plaintiff had no license under
Order 82, 1830, but he put in a certificate that under the
civil commissioner he had, some years before, temporarily jierformed the duties of district surgeon. The magistrate gave judgment for defendant. On appeal, the Circuit Court upheld the
..
..
magistrate's decision.
Solaris y. Jelly ..
..

—See
— See
MissioNABY Institution—Eules and Regulations
2
Mohammedan Maeeiage. —See Marriage. 1
MoETGAGE Bond —Eegistration— Partnership and Separate

MiSEEPEESENTATioN.

407

Sale.

of.

Jurisdic-

tion.

Estate

— Joint and Several Liahiliiy. —A bond executed by J. L. and

partners trading as L. & Co., which bond jointly
ceriain property of which they were
the registered joint owners, held, to give no preference in insolvency over the partnership estate of L. & Co. Ebden vs.
•
••
..
..
..
..
Trustee of Long & Go.

C.

li.,

who were

and severally hypothecated

— See
—See Evidence.

Negligence.
1.

2.

NoTAKT.

Carrier.

1

" Orosse and Minute of "

—

Action to set aside Deed of Assignment Interlineations and Erasures in Notarial Deed. Stan••
...
••
..
..
ford vs. Brunnette..

—

Notice.

—See Divisional Council—Landlord.

of Dishonour.

—See Promissory Note.

Okd. 37, 1828.— See
82,

6,
6,

1

Sheriff.

1830.— See Medical

8, 1839.

H

Practitioner.

—See Commission.

1843.— See Insolvency.
1844.— See Hypothec.

15, 1845.

— See Mandate.

OVBE-CABEYING OF CaEGO BY SHIP-OWNEE.— See Ship. 1
Oveeloading of Ship by Chaeteeee.— See Ship. 2

lOl

;

422
i.

—

—

Paktneeship and Separate Estate Registration Insolvency
Mortgage Bond. A bond executed by J. L. and C. L. who
were partners trading as L. & Co., "jointly and severally,"
hypothecating certain property of which they were the registered
Held, to give no preference in insolvency on the
joint owners.
Elden vs. Trustee of Long
partnership estate of L. & Co.
..
& Co

—

2.

—

'

AND Private

Estate— Authority of Partner

to

11

Pledge. —

N. was a partner in the firms of J. N. & Co. and J. D. N. &
Co. By advertisement dated June 1st, 1843, it was notified that
J.

the partnership firms had ceased to exist. On June 23rd, 1843,
plaintiff sold to J. N., wheat on terms that payment was to be
made by J. N.'s promissory note and secured by a bond. J. N,
passed the notes, but gave to plaintiff as security a bond by E.
in favour of J. 1). N. & Co.
On the bond was endorsed " Left
as collateral security.
J. N. representino; the firm of J. D. N.
& Co." Subsequently, after the due dates of the notes, the
estates of J. N., J. N. & Co. and J. D. N. & Co. were surrendered
the nutes were not paid, and plaintiff proved on the estates of
J. N., J. N. & Co. and J. D. N. & Co., but was awarded no
dividend. He now claimed the amount of the bond from the
estate of J. D. 2SI. & Co.
Held, that he was not entitled to
succeed, as the bond was the property of J. D. N. & Co., and
J. N. had jio authority to pledge partnership securities for his
private debts.
Zeederberg vs. Trustees of J. Norton & Co. and
J.
3.

—

D. Norden

&

Co

18

Proof of Debt—Executors-dative — Administration of Assets

—

Sureties.
G. died intestate in the Colony, leaving movable
property in England. E. residing in the Colony was appointed
executor-dative with K. as one of his sureties. E. was a member
of a fii-m carrying on business in the Colony and in England ; he
sent a power of attorney to his two partners to act for him ; with
the consent of the heirs, the partners were appointed administrators to the estate in England, and certain monies were placed
to the credit of Gr.'s wife in the books of the film.
Before
paying over these monies the firm became insolvent, and subsequently, the sureties. Proofs of debt were made by G-.'s wife on
Application to expunge the proof of debt made
all the estates.
un R.'s estate was refused on the ground that payment to the
firm in England was payment to E. and that the sureties were
liable for B.'s not paying over the money.
In re Rudolfs
Estate
..
..
.,
..
..
..
..
..

AND Separate Estates

4.

&

—Insolvency—Registration. —

43

C. a

partner in C.
Co. bought landed -property with partnership
lunds, but the transfer, was passed and registration effected
in his own name. On sequestration of the partnership and
private estates, held, that the property must be administered
as C.'s separate property.
Anstruther vs. Trustees of G. L.

Chiappini and A. Vhiappini

&

Co.

..

.,

— See Exception.
Pleading. — See Revocation.
Pledge— Authority op Partner. — See Partnership.

..

Plea.

Proof of Debt.

—See Partnership.

Power of ATT0ENBX.^See Mandate

—

Set-off.

2

.,

91

423
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1.

Pkoclamation of Sir D. Baibd op Apbil 2eTH, 190^— Legality of

Mohammedkm

2-

Bronn

vs. Frits

Bronn's Executors

313

16

See Will.
1.

Marriage.

Of Lord Charles Somerset of July 12th, 1822, does not give
natural-horn subjects of Great Britain and Ireland the right of
devising their property by an instmment which would hold sood
in form by the law of England, but not by the law of this Colony.
Dwyer vs. 0' Minn's Executor ..
..
Pbomissoey
vs. Webb

3

Note—Proof

of Notice of Dishonour.

Blackburn
..

35

2.

Oive Time to Maker Discharge of Endorsers.
A. made a promissory note in favour of E. who endorsed it, as
also did Z.
At the due date plaintiff, the legal holder, protested it for non-payment by A., and gave notice to E. and Z.
Plaintiff then, without the knowledge of B. and Z., entered into
an arrangement with A. not to sue him for four months, A.
paying him £40 as " discount." A. did not pay the note at the
end of four months, and shortly after became insolvent. Plaintiff sued E. & Z. for the amount of the note.
Held, that they
were not liable. Oaro v. Enslin & Zinn
..
..
..

351

1.

PaovisiONAL Sentence Set-off^Insolvency Ord. 6, 1843, § 28
Liquid Document. Plaintiffs, trustees in the insolvent estate
of G. & Co., sued A. and N. for provisional sentence on two bills
of exchange amounting to £879, payable seven months after
date, drawn by A. in favour of G. & Co. and accepted by N.
At
the time of acceptance N. was a creditor of G. & Co. to the
extent of £3000 on an overdue document in the form of a promissory note signed by G. & Co., who thereby promised to pay
the £3000 within twelve months, being an amount of loan by 2SI.
to P., and further secured by a mortgage bond to that amount
The bills of exchange were given for
on tbe barque Vigilant.
goods purchased by A. from G. & Co., at a time when G. & Co.
Two months
were in difficulties, of which fact N. was aware.
after the date of acceptance G. & Co. became insolvent, and N.
was appointed one of the trustees. The bills wore not disN. now claimed the right to set-ofl' the £3000 due to
counted.
him against the amount of the bills, and stated on affidavit that
he did not expect to get more than £1000 from the sale of the
Held, that provisional sentence must be refused on
Vigilant.
the ground that N. had the right of set-oft, the document being
liquid (Bell, J., duhitante). Oreig & Go's Trustees vs. Norden
..
..
& Alexander

2.

Agreement

..

..

—

to

—
—

—

..

..

—

—

Provisional sentence was prayed against defendant,
Title.
the son of one S., on a bond passed by defendant in payment
of the balance of the puichase-prioe of a farm, pui chased from
plaintiff, who had bought from the estate of S. at a public sale
held by the assignees of the estate of S. S. alleged that the
deed of assignment under which the assignees acted was void,
and that an action was about to be brought by him against the
puralleged assignees to have it so declared, and that after the
above facts.
chase by defendant he had given him notice of tbe
Held, that proThe defendant now disputed plaintiffs title.
Morkel vs. Stanford
..
visional sentence must be granted.

Rate.

C

— See Divisional Council.

89
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1.

Beconvention
Imperial

— Claim in —Breach

Officer.

—

Plaintiff was the

—

of Contraot Eight to Sue
Deputy Commissary-General,

acting on behalf of Her Majesty the Queen, and sued defendant
for damages for breach of contract in neglectina to supply certain
Defendant admitted
oat hay to the Commissariat Department.
his liabilify, but claimed in reconvention that he was the
cessionary of certain unsatisfied judgments given against one
Green, then Deputy Commissary-General, six years before the
above contraot was entered into ; these judgments were for a
larger amount than plaintiff's claim and were given in actions
brought against the department for compensation for having impressed waggons ; the cessions were admitted to be legal and the
judgments unsatisfied. Held, that the claim in reconvention
was rightly pleaded and that judgment must be given on both
claims (Hodges, C. J., diss.). Bowers \. Miller & Earley
.,

—— See Appeal.
Bbqistkation.

195

2

— See Partnership.

Sale by PtBLie Auction

1,

4

— Conditions

of Sale— Misrepresentation
sued defendant for the purchase-price of certain landed property bought by him at public
Defendant pleaded misauction, plaintiffs tendering transfer.
representation by plaintiffs as to the position of the railway
station about to be built in the vicinity, whereby he had been
It appeared that plaintiffs had published advertisedeceived.
ments in several newspapers stating that the land was to be sold
in consequence of its close proximity to the proposed railwaystation, and that some of the lots to be sold were within 100
yards of the site, and a plan accompanying the advertisement
showed the station in proximity to the lots but the conditions
It was proved
of sale said nothing about the railway-station.
that the station was to be built at a distance of about 750
yards from the nearest of the lots sold, but it was not proved
that plaintitis had special knowledge as to where it would be
Held, that plaintiff's were entitled to succeed, as there
placed.
was no proof that delendant was deceived by the advertisement.
seller is bound by the advertisement as well as by
Semhle :
the conditions of sale. Stellenbosch Municixtality vs. Lindenhurg

—Advertisement—

(7osfe.—-Plaintiffs

;

A

— Voluntary, Deed of— Comm/umity of Goods— Contract
hetwien Husband and Wife. — A. and wife were married
com-

Separation

in

mtmity in 1830 a notarial deed of separation a mensd et thoro
was drawn up between them in 1857 this deed provided that
;

;

the future they should live apart, that each should be supported from his or her means, that the community of property
should be dissolved, and that all subsequently-acquired property
should belong to him or her by whom it was acquired
that ail
future debts should be paid by him or her by whom they were
contracted that the wife should henceforth have the administration of her property without its being subject to the marital
power, and that notification of the deed should be made in the
Oovernment Gazette. In 1858 A. died, leaving assets which he
bequeathed to S. ; the wife brought this action against A.'s
executors to have it declared that the deed was invalid and that
she was entitled to her share of the community. The Court
ordered an inquiry before the Master as to whether there existed
at the time of drawing up the deed, circumstances which
Would have entitled either party to a judicial separation.
for

;

;

345

;

;

;
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Semble. : If siich circumstances exist, such a deed is good and
valid ; if not, it is invalid, and the wile is entitled to her share

of the community.

Ziedeman
V.

vs.

Ziedeman

Albertus Executors

(1

Menz.

..

..

238) discussed.

„

.,

—Meaning of Words in a Grant, " Fuel on
—
sued defendant
for Public
an

Servitude
is

p.

the

Plaintiff

Alhertus
.,

this

..

202

Land

action of
trespass.
Plaintiff was owner of a farm near Graafreinet, the
oiiginal grant of which contained the condition, " the firewood
on this land shall be for general use ;" the defendant as one of
TJse.^

in

the public, claimed a right to drive over the farm with a waggon
and horses, and to outspan and graze his horses on the farm,
without plaintiff's consent, for the purpose of taking dry wood :
defendant also claimed the right to take away mimosa trees and
dry wood from the farm, without plaintiffs' consent, and to sell
the same on the Graafreinet market. The Municipality of
Graafreinet intervened hy leave of the Court and justified the
alleged trespass by the words in the grant and by immemorial
user well known to plaintiff. The evidence as to user was conflicting.
The Couet held that according to the true construction of the grant, the ownership of the firewood was in
plaintiff, and that the condition imposed a servitude on the land
and further
(1), That any person bona fide requiring firewood in that
neighbourhood had a right to take it for his own use from
plaintiff's

farm

right to drive a wagson and
horses over the farm to fetch the wood, but that plaintiff had
the right to define a reasonable track to he so used
(3), That any such person had a right to outspan his horses
at certain spots on the farm which plaintiff had the right to fix
in like manner as in (2), hut that there was no right to graze

That any such person had a

(2),

the horses

That no one could take the

(4),

of sale.

Set-off.

Meintjes vs. Oberholzer

trees or firewood for pm-poses

and Oraafreinet Municipality

—Auctioneer— General Agent—Power of Attorney— Con—

The hrothers M. gave instructions to the firm
ditions of Sale.
On
T., auctioneers, to sell certain landed property.
of D.
T. sold some of the property to K.
May 19, 1853, D.
The conditions of sale stated that the purchase-money was to
he paid to the seller by promissory notes in four instalments, or
that the whole might, be paid in cash to the auctioneers on the
day of sale. K. neither paid cash nor gave promissory notes on
the day of sale. On May 23, 1853, six of the brothers M.
executed a general power of attorney in favour of G. M. (the

&

&

D. (one of the partners of the firm of D. & T.),
seventh)
authorising them to act in all matters in reference to the sales
of their landed property, and to receive the purchase price, and
containing a clause authorising either to act separately or subOn the same day D. substituted D. & T., and
stitute another.
the seven brothers M. executed a special power authorising
On
transfer of the property to he given to the purchasers.
October 30, 1854, K. settled with D. & T. for the purchase
credited the brothers
price, hut not by payment in cash, and they
K. obtained transfer, tlie
their books.
M. with the amount
deed stating that the purchase price had been paid. D. & T.
became insolvent without having paid over the money.— fieW,

&

m

265
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That the brothers M. could recover the purchase
(Cloete, J.

Muller

diss.).

Kemp &

vs.

price from

K.

..

..

Others

142

See Provisional Sentence. 1

2.

Shares, Allottee

of.

—See Company (2)
—

Shebif]?— Ori. 37, 1828— Orrf. 6, 1843, § 22— Sheriff—DeputyWrit of Execution. Plaintiff obtained a judgment
Sheriff
against S., residing at Burghersdorp : he took out a writ and
certain goods were attached by the Deputy-Sheriff and sold by
WhUe the proceeds were still in the hands of
public auction.
the Deputy-Sheriff and before the High Sheriff could have re-

—

ceived them, S. surrendered. Plaintiff sued the High Sheriff for
damages for negligence on the part of his Deputy in the matter
of the sale ; by direction of the Court, the trustees of S. intervened as co-plaintiffs ; by their declaration they claimed the
proceeds of the sale. Held, That the proceeds belonged to
them. SpiMer and Smith's Trustees vs. Steuart
..
..

Ship

—

Lading

—Damage

—

—

364

Cargo Over-carrying. Plaintiff sued defendant, a shipowner, for the value of goods lost in
defendant's ship, which foundered between Algoa Bay and East
London. The goods were shipped by plaintiffs' agents in Cape
Town ; the bill of lading signed by plaintiff's agents and by the
master, stated that the ship was bound for Algoa Bay ; it also
contained a clause that goods shipped for intermediate ports
might be delivered on the return voyage if deemed expedient
Bill of

to

nM,ster
the vessel was advertised in the Cape Town
newspapers to sail for Mossel Bay, Algoa Bay and East London,
but plaintiff's agents did not see the advertisements, and being
under the impression that the vessel was not going beyond
Algoa Bay, insured the goods to that port ; the ship touched at
Mossel Bay, and then at Algoa Bay, but the weather at the
latter place being stormy, the master went on to East London,
intending to land plaintiffs goods at Algoa Bay on the return
voyage on her return voyage, before reaching Algoa Bay, the
ship was lost. Held, That plaintiff could not recover from de(Olobte, J. diss.). Soos YS. Bennie
fendant.
..
..

253

Overloading hy Charterers Damage to Cargo Liability
Construction of Charter-party
Tadt
of Owner and Charterer
Hypothec of Consignee of Undelivered Cargo. Shipowner held
liable to consignees for damage occasioned to some goods and
for non-delivery of other goods, where such damage and nondelivery were due to overloading of the ship by the charterers
and to bad stowage the terms of the charter-party not being
such as to render the charterers liable to the consignees or to rid
the owner of liability.
By Eoman-Dutch Law, consignees of undelivered cargo
cannot enforce a tacit hypothec upon the ship in an action
against the master for delivery of such cargo or its value.
Denyssen, Muter' s Executor vs. McFie ..
..
..
..

334

by the

;

;

2.

—

—

—

—

—

;

3.

—

—

Cargo hy Eats BUI of Lading Performance of
Contract executed in England. Liability of shipowner for
damage occurring during the voyage to goods shipped under a
bill of lading which stated that the goods were shipped at the
port of London, to be delivered at Cape Town, freight payable
at London, must be determined by the law of England.
Damage by rats is not damage by " Act of God or dangers
and accidents of the seas," and a shipowner is liable for such
damage where there is no special exception in the bill of lading.

Damage

to

—

—

427
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even though he prove that he took every precaution
extermination of rats. Muter's Executor v^. Jones
..

—See Endorser—Partnership. 3
Tacit Hypothec. — See Hypothec.
Timber —Rights of Lessee as
Gutting of—

for the
.,

356

SuKBTY.

Interdict.

to

Kirhwood

..

.,

Right of Lessee as
Magistrate.

..

to

Ulyate v.

Time, Computation of.

..

..

Kelly v.
..

—Jurisdiction

Cutting Firewood

Wood

— See

..

..

..

..

..

..

5

of

..215

Insurance.

—See Jurisdiction.
— See Co-Proprietors, 2—SeiTitude.
Trust-Company. — See Commission.
Tbust-Deed op Company. — See Company.
Umpire. — See Award.
Undue Preference.—See Evidence.
Usury. — See
Will— Competence of Woman
a Witness — Proclamation
July 12, 1822
—Testatrix, a natural-bom subject of

Title to Land.
Trespass.

interest.

to he

1.

Codicil.

of
Ireland, domiciled in this Colony, made a non-notarial will in
1854 with two witnesses, one of the witnesses being a woman.
Held, that the proclamation of July 12th, 1822, did not give
natural-born subjects of Great Britain and Ireland the right of

devising their property by an instrument which would hold good
in form by the law of England, but not by the law of this
Colony, and that the document was therefore invalid as a will.
Eeld, further, that it could take effect as a codicil. Dwyer vs.

CFlinn's Executor
2.

but must take
Executors
3.

..

..

—

16

—A

Codicil.
mutual
Witnesses present at the same time
will made in 1822 was signed by testator and testatrix and purported to be witnessed by seveu witnesses, whose signatures were
appended. The will contained the codicUlary clause, and a
It was proved that one of the
codicil to it had been executed.
witnesses was not present when the other six signed, nor did he
Another witness was doubiful as to his
see the testator sign.
presence, but the signatures of both were undoubtedly genuine.
There was no evidence as to the other five witnesses who were
dead at the time of this action brought by the heirs to have the
will declared void. Held, that the instrument was void as a will

..

effect as
..

a

codicil.

..

••

McDonald vs. McDonald's
••
••
••
•

— Proclamation of July
1822—British-horn
—Liquidation Accountframed hy SurSubjects — Tacit Hypothec
British-born
and
viving Spouse— Insolvency. —
12th,

Mutual

C.

wife,

subjects,

were married in this Colony in 1831, without antenuptial consurvivor was
tract in 1831 they made a joint will whereby the
;

appointed sole heir of the estate left at the decease of the firstdying to be held after payment of the debts of the first-dying
condition that the
in full and free property; subject to the
survivor should be obliged to educate and maintain the children
which should be born of the marriage until their majority or
executor, guardian of the
marria-'e the survivor was appointed
;

;
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minors and administrator of the whole estate ; two children were
subsequently born of the marriage within the Colony, and C.
and wife continued to reside there till 1841, when the wife died
C. adiated under the will, and in 1842 filed a liquidation account
in which the estate was valued at £4000, and in which he reserved to himself half the estate and a child's portion, and awarded
the rest to the children ; thirteen years after, C. became insolvent his trustees brought this action to expunge the proof of
debt made on behalf of the children. Edd, that the marriage
of C. and his wife was in community ; that the proclamation of
July 12, 1822, did not apply, and that the children had therefore
a tacit hypothec on C.'s estate for the amount of their legitimate
portion.
That the account framed by C. in 1842 was not binding on the creditors of his insolvent estate, and that the actual
amount of C.'s estate at the time of his wife's decease must be
ascertained in order to decide the amount of the prel'erent claim
of the children. Clarence's Trustees vs. Clarence's Curator and
;

Tutor-dative
4.

Legitimate

—

..

Portion

,.

.,

..

•.

..

..
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—Prelegacy— Fidei Commissum—7m-

Ord. 6, 1843, § 48.—M., by will dated September,
solvency
1849, instituted her daughter A., married in community to S.,
as one of her heirs, and bequeathed a prelegacy to her ; in April,
1855, M., by a codicil, declared that she curtailed the inheritance
of A. by a fidei commissum, ; the codicil further directed that
the capital of the inheritance should, after the death of A. and
S., go in full and free property to their children; that the
interest should be enjoyed by A. and S. during life, towards their
support and that of their children, and instituted A. and S. heirs
of the interest; it further stated that this fidei-commissary disposition was made to secure to A., S., and their children the
means of support in case of misfortune or Insolvency, that the
said interest should not be paid to any except A., and after her
death to S. ; or in case legal steps should be adopted by their
creditors to appropriate such interest, or if any measure should be

taken whereby its free enjoyment should be fettered, the testatrix revoked the appointment of S. as heir and nominated the
Board of Executors as heirs of the interest, to be expended by
them for the benefit of A., S., and their children, without deduction of any portion ; and in case A. or S. should oppose this
disposition, or the legitimate portion be claimed by creditors, the
testatrix directed that A. should be paid her strict legitimate
portion and nothing more, and that the remainder should bo
entailed with fidei commissum under conditions as afore-mentioned, and that everything which A. owed to the estate for
capital or interest should be deducted from the lej^itimate
portion.
In July, 1855, the testatrix died. At her death S.
was indebted to her in £561, the amount of two bonds. In
November, 1855, S. devoted £194, an amount of inheritance
accruing from M.'s husband, towards the payment of these bonds
the prelegacy was also devoted by permission of S. to the same
purpose. In December, 1855, S. became insolvent, and subsequently the Board of Executors, as executors under the will of
M., paid to S. the amount of the interest due from M.'s estate.
The trustees of S. sued M.'s executors to recover for his estate
the amount of the legitimate portion due to A. Held, that the
plaintiffs were entitled to the balance of the legitimate portion
due after deduction of the debts due by S. to M.'s estate, and of
the prelegacy.
Van Schoor's Trustees vs. Mutter's Executors „
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5.

Legitimate Portion Mohammedan Marriaye.
B. was
married according to Mohammedan rites, in tlie Colony,
He
made a wiil in which he appointed all his children as his heirs,
wilh the exception of plaintiff, whom he wholly omitted, without apparent reason. Plaintiff's claim to he declared one of B.'s
heirs and as such entitled to his legitimate portion, rejected, on
the ground that B.'s marriage was not a valid one. Bronn vs.
Frits Bronn's Executors ..
..
..
..
..
..

6.

Mutual Prohibition of Alienation Power of Survivor to
make Conditions as to Property Devolving under a Will. A.
& B. made a mutual will whereby they bequeathed their farm,

—

—
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death of the survivor, to their four children, and directed
that the survivor should be at liberty to cause the farm to be
divided into four parts and to determine by subsequent deed (to
be considered as incorporated in the joint will), which part
should fall to each child, and to annex conditions whereby the
farm should be secured to the children or to each his or her
share as a permanent dwelling-place during the children's lifetime. B. died, and by subsequent will A. confirmed the bequest
under certain conditions, one of which was that no child should
be permitted during his or her lifetime to dispose of his or her
share except to his or her child or children for a dwelling. A.
did not cause the farm to be divided into parts, but directed that
each child should retain his other dwelling, lands, &c., as at
present used by him or her. On A.'s death, the condition prohibiting alienation was inserted by the executor in the transferdeed of the I'arm passed to the children. Subsequently one of
the children sold his share to 0. The other children brought
action to have this sale set aside as being in contravention of
the provisions of the will. Held, That the condition was null
and void and that the sale to U. was good. Olivier vs. Olivier

after the

&
7.

Cloete

— Prohibition of
Bight of Pre-emption. — By
Mutual

Alienation

— Fidei commissum—
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codicil to their mutual will, P. and
his wife left their farm to their children, one son and two
daughters, and directed that each should be bound to pay a
certain sum into the estate for it, with the condition that the
farm should never be sold to a stranger, but that if one of the

children should wish to part with his or her share, he or she should
be bound to sell the same to the other two projjrietors for the
same sum as it cost him or her : on the death of their parents,
the children took possession of the farm under the condition,
but subsequently, the two daughters gave up occupation on payment to them by the son of the amount mentioned in the codicil.
The son remained in possession of the whole farm during his
life.
On his dying intestate, the daughters claimed the right to
purchase the farm for the amount mentioned in the codicil.
Held, That they had no such right after the son's death, whether
they had or had not such right of pre-emption during his life-

time.

Bu

Plessis vs. Smalberger

—

Writ of Execution. — See

Sheriff.
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..

Witness to a Will.— See Will. (1), (2)
AVoMAN Competence of, as witness to a will. Dwyer
••
••
•
••
..
..
Executor

vs. O'Flinn's
••

••
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